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Prólogo, Macromex 2014, Trabajos en Extenso 
 
Este volumen es una colección de trabajos presentados en la tercera versión del 
Simposio bianual Estados Unidos-México sobre Avances en Ciencia de Polímeros, 
Macromex 2014. 
Las primeras dos ediciones de este simposio se llevaron a cabo en los años 2008 y 2011, 
respectivamente, y ambas fueron un éxito en cuanto a la calidad de los trabajos 
presentados y en cuanto a la variedad de interacciones entre científicos, principalmente 
de Estados Unidos y México, pero cada vez más de otros países. 
Esta serie de conferencias nació como resultado de esfuerzos conjuntos entre la 
Sociedad Polimérica de México (SPM) y la división polímeros de la Sociedad Química 
Americana (ACS) con el objetivo de mejorar la cooperación e interacciones científicas 
entre investigadores de Estados Unidos y México. En la edición del 2011 también 
contamos con la participación de un grupo de científicos distinguidos del Canadá que 
contribuyeron significativamente a la calidad del evento. En la versión actual (2014) un 
grupo selecto de científicos canadienses también se unieron a los esfuerzos.  
 
Macromex 2014 se llevó a cabo del 3 al 6 de diciembre de 2014 en Nuevo Vallarta, 
Nayarit, en la costa del pacífico mexicano. En el simposio se tuvo participación de 9 
países en forma de 98 presentaciones orales y 197 carteles, sobrepasando los números 
de las dos versiones previas de este simposio.  
  
Kris Matyjaszewski (Carnegie Mellon University), Rigoberto Advincula  (Case Western 
Reserve University) y Kenneth Wynne (Virginia Commonwealth University) fueron 
presidents del evento por parte de los Estados Unidos, mientras que Oliverio Rodríguez 
Fernández (Centro de Investigación en Química Aplicada, CIQA), Beatriz García-
Gaitán (Instituto Tecnológico de Toluca) y Enrique Saldívar-Guerra  (CIQA) fueron sus 
contrapartes por parte de México. Sin embargo el éxito del evento, como en las 
versiones anteriores, se debió al trabajo de un grupo más amplio de colegas que 
apoyaron tanto la organización como la realización del evento mismo. 
 
Los polímeros y los materiales poliméricos son ya pieza fundamental de la vida 
moderna y de la tecnología, y los beneficios de su uso para la sociedad sobrepasan por 
mucho los posibles impactos negativos en el medio ambiente cuando sus desechos no 
son manejados de manera adecuada. Cada vez hay más aplicaciones avanzadas en 
campos relacionados con la solución a los grandes problemas de la sociedad que son 
investigados y materializados utilizando polímeros. Por ejemplo en los campos de 
fuentes alternativas de energía, aplicaciones biomédicas, tratamiento de aguas 
residuales, extracción de petróleo, separación de gases, por nombrar algunos. También, 
la búsqueda de respuestas a la preocupación por los efectos adversos para el medio 
ambiente por el uso de polímeros no biodegradables, es un área de investigación activa, 
principalmente investigando biopolímeros y biomateriales, aunque no exclusivamente. 
La síntesis, modificación, caracterización y aplicación de materiales poliméricos en 
estas áreas, son el tema principal de los trabajos presentados Macromex 2014, de los 
cuales, la presente colección de trabajos es una muestra representativa.      
 
Agradecemos a los autores que enviaron sus trabajos en extenso para publicación en el 
presente volumen.  
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En este volumen se incluyen 98 trabajos, los cuales están clasificados de la siguiente 
manera: 
  

- Poliolefinas 
- Biomateriales 
- Síntesis precisa de polímeros y polímeros inteligentes 
- Nanocompositos y mezclas 
- Materiales poliméricos avanzados: Optoelectrónica y Nanomateriales 
- Materiales poliméricos avanzados: Membranas 
- Ingeniería de polímeros, simulaciones y tópicos generales 

 
Los organizadores del evento agradecen el apoyo económico del Consejo Nacional de 
Ciencia y Tecnología (CONACYT-México), del Centro de Investigación en Química 
Aplicada (CIQA) y de la Universidad de Guanajuato.  
 
Esperamos continuar con estos esfuerzos para organizar en el futuro la próxima edición 
de esta serie de conferencias exitosas.  
 
Enrique Saldívar-Guerra, Angel Licea-Claveríe y Rubén González-Núñez 
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Preface, Macromex 2014 Extended Abstracts 
 
This volume is a collection of papers presented at the third version of the triannual 
Binational US-México Symposium on Advances in Polymer Science, Macromex 2014. 
The first and second editions of this conference took place in 2008 and 2011 
respectively, and both were a success in terms of the quality of the papers presented and 
the rich interaction between scientists, mainly from US and México, but also 
increasingly from other countries. This series of conferences was born as a result of a 
joint effort of the Mexican Polymer Society (MPS) and the Polymer Chemistry Division 
of the American Chemical Society (ACS) aimed at increasing the cooperation and 
scientific interaction among researchers of US and Mexico. In the 2011 edition we also 
had the presence of a group of distinguished Canadian scientists who contributed 
significantly to the quality of the meeting. In this new version again, a selected group of 
Canadian researchers also joined the effort.   
 
Macromex 2014 took place on December 3-6 of 2014 at Nuevo Vallarta, Nayarit, in the 
west coast of Mexico. The conference included participation from 9 countries in form of 
98 oral presentations and 197 posters, surpassing in numbers the two previous versions 
of this conference. 
  
Kris Matyjaszewski (Carnegie Mellon University), Rigoberto Advincula  (Case Western 
Reserve University) and Kenneth Wynne (Virginia Commonwealth University) acted as 
chairmen on the US side, while Oliverio Rodríguez Fernández (Centro de Investigación 
en Química Aplicada, CIQA), Beatriz García-Gaitán (Instituto Tecnológico de Toluca) 
and Enrique Saldívar-Guerra  (CIQA) were their counterparts on the Mexican side. As 
in the previous meetings however, the success of this meeting was due to the work of a 
larger group of colleagues who helped in its organization and during the conference 
itself. 
 
Polymers and polymeric materials are already a fundamental piece of modern life 
technology and their benefits to society surpass by far their possible negative impacts on 
the environment when their residues are not handled in a proper way. Increasingly, 
advanced applications of polymers in fields related to the solution of the great problems 
of society are researched and materialized. This is true in the fields of alternative 
sources of energy, biomedical applications, water treatment, oil extraction, gas 
separation, etc. to name a few. Also, the response to the environmental concerns created 
by non-biodegradable polymers is an active area of research, mainly but not exclusively, 
via the investigation in biopolymers and biomaterials. The synthesis, modification, 
characterization and application of polymers and polymeric materials in these fields are 
the main subject of the papers presented at Macromex 2014, of which the works in this 
collection are a representative sample.  
      
We thank those authors who provided their extended abstracts for publication in this 
volume.  
 
In this volume 98 papers are included grouped in a classification as follows: 

- Polyolefins 
- Biomaterials 
- Precision Polymer Synthesis and Smart Polymers 
- Nanocomposites and Blends 
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- Advanced Polymer Materials: Optoelectronics and Nanomaterials 
- Advanced Polymer Materials: Membranes 
- Polymer Engineering, Simulation and General topics  

 
 
The organizers of the meeting acknowledge the financial support of the National 
Council of Science and Technology (CONACYT-Mexico), the Center for Research in 
Applied Chemistry (CIQA) and the University of Guanajuato.  
 
We look forward to the organization of the next edition of this successful series of 
conferences.  
 
Enrique Saldívar-Guerra, Angel Licea-Claveríe and Rubén González-Núñez 
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Abstract 
 

An experimental study oriented to gather kinetic modelling data in the ethylene polymerization via metallocenes is 
reported. Also is illustrated the employment of two methods for determination of kinetic behavior and the 
instantaneous activity of Ziegler-Natta catalysts in the slurry polymerization of ethylene. Is described the basis of both 
methods as well as the required instrumentation for its implantation a laboratory level. An experimental program of 
polymerization with two different metallocenic systems was executed, showing that the direct (measurement of 
ethylene flow) as well as the calorimetric method (based on energy balances) give equivalent high quality information 
on the kinetic performance of the catalyst. 
 
Introduction 

 
The evaluation of a Ziegler-Natta catalyst is performed in reactors of complete mixing with an 
exchange heat jacket at an operation scale of 200 mL to 2 L. The operation is done in a 
semicontinuous way with constant pressure and controlled temperature (in the reactor or jacket) in 
ethylene atmosphere. The addition of ethylene is carried out in a continuous way by means of a 
deposit of higher pressure that the reactor pressure.  Since the pressure of the reactor is constant, 
the flow of ethylene is controlled by the polymerization rate. The measurement of this flow gives 
directly the polymerization rate. 
  Additionally, the liberated heat by reaction can be used to estimate the reaction extent. This 
method (calorimetric) has been employed successfully in a variety of polymerization reactions.[1-
6] Rincón et. Al.[1] and Esposito et. al.[2] studied the batch and semi-batch emulsion 
polymerization of vinylacetate in a 5 liters calorimetric type reactor. They used a Kalman type 
filter to estimate the heat transfer coefficient as well as the conversion evolution. Korber et. 
Al.,[3,4] working with a commercial calorimeter (RC1 from Mettler-Toledo) in the propylene 
polymerization via metallocenes, report comparable results between on-line calorimetry and 
propylene consumption measurement with a mass flowmeter. Altarawneh et. Al.[5] investigated 
the emulsion polymerization of Styrene via RAFT. They were able to monitor the conversion as 
well as the molecular weight using only calorimetric techniques. However, the reports of the use 
of calorimetry for monitoring the ethylene polymerization are scarce. In a recent report,[6] the 
calorimetric method has been used for the monitoring of ethylene polymerization via metallocenes 
in a laboratory reactor. The authors refer successful results when they develop a calorimetric 
observer and compare it with an estimation of ethylene consumption based on the pressure of an 
ethylene reservoir.  
   As the instrumentation required to implement a calorimetric monitoring technique on or off-line 
(that is: at the moment of the test or a posteriori) is standard and economically accessible to most 
laboratories (only temperature sensors in the reactor and the jacket are necessary), it is convenient 
to consider the applicability of the calorimetric method to the reaction rate monitoring of the 
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ethylene coordination polymerization and compare it with the most standard monitoring method 
(direct measurement of ethylene flow). The suitability of the calorimetric method for an accurate 
kinetic characterization should not be taken for granted for a given polymerization system, as it 
will depend on a number of variables, such as the  polymerization enthalpy and reaction rate, as 
well as the dynamic behavior of the catalyst in the reaction system. In the present work, the 
standard and the calorimetric methods are established and implemented in order to determine the 
polymerization rate in the ethylene coordination polymerization.  
   The implementation of the calorimetric method is developed using notions and tools readily 
accessible to the chemical practitioner. The study is conducted in a bench scale polymerization 
reactor equipped for the ethylene flow measurement as well as for the reaction heat evolution 
estimation. Two metallocene type catalysts are used that illustrate the applicability of the kinetic 
monitoring techniques. It is also demonstrated how these kinetic studies provide essential 
information for a deeper understanding of the chemical and dynamic nature of the catalytic system 
and to compare different catalytic systems based on their kinetic performance The application of 
the data obtained with these methods to modeling studies of the catalytic system will be a matter 
of future reports.  
 
Experimental 

 
Polymerization reactor 
The experimental arrangement employed is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a metallic-top, 600 mL 
glass PARR reactor provided with a glass jacket for heat exchange. The agitation is provided with 
a magnetically sealed mechanic drive. The reactor operation can operate at vacuum or light 
pressures (< 150 psig) at 150°C or lower temperatures. A constant temperature circulating bath is 
connected to the reactor jacket. The temperature measurements are taken with type T 
thermocouples. The system has 3 temperature sensors: the first at the reactor interior through a 
thermo-well; the second at the reactor jacket inlet; the third is exposed to the ambient. 
 
Ethylene flow measurement 
The ethylene flow entering the reactor is measured via an Aalborg gas flow-meter of 0 -500 
mL/min flow range. The measuring principle of this instrument is based on the heat capacity 
determination of a small fraction of the total stream flowing through the apparatus. This flow 
fraction enters to a capillary provided with an electric resistance injecting a constant heat flow to 
the stream. Two high precision temperature sensors are located at the inlet and outlet of the 
capillary in order to determine the heat capacity of the stream. This heat capacity is directly related 
to the mass flow of gases flowing through the capillary and, by means of standardized constants, 
the ethylene mass flow can be obtained. 
 
Data acquisition system      
It is a National Instruments Field Point 2000 bank, consisting of an Ethernet module containing a 
microprocessor with associated peripherals; a thermocouple module; and an analog input signal 
module (configurable as current or voltage inputs). Optionally, a digital output module to 
implement feedback control can be added. The signals proceeding from the process (temperatures 
and ethylene flow) are transmitted to the data acquisition system where they are digitalized and 
directed to the supervisory control system (PC computer running LabVIEW software). 
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Supervisory control system 
The supervisory control system implemented is based on the National Instruments LabVIEW 9 
Software. It runs on a conventional personal computer with MS Windows environment. 
Conceptually, it constitutes the interface between the operator and the process. The operator 
actions and the process responses are performed and visualized through the supervisory control 
system. Its main functions are: i) Communication with the data acquisition system to update in 
real time all the variables of the process; ii) Display of the main variables of interest by means of 
windows and graphical objects; iii) Register of the process variables in the computer hard disk. 
 
Isoperibolic operation 
The reactor is operated with a constant jacket temperature (isoperibolic operation). This form of 
operation conveys the advantage of ease of implementation, as feedback control of the reactor 
temperature is no required, only control of the jacket temperature. This jacket temperature control 
can be simply accomplished by using a bath of controlled temperature integrated to the reactor 
jacket; the relatively large reservoir of the bath provides enough capacitance to absorb small 
disturbances that could create a deviation from the set point temperature. Also, in this operation 
modality, the reactor temperature evolution is a direct evidence of the thermal effect of the 
reaction, as described in the previous section. 
Notice that, to the extent of our knowledge, the only other application of calorimetry [9] that has 
been reported for ethylene polymerization uses the isothermal instead of the isoperibolic modes, 
requiring a more elaborated control scheme than the simple one used here (isoperibolic) which 
only requires a constant temperature circulating bath that is a standard equipment in most 
laboratories. 
 
Results and Discussion 
 
Ethylene polymerizations using homogeneous (S1) and silica (SiO2) supported heterogeneous 
(S2) catalytic systems, were conducted as described in the experimental part, in order to test the 
suitability of the calorimetric monitoring technique in ethylene coordination polymerizations run 
under a variety of kinetic conditions. Both homogeneous and heterogeneous systems were also 
studied in the presence of hydrogen as chain transfer agent in order to test if the calorimetric 
measurements could detect the rate-acceleration hydrogen effect previously reported for 
metallocene-based catalysts11. The kinetic behavior at different polymerization conditions could 
then be compared by calorimetric measures transformed to activity (A), as discussed above. 
   Results of the kinetic monitoring realized in two polymerization tests with the catalytic system 
S1 and S2 are shown in Figure 1 and 2. Typical polymerization runs showing both monitoring 
methods are displayed. It can be seen that both methods reflect the same dynamic behavior of the 
catalysts. 
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Figure 1. Polymerization test with catalytic system S1. Comparison of both monitoring methods. 
 

 
 
Figure 2. Polymerization test with catalytic system S2. Comparison of both monitoring methods. 

 
 
Conclusions 
  
It was characterized the kinetic behavior of two catalysts metallocenes with and without support 
by means of two techniques of monitoring that are mutually independent. These techniques can 
be employed simultaneously to increase the reliability of the test. The theoretical basis and 
sufficient experimental details are given to guide the implementation of both methods of 
monitoring in the coordination polymerization of ethylene at laboratory scale. 
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Abstract 

The main aim of this work is to obtain heterogeneous, zirconocene aluminohydride/methylaluminoxane 
(MAO) polymerization catalysts, without using inorganic carriers like silica. The syntheses of zirconocenium 
ion-based clathrates, formed from aluminohydride zirconocene complexes activated with MAO, are reported 
here. Several different approaches were examined for the synthesis of these clathrate compositions;1 in one 
approach the catalyst (e.g. iPrCp2ZrH3AlH 2/MAO) was first prepared in toluene solution, and the clathrate 
phase then generated  by addition of silicone oil. An alternate approach involved reaction of silicone oil or 
another clathrate-forming additive (e. g. KCl1

) with MAO to form a solidified clathrate, and then introducing 
the zirconocene aluminohydride complex (e.g. nBuCp2ZrH3AlH 2). The clathrate catalysts were probed in the 
polymerization of ethylene in hydrocarbon slurry, without using additional co-catalyst (MAO), or at very low 
concentrations of modified MAO (MMAO 7, 13 wt% in IsoParE). The catalytic activities of the solid 
clathrate catalyst were compared as well as the morphology and properties of the polyethylenes synthesized in 
slurry. 
 

Introd uction 

Zirconocene aluminohydrides are heterobimetallic complexes (Al-Zr) reported since 1970, as 
important intermediate compounds in organic syntheses or catalytic processes.2 Several types of 
bridged and terminal Zr-H-Zr or Zr-H bonds were detected by infrared, but until 1997 Raston3 and 
Stephan4 confirmed by X-ray crystallography the presence of electron deficient bonds (bridged 
bonds, Zr-H-Zr or Zr-H-Al) as well as terminal hydride bonds (Zr-H and Al-H) stabilized as 
dimeric or higher nuclearity Zr-Al species. Since 2006 we reported the use of this kind of complex, 
as catalytic systems in coordination polymerizations and copolymerizations of olefins and alfa-
olefins in homogeneous phase using different activators (MAO or boron compounds).5 As with 
most metallocenes, the zirconocene aluminohydrides were supported on porous silica, in order to 
obtain polyolefins of useful morphology in slurry polymerization processes.6 Different zirconocene 
aluminohydrides supported on silica produced very active systems (50-90 ton PE/molZr-hr), using 
MAO as co-catalyst, however the leaching of the catalysts was very evident because the fine 
particles produced in the reactors causing the fouling.7 According to several reports about studies of 
leaching in supported metallocenes, the trimethylaluminum (TMA) (always present in the MAO 
solutions) is highly reactive with oxygen, even with Si-O bonds of silica, causing fragmentation of 
the support, increasing the leaching of the catalysts.8 On the other hand, the use of silica as support 
for metallocene catalysts is restricted by several patents,9 which has motivated the searching of 
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alternative methods for using metallocenes and derivatives as the zirconocene aluminohydrides for 
the application in coordination polymerization in slurry. 

In this work we studied the syntheses of zirconocenium ion-based clathrates, formed from 
aluminohydride zirconocene complexes activated with MAO, based on the reports of Sangokoya1 
for liquid clathrates using classical metallocenes (Cp2ZrCl2) and metallic salts of the first group 
(LiCl, NaCl or KCl), and the report of Pertti,1 for preparing unsupported solid metallocene systems, 
using similar inorganic or organic salts and octamethyltrisiloxane (OMTS). 

We tested two zirconocene aluminohydrides (nBuCp2ZrH3AlH 2 and iPrCp2ZrH3AlH 2) for the 
clathrate formation, using different approaches with two metallic salts (KCl and LiCl) and silicone 
oil.  

Experimental 

Synthesis of nBuCp2ZrH3AlH2/MAO Clathrate 

The zirconocene aluminohydride,4 was obtained from the corresponding nBuCp2ZrCl2 (0.76 g, 1.87 
mmol) in diethylether with 2.5 equivalents of LiAlH4 (4.127 mL of 1M diethylether solution, 4.127 
mmol), where the zirconocene aluminohydride was extracted in toluene (60 mL) or benzene (60 
mL) having a stock solution of 3.11 × 10-5 mol Zr/mL. Apart in a 100 mL Schlenk, 2 g of MAO 
(without TMA) were dissolved in 10 mL of toluene or benzene, and then the corresponding amount 
of salt (KCl or LiCl) were added at 0°C, and the mixture was agitated during 12 hr. Two 
concentrations of salt were probed (10% and 30% in weight respecting to MAO). The MAO and the 
salt were mixed, until a viscous part, or second phase was observed (1-2 h). The solid material 
(clathrate) was reacted with 10 mL of zirconocene aluminohydride solution mixing during 24 h, 
then the mixture was ultrasonicated for 30 min and the viscous solution was introduced to the 
polymerization reactor, for probing the catalytic activity. 

As for the clathrates prepared with silicone oil, this was previously dried with metallic sodium, 
refluxing 100 mL of silicone oil with 2 g of metallic sodium, during 4 h, and then the silicone oil 
was filtered under Ar atmosphere. 0.5 g of dry silicone oil was mixed with 5.19 g of solid MAO in 
20 mL of toluene, during 12 h, and then an aluminohydride solution (5.66 × 10-5 mol Zr/20 mL 
toluene) was added to the mixture at 0°C. The clathrate formation was evident from the phase 
separation. The solution was decanted and the gel phase dried under vacuum for 2 h.  

Synthesis of iPrCp2ZrH3AlH2/MAO Clathrates 

A stock solution of  iPrCp2ZrH3AlH 2 was prepared in toluene with a concentration of 2.65 X 10-6 
mol Zr/mL. In this approach the aluminohydride was first activated with MAO, forming the cationic 
species (red or pink color), and the corresponding amount of silicone oil was dropped during 20 
min, observing the clathrate precipitation as an oily phase. The toluene solution was decanted and 
the oil was dissolved in toluene and precipitated with hexane (1:4 v/v). The solid or oily phase was 
washed three times with hexane, and dried under reduced pressure for 2 h. The solid clathrate was 
analyzed by ICP determining the Al% and Zr%. 

Ethylene Polymerization with Clathrates 

Ethylene polymerizations were conducted in a 600 mL Parr reactor equipped with Ar and ethylene 
inlets, temperature control and mechanical agitation, as described in several reports for 
aluminohydride zirconocenes,6 using  3 mL MMAO as scavenger. 
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Results and Discussion 

The zirconocene aluminohydride clathrates were prepared making several compositions and 
sequence additions, using salts (KCl or LiCl), silicone oil, MAO and zirconocene aluminohydrides 
(nBuCp2ZrH3AlH 4 and iPrCp2ZrH3AlH 2) based on the method reported by Sangakoya et al.1 with 
some modifications. Table 1 and 2 describe the preparation conditions, and the polymerization 
results, respectively. 

Table 1. Preparation conditions of clathrates nBuCp2ZrH 3AlH 4/MAO/KCl or LiCl 

Exp Clathrate salt MAO/salt MAO/Zr Solvent 
Time for clathrate 

formation 
1 Clath 1 KCl 35 950 benzene 1h 
2 Clath 2 KCl 35 900 toluene 1h 
3 Clath 2 KCl 35 900 toluene 0.5 h 
4 *Clath 3 KCl 35 900 toluene 1h 
5 Clath 4 LiCl 17 900 toluene 2h 
6 Clath 4 LiCl 17 900 toluene 2h 

Clathrates formed as gel solution *Clathrate 3 formed inside the polymerization reactor 
 

Table 2. Ethylene polymerizations using clathrates of nBuCp2ZrH 3AlH 4/MAO/KCl or LiCl 
Exp Clathrate Al:Zr 

 
PE 
(g) 

Activity 
KgPE/molZr .h 

M W 
(g/mol) 

Ɖ 

1 Clath 1 500 2.7 1630 98,800 2.4 
2 Clath 2 500 3.4 4080 16,950 2.0 
3 Clath 2 500 2.6 3150 19,300 1.7 
4 *Clath 3 1000 5.2 3090 138,300 1.7 
5 Clath 4 1800 4.5 1360 160,370 2.3 
6 Clath 4 1800 10.0 2980 58,920 2.6 

200 mL IsoParE (iC8) , T = 70°C, PC2 = 42 psi, 500 rpm, [Zr] = 1.4 – 9.1 × 10-6 M 
 
The clathrates prepared with KCl (Exp. 2) exhibited higher catalytic activities than that obtained 
with LiCl (Exp. 5 and 6) under the same procedure, however this first approach for clathrate 
preparation showed in all the cases gel formation, which was very difficult to introduce into the 
polymerization reactor. The fouling in the reactor was very evident suggesting that the metallocene 
was easily desorbed from the gelled clathrate in the presence of MAO.  
In another procedure, silicone oil (0.5 mL) was first mixed with MAO (5.19 g/5 mL toluene), and 
then a toluene solution of zirconocene aluminohydride (5.6 × 10-5 mol/10 mL) was added drop wise 
at 0°C. Through this method the clathrate phase was separated, washed with more toluene, and 
dried under vacuum obtaining a pink powder. ICP analyses of the solid clathrate showed very low 
zirconium content (0.005 wt.%), 1.15 wt.% of Si, and 30.7 wt.% of Al. The ethylene polymerization 
results are shown in Table 3, where the polymerizations were carried out at different conditions, 
varying the solvent, Al/Zr ratio and ethylene pressure, keeping the same Zr concentration. Catalytic 
activities (Table 3) are higher than those obtained using salt-based clathrates, as well as the MW of 
the polymers, however, the wider dispersion of molar masses (Đ) could indicate polymerization in 
both heterogeneous and homogeneous phases. 

In an alternate approach the activated catalyst (iPrCp2ZrH3AlH 2/MAO) was first prepared in toluene 
solution, and the clathrate phase then generated by slow addition of silicone oil. The clathrate 
catalyst (pink solid) was tested in the polymerization of ethylene in hydrocarbon slurry, without 
using additional co-catalyst (MAO), or at very low concentrations of modified MAO (MMAO 7, 13 
wt% in IsoParE). The polymerization conditions and results are presented in Table 4. Even the low 
Al/Zr ratio used (as obtained in the clathrate formation), the catalytic activities are higher than 
expected, compared to the clathrate evaluated in Table 1, where higher Al/Zr ratios were utilized. 
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The polymers obtained with this system show high MW and low dispersity of molar masses; 
however, formation of fine polymer particles, like emulsion (leaching) is more evident. 

Table 3. Ethylene Polymerizations using the clathrate MAO/Silicone/nBuCp2ZrH 3AlH 4 
Exp Solvent Al/Zr PC2 

(psi) 
PE     
(g) 

Activity     
(KgPE/molZr) 

M W 
(g/mol) 

Ɖ 

1 iC8 2000 42 5.7 4,000 102,400 3.2 
2 iC8:nHpt 2000 42 7.1 5,100 153,460 3.6 
3 nHx 2000 42 4.2 3,000 73,830 3.0 
4 iC8 2000 42 6.5 4,670 158,650 4.1 
5 nHx:nHpt 2000 42 7.2 5,120 142,840 3.4 
6 nHx:nHpt 4000 42 6.9 4,890 122,400 2.9 
7 nHx:nHpt 6000 42 10.4 7,380 87,600 2.5 
8 nHx:nHpt 4000 42 6.1 4,330 244,730 3.6 
9 nHx:nHpt 3000 42 6.4 4,540 232,950 3.7 
10 nHx:nHpt 3000 65 9.3 6,610 296,100 3.5 
11 nHx:nHpt 3000 42 3.3 2,390 159,680 4.1 
12 nHx:nHpt 3000 84 5.3 3,770 231,770 4.7 

T = 70oC, [Zr]= 1.4×10-6, Al/Zr = 2000, 500 rpm, t = 1h, isooctane = iC8, hexane: heptane, (nHx:nHpt 3:1), 
Isooctane:heptane (iC8:nHpt = 2:1). 
 

Table 4. Ethylene Polymerizations using Clathrate MAO/nBuCp2ZrH 3AlH 4/Silicone Oil 
Exp. Solvent Zr 

(10-6 mol) 
Al/Zr PE 

(g) 
Activity 

(KgPE/molZr .h) 
M W 

(g/mol) 
Đ 

1 iC8 
 

6.3 35 6.0 1,470 145,670 1.8 

2 iC8:nHpt 
2:1 

2.8 35 2.3 1,250 176,390 2.0 

3 nHx:nHpt 
4:1 

4.2 35 5.8 1,790 108,980 1.9 

4 iC8:nHpt 
4:1 

4.4 35 3.8 1,300 146,370 2.0 

T = 70oC, PC2= 42 psi, 3 mL MMAO, 500 rpm, t = 1h, Isooctane (iC8), Hexane:Heptane (nHx:nHpt), Isooctane:heptane 
(iC8:nHpt) 

 

The fine particles formation in these polyethylenes, can be related to the homogeneous 
polymerization, where the aluminohydride zirconocene could be desorbed from the clathrate 
material, inside the polymerization reactor. According to the last results, the clathrate formed with 
silicone oil, where the metallocene is added after the mixture of silicone oil and MAO (8-10 wt. % 
Si/MAO), is the procedure which generated higher activity in ethylene polymerization and lower 
amount of fine polymer particles. 
 
Conclusions 
Zirconocene aluminohydrides were heterogenized through their clathrate species formed with 
silicone oil or KCl and LiCl salts, using several procedures, evaluated from the catalytic activity 
generated by the systems and the physical characteristics of the PE obtained. 
The clathrate species prepared with silicone oil showed better results than the clathrates formed 
with salts, however, the procedures should be optimized, in order to get more stable zirconocene 
aluminohydride clathrates, avoiding its desorption at homogeneous phase. 
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México. 
Abstract 
In this work we studied the kinetic behavior and reproducibility of ethylene polymerizations using 
zirconocene aluminohydride complexes supported on SiO2 and in solution. Homogeneous and heterogeneous 
systems activated with MAO were studied through their kinetic behavior, where the evolution of the 
polymerization rate, rp, can be considered the fingerprint of the catalytic system. 
Some variants in the polymerization reaction such as reaction time, co-monomer effect and hydrogen addition 
as transfer agent, were also studied. The polyethylenes obtained with both systems were analyzed and its 
characteristics compared by GPC, DSC and 13C NMR. The Homogeneous system showed better 
reproducibility than the heterogeneous system. 
 
Introduction 
 
The high increase of polyolefin production has displaced some kind of commercial plastics that are 
less easy to manufacture or pose more problems for recycling or waste disposal. This increase is 
caused largely by new catalysts which are able to tailor the polymer structure and, by this, the 
physical properties. The metallocenes catalysts can produce many grades of polyolefins with 
precise control of microstructures, molecular weights (MW) and molecular weight distributions 
(MWD), as well as copolymers with homogeneous comonomer incorporation.[1]  
The majority of the metallocene catalysts in solution tend to be more active, but the homogeneous 
systems have severe problems in the operation of polymerization reactors, due mainly to the low 
bulk density of polymers obtained, that difficult the processing of the materials. Another 
disadvantage in polymerizations in solution is the great amount of MAO like cocatalyst necessary 
for activation and stabilization of the system. The heterogenization of this catalyst has been the 
technical and economical solution for correcting this problems, because can be obtained polymer 
with better morphology and bulk density.[2] Porous silica (SiO2) has shown by far the best results as 
support for this purpose, where the complexes can be stabilized and keep their activity, as in 
homogeneous phase. The usual method for supporting metallocenes, is through the previous 
modification of the silica with methylaluminoxane (MAO).[3]  A thermal pre-treatment of the silica 
is also required, for reducing its hydroxyl groups content, which could affect the MAO distribution 
on the surface, increasing the leaching or desorption of the metallocene, which is the main 
drawback of this method, affecting the morphology and bulk density of the polymer, since the 
leached catalyst is still active in solution in the presence of MAO.[4] These differences of behavior 
between homogeneous and heterogeneous systems can be studied through kinetic behavior and the 
reproducibility in the ethylene polymerization reaction since the evolution of the polymerization 
rate, rp, can be considered the fingerprint of the catalytic system, which can be used to understand 
the catalytic medium.[5]  

Frequently, at industrial level, activity values are used when comparing different catalysts; 
however, this information is lacking, because one same activity value can result from widely 
different kinetic behavior. For instances, a multisite catalyst could have the same activity as a 
single-site catalyst.[6] Instantaneous activity values are better used to characterize a given catalyst. 
These are determined experimentally in low scale polymerization tests that report the instantaneous 
polymerization rate.[7]  
In this work we studied the kinetic behavior of the zirconocene aluminohydride complex supported 
on SiO2 previously modified with methylaluminoxane (MAO), through the evaluation of ethylene 
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polymerization in heterogeneous and homogeneous phase using a low concentration of additional 
MAO as activator. We studied different catalytic media by comparing the kinetic polymerization 
data and reproducibility of the experiments. Some variants in the polymerization reaction such as 
reaction time, co-monomer and transfer agent were also studied. The polyethylenes obtained with 
homogeneous and heterogeneous system were analyzed by GPC, DSC and 13C RMN. The 
Homogeneous system showed better reproducibility than the heterogeneous system. 
 
Experimental 
General data 
All operations were carried out on a standard high vacuum line or in a dry-box under inert 
atmosphere. Toluene, diethyl ether, and 2 , 2, 4-trimetylpentane, were reagent grade, distilled from 
the appropriate drying agents. MMAO-7 (13% isopar-E, Akzo Nobel), MAO (10% toluene, 
Aldrich) and LiAlH4 (1 M, Et2O, Aldrich) were used as purchased. The compounds (n-BuCp)2ZrCl2 
and (Cp*)2ZrCl2 (Strem Chemicals) were used as catalyst precursors. 
 
Synthesis of Cp2ZrH3AlH2 complexes [Cp= nBuCp, Cp*] 
Complexes (Cp*)2ZrH3AlH2 and (n-BuCp)2ZrH3AlH2 were synthesized using the methods reported 
by Stephan and coworkers[8a, b] varying the solvent and temperature of reaction. A suspension of 
(nBuCp)2ZrCl2 (0.759 g, 1.876 mmoles) in 20 mL of ether was prepared in a 100mL Schlenk flask 
under Ar. A solution of LiAlH4 in ether (1.01 M, 4.127 mL 4.127 mmoles) was added slowly at 0◦C 
via syringe. After 15 min at 0 ◦C, the suspension was mixed 15 min at room temperature, the 
mixture was filtered to remove LiCl and excess LiAlH4 and the filtrated concentrated to dryness in 
vacuo to provide crude product, which was dissolved in 60 mL of toluene.  
A similar procedure was used for (Cp*)2ZrH3AlH2, with the difference that this complex remained 
in a toluene solution and used directly in the polymerization reactions. 
 
Thermal treatment of PQ silica 
PQ silica was treated in a muffle furnace at 600°C for 6 h. After this, it was transferred to a 250 mL 
Schlenk vessel and cooled in vacuum for a further 8 h. Then a glass column (60x4 cm) was packed 
with dried PQ silica and heated in a tubular furnace to 600 °C exposed with a flow of oxygen 
duringfor 2 h, then the powder was transferred to the Schlenk, cooled under a stream of argon to 
room temperature, and stored in a glove-box prior to use. 
 
Impregnation of nBuCp2ZrH3AlH2 on PQ silica/MAO 
A fresh prepared toluene solution of nBuCp2ZrH3AlH2 was added to a suspension of MAO 
modified PQ silica in toluene at 0°C under Ar atmosphere. The suspension was warmed to 25 ◦C 
and stirred for 12 h under Ar. The supported catalyst was filtered under Ar and washed five times 
with dry toluene and dried in vacuum to provide a pink-colored powder, which turned pale yellow 
on exposure to air. The percentages of Zr and Al of the supported catalysts were determined by 
atomic absorption spectroscopy or by ICP analysis. 
 
Polymerization procedure 
The supported or soluble catalysts were activated using a 10 wt% toluene solution of MAO and in 
all the cases the solutions and suspensions were transferred by gas-tight syringe to the reactor. 
Polymerizations were carried out in a 600 mL Parr reactor equipped with mass flow meter and 
temperature control. The ethylene flow entering the reactor (polymerization rate, rp) is measured via 
Aalborg gas flow-meter of 0–500 mL/min flow range and using a National Intrument C-DAQ 
connected to PC computer equipped with LabView software. 
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Results and Discussion 
 
We investigated the behavior of two types of aluminohydride metallocene complexes: 
(nBuCp)2ZrH3AlH2 and [(Cp*)2ZrHAlH4]2 activated with MAO in ethylene polymerization 
reactions. The first complex was supported in SiO2 previously modified with MAO, and the second 
one was tested in solution.     
Table 1 also shows the characterization results of ethylene polymerizations using the heterogeneous 
catalyst. 
 

Table 1. Ethylene Polymerizations using heterogeneous (nBuCp)2ZrH3AlH2/SiO2/MAO.a 

No Codeb H2
c Oct.d Timee Activityf Mwg 

(g/mol) Mw/Mn
g Tmh 

(°C) 
Tch 
(°C) 

% mol 
Oct.i 

1 LLL - - - 1869 60695 2.8 131.8 116.8 - 
2 LLH - - + 1077 90703 3.1 131.8 116.4 - 
3 LHL - + - 2063 17778 2.5 108.9 97.4 1.8 
4 LHH - + + 1558 26765 2.5 109.3 97.7 1.5 
5 HLL + - - 1221 7362 1.7 128.4 115.8 - 
6 HLH + - + 1088 7354 1.8 129.6 114.6 - 
7 HHL + + - 1869 7228 2 112.8 102 1 
8 HHH + + + 1609 7544 1.9 112.4 101.1 1.54 

a Conditions: 200 mL Isooctane, [Al]/[Zr]= 2000:1, 5 mL of 13 wt% MMAO in isoParE as scavenger, PC2H2= 42 psig, 
[Cat]= 3.09-3.37*10-5 M, T= 70°C, t= 1 or 2 h, 500 RPM, 0 or 13.3 mL 1-octene, 0 or 4.1 psig H2. b L= low and H= high 
in H2-Oct-Time. C with (+) or without (-) H2. d with (+) or without (-) 1-octene. e 1 h (-) or 2 h (+). f Activity in Kg PE/mol 
of Zr*h. g Determined from GPC chromatogram and universal calibration curve. h Determined from DSC. i Determined 
from 13C NMR spectrum. 
 
For heterogeneous reactions, the amount of MAO contained in the support (modified silica) was 
determined to 12.7 %wt Al by atomic absorption (AA) analysis and was not considered in the Al/Zr 
ratio of the additional MAO used as activator. On the other hand, the zirconium content (2.15 % wt 
Zr) was determined by inductively couple plasma (ICP) analysis. The higher activities (Table 1) 
were observed at higher levels of co-monomer contents, low hydrogen contents at shorter reaction 
times. As expected, molecular weights (MW) of the polymers obtained with the supported catalyst 
decrease with the use of H2 (transfer agent). The mixture C2/H 2 1000 psi/45 psi formed 
polyethylenes, around 7000 g/mol decreasing almost 80% of the original MW without H2 (compare 
MW of Exp.1 and 5)  The co-monomer effect contributed to increase the catalytic activity of the 
system as reported for several metallocenes, where the MW is less affected. The polydispersity of 
the polyethylenes is characteristic of these kind of single site systems, as well as the melting points 
for linear polyethylenes, except for the copolymerization reactions, where the melting points were 
shifted for more than 20 degrees to lower temperatures (108-112oC), as well as the crystallization 
points (97-102oC), with an average of co-monomer incorporation of 1.5% (determined by 13C NMR 
spectroscopy). Figure 1 show the kinetic behavior of ethylene polymerizations using the supported 
complex [(nBuCp)2ZrH3AlH2/SiO2/MAO] at 1 and 2 h of reaction time and varying comonomer (1-
octene) and transfer agent (H2). 
Comparing Exp. 1-LLL and 8-HHH (Fig. 1), more differences in the kinetic can be observed. In the 
first case without H2 and co-monomer (Exp.1-LLL), the initiation velocity is higher, but the activity 
decrease more rapid, than in Exp. 8-HHH, where the initiation is lower, but the ethylene 
consumption keeps almost constant during the 2 hours of reaction. In general, kinetic behavior of 
the ethylene polymerizations was not reproducible in the majority of the experiments, if we 
compare between experiments at 1 and 2 h (Fig. 1) with the same polymerization conditions (1-
octene and H2), only in the case of experiments 7-HHL and 8-HHH, using co-monomer, the kinetic 
curves are more similar at longer reaction times. The low reproducibility is attributed to the poor 
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dispersion of the zirconocene aluminohydride on the support, where the handled of the catalytic 
system for addition to the polymerization is difficult to reproduce. 

 
Figure 1. Kinetic behavior of ethylene polymerizations using (nBuCp)2ZrH3AlH2.   

 
As for ethylene polymerizations in homogeneous phase we used the system [(Cp*)2ZrHAlH4]2,  
activated with additional MAO (Al:Zr ) 2000:1. The polymerization reactions were conducted using 
200 mL of Isooctane, at 42 psig of ethylene pressure or a mixture of ethylene/hydrogen 
1000psi/45psi (C2/H2) and 70 °C of polymerization temperature. We varied reaction time, 
comonomer (1-octene) and transfer agent (H2) in the polymerization reaction. The Table 2 shows 
the polymerization conditions and characterization results of polyethylenes obtained in 
homogeneous phase. 
 

Table 2. Ethylene Polymerizations in homogeneous phase using [(Cp*)2ZrHAlH4]2.a 

No Codeb H2
c Oct.d Timee Activityf     Mwg 

(g/mol) Mw/Mn
g Tmh 

(°C) 
Tch 
(°C) 

% mol 
Oct.i 

9 LLL - - - 7412 34316 2.9 131.8 119.1 - 
10 LLH - - + 5239 31632 3.2 132.4 118.8 - 
11 LHL - + - 14808 25954 2.7 130.2 113.7 0.79 
12 LHH - + + 11410 29760 2.9 127.8 115.2 3.86 
13 HLL + - - 15874 12056 2.6 129.7 124.1 - 
14 HLH + - + 13092 10417 2.3 129.5 123.8 - 
15 HHL + + - 29150 11695 2.5 126.4 113.2 0.47 
16 HHH + + + 23237 12001 2.3 127.2 113.9 4.70 

a Conditions: 200 mL Isooctane, [Al]/[Zr]= 2000:1, 5 mL of 13 wt% MMAO in isoParE as scavenger, PC2H2= 42 psig, 
[Cat]= 6.00173*10-6 M, T= 70°C, t= 1 or 2 h, 500 RPM, 0 or 11 mL 1-octene, 0 or 4.1 psig H2. b L= low and H= high in 
H2-Oct-Time. C with (+) or without (-) H2. d with (+) or without (-) 1-octene. e 1 h (-) or 2 h (+). f Activity in Kg PE/mol of 
Zr*h. g Determined from GPC chromatogram and universal calibration curve. h Determined from DSC. i Determined from 
13C NMR spectrum. 
As expected, the activities obtained with the homogeneous system in solution, are higher than that 
observed in heterogeneous phase (Tabla 1) and characteristics for these types of homogeneous 
systems. The activity increased when comonomer (1-octene) and agent transfer (H2) were used in 
the experiments, this effect is more remarkable when both (1-octene and H2) are used at the same 
time in the polymerization reaction. Moreover, the activity decreases with the reaction time, 
normally observed for this type of processes. Molecular weights (MW) of the polymers obtained in 
homogeneous phase decreased until three times when using H2 as transfer agent. Polydispersity of 
the molar masses are characteristic for metallocenes, as well as Tm and Tc obtained in the thermal 
analyses. Kinetic curves at 1 and 2 h of ethylene polymerization in homogeneous phase are showed 
in Figure 2.   
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Figure 2. Kinetic behavior of ethylene polymerization using [(Cp*)2ZrHAlH4]2.   

 
As can be observed, kinetic behaviors of ethylene polymerization are very similar in each pair of 
experiments (1h and 2 h) for instance 9-LLL and 10-LLH. This good reproducibility was attributed 
to the way of addition of the catalyst, where in solution, the zirconocene complex is easily handled 
for the polymerizations. Comparing with the heterogeneous reactions, the homogeneous system 
showed better reproducibility for each pair of experiments at 1 and 2 h. On the other hand, the 
kinetic behavior shows increase of rp and in consequence of activity, when the comonomer and 
agent transfer are used in the polymerization reaction, besides when both are used together the 
increase is highest. This behavior is characteristic in this type of catalytic system. 
 
Conclusions 
 
Through the study of the kinetic behavior of zirconocene aluminohydrides systems for ethylene 
polymerizations, was probed the reproducibility of the experiments in homogeneous phase. As for 
the heterogenized similar system, the activity decreased, and the low reproducibility of the 
experiments was attributed to the poor dispersion of the zirconocene aluminohydride complex on 
the support. 
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Abstract 
 

This work presents results on the prediction of the molecular weight distributions (MWD) of chain growth 
polymerization using conventional software and hardware tools. The investigation focuses on two kinds of 
polymerization processes: free radical batch and continuous polymerization (LDPE); and coordination polymerization 
via metallocenes (HDPE). For both processes, kinetic models, consisting of sets of differential equations describing 
the dynamic behavior of all the chemical species in the reaction media, are presented. From these sets is possible to 
obtain the molecular weight distribution of the polymer[1,2,4]. The results confirm the idea that the complete MWD 
can be directly calculated with conventional hardware and software tools. 
 
Introduction 

 
As an example of a model for the chain-growth polymerization, the free-radical polymerization 
mechanism is illustrated[1]. 
Initiator decomposition: 
 
I                   2R·  
Chain initiation: 
 
M + R·            P1· 
Propagation: 
 
Pn·  +  M              Pn+1· 
Termination by combination:  
 
Pn· + Pm·               Dn+m 
Terminación by disproportion: 
 
Pn· + Pm·                 Dn  +  Dm 
Chain-transfer to polymer: 
 
Pn· + Dm                  Dn + Pm· 
Chain-transfer to small species: 
 
Pn· + A                Dn + A· 
   Where I = Initiator, R = Free-radical, M = Monomer, Pi = Live chain of length i, Di = Dead 
chain of i units, A = Chain-transfer agent (monomer, solvent, etc.), ki = Kinetic constant for 
reaction i. 
   Description of the full MWD is to translate the kinetic mechanism known or proposed in 

kd 

ki 

kp 

ktc 

ktd 

kfp 

kfA 
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equations describing the evolution of the concentrations of all the sizes of polymeric species. This 
results in a system of ordinary differential equations (ODE´s) which must be resolved to know the 
evolution in time of the complete MWD[2,5].  
 
Experimental 

For the polymerization via metallocenes case, results of an experimental program conducted to 
obtain data for modelling purposes [3], are presented in Figure 1. In this program of 10 tests, the 
effect of 3 selected variables was analyzed: the reaction time; the concentration level of a chain-
transfer agent, H2; and the concentration level of a comonomer (1-octene). 
 

 
 
                                Figure 1. Polymerization tests of ethylene via metallocenes. 
Results and Discussion 
A. Free-radical polymerization model 
   The free-radical mechanism was illustrated with the ethylene polymerization case. The model 
includes chain transfer to polymer, which produces polymer with dispersity index > 2 as well as 
asymmetric distributions. These non-linear effects can be seen in Fig. 2 a) and b).  
a)            b) 
 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Simulation results for an ethylene polymerization run in a batch reactor. a) Evolution of 
the dispersity index. b) Molecular weight distributions during the simulated run. 
B. Coordination polymerization 
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   Typical results obtained during an ethylene polymerization test via metallocenes are presented 
in Fig. 3-5. Results of simulation are also presented, showing that the standard coordination 
model employed reproduces well the kinetic performance of the polymerization. 
 
a)        b) 
 

 

 

 
 

 
Figure 3. Experimental results of ethylene polymerization via metallocenes. Test conditions: 
0%H2, 20% H2. a) Polymerization rate b) Accumulated polymer. 
 
Experimental and simulation results for the MWD of the polymer in the ethylene polymerization 
via metallocenes are compared in Fig. 4. The agreement between them shows that the standard 
model also reproduces well the molecular weight distributions of this process. 
 

 
 
Figure 4. MWD of the polymer after 2 h of reaction. Four tests at different concentrations of H2 
and comonomer. 
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Table I. Code for the polymerizations runs showed in figure 4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 a)     b) 
 

 

 

 
 
Figure 5. Copolymer composition in the ethylene polymerization via metallocenes. Simulation 
results _______ and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) results (*). a) Tests with 0% of H2 
and 20% of comonomer. b) Tests with 20% of H2 and 20% of comonomer. 
 
Conclusions 
It can be stated that the free-radical model for the ethylene polymerization including long-chain 
branching, captures the non-linear features characteristic of this polymer (low-density 
polyethylene, LDPE). With respect to the standard coordination model4 we can see that this 
model has the capability to reproduce the kinetic performance as well as the molecular weight 
distribution in the ethylene polymerization via metallocenes. 
   Both models can be implemented and solved for the direct molecular weight distribution 
calculation using standard software and hardware tools (MATLAB and personal computer). 
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H2 Comonomer
HH 20% 20%
LH 0% 20%
HL 20% 0%
LL 0% 0%
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Abstract 
Polyethylene resins used in the formulation of films obtained by extrusion blow-molding 
were analyzed in order to correlate their chemical structure and rheology with their 
processability. A melt spinning technique (Rheotens test) was used to determinate and 
compare their melt strength and elongational viscosity using a strand acceleration of 24 
mm/s2, and similar initial conditions for all tests. A higher degree of branching causes a 
higher degree of strain hardening and a lower drawability of the melt. The elongational 
viscosities curves obtained by this technique were compared with those obtained using an 
extensional viscosity fixture (EVF) in an oscillatory rheometer. 
 
 
Introduction 

In the plastic industry linear and branched polyethylenes are mixed in the production of films 
to obtain a combination of properties and inherent advantages of these types of resins, such 
as good mechanical properties of linear low density polythene (LLDPE), and a good 
processability of low density polyethylene (LDPE). It is important to consider a balance 
between good resin processability and good mechanical properties of the film. In order to 
improve the processability of blends of polyethylenes is necessary a rheological testing of 
these materials considering its molecular structure, average molecular weights and 
polydispersity index (PI) [1]. Besides shear rheology, it is important to know and measure 
the elongational melt strength of the resins for extrusion blow molding process of the films 
in order to prevent sagging, fracture of the extrudate, and other problems during processing 
[2]. The elongational melt strength and extensional viscosity are more sensitive to structure 
differences of polymer materials than those in shear [3]. In this work, we study the shear and 
extensional viscosity of four different types of commercial polyethylenes, used in blends to 
obtain extrusion blow molded films, with respect to their molecular structures.            
 
Experimental 

 
Materials: The commercial polyethylenes used in this work were a low density 
polyethylene (LDPE), a linear low density polyethylene (LLDPE), a medium density 
polyethylene (MDPE), and a high density polyethylene (HDPE). Characterization: 
Average molecular weights and its distributions were measured in an Agilent PL-GPC 220 
Gel Permeation Chromatograph with a viscosity, and light scattering detectors. The 
samples were dissolved in 1, 2, 4-Trichlorobenzene. Storage and loss modulus of the 
samples were measured in a TA Instruments RSA G2 Dynamic Mechanical Analyzer using 
a dual cantilever fixture to perform a standard temperature ramp from 30 to 130°C at a 
constant strain of 0.05%. Shear flow properties were determined using a Göttfert 
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Rheograph 25 Capillary Rheometer with a die having a length to diameter ratio (L/D) of 
30:1 at 190 °C, and with a TA Instruments ARES G2 Oscillatory Rheometer, a frequency 
sweep with parallel plates at a constant strain of 1%, and a temperature of 190 °C. To study 
the extensional flow properties and extensional viscosity of the polyethylenes a Göttfert 
Rheotens 71.97 was used with a die having a length to diameter ratio (L/D) of 20:2 at 190 
°C with a constant shear rate of 193.5 1/s, a start speed of 48 mm/s and a strand 
acceleration of 24 mm/s2. Additionally, the extensional viscosity curves were obtained with 
a extensional viscosity fixture in a TA Instruments ARES G2 Oscillatory Rheometer at a 
temperature of 170 °C with a extension rate of 0.3 1/s.      
    
 
Results and Discussion 
 
In Table 1 are summarized our results by G.P.C., melt flow index, density by column 
gradient, and zero viscosity by oscillatory rheometry in order to correlate physical 
characteristics and molecular structure of the polyethylene analyzed with their shear and 
extensional viscosity. 
 
 
Table 1. Summary of physical and molecular characteristics of the polyethylene resins analyzed in this work. 

 
Type of 

Polyethylene 
MFI 

(g/10 min) 
Density 
(g/cm3) 

ηo 
(Pa.s) 

Mw 
(g/mol) 

Mn 
(g/mol) PI 

LDPE 1.94 0.921 8502.37 1.11E+05 4.33E+04 2.6 
LLDPE 2.02 0.922 4293.98 1.08E+05 3.63E+04 3 
MDPE 4.66 0.937 1928.48 9.85E+04 3.29E+04 3 
HDPE 7.18 0.958 1458.64 8.55E+04 2.40E+04 3.6 

 
According with these results, we observed that LDPE and LLDPE selected for blow 
molding film blends have similar densities, melt flow index values, and polydispersity 
indexes, but the values of zero viscosities determined by oscillatory rheometry are different. 
This difference in viscosity can be attributed to the LDPE has a molecular structure with a 
largest number of branches. MDPE and HDPE have higher MFI values and similar 
polydispersity indexes. Moreover despite having lower viscosities, we observe a strong 
correlation between density and storage and loss modulus. In Figure 1 we observe that 
increasing density increases both modulus, especially the storage modulus which is related 
to the elastic portion of the polymer. The density is related to the crystallinity of polymers, 
at a higher density a polymer has a higher degree of crystallinity and therefore a greatest 
stiffness. MDPE and HDPE are used in films to increase its mechanical properties and are 
important components of the blend. 
Figure 2 shows apparent shear and complex viscosities curves of the selected 
polyethylenes obtained at a standard temperature of 190 °C.              
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Figure 1. Variation of storage and loss modulus with density of polyethylene resins.  
 
Despite having similar values of MFI, LLDPE has a higher viscosity of the melt in a range 
of high shear rates. It is for this reason that is used to improve the processability of the 
blend. In the complex viscosity curves, we observe a lower angular frequencies (less than 2 
rad/s) LDPE has a higher viscosity than LLDPE due to a more branched structure. MDPE 
and HDPE have lower viscosities as we determinated by MFI experiments.    

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Apparent shear and complex viscosities of polyethylenes having similar polydispersities 
determinated at 190 °C. 

 
In Figure 3 we reported the Rheotens curves of melt strength as a function of drawdown 
velocity for polyethylenes. At higher draw ratios the experimental curves start to oscillate, 
an effect called draw resonance, and all the extension of the curve is called drawability of 
the melt. We observe that with a higher density polymer experiment a lower melt strength 
(maximum force at rupture), but a higher drawability. There is a significant difference in 
the melt strength of LDPE and LLDPE, with similar MFI values and polydispersity 
indexes, again due to a largest number of ramifications.         
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Figure 3. Rheotens curves measured at a constant acceleration of 24 mm/s2, LDPE (blue), LLDPE (red), 
MDPE (green), HDPE (purple). 

 

  
 

Figure 4. Apparent elongational viscosity calculated from Rheotens experiments in polyethylenes, LDPE 
(blue), LLDPE (red), MDPE (green), HDPE (purple).  

 
 
In Figure 4, we observed the apparent elongational viscosities calculated from Rheotens 
experiments in polyethylenes. LDPE melts which have a high degree of long chain 
branching, showed a pronounced maximum in the elongational viscosity curve, and this 
viscosity is lower for a less branched polymer (MDPE and HDPE).   
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Finally, in Figure 5, we reported the elongational viscosity curves of the polyethylenes 
obtained with an extensional viscosity fixture (EVF). We observe the same behavior, than 
with the Rheotens test. LDPE has the higher elongational viscosity than LLDPE. LDPE and 
LLDPE are used for extrusion blow molding films to give a greater melt strenght to the 
blend.   

 
Figure 5. Elongational viscosity curves of polyethylenes at 170 °C with an extension rate of 0.3 1/s. 

 
 
Conclusions 
 
MDPE and HDPE resins are used in the formulations of blends for extrusion blow molding 
to improve their mechanical properties because with a higher density they have higher 
degrees of crystallinity. LDPE is used in the blends because it has lower viscosity at high 
shear rates and improves its processability. LDPE and LLDPE are used in these 
formulations to improve its melt strength and extensional viscosities due to a more 
branched structure.     
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Abstract 

In this work, selected grades of LLDPE, branched LDPE, and HDPE have been melt-mixed using commercial 
compositions for packing films. We use a torque rheometer for rheology analysis of individual polyethylenes 
and the blends. The results show that linear low density and high density PE have the higher torque during the 
fusion process (165 and 175 Nm respectively) while the branched low density PE has the lowest torque peak 
(124 Nm). The obtained blends (30% of LLDPE, 40% of LDPE and 30% of HDPE) showed a torque peak 
similar (30% less) to the LDPE making easy for processing, while in the steady state mixing the torque is 
maintained close to the LLDPE behavior (35.7 Nm) between the limits of parents polymers. 
 
Introduction 

Commonly in the packing industry is necessary to make films using different materials some times 
to achieve better properties or some others to reduce the prices talking about raw material cost or the 
amperage consumed during the process. In this case, a composition of 30% of LLDPE, 40% of LDPE 
and 30% of HDPE is the first step of the experiment because its industry acceptation and variations 
in the other two blends had the finality of understand specifically the influence of the LLDPE and the 
HDPE in the LDPE. 

The present study offers the opportunity to understand how changing the composition of a different 
polyolefins in series of binary and ternary blends, performs an effect on the final rheological 
properties. Focusing the attention mainly in ternary blends comparing the results of the torque 
rheometer, melt flow index (MFI) and capillary rheometer as a function of the concentration of 
LLDPE and HDPE. 

Experimental 

The commercial national resins used in this experiment were Low Density Polyethylene known as 
LDPE (MFI=2g/10min), Linear Low Density Polyethylene with acronym LLDPE (MFI=2g/10min), 
and a High Density Polyethylene for short HDPE (MFI=8g/10min), these materials requires 165Nm, 
175Nm and 124Nm respectably in order to do a fusion process.  

In order to load the materials, a sensitive electronic read-out weighing machine, Ohaus Adventurer 
Pro was used. The density was necessary to obtain the weight of pellets, this data obtained in a density 
gradient column, which brand is AMETEK and has nine standards of density with values between 
0.880 and 0.976g/cm3 at a temperature of 23°C according to the ASTM D1505. 
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Each blend composition was previously mixed in a mechanical shaking way before being fed at the 
torque rehometer. 

The Brabender’s Intelli-Torque Plasti-Corder equipped with mixer attachments was necessary to 
obtain the fusion behavior curve. The capacity of the mixer chamber used was 60% and the speed of 
rotors at 60rpm, temperature setting at 190°C and a period of 10 minutes. The ASTM D2538-02 
focused in PVC but it is a reference to develop the experimentation with polyethylene.  

After obtained the mixed blends they were cooling at atmospheric temperature and chopped in small 
pieces to finally be fed into next two rheological tests.  

The Melt Flow Index was evaluated by a plastometer branded CEAST according to the norm ASTM 
D1238 at a work temperature of 190°C and a pressure of 2.16kg. 

The capillary rheometry was made under the ASTM 3835 at an interval of shear rate of 12 to 2400 
seg-1. This test requires a Rheograph 25 brand GOETTFERT with a 1mm capillary die and a relation 
L/D=30. 
 
Results and Discussion 

The first round of experiments consisted in analyze two groups of binary blends in the torque 
rheometer the first one composed by LDPE and LLDPE (ML), having a variation on the increase of 
the lineal polyethylene in a range of 30% at 60% in weigh. In addition, the second group contained 
LDPE and HDPE (MH) in the same concentration range.  

As you can see in figure1 the load torque doesn’t change too much between the ML and the MH 
blends. But the torque in the melt changes around 10 units, mainly because of the mayor melt index 
belonged to the HDPE which contributes in a better processability in this point.   

 
Figure 1. Binary mixtures torque behavior 
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The binary blends permit us look a proportional relationship between the blends compositions and 
the torque necessary at the beginning and the end of the fusion process. When the content of LLDPE 
goes up the load torque does as well and while the HDPE present increase in the blend it’s visible at 
the very end of the test (once the mixture has been melted), how the torque goes down describing a 
inversely behavior.  

After check the behavior of the binary blends in the torque rehometer, it was precisely to evaluate 
ternary blends, now with the three polyethylenes is important to determinate the effects of the 
formulation in rheological properties and compere the behavior exhibited in the previous mixes.  
The next figure resumes the content of the tow variable polyethylenes in each blend and the torque 
recurred at the beginning and at the end of the tests, also, there is the melt index too. The units for the 
load peak and the melt index had been modify because in the first case the values were too bin and in 
the MFI the values in g/10min are too small to appreciate in the figure. 

 
Figure 2. Rheological properties comparative  

The spider web illustrate the moment when the LLDPE concentration rises the melt index decrees so 
that’s why the torque rehometer needs more shear stress expressed in the torque as Nm to transport 
the blend inside the mixer chamber.  
For the three mixtures exist a small variation in the values at the Load Peak due to the content of 
LLDPE, as this resin low its content on the mixtures the torque needed at the load peak goes in a 
minimal quantity down.  
The MFI obtained for the mixes M1(1.7g/10min), M2(2.0g/10min) and M3(2.4g/10min) are 
unexpected, the mixes values  doesn’t achieve the MFI calculated by a simple mix rule in which case 
should have been 3.8,4.4 and 5g/10minutes respectively. Then the properties of the mixers differs 
from the row materials due to the branching arrangement between the three resins.  

On the other hand, the figures 3 and 4 shows the curves of shear stress and apparent viscosity, bout 
in function of the shear rate for the ternary blends obtained thanks to the capillary rheology. 
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At first sight, the values are the same but observing there are differences between the three blends 
that make them parallel.  

 
Figure 3. Shear stress for each blend 

Viscosity curve shows a bigger difference making remarkable that the composition of the blends 
taking in count the increase of the HDPE (MFI=8g/10min) brings an easier way to flow through the 
capillary for the blends. This curve is a back off for the results of the melt flow index reported in 
figure2, the difference is that hire the range of the shear rate is bigger. 
As it was expected as the shear rate goes up the opposition to flow decrees.  

 
Figure 4. Registered viscosity for each blend 
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Conclusions 

The load peak and the viscosity for the ternary blends had been influenced by the content of LLDPE, 
the experiment show a rise in these two properties as the LLDPE increase its proportion in the blend. 
One reason can be the molecular arrangement of the LLDPE, characterized by ordered small braches 
that gives crystallinity around 30-40% to the resin and in the blend, these branches have an interaction 
with the big branches present in the LDPE producing opposition to melt soon. 

Another point is the fusion torque, which shows a tendency to go down when the HDPE increase its 
present even when this material achieves 80% of crystallinity and has a small molecular weight 
distribution. The key here is the MFI that possess the HDPE because of its almost none branching 
that once are melt can flow easily. In the blends as this resin increase its present, the LLDPE reduce 
interactions with the LDPE reducing the opposition to flow. The relationship between LDPE and 
HDPE is not that strong as the one existed in LLDPE/LDPE. 
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Abstract 
The Itaconic acid was grafted onto the PE melt to obtain PEgAI, and then PEgAI was reacted with D to obtain 
PEgAID. This PEgMA was also reacted with DMAE to obtain PEgMAD Chemical modification of PE was carried 
out by reactive extrusion. Synthesis and deposition of Ag-NPs was done using a sonochemistry technique by two 
different methods: In one method the nanosilver deposition was conducted over the different compatibilizers with the 
aim of forming a coordinate bond between the Ag-NPs and the polar groups of compatibilizer. These resulted in a 
better particle distribution of both sliver and clay into PE. Characterization techniques indicated that an increase in the 
content of Ag-NPs, filler (clay and silver) dispersion and mechanical and antimicrobial properties were strongly 
affected by the type and concentration of the compatibilizer used. 
 
Introduction 

Hybrid nanocomposites, such multifunctional materials, have reached a high interest, both 
scientific and technological, mainly due to the bactericidal and fungicidal properties, in addition to 
good physical and mechanical properties as; thermal stability, improved gas barrier properties and 
fire resistance [1-4]. An important application where gas barrier properties, good mechanical and 
physical performance as well as antimicrobial properties are required; is in the packaging industry, 
specially for food packaging. However, it is an important challenge, the effective incorporation of 
metal and clay nanoparticles in polymeric materials, because these particles tend to agglomerate. 
PE is one of the most used polyolefin in the manufacture of flexible film due to its low cost, ease 
of processing and recycled facility. However due to lack of a polar group in its main chain, when 
trying to form hybrid nanocomposites based clay particles and silver, it is difficult to obtain an 
exfoliation and a homogeneous dispersion of these nanoparticles in the polymer matrix. One of the 
most effective solutions to overcome the formation of agglomerates and to improve its 
processability in hybrid systems is the use of compatibilizing agents, that is, polymers 
functionalized with polar groups that act as anchoring clay and metal nanoparticles to the polymer 
matrix, [3-9]. Currently in our working group has been published the use of polyolefins grafted 
with 2 [2 (dimethyl amino) ethoxy] ethanol (D) [13-14], to obtain new coupling agents. These 
coupling agents (PEgIAD and PEgMAD) were obtained taking advantage of the rapid reactivity of 
the hydroxyl groups of DMAE with carboxylic groups from the IA and MA. The amino group 
present in the structure of the coupling agent provides a functionality capable of acting as a ligand 
with respect to the silver particles [15, 16]. Based on the above grounds, it is proposed in this 
study; exploring the use of two types of coupling agents (PEgIAD and PEgMAD) that could 
provide a higher level of compatibility between the polymer matrix, clay and silver nanoparticles, 
in order to use them to obtain a hybrid nanocomposite polymer-clay-silver and determine their 
antimicrobial activity besides the mechanical physical properties and gas barrier. 
 
 Experimental  
The materials used were: Low Density Polyethylene Grade 22004 PEMEX, with a melt index of 
0.35-0.45g / 10 min and a density of 0.9210- 0.9230 g/cm3. The PEgIA, was obtained in our 
laboratory using the PE melt mixing using Itaconic Acid from Sigma-Aldrich and Dicumyl 
peroxide (PDC), from Sigma-Aldrich as initiator. The PEgIA obtained contains 1 wt% of IA. 
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The amino alcohol used; 2 [2 (dimethyl-amine) ethoxy] ethanol sigma-aldrich. Polyethylene 
grafted maleic anhydride (PEgMA) was acquired trade name of DuPont ™ Fusabond® E226, 
with a melt flow rate of 1.75 g/10 min and a density of 0.93 g/cm3, containing 0.9% graft MA. 
Silver nitrate (AgNO3), was used as the silver precursor, Scientifc. In addition, other chemicals 
such as ammonium hydroxide (NH4OH) and Ethylene glycol (C2H6O2), sigma-aldrich. The 
organo-modified clay with octadecyl trimethyl amine used was; Nanomer I28E (Nanocor Inc.). 
The organoclay I28E, has a diffraction peak near 2θ=d001 to 3.84, which corresponds to a 
spacing of 2.30nm galleries. All reagents were of reagent grade and used without further 
purification.  
 
Hybrid Nanocomposite Preparation 
The different coupling agents were prepared as described in a previous work [4, 5]. The 
sonochemical technique was used for the synthesis and deposition of silver nanoparticles (Ag-
NPs) in different coupling agents, this synthesis was carried out in the presence of ultrasonic 
radiation as described below. The PE was premixed with Itaconic Acid and Dicumyl peroxide 
within a Banbury batch mixing chamber (Brabender PL2000). After 2 min of mixing, the amino-
alcohols (D) was added, in sealed PE bags, and the mixing was continued for 12 min at 180°C 
and 60 rpm, forming the PEgIAD. This compatibilizer was reacted using ultrasound with a 
solution of AgNO3 0.04 M and Ethylene glycol. Ammonium hydroxide was added in a ratio of 
2:1 molar with respect to silver nitrate. The resin was washed with deionized water and allowed 
to dry at 80 °C for 24 hrs. These silver coated compatibilizer was loaded into the internal mixer 
for adding PE and nano-clay (Cloisite I28E), thus forming the different hybrid nanocomposites 
listed in Table 1. 
                                                  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Results and Discussion 
XRD Analysis  
X-Ray diffraction spectras of silver nanoparticles in the presence of coupling agent are shown in 
Fig. 1a. The diffraction signal for I28E nano-clay appears about 3.84° which corresponds to a 
intergallery spacing of 2.30 nm. Increasing the content of coupling agent has less diffraction 
intensity signals, lower than those observed for the angles of clay, but still you can see the signal 
even for the highest concentration of PEgAI as coupling agent (30 wt%). Therefore diffraction 
signal about 3°, which approximately corresponds to a distance between layers of 2 nm for the 
sample with lower content of agent (1A-IA) is observed, corresponding to a slight increase in the 
separation galleries, when using AI as a coupling agent. This suggests that there was only a slight 
engagement with the AI content increases. This suggests that a nanocomposite with some degree 
of intercalation-exfoliation was obtained.  

 Modified PE: PEgA. 
(%weight) 

I28E 
(%weight) 

Plata* 
(%weight) 

PE 
(%weight) 

1A-IA Itaconic acid (IA) 10 3 0.0011 86.998 
2A-IA Itaconic acid (IA) 15 5 0.0010 79.998 
3A-IA Itaconic acid (IA) 30 5 0.0037 64.996 

1A-IAD IA →  Dimethyl-amino-ethoxy-ethanol 10 3 0.0022 86.997 
2A-IAD IA →  Dimethyl-amino-ethoxy-ethanol 15 5 0.0050 79.995 
3A-IAD IA →  Dimethyl-amino-ethoxy-ethanol 30 5 0.0089 64.991 
1A-MA Maleic Anhydride (MA) 20 3 0.0013 76.998 
2A-MA Maleic Anhydride (MA) 15 5 0.0020 79.997 
3A-MA Maleic Anhydride (MA) 30 5 0.0030 64.997 

1A-MAD MA → Dimethyl-amino-ethoxy-ethanol 10 3 0.0021 86.997 
2A-MAD MA → Dimethyl-amino-ethoxy-ethanol 15 5 0.0031 79.996 
3A-MAD MA → Dimethyl-amino-ethoxy-ethanol 30 5 0.0057 64.994 

 

Table 1. Hybrid composites description. 
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It can also be seen in Figure 1b, c, signals of about 38° and 44°, corresponding to the silver. 
These peaks show a slight increase as the content of PEgAI increases, which indicates a low 
coupling effect [6, 16, and 17]. 
 
The coupling agent (PEgIA), previously analyzed, which has limited capability to exfoliate 
nanoclay was modified again with amino-alcohol, to get the PEgIAD. The results obtained with 
this agent are presented in Figure 2. It is observed that with the increased content of PEgIAD, the 
diffraction signal for the I28E decreases. Only one slight shoulder on the signal can be observed 
at low levels of 15% and then this signal completely disappear for higher compatibilizer 
contents. Indicating that higher amounts of this compatibilizer promote more interaction with the 
nanoclay which destroys the crystallographic arrangement and obtaining a greater exfoliation 
compared with PEgIA. This coincides with that reported in previous studies [13-15 and 22] 
where the amino alcohol has the facility to interact with the hydroxyl groups present on the 
surface of the nanoclay facilitating the penetration of the polymer chains through the galleries of 
the clay separating and exfoliating them easier.   
Regarding the signals characteristic for Ag NPs can be identified that the increased content of the 
coupling agent increases the intensity of the peaks at 2θ values around 38° and 44°, this 
difference in the intensity of the peaks, is related to the percent by weight of silver. This 
indicates that this coupling agent (PEgIAD), besides of its better influence on the degree of 
exfoliation-intercalation of the nanoclay it also has greater compatibility with Ag NPs, compared 
to IA grafted polyethylene. This was atributed to the existence of coordination attractions 
between silver nanoparticles and polar groups of the amino alcohol (D). So this interaction is 
carried out by the free amino groups in the agent, as can be shown in Figure 3, in which the 
unshared electrons of nitrogen present in the amine are bonded to metallic silver to form a 
complex moiety, as has been reported by other researchers [15-17]. 
 

 
        
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. XRD patterns for: PEgIA. 
 

Figure 2. XRD patterns for: PEgIAD. 
 

Figure 1. XRD patterns for: PEgIA. 
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Antimicrobial Test (JIS Z 2801) 
Antimicrobial results are presented in Figure 4a and c. Nanocomposites with 30wt% of the 
different coupling agents showed higher inhibition percentages, around 99%, and a value of 
antifungal activity (R) greater than 2. These results classified as an antimicrobial material 
according to Japanese Industrial Standard JIS Z 2801 [18]. 
For concentrations of 15 wt% of coupling agents based on amino-alcohol (2A-AMD and 2A-
IAD), classified the test. However coupling agents with 10 wt%, evaluated against Aspergillus 
Niger, not classified in the standard. The nanocomposites with coupling agent 3A-IAD and 3A-
MAD, rated 2.5 of antimicrobial activity due to their greater amounts of silver, according to the 
results of X-ray diffraction. The percentages of inhibition and antimicrobial activity obtained for 
the bacterium Escherichia coli (Fig. 4b and d) were greater than those induced by the fungus 
Aspergillus Niger. This is mainly because the Ag NPs are effective in the destruction of the cell 
membrane and inhibit the reproduction of bacteria. In the case of fungi Aspergillus Niger, is 
filamentous aspect, hindering the antimicrobial attack [19]. 
The coupling agent 3A-IAD, was the greatest inhibition presented for both the bacteria and 
fungus. We also observe that the coupling agent 3A-IAD, induced the major antimicrobial 
activity inhibition to both bacteria and fungus. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                     
                      

Figure 3. Scheme reaction of PEgIA with D, and possible interactions with Ag. 

Figure 4. Growth inhibition and antimicrobial activity (R). 
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 Conclusions 
Nanocomposites prepared by the method of direct synthesis of Ag NPs on the coupling agents 
according to the analysis of X-ray diffraction, showed higher degree of exfoliation-intercalation. 
The coupling agent, 3A-IAD, had greater coupling by promoting exfoliation I28E clay in the 
nanocomposite. This result is attributed to the better interactions between silver and clay 
nanoparticles with the coupling agent. Characterization techniques allowed us to establish that 
the increase in the content of silver nanoparticles, is mainly attributed to the type and 
concentration of coupling agent. It was concluded that the systems where an increase was 
observed in the concentration of silver will permit higher inhibition values and antifungal 
activity. Finally it was concluded that for both methods evaluated, the coupling agent PEgIAD 
showed a higher content of silver nanoparticles and a higher degree of exfoliation of I28E clay, 
compared with other coupling agents (PEgIA, PEgMA y PEgMAD). The PEgIAD, proved an 
efficient coupling agent between the matrix, clay and silver NPs. 
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Abstract  

Key words: Chitosan, lactic acid, fibroblast.  
 
Chitosan was prepared by heterogeneous deacetylation from chitin extracted by biological method (BCH). BCH was 
functionalized with lactic acid (LA) in the presence of catalyst and characterized by its LA inco rporation rate, swelling 
behavior, erosion and fibroblasts viability. The maxima swelling and rate of erosion in DMEM was reached on the 4 d 
(1585.89%) and 6d (78.25%), respectively. The incorporation of LA was 43.62%. Spherical fibroblasts were observed until 
2d of culture and the development of elongated fibroblasts was observed from 4d and, after 8d the cells formed networks. The 
LA grafted BCH showed adequate adherence and viability of human fibroblasts.  
 
Introduction  
Biopolymers are an excellent alternative to the materials currently used in areas such as medicine, pharmacy, 
agriculture, food among others. Chitosan is a biopolymer that has received much attention in recent years due to 
its biomedical applications, such as tissue engineering, in wound healing or excipient for drug delivery, based on 
their biodegradability, renewability and bioactivity [1,2]. Chitosan has been widely used in the formation of 
extracellular matrix (ECM) in the regeneration of tissue. These properties can be attributed to its structural 
similarity with the glycosaminoglycans of the ECM and simulate the activity of growth factors [3]. Poly (lactic 
acid) belongs to the family of aliphatic polyesters, and has excellent mechanical properties and is compatible with 
the human body; accordingly it has been used as scaffold and in implants [4]. Therefore, the aim of this work was 
to combine CH with polyesters in order to improve their mechanical properties without loss of bioactivity.   
Experimental 
 
Materials and Chitosan grafted lactic acid 
BCH with Mv = 274.8 g mol-1 and DA = 6.43±0.19% was obtained by heterogeneous deacetylation of chitin 
extracted from lactic acid fermentation of shrimp wastes (Litopenaeus vanameii) [1]. Racemic D,L-lactic acid 
(D,L-LA) (85% aqueous solution) and p-toluene sulfonic acid (TSA) were obtained from JT Baker (Mexico) and 
Sigma Aldrich (USA), respectively. 
Grafted copolymer of D,L-LA onto BCH (BCH-g-LA) with TSA % (ww-1) was produced following the method 
reported by Espadín et al [2]. 
 
Mechanical properties of BCH-g- LA 
Mechanical properties in terms of tensile strength on tension and on puncture [5, 6] in a SINTECH 1/S (MTS, 
USA) apparatus with a load cell of 100N. Samples were conditioned to 44% RH at 25 °C prior to analyses.   
 
Swelling capacity and erosion of BCH-g- LA 
Percent of swelling (%H) was determined by introducing dry films of 1 cm2 in 5 mL of Dulbecco's Modified 
Eagle Medium (DMEM) at 37 °C and recording the weight of the sample every 24 h. Erosion percentage (%E) 
was determined during 14 d in DMEM [2]. 
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Fibroblast attachment and viability  
Films were sterilized with UV light for 10 min in a crosslinker (BLX-254 Vilber Lourmat, Germany), 
subsequently washed with phosphate buffered Saline (PBS) (Gibco), DMEM (pH 8, NaOH 0.01 M) DMEM and 
dried for 24 h at 25 °C. Samples were seeded with 60 L of a suspension of human dermal fibroblasts (hDFs) (1 x 
105 cells mL-1) and plated in 24-well cultures for 5 and 10 d, changing the medium every 24 h. For viability and 
cell attachment to the polymer with cells was washed with PBS and incubated with Hanks/Phenol medium with 
ethidium homodimer-1 (EthD-1) and calcein at 37 °C for 45 min (Invitrogen). Then, the solution was removed, 
washed with PBS and analyzed in a microscope with fluorescent light (Axio Observer A1, Carl Zeiss).  
DAPI staining was using a mounting medium containing this compound. After completing the viability test were 
mounted with Vectashield Mounting Medium with DAPI, which stains the nuclei, then the sample was covered 
with a coverslip, and images were captured with a confocal microscope. 

Results and Discussion 
The synthesis of BCH-g-LA is based on the amide bond formation by dehydration of lactate amino chitosan salt 
formed by solubilizing the chitosan in lactic acid [2]. TSA was the reaction catalyst over the formation of ester 
bond, as the tosyl group acted as a protective group of amino group, avoiding protonation of chitosan by the 
impurities present in the lactic acid, causing the formation of the bond in less time than reaction without catalyst 
(Fig. 1). 
1H NMR analysis of the polymer was performed to determine the molar ratio (MR) and the percent molar fraction 
(% FM). 43.62% was determined as the FM of lactic acid in BCH-g-LA material, whereas the MR indicates that 
for every 7 lactyl units were incorporated 5 glycoside units of chitosan. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1. 1H NMR spectrum of BCH-g-LA. 
 
The grafted LA onto CH enhanced the mechanical properties in regard to the extension profiles and puncture 
testing in films, as it is shown in Table 1. BCH-g-LA was significantly more flexible and elastic (Young’s 
modulus in tension = 105.6 MPa) than LA grafted chitosan materials prepared without TSA (Young’s modulus = 
48.20 MPa) [2]. As well, BCH-g-LA with TSA was more resilient and requires more effort to break (67.6 %) than 
materials prepared without TSA (56.9%) [2]. 
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 Table 1. Force fracture extension and puncture in BCH-g-LA 
   Young's Modulus 

(MPa) 
Elongation at break 
(%) 

 Maximum stress 
(MPa) 

BCH-g-LA 
tension  

105.6±2.14 67.60±5.57 1.92 x105±12 

BCH-g-LA 
puncture 

2.94 x104±1.63 
x103 

96.90±2.96 3.47x106±2.35 x105 

The results are averages of three determinations and their standard deviations 
 
The swelling test was conducted to determine the absorption capacity of the material in DMEM at 37 ° C 
simulating physiological conditions. The swelling behavior depends on the relative magnitude of water diffusion, 
relaxation time of the material and the pH due to the protonation of the chitosan amino group [1]. The absorption 
capacity of the film in equilibrium was achieved on 9 d with a swelling 120.83± 13.31%. The degree of 
degradation of the material over time in DMEM at 37 ° C was determined as 78.25 ± 8.18% at 6 d.  
 
Fibroblast Viability  
Microscopic fluorescence analysis with calcein was carried out in BCH-g-LA materials seeded with fibroblasts at 
2, 4, 8 and 15 d of hDFs. The viability of hDFs was determined, the micrographs showed at 2 d spherical living 
cells and few dead cells appeared on 4 d. hDFs alive remained spherical, but elongation was also observed. On 8 d 
live cells were elongated and dead cells remained in a lesser extent. At 15 d of culture the formation of networks 
of fibroblasts was evident.  In addition, nuclei of these cells were noticed in blue color due to the dye DAPI, BCH-
g-LA promoted adhesion and viability of human fibroblasts (Fig. 2).  

 

 
 
Figure 2. Human fibroblasts micrographs BCH-g-LA films, dyed by the method of calcein-MA, where the living 

cells are green, red-dead and nuclei are blue. 
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Conclusions 
BCH-g-LA material presents degradation in short time and cytocompatibility. Latter based on their ability to 
promote adhesion and viability of human fibroblasts. The enhanced grafting procedure with the presence of p-
toluene sulfonic acid catalyst give improved mechanical properties. 
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Abstract 

The skin may be injured due to burns, skin cancer, diabetes, among others.  To repair these injuries, 
treatments require skin grafts, and strict medical care. There is a high demand for healthy skin to be grafted 
onto the lesions and very limited availability. Tissue engineering combines polymeric biomaterials and cell 
cultures that develop skin substitutes to heal or recover the damaged area. In this paper the development of a 
polylactic acid scaffold coated with polypyrrole doped in situ with iodine by plasma polymerization is 
presented. The scaffold was characterized by standard techniques for polymers. Biological characterization 
was made by the culture of keratinocytes and human fibroblasts derived from skin. 

Keywords: Polymeric Scaffolds, plasma polymerization, PPLA, PGA, PPy, skin. 

1. Introduction 

Burns and diseases are the main cause of skin lesions, and when this happens the body can not act fast enough 
to produce the necessary replacement cells. Injuries as diabetic foot ulcers may not heal and members must be 
amputees. The burn victims may die from infection, dehydration and blood loss plasma [1]. Autografts or 
allografts have been the handiest techniques for burn injuries. But when the injuries involve more than 60% of 
the body surface there is skin scarcity for the autografts, and in the case of allograft, rejection and infection 
are issues of great concern. Therefore, there is a growing demand for artificial skin to be used as a substitute 
for natural skin that has been damaged. Tissue engineering tops the search for a substitute for natural skin by 
building polymeric scaffolds in combination with cell culture and biologically active molecules to create 
functional tissues.  The intention is to create polymer scaffolds to provide a 3D structure that gives 
mechanical support to the physiological load allowing the adhesion, proliferation and differentiation [2]. Once 
cells have been implanted, an ideal scaffold must stimulate production of extracellular matrix (ECM) so that it 
can later replace the damaged tissue. The polyglycolic acid (PGA) and polylactic acid (PLLA) are synthetic 
and biodegradable biopolymers, and have had extensive clinical application. They are usually used for the 
manufacture of polymer scaffolds [3]. Such scaffolds can be constructed as nonwoven mats (electrospun 
fibers), and they have multiple applications in tissue engineering because they have a very similar structure to 
the extracellular matrix [4]. The PGA and PLLA scaffolds are biodegradable and biocompatible, but an 
important feature is that they don't have cell recognition sites, thus the cells cannot anchor the scaffold. To 
modify this singularity of poor cell attachment, the scaffolds can be modified by physical or chemical means 
to give them these recognition sites [5]. Plasma treatment is a modifying method for surfaces by depositing a 
thin film; this gives a favorable response on cell anchorage. Plasma treatment only affects the surface of fibers 
without altering its bulk properties; in addition, this technique allows introducing functional groups to 
improve the biocompatibility properties of the scaffold. Plasma treatment of scaffolds of PGA and PLLA with 
pyrrole, doped with iodine generates a thin film, which is rich in positive charged amine groups, giving a 
better cell culture [6-8].  

In this work, polymeric scaffolds of PLLA and PGA were modified by plasma polymerization of pyrrole to 
generate a surficial thin film of PPy-I. The morphological and surface properties are analyzed using, 
microscopy and FTIR-ATR. Subsequently the biological behavior was observed in cell cultures of primary 
human keratinocytes, fibroblasts derived from human skin, tenocytes and kidney embryonic cells. 

2. Experimental Methods 
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2.1 Materials 

Nonwoven fibers of PGA and PLLA BIOFELT® of CONCORDIAL MEDICAL in sizes 10x10 mm were 
used. The reactants were (Sigma-Aldrich): pyrrole Wm= 67.09 g/mol and Iodine with higher purity than 99%. 

2.2 Plasma polymerization. 

For plasma coating a cylindrical glass reactor was used with a volume of 1500cm3 approximately, assembled 
with a vacuum system constituted by a mechanical vacuum pump and a cold trap of particles. The reactor is 
connected to an RF generator Dressler 1500. The film deposition was done at 18W, 1.5x10-1 Torr. and 30 min 
of synthesis reaction. Pyrrole monomer and iodine were evaporated to the reactor from separate containers. 
Figure 1shows the reactor schemes. 

 

Figure 1. Diagram of the Plasma polymerization reactor. 

2.3 Cell culture. 

As cell culture medium fetal bovine serum (FBS) was used, samples were: FBS as Control, PPy-I/ PGA  and 
PPy-I/PLLA in SFB. The pH levels were measured in the samples. 

2.4 Sterility. 

Scaffolds were immersed in an isopropanol solution by 20 min for disinfection, samples were drayed in a 
sterile cabinet (Herasafe Cabinet Class II Thermo-Kendro, Germany) for 10 min, than rehydrated with SFB 
for 1 hour. 2x106 cells were seeded in 6 wells boxes with fresh culture medium, and antibiotics were added. 
They were placed in an incubator with 5% of CO2, 21% of O2  and 100% of moisture. 

2.5 Growing. 

Seeded cells were human primary keratinocytes, fibroblasts derived from human dermis, primary human 
tenocytes, and embryonic kidney cells line HEK 293. After 9 days, cell culture medium was replaced by one 
infected with nonreplicating adenovirus Ad-CMV-GFP for one hour. Than, the cells were washed, and the 
culture medium was changed to a fresh one, and maintained under these conditions for 24 hours.  

3. Characterization and results. 

3.1. Spectroscopy FT- IR- ATR 

The analysis was performed with a Perkin-Elmer GX System with an ATR Smith diamond Durasample II. 
Figure 2(a) shows the FTIR spectrum of the PGA scaffold. The vibration of the O-H groups is in 3500cm-1, 
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and in 2961cm-1 are the vibration of the aliphatic group. The vibration of the carbonyl group is in 1738cm-1, 
and in 1412cm-1 is the CH3 bond. The vibration of the ester groups is located at 1084cm-1.  In 2(b) the FTIR 
spectrum of the PPy-I /PGA scaffold is presented. In 3311cm-1 the vibration of the primary and secondary 
amine groups can be seen, also in 2958cm-1 the aliphatic carbons are located.   

  

Figure 2.Spectra FT-IR-ATR of: (a) PGA, (b) PPy-I/PGA (c) PLLA and (d) PPy-I/PLLA. 

Spectra of PLLA and PPy-I/ PLLA are shown in Figures 2(c) and 2(d) respectively. In 2(c) the C=O group 
characteristic of PLLA is   at 1748cm-1. The asymmetric vibrations group C-H is in 1454cm-1 and 1387cm-1. 
The stretching vibration of the ester group C-O is observed in 1084cm-1. Figure 2(d) shows wide peaks, which 
are characteristic of the plasma polymerization. The PPy peaks can be identified again. 

3.2 SEM 

The micrographs of the scaffolds were taken with a Scanning Electron Microscope Field Emission JEOL JSM 
7600F.   Figure 3(a) and 3(b) show microscopy images SEM of PPy-I/PGA that show that the thickness of the 
fibers is homogeneous with dimensions around 25µm and randomly distributed throughout the space.	   It is 
also observed that there are broken fibers, indicating a chemical degradation process of the material. In 3(c) 
and 3(d) the PPy-I/PLLA scaffold is shown, it is observed that the fibers have an average size of  around 30 
µm. Figure 3(d) clearly shows the roughness of the fiber surface due to the plasma coating which has a 
thickness of about 3 µm. 

   

Figure 3. SEM images of the scaffolds of PPy-I/PGA and PPy-I/PLLA respectively, (a) 100µm and (b) 
100µm, (c) 100µm and (d) 10µm.  

(a) (b) (c) (d) 
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3.3 pH and cell culture. 

 Table 1 shows the pH measurements. It is observed that there are no significant changes in the sample with 
just control medium. In the case of PPy-I/PGA there is a major change in 24 hours relative to the control 
sample, reflecting a change from 7.23 to 3.15 in, leading to significant effects on the cellular environment as 
all cells die in the course of this time, these scaffolds are degraded due to contact with the culture medium, 
making it a highly acid solution. For scaffolds PPy-I/PLLA no significant changes in pH are observed, this 
scaffold is very stable in the cell medium, allowing a better response to cell growth. 

Table 1. Measurement of pH of the scaffolding function of time. 

Time Control PPy-I/PGA PPy-I/PLLA 
24 hours 7.23 3.15 7.32 
48 hours 7.50 3.66 7.64 
72 hours 7.19 3.44 7.34 
7 days 7.15 3.62 7.23 

  

3.4 Confocal microscopy. 

We used confocal microscopy LSM 100 Meta (Carl Zeiss, Germany) with an excitation source of argon of 
488 nm and with an emission filter of 520 nm. 

Figure 4 shows the 3D images of the four cell lines that were seeded on PPy-I/PLLA scaffolds. Luminescent 
points on the fibers show functional cells that are alive and infected with the adenovirus. 4(a) displays 
keratinocytes, showing a very good anchoring response and proliferation. 4(b) shows the good anchoring of 
the fibroblasts. Tenocytes in 4(c) show less cell proliferation, but they are capable of growing in the scaffold. 
In 4(d) kidney embryonic cells show good adhesion to the fibers. 

       

Figure 4. Confocal microscope images of cell growth on the fibers of PPy-I/PLLA.  (a) keratinocytes, (b) 
fibroblasts, (c) tenocytes, and (d) an embryonic kidney cell line HEK-293. 

4. Conclusions 

Nonwoven PGA and PLLA scaffolds were plasma-modified with a surface thin film of PPy-I and studied. 
The results show that PLLA scaffolds covered with PPy-I have an excellent response to the cell culture, 
particularly of skin. 

The PGA scaffold coated with PPy-I did not show a favorable repose to the cell culture, showing a high 
degree of degradation and incrementing the pH therefore producing cell mortality. 
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Abstract 

This work presents the fabrication of porous matrices of Polylactic Acid (PLA) and hydroxyapatite (HA) coated with 
polymer of pyrrole doped with iodine, synthetized by plasma. The composite was made first by electrospinning, 
creating nanometric and micrometric fibers of PLA/HA from solutions at different concentrations and conditions of 
the spinner. The resulting porous materials are coated by plasma polymerization of pyrrole (PPy), favoring cell 
adherence and cell stimulation due to their chemical diversity. The scaffold made of PLA/HA/PPy were implanted 
underneath the back of rabbit for 30 days; the newly formed tissue is characterized by Scanning Electron Microscopy 
(SEM), and stress tests. 
 
 
Introduction  
A graft or bone substitute is usually needed to help repair a skeletal deficiency due to some type of trauma 
or disease such as osteosarcoma. Tissue Engineering is an alternative to generate synthetic bone providing 
the patient with the preservation of the gait, functional recovery and mobilization. Biomaterials that can 
be used as bone substitutes should possess osteoinductive, osteoconductive, resistance and 
biocompatibility, the latter is closely related to their surface properties; such materials can be found in 
polymeric materials that combined with ceramic materials are better to repair bone tissue. Polylactic acid 
(PLA) is a polymer having biodegradability and biocompatibility and hydroxyapatite (HA) is a ceramic 
that forms the bulk inorganic bone part, it is also biocompatible and resistant. 
The Electrospinning technique is used for the manufacture of porous matrices, it consists in the 
application of a voltage ranging from 10KV to 30KV to create a strong electric field seeking to attract 
electrically charged particles of a polymeric solution from a nozzle system into a surface where it 
solidifies (collector) forming arrays of microfibers and nanofibers giving pores of different sizes. In this 
work the technique of Plasma Polymerization is used to synthesize films of polypyrrole (PPy) and modify 
the surface properties of the matrices of PLA/HA. Using polypyrrole is an advantage in the proliferation 
of bone forming cells (osteoblasts) due to their chemical diversity, inducing cell adhesion and stimulation. 
The samples were characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). To test arrays of PLA/HA 
coated with polypyrrole, first the cultivation was carried out in vitro; this requires a biopsy of rabbit’s 
femur marrow, then the interested cells (osteocytes, osteoblasts and osteoclasts) are extracted and a 
sequential seeding of the cells in the matrix is performed. Once the cells have been seeded, the culture is 
maintained in vitro for 7 days to then implant the cell-matrix structure in vivo, under the skin of the back 
of a rabbit (subcutaneous) for 30 days. Finally, it is important to evaluate the microstructure or neotissue 
and for this is necessary to characterize it morphologically by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). To 
evaluate the mechanical performance a voltage test is done.  
 
Experimental 
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Solution Preparation 
Two types of matrix M1 and M2 were manufactured, in order to make comparisons between these; for this 
were done two mixtures in proportions of 10 mL of solvent, 90% chloroform (9 mL) and 10% ethanol (1 
mL); in each of these solutions PLA (1.8 g) was dissolved by gentle stirring for 5 hrs at room temperature. 
After this time HA was added at 18.1% and 35.7% to the resulting solutions for M1 and M2 respectively, 
and dissolved until obtaining homogeneous solutions.   
 
Fabrication of polymeric matrices  
Electrospinning system consists of an injection mechanism in which the polymer solution of PLA/HA is 
deposited. This solution travels from the positive electrode (the needle) to the collecting electrode that is a 
rotating drum of 7cm in length and 5 cm in diameter that is connected directly to the ground; when the 
solution solidifies forms matrices with nanofibers and microfibers of different lengths. The voltage applied 
to this kind of solution is of 25KV to 30KV, the voltage breaks the surface tension forming the Taylor cone 
at the tip of the needle. Needles of 0.9 mm diameter were used. The sample of interest was injected in a 
volume of 20 mL. The percentage of HA obtained in M2 (35.7%) is considerable as natural bone consists 
of 60% inorganic matter. 
The matrices obtained are removed from the collector, dried at 42 ° C under vacuum for 4 days to remove 
the solvent (chloroform) excess. Each sheet was split into rectangular strips homers (1 cm wide x 3 cm 
long). Scanning Electron Microscopy was used to evaluate the morphology, porous structure, and 
integration of matrices.  
 
Plasma Polymerization  
Plasma polymerization technique was used for the deposition of a polypyrrole thin film and thus modify the 
surface of the matrices of PLA/HA, in order to facilitate the adhesion and proliferation of bone cells as 
polypyrrole is a cells growth stimulator due to its chemical diversity. 
  
Arrays of PLA/HA, were placed in the center of the reactor, in which are two stainless steel electrodes 
separated by 10 cm, figure 1. The polymerization conditions were: 1.2x10-1Torr, 13MHz and 18W for 30 
min. 

 
Figure 1. a) Plasma polymerization b) Covered with Polypyrrole Matrix. 

 
Osteoblast culture in vitro  
A male rabbit of 2 months of extrauterine life was used to obtain cells, New Zealand species whit 2.2 kg 
of weight, 3 mL of bone biopsy femur (figure 2 a) were taken. CTM mesenchymal stem cells were 
obtained by enzymatic digestion with collagenase II continuously stirred for a whole night, in α-MEM-
F12 (1:1) supplemented with antibiotic-antimycotic and PBS 2%. These cells were maintained in culture 
dishes with Dulbecco's Eagle Modified medium, supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum 
(DMEM/PBS). After 4-10 days of culture, no adherent cells were removed by changing the culture 
medium by fresh culture medium while the adherent cells were kept in culture under standard conditions 
of 37 ° C, 5% CO2, and an humid environment.  
Cell characterization was performed by immunohistochemistry in which different cell types are identified 
in the bone, such as osteoblasts, osteocytes and osteoclasts, this is achieved using specific antibody-tissue. 
The phenotype of osteoblasts and osteocytes were confirmed by used the Bon-Sialiprotein II antibodies. 
Once the cells of interest are obtained, they are seeded in a Lab-Tek 8 well plate until 70-80% confluence 
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has been reached and fixed with cold acetone for 5 min, then washed with PBS and incubated with the 
antibody polyclonal Bone Sialiprotein II for 1hr, (figure 2 b). Finally, counterstaining was performed with 
hematoxylin for 1 min and placed in the visible light microscopy to observe it, (figure 2 c).  
Cells were cultured in petri dishes of 25 mL and when they reached 70% confluence were performed 3 
passes to 2 new petri dishes with trypsin-EDTA solution for 1 min; to detach the cells from the Petri dish 
it was quenched with serum.  
For seeding of cells in the PLA/PPy HA-matrix, these cells were centrifuged and the cell pellet was 
seeded at a concentration of 5x106 cells /well in a PBS/thrombin solution. Then a 0.5 cm2 matrix was 
deposited in each well, (Figure 2 d), and incubated under standard culture conditions (37 °C, 5% CO2), 
changing the medium depleted by fresh medium every 3 days until day 7, some matrix-cell structures 
were removed and were used for cell culture in vivo (implantation). 
 

     
Figure 2. a) Bone biopsy, b) cells in multiwell cash deposited, c) Optical microscopy of osteoblasts 

attached to the housing, d) seeding matrices osteoblasts PLA / HA-PPy. 
 
Matrix Implant PLA/HA and PLA/HA/PPy in back of rabbit  
The implant of the matrices was made under the skin of the back of a male rabbit of 2 months of 
extrauterine life, species New Zealand. Under proper conditions of asepsis and antisepsis, the animal was 
calmed with an intramuscular injection of acepromazine (5 mg/kg) and ketamine (20 mg/kg); then was 
anesthetized with an intravenous injection of Pentobarbital Sodium (40 mg/kg). Then was locally 
anesthetized with Xylocaine. Subsequently the back of the animal was shaved to (figure 3 a) and an 
incision was made with a scalpel taking care not to injure anatomical structures. Arrays were wrapped in 
vicryl mesh in order to insert them (Figure 3 b).  
Once inserted all matrices, the defect was closed in two layers with nylon or silk sutures, (figure 3 c) and 
was used micromizado alumnio, (figure 3 d) to seal, ultimately came the area disinfection and antibiotic 
was administered intraoperatively and for 3 days post-op. 
 

 
Figure 3. PLA matrix implant / HA, PLA / HA / PPy. a) Shaving b) Insertion of matrices, c) 12 matrices 

introduced g) Seal with aluminum micromizado. 
 

 
Mechanical Stress Testing  
 
Mechanical tests were performed on the same day that were extracted from the animal, samples were 
placed in the clamps of the tensile machine being careful not to damage them, the speed was 0.5 mm/min, 
(figure 4) shows specific points in the course of this test from the start until the material-tissue breaks 
down for each of the matrices of interest also the graphs is showing stress-strain and Young's modulus 
(E). 
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Figure 4. Tensile test, Young's modulus (MPa) a) 19.4 b) 10.1 c) 8.1 d) 6.76 

 
Results and Discussion  
The samples were analyzed by SEM; they exhibit "rough" areas because of HA aggregates. An important 
aspect to be noted is that HA aggregates are mainly in those fibers whose diameter is larger; the fiber 
diameters ranges from 800 nm to about 10 µm and pores with size from 10 µm to about 100 µm, which 
allows passage of osteoblasts and culture medium within the matrices, as the diameter of osteoblasts is 10 
µm.  
Morphological characterization of in vitro culture of osteoblasts were also performed by SEM; Figure 5 
shows the matrices of interest with osteoblasts at day 7 of culture, where we can see the beginning of the 
adhesion of these bone cells, which tend to be in those areas where there are more hydroxyapatite, ie in 
rough areas, (figure 5 c), d)); another important aspect is that most cells adhere in the matrices that 
present polypyrrole than in those who lack in this, (figure 5 b), d)). 
  
 

  
Figure 5. a) SEM of matrices, at day 7 of culture of osteoblasts in vitro. a) PLA/HA(18.2%) with cells, 
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 b) PLA/HA(18.2%)/PPy with cells, c) PLA/HA(35.7%) with cells, d) PLA/HA(35.7%) PPy with cells. 
                              

Samples were taken at 30 days of being implanted Figure 6 emphasizes that there was no rejection of 
material by the animal, there was vascularization and tissue formation in matrix, indicating that the 
material effectively allowed the adhesion and proliferation of cells. 
 

 
Figura 6. Removing the matrices for tensile test. 

 
Tensile tests have shown that these matrices have low Young module, this precisely because the tissue is 
at an early stage of formation, however, it can be observed that matrices with lower percentage of HA 
have a higher module, which means that these matrices yield more to stretch more than those with more 
HA, and those matrices which have less hydroxyapatite are broken in the hourglass neck, while those 
which have more hydroxyapatite break of "coup" throughout its cross section. 
 
Conclusions  
This study confirms that the technique of electrospinning produces porous matrices of PLA/HA formed 
by fibers of diameters varying from 800 nm to 50 microns, variable lengths and pore size from 10 µm to 
100 µm. Because of the versatility of the technique of electrospinning was possible to vary the conditions 
of deposit so that could be combined the properties of polylactic acid with hydroxyapatite, leading to a 
strong and flexible matrix result. The Biocompatibility of PLA and HA and the presence of Polypyrrole 
and matrices allowed to grow bone cells in vitro and in vivo, achieving good adhesion and cell 
proliferation without causing cytotoxicity or side effects. It is intended to extend the time of the implant 
to 3 and 9 months to observe the behavior of these matrices and realize again correspondent testing and 
comparisons. 
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Abstract 

The cellular interactions with natural and artificial surfaces are predominantly mediated by proteins adsorbed 
on the surface of biomaterials, which can be set biocompatibility. We used PPy-I as an implant in spinal cord 
injury and as a scaffold in cell culture; but understanding how the surface properties of PPy-I are affected by 
the presence of albumin protein is vital. Therefore, this work focuses on presenting the characterization 
studies of PPy-I under two different synthesis conditions, analyzing their properties by XPS, SEM and TEM; 
likewise, their behavior in different albumin solutions by means contact angle and its rheological properties. 
In this respect we found that the rheological properties and surface characteristics by contact angle were those 
that showed greater difference in contrast to certain other properties. 

 

Introduction 

Polypyrrole (PPy) has been widely studies due to its relative stability to environmental factors and 
its applications, for example, in biological systems has been selected as a material in the 
regeneration and protection of nerve tissue due to its semiconducting properties, ease of preparation 
and diversity of surface characteristics1-3. Because of its surface chemical diversity, PPy is also 
susceptible to proteins adsorption, which has been studied actively because of its importance in the 
biomedical applications and tissues engineering4, 5. The techniques used to study protein adsorption 
fall into two categories: those applicable to particles systems and those usable with films or 
particles; the contact angle measured on proteins films could potentially be helpful in drawing some 
conclusions regarding the surface structure of these films5. Coupled with this, studies related to 
surface microscopy and elemental composition, add a battery of information on the understanding 
the interaction of the surface chemistry of polymers.  

The rheological study of polymeric particles in suspension is a complex function of its physical 
properties and the stability of the suspended particles. The most important factors are particle 
volume fraction, particle shape, interactions between particles, proteins and particles - proteins, 
among others6, 7.	  These properties are important to the emergence of new therapies of minimal 
invasive character that actually are required, a strategy is the microinjection of suspended particles8, 

9, such a strategy is contingent on properties that present the suspension from the rheological point 
of view. In this work, we have focused on analyzing the characteristics of two PPy-I biomaterials by 
techniques such as SEM, TEM and XPS, as well as the interaction between this biomaterial and 
albumin protein to determine its properties by contact angle and its rheometric properties in 
suspension. 
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Experimental 

Plasma polymerization. The synthesis of PPY-I1 and PPY-I2 by plasma polymerization, was 
carried out in a flanged tube glass reactor as previously reported2, 10 and PPY-I2 was synthesized 
with a modification to introduce a stream of water vapor in the reactor, in both cases, an average 
power of 20 Watts with reaction times of 240 min. The products of the reaction that were not 
deposited as films were collected by a gas condenser cooled with liquid nitrogen.  

Spectroscopy, elemental and surface analysis. The IR spectra of the film were taken with Perkin-
Elmer FT 1600 spectrophotometer sample directly from the films. For the analysis of the samples 
once sprayed films, the equipment used were Jeol JSM - 5900LV (15 kV) for SEM, HRTEM Jeol 
2100F (200 kV) for TEM and Thermo K-Alpha spectrometer with a monochromatic X-ray source 
of Al Ka (1486.6 eV) for XPS. Protein adsorption test. For the study of adsorption of bovine serum 
albumin (BSA) on the surface of the polymers of PPy-I, thin films of polymer deposited on slides 
were synthesized, which were submerged for 5 minutes in solutions of BSA dissolved in phosphate 
buffer solution (PBS, pH = 7.4), at increasing concentrations of 0 to 30 mg/mL, then the slides were 
washed with PBS to remove the excess protein. The slides were placed in a desiccator for 
subsequently performing the analysis of the contact angle. Rheological test. The rheological 
properties of the suspension of the polymers of PPy-I in BSA solutions were measured using a TA 
Instrument AR-G2 rheometer. The suspensions tested consisted 10 mg of PPy-I1 or PPy-I2 in 1 mL 
solution of BSA in PBS (pH = 7.4) at concentrations of 7, 14 or 21 mg/mL. 

 

Results and Discussion 

Elemental analysis. In the Table 1 presents the elemental analysis obtained from the polymers 
using XPS technique. The elements analyzed were carbon, iodine, nitrogen and oxygen and 
relations X/N, X/O where X represent any element respect to nitrogen or oxygen and they 
comparative relationship between PPy-I1 and PPy-I2. As shown in Table 1, there is an increased 
amount of iodine and oxygen in PPy-I1 than in PPy-I2, is necessary considerate that although in 
both polymers, iodine is considered a dopant and possibly some of the dopant atoms could be 
covalently linked to the polymer and others could be trapped among the chains in ionic interaction.	  
Assuming the oxygen as reference and that this element is not part of the monomer pyrrole which 
consists only 4 carbons and 1 nitrogen, it was noted that PPy-I2, contained a minor amount of 
oxygen than expected due to synthesis conditions. 

Table 1. - Elemental composition in % atomic of PPy-I1 and PPy-I2. 

Element 
(X) 

% atomic Relation 
PPy-I1 PPy-I2 A= (X/N)PPy-I1 B= (X/N)PPy-I2 A/B C = (X/O)PPy-I1 D = (X/O)PPy-I2 C/D 

Carbon 74.36 78.01 6.18 5.49 1.13 6.30 11.05 0.57 

Iodine 1.81 0.73 0.15 0.05 3.00 0.15 0.10 1.48 

Nitrogen 12.02 14.20 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.02 2.01 0.51 

Oxygen 11.81 7.06 0.98 0.50 1.98 1.00 1.00 1.00 

Total 100 100 *X represent to element     
        

Morphology analysis. Fig. 1 show the representative SEM and TEM micrographs of polymers   
PPy -I1 and PPy-I2. It is noted that in the images obtained by SEM the powders were constituted of 
particles of different sizes in a seemingly homogeneous surface, however, the images obtained by 
TEM was observed that both materials are made up of layers of different thicknesses which shows 
the process of synthesis is carried out by forming layer upon layer of material, interspersed with 
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areas rich pyrrole or iodine; as mentioned above iodine could be trapped among the chains without 
being linked to a specific site in the structure. 

 PPy-I1 PPy-I2 

SEM 

a)  b)  
 	   	  

TEM 

c)  d)  
	  

Fig. 1. - Representative SEM and TEM micrographs of polymers synthesized by plasma polypyrrole. In these 
micrographs is possible to observe different particle size obtained after spray the synthesized polypyrrole 
films, however, there is no visible difference between the polymer surface of PPy-I1 (a, c) and PPy-I2 (b, d). 

FT – IR analysis. The IR analysis shows the PPy-I1 and PPy-I2 powders have structure with 
presence of O-H, N-H and C-H groups in the bands 3731, 3192 and 2960 cm-1. The next peak (2361 
cm-1) corresponds to an area where they can be localized absorption bands corresponding to 
multiple groups, such as C ≡ C, C ≡ N bonds. This suggests the formation of new bonds due to the 
loss of hydrogen at the time of synthesis. On the other hand, the peak at 1615 cm-1 confirms the 
presence of nitrile bonds in the structure formation of polypyrrole, one can assume the presence of 
alcohol / acid groups because the bands 1417 and 1048 cm-1 in addition to the broadening of the 
peak at 3192 cm-1 and the presence of two peaks in the area 3731 cm-1. It was also possible to 
observe two bands between 3400 cm-1 and 3500 cm-1 associated with primary amines, they could be 
related to peaks in the area from 1560 to 1640 cm-1. Finally, presence an intense band at 678 cm-1 
may associate with cis-disubstituted vinyl type bonds (C=CH2) coupled with the peak at 734 cm-1 
corresponding to CH2 bonds. Both materials PPy-I1 and PPy-I2 above showed the peaks so it could 
be assumed that both have very similar surface functional groups. 

Surface analysis. According to that reported in literature11, contact angles near 46° indicates a lot of 
NH2 groups on the surface, as is the case for PPy-I1 (θ = 50.82°); On the other hand, at higher 
angles (θ = 70.65°) are characteristic hydrophobic surfaces such as PPy-I2. As mentioned 
previously, due to synthesis by plasma energy, the chemical species present on the surface are 
varied and complex, which was corroborated by IR analysis of both polymers. It is notable that in 
the process of exposure to different concentrations of BSA there is a decrease in the contact angle 
measurement reaching a point of apparent stability5 in areas which could be associated with COOH 
groups for PPy-I1 which gives greater hydrophilicity, whereas for PPy-I2 decrease its initial 
hydrophobicity to present a related thread behavior NH2 groups; said functional groups may be 
present in the main by the amino acid composition in the albumin and not only by the chemical 
diversity in the material surface.	  Likewise, it is to be remarked that PPy-I1 reaches a saturation 
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point quicker at low concentrations of BSA as compared to PPy-I2, which require higher 
concentrations to be saturated with the same protein. 

Rheometry test. We observed solid-like behavior at low frequencies, should be understood as the 
independence of the elastic modulus in relation to the frequency at which is subject the suspension 
of PPy in BSA solution respect to the suspension of the polymer alone, that has a tendency to drop 
the elastic modulus when is exposed at low frequency; carried out at constant temperature of 37 ° C. 
Furthermore, it is evident that both polymers exhibit this type of behavior at concentrations of 14 
and 21 mg/mL BSA in the range of 0.1 to 100 rad/s, probably due to its affinity for BSA as 
mentioned above. 

a)   

b)      

Fig. 2 – Rheological tests for combinations of BSA and PPy-I2 at T = 37 °C. Panel PPy-I1 (a) and PPy-I2 (b). 
In both cases, concentrations of 7, 14 and 21 mg/mL of BSA with or without 10 mg of polymer per mL 
suspended in PBS (pH= 7.4). 

 

Conclusions. We have demonstrated a solid-like response of suspensions of PPy-I BSA solutions 
lower frequencies and under conditions close to body temperature. These responses are of great 
interest because albumin alone had a neuroprotective activity in spinal cord injury12, in the same 
way, the PPy-I presented in previous studies such feature in injury models of the central nervous 
system13-15. Therefore, these results show that it would be of great interest to test its synergistic 
potential in this type of injury. 
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ABSTRACT: The loss of a tissue or its function due to birth defects, disease or trauma, is one of 
the most common and costly problems facing medicine, [1] this is the case of cartilage where previous 
studies have stated preliminarily the feasibility of constructing cartilage in vitro, however, the in vitro 
regenerated cartilage is currently unsatisfactory for clinical application because cartilage structure is not 
homogeneous, has insufficient mechanical properties and poor thickness. Despite two decades of research 
in cartilage tissue engineering, few products have passed the laboratory [2]. This paper is intended to form 
a new scaffold based on polylactic acid (PLA)-polycaprolactone (PCL) surface modified with 
polypyrrole-Iodo (PPy-I) looking improve their interaction with the matrix and coated with Aggrecan 
(AG) which is a important component of the extracellular matrix of native cartilage being a protein 
essential for normal tissue function [3] and their concentration favors defining how tissues during early 
development and properties mechanical thereof. Size and distribution of pore by scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) were evaluated,and its chemical composition was evaluated  by spectroscopy Infrared 
Fourier Transform Attenuated total reflectance (FTIR-ATR) in addition to mechanical tensile tests. 

1.- Introduction 

The cartilage is a network of entangled collagen and proteoglycans, which provide the mechanical support 
of tissue in vivo, however, they lack a blood supply thus have a low cell density with minimum potential 
for self-repair and therefore, damage to the cartilage rarely resolves spontaneously, which, if not treated, 
causes degeneration of surrounding cartilage and negative effects on the routine activities. There are 
numerous treatments that have been developed to repair cartilage damage typical examples: chondrocyte 
transplantation, mosaicplasty and microfracture. Given that no method used to repair damage to the 
cartilage, restore permanently the osteoarthritis, currently systems based on the implantation of cells 
cultured on biodegradable scaffolds are used, they are made with different biodegradable polymers and 
differents techniques. Tissue engineering has been proved to be one of the most promising alternative 
therapies for articular cartilage defects, these treatments have produced satisfactory results, however, the 
literature also documents treatment failures [4][5][6]. In this work scaffolds of PLA-PCL surface modified 
by plasma polymerization of pyrrole and coated with AG are discussed. 
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2.- Materials and methods 

2.1 Design and fabrication of PLA-PCL-PPyI scaffolds 

A polymer solution of PLA (Mv = 4531.75) and a PCL (Mv = 65112.65) was prepared at 12% w/v having 
as a solvent a mixture of cloformo-ethanol (2:1) until a homogeneous mixture. The polymer scaffolds 
were produced by the technique of electrospinning, the polymer solutions were placed in 2 separate plastic 
syringes in a ratio of 70:30 PLA-PCL, an injector machine was used for simultaneous administration by 
applying pressure on the syringe plunger the needles at a distance of 20cm from the collector and a 
voltage of 24KV, a jet flow 0.129 ml/h. 

2.2 Using the technique of plasma polymerization a film of Polipirrol- Iodo (PPy-I)  was deposited on the 
scaffods. Reagents used were Sigma Aldrich. The operating parameters of the reactor were: 8cm electrode 
spacing, power of 20W and 1.2x10-1Torr  pressure, applied continuosly for one hour pyrrole and for 6 
minutes intervals of iodine. 

2.3 One of the coated substrates with PPy-I was immersed in a solution of aggrecan (AG) for 24 hours. 
Subsequently rinsed with distilled water for 10 minutes and allowed to dry at room temperature in a 
vacuum desiccator for 24 hours. 

2.4 The chemical composition and adhesion of the AG protein on the scaffold was determined for FTIR-
ATR with a Perkin-Elmer FT-IR-2000, equipped with an ATR accessory DuraSamplIR II ™ Smiths 
Detection with crystal diamond. The morphology of the samples was studied using a scanning electron 
microscope JEOL JSM -7600F.The apparent area of the pores in the material was measure using the 
program ImageJ 1.46, using the SEM images. 

2.5 An auricular cartilage biopsy was performed using a rabbit of the species New Zealand white and was 
conducted to cell expansion cultures for 3 weeks. Approximately 1.2x106cells were deposited on the 
scaffolds and cultured for 7 days (in vitro) and 30 days (in vivo). 

2.6 For the mechanical behavior, tensile tests of the cultured materials in vitro and in vivo were conducted 
in a home made universal machine, assays were carried out at 1 mm/min and of the Young's modulus, 
yield strength, maximum stress, ductility and tenacity were obtained. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1 Plasma Polymerization 

Plasma polymerization was used to modified the materials surface seeking improve their interaction with 
the matrix, and the cells because after treatment amines and carbonyl groups contribute to the anchoring 
and cell proliferation, besides immobilizing biomolecules [7]. 

3.2 Chemical composition. 
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Figure 2 shows the ATR-FTIR spectra performed of the materials obtained. The FTIR spectrum of PLA-
PCL coated with PPy-I-AG without washing with distilled water (Fig.2a), where one may distinguish the 
representative peaks of the molecule AG, such as primary amines and stretching C=O in 1638 cm-1, 
secondary amines in 1565 cm-1, the stretching of sulfate in 1243cm-1 [8]. Moreover, in the spectrum of the 
scaffold coated with PPy-I-AG washed with distilled water (Fig. 2b) have a peak located in 1665 cm-1 

which is the Amine I, the stretching of the C=O and Amine II. 

 

Fig. 1 ATR-FTIR spectrum obtained from the scaffold surface coating PPy-I-AG. 
 a) before washing with distilled water   b) after washing with distilled water. 

 

3.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy. 

The PPy-I coated membrane forms film between several fibers, which improves the definition of pores, as 
showed in Fig.4a, thereby improving support cell proliferation promoting both 2D and 3D. Moreover the 
PPy-AG coated scaffold (Fig. 4b) shows well-defined structures due to the way in which both the sugar 
and sulphate content in the AG protein are accommodated, which leads to the phenomenon known as 
biomineralization that is the formation of ordered inorganic crystals [9]. 

 
Fig. 2  SEM image of the membrane produced by electrospinning of PLA / PCL surface coating with PPy-

I-AG after washing with distilled water a) 1000X, b) 10 000 x, c) 3500X. 
 

 

a
)	  

b
)	  

a
)	  

b
)	  
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3.4 Porosity. 

For the PLA-PCL pores of 5µm2 to 521µm2 were found with an average of 100 µm2. The average size of 
the chondrocyte is 30-40µm2 so the materials contains the necessary porosity for the suspension and 
deposition of cells. 

3.5 Tensile test. 

The mechanical properties of the scaffolds generated are essential, because this will have clinical use. It is 
reported that the hyaline cartilage has a tensile modulus of 0.2-4.90MPa, breaking strength of 0.15MPa 
[10]. The results of mechanical strength tests of each sample are shown below: 

Material Young's 
modulus 
(MPa) 

Yield strength 
(MPa) 

Maximum stress 
(MPa) 

Ductility (%) Tenacity 
(MPa) 

                        In vitro  
PLA-PCL-PPy 
n=1 19.33 0.04 2.26 88.9 0.59 
PLA-PCL-PPy-I-AG 
n=1 7.6 0.1 1.35 66.77 0.29 

In vivo 
PLA-PCL-PPy 
n=1 0.39 0.0014 0.19 131.02 0.01 
PLA-PCL-PPy-I-AG 
n=1 0.18 0.09 0.10 207.71 0.13 

Table 1 Results of tensile tests. 

The results of in vitro culture indicate that the material with protein AG adhesion affects the mechanical 
properties; generating less elastic and less impacts support comparison containing without protein. 

The mechanical properties of PLA-PCL-PPy-I-AG in vivo shows promising mechanical properties, even if 
your module is the lowest of the 2 materials 0.18MPa, is very close to that reported for tensile value in 
cartilage [10] in addition to having a yield strength of 0.08MPa, the ductility or deformation capacity 
before fracture was 200% and greater toughness and plastic deformation of 0.13MPa having a greater 
plastic deformation before failure suffer, considering a ductile material or not fragile. 

4. Conclusions. 

Infrared spectra of PLA-PCL.PPy-I-AG show representative peaks of AG protein on the scaffolding, even 
after being subjected to a wash with distilled water, the morphology indicates that has porosity to 
proliferation and cell differentiation also exhibit mechanical properties that give a promising scaffold for 
use in tissue engineering conditions, however there are still multiple evaluations including longer periods 
of culture in vivo and histological evaluations and characterization of the quality of tissue formed on the 
scaffold (mechanical properties). Currently these studies are in development their results soon will be 
exposed. 
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Abstract 

Electrospun scaffolds show useful characteristics in regenerative medicine such as physical properties; nanometric 
diameters; high surface/volume ratio; adhesion and growth of living cells. Poly(carbonate-urethane) electrospun 
tubular scaffolds mixed with fibronectin were studied for the regeneration of small diameter blood vessels (<0.5 mm). 
Tube walls were made of nanofiber layers to mimic the functions of blood vessels. Electrospinning induced important 
changes in the morphology and mechanical properties of the poly(carbonate-urethane) as determined by GPC, 
MALLS, FTIR, NMR, XRD, SAX, SEM, DSC, DMA, and micro-mechanical analysis. Proliferation of HEK293 cells 
increased with the amount of fibronectin in the poly(carbonate-urethane)  nanofibers. 
 
Introduction 

 
Tissue engineering is a demanding branch of regenerative medicine and requires that the 
biomaterials used be productive and innovative [1]. A common strategy in tissue engineering is 
the use of biomaterials to mimic the functions of native tissues, which may promote cell growth 
and extracellular matrix generation and match the resultant mechanical properties with those of the 
target tissue [2–6]. 
According to the World Health Organization, cardiovascular diseases represent one of the main 
causes of mortality in developed and developing countries. Intensive research is directed in the 
area of synthetic vascular prosthesis for the treatment of vascular diseases such as arterial 
obstruction, episcleral venous pressure (EVP), aneurisms, etc. [7].  
There is an increasing need of vascular constructs due to the limited availability of natural grafts 
and the fast rate of aterosclerosis in some of these grafts. Both biodegradable and biostable 
materials are often required for the treatment of vascular diseases. Biodegradable polymers such as 
poly(glycerol-sebacate) and copolymers of poly(glycerol-sebacate) and poly(Ɛ-caprolactone) are 
investigated for the reconstruction and regeneration of blood vessels affected by aneurysms and 
related diseases [8,9]. Biostable poly(urethanes) and poly(carbonate urethanes) are studied as 
medical devices for treatment of small diameter (<6 mm diameter) blood vessels  [10, 11]. We 
focus here on the study of biostable poly(carbonate urethanes). 
Polycarbonate urethanes (PCUs) are an improvement over the polyurethanes used now for making 
biostable implantable medical devices. They are characterized by very good mechanical 
properties, similar to polyether urethanes. PCUs have outstanding hydrolysis and ageing resistance 
as compared to PEUs of the same hardness, which may undergo cracking on the surface of 
implanted materials. Acute and chronic inflammatory responses of the PCUs and PEUs are similar 
[12–13]. The general structure of a segmented poly(carbonate urethane) is shown in Figure 1.  
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   Polycarbonate segment  
 
Figure 1. Scheme of two segmented poly(carbonate-urethane) polymers 
 
PCUs of this type are constructed, at the molecular level, using hard and soft segments, and this 
allows control of the glass transition temperature and the mechanical properties at 37oC. To 
improve the compatibility of polyurethanes with blood, some methods were used to change the 
hydrophobicity of the PCUs and to make their surface more similar to natural tissue by adsorption 
of albumins, endothelial cells, or phospholipids (particularly phosphorylcholine compounds) [14]. 
Among the several techniques to produce scaffolds, electrospinning is one of the most useful, 
simple and versatile methods for controlling the structural parameters of fibrous scaffolds such as 
composition, fiber orientation, diameter, texture porosity of the nanofiber meshes and mechanical 
properties [6]. Electrospinning is capable of fabricating fibers with nanometer scale diameters that 
yield very high specific surface area – up to one to two orders of magnitude higher than 
micrometer scale fibers produced by conventional melting and dry/wet spinning methods.  
 
Experimental 

 
Materials. PCU (polycarbonate-urethane) (Bionate® II, 55D, kindly provided by DSM), human 
plasma fibronectin and HFP (1,1,1,3,3,3 hexafluor-2-propanol) of Sigma Aldrich. 
Electrospinning.- Solutions of (10% w/v) PCU in HFP with 0.5, 5% and 19% w/w fibronectin 
(FN) were processed in a custom made electrospinning set-up to make the scaffolds [6]. Typical 
process conditions were: flow rate 0.2 ml/h (injector, KD Scientific, USA), temperature 34oC, 
applied DC voltage 15kV (Power supply, Spellman, USA) and injector collector gap 30cm. A 
static aluminum cooper plate was used to make 2D random fiber meshes. A rotating custom made 
shaft collector (Figure 1a) with both variable rotating speed and uniform displacements in the 
longitudinal axis of the shaft was used to make the uniform tubular (3D) scaffolds of 0.2 and 
0.5mm inner diameter, and fiber diameters below 0.17±0.02 um. 
 
Results and Discussion 
 
Chemical structure.- Fibronectin (FN) is a high-molecular weight (~440kDa) glycoprotein found 
in the extracellular matrix and blood plasma. It is composed of two nearly identical disulfide 
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(SO4-2) bound polypeptides. Fibronectin serves as a general cell adhesion molecule by 
anchoring cells to collagen.  
The FTIR-ATR spectra of PCU and PCU-FN nanofibers were obtained after the scaffolds were 
immersed (by 72hrs) and rinsed with distilled water. The di-sulfur bridging of the two units of 
fibronectin was observed at 590 cm-1 in the PCU-FN spectrum, revealing that fibronectin 
molecules could not be dissolved in water because they are entangled with the PCU chains.  
Morphology.- The morphology of the nanofibers (previously coated with gold) was observed by 
SEM (JEOL-JSM-7600F, at 20kV) (Figure 2). Nanofiber diameters range between 0.17 and 
0.5um and pore sizes between 10-30um at the foreground plane (Image-J software).  
 

 
 
Figure 2. (a) SEM micrograph of PCU-FN fibers (10,000 X). (b) Tubular scaffold φ = 0.2 mm. 
 
Transitions.- Thermal transitions of PCU-FN nanofibers were determined by DSC (TA 
Instruments DSC 2910) and compared with those of Bionate II PCU 55D (product sheet, DSM). 
Two glass transition temperatures (Tg), were observed at -22.4°C and -0.4°C. Furthermore, the 
segments formed micro phases as shown below. A melting temperature, Tm, is also observed at 
181oC. These transitions were also observed by DMA (TA Instruments DMA Q800). The 
damping curves show evidence of the two-phase behavior that would be expected if there was 
significant phase separation of hard and soft segments [15]. These results confirmed that 
nanofibers are composed of soft and hard domains and that the soft domains are semicrystalline 
structures. Thermal transitions of fibronectin were also studied by DSC. Two transitions, 
observed at 59°C and 83°C, correspond to denaturalization of the glycoprotein [16,17]. 
Crystalline structure.- The solid state structure of PCU in bulk is different from that of the 
nanofibers. A sharp peak at a Bragg angle (2Θ) equal to 20.6o (WAXD Siemens D-500) was 
observed in bulk in contrast to the diffuse hill observed in the nanofibers. PCU in bulk is clearly 
semicrystalline [18, 19] while nanofibers apparently present lateral order suggesting that atomic 
and molecular organization of the PCU is strongly dependent on the processing conditions. 
Based on reports about PCU nanofibers having crystalline structures [20], our samples were 
analyzed by small angle X-Ray scattering (SAXS Xenocs, mod. Xeuss). Results show two 
different ordered structures: one corresponds to the poly(urethane) hard segments with a mean 
size of 46 nm and the other to the poly(carbonate) soft segments with a mean size of 2.58 nm. 
The interplanar distances of the hard and soft segments were 5.47nm and 0.43 nm, respectively.  
Mechanical properties.- Stress–strain behavior of the samples was determined in tension 
according to ASTM standard D1708.  (MTS Minibionix 858, at a strain rate of 10 mm/min, with 
a load cell of 110 N and a linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) (±50 mm)]. Data were 
registered by a software programmed in Lab-VIEW [21].  
Fibronectin makes the PCU-FN scaffolds stiffer and thus less deformable than PCU The ultimate 
strength and ultimate elongation at break of Bionate II PCU 55D (product sheet, DSM) are 61.8 
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MPa and 372 respectively. The modulus of elasticity of PCU-FN (10%FN) was 20.5±2 MPa; 
about twice of the reported modulus of PCU nanofibers [22].  
Hydrophobicity.-The effect of fibronectin on the hydrophobicity of the PCU scaffolds was 
determined by measuring the contact angles of water (Θ) on the scaffolds under the sessile drop 
method in a Ramé-hart goniometer 100-07-00. PCU scaffolds were highly hydrophobic Θ = 
125.3± 5.4°. Fibronectin changes completely the hydrophobic character of PCU. The contact 
angle in PCU scaffolds with the glycoprotein was reduced down to zero as the amount of 
fibronectin increased up to 10% on the surface of the nanofibers.  
Both FTIR and EDS-SEM analysis, performed after the scaffolds were immersed and rinsed in 
water, evidenced that the fibronectin molecules remain and are well dispersed in the bulk and on 
the surface of the PCU nanofibers. It is then expected that entanglement of fibronectin and PCU 
chains (both are macromolecules) prevents the dissolving effect of water on the glycoprotein 
during proliferation of endothelial cells in-vitro. It is also expected that in this way permanence 
of fibronectin is enhanced after implantation of the scaffold in the organism.  
Biocompatibilty.- MTT assays were performed to determine cell viability. Human embryonic 
kidney 293 cells (HEK293) were cultured on the scaffolds during 14 days. Confluency of cells 
was observed by optical microscopy (Figure 3). In comparison with PCU scaffolds, cell 
proliferation in PCU-FN scaffolds increased 37% at 5% FN and 81% at 10% FN after 14 days.  
 

 
 
Figure  3. (a) Confluency of HEK293 cells after 14 days of culture (b) cell viability test. 
 
Conclusions 

 
The PCU and PCU-FN 3D (tubular) scaffolds intended for regeneration of small arteries (between 
0.5 and 0.2 mm inner diameter) were obtained by electrospinning. The tube wall is formed by 
nanofiber layers that mimic the morphology of blood vessels. PCU and PCU-FN high quality 
scaffolds were obtained HFP, under electrospun controlled conditions.      
The morphology of PCU electrospun nanofibers differs from that observed in bulk. PCU 
nanofibers contain phase domains of nanoscopic size, with domains constituted of single types of 
structural units. The types of domains comprise hard poly(urethane)- and soft- poly(carbonate) 
segment phase domains. In contrast, PCU in bulk contains crystals of microscopic size. 
Morphology and thus elastic properties of the scaffolds depend strongly on processing. 
Fibronectin modified drastically the hydrophobic character of PCU scaffolds because the 
glycoprotein and the PCU mix together at molecular level. Scaffolds with FN at 10% were 
completely hydrophilic. Furthermore, entanglement between FN and PCU chains prevents the 
dissolving effect of water on the glycoprotein.  
Both PCU and PCU-FN scaffolds showed good cell viability. Cell proliferation increased with the 
amount of fibronectin in the nanofibers. HEK293 cells showed good adhesion and proliferation on 
scaffolds made of small fiber diameters (0.17±0.02um) and pore sizes of 1-2 um.  
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ABSTRACT  

Multiwalled carbon nanotubes were synthesized by chemical vapor deposition using ferrocene as a 
precursor. After a purification process, the carbon nanotubes were oxidized and then functionalized with 
chemicals carboxyl-containing groups. Subsequently the nanotubes were incorporated in a previously 
prepared hydroxyapatite-PLA mixture to obtain nanofibers by electrospinning. The HRSEM results from 
polymer showed a high porosity structure on the fibers, this kind porosity benefits the cell osteoinduction. The 
FTIR study showed bands corresponding to phosphate, PLA, hydroxyl, carboxyl groups, which demonstrates 
that all initial precursors were effectively incorporated. In addition, X-ray studies revealed the presence of C16 
H30 Ca O4 crystalline phase. 

INTRODUCTION 

Bone grafting or bone substitute are commonly required to help or complement the repair of bone 
tissue, this tissue is a specialized connective tissue that consist for cells and extracellular calcified 
components forming the bone matrix. The manufacture of artificial materials that mimic the 
structure and properties of natural bone is a challenge. Hydroxyapatite is chemically similar to the 
mineral component of bone; this is one of the few materials that are classified as bioactive, which 
means that it will support bone growth and osseointegration when is used in applications of this 
tissue [1]. Another materials, which have been given attention, are carbon nanotubes (CNTs) due to 
their novel mechanical and electronic properties. Carbon nanotubes have a nanoscale tubular 
structure; this structure has carbon-carbon bonding of sp2 type that makes one of the strongest 
materials known. By other hand, the carbon nanotubes have such a low density as graphite, tensile 
strength, excellent flexibility and low density, so the carbon nanotubes are ideal to the production of 
high strength materials and lightweight such as bone. These characteristics compared with other 
scaffolding materials such as polymers and peptide fibers; the carbon nanotubes are better [2]. 
However, carbon nanotubes are cytotoxic by themselves and therefore have to undergo to a 
purification and functionalization process to have related functional groups to hydroxyapatite.  
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This work we report the purification and functionalized of CNTs that were obtained by CVD 
technique and the preparation of CNTs and hydroxyapatite solution in a polymeric matrix to do a 
composite for bone application. 

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION  

Sample preparation 

Multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) were obtained by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) 
using ferrocene. These CNTs were purified to eliminate byproducts, catalytic residues and 
amorphous carbonaceous species. 

The purification process consists of placing carbon nanotubes in a flask and adds a mixture of nitric 
acid (HNO3) and 65% sulfuric acid (H2SO4) at 95% for 5 h at a temperature of 55 °C under 
magnetic stirring. Subsequently the reaction with sodium hydroxide (NaOH) was neutralized, once 
treatment time of CNTs with acids and neutralization is completed, centrifuged in a Hettich 
centrifuge Rotina mark 420R for 30 minutes, the sample was washed with deionized water, ethanol 
and acetone and then in the centrifuge for 30 min. Finally, it was dried under vacuum at 50 ° C for 
12 h.  

After being purified and chemically functionalized, the nanotubes were incorporated in a previously 
prepared solution of polylacticacid-Chloroform with hydroxyapatite. The resultant product was 
used as precursor solution for the electrospinning process. 

The electrospinning conditions were as follow: keeping the needle – collector distance at 10 cm, the 
process was carried out at 40 °C, at a voltage needle-collector of 20 kV, and a injection rate of 15 
ml/h.  

The final product was characterized by means of electron scanning microscopy in a Zeiss (HRSEM-
AURIGA), FTIR spectroscopy (Perkin Elmer spectrum GX) and attenuated total reflectance (ATR) 
in a range 4500-700 cm-1, and X-ray diffraction (D8 Advance X-ray diffractometer, Brunker) using 
a copper target (1.541Å), in the 2θ =20-80 interval in 0.02 steps. The diffraction peaks were 
identified using the EVA database. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The process of chemical functionalization of carbon nanotubes with treatment of concentrated acid 
has observed that generate defects. However these defects (breakage of bonds) can react and result 
in functional groups such as hydroxyl (OH) and carboxyl (COOH). The functionalization and 
purification process was performed to eliminate dangerous byproducts and avoid the carbon 
nanotubes cytotoxicity, as required for biological application. 
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Figure 1. - HRSEM image of electrospun to from a polymer matrix with hydroxyapatite and CNTs. 

The electrospung composite was analyzed by scanning electron microscopy. Where we can observe 
the polymeric fibers. Figure 1 displays the fibrous morphology whit fibers, which have a diameter 
of 1-5 microns. In Figure 2 we can observe to detail the morphology of the fibers, they have a 
porous surface texture which serves to cell growth. 

Figure 3 shows a typical IR spectrum in the 4500-500 cm-1 range. It displays the absorption bands 
corresponding to the functional groups present in the prepared composite. The band in the interval 
760-740 cm-1 represents an aromatic ring, the band at 1100-1000 cm-1 corresponds to the presence 
of the phosphate group (PO) [4], the band at 1410-1260 cm-1 corresponds to hydroxyl groups, the 
band in the interval 1800-1500 cm-1 corresponds to PLA and C = C, C = O [5], the band in the 
interval 3200-2800 cm-1 corresponds to the CH bonds, the band at 3500-3750 cm-1 corresponds to 
the OH bonds. 

 

Figure 2. - SEM image of electrospinning to from a polymer matrix with hydroxyapatite and CNTs. 
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The X-ray helps us to know the crystalline phase that we have in our composite formed by 
electrospinning. The result of X-ray is shown in figure 4 where we can observe the spectrum from 
the sample. There is a well defined peak and other two peaks bad defined but those peaks are the 
first peak complement. Those peaks are related to a crystalline phase of calcium in presence of 
carbon, oxygen and hydrogen. With this relation we can confirm that we have the crystal phase (C16 
H30 Ca O4). If the peak has his base open like in the figure, we can predict that there are nanofibers 
of nanometers or a few microns size. To complement the information will be made as future work 
the characterization by SAX. 

 

Figure 3. - FTIR of electrospinning from composite. 

 

Figure 4. - X-ray spectrum the electrospinning from composite. 
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CONCLUSION  

In conclusion for the electrospinning of the composite is investigated as the carbon nanotubes were 
functionalized to introduce them with hydroxyapatite in the polymer matrix of polylactic acid 
(PLA). The results showed good porosity that benefits cell growth of osteoblasts, and FTIR study 
has provided a wealth of information on the functional groups in our electrospinning composite like 
a good properties for the osteoinduction. The X-ray study has complemented the composite 
information that show a phase of crystallinity of the hydroxyapatite in the presence of carbon.  
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Abstract 

Biodegradable polymer scaffolds such as the polylactic acid, PLA, allow the growth of different cell types such as 
hepatocytes, keratinocytes, and neurons. To support the neoformation of tissues it is necessary to incorporate into the 
polymer scaffold specific cell type, growth factors, genes or carbon nanoparticles that provide biochemical signals 
which cells are capable of decode. In this work the fabrication of polymeric scaffolds of PLA through 
electrospinning technique containing carbon nanoparticles is presented. The thickness of the fibers is studied 
according to the rate of injection of the polymer solution 3mL/h, 5mL/h and 7mL/h. The fibers characterization was 
done with FT-IR, SEM, DSC, and SAX. 

Introduction  

Electrospinning polymeric scaffolds are useful in tissue engineering, and the fiber diameter is in the range 
of micrometers to nanometers. The electrospun scaffold can be made of biodegradable polymers such as 
polylactic acid (PLA). These scaffolds tend to degrade due to hydrolysis reactions in physiological 
conditions within the body, and is completely removed by metabolic pathways. In this type of scaffold can 
grow different cell types as liver cells, keratinocytes and neurons. To increase biocompatibility of such 
scaffolds carbon nanoparticles can be addicionated. 

In this work the electrospining polymeric scaffolds of PLA with carbon nanotubes immersed are studied. 
Using scanning electron microscopy the thickness of the fibers is studied according to the rate of injection 
of the polymer solution, 3mL/h, 5mL/h and 7ml/h. The composite materials were characterized by infrared 
spectroscopy (FT-IR), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and low-angle (SAXS) and wide-angle x-ray 
diffraction. 

Experimental section  

12 Solutions, each with 1.2 g of PLA and 9 mL of chloroform (CHCl3), and 1 mL of ethanol 
(CH3CH2OH) were prepared. Three of these solutions were used for each scaffold so four scaffolds were 
fabricated. Different amount of carbon nanotubes were added to three of the samples. Solutions with 
nanotubes were placed in an ultrasound machine for a better dispersion of the nanotubes. Table 1 shows 
the composition and the injection rate of the electrospinning for the four scaffolds made, and Table 2 
shows the experimental condition of the electrospinning machine, These parameters are kept constant, and 
the injection rate is changed as shown in Table 1. Fig. 1 shows the experimental setup of the 
electrospinning process. 
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Table 1 Electrospinning scaffolding composition. 

Scaffold PLA (g) Chloroform 
(mL) 

Carbon nanotubes 
(g) 

Injection rate 
(mL/h) 

1 3.65317 27 0 5 

2 3.66214 27 0.005482 3 

3 3.65995 27 0.099975 5 

4 3.69639 27 0.048961 7 

 

Table2. Electrospinning process parameters.  

Displacement "x" of the 
needle 2.7 cm/min 

Applied Voltage 15.22 kV  

Collector ratio 1519 rpm 
Distance between the needle 

and collector 12 cm 

Temperature 40°C 
 

 

 

Fig. 1. Electrospinning process 

Characterization 

SEM microscopy 

In the Fig. 2 the PLA polymeric scaffold without carbon nanotubes is shown. It can be appreciated that the 
fibers are uniformly distributed throughout the surface and are reasonably aligned, possibly due to the 
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high rotation rate of the collector, forming small beads of material indicating that the polymer is not 
completely dried in the travel between the needle and the collector. Fig. 2 (b) shows an amplification of 
the previous image showing that the fiber diameter is uniform around 400-nanometer diameter, here the 
alignment of the fibers can better be seen. In 2 (c) a fiber diameter of 4 microns is shown, this fiber shows 
a series of marks possibly by interaction of the air on the fiber as it travels towards the collector. 

 

Fig. 2. Figure 2 Images of PLA scaffold.  

Fig. 3 shows a cross section of the scaffold 3 with carbon nanotube embedded into of the fibers of PLA. In 
Fig. 3 (a) can be seen carbon nanotubes with a diameter of about 50 nm dispersed on the fiber. Figure 3 
(b) shows some nanotubes out of the fiber. These images show that carbon nanotubes are embedded in a 
polymeric matrix of PLA. 

 

Fig. 3 PLA electrospun fibers with carbon nanotubes embedded in the polymer matrix. 

Small-angle X-ray diffraction (SAXS)  
In Fig. 4 the diffraction pattern of electrospun scaffolds is shown. The images indicate a horizontal 
orientation of the nanofibers. With increasing the content of nanotubes patterns becomes longer in the 
vertical direction, possibly due to the orientation of the nanotubes. This orientation is due to the 
electrospun process. 
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Fig. 4 XRD of small angle scattering (SAXS) of the scaffolds 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively. 

XRD 
Fig. 5 shows the XRD diffractogram of PLA scaffold injected at a 5 mL/h rate, containing 0.099g of 
carbon nanotubes. A large peak at 2θ = 16.8o, characteristic of the crystalline portion of the PLA can be 
seen, using Bragg's law this peak corresponds to a 5.9 Å interplanar space. Typical graphite peaks (2θ = 
45, 58) are also observed in the diffractogram. The last 2 peaks centered in 2θ = 65 and 70º correspond to 
the Ni in the catalyst used in the carbon nanotubes synthesis. 

 

 

Fig. 5 XRD spectrum of PLA scaffold with 0.099g of carbon nanotubes. 

FTIR-ATR spectroscopy. 

In Fig. 6 the FTIR spectrum of PLA scaffold, sample 3, can be seen. The FTIR spectra of the others 
samples is similar. The peak centered in 3550cm-1 show the vibration of OH group. In 2948 cm-1 the 
aliphatic carbon vibration can be appreciated. The stretching of C=O group is presented in 1775cm-1 and 
the asymmetric deformation of the C-H group is show in 1458cm-1.  The skeletal vibration is presented in 
1190 cm-1 y 1090cm-1, C-H, C-O. In the peak of 873cm-1 is the =CH2 out of the plane deformation 
vibration. The C-O-C stretching vibration is appreciated in 758cm-1. 
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Fig. 6 FT-IR spectrum of the PLA scaffold, injected to ratio of 5mL/h with 0.099g of carbon nanotubes. 

Conclusions 
PLA scaffolds were electrospun with carbon nanotubes embedded in the polymer matrix. The FT-IR 
results show characteristic vibrations of the PLA. The XRD show a peak centered 16.8º indicates that the 
material is crystalline and shows signals characteristic of multiwall carbon nanotubes, also has peaks 
corresponding to the metal which was a catalyst for the production of the nanotubes. SAXS indicates that 
scaffolds have an alignment in the horizontal direction. SEM shows the incorporation of the nanotubes 
into of the PLA fibers. 
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Abstract 

Nanofibers of Chitosan (CTS) containing silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) and the synthetized metal complex 
[Ag2-(affinin)](NO3)2, were obtained by Electrospinning. The CTS/AgNPs and CTS/Affinin-AgNPs solutions used 
to electrospun nanofibers were generated by sunlight photoreduction of either the precursor salt or the metal complex 
using the own biopolymer as reducing agent. The synthesis of nanoparticles from the metal complex as well as from 
AgNO3 salt was confirmed by UV-Vis spectroscopy, while the metal complex was characterized by IR, NMR 
spectroscopy and Mass spectrometry. SEM analysis showed nanofibers with diameters of 150-1000 nm with small 
empty spaces between them and little presence of beads. This bionanocomposite will be subject to biological 
evaluation to analyze its pharmacological potential. 
 
Introduction  

Bionanocomposites are nanostructures with potential technological applications. Nowadays, the 
development of nanocomposites with organic/inorganic base is a fast growing research area, promoting 
the generation of materials with new and improved properties compared to their macrocomposites 
counterparts. Among bionanocomposites, there are those prepared from a biopolymeric basis with 
applications towards sustainability, eco-efficiency and industrial ecology. The justification for their use is 
mainly based on their intrinsic properties since they are renewable resources [1], in addition to their 
potential antibacterial activity, biodegradability and biocompatibility [2].  
 

In polymers diversity, nanofibers have been prominent because of their mechanical properties and 
their ability to support cell growth and encapsulate chemicals [3]. Currently the generation of nanofibers 
by electrospinnig method has been described, this recent technique involves the formation of fibers at 
nanometric scale by applying a voltage to a polymer solution that possess the physical and chemical 
properties necessary to form stronger, durable and elastic fibers [4]. Such technique opens the possibility 
to generate nanocomposites of complex composition. 
 

Chitosan, the second most abundant natural biopolymer after cellulose is one of the most widely 
used biopolymers in the production of nanofibers because its biodegradability, non-toxicity and 
biocompatibility. Chitosan has received particular interest in pharmaceutical and medical applications 
because of their physical, chemical and mechanical properties, and its capability to combine with other 
chemicals to improve the structure-activity relationship [5]. However, the electrospinning of chitosan 
represents a significant challenge due to its miscibility properties. This biopolymer has been combined 
with other polymers and compounds for the synthesis of composites in the form of nanofibers, 
nonetheless, their combination with natural products has been little explored. In this sense, affinin is a 
bioactive natural compound formed by an unsaturated fatty acid bonded to isobutylamide residue [6], 
some researchers have highlighted their biological activity as a powerful oral anesthetic [7], analgesic [8] 
and anti-inflammatory compound [9] besides being used as an antimicrobial agent, thus being an attractive 
alternative to be combined with chitosan.  

In the same way, metal nanoparticles (NP’s) have received special attention; especially those from 
gold and silver because of their unusual properties compared to other metals and their important 
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applications in catalysis, optics, sensoring and as antimicrobial agents, [10]. It is known that silver ions 
have potent biological activity widely applied in some medicine fields [11]. In particular, the preparation 
of nanoparticles of metals immobilized in various matrices is an interesting research area due to the 
excellent synergistic effects that could be achieved [12].  
 

Therefore, the combination of chitosan, affinin and silver nanoparticles to produce a composite in 
the form of nanofibers represents an attractive alternative to achieve a synergistic-potentiated material 
with potential biological activity. This work describes the synthesis of CTS/affinin-AgNPs nanofibers 
composite where nanoparticles were generated by sunlight photoreduction from either AgNO3 and affinin-
[Ag2-(affinin)](NO3)2 complex. At the same time, the determination of the electrospinning optimal 
parameters for obtaining nanofibres with good quality from this novel combination and the AgNO3[Ag2-
(affinin)](NO3)2 complex characterization are presented.  

 
Experimental 

Chilcuague or “Raíz de Oro” roots were purchased from the Sonora’s market in Mexico City. Air-
dried ground roots (43 g) were extracted with hexane (250 mL) for 3 days and filtered to finally yield 761 
mg of a yellowish oil, which was subsequently column-chromatographed using silica gel eluting with 
hexane-EtOAc (7:2).  
 

Affinin complexation reaction was carried out with AgNO3 salts in CH3CN, affinin was added in a 
2:1 (AgNO3:affinin) ratio and the reaction was refluxed for 24 h. Subsequently, the crude reaction was 
concentrated and washed with hexane, CH2Cl2, and finally with CH3CN in order to remove remaining 
unreacted materials. From this process an amorphous brown solid was obtained which was further 
characterized by NMR, IR and Mass spectrometry. 
 

Additionally, chitosan 2 wt% solutions (in acetic acid aqueous solution 1 wt%) containing affinin-
AgNO3, [Ag2-(affinin)](NO3)2 metal complex (75µg/mL) and others with different concentrations of  
AgNO3 salt (1, 5 and 10 mM) to compare with it, were exposed to sunlight during 2 h in order to obtain 
AgNPs by photoreduction. The AgNPs presence was verified by UV-Vis spectroscopy. 
 
Chitosan-AgNPs solutions were poured into Petri dishes and dried at 74°C during 8 h for solvent 
evaporation to obtain thin films; these films were re-dissolved into a TFA-CH2Cl2 (7:3) solution and 
finally processed in a NaBond® Electrospinning unit. 
 
Results and Discussion  

Once Chilcuague’s extract was column-chromatographed, the resulting isolated product was 
characterized by NMR 1D and 2D, these results (not shown) corresponds to affinin structure in agreement 
to previously reported data [13]. Afterwards, the complexation reaction was assayed with a mix of affinin 
and AgNO3; the product obtained by the complexation reaction showed different appearance as well as 
physical and chemical properties (such as the boiling point and solubility) compared to those of the 
starting compounds.  
 

The IR spectra of affinin and the resulting product of complexation reaction (Figure 1) showed 
significant differences in the transmittance percent ratio (ΔT) between C-H and C=C stretching bands; the 
IR spectrum of affinin showed a ΔT= 18% for the bands at 2924 cm-1 and 1668 cm-1, while the IR 
spectrum of the reaction product showed a ΔT= 1% for the bands at 2929 cm-1 and 1637 cm-1.  
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FIGURE 1. IR spectra of affinin and AgNO3-affinin complex. 
 

The mass spectrum (not shown) of the reaction product obtained by electrospray produced 
a molecular ion [M++H2O+Na] 599 m/z which corresponds to the [Ag2-(affinin)](NO3)2 complex. 
This complex will be subsequently used to produce CTS/affinin/AgNPs to produce synergistic-
potentiated composite in the form of nanofibers with potential biological activity. 
 

The silver nanoparticles were synthetized by sunlight photoreduction, their presence was 
confirmed by UV-Vis spectroscopy due to the existence of the characteristic absorption band 
located between 390-420 nm [14]; these bands were similar in all chitosan solutions containing 
[Ag2-(affinin)](NO3)2 metal complex (75µg/mL) and AgNO3 salts (1, 5 and 10 mM) (Figure 2). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIGURE 2. UV-Vis spectra of chitosan solutions containing AgNPs from either the [Ag2-(affinin)](NO3)2 metal 
complex or AgNO3 salts. 
 

On the other hand, the electrospinning processing parameters (chitosan concentration, 
type of solvent, collector distance, mass flow, temperature and voltage) were varied for each 
case: pure CTS, CTS/Affinin and CTS/AgNPs from AgNO3 to find the optimal set that 
consistently produced good quality nanofibers. The nanofibers obtained with the optimal 
parameters had good strength and thickness to be easily removed from metal collector (Figure 
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3A). SEM micrographs showed homogenous fibers randomly oriented with diameters between 
150-1000 nm (Figure 3B) and minimal or no bead formation, these makes them suitable to 
support another bioactive compounds like affinin in this case (Figure 3C). 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIGURE 3. A) Chitosan nanofiber being separated from the planar collector, B) Homogeneous Chitosan nanofibers 
randomly oriented C) Chitosan nanofibers acting as structural support for affinin clusters. 
 

The optimal set of electrospinning processing parameters to produce chitosan-[Ag2-
(affinin)](NO3)2 coordination complex are currently under investigation. 
 
 Conclusions  

 
Natural affinin was successfully isolated and used to obtain the [Ag2-(affinin)](NO3)2 

coordination complex to be subsequently combined with chitosan solutions in order to obtained a 
synergistic-potentiated material with potential biological activity from the combination of 
chitosan, affinin and AgNPs. The synthesis of AgNPs was achieved in chitosan solution through 
sunlight photoreduction of AgNO3, without the addition of stabilizing or reducing agents and the 
optimal set of electrospinning processing parameters including chitosan concentration, type of 
solvent, collector distance, mass flow, temperature and voltage for pure CTS, CTS/Affinin and 
CTS/AgNPs were obtained producing good quality nanofibers. Finally, it was observed that in 
CTS/Affinin composite, CTS serves as structural support for affinin clusters. 
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Abstract 
 

Diamines and dicarboxylic acids have been used as chain extender for obtaining 
poly(urea)urethanes and poly(amide)urethanes for biomedical applications. In this study three 
series of poly(amide-urea)urethanes (PUAUs) with different hard segment content were 
synthesized from polycaprolactone diol (soft-segment) and 4,4’-methylenebis(cyclohexyl 
isocyanate) (HMDI) and amino acids (hard-segment). Hard segment models, prepared with HMDI 
and amino acids without polycaprolactone, revealed the formation of urea and amide bonds by 
solid-state 13C-NMR and FTIR, in agreement with the PUAUs composition. Additionally, 
PUAUs containing arginine and glycine showed elastomeric behavior and higher molecular 
weight than those containing aspartic acid.  
 
 
Introduction 

 
Diamines and dicarboxilic acids have  been used as chain extenders rendering poly(urea)urethanes 
and poly(amide)urethanes but in search of more biocompatible materials, molecules of biological 
importance such as amino acids have also been suggested as hard segment (either as diisocyanates 
or chain extenders) [1]. 
Derivatives from amino acids and other aliphatic diisocyanates have been used in the synthesis of 
biodegradable polyurethanes with the aim of substituting aromatic diisocyanates in order to avoid 
toxic and carcinogenic degradation products. For the same purpose, polycaprolactone (PCL) is 
widely used as soft segment because their hydrolizable ester groups and because their degradation 
products can be metabolized by the body [2]. 
In order to understand how single amino acids can be incorporated within PUAUs, three series of 
polyurethanes were prepared, varying the rigid and soft segment content, and then 
physicochemically characterized. The amino acids were chosen on the basis of their different pH 
behavior and the presence of different functional groups that can react with isocyanate groups. 
Alkaline L-arginine, neutral glycine and acidic L-aspartic acid as well as butanodiamine (BDA) 
were incorporated separately into the polyurethane backbone as chain extenders. 4,4’-(methylen-
bis-cyclohexyl)diisocyanate (HMDI), an aliphatic diisocyanate, was used as the other component 
of the rigid segment. Polycaprolactone diol, a biodegradable polyester approved by the Food and 
Drug Administration was used as soft segment.  
 
Experimental 
 

PCL diol (Mn= 530 and 2000), HMDI, L-arginine monohydrochloride (R), glycine hydrochloride 
(G), L-aspartic acid (D), BDA and stannous octoate were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 
Dimethyl formamide anhydrous (DMF, Fluka) and tetrahydrofurane (THF, JT Baker) were used 
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as solvents in the synthesis or film preparation.  
Three polyurethanes with different hard segment (HS) content were prepared: 100% HS (X-Model 
series, without PCL diol), 54-59% HS (X-530 series, with PCL diol Mn=530 Da) and 24-26% HS 
(X-2000 series with PCL diol Mn=2000 Da). Where X refers to each chain extender (L-
arginine=R, Glycine=G, L-aspartic acid=D, Butanediamine=BDA).  
 
2.1 Synthesis conditions 
Reactions were conducted in a glass reactor with stirring at 60°C and nitrogen atmosphere. Before 
reaction, monomers and DMF were dried at 60°C and reduced pressure for minimum 12 h or dried 
using molecular sieves.  
Hard segment model compounds (100% HS) were prepared by one-step reaction. HMDI (4 
mmol), Tin(II) 2-ethylhexanoate (30 µg) and chain extender (4 mmol) were dissolved in 15 ml of 
DMF (HMDI:Chain extender molar ratio= 1:1). After this period of time, the polymer in solution 
was precipitated in cold water and kept overnight. Finally, the polymer was thoroughly washed, 
filtered, and dried at 60°C and reduced pressure.  
The PUAUs were synthesized by a two-step procedure using a molar ratio of 1:2.05:1 (PCL 
diol:HMDI:chain extender). In the first step, PCL diol (Mn=530 or 2000) was mixed with a molar 
excess of HMDI under stirring. The time of prepolymerization and the concentration of catalyzer 
were 1 h and 0.1% respectively for PCL 530 but 4 h and 0.3% when PCL 2000 was used. In the 
second step, the chain extender was added and the reaction was stopped after 2 h. The polymer in 
DMF solution was precipitated in cold water and thoroughly washed with distilled water to 
eliminate residual monomers. Finally, the precipitate was filtered and dried at 60ºC under reduced 
pressure.  
 
2.2. Measurements 
 
Solid state 13C (150.8 MHz) cross polarization (CP) / magic angle spinning (MAS) NMR spectra 
were recorded at 22 °C on a Varian/Agilent PremiumCompact 600 NMR spectrometer with rotors 
of ZrO2 (diameter 4.2 mm). π/2 pulse of 2.0 µs, 1.0 ms of contact time and 5.0 s of recycle delay 
were used. Chemical shifts (ppm) were determined relative to external adamantane (38.4 ppm).  
1H (599.8 MHz) and 13C{1H} (150.8 MHz) NMR spectra were recorded at 25 °C on a 
Varian/Agilent PremiumCompact 600 NMR spectrometer with π/4 pulse of 4.30 and 4.35 µs for 
1H and 13C respectively. DMSO-d6 was used as solvent and chemical shifts (ppm) were 
determined relative to internal TMS (0.0 ppm). 
Infrared spectra of the SPUs were obtained with a Thermoscientific Nicolet 8700 FTIR (Madison, 
WI) in the spectral range from 4000 to 600 cm-1 averaging 50 scans with a resolution of 4 cm-1. 
Thermal characterization was carried out by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC 7 from 
Perkin-Elmer) using 5 mg of polymer encapsulated on aluminum pans. The polymers were heated 
from -100 to 160 ºC at 10 ºC min-1 under nitrogen atmosphere. Dynamic mechanical analysis was 
performed with a DMA 7 from Perkin-Elmer in the extension mode. Strips of 15 x 3.5 x 0.1 mm 
were heated from -100 to 100ºC at 5 ºC min-1 using a static force of 90 mN and a dynamic force 
of 70 mN at 1 Hz.  Thermogravimetry analysis was conducted by means a TGA7 from Perkin-
Elmer heating since 50°C to 700°C at 10°C/min under nitrogen atmosphere. 
Molecular weight was determined by gel permeation chromatography (GPC) using an Agilent 
1100 GPC-SEC system equipped with Zorbax PSM (60S and 1000S) coupled columns and a 
refractive index detector (Agilent technologies). HPLC grade DMF was used as eluent with a flow 
rate of 1ml/min at 50°C and the calibration curve was obtained with 1 mg/ml polystyrene 
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molecular weight standards in the range from 1,050 to 420,600 g/mol.  
Tensile mechanical properties of the PUAUs were measured on a mechanical testing machine 
(MINIMAT) using a 200 N load cell and a cross-head rate of 50 mm min-1. Samples of 15 x 2 x 
0.11 mm were obtained according to ASTM D-412. The Young’s modulus at 100% (E100), 
tensile strength (σ) and strain to failure (ε) were reported. 
 
Results and Discussion 
 
Based on the synthesized 
model compounds and data 
reported in literature Figure 
1 shows the suggested 
reaction scheme between 
chain extenders and the 
isocyanate group. Urea 
groups were formed during 
their reaction with amines. 
However, carboxylic acid 
react first to form unstable 
carbamic carboxylic 
anhydride and then amide 
and urea groups by 
irreversible elimination of carbon dioxide [3].  
13C CP/MAS spectra (data not showed) exhibited broad characteristic peaks. Around 157 ppm, 
in the carbonyl region, urea groups (-NH-CO-NH-) in BDA-Model were observed. Polymer 
prepared with HMDI and the aminoacid (G-Model, R-Model and D-Model) amine group reacted 

with isocyanate groups to form urea bonds. A small broad peak 
was observed at 172 ppm in G-Model and D-Model and it was 
assigned to amides (-NH-CO-) and/or residual carboxylic acid (-
CO-OH-). In contrast, peaks in aliphatic regions were not 
resolved. FTIR spectra (Figure 2) of all hard segment models 
showed bands around 3343, 1630, 1550 and 1250 cm-1 
corresponding to urea and amide groups i.e. N-H stretching 
vibration, amide I, amide II and amide III respectively. These 
spectra were indicative not only of the formation of urea and 
amide functional groups but also intermolecular hydrogen bonds. 
For these model compounds, hydrogen bond is thought to occur 
through the active hydrogen atoms of the donor urea group (N-

H, at 3343 cm-1) and an acceptor oxygen on the carbonyl group 
(C=O, at 1630 cm-1) in another urea molecule [4].  
In addition to urea appearance, the broad band around 3400 cm-1 (corresponding to asymmetric 
stretching modes of carboxylic group) decrease in intensity indicating that carboxylic acids are 
able to react. The peak around 1400 cm-1 characteristic to amino acids [5] are observed in G-M 
because residual carboxylic acid. D-M also show this peak and another at 1700 cm-1 while the 
broad band  at 3400 cm-1 remained because of the two carboxylic acids present in aspartic acid. 
Residual isocyanate groups (-N=C=O at 2274 cm-1) were detected when bifunctional chain 
extenders were used, but that band disappear when tri-functional amino acids were used. 
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1H NMR and 13C NMR of PUAUs in DMSO-d6 (data no showed) were also used for the 
chemical characterization of PUAUs. Hard segment signals were more intense in 530 series 
because of its higher concentration. Hard segment protons corresponding to aliphatic cyclohexyl 
rings of HMDI, were observed between 0.5 and 2 ppm. The downfield at 7.01 and 6.91 ppm are 
assigned to urethane groups which were formed during first step of synthesis. Protons of urea 
groups formed during the second step of the polymerization are assigned in the range of 5.8 to 
5.4 ppm. Additionally, protons of HMDI adjacent to urethane groups (-O-(C=O)-NH-CH<) 
could be seen at 3.48 and 3.15 ppm, based on the correlation spectroscopy (COSY).   
FTIR spectra of PUAUs of 530 series and 2000 series (Figure 3) showed a broad carbonyl band 
composed for two overlapping bands, one at 1730 cm-1 assigned to carbonyl absorptions from 
the ester group of the PCL, and the other one at 1708 cm-1 assigned to carbonyl from the 

urethane bond. Also, spectra showed the commonly called 
‘amide bands’ as hard segment models since these are 
characteristic to urethane, but also to urea and amide groups [6]. 
Urea bonds was confirmed by a band at 1636 cm-1 and formed 
exclusively from the reaction of amine group of chain extenders. 
This signal was more intense when BDA was used because their 
two amine groups. This band was also intense for arginine as it 
can form urea groups from the reaction of a primary amine and 
the guanidine amine.  Glycine and aspartic acid showed less 
intense bands because there is only one amine group available in 
the amino acids. Amide bond observed in hard segment models 
were completely overlapping by carbonyl of PCL.  
Chain extension was also confirmed by GPC analysis. R-530 and 
G-530 exhibited high molecular weights while D-530 showed 
low molecular weight because of the difference in reactivity of 
the carboxylic acid groups. A similar trend was observed in the 
2000 series. 
Thermal properties are summarized in Table I. Analysis of their 
thermal behaviour provides important information about phase 
segregation i.e. glass transition and melting point of the soft and 
hard segments. The TGA thermograms of PUUs showed thermal 
stability up to 300°C. After this temperature, all polymers 
exhibited a major weight loss before 400°C.  
PUAUs showed elastomeric behavior, except for D-2000 which 
was rigid and brittle (see Table I). The higher modulus and 
tensile strength in series 2000 can be associated partly to the PCL 
as its crystalline phase may act as physical crosslinker in a 
similar manner to that normally attributed to the hard segment 
[7,8]. Other factors that explain the elastomeric properties 
include a higher phase separation along with their higher 

molecular weight. In contrast, the D-2000 exhibited the lowest mechanical properties due to its 
low degree of chain extension as shown by its low molecular weight and low urea bond 
formation.  
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Table I. Thermal and mechanical properties of PUAUs. 

 
Conclusions 
  

Hard segment models prepared with HMDI and amino acids showed many similarities to hard 
segment model prepared with HMDI and BDA. Spectroscopic characterization confirmed 
formation of urea and amide groups from the reaction of isocyanate groups with amine and 
carboxylic acid respectively.  
Diisocyanate groups reacted with arginine, glycine and aspartic acid to a different extent in order 
to form different types of polyurethanes. Reactions with arginine and glycine rendered 
poly(urea)urethanes with high molecular weight and elastomeric properties. In contrast, aspartic 
acid form poly(urea amide)urethanes with molecular weight and poor mechanical properties.  
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                Thermal Properties        Mechanical Properties 
 
Sample 

Tα 
(ºC) 

Tg 
(°C) ΔCp Tm 

(ºC) 
C 
(%) 

Td1 
(ºC) 

Td2 
(ºC) 

E100 
(MPa) 

σmax 
(MPa) 

εmax 
(%) 

BDA-2000 -43 -51.9 0.43 53.9 16.3 375 474 2.09±0.2 22.40±3.5 982±103 
R-2000 -39 -51.1 0.41 53.0 27.6 358 457 4.26±0.8 38.00±5.4 1586±167 
G-2000 -34 -50.8 0.28 52.7 34.3 335 465 3.85±0.4 13.80±1.5 1216±87 
D-2000 -33 -51.9 0.29 61.0 38.9 346 447 --- --- --- 
BDA-530 29 2.8 0.18 - - 336 454 1.85±0.49 2.40±0.14 327±28 
R-530 28 3.0 0.43 - - 344 449 0.58±0.20 1.60±0.50 667±84 
G-530 26 4.9 0.30 - - 332 442 0.79±0.19 2.11±0.14 571±73 
D-530 30 4.6 0.26 - - 351 455 0.93±0.1 0.94±0.15 116±08 
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Abstract 
In this work, granular starch grafted with polycaprolactone (PCL) was obtained by using the N-methylimidazole 
(NMI) as catalyst.  The effect of the relations starch/monomer (50/50, 75/25 and 25/75), and catalyst content (12.5%, 
25% and 37.5%) were studied. The graft parameters were determined; and the grafted starch were characterized by 
infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The higher percentage of grafting (68%) and of addition (40%) was obtained 
for reactions with relation starch/monomer 50/50 and 25% catalyst. The FTIR and DSC analysis confirmed the 
presence of PCL in the grafted starch. 
 
Introduction 
Over the past few decades, biodegradable polymers have been considered as an attractive solution 
to the problems caused by the non-degradable synthetic polymers. Starch is an inexpensive 
polysaccharide, completely biodegradable and is synthesized by a large number of plants [1]. Its 
use in the production of biodegradable materials to replace synthetic polymers can simultaneously 
reduce dependence on oil and help reduce the problem of plastic waste [2]. However, applications 
of manufactured products from thermoplastic starch (TPS), are limited by their low water 
resistance and poor mechanical properties [3]. Due to the foregoing, starch is mixed with other 
natural or synthetic polymers to improve their properties and processability [4]. Another approach 
to overcome the shortcomings of thermoplastic starch, is starch modification, for example, by 
grafting monomers (such as styrene [5] and methyl methacrylate [6]) to the backbone of the starch. 
However, in almost all cases, the graft chains are not biodegradable and grafted thermoplastic 
starches are partially biodegradable [7]. 
Another effort in the chemical modification of starch, has been the polyester graft chain, such as 
polycaprolactone (PCL) [8] and polylactic acid (PLA) [9], on starch through reactions of 
functional groups or through polymerization by ring opening monomer with the starch as a site 
of initiation of polymerization. Graft copolymers of starch-g-PCL and starch-g-PLA presented 
improved mechanical performance and may be completely biodegradable by bacteria under 
natural conditions. Therefore, these graft copolymers can be used directly as thermoplastics or as 
compatibilizers in the compounds materials based on starch-PCL or starch-PLA mixtures [10]. 
In this paper the results of the synthesis and characterization of starch grafted with biodegradable 
polyester polycaprolactone (PCL) using the N-methylimidazole (NMI) catalyst are presented. 
 
Experimental 

Corn starch Unilever México was used. The ɛ-caprolactone monomer (ɛ-CL) with 97% purity and 
the catalyst N-methylimidazole (NMI) were reagent grade from Sigma-Aldrich. Starch particles 
were grafted according to a method reported in the literature [11]. The procedure was as follows: 
the starch (dry basis), the ɛ-CL monomer and catalyst NMI were placed into a 250mL glass reactor; 
equipped with a mechanical stirrer and a condenser. The reactor was placed in a glycerin bath at 
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150° and the mixture was stirred for 2h. The polymerization yield was determined gravimetrically. 
In Table 1, the formulations used for obtaining polycaprolactone grafted starch are shown. 
 
Table 1. Formulations used in grafting reactions of the polycaprolactone onto the starch. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Graft parameters determination 
Extraction with toluene was conducted to dissolve remains ɛ-CL monomer, the catalyst and the 
polymer ungrafted chains (homopolymer) [11]. Graft parameters are determined using the weights 
before and after extraction [12, 13], by the following equations. 
 

Where 𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐  is the weight of the product obtained after extraction, in grams (g); 𝑊𝑠𝑡  is the 
weight of starch loaded in the reaction, in grams (g); and 𝑊ℎ𝑜𝑚𝑜𝑝 is the weight of the homopolymer 
formed in the reaction, in grams (g). 
 
Characterization 
FTIR analysis of starch and grafted starches was performed in a Nicolet 870 Fourier transform 
infrared spectrophotometer, in a wave number range from 4000 to 400cm-1, with 16 scans and a 
resolution of 4 cm-1. TGA thermograms were obtained on a thermogravimetric balance Perkin 
Elmer TGA-7, in a temperature range from 40 to 700°C, with a heating rate of 10°C/min. 
Differential scanning calorimetry analysis was performed on a Perkin Elmer DSC-7. The runs were 
carried out in a temperature range of -120 to 0°C, with a heating rate of 10°C/min. Morphology of 
the particles was performed using a JEOL 6360LV SEM. The particles were cover with a gold 
surface layer to improve contrast. 
 
Results and Discussion 
Table 2 show the graft parameters obtained after the extraction with toluene. Reactions with the 
higher amounts of catalyst (25% and 37.5% by weight relative to the monomer) had similar 
parameter values graft, with graft percentage values of 68-64%, addition rate of 40 %, and grafting 
efficiency of 88-72%. An increase in the amount of monomer, keeping constant the amount of 
catalyst (25%) resulted in a decrease of the values of the parameters graft. It is known that the 
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kinetics of the reaction is faster for a higher amount of catalyst and a solid paste forms rapidly. 
This phenomenon limits the stirring and diffusion of the monomer into the starch and implies that 
the experiment should be performed in a short time [11]. 
 
Table 2. Effect of reaction conditions on the graft parameters. 

 
 
In Figure 1 FTIR spectra of the starch, PCL homopolymer and starches grafted with 
polycaprolactone are shown. The spectrum of the starch has a wide band in the region between 
3700-3000cm-1 and a peak at 1645cm-1 corresponding to stretching and bending of the –OH 
group, respectively [14]. It also shows two signals at 2930cm-1 and 2890cm-1 corresponding to 
the asymmetric and symmetric stretching of -CH2 group, respectively [15]. For the spectrum of 
PCL homopolymer, intense peak at 1730cm-1 is observed corresponding to the stretching of C=O 
group of the polycaprolactone [14, 15]. Characteristics signals from –CH2 group can also be seen, 
but with a slight shift of the signal due to the asymmetric stretching at 2940cm-1 and a third signal 
at 2870cm-1 corresponding to the bending/stretching effect of –H attached to C=O, both at the 
same time [15]. These signals are clearly noticeable in the spectrum grafted starch, confirming the 
graft of polycaprolactone (PCL) on the starch chains. It is also observed that the signal increases 
with increasing amount of NMI in the reaction, which is consistent with the highest values of graft 
parameters obtained. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. FTIR starch, PCL homopolymer and starch grafted with PCL at different concentrations 
of the catalyst NMI. 
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In Figure 2 TGA thermograms from starch, PCL homopolymer and grafted starches with PCL are 
shown. It can be seen in the TGA thermogram of the starch has an initial mass loss of 9% in the 
range of 40 to 150°C, which corresponds to desorption of water. The main degradation is observed 
in the range from 280 to 370°C, with a sharp drop in mass caused by the thermal degradation of 
the amylose and amylopectin chains [16], yielding a residual mass of 11% at 700°C. PCL 
homopolymer have a lower initial mass loss of 3% than starch; and the primary degradation is 
observed from 395 to 455°C. PCL thermal degradation of the polymer chains initiated at 
approximately 260°C [17]. TGA thermograms from grafted starch show less water loss indicating 
lower hydrophilic character due to the presence of the PCL. Only one decomposition zone is 
observed in the range of 260-400°C for grafted starch with the smaller amount of catalyst and 260-
456°C for larger amount of catalyst, which indicates that both polymers are thermally decomposed 
in the same area.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. TGA graphs starch, PCL homopolymer and starch grafted with PCL at different 
concentrations of NMI. 
 
Figure 3 shows DSC thermograms of starches grafted with PCL in the range of -100 to 0°C. PCL 
is a semicrystalline polymer which has three thermal transitions, a transition of the first order at 
about 60°C which corresponds to melting endotherm; second order transition, glass transition 
temperature -60°C; and exothermic crystallization peak around -25°C [17].  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. DSC thermograms of starches grafted with PCL to different amounts of catalyst. 
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In Figure 4, SEM micrographs of the granules of starch and grafted starches obtained with different 
amount of NMI are observed. The starch granules (Fig. 4a) are in the form of polyhedral with pin 
holes and equatorial grooves.  For grafted starch particles (Fig. 4b-4d), it can be seen that in general 
the granular structure of starch is maintained, although clusters are observed. Its surface exhibits 
a certain roughness, which is attributed to the graft polymer on the granules [11, 12]; this 
roughening, and the tendency to agglomerate was less evident for starches grafted with a smaller 
amount of catalyst.  

    
           a. Starch         b. St-g-PCL1  

        [12.5% NMI] 
         c. St-g-PCL2 
          [25% NMI] 

        d. St-g-PCL3 
        [37.5% NMI] 

Figure 4. SEM micrographs of starch grafted with polycaprolactone.  
 
Conclusions 
Granular starch with grafted ɛ-CL monomer was obtained and verified by different 
physicochemical techniques. The grafted chain produced changes in the surface of these particles.  
Because PCL is grafted in different proportions by modification of the concentration of catalyst or 
monomer, materials that exhibit different characteristics can be obtained. 
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Abstract 

The plasma processing involves different techniques of modification of a compound. The ability to modify 
materials precursors used for the synthesis of hydrogels capable of removing dissolved substances in a liquid 
body is investigated. Ligno-cellulosic materials are used to ensure the biodegradability thereof. This 
modification and removal technique works together with a reaction system in which it is possible to give 
plasma treatment directly to a liquid. We demonstrate that the modification of the materials alters swellable 
hydrogels, and it is possible to conduct reactions within the liquid using the plasma reactor. 
 
Introduction  
The industrial effluents contain various organic chemicals that cause toxicological and 
environmental problems. Generally, treatment involves the removal of suspended solids, as well as 
various methods for removing the color produced by the dye or colorant, and the organic and 
inorganic agents are dissolved in the effluent.  
The use of natural polymers such as cellulose in the preparation of hydrogels is of great importance 
in the food and pharmaceutical area. Cellulose is a carbohydrate insoluble in water natural. High 
rigidity and insolubility in most solvents is due to the hydroxyl groups of the anhydroglucose, 
which form strong hydrogen bonds to increase its crystallinity. [1] To solubilize the cellulose is 
necessary to incorporate various substituents in the structure of the anhydroglucose to decrease its 
degree of crystallinity. Moreover, mixtures of biopolymers and synthetic polymers are particularly 
important because they can be used for biomedical applications [2].  
The plasma processing involves different materials processing techniques using cold plasmas to 
modify the properties thereof. Treatments may be superficial, either by coating with a thin film of 
other materials or by altering the surface chemical structure of the base material, or by volumetric 
modification treatments on the chemical form or composition of the original material, which is 
made using partially ionized gases, generically called "plasma". The surface modification 
techniques using plasmas permit adapting the surface properties of the treated materials to service 
conditions, satisfying functional requirements impossible to meet by the base material [3]. 
The interest of the study of techniques able to clean or reduce toxic compounds that are thrown to 
the environment is of great importance. At present the problem that cause this type of effluent 
reaches enormous proportions, hence are intended to find new methods and techniques to existing 
alternatives, to reduce costs and increase efficiencies. Starting from this trend seeks to create a 
system which involves continuously various techniques including adsorption and elimination using 
hydrogels through a plasma system. Starting by the synthesis and characterization of the hydrogels 
using cellulose derivatives, which is capable of adsorbing some metal ions [4]. Besides making the 
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modification of materials precursors by plasma treatment to alter its properties. And, moreover, the 
design, construction and validation of the plasma reactor in solution (PRS) for treating liquids. 
 
Experimental  
Reagents.  
The materials used are listed below: sodium carboxymethyl cellulose (CMCNa) from Sigma-
Aldrich, hydroxyethyl cellulose (HEC) from Sigma-Aldrich, analytical grade acetic acid from 
Sigma, Products Selectropura bidistilled water, and oxygen (O2) extra dry, 99.5% purity, INFRA 
SA de CV 
Plasma treatment of the precursor materials.  
The properties of the polymers used in hydrogel synthesis are selectively modified by a surface 
treatment in a system of dielectric barrier discharge (plasma system), with oxygen as the precursor 
gas [5,6], which gave rise to phase reactions heterogeneous polymer surface for the introduction of 
oxygen containing functional groups such as carboxyl, carbonyl, hydroxyl, etc. 
Synthesis of hydrogels.  
Hydrogels in the form of film of CMCNa / HEC were sintered by the solvent evaporation 
technique. The composition of the synthesized gel is 2% total solids with a ratio of 3: 1 weight ratio 
CMCNa: HEC varying the amount of AC with respect to the total solids. These conditions were 
used to synthesize modified hydrogels from each of the treatments used materials. CMC-T / HEC-
T-T CMC / HEC-NT and NT-CMC / HEC-T: the hydrogels according to the following 
combinations were synthesized. Where CMC-T is treated with plasma sodium 
carboxymethylcellulose, CMC-NT is sodium carboxymethyl cellulose untreated HEC-T and HEC-
NT, equal but for the hydroxyethyl cellulose. The same procedure for the study of the kinetics of 
swelling continues.  
The swell (H) for each sample at a given time (t) was calculated using the following equation: 

xerogelg
waterg

w
wwH

o

t ][0 



 where wt is the weight of the sample at a time t and wo is the initial weight of 

the material without hydrate (xerogel).  
Design, construction and validation of the PRS. 
The PRS consists of two zones. The first reaction zone is constituted by a source of AC power that 
can regulate the voltage, frequency and power applied to the reactor; the body of the reactor is a 
pyrex glass tube; electrodes are made of stainless steel with tube-tip configuration. The second feed 
zone is where the flow rate of gas entering the reactor is controlled, is used as oxygen-argon gas 
precursor. The variables to be observed are: the reaction time (1, 3 and 5 minutes), the inter-
electrode distance (IED) (1-3 mm), the flow of gas (5, 10 and 20 ccs) and power (50 , 70 90 and 
100%). Liquid and solid reaction products are analyzed by IR and UV spectroscopy.  
 
Results and discussion  
The treatments were designated according to the duty cycle used in accordance with the following 
tabulation:  
Duty cycle  45% 37.5% 30% 22.5% 15% 
Number of treatment 1 2 3 4 5 
Thus, the CMCT1 label corresponds to the sodium carboxymethyl cellulose modified by treatment 
No. 1, and similarly all other tags are interpreted. 
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Figure 1 Comparison of the swelling kinetics of 
the CMCNT-HECNT and CMCT-HECT sample. 

 

 

Figure 3 Comparison of the kinetics of swelling 
and CMCNT-HECNT CMCNT-HECT sample. 

 

Figure 5 Comparison HECNT CMCNT-and-
HECNT FCTC. 

 

Figure 2 Comparison of the swelling kinetics of 
the CMCNT-HECNT and CMCT-HECNT 

sample. 

Figure 4 Swelling to a maximum time of 24 hours. 
Comparison HECNT CMCNT-and-HECT FCTC. 

Figure 6 Comparison of CMCNT-HECNT and 
CMCNT-HECT. 

.

Figure 1 shows the comparison processing carried out, with a control sample synthesized under the 
same experimental conditions. It can be seen that all the samples synthesized with modified 
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materials showed greater swelling than the control sample, remaining stable for the same period of 
time. It can also be seen that the treatment 1 and treatment 5 no significant change compared to the 
control, while the other three treatments including appear similar behavior. It is important to note 
that the maximum swell which is record-treated sample 3 is about 10 times that of the control 
sample. Figure 2 shows that in the material synthesized with the modified treatment 5 had an 
intermediate swelling powder, in addition to the swellings were lower than those achieved in the 
case of the CMCT-HECT combination. Data for CMCNT-HECT combination shown in Figure 3 
can be seen that in this case the sample synthesized with 5 treatment products again behaved 
similarly to the control manner, as treatment 1. The results of this combination are very similar to 
those of the CMCT-HECT combination. The swelling is controlled by the amount of crosslinking 
and other factors such as the added groups by the use of the HEC. In the above figures it can be 
seen that there is a significant effect when the HECT, either in combination with CMCNT or 
CMCT, as when used HECNT occur swellings smaller is used. In general the increase in swelling 
capacity after modifying the material, due to the introduction of hydrophilic groups on the surface 
of the powder, thus improving its solubility separately and their ability to swell as hydrogels. In 
Figures 4, 5 and 6, the kinetics of swelling to 24 hours is showed, in each of the graphs a peak is 
seen, this shows that the swelling capacity is related to the energy supplied in the reactor, and that 
behavior is nonlinear, which may be due to surface-induced crosslinking groups that are deposited 
in the dust, by increasing the number of groups, the crosslinking and the material strength increases, 
but decreases swelling capacity. 

 
Figure 7 FTIR spectra obtained by comparing the pure hexane with the treated samples. 

Hexane as the treatment of type reaction in the RPS, with variables marked above took place. The 
body of the reactor with 25 ml of pure sample is loaded, it is held upright, the gas is introduced 
through a tube-shaped electrode, while the other electrode is shaped tip. The necessary gas flow and 
IED are adjusts. Frequency is set to the power source until the formation of the arc, initiating the 
reaction. In the reaction three products are obtained, gas, solid and liquid. FTIR analysis for the 
remainder of the reaction liquid is made. In Figure 7, the spectra obtained are presented for each of 
the samples, labeled as follows: H (hexane) O (oxygen), 100 (power) 20-10-5 (gas flow) 5-3-1 
(time). No significant change was not looked, which can be interpreted in different ways, one of 
which is that the reaction products remain overlapped on the same spectrum of the untreated 
sample, this because during the reaction can fragment the molecule hexane into shorter chain 
hydrocarbons, or it may be a separate accommodation, as branches. In either of the above cases, the 
bonds in the molecule are the same, so that the FTIR technique provides no meaningful information 
of the remaining liquid. Another option is that there is not a high concentration of a product in the 
remaining liquid, which would indicate that all the reaction products are in solid or gaseous state. 
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Figure 8 Maximum absorbance point for olive oil 

samples treated with Argon. 
Figure 9 FTIR olive oil treated with Argon.

For the power variation is performed treating olive oil using Argon gas as precursor. A run of 
experiments varying the gas flow and time to peak power is made. The samples were analyzed 
using the technique of UV. In Figure 8, the absorbance of each of the samples, where you can see a 
peak corresponding to the lower gas flow and increased reaction time is shown. Figure 9 shows the 
FTIR analysis of the oil, by varying the power, no significant change is seen. This is due to the 
same reasons discussed above.  
 
Conclusions  
Surface modification of the sodium carboxymethyl cellulose and hydroxyethyl cellulose was 
achieved, which is reflected in the improvement of the mechanical strength of the materials, and 
also enhance the swelling capacity of the hydrogel, in some cases, by a factor of ten.  
The relationship between power supplied and the swelling of the samples allowed to find a peak of 
the swelling capacity at a time.  
The reactor designed can be used for the treatment of organic compounds. The reactions result in 
three types of products, gas, solid and liquid. FTIR analysis of the liquid does not provide a clear 
identification of the products, so that a more accurate technique is needed.  
The modification of ligno-cellulosic materials, in this case in the form of hydrogel, gives us the 
ability to place functional groups capable of removing contaminants, this coupled with the ability to 
decompose organic compounds in the PRS, lays the foundation for continuous removal system of 
pollutants involving the two techniques. 
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Abstract 

In a novel approach, submicro/nanofibers of Polyaniline (PANI) were prepared by chemical polymerization in the presence 
of L-glutamic acid (AG). Subsequently, PANI structures were loaded with therapeutic doses of amoxicillin. Then, the 
suspension of drug-loaded polymer was incorporated into Polyacrylamide (PAAm) hydrogel during the formation of the semi-
interpenetrating network. The composite hydrogel of PAAm/PANI were stimulated electrically to evaluate the release of the 
antibiotic. 
 
 

Introduction  
 
Stimuli-responsive materials are of great interest in the field of biotechnology and biomedicine. Drug delivery 
systems based on controlled release under an electrical stimulus offer the promise of new treatments, as the 
iontophoretic transdermal patch, for chronic diseases that require daily injections for precise doses of medication. 
The composites obtained from the dispersion of particles of an electroconductive polymer in a hydrogel matrix are 
potential electroactive systems because they can retain the electrical properties attained by the electroconductive 
polymer and the capacity of adsorption/desorption of large volumes of water of the hydrogel feature. This work 
presents the preparation of semi-interpenetrating network of polyacrylamide (PAAm) and polyaniline (PANI) and 
the kinetics of release of amoxicillin, a first choice of broad-spectrum antibiotics, from the composite by electrical 
stimulus.  
 
 
Experimental 

Synthesis of PANI 

PANI was synthesized by a chemical-oxidative polymerization of aniline in the presence of the L-
glutamic acid (AG) using ammonium persulfate APS as oxidant. The molar ratio of aniline:AG:APS was 
1:0.25:1. The solution was cooled at 5°C in an ice bath under nitrogen atmosphere and it was kept under 
moderate stirring for 24 h. After reaction, the resulting mixture consisting of dark-green suspension of 
PANI was rinsed thoroughly with deionized water in a Buchner funnel until the filtrate became neutral. 
The PANI suspension was reserved for TEM and loading/releasing studies of amoxicillin.  
 
Characterization 
 
The morphology of synthesized PANI was studied by TEM using a JEOL2010F microscope. PANI 
suspensions were re-dispersed in deionized water through sonication and adequate portion was 
transferred to copper grids for the analysis. 
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Loading of amoxicillin 
 
For the loading of amoxicillin, 25 mL of PANI suspension (0.0148 g mL−1) were mixed with 5 mL of an 
aqueous solution of the drug (0.2 g mL−1). After stirring for 24 h, the resultant mixture was carefully 
transferred to dialysis tubing (acetate of cellulose, purification capacity M.W. > 12,000).  The dialysis 
tubing was then put into 500 mL of deionized water at room temperature for removing the drug that was 
not adsorbed on PANI structures. The dialysis solution was periodically replaced with fresh deionized 
water until the amoxicillin release was below0.1%.  
 
Incorporation of amoxicillin-loaded PANI particles into polyacrylamide hydrogel  
 
An aliquot of suspension of amoxicillin-loaded PANI was mixed by magnetic stirring with 10 mL of an 
aqueous solution of (AAm)/bisacrylamide (MBAAm) (58:2), subsequently adding an initiator agent 
(APS) and a reaction catalyst (TEMED). The mixture was placed in a cylindrical mold. Before the 
gelation point was reached, a thin copper electrode was introduced in the center of the composite 
hydrogel. The system was kept at room temperature to complete the process of polymerization and 
gelation. The preparation of the composite hydrogel [PAAm/(PANI-amoxicillin)] is illustrated in Figure 
1. 

 
 

Figure 1. Representation of preparation of semi-interpenetrating network of polyacrylamide (PAAm) 
and amoxicillin loaded-polyaniline (PANI-amoxicillin). 

 
 
Controlled release of amoxicillin by electrical stimulus  
 
The study of drug release by electric stimulus was performed at 25 °C, placing the electrode-containing 
composite hydrogel and uncoated identical electrode in a phosphate-buffered saline solution at pH 7. For 
the release study, potentials of 5 V (DC power supply Agilent, model E3632A) were applied for 1 
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minutes between the two electrodes in intervals of 60 minutes. Aliquots of the release medium were 
taken before and after application of each potential to determine the concentration of delivered drug. The 
concentration of the amoxicillin was quantified by UV-visible spectroscopy (Perkin-Elmer Lambda 20) 
at 273 nm, using a calibration curve previously made. 
 
 
Results and Discussion 

Figure 2 showed the TEM images of PANI obtained by the chemical-oxidative polymerization of aniline 
in the presence of GA. Images revealed fibrous structures with diameters between 100 to 300 nm.  
 

   
 

Figure 2. TEM images of nanofibers of PANI synthesized by oxidative polymerization with APS in the 
presence of GA. 

 
 
The fiber-like morphology of PANI and its polar nature favors the adsorption of amoxicillin. A 
therapeutic dose of the drug was added to the suspension of PANI. Un-bonded amoxicillin was removed 
by dialysis against deionized water and the effective amount of loaded drug was founded to be 80 wt.%, 
which confirmed the efficiency of the drug adsorption onto PANI particle surface.  
 
The entrapment of amoxicillin-loaded PANI into PAAm network produced composite hydrogels which 
preserved their geometry once they were removed from molds.   
 
Figure 3 shows the kinetics of amoxicillin release from composite when the hydrogel-coated electrode 
was connected to the negative pole of the power supply.  It was found an immediate increase of 
amoxicillin release after the first voltage application. Negligible changes in medium concentration were 
detected until the application of next stimulus. Similar “ON-OFF” release pattern was observed in the 
subsequent cycles of application and removal of the electrical potential difference. 
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Figure 3.  Release of amoxicillin from composite hydrogel of PAAm/PANI under electrical potential 

application (5V). Composite hydrogel is in cathode. 
 
Figure 4 shows the kinetics of amoxicillin release when the hydrogel-coated electrode was connected to 
the positive pole of the power supply. After application of the first voltage, the composite hydrogel starts 
the process of drug release. The amoxicillin concentration increased at a constant rate regardless of 
subsequent application of electrical stimulus. Furthermore, the cumulative release at the end of the 
experiment was significant lower than the value obtained when composite hydrogel was placed in the 
cathode site (Figure 3). 
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Figure 4. Release of amoxicillin from composite hydrogel of PAAm/PANI under electrical potential 

application (5V). Composite hydrogel is in anode. 
 
 
The difference between results of Figures 3 and 4, which were obtained under the same conditions of 
voltage, time and number of electrical stimulus application can be associated to the change of the overall 
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net charge within PANI upon reduction or oxidation. The electric-field-driven movement of amoxicillin 
is discarded because it exists as zero net charge molecule at neutral pH. The electrochemical reduction 
of PANI caused changes in the charge density of particles, with the synergistically release of 
noncovalently bonded amoxicillin molecules. 
 
The above results of electrically controlled amoxicillin release, particularly those of Figure 3, showed a 
cumulative release up to approximately 25% of the drug content, which demonstrated the suitability of 
the system for drug delivery applications such as iontophoretic systems.  

 
Conclusions 
 
The chemical oxidative synthesis of aniline in the presence of amino acid produced 
submicro/nanostructures of cylindrical profile. The polyaniline presented fibrillar morphology with 
diameters in submicro and nanometric scale, which efficiently adsorbed therapeutic doses of amoxicillin. 
Electroconductive composite hydrogel can be obtained by the entrapment of amoxicillin-loaded 
polyaniline in polyacrylamide network. The antibiotic molecules can be subsequently released (or 
sustained) from composite hydrogel in response to application (or removal) of electrical stimulation. This 
tuning release profile can lead to promising drug delivery applications such as implantable devices and 
iontophoretic systems.  
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Abstract 
 

In this project a synthetic approach has been developed for the preparation of amphiphilic nanogels formed by a 
hydrophobic viscoelastic polymeric core of poly(n-hexylacrylate) (PHA) and a shell of the biocompatible 
hydrophilic polymer polyethylene glycol (PEG). Nanomaterials, containing PEG as coating, have gain great 
interest since “PEGylated” biomaterials, are provided with a layer of “invisibility” against the immune system.  
A “soap-less” emulsion polymerization methodology was used for the nanogels preparation where methacrylate 
functionalized PEG (PEGMA) acts as stabilizer for the monomer droplets. Results show that the nanogels 
diameter depends on the mass ratio of PEGMA to HA and can be tunned from 26 nm to 116 nm by decreasing 
PEGMA in the recipe.  
 
Introduction 

 
Nanosized hydrogels (nanogels) are polymer nanoparticles consisting of three-dimensional networks, 
that are able to retain a large amount of water in their swollen state[1] .Over the past decades, 
significant progress has been made in the field of hydrogels as functional biomaterials. Hydrogel 
matrices comprise a wide range of natural and synthetic polymers held together by a variety of 
physical or chemical crosslinks. Nanogels are interesting for a wide field of applications ranging 
from: drug delivery, fillers for composites, tissue engineering, coatings and self-healing materials, to 
compatibilizers, sensors and catalysts.   
There are various methods for obtaining nanogels either by high energy irradiation or chemically. 
Nanogels were prepared, for example, by the emulsification-evaporation technique[2] and through 
water in oil microemulsion.[3] On the other side nanogels were also prepared by irradiation of 
hydrogel-forming monomer solutions or irradiation of preformed polymers.[4]   An example is the 
formation of intramolecular nanogels from linear polymers, by irradiation with pulses of accelerated 
electrons. This method allows to synthesize monomer absent nanogels.[5] Photopolymerization has 
provided also good results to develop this type of architecture.[6] Another method for preparing 
nanogels is the chemical method; this method is a copolymerization reaction with crosslinking 
between one or more monomers and a multifunctional monomer, which is present in very small 
amounts joining large molecular weight chains through their multifunctional groups. 
 
Experimental 
 
Preparation nanogels 
 
With the goal to obtain nanogels with different sizes, the following synthetic parameters were 
varied: Ratio of n-hexylacrylate (HA) to polyethylene glycol methyl ether methacrylate (PEGMA, 
MW 1100 g/mol) and the concentration of crosslinker ethyleneglycol dimethacrylate (EGDMA). 
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The concentration of the free-radical initiator ammonium persulphate (APS) was 2 mol% with 
respect to HA in all cases. An example of the synthetic procedure is described in detail below for 
the case of the nanogels with mass ratio HA:PEGMA 70:30. In a 100 mL Schlenk flask, 0.15 g 
(1.36 mmol) of PEGMA dissolved in 48 mL of deionized water were added; next 0.35 g (22.43 
mmol) of HA monomer was mixed into that solution under vigorous stirring. Then 10.57 L 
(0.56mmol) of EGDMA was added. The flask was then capped with a rubber stopper. The mixture 
was placed under vigorous stirring while it was deoxygenated by flushing nitrogen for 20 minutes 
using a needle. Afterwards, nitrogen flow was stopped and the closed flask was placed in an oil bath 
preheated at a temperature of 85 ° C. The mixture was allowed to stabilize to the temperature for 30 
minutes under gentle stirring. Afterwards 5 mL of an aqueous solution of APS initiator (0.448 
mmol) were injected though the stopper and the stirring increased to be vigorous. This is taken as 
the start of polymerization. The system was allowed to react for 60 minutes under vigorous stirring 
and at a constant temperature of 85 oC. Afterwards the flask was removed from the oil bath and 
allowed to cool down to room temperature by submerging it in 1 L of cold water to terminate the 
reaction. The nanogels were purified by the following methodology; first to remove unreacted HA 
monomer, petroleum ether was added into a beaker with a magnetic stirrer and allowed to stir for 2 
h. Afterwards it was allowed to phase separate to discard the organic phase. The monomer free 
aqueous product was further purified by dialysis using Spectra/Por® Dialysis tubing with a 
MWCO: 12 to 14.000 g / mol. For dialysis, the aqueous product poured into the dialysis tubing was 
submerged into a beaker containing 4 L of deionized water for 5 days, changing the water daily. 
Water was then eliminated from the purified aqueous product by using a rotary evaporator operating 
at 40 oC and high vacuum. Finally the product was dried using a vacuum oven at 40 oC for 12 h to 
obtain dried nanogels. 
 
Characterization methods 
 
Nanogels were characterized by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) Spectrum 400, FT-
IR/FT-NIR Spectrometer (Perkin Elmer); dynamic light scattering (DLS) ZetaSizer Nano-ZS model 
ZEN3690 (Malvern Instruments); nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) 200 MHz, 
Varian Mercury; differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) 2920 Modulated DSC (TA Instruments) 
and thermogravimetry (TGA) SDT 2960 Simultaneous DSC–TGA(TA Instruments). 
  

 
Results and Discussion 
 
Five emulsions were obtained starting with different mass ratios of PHA:PEGMA. Table 1 shows 
the sizes obtained by DLS for each of the products. Results show that as the content on PEGMA 
increases the hydrodynamic diameter (Dh) decreases; this demonstrates that PEGMA acts as 
emulsion stabilizer with the advantage that it is retained (chemically attached) to the nanogel 
surface forming a shell.  A similar behavior has been reported in the literature regarding nanogels of 
poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) [7].  
Figure 1 illustrates the distribution of sizes in the nanogels. In most cases monomodal distribution 
of sizes are observed while the width of the distributions increases with increasing PEGMA content, 
and therefore, decreasing diameter of the nanogels. Furthermore, it can be observed that where a 
50:50 mass ratio of HA:PEGMA was used, a second distribution is formed at higher sizes, although 
not to a great extent. This let us to suggest that when the content of PEGMA is greater than needed 
to stabilize the emulsion excessive PEGMA promotes other interactions such as nanogels to 
nanogel reaction which leads to aggregate formation; therefore the distribution is bimodal. 
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Table 1. Effect of mass ratio of comonomers on Dh results of nanogels synthesized at T = 85 ° C; in 60 min 
reactions using 2.5 mol% of EGDMAa) and 2 mol% of APSb). 
 

PHA:PEGMAc) 
Dh  

 Z average 
(nm) 

Dh  
Intensity 

(nm) 

Dh  
Volume  

(nm) 
PDI 

100 : 0 104.9  115.9  90.94  0.086  

80 : 20 71.44  78.32  61.07  0.074  

70 : 30 59.76  70.97  43.97  0.144  

60 : 40 57.66  69.55  40.88  0.173  

50 :50 22.77  26.2  10.16  0.362  

a) and b ) with respect to HA,  c ) the total weight of the comonomers is 0.5g . 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 1. Effect of concentration of PEGMA in the Dh of poly(HA) nanogels crosslinked with EDGMA. 
 

 
The effect of crosslinker content was studied varying its concentrations from 1.5 mol% up to 4.5 
mol% of EGDMA with respect to HA. Table 2 shows the main results from this investigation. As 
the EGDMA content increases the size of the obtained nanogel also increases. A rationale for 
understanding this effect, is that the crosslinker is not highly hydrophobic, therefore, certain 
ammount of it is distributed in the whole reaction medium. Excessive amount of crosslinker will 
tend to bridge nanogels into larger particles, since the core of the nanogels are highly hydrophobic.  
It is also noteworthy that the size increase is larger as the crosslinker content increases, than by 
decreasing the PEGMA (stabilizer) content, while the polydispersity remains in acceptable values.  
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Table 2. Effect of crosslinker content on Dh results of nanogels synthesized at T = 85 ° C; in 60 min reactions 
using a ratio of HA: PEGMA of 60:40 and 2 mol% of APSb). 
 

EGDMA 
mol%a) 

Dh  
 Z average 

(nm) 

Dh  
Intensity 

(nm) 

Dh  
Volume  

(nm) 
PDI 

1.5 55.27 65.43 38.93 0.197 

2.5 57.66 69.55 40.88 0.173 

3.5 113.2 125.3 101.4 0.089 

4.5 153.6 176.0 150.3 0.112 

a) and b ) with respect to HA. 
 
 
To determine the real composition of the nanogels 1H-NMR spectroscopy was used. In Figure 2 the 
1H-NMR spectrum of the nanogel prepared using a HA:PEGMA ratio of 60:40, with 2.5 mol% 
EGDMA is shown.  
 
 

 
Figure 2 1H-NMR analysis of nanogels prepared with a HA:PEGMA ratio (60:40) and 2.5 mol% EGDMA. 
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Characteristic signals corresponding to PEGMA units and to poly(HA) units, can be observed. 
Nanogel composition was calculated using the signal corresponding to methylene linked to the ester 
oxygen of HA at ~ 4 ppm and the methylene signal of the PEG attached to oxygen at ~ 3.6 ppm.  
This calculation reveals that the nanogel contains 63 mass% of poly(HA) and 37 mass% of 
PEGMA, which coincides greatly with the theoretical content as prescribed by the synthesis recipe. 

 
 
Conclusions 
  
It has been shown that core shell nanogels with a core of poly(n-hexyl acrylate) and a shell of 
polyethylene glycol can be prepared by a surfactant-free (soap-less) emulsion polymerization 
method. A variety of nanogels of sizes ranging from 26 nm to 176 nm were prepared with good PDI 
and monomodal size distributions varying different parameters such as ratio of HA:PEGMA and 
concentration of crosslinker. The real composition of the nanogels is close to the expected one from 
the recipe, however a little bit higher content on HA was observed by 1H-NMR. Further 
characterization results from thermal analysis (not discussed here) confirm the identity and core-
shell architecture of the prepared nanogels. Due to their sizes and PEGylated shell, this nanogels 
have potential to be used as biomaterials. 
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Abstract 
 

The preparation of biocompatible normal microemulsions (ME) with different oil phases (peppermint oil, trans-
anethole, vitamin E, jojoba oil) and stabilized with d-α polyethylene glycol succinate (TPGS-1000) and isobutanol 
(iso-BuOH) is presented. Results of average particle diameter determination, Dp, by dynamic light scattering, 
indicated 6≤Dp≤15 nm and spherical morphology. These ME showed excellent colloidal stability (-40 and + 40 °C) 
and, without any drug loaded, decreased dramatically, 60 - 90 %, in 24 hours, the viability of leukemia cells (K562). 
The ME will be loaded with anti-cancer drugs and coated with a pH-sensitive biocompatible polymeric shell to 
prepare drug delivery nano-devices. 
 
Introduction 

 
The concept of microemulsion was introduced by Professor Jack Shulman at Columbia University 
in 1943. “A microemulsion is a system of water, oil and amphiphile which is a single, optically 
isotropic and thermodynamically stable liquid solution”[1,2,3]. ME have at least three 
components: a polar and a nonpolar liquid phase (water and oil, respectively) and a suitable 
surfactant frequently in combination with a co-surfactant such as a short chain aliphatic alcohol[4].  
Systems devoid of co-surfactants are the “ternary systems” and those requiring co-surfactants are 
the “pseudoternary” systems (where the surfactant and co-surfactant are taken together as a single 
phase)[5,6]. 
The surfactants are amphiphilic molecules with a polar (hydrophilic) head and a nonpolar 
(hydrophobic) tail, and the co-surfactants can be short chain alcohols, amines and similar 
substances. The dispersions are formed when oil, water and surfactant/co-surfactant are mixed in 
appropriate proportions[5]. 
ME posses some unique characteristics such as thermodynamic stability (imparting long shelf 
life), compartmentalized polar and non-polar dispersed nano-domains, ease of preparation, low 
viscosity, ultralow surface tension and optical transparency[6], forms spontaneously with an 
average droplet diameter  between 10 and 100 nm, and have a definite boundary between the oil 
and the water phases where the surfactant is located[6]. Due to the existence of both polar and 
non-polar microdomains, both hydrophilic and lipophilic drug molecules could be solubilized, 
encapsulated and stabilized in these microscopically heterogeneous and macroscopically 
homogeneous systems[6]. 
Oil in water microemulsions have been proposed as aqueous based delivery vehicles for a range of 
drugs4. In this case, the ME should be less viscous for intravenous application so as not to cause 
pain on injection, and it should not be hemolytic[5].  
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The biocompatible microemulsion system is a relatively new “drug delivery system” for 
pharmaceutical application. A significant number or microemulsion systems is reported in the 
literature, but the systems are of divergent composition. This poses a hurdle to data correlation and 
meaningful clinical uses[6]. ME systems have considerable potential to act as drug delivery 
vehicles by incorporating a wide range of drug molecules due to the facts that: they are 
thermodynamically stable and inexpensive, they are used in a wide range of pharmaceutical and 
cosmetic formulations, they are used as a vehicle for topical, oral, nasal and transdermal 
applications, they act as penetration enhancers and super-solvents of drugs, they have long shelf 
life, wide applications in colloidal drug delivery systems for the purpose of drug targeting and 
controlled release, also the ME can be sterilized by filtration[3]. 
 ME are prepared by the spontaneous emulsification method (phase titration method) and can be 
studied with the help of phase diagrams. Construction of phase diagrams is a useful approach to 
study the complex series of interactions that can occur when different components are mixed. 
Pseudoternary phase diagrams are constructed to find the different zones including the 
microemulsions zone, in which each corner of the diagram represents 100 % of the particular 
component. The region can be separated into W/O, bicontinuous or O/W ME by simply 
considering the composition, that is whether it is oil rich or water rich[3]. 
ME are an attractive technology platform for the pharmaceutical formulator since they are 
thermodynamically stable, posses excellent solubilization properties, and their formulation is a 
relatively straightforward process. These properties as well as their ability to incorporate drugs of 
different lipophilicity stand out as an appropriate system for drug delivery intravenously, e.g., 
paclitaxel[6]. 
 
Experimental 

2.1 Materials 
TPGS-1000, iso-BuOH, trans-anethole and (±) tocopherol (Vitamin E) were purchased from 
Sigma Aldrich, peppermint oil was comercial grade (Productos del Roble de Guadalajara, Jalisco, 
México) and de jojoba oil commercial grade (Pranarom, Panarom España s.l., Sant Cugat del 
Vallès), leukemia cells (K562) were provided from Natural and Human Sciences Center from the 
Federal University of ABC, Brasil. 3-(4, 5-dimethyltiazol-2-ly)-2, 5-diphenyltetrazoliumbromide 
(MTT) was obtained from Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO, USA). Dulbecco's modified eagle 
medium (DMEM), penicillin and fetal bovine serum were obtained from Invitrogen (Ontario, 
Canada). 
 
2.2 Methods 
2.2.1 Preparation of Microemulsions 
A set of ME were prepared by the titration method. A ratio of water to surfactant 90/10 (w/w) was 
used to obtain a micellar solution. The oily phase (peppermint oil, trans-anethole, vitamin E and 
jojoba oil) was added dropwise until a change in turbidity was detected visually, indicating that 
the limit of the microemulsion region had been reached. Then, enough micellar solution was added 
to turn the system transparent. 
 
2.3 Characterization of microemulsions 
2.3.1 Mean droplet size 
The droplet size of the ME was measured by dynamic light scattering (DLS) (Nanotrac wave, 
Microtrac) at 25 °C. 
2.4 Stability test. 
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The microemulsions were subjected to a colloidal stability test: heating (40 °C) and freezing (-40 
°C) cycles for 24 hours analyzing the droplet size, these cycles were carried out during 21 days. 
 
2.5 Cytotoxity test 
Cytotoxicity tests were carried out for all the ME prepared, using a cell culture of leukemia cells 
during 24 hours with a medium DMEM at 10 % FBS and 1 % penicillin. The tests were carried 
out placing 2x106 cells into a 96 wells plate with 200 µL of cell suspension for adherence; they 
were kept in storage during 24 hours at 37 °C, under 5 % CO2. After this time, different volumes 
of microemulsions were added to the wells. The plates were stored under the same conditions 
mentioned above. After 24 hours contact time of the microemulsion with the cells, the MTT assay 
was carried out to determine the viability[7,8]. 
 
Results and Discussion 
3.1 Microemulsions preparation 
Phase diagrams were the point to start work with the objective to determine the macroscopic 
phase behavior of the ME and to compare the effect of different oil phases. To illustrate the 
results, the pseudo ternary diagram water/trans-anethole/TPGS-1000/iso-BuOH will be shown 
and only the boundaries between the single and multi-phase regions were identified as shown in 
Figure 1. 
 
The short chain alcohol iso-BuOH (cosurfactant) was combined with d-α tocopherol 
polyethylene glycol 1000 (surfactant) to form the ME. With iso-BuOH partially incorporated in 
the polar parts of the lipid layers, there is an increase in the area of each lipid molecule polar 
head group. As a result, the spontaneous curvature of the lipid layers towards the oil changes, 
thereby decreasing the stability of the lamellar liquid crystalline phase and increasing the 
isotropic single phase region that is seen with systems containing lecithin:buthanol[9].  

 
Figure 1. Pseudo ternary phase diagram composed of water, trans-anethole, TPGS-1000 and iso-
BuOH as surfactant and co-surfactant (51:49 w/w), respectively. All the systems were prepared 
at 25 °C. The grey area represents the o/w microemulsion region. 
 
Pseudo ternary phase diagrams were prepared for each oil phase, and four transparent ME with 
droplet sizes between 6 and 15 nm were selected. These nanometric droplets sizes enables ME to 
be sterilized by filtration[3]. 
 
3.2 Stability Test 
All the ME were subjected to freezing-heating (-40 and + 40 °C) cycles, with the objective to 
determine the colloidal stability under thermal stresses. The stability test is one of the most 
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important tests for ME in the pharmaceuticals area due to the fact that the drug preparation must 
be stable and keep the quality specifications and this test allows know the kind of changes 
occurring in the microemulsion during storage under different environmental conditions. The 
Official Mexican Standard (NOM-073-SSA1-2005) sets that for a known drug the stability test 
must be for a long time in cycles of 30 °C and 2 °C during a year. In this work the stability test 
was run in a short time but under more extreme conditions. The results are shown in Figure 2. 
 

 
Figure 2. Evolution of the droplet size in microemulsions under freezing-heating (-40 and + 40 
°C) cycles during 21 days. 
 
It can be observed in Figure 2 that all the ME were stable during 21 days under extreme 
conditions (2-3 nm variation between day 0 and day 21). This behavior is good for the ME 
because shows that these systems do not lose their integrity when subjected to temperature stress 
and retain their size which is a desirable feature to be used as drug delivery systems. 
 
3.3 Cytotoxicity of microemulsions 
 All the ME were tested in leukemia cells (K562). After 24 hours of treatment with the ME the 
MTT assay was used to determine the cell viability and the results are plotted in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3. Percent cell viability versus volume of ME added to the wells. Cells were incubated at 
37 °C. MTT assay was used to determine cell viability at 24 hours after the treatment. 
 
As can observed in Figure 3, viability of the cells decreases more drastically with the trans-
anethole microemulsion, where at 0.3 µL the viability is around 20 %, whereas peppermint oil 
and jojoba oil ME reached the same viability at 1 µL of microemulsion. A less drastic effect was 
observed for the vitamin E microemulsion which was the less effective versus the leukemia cells, 
reaching only 50 % of annihilation as the maximum. The observed behavior can be due to the 
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interaction between de oils with the surfactant (TPGS-1000) at it is reported in the literature that 
trans-anethole, peppermint oil, vitamin E and jojoba oil are anticancer compounds[10,11,12]. 
Also the presence of TPGS-1000 has been reported that is capable to induce apoptosis in 
different culture cancer cells[13]. The important point to mention is that ME without drug are 
having activity against leukemia cells. These results are good because these ME are composed 
by essential oils and in consequence are totally Cremophor EL free. 
 
Conclusions 
 It was possible to prepare ME with different essential oils (peppermint oil, trans-anethole, 
vitamin E and jojoba oil) and TPGS-1000 as surfactant. All the ME were optically transparent, 
thermodynamically stables and the droplet sizes were around 6 – 15 nm, and the most important 
point to mention is that all the ME prepared are totally Cremophor EL free. 
 
In the stability test the variation in droplet size was around 3 nm in all systems, indicating that 
ME are stable. 
 
In the cytotoxic evaluation the microemulsion prepared with trans-anethole showed the major 
cytotoxic effect, in other words, with less quantity of microemulsion (0.3 µL) a major 
annihilation of leukemia cells (87 %) is reached. 
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Abstract 
In this work, for fist time, a high frequency (1 ∙10

9
-3∙10

9
 Hz) relaxation process has been observed in chitosan and 

PVA films in the temperature range of 4
0
C to 130

0
C. This relaxation exhibits negative activation energy below the 

glass transition temperature and  positive values at above Tg. The high frequency relaxation process and its 

temperature dependence can be attributed to the interaction of the bounded water and the changes of energy and 
freedom of movement of side molecular chains groups. This conclusion has been support ed by in-situ FTIR 

measurements. A possible scenario of this relaxation and dynamics of molecular motion is proposed. 

 

Introduction 

Chitosan and poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) are used in a wide variety of applications which include 
the biomedical field, sensors, the food industry, and fuel cells, among others. Because of all the 

above applications, it is important to fully characterize the properties of these polymers  in solid 

state. Some of these properties include their physical, physicochemical and dielectric relaxations, 

including the molecular mobility that occurs within the polymeric structure in both wide frequency 

and temperature ranges.  
It is noteworthy that both polymers exhibit high water absorption due to interaction of side groups 

(OH in PVA and OH/NH2 in chitosan) with water molecules mainly through hydrogen bonding. 

The amount of water in hygroscopic materials, such as  chitosan and PVA is generally a dominant 

factor in their performance as biomaterials. The plasticizing effect drastically affects the Tg and 

related α-relaxation, which corresponds to the segmental motion of chains [1, 2].   
Additionally, very complex supramolecular structures of hygroscopic polymers with intra and 

intermolecular hydrogen bonds depend upon of water content such that it can give rise to the 

appearance a new relaxation process in the high frequency domain. It has been previously reported 

a dielectric relaxation at 1 GHz frequency for different hygroscopic solids [3]. The polymer chain 

restricts the orientation of water molecules such that the collective motions of the macromolecule-
water are distorted giving rise to relaxation times about 100 times as slow as that of pure water [4]. 

This relaxation can be attributed to the breakage of hydrogen bonds between adjacent water 

molecules in thin films in microwave frequencies. The high frequency dielectric relaxation in the 

aqueous solutions of biopolymers [4] and in the PVA aqueous solutions [5] have been previously 

observed. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no report in the literature about the 
molecular origin of the dielectric relaxation properties of chitosan and PVA films  in the gigahertz 

(GHz) frequency range. High frequency dielectric relaxations are important to fully understand the 

physicochemical and electrical properties of polymer material including the molecular mobility, 

dielectric relaxation and hydrogen bonding structure. Dielectric spectroscopy is a relevant 

technique to probe translational or rotational molecular motions and hydration properties with 
high sensitivity [6].  

The objective of this work is to investigate the temperature-dependent dielectric relaxation 

behaviors of chitosan and PVA films in the frequency range of 1 MHz to 3 GHz and temperature 

range of 4 to 130
0
C using dielectric spectroscopy. 
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Experimental 

Chitosan (CS), 86% of degree of deacetylation (Mw= 350,000 g/mol ) and  PVA (Mw = 89,000–
98,000 g/mol) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.  CS films were obtained by dissolving 1 wt % 

of CS in a 1 wt % aqueous acetic acid solution with subsequent stirring to promote dissolution. To 

remove acetic acid, chitosan films were immersed into a 0.1M NaOH solution during 30 min and 

washed with distilled water until neutral pH. PVA films were obtained by the dissolution of a 

known amount of PVA in water to obtain a 7.8 wt % solution under stirring. The films with 
thickness ca 40 μm have been prepared by the solvent-cast method. A thin layer of gold was 

vacuum-deposited onto both film's sides to serve as electrodes.  

Dielectric spectroscopy measurements were carried out using Impedance Analyzers Agilent 

E4991A (in the frequency range 10
6
-3 10

9
 Hz). The high frequency measurements were carried 

out in the cell in the bench-top temperature chamber SU-261. FTIR was performed on a Spectrum 
GX (Perkin–Elmer) with in situ temperature controller in the temperature range of 25

0
C to 110

0
C. 

 

Results and Discussion 

Figure 1 shows a typical dependence of the dielectric loss (ε′′) with frequency of as-prepared 

chitosan (Fig. 1a) and PVA (Fig. 1b) films with water content ca 6-10 wt. % (according to TGA 
measurements) at four different temperatures. The dielectric loss (ε′′) in both films shows a well- 

pronounced maximum at frequencies between 0.5-3 GHz. The fitting of the complex permittivity 

in chitosan  and PVA films were carried out using the well-known Cole-Cole empirical model: 
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where εs-ε∞ and ε∞ are the dielectric relaxation strength and the dielectric constant in the high 

frequency limit, respectively; τ is relaxation time. The exponents α introduce a symmetric 
broadening of the relaxation.  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 
Fig. 1. Dielectric loss factor (ε′ ′) versus frequency for chitosan (a) and PVA (b) films measured at the indicated 

temperature (continuous-lines: fitting using Cole-Cole model).  

 

In the case of PVA films one symmetrical relaxation process has been observed with a maximum 

at frequency ca. 1.8 10
8
 Hz. In the chitosan films, due to non symmetrical shape of the 

dependencies of the dielectric loss with frequency, the impedance response has been calculated as 
the sum of two Cole-Cole contributions with two maximum frequencies ca. 5.8 10

8
 and 1.3 10

9 
Hz 

(tagged as p1 and p2). 
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Figures 2a and 2b show the dependencies of relaxation time versus reciprocal temperature for 

chitosan (peaks 1 and 2). Fig. 2c shows dependence of relaxation time versus reciprocal 

temperature for PVA film in the process of heating.  
Below the glass transition temperature (54

0
C for chitosan and 65

0
C for PVA, respectively) the 

temperature dependence of relaxation time τ for both polymers can be described by Arrhenius-

type dependence: 
)/exp(0 RTEaττ =
 (where Ea is activation energy), with negative activation 

energy indicated on Fig. 2. Above the glass transition temperature the activation energies change 
slope from negative to positive values. Values of glass transition temperatures have been 

determined from low frequency dielectric measurements (0.1-10
5
 Hz) by using the methodology 

previously described by our group [1, 2, 7].  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of relaxation times versus 1/T for chitosan film (a and b) and for PVA (c).  Lines 
represent Arrhenius-type dependence fitting. 

 

To understand which groups of chitosan and PVA are responsible for high frequency relaxation, 

we carried out temperature-dependent FTIR measurements on films under the same heating 
process (analogously to dielectric spectroscopy measurements). Figure 3 shows FTIR spectra of 

chitosan (Fig. 3a) and PVA (Fig. 3b) films in the process of heating at the temperature indicated 

on graph. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 
Fig. 3.  FTIR Spectra of chitosan (a)  and PVA (b) films in the process of heating 

 
For the case of chitosan films, during the process of heating, there are two relevant changes 

observed: 1) reduction of intensity and broadening of the band centered at 3360 cm
-1
 which shifts 

to 3440 cm
-1

 and 2) the band at 1635 cm
-1

 shifts to 1655 cm
-1

. These changes could be reflecting 

the change of the hydrogen bonded structure of the chitosan film due to elimination of adsorbed 

water [8] and the breaking of intra-chain hydrogen bonds between water molecules and NH or OH 
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groups in the chitosan molecule.   

The main changes observed in FTIR spectra of PVA films during the process of heating are the 

shifting of band at 3274 cm
-1

 to higher wave number values (3368 cm
-1

 at 110
0
C). According to 

the literature [9], this band is associated with stretching vibration of –OH groups due to interaction 

with both inter and intra-molecular hydrogen bonds. 

In summary, FTIR measurements show that bonding structure of -OH/NH2 in chitosan and OH  

side groups in PVA change with temperature; therefore these groups are likely to be responsible 

for observed high frequency relaxation process. 
Negative activation energies at the MHz frequency range have been observed in hydrated 

lysozyme,  in hydrate collagen and calcified and decalcified bone. Most explanations for this 

negative activation phenomenon that are reported in the literature are based on the suggestion that 

the activation process involves the breaking of a hydrogen bond between surrounding molecules 

and a water molecule and the formation of more stable hydrogen bonds between reoriented water 
molecules [10]. On the other hand, high frequency relaxation at the frequency 5.6 10

8
 Hz has been 

observed in the aqueous PVA solutions at room temperature [5] and it has been identified as the 

exchange of hydrated water molecules to the OH groups of the PVA monomer units. This 

frequency is remarkably close to the frequency 1.8 10
8
 Hz at which we observed the high 

frequency relaxation in PVA solid films.  
Additionally, the molecular dynamics simulation of OH side groups in poly(vinyl alcohol) [11] 

considers a motion of these groups between two sites separated by an energy barrier which 

appears due to the presence of intermolecular and intramolecular hydrogen bonds. In PVA the 

presence of intermolecular and intermolecular hydrogen bonds are responsible for hydroxyl side 

groups to have two energy minima with difference in energy  of 5.5 kJ/mol and only 8% of groups 
have average energy 10 kJ/mol. This value of energy is close to the value of positive activation 

energy (+12 kJ/mol) observed in PVA films  at the temperatures above the glass transition 

temperature. 

In the case of chitosan two relaxations processes have been observed which can be related to 

changes in the structure of chitosan; it has two -OH and a -NH2 side groups.  Investigations of 
chitosan and chitosan in acetate form allowed us to conclude that process 1 (p1) relates to 

relaxation of -OH side groups and relaxation process 2 (p2) can be related to relaxation of NH2 

side groups [7].  

Based upon the above analyses, it is possible to propose a plausible scenario of high frequency 

relaxation and dynamics of the molecular motions in chitosan and PVA films.   
At temperatures below glass transition temperature, negative activation energy can be related to 

the reorientation of intermolecular hydrogen bonds between water and OH/NH2 in chitosan and  

OH groups in PVA. This effect changes the symmetry of hydrogen bonding of the side groups 

and, as a result, energy of these groups is lowered; consequently, a negative activation energy is 

observed. At temperatures higher than Tg the amplitude of the random thermal motions of chains 
increases leading to breaking of hydrogen bonds between water molecules and OH/NH2 in 

chitosan and OH groups in PVA. Additionally, upon further heating (according to TGA 

measurements) the loss of water affects the molecular relaxations of lateral groups thus exhibiting 

normal relaxation processes with positive activation energy. 

 
Conclusions 

For the first time, a new relaxation process in the gigahertz frequency range has been reported in 

chitosan and PVA films using impedance spectroscopy. Upon heating and below the glass 

transition temperature, both polymers exhibit an Arrhenius-like dependence with negative 
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activation energy due to the disruption of the symmetry of hydrogen bonding between water 

molecules and OH/NH2 side groups. Upon further heating (above the glass transition) the 

activation energy changes slope from negative to positive values due to breaking of hydrogen 
bonds between water molecules and OH/NH2 groups and water evaporation. This relaxation of 

side groups exhibits normal process with positive activation energy.  
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Abstract.  

The surface free energy (SFE) of polylactic acid (PLA) during grafting with N-vinylpyrrolidone (NVP) was 
determined from contact angle measurements using the vOCG, Fowkes’, and Owens-Wendt methods 
(Harmonic and Geometric mean approximation equations). A good correlation between the results of the three 
methods was found.  Polymer film was obtained by melt extrusion and grafted with NVP using UV light and 
benzophenone (BP) as photoinitiator. Comparison of SFE results with those from the literature for pristine 
PLA showed that the correlation depends on the method used for contact angle determination and the 
properties of the liquids used for this measurement. This finding might promote the rational design of surface 
modification of biocompatible films. 
 
1. Introduction 

In recent years there is a growing interest on the use of polymers derived from renewable resources 
in different fields; with respect to the biomedical field, the biocompatibility of polymers is critically 
dependent on surface properties; processes such as cell adhesion and protein adsorption on polymer 
surfaces are generally accepted to be influenced by polar and dispersion components of surface free 
energy. Some research groups have studied the interactions of different types of cultured cells or 
blood proteins with various solid substrates (mainly polymers) with different grade of wettability to 
correlate the relationship between surface free energy and cell or blood compatibility [1,2] 
 
Poly(lactic acid) (PLA) has been widely investigated for biomedical applications because it is 
biodegradable, bioresorbable, and biocompatible [3,4]. This polymer has several applications in 
tissue and surgical implant engineering, like production of: artificial ligaments, hernia repair 
meshes, scaffolds, screws, surgical plates, and suture yarns [5,6]. To make this material more 
attractive for some applications, some properties should be improved, namely surface free energy 
[7].  
 
The knowledge of surface tension is thus of great interest for every domain involved in 
understanding these mechanisms mainly on topics related with the biomedical and pharmaceutical 
applications. The aim of the present work is to determine the change of SFE of the PLA surface 
film during grafting process with NVP and to examine differences on SFE values between various 
methods of evaluation. 
 
The value of the contact angle θ with water indicates how hydrophobic the surface is: a large 
contact angle (or small cos θ) corresponds to a hydrophobic surface, whereas a small contact angle 
(or large cos θ) implies a hydrophilic surface 
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Fig. 1 Wetting grade of a surface  

 

 

Figure 2. Equilibrium between solid, liquid and gas 

2. Experimental Procedure 

2.1 van Oss–Chaudhury–Good Approach 

Determination of the surface energy of solids by the OCG method requires the use of three probe 
liquids. The set of the measuring liquids has to include two bipolar liquids and one apolar.  [8]. In 
this approach are recognized two types of energy: the dispersive energy also called the Lifshitz–van 
der Waals energy where ( LW

S = d
L) and the polar surface energy, which is called the acid/base 

surface energy where ( AB
S = p

S), it is calculated from the acid/base property. That is, the electron 
acceptor/donor or hydrogen bond donor/acceptor properties ( S

+, S
-) of the solid as follows:  

   
p

S = 
AB

S =2[ S
+

S
-]0.5                     (1) 

 
As a result, the total surface energy is expressed in terms of three surface-energy parameters ( LW

S, 
S
+, S

-):   
S

TOT =  LW
S  + AB

S  =  LW
S  + 2[ S

+
S
-]0.5   (2) 

Thus, three probe liquids will be required to determine the total surface energy of polar solids with 
this method. 
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2.2 Owens and Wendt approach 

The measurement of surface energy of a film by this approach implies to divide the surface energy 
of a solid surface into dispersive and polar components [9, 10]. 
 
Dispersive component arises from molecular dispersive interactions generated by movement of 
electrons around an atom or molecule. Polar component results from polar interactions such as 
hydrogen bonds, covalent bonds and dipole–dipole interactions. This method was initially proposed 
by Girifalco and Good in 1957 [11] to estimate the surface tension of polymers from the contact 
angle measurements with water and methylene iodide. 
 
Considering dispersion and hydrogen bonding-dipole components of the surface tension, they 
obtained the more general form for the equation:  
 

L(1+cos ) = 2( s
d

l
d)1/2 + 2( s

p
l
p)1/2             (3) 

The surface tension of a solid can then be determined by using this equation applied for two liquids: 
this approach is also commonly named the two-liquids method. 
 
2.3 Fowkes’ approach 
 
According to Fowkes [12] who considers that the total free energy at a surface is the sum of 
contributions from the different intermolecular forces at the surface, the surface tension can be 
described by:       

               γ = γ d  + γ p                            (4) 

 where γd is the dispersive and γp is the polar part of the surface tension. The polar component 
includes various dipole interactions, hydrogen bonding and metallic bonding. This assumption, 
reflecting the intermolecular energy between two materials, results from the sum of a dispersion 
component and a polar component. This method is applied for a system where only London 
dispersion forces operate between two contacting phases S and L then, the work of adhesion is 
given by the following equation:   
 

                              Wd
SL = 2( d

S * 
d

L)
0.5                        (5) 

This expression is equivalent with the Young-Dupre WSL = L(1+Cos ) equation  so that   

d
S  = (1/4 d

L) [ L
2 (1 + cos )2]                             (6) 

2.4 Experimental 
 

2.4.1 Materials 

PLA pellets 3001D were supplied by Cargill Dow LLC, 1-vinyl-2-pyrrolidinone (Aldrich) was 
purified by vacuum distillation before using. The photoinitiator benzophenone (BP) was analytical 
grade used without further purification, diiodomethane -99% (Aldrich) was used as received. 
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2.4.2 Sample Preparation 
 
Preparation of PLA film was carried out by melt extrusion process in absence of additives, the 
nominal film thickness was 30 m. A sample (5 x 5 cm2) was prepared for UV irradiation, where a 
UV processor (Model No. 60000; Oriel Corporation) was used. The processor was equipped with a 
100-W mercury arc lamp (Model No. 8261; Oriel Corporation) having a wavelength range of 232-
500 nm and intensity of ~25 mW/cm2 at 365 nm.  
 
2.4.3 Grafting Polymerization Procedure 

Photografting procedure was carried out using the method followed by Ping Deng and coworkers 
[26], in our work a 10 l sample of water solution  (75 wt % of monomer and 3 wt % of 
benzophenone ) pre-purged with nitrogen, was deposited between two PLA films with a 
microsyringe and pressed into a thin and even liquid layer. The system was laid on the holder under 
nitrogen atmosphere and irradiated with UV light, keeping a distance from the UV lamp to the films 
of 30 cm. The irradiation time was varied in order to control the degree of polymerization. A 
control film was prepared following the same procedure without UV irradiation. 
 
3.0 Results and Discussion 
 

3.1 Contact Angle 
 
Pristine PLA film exhibits a water contact angle of 72° ± 1° and after 10 minutes of irradiation, a 
value of   36.6° ± 1° was obtained, which indicates a substantial modification of the PLA surface 
during the irradiation process. A reduction of ~ 25 % from the original value after the first minute 
clearly shows that NVP grafting occurred immediately after UV exposure. 
 
 

Table I Surface Tension Data of Liquids Used for Contact Angle Measurements  

Probe liquid   L (mJ/m2) d
L (mJ/m2) p

L (mJ/m2) 
Water 72.8 21.8 51 

Glycerol 63.4 33.4 30 

Diiodomethane 50.8 48.5 2.3 

 

Table II Surface Free Energies (mJ/m2) values calculated with three different methods using 
Diiodomethane as non-polar liquid. 

Time in 
minutes 

Contact 
Angle 

Fowke's 
 Method 

Harmonic Mean 
Method 

Geometric 
Mean Method 

0 30.7 46.01 44.80 44.44 

1 33.2 44.87 43.76 43.34 

3 35.1 43.97 42.95 42.47 

5 36.7 43.18 42.57 41.71 

7 43.2 39.76 39.22 38.40 

9 48.5 36.77 36.63 35.51 
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Fig. 3 Comparison of surface free energy for grafted PLA versus Contact Angle with HM, 
Fowke’s and GM methods using Diiodomethane as non-polar probe liquid. 

 

 
4.0 Conclusions 
 
The SFE values of the NVP grafted PLA films calculated under different approaches, show a little 
difference between them that could be related to different performing conditions of the CA 
measurements, the nature of the selected liquids used in the CA measurements and to existing 
differences in the mathematical formulae used; however, the fact that different approaches show the 
same tendency with similar values, the use of these methods will allow to understand surface 
tensions of biopolymers. Surface tension characterization of biodegradable films by contact angle 
measurements appear thus to be a good way to know mechanisms involved in hydration properties 
of materials. 
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Abstract 

     
A series of random copolymers composed of acrylic acid, styrene and a fluorinated monomer were prepared through 
RAFT polymerization in view of their possible uses as additives for paints. The monomer addition protocol, 
temperature and the molar ratio RAFT transfer agent-initiator were varied in trials targeting final solid content of 30 
percent and full conversion. The hydrophilic lipophilic balance (HLB) was dependent of the entire incorporation of all 
involved monomers and projected to be close to 14. At this value, products dilute readily in water and could be used 
directly in technological applications. The outcome of this experimentation was materialized by some materials with 
promising properties. Therefore, these materials were optimized to evaluate their performance as additives for color 
concentrates. In this step, the molecular weight and the narrow molar mass distribution provided by the RAFT process 
were correlated to their performance. 
 
 
Introduction 

 
Fluorinated polymers have been extensively used in a broad range of applications including 
chemical, electronic and mechanical devices, due to its unique properties such as chemical 
inertness, resistance to solvents, low friction coefficient, repelling properties (non adhesive) which 
might prevents bacteria from binding to it, biocompatibility, low water absorption, thermal 
stability until about 260 °C at atmospheric pressure, non flammability, electrical insulating 
properties, weathering resistance and high radiation resistance. The properties observed in 
fluorinated polymers arise for the presence of stable and strong C-F and low dipolar moment of 
the bond. 
Even though they are considered as a low volume consume product, and not as a commodity, the 
demand for fluoropolymers is huge; in 2011, it hit $7.25 billion. New uses and applications for 
fluoropolymers are being developed constantly, and as a result, the demand continues to grow. In 
the particular case of fluorinated coatings, the North American market was valued at $0.4b in the 
year 2013, growing at 8.4% annually, and is projected to reach $0.6b by the end of the year 2018.  
Fluoropolymers Coating Additives market is expected to grow to 37.8% by the end of the year 
2018.1  

Since the invention of TEFLON, different fluorinated polymers have been developed from new 
fluorinated monomers. However, most of the monomers used were insoluble and high temperature 
curing processes were required. One of the recent solutions to produce soluble fluorinated 
polymers was the development of Fluoresters which are similar to common methacrylate 
monomers, but with the properties of fluorine containing monomer. Unlike polymers whose main 
chain contains fluorine, this polymer contains fluorine in its side chain. An example of this 
fluoresters is the 2,2,2-Trifluoroethyl methacrylate  (TFEMA) which is a colorless liquid that can 
be copolymerize with ordinary vinyl monomers such as acrylic esters, styrene, vinyl acetate, and 
other fluorine-containing acrylic esters, both in solution or in emulsion polymerization process.   
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The TFEMA can be copolymerized with a wide range of comonomers such as vinyl ethers, N-
vinylpyrrolidone, methyl methacrylate, methyl acrylate, n-butyl methacrylate, methacrylonitrile, 
acrylonitrile, methyl vinylidene cyanide, styrene. In contrast to other Fluorester like tert-butyl- -
trifluoromethylacrylate (TBTFMA), TFEMA can be easily homopolymerized by radical 
processes. It was also used in grafting polymerization with poly(methyl methacrylate).2 
 
In contrast to many investigations concerning the radical copolymerization of 
trifluoromethacrylates, several works have been reported during last decade using controlled 
radical polymerization (CRP) techniques to produce several kind of fluorpolymers. Actually, CRP 
has attracted attention as a powerful tool to control polymer structures (molecular weight 
distribution and composition). It has been predicted that the marked of materials obtained by CRP 
might reach until $20 billion/year during next years.3 
 
CRP has been investigated since the middle of 1990´s leading to several techniques well 
developed nowadays. This includes some techniques such as nitroxide-mediated radical 
polymerization (NMP), atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP), iodine transfer 
polymerization (ITP), reversed iodine transfer polymerization and reversible addition-
fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT). 
 
The interest of this works relays on the potential production of fluorinated molecules through the 
powerful tool of CRP. Due to their mild conditions, CRP and particularly RAFT polymerization 
might allow to synthesize different fluoropolymers with interesting applications in the coatings 
formulation. The aim of this investigation is to explore synthesis of some fluorinated polymers 
prepared by RAFT polymerization and evaluate its performance as additives for color concentrates 
such as carbon black, red oxide (inorganic) and blue ftalocianine (organic).  
 
Experimental 

 
The main goal activities of the investigation can be divided in the synthesis of fluorinated 

copolymers in solvent and aqueous median, and their evaluation as additives in color 
concentrates. 
 
1. Synthesis of random copolymers via RAFT in organic media 
As a reference synthesis, three different experiments were performed using dioxane as organic 
solvent. A water soluble tritiocarbonate was used as RAFT agent, and a water soluble molecule 
was used as initiator.  Styrene (S), Acrylic acid (AA) and 2,2,2-Trifluoroethyl methacrylate 
(TFEMA) were used as received without purification. The theoretical mol ratio of ingredients 
was AA:S:TFEMA:CTA:Initiator  60:10:5:1:0.5 (exp. 1), 70:6:4:1:0.5 (exp. 2), 75:3:2:1:0.5 
(exp. 3). Experiments were performed in closed vial adding all the ingredients, degassed during 
30 min. with N2. Reaction was done at 60°C during 12 hours.  
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2. Synthesis of random copolymers via RAFT in aqueous media. 
As in the synthesis in organic media, the reaction was performed at 30% solids w/w and same 
initiator and RAFT agent were used. The theoretical mol ratio of ingredients was 
AA:S:TFEMA:CTA:Initiator  60:10:5:1:0.5. Reactions were performed in a 100 mL round 
bottom flask. Deionized water was initially added and degasses during 30 min. with N2. Initiator 
solution, NaOH (equimolar) and monomer mixture were transfer to the flask filled with purged 
water and reaction started at 60°C during 24 hours. In some cases initiator solution was dosed in 
time during the reaction. The products obtained were dried and mutilated with 
trimethylsilyldiazomethane (TMDAM) to render the polymers soluble in THF before they were 
analyzed by GPC and 1H-NMR. Different studies were performed to find the best possible 
conditions to control molecular weight and composition. In this case different reaction 
temperatures (60, 70 y 80 °C), RAFT:Initiator ratios (1:1.05, 1:1.07, 1:1) and solid content were 
evaluated. Furthermore a kinetic study was performed to predict how monomers are added in the 
polymer chain during the RAFT mediated polymerization.  
 
3.  Performance as Additives for color concentrates  
The last activity consisted in the evaluation of two prototypes as additives for color concentrates. 
Carbon Black, Red Oxide (Fe2O3) and Blue (Ftalocianine) were selected because they represent 
families of analogous pigments of interest in the coating industry. The dispersion test basically 
was made by grinding a pigment in water media together with the addition of the 
fluoropolymers. The tinting strength was an indication of the performance of the fluoropolymer 
as additive for pigment dispersions when the color concentrates prepared were applied in two 
different coatings systems: water and oil based.  
 

Results and Discussion 
 
1. Synthesis in organic media. 

As shown in results (Table 1), there was a good agreement between theoretical and experimental 
composition of the molecules determined by 1H-NMR. Molecular weight determination was 
performed by GPC to demonstrate that reaction proceed under control (Fig. 1). The kinetic 
results showed lately (section 2.1) confirmed this fact. 

Tabla 1. Random Copolymer of AA, S, TFEMA 
Exp. t 

(h) 
Conversion 

(%)a 
Composition 

AA:S:TFEMA (%w/w)b 
Mn

c Ðc 

1 16 25 68:17:15 7,800 1.2 
2 3 86 77:12:11 8,200 1.2 
3 2 93 86:6:8 7,300 1.3 

a Gravimetrically, b 1H NMR, cGPC 
 
Solubility test also showed that the copolymers with an AA content of 90% w/w were 

completely soluble in water meanwhile those with 80%  w/w or less were insoluble.  
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Figure 1. 1H NMR and GPC analysis to determine composition and Mol. Weight 
 
2. Synthesis in Aqueous Media 
In comparison with the process in organic solvent, synthesis of polymers in aqueous media had 
to be optimized to have better control. Temperature, RAFT / Initiator ratio and solid content 
were adjusted until acceptable control in molecular weight and composition was obtained. In this 
cases it has to be demonstrated the sole formation of a kind of copolymers and avoid formation 
of homopolymers from different monomers due to its different water solubility. Results 
summarized in table 2 showed the characteristics of some of the fluoro-polymer obtained. Those 
with better control on polydispersity (one only MW distribution), and composition were selected 
to be evaluated as additives for color concentrates. One of the most important results of different 
variables studies confirmed that the ratio RAFT/Initiator is a key factor in polymer structure 
control at fixed temperature and solid content. 
 

2.1 Kinetics 
 

The kinetic study was made in a NMR tube to follow on line monomer instantaneous conversion. 
This study was made during the synthesis of poly(AA59-S7-TFEMA7) with a Mn= 6,000 g/mol. 
Reaction was made in DMSO-d6. 1,3,5-trioxano was used as Internal Standard4. 
 

Table 2. Variation of  [RAFT] /[ CVA] ratio. 
Exp. [RAFT] / 

CVA] 
ratio 

t 
(h) 

Content NV 
theor. 
(%w/w) 

Content NV exp. 
(%w/w)/conversion 
(%)a 

Composition 
AA:S:TFEMA 
(%w/w)b 

Mn
c Ðc 

1 1:0.5 24 30 18/90 78:11:20 5,900 1.3 
2 1:0.7 24 30 24/80 81:9:10 4,400 1.3 
3 1:1 24 30 12/77 76:10:14 4,300 1.3 

Theoretical composition AA:S:TFEMA 59:7:7. Temperature 60 °C, a gravimetric, b 1H NMR, c GPC 
 

  
Figure 2. Left: Molecular weight evolution for the best [RAFT]/[CVA] ratio conditions. Rx. Temp. 60°C. Right: 
a)1H NMR spectra. b).Kinetic analysis. 
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 In figure 2 (Right) an overlap of the 1H NMR spectra obtained in time are shown including the 
peaks assigned to the different monomers present. Analysis of kinetic measurements showed that 
AA is incorporated faster in the polymer chain than the other monomers present. Due to the 
characteristics of the RAFT agent used, a random copolymer with an hydrophobic center and 
more hydrophilic sides might be excepted. 
 
 
3. Properties as additives in color concentrates 

The copolymers with the following structure P(AA59-S7-TFEMA7) were evaluated as additives 
for color concentrates.  Carbon Black, Red Oxide and Ftalocianine Blue dispersions are tested in 
a water based paint and in an oil based paint. Two different polymer concentrations were used. 
Particularly, in Black and Red fluoropolymers showed their best performance when the pigment 
concentrate is applied in water based coating. In the case of the blue concentrate, it had a lower 
efficiency than the other pigments formulated with the same fluoropolymer. The performance of 
the blue concentrate applied in an oil based coating had a acceptable performance when higher 
amount of fluoropolymer was used. However, black and red concentrates had a poor 
performance. 
 
 
Conclusions 
 It can be conclude that synthesis of random fluoropolymers were obtained satisfactory by RAFT 
polymerization and their performance as additives for color concentrates (Carbon Black, Red 
Oxide and Blue) was explore for two different coatings systems: water and oil based. It is 
important to mention that very low amount of hydrophobic fluor-containing monomer was 
sufficient to give hydrophobic character to the polymer tested as additive for color concentrates. 
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Abstract

In this work the controlled polymerization of N-vinylcaprolactam (NVCL) with a trithiocarbonate CTA was exploited 
for the preparation of NVCL homopolymers; NVCL statistical copolymers with N-vinylpirrolidone, hexyl acrylate
and 2-methacryloyloxibenzoic acid; also for the preparation of PNVCL block copolymers with poly(n-hexylacrylate)
using RAFT methodology. Polymers were obtained with controlled molecular weight and dispersity and characterized 
by NMR and DSC. Studies of water solutions by dynamic light scattering and turbidimetry showed that the lower 
critical solution temperature of the system was adjusted to higher temperatures by statistical copolymerization with 
hydrophillic monomers. Polymeric micelles were formed by dispersion in water of the block copolymers prepared.

Introduction

Stimuli-responsive polymers are attractive because of their various applications such as 
biomaterials, chemical sensors, textiles and optical systems.[1] Two well documented stimuli in 
chemical environments include pH and temperature; in the case of the latter there is a phase 
separation upon heating and the polymer exhibits a lower critical solution temperature (LCST) 
which depends of interactions between the polymer and its solvent. Poly(N-vinylcaprolactam) 
(PNVCL) is water soluble, thermo-sensitive polymer that has been widely studied recently for its 
potential use as biomaterial since it has proven to be non-toxic and biocompatible,[2] although it’s 
been the focus on recent studies, there is still a need for more scientific publications regarding its 
properties as biomaterial. 

The polymerization of NVCL via reversible addition fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) has 
been studied, furthermore it has been shown that employing 4-cyano-4-
(dodecylsulfanylthiocarbonyl)sulfanyl pentanoic acid as chain transfer agent (CTA) it’s a way to 
obtain the intended polymer with a controlled molecular weight and an acceptable dispersity.[3] 
Since the intention of this work is to obtain different types of block and random copolymers, the 
need for a flexible chain transfer agent that can be used for the different types of monomers to be 
polymerized is a high priority. These characteristics make a trithiocarbonate RAFT agent ideal for 
this study.

The interest of copolymerization of NVCL serves two purposes in this study; first, block 
copolymerization of hexyl acrylate gives the polymer an amphiphillic property which in a water 
dispersion forms a micelle like structure that by means of changes in concentration exhibits a 
critical micelle concentration (CMC).[4] Second, random copolymerization can be used to tailor 
the LCST of PNVCL as shown in previous studies.[5]
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Experimental

Polymer synthesis 
For all polymers (random copolymers, block copolymers and PNVCL), 1,4-dioxane was used as a 
solvent, along with 2,2’-azobis(cyanopentanol) (ACP) azo type initiator and the trithiocarbonate 
RAFT agent. N-vinylpirrolidone and 2-(methacryloyloxy)benzoic acid (2-MBA) were used as co-
monomers of random copolymers, while hexyl acrylate (HA) was used in block copolymerization, 
maintaining as base component of polymers mainly NVCL. The reaction conditions and 
characterization for all these polymers is the same, while the purification step differs from PNVCL 
to copolymers. The synthetic procedure is described in one example: NVCL polymerization. A 
mixture of NVCL (1 g, 7.19 mmol), CTA (0.012 g, 0.0308 mmol), ACP (0.0015 g, 0.0062 mmol) 
and 1,4-dioxane (1 ml) was weighted and transfer to an ampule. Cycles of freeze-vacuum-thaw 
were used to remove all oxygen from the reaction, and then the ampule was sealed with a flame in 
an argon atmosphere, the ampule was submerge in an oil bath at 70 °C with magnetic stirring for 
about 24 hours. The polymerization was stopped by cooling at room temperature (25 °C). When it 
comes to purification, NVCL polymers were purified by precipitation of the polymer with ethyl 
ether to remove the remaining NVCL monomer; copolymers were purified by first precipitation of 
polymers with petroleum ether to remove the monomers in the solution, followed by dissolution 
with an excess of methanol and petroleum ether, after its centrifugation the precipitate was 
discarded and cold water was added to the solution followed by another centrifugation, this time 
the precipitate was kept and was dried under vacuum. The polymerization yield was obtained 
gravimetrically.

Measurements
The molecular weight and polydispersity were obtained by gel permeation chromatography 
(GPC). The measurements were made in a solution of tetrahydrofurane at room temperature. The 
dn/dc = 0.109 value was used for PNVCL obtained from literature.[6] The phase behavior (LCST) 
was determined by turbidimetry on a DR/890 portable colorimeter and confirmed by dynamic 
light scattering (DLS) on Zetasizer NanoSZ. 1w% copolymer solutions in buffers of different pH-
values were prepared by stirring in ultrasonic bath followed by stirring the solution. The solutions 
were filtered off before measurement using 0.45 microns nylon filters.

Results and Discussion

Since the objective of this investigation was to obtain NVCL based copolymers with different 
co-monomers, a CTA capable of the controlled polymerizing various families of monomers 
needed to be  chosen, because of these characteristics a trithiocarbonate CTA was used since it 
has medium chain transfer ability. The structures of the monomers and CTA used are shown in 
Figure 1. Block copolymers were synthetized starting with a macro-chain transfer agent (macro-
CTA) of poly(NVCL) or from a macro-CTA of random copolymers of NVCL with NVP or with 
2-MBA.  In the case of copolymerization the majority of the copolymer contains NVCL and a 
minority content of NVP or 2-MBA, while hexyl acrylate was used to form the block copolymer 
as it gives the polymer amphiphillic properties. Table 1 summarizes the results from homo-
polymerization as well as random copolymerization and block copolymerization of NVCL.
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Figure 1. Structures of the co-monomers and CTA used in copolymerization with NVCL

Table 1. Homo-polymerization, random copolymerization and block copolymerization of NVCLª
Sample Polymer

1 Poly(NVCL)
2 Poly(NVCL-co-NVP5 %
3 Poly(NVCL-co-NVP10
4 Poly(NVCL-co-NVP15 %
5 Poly(NVCL-co-2MBA
6 Poly(NVCL-co-HA5 %
7 Poly(NVCL-b-HA20 %)

ªPolymerization in 1,4-dioxane at 70 °C in 24 hrs.
�The target molecular weight was calculated at 100% conversion rate.
�By GPC in THF at 25 °C
�Starting from sample 1 as macro-CTA

As it can be seen from data of Table 1, the composition of copolymers shows a coincidence 
between comonomer content in the synthesis recipe and rea
This suggest that the copolymerization was random, therefore there is an expectation of having 
both co-monomers randomly distributed across the copolymer chain. Meanwhile the block 
copolymer composition shows that in fact t
the second block of this co-polymer is significantly smaller than in the synthesis recipe. This 
result suggest that HA polymerize also as homo
copolymerization. Another aspect is that none of the copolymers got a higher content on 
comonomer than the target composition. Yield increased in random copolymers with NVP and 
HA, while it decreased with 2-
remained practically unchanged.
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monomers and CTA used in copolymerization with NVCL

polymerization, random copolymerization and block copolymerization of NVCLª
Co-mon.
Content 

(%)

Yield 
(%)

Mn(Target) 
(g/mol) �

M
(g/mol) 

�
       - 38.0 % 30, 000 42, 300

5 %)       3.1 45.3 % 32, 100 27, 600
10 %)       9.2 47.9 % 31, 400 24, 400
15 %)     15.2 47.7 % 31, 000 20, 800

2MBA5 %)       4.6 13.9 % 32, 800 14, 500
5 %)       5.0 46.0 % 32, 600 25, 000
0 %)

d     14.0 30.0 % 71, 700 60, 000
dioxane at 70 °C in 24 hrs.
weight was calculated at 100% conversion rate.

CTA

As it can be seen from data of Table 1, the composition of copolymers shows a coincidence 
between comonomer content in the synthesis recipe and real composition determined by NMR. 
This suggest that the copolymerization was random, therefore there is an expectation of having 

monomers randomly distributed across the copolymer chain. Meanwhile the block 
copolymer composition shows that in fact the macro-CTA of poly(NVCL) was living, however 

polymer is significantly smaller than in the synthesis recipe. This 
result suggest that HA polymerize also as homo-polymer as competing event to the block 

aspect is that none of the copolymers got a higher content on 
comonomer than the target composition. Yield increased in random copolymers with NVP and 

-MBA, while in the case of block copolymer with HA yield 
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monomers and CTA used in copolymerization with NVCL

polymerization, random copolymerization and block copolymerization of NVCLª
Mn

(g/mol) 
�

Mw/Mn
�

42, 300 1.17
27, 600 1.19
24, 400 1.14
20, 800 1.22
14, 500 1.20
25, 000 1.48
60, 000 1.21

As it can be seen from data of Table 1, the composition of copolymers shows a coincidence 
l composition determined by NMR. 

This suggest that the copolymerization was random, therefore there is an expectation of having 
monomers randomly distributed across the copolymer chain. Meanwhile the block 

CTA of poly(NVCL) was living, however 
polymer is significantly smaller than in the synthesis recipe. This 

polymer as competing event to the block 
aspect is that none of the copolymers got a higher content on 

comonomer than the target composition. Yield increased in random copolymers with NVP and 
MBA, while in the case of block copolymer with HA yield 
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Table 2 shows the LCST values determined for random copolymers as well as for PNVCL in 
water and in a buffer at physiological pH (7.4). In all cases modifications of the LCST were 
found with the incorporation of a co-monomer in a random copolymer; while for the block 
copolymer, almost no change of LCST was observed.

Table 2. LCST of copolymers in phosphate buffers at physiological pH (7.4) and in water.
Sample Polymer LCST (°C) Solution

1 Poly(NVCL) 32 pH 7.4
1 Poly(NVCL) 34 Water
2 Poly(NVCL-co-NVP3.1 %) 36 pH 7.4
3 Poly(NVCL-co-NVP9.2 %) 36 pH 7.4
4 Poly(NVCL-co-NVP15.2 %) 38 pH 7.4

5 Poly(NVCL-co-2MBA4.6 %) 44 pH 7.4
6 Poly(NVCL-co-HA5 %) 27 pH 7.4
7 Poly(NVCL-b-HA14 %) 32 Water

As we can see in Table 2, LCST increases as the content of hydrophilic co-monomer NVP (with 
similar structure to NVCL) also increases. In the case of the acid co-monomer 2MBA, results 
show that the LCST increases since at pH 7.4 the acid units are ionized given the fact that this 
pH value is higher than the pKa of the acid. The contrary was observed with inclusion of the 
hydrophobic co-monomer HA in the random copolymer; the LCST drastically dropped. Since 
the LCST depends on the nature of the solution, in water solutions the LCST of polyNVCL 
increased as compared to the buffer conditions, while the block copolymer containing the 
hydrophobic HA co-monomer drop the LCST but not by much. It can be seen that the changes of 
the LCST on a polymer depends on the solution they are in as well as on the co-monomer 
content and type. Figure 2 shows a comparison of size distributions by volumen for samples 1 
and 7 in water. As it can be seen, the hydrodynamic diameter (Dh) increases from 7 nm to 113
nm as a result of self-assembly of the block copolymers, and also showing only one distribution 
for both polymers.

Conclusions

Random and block copolymers of PNVCL were prepared using RAFT co-polymerization with 
acceptable molecular weights and dispersity.
Different kinds of co-monomers were successfully introduced ‘randomly’ into a NVCL 
copolymer. The composition of the random copolymers induces changes on the LCST of 
PNVCL. It was found that it’s possible to increase the LCST-value incorporating hydrophilic or 
acid co-monomers (NVP and 2MBA), or it can be decreased by incorporating hydrophobic co-
monomers (HA). These results also confirms that in random copolymers there are drastic 
changes in the LCST, while in block copolymers the LCST only changes slightly. Monodisperse 
micelle like formation was confirmed by DLS for PNVCL-b-PHA.
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Figure 2. Size distributions by volume
°C.
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Abstract 
 

In this work, we prepared folate-functionalized RAFT PNIPAAm using Reversible Addition-Fragmentation 
Chain Transfer Polymerization (RAFT) for covered AuNPs. An important aspect of this work is the 
determination of the lower critical solution temperature (LCST) for the folic acid-functionalized PNIPAAm, 
which is of fundamental importance in the potential biomedical application. Some polymer therapeutics can be 
functionalized using this strategy, and is highly versatile for functionalizing RAFT polymers. To date, few 
transfer agents that incorporate biomolecules in structure and can be vectorized. Gold nanoparticles have 
generated interest in the medical area due to its use in photothermal therapy against cancer.  
 
 
Introduction 

 
The gold nanoparticles coated with thermosensitive smart polymers are nanohybrids can have a 
number of potential applications in fields such as controlled release of drugs, photothermal therapy, 
nanoelectronics, sensors and catalysis.[1] The gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) have interesting properties 
due to their size, unlike their bulk counterparts, however a stabilizing agent needed not agglomerate 
and lose their nanometer size.[2] Thermoresponsive polymers have received large interest as 
stabilizing agents for nanoparticles, because there can display ligand functionality and presenting a 
lower critical solution temperature in aqueous solutions.[3]  
Poly N-isopropylacrylamide (PNIPAAm) is one of the most important thermosensitive polymer and 
of greatest interest, because its phase transition temperature its 32.8 ˚C, that is close to the 
physiologic temperature.[4] On the other hand, a number of studies demonstrate that drug 
transporters nanosystems superficially decorated with folate ligand moieties show a very high affinity 
for tumor cells versus normal cells.[5]  
 
Experimental 
 
Phase 1: Trithiocarbonate synthesis. 
The synthesis was carried out using a technique found in the literature.[6] 1-Dodecanethiol (7.7 g, 
38 mmol) was added dropwise to a suspension of sodium hydride (60% in mineral oil, 1.575 g,  
39.5 mmol) in 75 mL of ethyl ether anhydride at 0 °C for 2 h. The reaction mixture was cooled to 0 
°C and carbon disulfide (3.0 g, 39.5 mmol) was added. The product was obtained for filtration and 
used in the next step without purification (10.03 g, 87.9% of yield). Then the dodecyl 
trithiocarbonate was suspended in 170 mL of ethyl ether. Solid iodine was gradually added by 
portion-wise addition (4.25 g, 16.5 mol). Then the reaction mixture was stirred at room temperature 
for 1 h. White sodium iodide which was removed by filtration. The dark yellow filtrate was washed 
with aqueous sodium thiosulfate solution (5x100 mL) to remove excess iodine. The solution was 
dried with sodium sulfate, filtered and evaporated to leave a yellow solid of 5.93 g (32% yield). 
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This product (2.77 g, 5.0 mmol) was dissolved in ethyl acetate (80 mL) and mixed with 4,4-
azobis(4-cyanovaleric acid) (ACVA) (2.1 g, 7.49 mmol) and then heated in reflux for 20 h. After 
removing the solvent in vacuum, the crude product was dissolved in DCM, extractions with water 
(3 x 100 mL) were made and evaporated to remove the solvent. The product obtained was purified 
by recrystallization from cold hexane (12 h in the refrigerator) (Figure 1).  

 

Figure 1. Structure of trithiocarbonate.  

Phase 2: Trithiocarbonate ester activation. 
To carry out the union of trithiocarbonate, synthesized above with folate, is required to activate the 
trithiocarbonate ester. To a solution of trithiocarbonate (370 mg, 0.950 mmol) in 20 mL of 
chloroform were added dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP) (1.6 g, 0.095 mmol), N-
hydroxysuccinimide (120 mg, 1.045 mmol). Then, dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (0.215 g, 1.045 
mmol) dissolved in 5 mL of dichloromethane were added to this solution slowly. The reaction was 
stirred by 20 h. The byproduct (urea) was filtered off and the filtrate was concentrated.  

Phase 3: Trithiocarbonate link to Folate: CTA 
To carry out the coupling reaction of folic acid to the trithiocarbonate-NHS, 7 mL of pyridine (86.6 
mmol), ethylenediamine unprotected folate (386 mg, 799 mmol) and trithiocarbonate-NHS (415 
mg, 840 mmol) were added to 30 mL of DMSO. The reaction mixture was stirred for 24 h at room 
temperature. It was purified by precipitating with ethyl ether, decanting and evaporating. Figure 2 
shows the final structure of folate-CTA. 

 
Figure 2. Chain transfer agent (CTA). 

Polymerization of N-isopropylacrylamide 
In a 10 mL ampoule containing a magnetic stir bar, monomer (28.8 mmol), azo initiator (0.155 
mmol), CTA-folate trithiocarbonate (0.778 mmol) were dissolved in 2 mL of dimethylformamide; 
then argon was bubbled for 20 min the vial. Vacuum and freeze cycles were performed (in 
triplicate) and the ampoule was sealed with a gas torch. Then, the solution was placed in an oil bath 
with magnetic stirring at 70 °C. After reaching the polymerization time, the polymerization was 
removed from the oil bath and placed in a bath of acetone/dry ice to stop the reaction by cooling. 
Ethyl ether to precipitate the product was used for purification of the polymer, decanted and 
evaporated under reduced pressure. 
 
Preparation of Gold Nanoparticles coated  
Gold nanoparticles were synthesized according to the methodology of Destarac and 
collaborators.[7] In a beaker with 94 mL of distilled water and filtered under stirring, were added 
250 μL of a solution of NaOH (1 mol L-1) and 5 mL of a solution of HAuCl4 (1x10-2 mol L-1). 
Subsequently the pH was adjusted to 7.5. Were added drop by drop to 500 mL of NaBH4 (0.1 mol 
L-1). The solution changed to dark red. To make the coating of the gold nanoparticles was added 2 
mg of polymer in 4 mL of gold nanoparticle solution and placed under stirring for 12 h. Not 
conduct any separation or purification process of coated and uncoated AuNPs polymer. 
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Characterization methods 
The following characterization methods were used: chromatography permeation gel (GPC) mobile 
phase of THF, spectroscopy Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR), 1H NMR and 13C NMR analysis in 
DMSO, UV-visible spectroscopy and dynamic light scattering (DLS). 

 
Results and Discussion 
 
Table 1 show that the molecular weights (relative to theoretical GPC) is very close to plan. 
Although the polydispersity are higher for the reactions referred to as G-PNI27 and G- PNI25. 
 
Table 1. Results of polymerization of NIPAAM with RAFT agent containing folate. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

* The conversions are estimated at 20-35%.  
 
By decreasing the monomer concentration, it is possible to get closer to the theoretical molecular 
weight. Also, the polymerization time plays an important role because with increasing time 
increasing the molecular weight as well as the polydispersity. Also, it is important to clarify through 
a comprehensive literature search; there are no reports of PNIPAAm by RAFT incorporating folic 
acid following the methodology proposed here. 

 
UV-spectrum of transfer agent coupled with folic acid 
The presence of folate in the PNIPAAm-folate incorporated throughout the CTA synthesized was 
confirmed by UV-Vis spectroscopy. Figure 3 shows absorption at 380 nm corresponds to the free 
folic acid. Same band was observed in the PNIPAAm containing folate segment. This band was 
absent for pure PNIPAAm telechelic polymer according to the expected results. 

 

 
Figure 3. UV-vis spectrum of PNIPAAm-folate, pure PNIPAAm and folic acid. 
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13C NMR (200 MHz, DMSO-d6-CDCl3) chain transfer agent spectrum. 
In Figure 4, 13C NMR of CTA showed at 217 ppm the signal corresponding to carbonyl carbon 
characteristic of trithiocarbonate group (assigned as 1), confirming trithiocarbonate coupling 2-
folate ethylenediamine fragment. Carbonyls for the carboxyl group and amides are located from 174 
to 170 ppm (assigned as 2-6). The methyl carbon of the aliphatic chain can be observed at 14 ppm 
(assigned as 2-6). 

 

Figure 4. 13C NMR (200 MHz, DMSO-d6-CDCl3) spectrum of chain transfer agent. 
 

  
Figure 5. 1H NMR (200 MHz, CDCl3). PolyNIPAAm spectrum. 
 
1H NMR (200 MHz, CDCl3) PNIPAAm-FOLATE spectrum 
The general structure of the PNIPAAm containing folate was confirmed by 1H NMR (Figure 5), 
where signals from the polymer and from the multifunctional CTA, can be observed at 1.23 ppm 
(aliphatic chain of CTA). 
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Analysis of Lower Critical Solution Temperature (LCST) of PolyNIPAAm 
Analysis was performed on dynamic light scattering (DLS) in there was obtained a temperature of 
30.8 °C which corresponds to that reported in the literature for the polyNIPAAm. 

 
Dynamic light scattering characterization. 
The sizes of the pure polymers dissolved in water and the coated nanoparticles were measured. Is 
possible see that the hydrodynamic diameter showing each gold nanoparticle. 
 

  

Figure 6. Comparing sizes of gold nanoparticles coated with polymers used by DLS.  
 
Conclusions 
  
Herein we describe the synthesis of folate-functionalized CTA employed for the controlled 
polymerization of NIPAAm. It was possible to obtain a complete assessment of the ability of 
controlling the polymerization chain transfer agent synthesized by polymerization of N-
isopropylacrylamide. Gold nanoparticles were synthesized in a size of 12 nm successfully, and that 
was achieved coat them with some samples of the polymers obtained in this work. The polymer was 
shown to work as an agent that prevents aggregation of gold nanoparticles because adding the 
polymer to stop the color change reflecting the growth of the nanoparticles 
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Abstract 
 

Acrylamide–hexadecyl acrylamide block copolymers were synthetized via RAFT in inverse emulsion polymerization.  
A trithiocarbonate was used as RAFT-agent. Two different synthesis routes were proposed. Also the effect of the kind 
of initiator was investigated. AIBN (2,2’-asobis(isobutirnitrile), soluble in the continuous phase) and ACVA (4'4-
azobis (4-cyanopentanoic acid)). RMN results show a mayor incorporation of the hydrophobic monomer when a post-
polymerization is performed. Regarding the effect of the kind of initiator, for the macroagent synthesis no effect was 
observed, however, for the synthesis of the copolymers a mayor incorporation of the hydrophobic monomer when 
AIBN is used. 
 
Introduction 

Controlled radical polymerization has been applied to prepare polymers and block copolymers 
with well-defined structures and possible reactivation for further chain extension. Reversible 
addition-fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization seems well-suited for polymerizing 
acrylamide (AM) derivatives [1, 2]. Most reports focus only on the controlled polymerization of  
N-isopropylacrilamide and acrylamide [2]  Reversible addition–fragmentation chain transfer 
(RAFT) polymerization is a very promising method, because wide varieties of RAFT agents allow 
the control over almost all monomers possibly to polymerize under conventional experimental 
conditions, such as in emulsion system [3,4] 
For AM RAFT polymerization trithiocarbonates chain transfer agents, CTA, are preferred to 
obtain obtained macroCTA of AM by solution polymerization. Thomas etl al. tried five different 
CTA and they found that for polymerizations mediated by trithiocarbonate CTA reactions rates are 
faster. Cao and Zhu [5] prepared triblock copolymers of N-alkyl substitude acrylamides by RAFT 
polymerization also employing a trithiocarbonate CTA, finding that this is also a good choice to 
synthetize macro CTA for N-alkyl monosubstituted acrylamide. 
Acrylamide and their derivative copolymers are of special interest because they produce 
hydrophobically associating polymer. At the present, amphiphilic copolymers have been prepared 
by RAFT solution polymerization. There are scarcely reports about their synthesis by emulsion 
polymerization.[6] Water-in-oil (inverse) emulsion polymerization is one of the ideal methods for 
obtaining polyacrylamide based polymers with high molecular weight and low viscosity. An 
inverse emulsion, however, cannot be simply considered as an analogy to conventional emulsion 
in which the water is replaced by the oil and the hydrophobic monomer by the hydrophilic 
monomer. The kinetic mechanism of inverse emulsion polymerization can be affected by many 
factors such as initiators, surfactants and oils [7]. In this work Acrylamide–hexadecyl acrylamide 
block copolymers were synthetized via RAFT in inverse emulsion polymerization using a 
trithiocarbonate as CTA as an alternative to produce amphiphilic block copolymers. 
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Experimental 
All solvents and reagents were employed without further purification. The water was distilled 
and 
deionized. Acrylamide (AM, Aldrich 99% purity) was used as hydrophilic monomer and 
(HDAM) as hydrophobic comonomer. 4,4’-azobis(4-cyanovaleric acid) (ACVA, Aldrich 99% 
purity) or 2,2 azobisisobutironitile (AIBN) as initiatior and SPAN 80® (non-ionic emulsifier, 
sorbitan monoleate, Aldrich) as surfactant. MacroCTA of AM  was obtained as follows. Batch 
inverse emulsion copolymerizations were carried out at 80°C, using a thermostated water bath, in 
a 500 ml glass reactor equipped with thermometer and mechanical stirrer. For emulsion 
polymerizations continuous phase (51 wt%) was prepared dissolving in toluene the hydrophobic 
comonomer, initiator, CTA and surfactant (12% wt relative to monomer). Finally macroCTA of 
AM was washed with a acetone/methanol solution. The mixture was washed several times until 
turbidity disappeared. The material was filtered and dried in a vacuum oven at 50°C for 48 h. 
To synthetize PAM-HDAM copolymers two different methods were tried. In first method, one 
step method, after macroCTA of PAM synthesis HDAM monomer was added immediately and 
copolymerization proceeded during 3 hr. After this time, copolymer was washed, filtered and 
dried. For the second method, two steps method, the purified macroCTA of AM is added to 
aqueous phase and polymerization proceed as it was indicated before.  
Samples were withdrawn periodically from the reactor for the conversion and molecular weight 
analysis. Conversion was followed by gravimetric technique. The copolymers cannot be 
characterized by size exclusion chromatography in water, due to aggregation phenomena. 
However macroCTA of PMA, homopolymer from AM, prepared under identical experimental 
conditions was measured. The viscosity-average molecular weight, Mv, of copolymers was 
calculated from [n]= 6.31x 10-3 Mv*0.8 [8]. Limiting viscosity number [n] was determined with 
Ubbelohde viscometer in water at 25° C.  
To verify the hydrophobic comonomer 1H NMR spectrum were recorded on a Bruker Avance 
300 spectrometer at 300.15MHz in deuterium oxide (D2O). The chemical shifts were referenced 
to TMS. The hydrophobe content was calculated from the relative integrated area of peak 
corresponding to the protons of terminal CH3 group.  
 
Results and Discussion 
Results of RAFT inverse emulsion polymerizations of acrylamide with AIBN or ACVA as 
initiator and ACVA are shown in Figure 1. As it can be seen fractional conversion is lower for 
AIBN polymerization. The Mv of poly(acrylamide) when AIBN was employed was much higher 
than that for ACVA polymerization at the end of the reaction. (AIBN= 167000 /mol; ACVA= 37 
100). The different concentration ratio of RAFT agent and AM in the reactions sites lead to a 
different contolled behavior. This can be attributed to the long time interval that the oligoradical 
take to enter droplets and initiate polymerization. Besides, RAFT agent is mainly located in the 
droplets. Similar results were obtained by Qi et al. and Ouyang et al. [9,10] 
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Figure 1. Evolution of conversion and molecular weight for acrylamide RAFT polymerization 
using AIBN or ACVA as initiator. 
 
In Figure 2 and 3 RMN spectrums for copolymerizations are shown. When method 1 is used for 
AIBN a signal in 1.12 ppm (C, Figure 2 a) corresponding to HDAM indicates an adequate 
incorporation of the hydrophobe comonomer. However, for ACVA a signal corresponding to 
HDAM signal cannot be seen. This behavior could be explained by the difference in reactions 
sites. HDAM is soluble in organic phase and in the case of ACVA radicals are growing in the 
aqueous phase, in this case HDAM cannot reach this radicals. For method 2, HDAM signal is 
present for both initiators, but, in this case, a mayor incorporation of HDAM is achieved when 
ACVA is used . When macroCTA is added as a reagent, initiator is dissolved in organic phase, 
then it HDAM radicals are generated and, when ACVA is used, this initiator is also soluble in 
aqueous phase reactivating macroCTA chains.  
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Figure 2. H NMR spectrums of HDAM-co-AM polymerized by method 1 (a) AIBN and (b) 
ACVA)  
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Figure 3. H NMR spectrums of HDAM-co-AM polymerized by method 1 (a) AIBN and (b) 
ACVA)  
 
Table 1 shows the molecular weight for the copolymers, obtained by the two methods. For the 
two steps copolymerization an increase in Mv was observed showing that macroCTA can chain-
extended. As it can be seen the two steps method is more suitable to obtain block copolymers.  
 
Table 1. Viscometric molecular weight for the different polymers obtained. 
Polymerization AIBN (Mv;  g/mol) ACVA (Mv; g/mol) 
MacroCTA 16700.00 37100.00 
PAM-HDAM, method 1 18600.00 21800.00 
PAM-HDAM, method 2 62500.00 47700.00 
 
Conclusions 
  

RAFT polymerizations of hexadecyl acrylamide has been successfully carried out in the presence 
of a trithiocarbonate CTA. Macro-CTA of AM can be used to be subsequently chain-extended 
with other acrylamide-based monomers to form diblock copolymers. When the oil-soluble initiator 
AIBN was used to replace ACVA, a less extent of comonomer was incorporated to the AM chain- 
Acknowledgements 
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Abstract 
Dispersion polymerization of styrene in scCO2 by reverse ATRP was studied using a catalyst of Ru (III) 
Cp*RuCl2P[4-C6H4-(CH2)2(CF2)5CF3)]3 (1), AIBN as initiator and a block copolymer of polystyrene and 
polytridecafluoro octylmethacrylate (PSt-b-PTDFM) as steric stabilizer. Polystyrene obtained in different 
reaction conditions, showed that the conversion reached 80 %, with molecular weights of about 15,000 g/mol, 
indicating that the PSt chains grew around a DPn of 144. NMR analysis of PSt gives evidence of the chain-end 
functionalization with the fragment derivative from AIBN used as an initiator. The surfactant was present in 
the polymers even after re-precipitation. The effect of the pressure, temperature and the type of surfactant used, 
on polystyrene morphology, was studied. 

Introduction 
Carbon dioxide attains the supercritical state at near-ambient temperature (Tc =31.2 °C) and a 
relatively moderate pressure (73.8 bar). Supercritical CO2 (scCO2) offers many mass transfer 
advantages over conventional organic solvents due to its gas-like diffusivity, low viscosity, and 
surface tension. The use of scCO2 as a polymerization medium has promising advantages with respect 
to conventional solvents.1 
Conversely, most industrially important hydrocarbon-based polymers are relatively insoluble in 
scCO2. As an illustration, polystyrene is insoluble in scCO2 even at 225°C and a pressure of 2100 bar. 
However, CO2 acts as a plasticizing agent for PSt, and this phenomenon facilitates the diffusion of 
monomer inside the swollen polymer phase during a heterogeneous polymerization.2  

Heterogeneous polymerization is generally divided into four categories, depending on the solubility 
of the monomers and initiators in the continuous phase and the addition of surfactants or stabilizing 
agents.2 In the case of polymerization under scCO2 conditions, many reports showed that it occurs 
under dispersion polymerization were both the monomer and initiator are soluble in the continuous 
phase but the resulting polymer is insoluble. As a result, the precipitated product is stabilized by a 
suitable surfactant, resulting in stable microparticles. 

Studies over ATRP and his variants (ARGET, ICAR, REVERSE) conducted in scCO2 are scarce, 
however the interest for using this green solvent in control radical polymerization is growing. Some 
recent reports concerning the ATRP in scCO2 are: the synthesis of poly(2,2,2-trifluoroethyl 
methacrylate) by supported ATRP,3  the synthesis of PMMA by ATRP using a catalyst ligated to a 
polymeric ligand having a dual role, the complexation and the stabilization of the growing PMMA 
particles4 and the synthesis of well-defined graft copolymers of P(MMA-co-HEMA) with poly(∈-
caprolactone) by means of ATRP in scCO2 in conjunction with enzymatic ring opening 
polymerization.5 
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Experimental 
 
Materials. Styrene (St, 99% Aldrich) was vacuum-distilled from calcium hydride, 
3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,8,8,8-Tridecafluorooctyl methacrylate (TDFMA, 97% Aldrich) was purified by 
passage through an alumina column, 2,2-Azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) was recrystallized twice 
from methanol and carbon dioxide gas was provided by INFRA and was used as received. 
 

Synthesis of Ru(III ) Cp*RuCl 2P[4-C6H4-(CH2)2(CF2)5CF3)]3 (1). 
In a 100 mL flask equipped with magnetic stirring the paramagnetic compound of ruthenium (III), 
[Cp*RuCl2]n 300 mg (0.97 mmol) and C42H26F39P 1.2 g (1.52 mmol) in 30 mL EtOH were placed . 
The reaction was stirred at room temperature under argon atmosphere for 1.5 h, then the reaction 
crude was filtered under vacuum, followed by a series of washings with EtOH and ether, then was 
brought to dryness, obtaining a powder of brick red with a yield of 72 % ( 1.1 g ) which was 
characterized by 1H-RMN (300 MHz, CDCl3; r.t ;δ=ppm), 24.8 (ws, 15H); 14.6 (ws, 2H); 9.3 (ws, 
2H); 6.65 (ws, 6H); 4.5 (ws, 3H); 3.3 (ws, 7H); mp: 150ºC. Scheme 1 shows the stoichiometry of the 
synthesis of compound 1. 

Ru

Cl nCl

+
P

CF2(CF2)4CF3

CF2(CF2)4CF3

EtOH

Ru ClCl

P

CF2(CF2)4CF3

CF2(CF2)4CF3

(1)

(PPh tris)

CF2(CF2)4CF3

F3C(F2C)4F2C

 

Schema 1 Stoichiometry synthesis of Cp*RuCl2P[4-C6H4-(CH2)2(CF2)5CF3]3 (1). 

Synthesis of PSt-b-PTDFM 81/19. 
A Schlenk tube was charged with 6.5 mg (0.0081 mmol) of complex Cp*RuCl(PPh3)2 as catalyst, 
222 mg (0.022 mmol) of macroinitiator styrene (experimental Mn of 13900 g/mol, IPD= 1.12 and 90 
% of functionality), 0.3 mg (0.000189 mmol) of AIBN as initiator-reducer, 267 µL (0.00092 mol) of 
(TDFMA) and 1 mL of toluene as solvent. The solution was freeze- pump-thaw degassed three times 
and finally the tube was placed in an oil bath at 90ºC. The polymerization was stopped after 48 hours, 
removing the Schlenk from the oil bath and cooled in ice water. The crude reaction was dissolved in 
chloroform and the copolymer precipitated in methanol, and then filtered. The copolymer obtained 
was dried at 40 ºC for one night. The base fluorinated monomer conversion was 52%, determined 
gravimetrically. The copolymer obtained was a cream-colored powder with a molecular weight of 
27200. The same procedure was followed for the 77/23 copolymer composition with gravimetric 
molecular weight of 35950. 
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Schema 2. Synthesis of block copolymer PSt-b-PTDFMA for ATRP-ICAR. 

 
Dispersion Polymerizations using PSt-b-PTDFM as surfactant. 
The polymerizations were conducted in a cylindrical steel reactor of 25 mL of volume. The reactor 
was charged with AIBN (3.9 mg, 2.37x10-5 mol), complex 1 (3.9mg, 2.41x10-5 mol), surfactant 
(PSt-b-PTDFM 81/19, Mn = 27226, 39 mg, 1.44x10-6 mol) and a magnetic spinning bar under 
vacuum, styrene (772 mg, 7.42x10-3 mol) addition to the system was purged with an argon, the 
reactor was charged to a pressure of about 80 bar. To pressurize the reactor with CO2 a 
mechanical/manual pump was used which allowed increasing the pressure until a desired value. Later, 
the reactor was heated at 130 °C, using a hot plate, reactions were performed at different pressures. 
At the end of the reaction time, the reactor was cooled to room temperature and slowly depressurized 
until atmospheric pressure, and the crude reaction mixture was dissolved in chloroform and the 
polymer precipitated in methanol. The yield was determined gravimetrically. 
 
Polymer Characterization 
Molecular weights of the resulting polymers were determined by using Hewlett Packard 1100 size 
exclusion chromatograph (SEC). The SEC equipment had three PLgel 5-10 μm columns (pore size 
106, 105, 103; 300 × 7.5 mm) and one PLgel 10 μm guard column (50 × 7.5 mm) supplied by Polymer 
Laboratories. Tetrahydrofuran was used as eluent at 1.0 mL min-1 at 40 °C. Molecular weights were 
determined relative to polystyrene standards (1 × 106

 - 400 Daltons), NMR spectra were recorded on 
a Jeol Eclipse 300 instrument operating at 7.05 T in CDCl3 solvent at 25 °C, for 1H at 300 MHz and 
referenced to internal CHCl3. The morphology of the polymer particles was determined with scanning 
electron microscope (SEM) (JEOL-5410LV). The number-average particle size and particle size 
distributions were determined by measuring the diameters of particles in the SEM images.  
 

Results and Discussion. 
Firstly, we conducted the polymerization of St by reverse ATRP in scCO2, changing the pressure in 
the system and maintaining the temperature, the reaction time, the weight ratio of St/volume of reactor 
= 6.0 wt-% and the kind of steric stabilizer constants. The results are showing in Table-1. 
As can be observed (from entries 1 to 4), the final conversion and the Mn(SEC) decrease with 
increasing CO2 pressure, and the dispersity values increased. This suggests that the PSt particles are 
better stabilized at 1100 psi of critical pressure, and the polymerization control is better too at the 
same critical pressure since the dispersity value is the lowest. 
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Table-1. Results of St polymerization by reverse ATRP in scCO2.a) 
Entrance  Pressure 

(PSI) 
Conversion 
(%) b) 

Mn(th) c) Mn(SEC) Đ
d) Dn (µµµµm)e) PSDe) 

1 1100 68 10274 15752 1.35 _ _ 

2 2400 29 4762 9448 1.8 _ _ 

3 4200 11 12562 2702 3.8 _ _ 

4 6400 5 914 1986 4.6 _ _ 

5 0 86 13914 35144 3.14 _ _ 

6f) 1100 69 11300 7660 19.7 _ _ 

a). Temperature = 130°C, reaction time = 20 h., a steric stabilizer of PSt-b-PTDFM (81/19 molar composition) 
and Mn = 27226. b). Determined gravimetrically. c). Mn(th) = [St]/2[AIBN]*%conv.*104. d). Determined by 
SEC. e) Dn= particle diameter, PSD = particle size distribution. Not yet determinate f). Conducted without 
catalysts 1.  
 
DeSimone reports a little increase in the conversion and the Mn with the CO2 pressure increase, during 
the radical polymerization of styrene in scCO2.6 Here we found a contrary effect and it’s likely 
because the catalyst (1) has a CO2 phylic property, which makes it separate from the particle centers 
preventing their growth. The experiments (entries 5 and 6) were conducted in order to evaluate the 
properties of PSt obtained in bulk without CO2 pressure (entrie 5) and without catalyst (entrie 6). As 
it can be seen, the dispersity values were too high suggesting the loss of polymerization control and 
indirectly showing that the inverse ATRP has a role in the mechanism of polymerization. 
Following, we studied the effect of temperature in the molecular weight, conversion and the control 
of the St polymerization, maintaining the pressure and the reaction time constant. We show the 
summarized results in Table.2. 
 
Table-2. Results of St polymerization by reverse ATRP in scCO2, changing the temperature.a) 
Entrance  Temperature 

(°C) 
Conversion 
(%) b) 

Mn(th) c) Mn(SEC) Đd) Dn 
(µµµµm)e) 

PSDe) 

1 130 68 10274 15752 1.35 - - 
2 110 48 7882 13508 1.16 - - 
3 90 10 1642 7023 1.3 - - 

a). Pressure = 1100 psi, reaction time = 20 h., a steric stabilizer of PSt-b-PTDFM (81/19 molar composition) 
and Mn = 27226. b). Determined gravimetrically. c). Mn(th) = [St]/2[AIBN]*%conv.*104. d). Determined by 
SEC. e) Dn= particle diameter, PSD = particle size distribution. Not yet determinate  
 
 
With the temperature decreasing in the radical polymerization we observe the decrease in the 
conversion and the Mn, but the polymerization control is better since the polydispersity values 
decrease. 
 
Conclusions: 
The reverse ATRP polymerization of St in scCO2 was conducted with a moderate conversion, with a 
Dpn in average 150 and with acceptable polymerization control since the dispersity values were 
narrow.  
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Abstract 

The  applicability  of  RN,  a  new  inifer,  in  emulsion  polymerization  to  obtain  stable  latexes  was 
investigated. Such inifer was used to initiate a homopolymerization of AA in dioxane to form 
macroagentNMP/RAFT which was used in a surfactant-free emulsion polymerization of styrene or butyl acrylate.  
Latexes obtained were used to trigger out NMP polymerization from the surface by activating the alkoxyamine 
end groups.  In the case of 4-sodium sulfonate styrene a reorder of the spherical assembled structures was 
observed. 
 
Introduction 

The Reversible Deactivation Radical Polymerization RDRP (1) [including Nitroxide- Mediated Polymerization 
(NMP) (2), Atom Transfer Radical Polymerization (ATRP) (3), and Radical Addition-Fragmentation Transfer (RAFT) 
(4) techniques] is an efficient process to prepare well-defined macromolecular architectures from vinyl monomers.  The 
RDRP techniques can be used to form nano-objects as spheres, cylinders, vesicles, etc. through     polymerization-
induced self-assembly strategy vernacularly known as PISA (5)   which involves the formation of amphiphilic block 
copolymer in an aqueous media6. Indeed, PISA is centered on the ability of such copolymers to build-up supra- 
macromolecular arrangements having potential use in different areas as:  biomedicine, biomaterials, microelectronics, 
photo electronics materials, and catalysts7. For this reason, an increasing number of papers using RDRP techniques to 
succeed PISA have appeared in the last decade. 

On account of his versatility, RAFT polymerization has revealed very attractive to trigger out well-defined polymers 
and successfully implemented to carry out PISA. However,     in spite     of the great number of monomer combination 
and structures, recently some attention has been devoted to combine RAFT with others RDRP techniques (8) in order to 
access to even more complex architectures. For instance, combined systems including ATRP/RAFT (9), RAFT/NMP 
(10), (11) or RITP/RAFT (12), have been reported. It must be remembered, that individual RDRP techniques are mainly 
differentiated by their ability to polymerize preferentially some families of monomers with a strong dependency on 
structures of control agent. The use of molecules having the capacity to regulate efficiently   two or more   RDRPs open 
the way to unusual polymer structures able to develop remarkable morphologies. In the case of PISA it can lead to a 
variety of nanoparticles such as micelles, vesicles or fibers. 

Recently    we    reported    the    preparation    of amphiphilic block copolymers via RAFT with a dithiobenzoate 
having an alkoxyamine as R group (10). To achieve the procedure, two separated steps or even in one-pot system was 
required. In both  cases,  a  water  soluble  homopolymer  was first  prepared  and  then, used as macroRAFT agent in 
aqueous polymerization of hydrophobic monomers to yield copolymers with still active alkoxyamine groups at one 
chain-end.  
In the present report, we describe a route to synthesize of symmetric and well-defined amphiphilic copolymers from a 
new dual RAFT/NMP controller. A new dialkoxyamine tritiocarbonate (RN) (13) was synthetized and used in a solution 
p       z         f    α ω-dialkoxyamine–poly(acrylicacid) trithiocarbonate which was utilized subsequently in a 
surfactant free emulsion polymerization of styrene or butyl acrylate. For the first time, the obtained latex was used, to 
trigger out SIP by cleavage the alkoxyamine end-groups attached to PAA block copolymer in the surface of the nano- 
sized particles. Given that NMP initiated with TEMPO alkoxyamines is restricted to styrenic monomers, styrene and 4-
sodium styrene sulfonate were used at 130 ºC to form long-haired nanoparticles which reorganize to form rubbons or 
micelles.  
 
Experimental 

Conversion of AA was determined by 1H NMR spectra carried out in DMSO-d6 at room temperature (Brucker DRX 
300). For the latexes, hydrophilic monomers consumption was followed by gravimetric analysis. Before analysis, the 
polymers were modified by methylation of the carboxylic    acid    groups    using    trimethylsilyl diazomethane. 
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The particle size was measured by dynamic light scattering (NanoZS from Malvern Instruments) and TEM In order to 
preserve particle shape, latexes containing PBA were observed by (cryo-TEM). 
 
Polymerization  
Synthesis of PAA MacroRAFT/NMP agent (Step1). 
In a typical experiment (with targeted Mn, ca. 11,000; 6,000 and 7,000 g mol-1), the procedure was the following; in a 
two-necked round-bottom flask equipped with a condenser 56 mg of RN (69 x 10-6mol L-1) and 2.3 mg of ACPA (8.2 x 
10-6 mol L-1) were dissolved in 6.3 mL of dioxane and 1.96 g of AA (0.027 mol L-1).  0.326 mg of 1, 3, 5- trioxane   
(0.0036 mol L-1) was added as an internal reference for NMR analysis. The monomer conversion was determined by 1H 
NMR  spectroscopy of the crude  reaction  medium  diluted  with DMSO-d6  by the relative  integration of the protons of 
1,3,5- trioxane and the double-bond protons of monomers. Also a kinetic follow of AA polymerization in the presence of 
RN was also carried out.  (See samples in Table 1) 
 

Table 1. RAFT polymerization of acrylic acid mediated by RN. 
Entry PAA- RN 

code 
[AA] / 
 [RN] 

[RN] /  
[ACPA] 

t 
 (h) 

Conva 
(%) 

Mnth
b 

(g mol-1) 
MnSEC

c 
(g mol-1) 

Đc 

1d PAA-RN 1 300 10 7 63 14,480 10,400 1.3 
2d PAA- RN 2 300 10 8 61 14,000 10,770 1.3 
3d PAA- RN 3 185 10 8 49 7,340 8,040 1.2 
4e PAA- RN 4 155 4.3 5 77 9,400 8,820 1.2 
5e PAA- RN 5 150 5.0 4.5 39 5,050 4,100 1.2 
6e PAA- RN 6 150 4.5 5 71 8,670 8,040 1.2 

 aMonomer conversion was determined by 1H NMR. bTheoretical Mn = ([AA]0 × conversion x MAA)/[ RN]0 + MI. cNumber-average molar mass and Ð 
determined by SEC in THF with PMMA standards. dCarried out in water 55% (v/v), eCarried out in dioxane 70% (v/v). T = 70 ºC 
 
RAFT Surfactant Free Emulsion Polymerization Procedure (Step 2). 
In a typical experiment, 500 mg of styrene was added to a solution of previously synthetized A4 (Mn = 11,000 g mol-1) 
and water content was adjusted. At that point, 1 mL of an aqueous solution of ACPA (concentration = 6.9 mg mL-1 

neutralized by 7 mol equiv of NaHCO3) was added to the reaction mixture. The medium was purged with argon during 
30 min and the round- bottom flask was immerged in oil bath thermostated at 80 ºC. Stable latexes PAA-b-PS-b-PAA or 
PAA-b-PBA-b-PAA were obtained. Similar molar ratios were utilized to polymerize BA using PAA-RN with a minor   
amount of styrene, ca. 10% (14). Results are reported in Table2. 
 

Table 2. RAFT emulsion polymerization of S and BA mediated by different PAA-RN 
Entry Macro-CTA/M t 

(h) 
DPn,th Conva 

(%) 
MnSEC

b 
(g mol-1) 

Đb Dh
c Polyc Dn Dw/Dh

d 

L1 PAA 1/S 8 650 70 53,400 1.7 55 0.12 45 1.15 
L2 PAA 6/S 8 500 60 39,500 1.6 50 0.19 43 1.11 
L3 PAA 5/S 8 800 85 73,000 2.2 53 0.11 38 1.12 
L4 PAA 6/S 5 900 70 62,500 1.7 51 0.10 40 1.09 
L5 PAA 5/BA 5 400 52 25,200 1.8 30 0.38 23 1.07 
L6 PAA 6/BA 8 550 60 39,700 1.7 34 0.19 30 1.21 

aMonomer conversion was determined gravimetrically. bNumber-average molar mass and dispersity determined by SEC in THF after methylation using 
PS standards. cDh were obtained by dynamic light scattering (DLS). dDw/Dn were obtained by transmission electron microscopy.. T = 80 °C ;  pH = 
3.05. 
 
Surface Initiated Polymerization through NMPfrom latex nanoparticles Procedure (Step 3). 
Polymerization of SSNa and S were achieved in an autoclave reactor. In a typical experiment 138 mg of SSNa (0.00067 
mol L-1) was added to the latex L2 (291 mg, 7.4x 10-6 mol).  The mixture was   degassed    with   three    freeze-pump-
thaw cycles and heating in autoclave under argon at 130 ºC overnight.  Polymers obtained were characterized by TEM. 
 
Results and Discussion 
Synthesis of PAA MacroRAFT/NMP agent (Step 1). 
It starts with the RAFT polymerization of AA with RN to form a PAA macro-inifers (PAA-RN) which were 
subsequently chain extended using styrene or butyl acrylate under surfactant-free emulsion polymerization conditions  at  
80 ºC  to  produce stable latexes. As described in the experimental section, a series of PAA-RN were prepared with 
different monomer concentrations keeping the molar ratio RN / ACPA= 10. An inhibition of about 3h is observed in this 
polymerization as it can be seen in Figure 1a for an experiment carried out using a molar ratio: Monomer  /  RN /  ACPA 
= 300 / 1 / 0.1  which correspond to polymers PAA-RN 1 and PAA-RN 2 in Table 1.  
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Figure 1.Kinetics of acrylic acid RAFT polymerization mediated by I (a) Conversion vs. MnSEC and (b) Conversion vs. time;  T = 70°C. Solvent; water 
(PAA-I 1) and dioxane (PAA-I 6).  
 

 
Figure 2. (a) SEC trace of PAA 6 and its corresponding block copolymer L4, (b) SEC curve of PAA 6 and its corresponding block copolymer L6. 

 
The molecular weights increased and Ð decrease with conversion as shown in Figure1a and 1b. In experiments A4-

A5, Ð was improved but the experimental Mn retains the same discrepancy which was attributed to chain transfer to 
dioxane26. In fact, the SEC traces corresponding to PAA-RN show a shoulder in the low molar mass region suggesting 
that a small fraction of dead-end chains were formed. Nevertheless, a living character was observed   in   all   these   
cases   indicating   the incorporation of RN to PAA which was supported by the fact that these polymers are effective 
precursors of block copolymers. 
 
Surfactant free Emulsion RAFT Polymerization 

Amphiphilic block copolymers were obtained using S or BA as hydrophobic monomer in Surfactant Free Emulsion 
polymerization as reported by Charleux (15) starting from the PAA. These polymerizations were carried out under 
RAFT conditions with molar ratios of [PAA] / [M] = [1] / [400] or [1] / [1000].  In the case of styrene retardation (< 1h) 
was observed whereas with BA neither retardation nor inhibition was detected.  

Remarkably in this case, stable latexes were formed irrespectively of conversion, molecular weight of PAA or 
hydrophobic monomer. As it can be seen, the SEC traces presented in Figure 2, an entire shift toward high molecular 
weight is produced after hydrophobic chain extension of PAAs. High conversion is obtained in almost all cases and Mnth   
is well adjusted to MnExp (see Table 2) albeit, Ð increases significantly.  As it can see, block copolymers show 
asymmetrical SEC traces which   are   assigned   to   dead-end chains mentioned above. Indeed, a small peak 
corresponding to such non-functionalized chains is observed in Figure 2b in both, PAA-RN and PAA-b-PBA-b-          
PAA SEC traces. 

 
Figure 3. TEM images of latex L2 and cryo-TEM images of latex L5. 
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All latexes obtained were also characterized by TEM (Fig. 3).  The diameters averages Dh obtained by DLS (Table 
2) are slowly higher than diameters obtained by TEM due to the hydrodynamic effect. For all latexes the average 
diameter was calculated to be 68 nm. However, using the same PAA two different sizes can be obtained demonstrating 
the influence of length chain of hydrophobic segment in nanoparticles obtained. Self-assembled micelles of block 
copolymers: PAA-b-PS-b-PAA were observed by TEM (Figure 3a), whereas for PAA-b-PBA-b-PAA a cryo-TEM was 
used to preserve original form of nanoparticles (Figure 3b). 

The 1H NMR characterization of amphiphilic block in deuterium oxide or DMSO-d6 is presented for latex L2 in 
Figure 5. As we can observe in the Figure 4a, the block copolymers dissolved in DMSO-d6 exhibit peaks corresponding 
to PS at 7.3 to 6.2 ppm as well as PAA peaks at 2.1 to 2.4 ppm.  Also  the  methyl  groups  of  alkoxyamine peak  
appearing  at  0.8  ppm  and  the  methyne proton  α  to  the  alkoxyamine  at  5.2  ppm  are observed. 

 

 
Figure 4. (a) 1H NMR of latex L2 in DMSO-d6, (b) 1H NMR of Latex L2 in D2O 

 
In the Figure 4b, the 1H NMR spectrum of the same latex dissolved in D20 is presented. In this case only the PAA 

peaks at 2.1 ppm and CH3 at 0.9 ppm attributed to methyl groups of alkoxyamine are observed. The disapparition of the 
PS peaks at 7.3 ppm is explained by demixion this hydrophobic chain in water to form encapsulated PS cores by and 
hydrophilic shell of PAA. According to these results   we   can   reasonably   admit   that   the formation of block 
copolymers PS-b-PAA-b-PS was succeeded. 

 
Surface Initiated Polymerization through NMP from latex nanoparticles (Step 3) 

Considering that latexes are composed of RDRP- active self-assembled amphiphilic triblock copolymers with 
functional alkoxyamine end- group (see Figure 4), it should be possible to chain extend their hydrophilic tail located on 
the surface of particles. In order to do so, latexes were heated at 130 ºC to form styryl radicals by cleaving the 
alkoxyamine end-group in the presence of monomers. 

The case of SIP of SSNa, this is a water soluble monomer; the polymerization mediated by the alkoxyamine groups 
linked in hydrophilic corona of nanoparticles could lead to interesting double hydrophilic shell.  To  avoid  distortions  of 
spherical particles we chose latex L2 prepared with S to ensure that the heating does not affect its  form even if the 
heating  is above the glass transition temperature of polystyrene). It was predicted that at 130°C the alkoxyamine 
decomposes to generate an initiating radical which get started SIP of SSNa in water. Taking into consideration that only 
few reports refer to NMP of SSNa (16) a blank experiment was also carried out without monomer to  compare.  

 

 
Figure 5. TEM images of latex L2 before (a), and after (b) SSNa surface initiated polymerization via NMP. 
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In both cases, the experiments ran without any noticeable change, i.e. the latex exhibited a typical light scattering 

blue color before and after reaction. Samples were taken, diluted and placed in copper grids for TEM observation.  
As it can be seen in Figure 5, the effect of SSNa polymerization is noticeable in the alteration of self-assembled 
structures. The transformation of nano-spheres to nano-cylinders is certainly favored by the change of the HLB value of 
assembled chains and the softening of the polystyrene core during thermal treatment. 

 
Conclusions 

It has been demonstrated that RN is an effective chain transfer agent in the formation of self- assembled 
polyacrylic acid block copolymers prepared through surfactant-free emulsion polymerization. Well-defined 
nanoparticles were observed in TEM which were tested in a surface initiated polymerization of styrene or SSNa. The 
SEC traces and microscopy analysis strongly suggest that polymers growth was produced from the surface and the 
change in the hydrophilic/lipophilic balance of block copolymers   induced   a   new   organization   of chains. Thus, 
the multiblock copolymer PSSNa- b-PAA-b-PS-b-PAA-b-PSSNa leads to nano- cylinders. 
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ABSTRACT 
The anionic ring-opening polymerization of ε-caprolactam was carried out in the presence of 3, 6 and 9 % granular 
starch. Polymers were characterized by 1H RMN and FTIR, whereas the interfacial characteristics of the compounds 
were assessed through the selective separation of PA6 and starch phases by SEM. PA6 conversion decreased from 80 
to 40 % and the molecular weight varied between 14,947 and 3,500 g/mol when the content of starch was increased 
from 3 to 9 %, respectively. On the other hand, the existence of PA6 signals in the fraction of starch granules were 
detected by 1H RMN and FTIR, and SEM micrographs showed good interfacial adhesion and the presence of PA6 
onto the surface starch granules. These results evidenced by the first time the formation of starch-g-PA6 copolymer 
from anionic ring-opening polymerization. 
 
Keywords: starch; nylon 6; starch copolymers; anionic ring-opening polymerization. 
 
1. Introduction 
Anionic polymerization of ε-caprolactam has been extensively investigated, which is well known that 
occurs at faster rates than the classical hydrolytic polymerization process, reaching the equilibrium 
conversion in only few minutes[1][2]. The presence of anionically activated monomer and activator, are 
essential conditions for starting the anionic polymerization of ɛ-caprolactam[3]. Moisture inhibits the 
anionic polymerization, eliminating the active primary amine, where the catalyst also reacts with moisture 
prior to the initiator[4].Therefore, the anionic polymerization of ɛ-caprolactam should be carried out after 
drying raw materials. On the other hand, natural polymers like starch, cannot satisfactorily replace the 
functional and physical properties of synthetics plastics[5]. Due to its high hydrophilicity being constituted 
by a large number of OH groups in its structure, starch cannot be easily processed[6]. In order to solve these 
problems, the modification of starch was studied by physical or chemical modifications with other 
polymers[7]. The chemical modification includes graft copolymerization extensively used in the 
modification of starch as an efficient method to improve its properties[6].The difficulty in the graft 
copolymerization is the content of water and OH groups in the starch, because most of the catalysts are 
sensitive to the moisture or OH groups[8]. Several graft copolymers of starch with vinylic polymers, as 
acrylamide, methacrylamide, acrylic acid, methacrylonitrile, styrene, and polyethylene, have been reported, 
among others[9]–[16]. These materials have been produced with redox initiators for the generation of free 
radicals, generally employ potassium persulfate (K2S2O8), ceric ammonium nitrate (CAN) and Fentón 
reagent (H2O2/Fe2+). In this type of reactions, the graft copolymerization is always accompanied with 
homopolymerization of vinyl monomers, which reduces grafting efficiency[11]. On the other hand, several 
researchers have carried out studies on the synthesis of starch copolymers with grafted biodegradable 
polyesters as polylactic acid (PLA) and polycaprolactone (PCL), which confer thermoplastic properties, 
and improved the physical properties of starch[17]. Starch copolymers are generally obtained by 
polycondensation or ring-opening reactions [7], [17]–[19] in bulk or suspension [8], [20], using catalysts 
based on octanoate Sn(Oct)2 and stannous chloride SnCl2, titanium tetrabutoxide Ti(OnBu)4 and aluminum 
isopropoxide Al(OiPr)3 among others. In this work we carried out the anionic synthesis of CM in the 
presence of starch using sodium capolactamate (NaCM) and N-acetylcaprolactam for obtaining a starch 
copolymer with PA6 grafts with the purpose of studying the parameters governing the formation of PA6 
grafted on the starch and its effect on the structure of the copolymer of starch-g-PA6. 
 
Experimental    
2.1 Materials  
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Potato starch was supplied by ADM/Ogilvie, ε-caprolactam (CM), acetyl caprolactam (ACM), formic acid, 
anhydrous trifluoroacetic acid and tetrahydrofuran supplied by Sigma-Aldrich and a concentrated sodium 
caprolactamate (NaCM) in CM al 18.5%w supplied by Brüggemann Chemical.  
 
2.2 Anionic polymerization of caprolactam  
In a Schlenk container were placed 21.76g of CM and 4.28g of NaCM/CM, while, in a Schlenk flask ball 
were placed 30g of CM, 1.5811g of ACM and the corresponding amount of starch (3, 6 and 9%). The 
container and flask ball were maintained at 100°C under magnetic stirring and argon bubbling to dry and 
degasify the reagents. The temperature was increased to 130ºC and the melted materials of the Schlenk and 
flask ball were mixed to start the polymerization. The mixture solidified in 5 min and the reaction product 
was deactivated with methanol, then methanol was decanted, and the product was extracted with formic 
acid. Then the polymer (PA6 with starch) was precipitated with methanol, filtered and washed several 
times. Finally the solid was dried in a vacuum oven at 70°C, until constant weight to determine the 
conversion and the percentage of insoluble.  
 
2.3. Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) 
The molecular weight of PA6 was obtained by gel permeation chromatography, performed in an Alliance 
2695. Samples were dissolved in a mixture of tetrahydrofuran and anhydrous trifluoroacetic acid (98:2). As 
mobile phase HPLC grade tetrahydrofuran was used at 30°C, the injection volume was 25 μL. 
 
2.4. Infrared Spectroscopy Attenuated total reflectance (ATR) 
The infrared analysis of PA6-starch was carried out by IR-ATR spectroscopy performed in a Magna-IR 
Spectrometer 550 from Nicolet running a background and 100 scans for each sample. 
 
2.5. Proton nuclear magnetic resonance (1H NMR) 
PA6-starch copolymer could be demonstrated by 1H RMN performed in a Jeol Eclipse 300MHz. Samples 
dissolved ±10mg of polymer in 0.6 mL of formic acid using toluene capillary as external reference which 
is introduced into the tube together with the dissolved sample.   
 
2.6. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
The morphological observation of samples was carried out using SEM; the samples were cryogenically 
fractured and coated with silver. Fractured samples were analyzed in a JEOL–JSM-7401F, operated at 15 
kV. 
 
3. Results and Discussion 
3.1. Anionic polymerization of caprolactam  
Table 1 exhibits the effect of starch content on the conversion, molecular weight (Mn) and % of insoluble 
material in the anionic polymerization of caprolactam. It can be seen that the highest conversion was 
achieved during the homopolymerization of CM (90.7%). Also, is observed that conversion decreased when 
the starch content increased. This decrease is attributed to the presence of high concentration of OH groups 
in the starch, which tend to deactivate the growing CM anionic species. On the other hand, the Mn of the 
PA6 obtained in the homopolymerization of CM was also higher, than the polymers obtained in the presence 
of starch. As expected, upon increasing the starch content Mn decreases, which is also attributed to the 
excess of OH reactive groups of starch acting as terminator chains in the growing PA6 chains. 
 

Table 1 
Effect of starch content on the conversion, Mn and % insoluble 

Initial 
Starch (%) 

Conversion 
(%) 

Mn 
g/mol 

Insoluble 
(%) 

0 90.7 12,000 0 
3 80.3 14,947 2 
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6 69.3 13,201 9.1 
9 40.3 3,500 3.1 

 
Insoluble content reported in Table 1, could correspond to the amount of starch modified with PA6, where 
in the soluble part (formic acid) just PA6 was recovered. As expected, the percentage of insoluble obtained 
for PA6 (without addition of starch) was 0%, where for the reactions with starch contents of 3%, 6% and 
9% the insoluble content is different compared to the initial content of starch. As can be seen in Table 1, 
just for the experiment with initial addition of 6%, all the starch could have been recovered in the insoluble 
material. For reactions with 3% and 9% of initial addition of starch, an apparent loss of 33.3% and 65.5% 
of starch occurred during the polymerizations, what can be attributed to the loss or extraction of low Mw 
chains of species contained in the starch particles used. As for the reaction with initial addition of 6% of 
starch, contrary to the other reactions an increase of  insoluble material is evident, where was considered 
that also the loss of low MW chains of species into the starch should occur, but in this case the 
polymerization conditions were more favorable for the formation of PA6 onto starch. Is important to 
mention that starch particles were susceptible to suffer some morphological change on its structure, when 
were previously treated with heat and vacuum, in order to avoid the deactivation of anionic polymerization 
of ε-caprolactam. This was confirmed by SEM studies on samples of starch applying the same drying 
process, comparing with SEM of starch undried (Fig 1). 
 

 
Figure 1.SEM micrographs 1500x of a) undried starch b) dry starch 

 
Figure 1a shows the SEM micrographs of the original starch granules (undried starch), which have oval 
shape and smooth surface. Figure 1b, shows the same starch particles after drying for 1 hour at 100°C and 
argon bubbling, which seems to be fragmented into amorphous small pieces. According to the above starch 
morphology it is probably that: 1) the starch can be solubilized in the molten caprolactam released as smaller 
molecules from the starch fragments. 2) The solubilized starch passed through the filter pores used due to 
its size. Based on the above, it can be said that for 3% and 9% reactions, a portion of starch was solubilized 
in the CM, then it could pass through the filter during the process, and only some starch is retained in the 
filter (2 and 3.1%, respectively). However, for the reaction with 6% of starch, the amount of solids retained 
on the filter paper was increased up to 50% more with respect to the initial starch. Although, it is obvious 
that also there was loss of starch in the drying process, it is also obvious that there PA6 since was achieved 
to obtain 9.1% of retained solids, likely PA6 grafted onto starch. 
 
3.2. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
Figure 2 shows the SEM micrographs obtained for fractured surfaces of a mixture physical of starch and 
PA6 (made in the Brabender) and the sample of the insoluble part of PA6/6% starch. It can be seen in Figure 
2a that the ovals shape of some starch granules, as well as smooth surface in these. Whereas, in Figure 2b 
can be seen after a cryogenic fracture as the starch granules are of micrometer size and are dispersed only 
in the PA6 matrix, also have smooth surfaces which indicate that the temperature in the mixing process 
does not affect the starch granules. Furthermore, shows a fragile fracture confirming that there is no a 
chemical bond between starch and PA6. On the other hand, for insoluble (6%) part of PA6/6% starch Fig. 
2c after a cryogenic fracture is observed a starch granule surrounded by PA6, the starch granule as well as 

a b
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the polymeric matrix have rough surfaces and very good adhesion between both, which shows a type of 
fracture ductile suggesting the chemical bond between starch and PA6. 
 

 
Figure 2.SEM micrographs a) granular starch b) mixture of starch and PA6 and c) solid retained in the 
filter (the insoluble parts of PA6/6% starch). 
  
3.3. Proton nuclear magnetic resonance (1H NMR) 
Figure 3a and 3b shows the 1H NMR spectra of PA6 and of the insoluble part of PA6/6% starch, 
respectively. In Fig. 3a is observed the proton signals for the CH2 chains of PA6 at 1.8 ppm, 2.2 ppm, 2.4 
ppm, 2.8 ppm and 3.8 ppm. While, for the insoluble sample (PA6/6% starch) the corresponding signals for 
PA6, besides broad signals in the region from 4 to 5.8ppm corresponding to the starch protons, are observed. 
The spectra were assigned as reported by Dragunski y Pawlicka[21]. The signal observed at 4.1-4.2 ppm 
corresponds to methylene protons of the alcohol CH2-OH (6) and ether groupCH2-O (7). At 4.2 and 4.3 
ppm are observed the signals for the methine protons of CH-O groups (1, 4). The signals at 4.7, 5.0 and 5.2 
ppm correspond to the protons of secondary alcohols CH-OH (2, 3, and 5) of the cycles, and at 5.8 ppm is 
present the signal of primary OH groups of starch.  

 
Figure 3.Proton nuclear magnetic resonance (1H NMR) a) PA6 b) the insoluble part of PA6/6% starch 

 
3.4. Infrared Spectroscopy (ATR) 
Figure 4 shows the ATR spectra of starch, PA6 and the insoluble parts of PA6/6% starch and PA6/3% 
starch. The infrared spectrum of the starch shows the characteristic broad band assigned to OH stretching 
vibrations in the range of 3000 to 3650cm-1, and the bans at 1650cm-1 corresponding to deformation of C-
O-C [10]. The broad band from 970 to 1200cm-1 with three peaks is the most characteristic band for a 
polysaccharide and is attributed to stretching C-O[22]. PA6 spectrum presents characteristic bands at 
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3000cm-1 corresponding to the NH stretching vibrations, at 1640 cm-1 stretching band for C=O and 1546cm-

1 NH deformations. For insoluble samples of PA6/6% starch and PA6/3% starch, the characteristic signals 
of PA6 and starch were observed. Furthermore, were found two new bands at 1718cm-1 and 1199cm-

1,corresponding to C=O and C-O groups, respectively, from the ester group formed in the condensation 
reaction between primary alcohols and carbonyl groups between the PA6 and starch during the 
polymerization reaction. According to the results obtained by ATR and NMR, the formation of an ester is 
evidence of the chemical bond between starch and PA6, which confirms the formation of a starch copolymer 
with grafted PA6 (starch-g-PA6). 
 

 
Figure 4.Infrared spectrum (ATR) of starch, PA6 and insoluble part PA6/6% starch and PA6/3% starch 

 
4. Conclusions 
The anionic polymerization of ε-caprolactam in the presence of different amounts granular starch was 
carried out. The increment of starch leads to decrease the conversion and the molecular weight in the 
copolymer. The morphological study of samples demonstrated that the starch granules are broken into small 
fragments during the drying process. PA6 is grafted onto starch chains during the reaction, which results in 
the increase of the amount of retained solids (insoluble) as well as improves interfacial adhesion between 
starch and PA6. It was possible to verify the formation of a starch copolymer with grafted PA6 (starch-g-
PA6) by SEM, 1H NMR and ATR analyses in insoluble samples of 3 and 6% of starch, detecting an ester 
group resulting from the reaction between starch and PA6, demonstrating for the first time the formation of 
a starch copolymer grafted with PA6 (starch-g-PA6) obtained by anionic polymerization of caprolactam. 
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Abstract 
 

Nowadays, the polymeric industry should become more environment friendly as any other important industry. In such 
an idea, ethylammonium acrylate, a deep eutectic solvent, can be totally reused in waste-free acrylic polymerization as 
an ionic liquid where a frontal polymerization at 100°C has been achieved in contrast to 200°C in conventional 
solvents. This difference allows a better polymerization control and polymers with homogeneous physicochemical 
properties. Using microfluidics and an infrared sensor, it is possible to study in confined tunable geometries, and 
under homogeneous conditions of temperature and material income, the polymerization front.  
 
Introduction 

 
Polymers had become one of the most used materials in daily life. Unfortunately polymer 
production frequently involves the use of organic solvents and the generation of a large amount of 
waste-fluent. As time goes on, new global policies require a polymer production that respects the 
environment. As a consequence, the polymer industry, as any other important industry, must 
become friendlier with the environment, not just with the final product but starting with friendly-
environment method of production. 
In this context, ionic liquids (IL) emerge as an alternative to organic solvents often used in 
polymerization processes. Because of their unique characteristics, it had been used in separation 
processes, as electrolytic material, in the elaboration of porous  materials, etc. 
Different types of polymerizations had been conducted in these solvents: free radicals [1,2], ionic 
[3,4], atom transfer radical polymerization, reversible addition fragmentation chain transfer  
(ATRP, RAFT) [5,6].  
The high cost of materials to elaborate an IL and the need of use organic solvents to recover the 
polymers are some of the drawbacks in the use of IL as solvents in polymerizations. 
In 2003, Abbot et al. [7] found that mixing quaternary ammonium salts, such as choline chloride 
with urea produce eutectics that are liquids at ambient temperature and can be used as solvents 
with very specific properties (viscosity, conductivity and surface tension) that are similar to IL. 
This new type of solvent was named "Deep Eutectic Solvent" (DES) [8] and it is consider the third 
generation of IL. Using DES as a solvent has attracted interest because its low cost, easy-
elaboration technique, non-toxic nature and biodegradability [9]. 
DES can be extended to any mix of a quaternary ammonium salt and a wide variety of hydrogen-
bond donors (acids, amines, alcohols), in the proper ratio to produce an eutectic. Properties can be 
tuned simply by varying the molar ratio or by changing the type of salt and hydrogen donor. 
The frontal polymerization of acrylic acid (AA) was achieved using a DES formed by acrylic acid 
and choline chloride [10]. In this case the AA is part of the DES and the monomer. In this 
extremely reactive polymerization, a better control of temperature and high conversion was 
obtained because of the properties of the solvent. 
Other types of DES were prepared to act as monomer and solvent in frontal polymerizations [11] 
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with no further understanding of the process or the reaction mechanism.  
Because the increasing interest in this type of solvent, it is important to elucidate in the kinetic, 
reaction mechanism and all the physical phenomena involved in the frontal polymerization. 
Ethylammonium acrylate (ETAC) is a DES formed by acrylic acid and ethylammonium chloride. 
Because the special properties of this compound it was chosen as case of study. 
   
 
Experimental 
 

Ethylammonium acrylate was prepared by mixing acrylic acid (AA, Sigma-Aldrich) and 
ethylammonium chloride (EMC, Merck) in different molar ratios as detailed in the text. The 
mixture was heated at 80°C under stirring until a homogeneous and colorless liquid was obtained. 
EMC was kept at 60°C to prevent hydration. 
The polymerization of ETAC was carried out in a glass tube of 5.4 mm in diameter where enough 
DES was placed to fill the tube approx. 40 mm height (1,1-bis(ter-butylperoxy)-3,3,5-
trimethylcyclohexane) (Luperox 231, Sigma-Aldrich) and 90°C in combination were used to 
initiate the polymerization. Since Luperox and ETAC have an extremely different density and 
polarity, and because AA contains 180-200 ppm of hydroquinone monoethyl ether as inhibitor, 
certain amount of Luperox should be available along the tube to keep going the polymerization 
front. It was possible by using a cotton cord inside the tube, along it, wet with Luperox as it is 
discussed ahead. Polymerization fronts were monitoring with an infrared camera Xenics Gobi 640 
(Leuven, Belgium) sensible at 8 to 14 µm. 
  
Results and Discussion 
 

 
 
Figure 1. An infrared imprint of a polymerization front experiment. The white bottom surface is 
a hotplate at 90°C where a glass tube filled with DES is placed to promote the polymerization. 
The external diameter of the glass tube is 7 mm. At the top of the tube it is observed the cotton 
cord wet with the initiator that goes from the bottom of the glass tube to the top. 
 
An infrared radiation (IR) imprint of a typical experiment of polymerization is observed in 
Figure 1. The contrast is basically result of temperature differences: the hooter it is the brighter it 
looks. By this way, it is observed the tube filled with DES on a hot whitish surface at 90°C. In 
contrast, the tube appears darker as well as the end of the cotton cord used for keeping the 
initiator available to the DES along the tube. The glass tube is opaque to the IR radiation, what 
avoids the observation of its inner part where the DES and the cord are placed. As a 
consequence, the elevation of temperature along the tube during the polymerization is going to 
be “observed” only on the tube surface. Figure 2 shows a sequence of IR imprints in time and a 
space-time plot (STP) obtained from a single row of pixels along the tube as show by the yellow 
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line in the middle IR imprint suggests. Imprints and STP suggest the existence of three rough 
different levels of temperature during polymerization: a “dark” region, where the polymerization 
has not started, a pale white region, where we can presume that the polymerization is taking 
place at some extent and a bright white region where the polymerization occurs extensively. 
 

 

 
Figure 2. a. A sequence of images that show the local increment of temperature during the 
polymerization and the formation of the front as time goes on from left to right. b. We took a row 
of pixels of each image during the advance of the polymerization front as illustrated in the last 
picture of the sequence of imprints. Using that row of pixels we built a space-time plot (STP) 
observed here. Using this picture, and assuming that the polymerization front is linear, we can 
compute the speed. 
 

 
Figure 3. Space-time plots of two different experiments; similar to the one reported in Figure 2.  
 
We can see in the STP that a polymerization front can be defined considering that once the 
polymerization starts, in the pale white region, a front polymerization is propagating. A second 
stage, formed by a bright white region, follows the front, in a wave that could or could not be 
periodic. For DES formed by 1:2 EMC:AA molar ratio, we can compute the speed of the 
polymerization front as 0.93 mm/s (Figure 2b), 0.64 mm/s (Figure 3a) and 1.12 mm/s (Figure 3b) 

b 

a 
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in three different experiments. Values are of the same order, but clearly the speed can be doubled 
in similar experiments. The main difference among these experiments is the amount of initiator 
locally available: in the range of microliters, we use as much as it is necessary to wet completely 
the cotton cord from the bottom of the glass tube until the top of the DES. As we previously 
mention, we use that wet cotton because Luperox 231 does not dissolve extensively in DES, but 
it is necessary to start the polymerization front. The experiments that confirm it bring an exciting 
phenomenon: some polymerization fronts start from the top of the tube because of an 
accumulation of Luperox 231. An example is in Figure 4, where a complete “reversed 
polymerization front”, starting from the top, is observed. Mixed scenarios, where a 
polymerization front starts from the bottom and suddenly another front starts at the top of the 
tube take place more often as the amount of Luperox 231 is increased by using more than one 
cord at the time as it is illustrated in Figure 5a. Interestingly, if the amount of Luperox 231 in 
further increased, the polymerization front is so fast and violent, that it avoids the starting of 
another one as observed in Figure 5b. The previous discussion helps us to understand that we 
have an excitable media, capable of starting reaction by temperature but also by local amount of 
initiator and of course, by a combination of both conditions. At the time, we are conducting 
experiments to determine the role of the geometry (diameter of the tube) in our polymerization 
fronts, since it appears that they stop easily if the diameter is small. 
 

 
Figure 4. A polymerization front starting from the top of the tube: At left an illustration of the 
phenomenon is observed. At right, the space-time plot of the experiment, showing the front 
starting from the top of the tube. 
 

 
Figure 5. Al left, a space-time plot where a polymerization wave starts near the top of the tube. 
At right, a polymerization front with four cotton cords inside the glass tube, what grants four 
times the local amount of Luperox 231 with respect to the experiment described in Figure 2. 
Evidently, the front advances much faster. 
 
Since diffusion of Luperox 231 in the DES and temperature seem to be two important variables 
to get a good polymerization front in our system, we have also started to conduct experiments in 
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2D microfluidic chips to have a precise control of diffusion and amount of Luperox available in 
the DES. In these chips, the DES was injected in a chamber similar to an ice cream cone with its 
tip open to a channel where initiator can flow inside the chip. In such a way, the surface available 
to diffusion is fixed. We have succeed of observing polymerization in these chips, but due to 
technical difficulties, more work should be done to present the polymerization front in them. For 
the moment, we present only a picture where we clearly see the advance of the polymerization 
front inside the cone at right (Figure 6). 
 

 
Figure 6. Polymerization of ETAC en a 2D microfluidic chip 
  
Conclusions 
  

Polymerization of acrylic acid using ETAC as solvent was achieved and monitored by an infra red 
camera. The analysis of the results by space time plots allow us to calculate the polymerization 
front rate in an accurate way. Further work using a 2D microfluidic chip will give us more 
information about the phenomena involve in this type of process. 
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Abstract 
In this work we report the synthesis of new polymeric surfactants based on maleamic acid copolymers 
with acrylamide, bis-acrylamide and itaconic acid. Polymers and copolymers derived from maleamic acid 
and acrylated co-monomers are considered friendly environment materials, easier to degrade.1 The 
copolymers also contain hydrophilic functional groups such as amides, carboxylic acids, or ester groups 
and hydrocarbon chains of different sizes, which generate better compatibility or miscibility with various 
types of hydrocarbon chains or paraffin in mixtures of crude oil. The polar functional groups also can 
modify waxes leading to stable dispersions. Maleamic polyacid copolymers were synthesized by free 
radical polymerization, in bulk or solution using ammonium persulfate as initiator. The copolymers were 
evaluated as dispersants of copper oxide (CuO) nanoparticles, showing high stability for several weeks. 
Surface properties and drop angle of the different dispersant solutions was compared. 
 
Introduction 
Dispersants are chemical agents which consist in solutions formulated with tensoactives and 
additives, in water or organic solvents. Dispersants have multiple applications, depending on its 
potential as surface or emulsificant agents, its toxicity and structure, among others.2 Its main 
function is to reduce the surface tension between two phases of different nature, such as water 
or organic solvents, or water and solid particles (separating the agglomerated particles) 
Dispersants have many applications in industry food, pharmacy, agrochemical formulations 
such as fertilizer and pesticides, as additives for detergents and cosmetics, in the manufacture of 
paints, metal removal in waste water treatments, etc.3 Another type of dispersants consists in 
functionalized polymers or copolymers, which for many applications have shown better results 
than dispersants based on monomeric surfactants. For example in dispersion of hydrocarbons in 
the oil spill in the seas, polymeric dispersants tend to better disperse viscous oil mixtures. In 
paint industry, polymeric dispersants reduce more efficiently interactions between pigment 
particles, than the conventional monomeric dispersants.4 In nanotechnology the stabilization and 
dispersion of metal nanoparticles, metal salts or oxides, is one of the most studied issues, for 
which several methods have been developed.5 Polymeric or oligomeric solutions of different 
types of functionalized polymers, or crosslinked polymers have been used as templates, which 
are able to disperse nanoparticles of the most utilized metals as Ag, Au, Pd, Pt, Ni, CuO, ZnO, 
FeO, Fe2O3, TiO2, etc. Ag, Au, Pd, Pt, Ni, CuO, ZnO, FeO, Fe2O3, TiO2, etc. In this work we 
report the synthesis of oligomeric surfactants based on copolymers of maleamic acids, 
acrylamide, bis-acrylamide and itaconic acid. The surface properties of the copolymers were 
determined by the method of drop contact angle and by the calculation of critical micelle 
concentrations from interfacial tension-concentration curves. 
 
Experimental 
Maleic anhydride (99%), N-4-carboxybutyric acid (98%), dodecilamine (98%), N,N-
methyleneacrylamide (99%), N,N-methylene-bis-acrylamide (99%), itaconic acid (99%) and 
potassium persulfate (99%), were purchased in Sigma-Aldrich and used without further 
purification. Acetone and methanol were previously distilled. Characterization of monomers and 
copolymers was carried out by RMN using a Jeol Eclipse 300MHz equipment, and FTIR in a 
Nicolet Magna 550, using KBr for samples preparation. MW was determined in 
tetrahydrofurane (THF) solutions of 1mg/ml by GPC in an Alliance 2695 equipment, using 
poly(vinyl-benzene-styrene) packed columns of 105 Å y 103 Å with ultraviolet detector model 
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2487 (248 nm). THF (HPLC grade) at 30 °C, and injection volume of 25 µL. Angel contact of 
the polymer solutions in water were determined in a Goniometer Fostec equipment, comparing 
with deionized water using a polyester substratum. Critical micelar concentration (CMC) was 
determined by interfacial tension-concentration curves in water solution of the copolymers 
using a bubbled tensiometer SensaDyne PC500-L.Ultrasonic bath (Branson 2800) 40 KHz/110 
watts. The dispersion of nanoparticles: in copolymer solutions (0.1 wt.%) was determined by 
SEM analysis in dried samples at 0.7 kV (JEOL, JSM-7401F) 

Maleamic acids synthesis 
Maleic anhydride (2.0 g, 0.02 mol) was solubilized in 20 ml of methanol or acetone, and this 
solution was dripped to the corresponding amount of amine or aminoacid solubilized in 20 ml of 
the used solvent. The mixture was mixed for 15 min, and then heated at 50°C for 3 h. The 
maleamic acid precipitated as a white powder, which was recrystallized in chloroform/hexane. 
 
Synthesis of maleamic acids copolymers 
Maleamic acids and co-monomers (N,N-methylenacrylamide or itaconic acid) were solubilized 
or suspended in 50 ml of water or 2M NaOH solution using molar ratios of 1:1. When using 
N,N-methylen-bis-acrylamide a 10% mol was utilized, and 1% of initiator NH4S2O3 
(ammonium persulfate). The solution was bubbled with Ar for 10 min, and then refluxed during 
6 h. After this time, the mixture was liofilized for 24 h. The powder obtained was suspended in 
methanol, precipitated with hexanes, filtered and dried for 6 h in vacuum oven. Then diluted 
solutions of the copolymers in deionized water were prepared for surface properties 
characterization. 
 
Results and Discussion 
Different copolymerization reactions were carried out with maleamic acids derived of N-4-
carboxybytilmaleamic and dodecilmaleamic acids, using acrylamides and itaconic acid as co-
monomers, as described in Scheme 1. 
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The copolymers based on maleamic acids (C1-C4, Scheme 1) were characterized by NMR, FTIR 
and the molecular weights (MW) were determined by GPC. Oligomers of low MW were 
obtained for these reactions, where just C4 showed Mw of 9,800 g/mol, however according to 
their structures, containing amphiphilic groups, these copolymers can confer interfacial 
properties, modifying surface tension of heterogeneous mixtures. In order to evaluate surface 
properties, diluted aqueous solutions of 0.1wt. % of copolymers were prepared, and the contact 
angle of the solutions was determined over a polyester film (used as substratum) comparing 
with the contact angle of deionized water under the same substratum. The contact angle of the 
samples were measured according to the schematically representation (besides Table 1), where 
all the copolymer solutions showed wettability grades higher than water, indicating stronger 
interaction with the substratum (polyester film), as expected. The above was attributed to the 
functional groups (carboxylic, hydroxyl and amide groups) present in the copolymers, which 
increase the adhesive force with the polyester substratum.  

Table 1 Surface property of maleamic acids solutions 

Sample Contact 
angle(o) 

CMC 
mmol/L 

H2O 68 - 
C1 135 63 
C2 140 - 
C3 136 - 
C4 155 0.65 

 

Table 1 also shows critical micelle concentration (CMC) calculated by interfacial tension-
concentration curves for two of the copolymer solutions (C1 and C4). Comparing to the CMC 
reported for SDS (6-8 mmol/L), as expected, the higher MW copolymer showed lower CMC 
than SDS, due to higher contents of functional groups (carboxylic acids or amides) which is also 
reported as cause of decrease of the CMC in surfactant solutions.6  

Dispersion properties of C1 copolymer were evaluated, using copper oxide (CuO) nanoparticles, 
suspending 40 mg of CuO nanoparticles in10 ml of 0.1 wt% of the copolymer solution in 
deionized water. The solution was ultrasonicated for 1 h, where the dispersion in C1 solution 
(Fig. 1b) was compared with analogous concentration of CuO in deionized water, without using 
any copolymer (Fig. 1a). These solutions were analyzed by SEM after two weeks of preparation 
for observing stability stability of the nanopartilces in the solutions. 

      a)                                  b)                                         c) 

 

Figure 1 a) Dispersion of CuO nanoparticles in water  b) SEM micrography of dried CuO dispersed 
without using copolymers c) EDX map of Cu of SEM micrography.  
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140° solution  
copolymer 
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         a)                             b)                                         c) 

 
Figure 2 a) Dispersion of CuO nanoparticles in C1 solution b) SEM micrography of a dried CuO 
dispersed in C1 solution  c) EDX map of Cu of SEM micrography .  
 
Figure 1a, shows a cloudy solution of CuO in water, after sonification for 30 min, its SEM 
micrography, after two weeks of preparation (Fig. 1b), exhibits a clear agglomeration of the 
nanoparticles, as well as its corresponding map of Cu by EDX of the same area (Fig. 1c). 
Contrary to the observed in figure 2a, where the copolymer solution of C1 with CuO, is 
completely transparent, in light blue color. After two weeks of preparation, the solution was 
analyzed by SEM (Fig. 2b) where dispersed nanoparticles around 100 nm are observed, and the 
EDX map analysis shows more uniform dispersion of Cu in the sample. 
According to the above results, it could be confirmed that maleamic acid copolymers show good 
surface properties which conduce to stable dispersions of nanoparticles like CuO. 
 
Conclusions 
New copolymers based on maleamic acids were synthesized by free radical polymerization in 
water. The copolymers were characterized by standard spectroscopic methods, showing several 
functional groups, where some preliminary surface properties were determined by drop angle 
contact of diluted solutions of the copolymers in substratums of polyester films, as well as 
critical micelle concentrations, showing comparable properties to commercial monomeric 
surfactants like SDS. 
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Abstract 
The synthesis of crosslinked polystyrene P(St-DVB) and crosslinked polystyrene funcionalized 
with acrylic acid P(St-DVB-AA) by miniemulsion polymerization using two polymerizable 
surfactants (PS) Noigen RN50 (NRN50, non-ionic) and Hitenol BC30 (HBC30, anionic), in 
addition of  two oil-soluble initiators: 2,2'-azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) and 2,2'-azobis (2-
methylbutyronitrile) (V-59) is reported. The effect of the AA content and the type of 
polymerizable surfactant on the average particle diameter (Dp) was studied. The particles were 
characterized by dynamic light scattering, zeta potential, scanning electron microscopy, 
differential scanning calorimetry and thermal gravimetric analysis. The results indicated that the 
amount and type of polimerizable surfactant affects the size of the particles. The amounts of 
NRN50 used were greater than for HBC30 to obtain the same Dp. The incorporation of 3 % AA 
as comonomer did not change the Dp with each surfactant used. The particles obtained will be 
used as organic supports for the synthesis of polyolefins like HDPE and LLDPE. 

 
 
Introduction 

Miniemulsion polymerization is used for the synthesis of functionalized polymers. The particles 
that have surface functional groups (e.g. carboxyl, amino, hydroxyl. etc) have been great of 
interest as adhesives or supports.[1] It is well know, that in miniemulsion processes, a large 
droplet's surface area is created by shearing the system which consists of monomer(s), water, 
surfactant, initiator and hydrophobe (to suppress Ostwald rippening). The monomer droplets 
obtained by this process have average diameters in the range of 50-500 nm, and act as single 
nanoreactors for polymerization. In this process droplet nucleation is the dominant initiation 
mechanism for polymerization. [2] The particle size can be controlled by variation of the amount 
of surfactant and high shearing ultrasound parameters (power and time). The form to stabilize the 
monomer droplets obtained in the miniemulsification process is using conventional (non 
polimerizable) or PS, the difference, is that the PS contain a double bond capable of covalent 
linking onto the particles, thus preventing its desorption.[3] As it is well known, the increase in the 
amount of surfactant in miniemulsification processes decreases the average particle diameter (Dp) 
of the monomer droplets, this allows to obtain more particles with great surface area and more 
functionalities.[4] It has been established that PS are used to enhance stability or  to functionalize 
the latex particles surface. Acrylic acid as a functional comonomer has been used to synthesize 
crosslinked polystyrene particles by miniemulsion polymerization. Some years ago Kappler et al. 
[5], reported the use of PS with propylene oxide units to synthesize crosslinked polystyrene-based 
particles that were used as organic supports to immobilize methylaluminoxane (MAO) for the 
synthesis of high density polyethylene (HDPE). This catalytic system showed high activity. In 
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addition, Kappler indicated that the morphology of the support is an important factor in polymer 
formation in the slurry process, they observed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) that the 
morphology of polyethylene is a replicate of the support used. 
In this work, the synthesis of crosslinked and functionalized polystyrene particles with different 
amounts of acrylic acid as comonomer (1-3 %), via miniemulsion polymerization was studied. 
Two oil soluble initiators were used in order to avoid the generation of free radicals in the aqueous 
phase, namely (2,2’-azobis(2-methylbutyronitrile, V-59), which posses a more hydrophobic 
character compared to 2,2’-azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN). In addition, two PS were used, both 
possessing an alkyl phenol ethoxylate backbone: polyoxyethylene 4-nonyl-2-propylene-phenol 
with 50 ethylene oxide groups, (Noigen RN50, nonionic; NRN50) and polyoxyethylene 4-nonyl-
2-propylene-phenol ether ammonium sulfate with 30 ethylene oxide groups, (Hitenol BC30, 
anionic; HBC30). The latices were characterized by dynamic light scattering, zeta potential, 
scanning electron microscopy, differential scanning calorimetry and thermogravimetric analysis. 
 
Experimental 
 

Materials 
 
Styrene (St), acrylic acid (AA), hexadecane (HD), divinylbenzene (DVB) and 2,2'-
azobisisobutyronitrile were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, 2,2’-azobis(2-methylbutyronitrile, 
from Akzo Nobel, PS from Dai-ichi Kogyo Seiyaku (Japan) were generously supplied by 
Montello, Inc. (Tulsa, OK). Styrene and divinylbenzene were passed through a column packed 
with cotton and aluminum oxide (Sigma-Aldrich, porous size 58 Ǻ) to remove the inhibitor. 
Distilled water was acquired from the distillation plant at CIQA. 
 
Miniemulsion Polymerization Procedure. 
 
In this work two types of particles were prepared by miniemulsion polymerization: crosslinked 
polystyrene and crosslinked and functionalized polystyrene particles with AA. The recipe 
employed in this work for the preparation of the dispersed phase were 5.7 g of  styrene, 0.3 g of 
DVB, 0.25 g of the HD and 0.1 g of AIBN or 0.12 g of V-59. The continous phase consisted in 24 
g of water and (0.3-0.8 g) of NRN50 or (0.3-0.6 g) of HBC30. The acrylic acid (0.06-0.24 g) was 
additioned to the dispersed phase to prepare the crosslinked and functionalized polystyrene 
particles. Both phases were stirred for 15 min, after the continuous phase was added to the oil 
phase containing monomer(s), HD and initiator, the mixture was subsequently stirred for 1 h at 
1000 rpm. Finally after 1 h of stirring of pre-emulsification, the miniemulsion was prepared by 
applying ultrasound (Sonics and Materials, Inc., VC 505, Newtown, USA) to the mixture for 3 
min at 81 % of power with the aid of a water bath at 0 ° C in order to prevent polymerization. The 
temperature of polymerization was of 72 °C. 
 
Characterization of Latex Particles. 
 
Particle size was measured by dynamic light scattering (DLS) using a Malvern Zetasizer S90 
(Malvern Instruments, UK) at a single scattering angle of 90° and a temperature of 25 °C. Zeta 
potential was measured in a Nanotrac Wave apparatus equipped with autotritation (Microtrac. 
USA). SEM was used to analyze the  morphology of particles: a diluted colloidal solution (10 % 
solid content) of the sample was placed in a silica plate and dried at ambient temperature, previous 
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to SEM analysis at 0.7 kV (JEOL, JSM-7401F). The particle size distribution analysis from the 
SEM images was done using the ImageJ program (National Institutes of Health, USA). The latices 
were dialyzed using dialysis membranes (40 x 25 mm of Sigma-Aldrich) pretreated with ethylene 
diamine tetra acetic acid (EDTA) 0.1 mM, at pH 8 adjusted with a 2 % aqueous solution of 
sodium bicarbonate, the solution was heated to 90 °C during 10 min. Afterwards, the membranes 
were washed with distilled water and submerged in a solution of EDTA 0.1 mM at 90 °C during 
10 min. Finally the membranes were stored at 0 °C until use. The dialysis time was three weeks to 
remove the unreacted PS. After this time, the latices were lyophilized. The effect of the 
incorporation of acrylic acid in each lyophilized latex was analyzed by DSC Discovery series, the 
analyses were performed on a modulated TA Instrument 2920 (USA), at a heating rate of 10 
°C/min under atmosphere of N2 (50 mL/min) and thermal gravimetric analyses (TGA) were 
performed on a model Discovery series, (USA) under the same conditions that DSC.  
 
Results and Discussion 
 
To find conditions to prepare particles with Dp  100 nm and Dp  250 nm, a set of runs were 
carried out to determine adequate settings of ultrasound power and time, then, changing the 
concentration of PS to obtain the desired Dp. As expected, [6], with both, HBC30 and NRN50, a 
decrease in Dp occurs (HBC30: 110 – 86 nm; NRN50: 304 – 102 nm) with increase in the 
amount of surfactant. The variation of Dp with PS concentration is shown in Fig. 1. The PS 
concentrations to achieve 100 nm and 250 nm were 0.0141 mol/L and 0.0053 mol/L, 
respectively. 
 

 
Figure 1.-Average particle diameter (Dp) as a function of PS concentration. tus = 3 min al Wus = 

81%.  
These conditions were the basis to prepare the latices using NRN50 with AA and HBC30 with 
and without AA. The results are presented in Table 1. 
 
Table 1 shows the characterization of the latices obtained by miniemulsion polymerization, using 
the above condition. As can be seen, the amount of 0.0141 mol/L of NRN50 (Exp.1,2) used were 
greater than for HBC30 0.0053 mol/L (Exp. 6,7) to obtain the same Dp,  this was attributed to 
the polyethyleneoxide (PEO) chain of NRN50, which has higher polarity than the chain with 30 
ethylene oxide units of the HBC30. In addition, the polar parts of the POE chains interact both 
electrostatically and sterically, and the better packaging of the PEO chain in NRN50, causing an 
increased demand for surfactant to stabilize the same particles. Experiments 3 and 4 correspond 
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to the latex prepared without and with 3 % of acrylic acid, respectively. It can be observed that in 
both cases, the particles have the same Dp even with the incorporation of AA, although the solids 
content of the functionalized latex is less than the unfunctionalized one. This was attributed to 
the interactions between the PEO chain and -COOH groups of AA, which causes an increase in 
viscosity of the latex. The Z potential was measured in the functionalized latices with AA, as can 
be seen in Table 1, the values are greater than ± 30 mV[7], this indicates that the latices are more 
stable with AA than the latex without AA.  
 

Table 1.-Characterization of latex particles prepared with non-ionic and anionic PS at 72 °C. 
 

Exp. % 
AA Initiator 

Solids 
Content 
(%) 

Potenti
al Z 
 (mV) 

Dp (nm) ± Std. 
Dev. 
. 
SEM 

Dp (nm) ± Std. 
Dev. 
DLS 

Tg 
(°C) 

TGA 
Tmax 
(°C) 

Exp 1a 0 V-59 20 -22 114 ± 11 108 ± 1.41 113 392 

  
Exp 2a 3 V-59 20 

 - 108.4 ± 16 106 ± 3.54 120   417 
    

Exp 3a 0 AIBN 19.5 
 -25.2 236 ± 47.6 253 ± 3.32 116 420 

    

Exp 4a 3 AIBN 12 -31.4 242.3 ± 43.6 253 ± 5.66 121 426 
    

Exp 5a 3 V59 9 - 210 ± 24.6 242 ± 1.84     

Exp 6b 0 V59 20 -25.5 99.8 ± 10 104 ± 7.10 114 419 
    

Exp 7b 3 V59 20 -33.7 
 109.8 ± 12 101 ± 2.46 121 425 

    
a)  Latex prepared with NRN50, 0.0141 mol/L.  b) Latex prepared with HBC30, 0.0053 mol/L.  Tg of polystyrene = 
100°C 
 
According to the results of the glass transition temperature (Tg), all polymers showed an increase 
of 14 to 20 ° C in Tg, (Tg of polystyrene: 100 °C) [8], due to the presence of the crosslinking 
agent (DVB) which makes more rigid the polymer chains. Furthermore, copolymers prepared 
using AA as functional comonomer showed an even greater increase in the Tg of the latex 
prepared with both surfactants (NRN50 and HBC30). TGA showed the good thermal stability of 
the particles to high temperatures (up 400 °C), Tmax of functionalized particles is greater (6-
15°C) that the non-functionalized particles, attributed to the presence of the AA and DVB. 
In this work we used two oil soluble initiators in order to avoid the generation of free radicals in 
the aqueous phase, namely V-59, which posses a more hydrophobic character compared to 
AIBN. The use of V-59 allowed to obtain more uniform particle size distributions, as can be seen 
in Figure 2 a in comparison with the particles prepared with AIBN, Figure 2b. 
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Figure 2.-SEM images of the particles prepared by miniemulsion polymerization using as 
initiator a) V-59, Exp. 5 and b) AIBN, Exp. 4 
 
Conclusions 
 Miniemulsion polymerization allowed obtaining functionalized stable latices. Stability was 
confirmed with the results of the Z potential (± 30 mV) [7]. The amount of NRN50 was greater 
than for HBC30, and this fact was attributed to the improved stability that provides the sulfate 
groups of the HBC30 compared with the PEO chain of the nonionic surfactant NRN50. In 
addition, PEO chains in NRN50 package more tighly than PEO chains in HBC30 increasing a 
demand for surfactant to stabilize the same particles. SEM analysis of the particles showed 
spherical particles morphology and particle size distribution was narrower using V-59 than using 
AIBN as initiator. The Dp of particles of the particles measured by DLS was similar to that 
obtained by SEM. The presence of acrylic acid as functional comonomer in the particles 
obtained by miniemulsion polymerization allowed to obtain Tg and Tmax greater than the 
particles without AA, attributed to the rigidity provided by this comonomer and to the presence 
of divinylbenzene. The spherical morphology and high glass transition temperature are key 
features that have the particles obtained by the miniemulsion polymerization process described 
here. This allows to considering that these polymeric materials can be used as organic support for 
the synthesis of polyolefins such as HDPE and LLDPE. 
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Abstract 
 

In this work were developed epoxy shape memory polymers (SMPs). To obtain this kind of smart polymers is 
necessary to add a “soft” polymer to the rigid epoxy polymers. In this study was combined the anionic polymerization 
of an epoxy monomer, with the thiol-ene photopolymerization. This was achieved by using allyl functionalized 
tertiary amines as curing agents. The tertiary amine induced the anionic polymerization of the epoxy resin, producing 
the stiff polyethers. At the same time, the allyl groups of the curing agent reacted with an added multifunctional thiol 
to produce the soft polythioethers. Parameters like free strain recovery, shape fixity and shape recovery sharpness 
were determined for each studied formulation. 
 
Introduction 

The smart materials have the ability to react reversibly and also can be controlled with physical 
and chemical stimulation, to modify some of their properties. Some of these smart materials are 
known as shape memory materials, they have the facility to return from a temporary shape to their 
original shape, when they are exposed to an external stimulus, such as temperature change, 
irradiation exposure and it can be induced for a magnetic or electric field. [1-3] 
Shape memory polymers (SMPs) are makeup of a soft phase that helps to keep a transient shape, 
and a stiff phase that retains the original shape of the material [4]. Some SMPs are derivate from 
epoxy resins and it been found,  a scientific and technology interest due to that the epoxy resins 
shown excellent physical and mechanical properties, in addition to their capability of shape 
recovery using an appropriate stimulus[5-6]. Also the epoxy resins are economic and able to react 
with a lot of organic compounds such as: amines, hydroxyl, carboxyl and inorganic acids to give 
thermo stables polymers [7]. These epoxy resins can be polymerized in anionic form using ternary 
amines. 
 
The thiol-ene reaction is simply hydrothiolation of a C C bond. This kind of reaction has the 
advantage of proceed in high yield without formation of byproducts, under mild reaction 
conditions. It has been found that the thiol groups can react with any kind of double bonds; also 
these reactions are not inhibited by the presence of humidity as cationic polymerizations do. 
 
Thiol-ene photopolimerization it’s carried out by the step-growth mechanism that consists initially 
in the irradiation treatment of a thiol with photoinitiator, resulting in the formation of a thiyl 
radical RS; the second step involves the addition of thiyl radical across the double bond C=C  
yielding an intermediate carbon-centred radical followed by a chain transfer to a second molecule 
of thiol to give the thiol-ene addition product, with the generation of a new thiyl radical. Thiol-ene 
systems on the other hand offer a unique combination of properties that are advantageous for 
shape memory polymer systems, including rapid polymerization, low volume shrinkage and 
shrinkage stress, the formation of homogeneus networks, and insensitivity to oxygen inhibition [8]  
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Figure1.  Step-growth mechanism of thiol-ene photopolymerization 
 
 
 
Experimental 

Materials 
The epoxy resin used is bisphenol-A-diglycidyl ether (BADGE), thiol monomer is 
trimethylolpropane tris(3-mercaptopropianate) (TMP) and the photoinitiator is 4-
Dimethylaminopyridine all were obtained from Aldrich. The chemical structure of epoxy resin 
BADGE, TMP and the curing agents as ALA4, ALA5 and TRIS, employed are showed in Figure 
2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Chemical structures of the compounds used in this study 
 
 
Synthesis of the different curing agents used in the formulations of epoxy shape memory 
polymers. 
Synthesis of N1,N1,N6,N6-tetraallylhexane-1,6-diamine (ALA 4) 
Into a 500ml three neck round-bottomed flask provided with and addition funnel, condenser and 
magnetic stirring, were added 200ml of satured solution of KOH. Then were added 36g (0.310 
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N N

N
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ALA 4 ALA 5 

TMP 
TRIS 
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mol) of 1,6-hexane diamine, 0.6g (0.310mol) of KI and 0.6 g (0.310mol) of (Bu)4N+Br-  as phase 
transfer catalyst. Thereafter, were added dropwise 150.18g (1.24mol) of allyl bromide. The 
reaction mixture was heated at 70°C for 30 h. After this time the reaction mixture was extracted 
with ether (4 x 100mL) and then washed with a NaCl satured solution. After drying with 
anhydrous Na2SO4 and evaporation of the solvent the crude product was purified by column 
chromathography using hexane:ethyl acetate 9:1. The desired product was obtained as slightly 
yellow liquid at 76 to 80 % yield. The obtained compound was characterized by FTIR and +H 
NMR. 
 
Synthesis of N1,N1,N2—triallyl-N2-(2-diallylamino)ethyl)ethene-1,2-diamine (ALA5) and  
N1,N1-diallyl-N2,N2-bis(2-(diallylamino)ethyl)ethane-1,2-diamine (TRIS) 
A similar method tan the one described above was used to prepare these others curing agents, but 
with their amines corresponding and the relation corresponding of allyl bromide.   
 
Samples Preparation 
The mixtures were prepared by adding an equimolar thiol-ene mixture of thiol-ene mixture of 
curing agents-TMP in the range between 10 and 20 mol% to BADGE resin. First, the 
photoiniciator was dissolved in the amine and subsequently BADGE and thiol were added in an 
adequate content with respect to the allylic double bonds. The composition of the evaluated 
formulations is reported in the Table 1. The composition is added to stainless Steel mold, 
irradiated under UV lamp (FUION UV F300S INC with intensity of 40mW/cm2 for 10 min to 
85°C. Where obtained epoxy resin specimens with sample size of 1.5cm X 6cm X 3mm.  
 
 Table 1. Formulations in composition equimolar  thiol-ene with curing agents used. 

# Formulation  curing agent %Ala %thiol (TMP) 
1 A410% Ala 4 10 13.3 
2 A420% Ala 4 20 26.6 
3 A510% Ala 5 10 16.6 
4 A520% Ala 5 20 33.3 
5 TRIS10% Tris 1 10 20 
6 TRIS 20% Tris 2 20 20 

          Ala= Allyl-amine; TRIS= N1,N1-diallyl-N2,N2-bis(2-(diallylamino)ethyl)ethane-1,2-
diamine;  TMP= Trimetilolpropan trimercapto propionate 
 
 
Results and Discussion 

The obtained results in the photopolymerizations of the different curing agents used in the 
formulations of epoxy shape memory polymers showed that the photopolymerizable epoxy systems 
are highly reactives when are combined the anionic photoplymerization of epoxy monomers with a 
thiol-ene system due to the allyl amines ALA4 and ALA5 and TRIS promote high reactivity of the 
resin epoxy, curing at 85°C when the samples are irradiated under UV lamp with intensity of 
40mW/cm2. Due that these photopolymerizable  systems have a soft phase derived of 
polythioethers from thiol-ene system that are flexible polymers with low tg and these are inside 
from rigid polymer that is highly cross-linked due to the polyethers from the BADGE, for all these 
components is possible the formation of a  shape memory polymer. 
The polymer systems were examined for shape memory programming and shape retention. The 
results are given in Table 2, Figure 2, that details the different times in seconds, obtained when the 
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samples reflect the temporary shape and when return to initial shape by heating to 10°C above Tg. 
Is possible to modulate the shape retention capacity with modification in concentration of the soft 
phase in the rigid polymer. To fewer amounts of polithioeters, the SMP return rapidly to the original 
form.     
 
Table 2. The glass transition temperature (Tg) and different mechanical properties determined in the  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Effect of glass transition temperature (Tg) and shape recovery time. 
 
The same behavior for each system of ALA4, ALA5 and TRIS, is observed in the Figure 2, where 
at  Tg higher it will take less time to recovery the original shape of the material, therefore there is 
less amount of soft phase. In the other hand at lower Tg will take a longer time to recovery the 
original shape hence there will be a greater amount of soft phase formed by the polythioethers. So 
the stiff phase from BADGE retains the original shape of the material in the case of each system. 
 
 
 
 
 

System Strength Impact resistance 
(J/mm) 

Flexural 
Strength 
(MPa) 

Storage 
Modulus 
(MPa) 

Shape 
recovery 
time (s) 

Tg 

A410% 158.3 51 102.4 3567 13 87 
A420% 169.4 57.6 93.4 2881 27 72.3 
A510% 106.1 53.5 91.5 5204 26 80 
A520% 116.5 45.2 100.1 3155 36 64 
T10% 109.5 56.3 98.3 3082 20 88.9 
T20% 82.6 46 91.7 3536 29 72 
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Figure 4. Different systems that show: Temporary shape (a) and recovery shape (b). 
 
All the systems were determined their deformation in the temporary shape and final recovery, this is 
observed in the Figure 4, which shows some photos of photopolymerizable systems. 
 

 
Conclusions 
  

The photopolymerizable epoxy systems are highly reactives when are combined the anionic 
photoplymerization of epoxy monomers with an epoxi-amine-thiol system. Due these systems was 
possible to obtain shape memory polymers, was observed the same behavior for each system of 
ALA4, ALA5 and TRIS due to when increasing concentration of each system it will decrease time 
to recovery the original shape of the material therefore there is less amount soft phase and Tg will 
also decrease. In the other hand decreasing the concentration of each system will increase the 
recovery time to the original shape, hence there will be a greater amount of soft phase at lower Tg. 
So the stiff phase retains the original shape of the material in the case of each system.  
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Abstract 
Poly(D,L-lactide) (PLA) is a biodegradable polymer widely used in medical applications, whose properties have been 
diversified by the incorporation of nanoparticles, i.e., polymer nanocomposites production. In this communication a 
simple microwave-assisted method for the one-step synthesis of nanocomposites based on PLA and zinc oxide (ZnO) 
is disclosed. Through several spectroscopic and thermal analysis techniques the D,L-lactide polymerization and 
simultaneous formation of ZnO-graft-PLA were demonstrated. Taking into account the experimental results, different 
mechanisms for the polymerization and grafting reactions were established. Moreover, a strong dependence of the 
ZnO catalytic performance and its concentration on the ZnO morphology (or size) was revealed. 
 
Introduction 

In recent years biopolymers have raised great interest due to the sustainable development policies. 
Unfortunately for certain applications, biopolymers cannot be fully competitive with conventional 
thermoplastics since some of their properties are too weak. Therefore, in order to extend their applications, 
these materials have been formulated with nano-sized particles, which bring a large range of improved 
and/or new properties [1]. In the case of PLA, the production of nanocomposites is mainly achieved by 
melt-mixing, meanwhile in situ polymerization, by which nanoparticle-graft-PLA species could be formed, 
has been scarcely explored. Most of the works related to in situ lactide polymerization have been published 
by Takamura et al. (silica) [2], Yang et al. (graphene) [3] and Qiu et al. (hydroxyapatite) [4-6]. 
Nevertheless, in all the above mentioned cases a multi-step methodology and the use of stannous octoate as 
the catalyst are required. As a result, a long time-consuming process takes place while the use of stannous 
octoate leads to the formation of potentially toxic by-products (stannous oxide and hydroxides), both of 
them undesirable features for a sustainable process.    
In this communication, a one-step microwave-assisted technique for the synthesis of PLA/ZnO 
nanocomposites is attended and mechanisms for the polymerization and grafting reactions are postulated. 
Moreover, the effect of morphology/size as well as the concentration of particles on the polymerization 
development are analyzed.    
 
Experimental 

The D,L-lactide, chloroform and anhydrous toluene were purchased in Sigma-Aldrich, while petroleum 
ether was supplied by Fermont. The ZnO particles with dimensions in nano- (20-30 nm with a quasi-
spherical morphology) and micro-scale (600-1000 nm with a star-like morphology) were synthesized in our 
laboratory by a previously reported method [7], and the corresponding SEM images are displayed in Figure 
1.  
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Figure 1. ZnO particles obtained by the precipitation method: (a) quasi-spherical and (b) star-like 

morphology 
 
Regarding the polymerizations, the D,L-lactide and a certain amount of ZnO were put in a test tube 
(specially designed to be used in an Anton Paar microwave, Monowave 300) followed by the addition of 
anhydrous toluene (weight/volume ratio = 1/2) under inert atmosphere. Subsequently, a lyophilization 
process was applied in order to get rid of water traces in the reaction mixture. Afterwards, anhydrous 
toluene was added once again (weight/volume ratio = 1/3) and the reaction system was placed into the 
microwave oven and it was irradiated at 130°C at a stirring rate of 600 rpm. Under the condition previously 
described, a reference PLA was also synthesized using a conventional catalytic system (benzyl 
alcohol/stannous octoate molar ratio = 3) which exhibited a number-average molecular weight (�̅�𝑛) of 
6,427 g mol-1 and a polydispersity index (�̅�𝑤/�̅�𝑛) of 1.25. The raw product was precipitated in cold 
petroleum ether, re-dissolved in chloroform and precipitated three times. Reaction mixture, raw or isolated 
products were characterized by several techniques such as proton nuclear magnetic resonance (1H NMR), 
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), thermo-gravimetric analysis (TGA) and size exclusion 
chromatography (SEC). 
 
Results 
Effect of ZnO morphology/size on the production of PLA. Figure 2a depicts the 1H NMR spectrum of 
the reaction product for the microwave-heated of D,L-lactide in the presence of the quasi-spherical ZnO 
particles (8.7 wt-%). From this spectrum it can be inferred that the ZnO nanoparticles provoked the 
polymerization of D,L-lactide as the typical chemical shifts corresponding to PLA are observed at 5.1-5.3 
ppm for the methine group and at 1.4-1.6 ppm for the methyl group. Regarding monomer conversion, a 
quadruplet centered at 5 ppm and a doublet at 1.65 ppm indicate the existence of D,L-lactide traces, even 
though an excellent yield was achieved, ca. 96%. Meanwhile star-like ZnO particles presented a lower 
catalytic activity since the 1H NMR exhibited the characteristic signals of D,L-lactide in a higher extent 
and only traces of the resulting polyester (see Figure 2b), with a monomer conversion ca. 22%. The 
mechanism of PLA formation can be established as follows: zinc lactate is formed by the release of Zn+2 
ions from the ZnO particles in the presence of water traces, and a subsequent initiation of the 
polymerization reaction occurs by the mentioned zinc salt. On the other hand, the higher activity of 
spherical ZnO nanoparticles can be explained in terms of a higher surface area, i.e. higher concentration 
of Zn+2 ions released and consequently, a higher production of zinc lactate.  
  
Effect of ZnO nanoparticles concentration on the production of PLA. Due to the fact that ZnO 
nanoparticles promote the polymerization of D,L-lactide, the effect of quasi-spherical ZnO concentration 
on the production of PLA was studied. Figure 3 reveals the monomer conversion as a function of reaction 
time at three different concentrations, in which an optimal ZnO nanoparticles concentration is perceived 
since an increase from 2.44 wt-% to 4.58 wt-% provoked a higher monomer conversion and then, an 
increase of it up to 8.68 wt-% diminished the conversion values. This behavior can be explained due to 
the agglomeration of nanoparticles, which reduces the surface area and consequently the formation of 
zinc lactate (initiator) is limited. 
 

Conversion 
96% 
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Figure 2. 1H NMR spectra of the reaction mixture of D,L-lactide polymerization in the presence of (a) 

quasi-spherical ZnO nanoparticles and (b) star-like microparticles (zoom at the methine region) 
 

 
Figure 3. Effect of ZnO nanoparticles concentration on monomer conversion as a function of reaction 

time 
 
PLA grafting onto ZnO nanoparticles surface. The ZnO nanoparticles were isolated from the polymer 
after the reaction. Figure 4a shows a series of FTIR spectra, the isolated ZnO exhibits the typical signals 
of PLA: vibrations C-H from CH3 at 2994 and 2945 cm-1, C=O stretching at 1750 cm-1, C-O-C vibrations 
at 1270 and 1185 cm-1. An additional signal in the isolated ZnO spectrum at 1585 cm-1 is observed, which 
indicates the presence of carboxylate groups in the PLA chains. These groups can be interacting with the 
ZnO surface and consequently forming a hybrid ZnO-graft-PLA. In fact, grafting PLA onto ZnO 
nanoparticles can be detected by the TGA technique (see Figure 4b), the isolated ZnO nanoparticles 
exhibit a loss weight at the same temperature range than the reference PLA meanwhile neat nanoparticles 
do not present this feature. Moreover, the PLA with functional groups strongly attached to nano-metal 
oxide particles can be corroborated by the presence of a shoulder ca. 200-400°C. 
PLA grafting reaction could have taken place by two mechanisms: i) first functionalization of ZnO 
particles with lactic acid, which along with the zinc lactate forms the catalytic system, followed by the 
ring opening polymerization of D,L-lactide (grafting from), as mentioned by Luo et al. [8] for the case of 
hydroxyapatite and/or ii) transesterification reaction between –OH groups onto the ZnO nanoparticles and 
free PLA formed (grafting to) [9], as it is depicted in Figure 5. These assertions were corroborated by 
FTIR analysis, by one hand, of the suspended solids (supernatant) and on the other hand, of the sediment 
isolated from the ZnO/monomer/toluene mixture stirred at room temperature (22-25°C), respectively. 
Figure 6 displays the corresponding FTIR spectrum of the sediment, which exhibits exclusively the 
typical signal of the D,L-lactide: C=O stretching at 1750 cm-1,  -CH3 deformation at 1453 cm-1, C-O-C 
stretching at 1247 cm-1 and -CO-O- of the lactone ring at 930 cm-1, meanwhile the supernatant spectrum 
shows multiple signals that can be related to the presence of species containing lactate groups such as zinc 
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lactate (COO- at 1590 cm-1) and lactate onto ZnO surface (C=O at 1750 cm-1 and C-O-C at 1205 cm-1) as 
well as traces of unreacted D,L-lactide. Moreover, the reference PLA was dissolved in toluene and mixed 
with ZnO nanoparticles in the same ratio that the reaction of the monomer/ZnO, during 3 hours at 130°C 
using microwave heating. The FTIR spectrum of the isolated nanoparticles is also shown in Figure 6, 
where the signal at 1595 cm-1 corresponding to the carboxylate group, can be clearly observed. 
 

 
Figure 4. (a) FTIR spectra and (b) thermograms of neat ZnO, isolated quasi-spherical ZnO nanoparticles 

and reference PLA 
 

 
Figure 5. Representative scheme of the possible PLA grafting reactions onto ZnO particles 

 
Figure 6. FTIR spectra of (a) neat nano-ZnO, (b) sediment and (c) supernatant derived from the reaction 
of monomer/ZnO mixture (ZnO = 8.68 wt-%) at 22-25°C, and (d) nano-ZnO isolated from the reaction 

between ZnO and reference PLA (ZnO = 8.68wt-%) at 130°C 
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 Conclusions 
A new green methodology for the microwave-assisted polymerization of D,L-lactide has been developed, 
which is catalyzed by micro- and nano-ZnO particles. Microwave heating has proven to be a highly time-
saving technique, since high conversion (96%) has been achieved in 3 hours, meanwhile conventional 
heating needs 24-172 hours. On the other hand, a strong effect of ZnO morphology/size and concentration 
on the monomer conversion was evidenced.  
Additionally, the existence of a hybrid material, i.e., ZnO-graft-PLA was corroborated by TGA and FTIR 
techniques, whose formation is due to grafting to and/or grafting from reactions. The ZnO-PLA 
composite as well as the ZnO-graft-PLA hybrid could have a great potential for medical applications due 
to the combination of the antibacterial properties of ZnO and biocompatibility and biodegradability 
characteristics of PLA. 
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Abstract 
Nano- and micro-ZnO particles with different morphologies were obtained by means of microwave-assisted technique 
(MAS), through a complete study that comprised the modification of different variables (precursor reagents, 
temperature, irradiation time, microwave radiation power, and additives addition). The effects of the morphology of 
nanoparticles and the nature of a surface coating on UV-protection properties in polyolefins were studied. The UV-
protection was improved and the secondary effects due to photocatalytic activity of nanoparticles were almost 
avoided. Also, the unprecedented use of micro- and nano-ZnO particles with different morphologies were evaluated as 
catalysts for the ring-opening polymerization of D,L-lactide through microwave activation, for the synthesis of PLA-
ZnO based composites. Furthermore, the ZnO catalityc effect was extended to the radical polymerization of methyl 
methacrylate and its ZnO-bases composites. Finally, the effect of ZnO particles on the mechanical and UV properties 
of ABS and PP based nanocomposites were evaluated for outdoor applications such as automotive parts and 
greenhouses, respectively. 
 
Introduction 

The use of polymeric materials for outdoor applications has a limitation related to their ability to resist the 
effects of ultraviolet light (UV). The prolonged exposure to UV radiation causes the degradation of the 
materials, which leads to loss of physical and mechanical properties and thus, to decreasing their life-time. 
In recent years one of the strategies implemented in order to reduce the effects of UV radiation in different 
polymer matrices has been the incorporation of zinc oxide (ZnO) nanoparticles, since they absorb at a 
wavelength between 315-400 nm and they have transparency in the visible light spectrum [1]. 
In the last decades various methods have been employed, from gas phase processes in solution to synthetic 
routes for the synthesis of nano-ZnO particles [2], where an alternative to conventional thermostatic control 
techniques has been the use of microwave radiation through which nanostructures could be obtained with 
different morphologies including spherical particles, rods, hexagonal rings, wires, hexagonal tubes, among 
others [3]. In this sense, this paper addresses in a first instance, a comprehensive study on the effect of 
different variables in the final morphology of the obtained ZnO nanoparticles through microwave assisted 
technique. However, the UV energy absorbed by ZnO particles is sufficient to initiate their photocatalytic 
activity, which generates free radicals that can react with the polymer matrix, promoting its photocatalytic 
degradation. 
To prevent and/or reduce the photocatalytic activity of ZnO different methods have been implemented for 
surface modification of ZnO nanoparticles [4]. However, the possible effects of the method used for surface 
modification in reducing the photocatalytic activity of ZnO are still unknown. In this work, the dependence 
of the method of surface modification of ZnO nanoparticles in the coating thickness and its photocatalytic 
activity is under study. Moreover, the effect of the photocatalytic activity on the final properties of ABS, 
PP and PE based nanocompounds, are analyzed.    
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Experimental 

ZnO nanoparticles were synthesized by microwave-assisted synthesis, according to the method and 
conditions described by Barreto et al. [5] and characterized by Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 
using a FEI TITAN 80-300 equipment, Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR), UV-Vis 
Spectroscopy, and X-ray diffraction (XRD). 
For surface modification, (3-aminopropyl) triethoxysilane (APTES) and tetraethoxyorthosilicate (TEOS), 
both from Sigma Aldrich, were used as precursors. The methods used for surface modification of nano-
ZnO are shown in Figure 1, wherein the molar ratio of ZnO/APTES is 2.87 and the molar ZnO/TEOS ratio 
is 2.66. The study of the morphology and thickness of the coating of ZnO nanoparticles were performed 
using TEM. Determination of the photocatalytic activity of ZnO nanoparticles with and without surface 
modification was performed by monitoring the degradation of methylene blue (MB). Figure 2 shows the 
different methods used for the preparation of polymer-ZnO nanocomposites.  
 

  
Figure 1. Surface modification methods of ZnO nanoparticles using amino-silane (APTES) and silica 

(TEOS) as precursors. 
 

  
Figure 2. Different methods for preparation of polymer-ZnO nanocomposites. (A) ABS/ZnO prepared in-

situ by mass-suspension technique [6]. (B) PE/ZnO, PP/ZnO by extrusion processing [7, 8]. (C) 
PLA/ZnO prepared by microwaves-assisted in-situ polymerization [9]. (D) PLA/ZnO nanofibers prepared 

by electrospinning/electrospraying [9]. 
 
Results 
Effect of different parameters on the morphology of the nano-ZnO in MAS.  
By XRD analysis it was demonstrated that when Zn(NO3)2 and Zn(CH3COO)2 were used as the 
precursors, the diffraction peaks fitted with the hexagonal wurtzite type crystal structure of ZnO. In the 
first case, a hexagonal bi-prism type morphology (6 microns in length and 2 mm in diameter) was 
obtained; while in the second, the morphology was of the prismatic type (3-4 μ microns in length and 
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diameter). For Zn(NO3)2 and Zn(CH3COO)2 as the precursors, larger particles are formed from small 
primary particles through an oriented aggregate process, in which adjacent nanoparticles self-assemble to 
share a common crystallographic orientation and are coupled on a flat interface. When ZnCl2 was used as 
the precursor salt, the results were completely opposite. The difference in morphology in the three 
evaluated systems was attributed to the fact that the anion halide is more strongly adsorbed onto the ZnO 
surface than acetate or nitrate ions. As the absorption increases, the thickening process decreases and the 
particles have smaller sizes following the order: NO3

-> CH3COO-> Cl-. 
An increase in irradiation time generated more defined structures with a more uniform particle size 
distribution and morphology; meanwhile, an increase in radiation power favored the formation of 
agglomerates. 
 
Effect of modification method on the coating thickness of ZnO.  
The effect of different modification methods on coating thickness in ZnO nanoparticles is described in 
Figure 3. TEM analysis demonstrates that greater coating thickness can be reached using modification 
methods where water is used as solvent/co-solvent. Independently of the surface modification, the coated 
ZnO nanoparticles presented the same intensity of absorption in the UV spectra. 

 
 

Figure 3. Dependence of the surface modification method of ZnO nanoparticles on coating thickness 
evidenced by TEM images and conservation of the UV absorption property. 

 
Effect of modification method on Photo-catalytic activity of ZnO.  
The photocatalytic activity of modified ZnO nanoparticles is described in Figure 4. Uncoated ZnO 
nanoparticles showed a degradation of MB up to 92 %. A large coating thickness does not necessary 
assurance a greater decrease in the photocatalytic activity. A low degradation level is obtained when the 
coating retards or inhibits the migration of the electron-hole pair. 
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Figure 4. Photodegradation kinetic studies of methylene blue (MB) in the presence of coated ZnO 

evidence the influence of the modification method and their coating thickness on photocatalytic activity. 
(a) Scheme of the photo-degradation of MB induced by hydroxyl radicals. (b) The effect of the photo-
catalytic degradation of MB induced by the coated ZnO nanoparticles is re-organized according to the 

observed degradation level (from low to high). 
 
Nanocomposites ZnO/polymeric matrix. 
 ABS and PE based nanocomposites. 

When ABS obtained via in situ mass-suspension is submitted to post-extrusion in order to prepare 
ABS/ZnO nanocomposites, the obtained morphology is similar to the one obtained with an emulsion 
ABS. The change in the morphology increased the mechanical properties with respect to a blank ABS 
(108 and 249 J/m, respectively) at a critical content of ZnO (0.05%). On the other hand, the higher the 
inorganic additive content, the higher the UV protection (Figure 5). The use of ZnO nanoparticles exhibit 
excellent UV blocking (80%) whereby it is possible to extend the lifetime of the films. 

a

b

c

d

  
Figure 5. a-d) Properties of ABS/ZnO nanocomposites obtained by post-extrusion of ABS. e-f) PE films 
containing 0.1 wt% of ZnO. The development and production of the crop can be improved since the films 

witn ZnO presented higher rate of radiation PAR, higher rate of diffuse radiation and lower stomastical 
resistance to the CO2 diffusion in comparison with a reference commercial film. 
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 PLA and PP based nanocomposites. 
For PLA/ZnO nanofibers, the presence of nanoparticles in any concentration had no significant influence 
on the morphology of nanofibers. For PP/ZnO nanocomposites, the surface modification of ZnO increases 
the elongation at break, due to a good interaction nanoparticle/matrix and dispersion. After aging, the 
nanocomposite ZnO-TEOS (RP-CE-S2) shows a lower elongation loss attributed to a decrease in 
degradation by UV light, where RP-CE-AS2 and RP-CE-S2 preferably degrade by chain scission; 
contrary to RP-EC where degradation occurs by the random chain scission according to obtained Chain 
Scission Distribution Function (CSDF). 

a) b)

PLA+0%ZnO       PLA+ 1%ZnO

PLA+3%ZnO       PLA+ 5%ZnO
  

Figure 6. a) SEM micrographs of the fibers obtained by the electrospinning of the PLA/ZnO mixed with 
different concentrations of nanoparticles. b) Elongation at break of aged RP/ZnO nanocomposites, and the 

degradation mechanism revealed by the CSDF 
 
Conclusions 
The results obtained show that ZnO nanoparticles can be obtained through MAS technique with 
controlled morphology and the thickness of the surface modification of nano-ZnO depends of the method 
of modification employed. Remarkably, in ABS/ZnO nanocomposites obtained post-extrusion of ABS, 
the impact strength doubles the values obtained before extrusion, due to morphological changes and a 
better dispersion of the nanoparticles into the matrix. For PLA/ZnO nanofibers, the presence of nano-
ZnO enhanced the mechanical performance of the materials, exhibiting an optimal concentration of 
nanoparticles for 3 wt%. In all cases the nano-ZnO improved the mechanical and/or the UV properties of 
the different nano-compounds where they were incorporated. 
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Abstract 
Nanoparticles of ZnO with acicular rod-like morphology were synthesized using a bi-continuous microemulsion 
and coated with polypyrrole, by polymerization in the presence of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) surfactant with 
ammonium persulfate (APS) as oxidizing agent to obtain nanocomposites of ZnO/PPy. The resulting material 
was characterized by FTIR, Raman spectroscopy, Scanning Electron Microscopy and voltammetry ciclic. The 
synthesized nanocomposite consisted of ZnO nanoparticles immersed in a polypyrrole matrix with a conductivity 
of 6.4×10-6 S/cm. The synthesized nanocomposite was tested in the photodegradation of methylene blue (MB) 
dye under visible light irradiation resulting in photodegradation efficiency of 95.2% after 60 min of irradiation 
using 3.6 g/L of nanocomposite in an aqueous solution of MB at 20 mg/L. Pseudo first-order kinetics were used 
to describe the photodegradation reactions. 
 
Introduction 

ZnO has been considered a promising low-cost photocatalyst with physical and chemical stability, high 
oxidative capacity, and availability [1]; however, due to its bad gap (ca. 3.25 eV [2]) it is photoactive 
only under UV light irradiation (265 <  < 370 nm) which is dangerous and expensive. It has been 
demonstrated that ZnO particles with morphology in the nanometric scale show improved performance 
due to its large surface area, short carrier diffusion length, and low reflectivity [3]. 
In this work, ZnO/PPy nanocomposites were synthesized polymerizing pyrrole monomer by chemical 
oxidation onto ZnO nanoparticles of acicular rod-like morphology, previously obtained by 
precipitation from a bi-continuous microemulsion with high yield, and characterized by chemical, 
electrochemical, and electron microscopy procedures. The nanocomposite was tested as a photocatalyst 
in the degradation of methylene blue under visible light irradiation. To the best of our knowledge, this 
is the first time this nanocomposite with the aforementioned morphology is used in photodegradation 
of a dye in aqueous solutions using visible light irradiation. 
 

Experimental 

ZnO nanoparticles were prepared by a precipitation method in a bicontinuous microemulsion system 
following the methodology reported [4] and briefly described. A bicontinuous microemulsion 
composed of 40.5 wt.% surfactants (AOT/SDS 2/1 wt./wt.), 32.5 wt.% 0.7 M zinc nitrate aqueous 
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solution, and 27 wt.% toluene was prepared. A 250 mL jacketed glass reactor was loaded with 100 g of 
microemulsion, raising the temperature to 70 °C under magnetic stirring. Afterwards, an aqueous 
NaOH solution (41.6 wt.%) was fed using a calibrated dosing pump. The dosing time of this solution 
was 15 min. The reaction proceeded for 30 min and acetone was added to precipitate the ZnO 
nanoparticles. Finally, the precipitate was washed several times with water-acetone mixture (80/20, 
wt./wt.) and dried at 70 °C to obtain purified ZnO nanoparticles. 
Pyrrole polymerization onto ZnO nanoparticles was performed as follows: 30 g of water were mixed 
with 0.8 g of SDS in a 60 mL vial. Subsequently 250 mg of ZnO nanoparticles were added and 
ultrasonicated for 10 min, 0.4 g of pyrrole was added and allowed to homogenize under magnetic 
stirring for 2 h. Then APS was dissolved in 10 mL of water (0.6 M) and added to the reaction mixture 
to start pyrrole polymerization. The reaction proceeded under magnetic stirring for 1 h. The reaction 
mixture was poured into an excess of methanol to precipitate the ZnO/PPy nanocomposite. The 
samples were decanted and dried at 60 °C in an oven for 24 h.  
The resulting materials were analyzed by FTIR and by Raman spectroscopy, SEM and XRD. The 
electrical conductivities of samples were determined by the four-probe method. The cyclic 
voltammetry measurements were performed in a glass cell using a potentiostat/galvanostat. 
The synthesized ZnO/PPy nanocomposite was tested in methylene blue (MB) dye photodegradation in 
aqueous solutions. The reactor consisted of a glass vessel with two quartz bulbs, the first for water 
recirculation at constant temperature (20 °C) and the second to insert the visible light source. 0.90, 1.6, 
and 3.6 mg/L of ZnO/PPy nanocomposite were used in MB photodegradation experiments. The 
sample, either containing pure ZnO or ZnO/PPy nanocomposite was well dispersed in 150 mL of an 
aqueous solution of MB dye at 20 mg/L of initial concentration. Samples of 0.5 mL were withdrawn at 
different times to determine absorbance at a wavelength of 664 nm. 
 
Results and Discussion 

Figure 1 shows the SEM micrograph of ZnO nanoparticles synthesized in this work. Acicular rod-like 
morphology [4] was observed in the ZnO nanoparticles, which demonstrates the reproducibility of their 
experiments. The size of these nanoparticles was in the range from 8-15 nm in diameter and between 
20-35 nm in length. After pyrrole polymerization onto these ZnO nanoparticles, a composite consisting 
of a semiconducting PPy matrix in which ZnO nanoparticles were totally immersed can be observed 
(Figure 1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2 shows the Raman spectrum of synthesized ZnO nanoparticles. The main peaks of ZnO at 97, 
330, 488, and 555 cm-1 can be observed. The signal at 330 cm-1 represents second order Raman 
spectrum due to zone-boundary phonons of hexagonal ZnO, the peak at 488 cm-1 is ascribed to non-

Figure 1 SEM image of pure ZnO nanoparticles synthesized by precipitation in a bicontinuous microemulsion. 
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polar optical phonon E2 of wurtzite ZnO, and the signal at 555 cm-1 can be attributed to A1 (LO) mode 
of hexagonal ZnO [5]. 

 
 
 
It was not possible to analyze the ZnO/PPy composite by Raman spectroscopy because the signals 
were not clear. Therefore, FTIR analyses of both ZnO and ZnO/PPy composite were conducted. Figure 
3 shows the FTIR spectra of ZnO nanoparticles (a) and ZnO/PPy composite (b). It can be observed 
from curve (a) that the typical signal of ZnO interaction in stretching mode was near to 893 cm-1 [4,6]. 
The presence of PPy can be observed in curve (b) where characteristic signals were present: the band at 
1560 cm-1 and a weak band at 1470 cm-1 are assigned to stretching vibration of C=C and C–C in the 
pyrrole ring while the peak at 1075 can be ascribed to C–N stretching vibrations. The peak located at 
1560 cm-1 is considered as a reflection of effective conjugated length. The greater the red shift of this 
peak, the longer the effective conjugated length of the conducting polymer [7]. The peak corresponding 
to ZnO in curve (b) is almost absent, indicates that ZnO nanoparticles were well coated with PPy.  
Figure 4 shows the elemental analysis obtained by EDS run at two zones of the SEM image (shown as 
triangular and circular areas in Figure 1). It can be seen in Figure 4 that the triangular area corresponds 
to a zone with a high content of ZnO whereas the circular area corresponds to organic material (PPy 
rich). With these results it can be concluded that ZnO nanoparticles were well distributed into the PPy 
matrix. Additionally in both EDS spectra from Figure 4 other elements are observed, such as S and Na, 
which indicates that some surfactant molecules and oxidizing agents remained even after composite 
purification. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 Raman spectrum of ZnO nanoparticles Figure 3 FTIR spectra of ZnO nanoparticles and 
ZnO/PPy composite. 

Figure 4 EDS spectra of ZnO/PPy composite: (a) Circular and (b) triangular area of Figure 1, respectively. 
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In Figure 5 the UV/Vis spectra of ZnO nanoparticles (a) and ZnO/PPy composite (b) are shown. The 
uncoated ZnO nanoparticles had a strong absorption in the UV region with spectral wavelength 
between 250 and 400 nm, which is similar to that reported by Wang et al. [8]. On the other hand, the 
ZnO/PPy composite showed absorption above the uncoated ZnO nanoparticles in the visible region 
with the absorption edge shifted toward longer wavelength, this behavior can be ascribed mainly to the 
presence of semiconducting PPy.  

 
Figure 5 UV/Vis spectra of ZnO nanoparticles and ZnO/PPy composite. 

 
Two absorption bands with maxima at 460 nm and 960 nm were observed in the spectrum of the 
composite. The first band is attributed to transitions of the valence band to the polaron state, which is 
directly related to the conductivity of the PPy chain (high degree of -conjugation, i.e. -* 
interactions along the polymer chain). The second band is related to the bipolaron state. The bipolaron 
state is common when some dopant is present in the conducting polymer chain. In this work the 
bipolaron state can be ascribed to the presence of surfactant molecules used throughout the synthesis, 
which act as dopants [9]. The conductivity values for pure ZnO and ZnO/PPy were 7.9×10-10 S/cm and 
6.4×10-6 S/cm, respectively; thus the presence of PPy increased not only photoactivity (Figure 8) of the 
composite but its conductivity. 
The electrochemical properties (not shown here) of ZnO nanoparticles showed negligible redox 
activity compared to ZnO/PPy composite. The cathodic and anodic peaks of ZnO were +1.4 V and 
+0.85 V, respectively. Here the characteristic redox behavior of PPy was observed, with an oxidation 
peak (cathodic) around -0.24 V while the reduction peak (anodic) was near to -0.48 V vs. Ag/AgCl for 
the sample of ZnO/PPy composite. Typical values of potential corresponding to cathodic and anodic 
peaks for pure PPy are approximately +0.15 V and -0.31 V vs. Ag/AgCl. Thus, the presence of ZnO 
shifted the potentials of cathodic and anodic peaks of PPy to lower values. 
The photocatalytic performance of the ZnO/PPy composite was studied following the MB dye 
degradation in aqueous solutions under visible light irradiation. Figure 6a shows the ratio of residual to 
initial MB concentration (C/C0) as a function of time using the ZnO/PPy composite (540 mg) for 
different MB initial concentrations. It can be observed that 93.3% of degradation efficiency can be 
achieved after only 30 minutes of visible light exposition (for the smallest value of MB initial 
concentration). When the MB initial concentration was increased, maintaining constant the catalyst 
load fixed to 540 mg, lower degradation efficiencies were observed (71.8% and 55.9% for 50 and 100 
mg/L of MB initial concentration, respectively) after 30 minutes of irradiation. Furthermore, only 1 
min was needed to achieve 68% of degradation for 20 mg/L of initial MB concentration using 540 mg 
of ZnO/PPy composite. Thus, a plot of -ln(C/C0) vs. time leads to a linear diagram which slope equals 
the observed pseudo first-order rate constant of photodegradation. Figure 6b shows a plot of -ln(C/C0) 
vs. time in which it can be observed that all photodegradations followed pseudo first-order kinetics, 
indicating that the photodegradation rate is directly proportional to MB concentration. The k value 
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using 540 mg of catalyst and 20 mg/L of initial MB concentration for the ZnO/PPy composite was 3 
times higher (k = 0.055 min-1) than that using 100 mg/L of initial MB concentration (k = 0.0182 min-1). 

 

 
 
Conclusions 

ZnO nanoparticles were synthesized with high yield by precipitation from a bicontinuous 
microemulsion and coated with semiconducting PPy by chemical oxidation to obtain ZnO/PPy 
nanocomposite. It was observed that ZnO nanoparticles were totally immersed into a PPy matrix and 
showed photoactivity not only in the wavelength region of the UV light but also in the visible light 
region with increased conductivity. Photocatalytic performance of the nanocomposite was 
demonstrated in the MB dye degradation under visible light irradiation, showing efficiencies as high as 
95.2% after 60 min of reaction following a pseudo first-order mechanism. 
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Figure 6 (a) Kinetics of MB dye photodegradation, and (b) -ln (C/C0) as a function of time throughout MB dye 
photodegradation, both under visible light irradiation using ZnO/PPy composite for different MB initial concentrations 
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Abstract 
 
TiO2/polypyrrole nanocomposites were synthesized by batch (B) and semi-batch (SB) heterophase 
polymerization of pyrrole onto TiO2 nanoparticles. Sodium bis-2-ethylhexyl sulfosuccinate (AOT), 
hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) were used as surfactants 
while ammonium persulfate served (APS) as oxidizing agent. The resulting nanocomposites were analyzed by 
SEM, FTIR, XRD, UV/Vis-NIR, Raman spectroscopy and Voltametry Ciclic. Nanocomposites with 
conductivities between 1.75×10-8 and 4.19×10-3 S/cm were obtained. Nanoparticles were tested as photocatalyst 
under visible light in the degradation of methylene blue. It was concluded that the polymerization mode and the 
surfactant type, used as a stabilizing agent, have a strong effect on the photocatalytic activity of the materials. 
The best results were obtained when SDS-SB was used. Percentage of photodegradation under visible light after 
15 minutes was 99.3%. 
 
Introduction 

Composites of conducting polymer/inorganic materials have been considered as a new class of 
materials due to their improved properties compared with those of pure conducting polymers or 
inorganic materials. Inorganic nanoparticles can be introduced into the matrix of a host-conducting 
polymer either by some suitable chemical route or by an electrochemical incorporation technique [1]. 
Microemulsion systems are more advantageous because it is possible to obtain polymeric nanoparticles 
with diameters smaller than 50 nm, polymers with high molar mass, and a variety of microstructures, 
which influence polymer properties [2]. Particularly, microemulsions are thermodynamically stable 
systems and formed spontaneously by mixing oil and water in the presence of an appropriate amount of 
a surfactant with a co-surfactant [3]. 
In the case of TiO2/polypyrrole nanoparticles, improvement of the bulk properties as electronic 
transference have been reported when compared with pure TiO2; which can be used as a photocatalyst 
in the degradation of some organic compounds [4]. Polypyrrole (PPy) is easy to prepare by 
electrochemical techniques and its surface charge characteristics can easily be modified by changing 
the dopant anion (X-) that is incorporated during the synthesis. The objective of this work was the 
synthesis and characterization of TiO2/PPy nanoparticles by heterophase polymerization of pyrrole in 
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the presence of three different surfactants (SDS, CTAB and AOT), and with two polymerization 
modes: batch and semi-batch. The performance of the synthesized nanocomposites was also studied in 
the photodegration of methylene blue under visible light, which is not dangerous and has a lower cost 
than UV light. 
 

Experimental 

In a typical synthesis, 39 g of water were mixed with 0.8 g of surfactant in a 60 mL vial. Subsequently, 
250 mg of TiO2 (Degussa P25) were added and ultrasonicated for 10 min; then 1.36 g of APS was 
added and homogenized in 1 mL of water. In batch polymerizations (B), 0.4 g of pyrrole was added in 
one shot. The reaction proceeded under magnetic stirring for 2 h. In semibatch (SB) polymerization 
mode, pyrrole was loaded into a syringe fixed to an infusion pump at a rate of 0.0133 g/min; the 
reaction mixture was allowed to react for 2 h after monomer addition. The reaction mixture was poured 
into an excess of methanol to precipitate the TiO2/PPy nanoparticles. The samples were decanted and 
dried at 60 °C in an oven during 24 h.  
The resulting materials were analyzed using UV/Vis NIR diffuse reflectance spectroscopy, from these 
data and using the Kubelka-Munk, the band gap value of each one of the Synthesized materials was 
calculated. The samples were also analyzed by FTIR and by Raman spectroscopy, SEM and XRD. The 
electrical conductivities of samples were determined by the four-probe method. The cyclic 
voltammetry measurements were performed in a glass cell using a potentiostat/galvanostat.  
TiO2 and TiO2/PPy nanoparticles synthesized through different conditions were tested in methylene 
blue dye photodegradation in aqueous solutions. Amounts of TiO2/PPy nanoparticles equivalents to 80 
mg of TiO2 (shown in Table 2) were well dispersed in 50 mL of an aqueous solution of methylene blue 
dye at 20 mg/L under magnetic stirring in the dark through 30 minutes to achieve physical equilibrium 
adsorption. Solutions were exposed to a visible light source from a halogen lamp with tungsten 
filamentat 40 cm from solutions to avoid heating or a UV light source consisting of a UV lamp of high 
intensity (UVP Black-Ray, 100 W and 365 nm wavelength) at room temperature. 0.5 mL samples were 
withdrawn at different times and centrifuged to determine UV/Vis spectra and absorbance at a 
wavelength of 664 nm. 
 
Results and Discussion 

Reaction mixtures were white and opaque before polymerization of pyrrole, they became dark at the 
beginning of polymerization and totally black at the end of polymerizations which is typical of PPy 
formation. Figure 1 shows the corresponding spectra of TiO2/PPy nanoparticles obtained in the 
different studied syntheses.  Only one absorption band with a maximum at 300 nm is observed in 
Figure 1, which is characteristic of TiO2 [5].   

Figure 1 UV/Vis-NIR spectra from nanoparticles of TiO2/PPy obtained under different conditions. 
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The first band is observed between 200 and 350 nm, with a maximum around 300 nm, and the second 
band between 360 and 700 nm. The first band has been attributed to transitions of the valence band to 
the polaron state [6] and it is directly related to the conductivity of the PPy chain (high degree of π 
conjugation, i.e. π–π* interactions along the polymer chain). The second band is related to the 
bipolaron state of PPy. From the Kubelka-Munk functions of UV/Vis-NIR analysis, the band gap 
values of materials were calculated and shown in Table 2. It can be seen that band gap values were 
higher than that for pure TiO2. Figure 2 shows the FTIR spectra of materials from different syntheses, 
the characteristic peaks of PPy chains can be detected. The peak at 1450 cm-1 is ascribed to the C–C 
ring stretching, the peak around 1540 cm-1 is due to C=C. 

 
 
Conductivity values are shown in Table 1. It can be observed that conductivities were in the order: 
AOT-SB >SDS-B > SDS-SB > AOT-B > CTAB-B > CTAB-SB. In the Raman spectra shown in 
Figure 3, the signals of TiO2 can be clearly identified [7] six active raman modes are allowed for 
anatase TiO2 which must appear at 144 cm-1 (Eg), 197 cm-1 (Eg), 399 cm-1 (B1g), 513 cm-1 (A1g), 519 
cm-1 (B1g), and 639 cm-1 (Eg). In the present work, only five peaks can be observed at 630, 500, 380, 
180, and 140 cm-1 for pure TiO2. However for the TiO2/PPy nanoparticles, depending on surfactant 
type and polymerization mode, these signals are displaced to lower values with enhanced intensities. 
Moreover some new signals are observed near to 200, 250, and 550 cm-1. These can be ascribed to 
strong interactions of TiO2 with PPy and surfactant molecules.  
 

 
 
 
Figure 4a shows the X-ray diffractograms of the samples obtained in the different syntheses, the 
positions of diffraction peaks associated to the tetragonal TiO2 from the 211276 and 211272 cards of 
the Powder Diffraction File database are also shown; as it can be seen the peaks presented in the 
experimental diffractograms are due to the diffraction of the anatase phase and some rutile phase can 

Figure 2 FTIR spectra of TiO2/PPy nanoparticles obtained with different surfactants in batch (a), semi-batch (b). 

Figure 3 Raman spectra from pure TiO2 and TiO2/PPy nanoparticles obtained with different surfactants in 
batch (a) and semi-batch (b) polymerizations 
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also be observed. Absence of signals corresponding to PPy implies that most likely only the amorphous 
form of polymer was obtained in all syntheses. 

 
 
 Here the characteristic redox behavior of PPy [6], with an oxidation peak (cathodic) around +1.0 V 
while the reduction peak (anodic) is near to +0.4 V vs. Ag/AgCl for samples obtained with SDS and 
AOT. The anodic peak for samples with CTAB showed lower redox activity. The cathodic and anodic 
peaks are resumed in Table 1. It can be seen that pure TiO2 shows negligible redox activity compared 
to samples with PPy. The sample with the best redox activity was that synthesized with SDS in SB 
mode. Redox activity increased from batch to semi-batch polymerization mode when CTAB and SDS 
were used while it decreased when using AOT. 
 
 
 
 

Sample % of PPy Band gap, eV Cathodic, V Anodic, V C, S/cm 
TiO2 0 3.30 0.33 0.55 --- 
SDS-B 58.4 3.42 1.06 0.46 3.32x10-3 
SDS-SB 46.5 3.62 1.00 0.46 2.05x10-3 
CTAB-B 57.8 3.44 1.10 1.02 5.03x10-6 
CTAB-SB 56.3 3.46 1.06 0.92 1.75x10-8 
AOT-B 58.3 3.47 1.08 0.42 4.09x10-5 
AOT-SB 47.5 3.44 1.04 0.44 4.19x10-3 

 
The ratios of concentrations at a given time/initial concentration (C/C0) of methylene blue through 
photodegration using the synthesized materials and TiO2 nanoparticles are shown in Figure 5. Under 
visible light irradiation, CTAB-B samples showed very low photocatalytic activity when compared to 
pure TiO2; however, both TiO2 and CTAB-B samples showed poor photocatalytic performance under 
visible light when compared to the other test samples. Better performance can be observed for the same 
conditions using CTAB-SB, AOT-SB, SDS-B, and SDS-SB.  
On the other hand under UV light irradiation, photodegradation rates were slower (15 minutes were 
needed to observe considerable changes) resulting in a better  photocatalytic behavior for the samples 
AOT-SB, SDSSB, and AOT-B. For photodegradation under visible light an inhibition was observed 
after 5 minutes of reaction, excluding the sample of SDS-SB that allowed for practically total 
degradation. This inhibition in photodegradation was not observed under UV light irradiation and 
similar results were observed for AOT-B and SDS-SB. Percentage of photodegradation under visible 
light after 15 minutes were as follows: TiO2 35 %, CTAB-B 42%, CTAB-SB 62%, AOT-B 79%, SDS-
B 87%, AOT-SB 92%, and SDS-SB 99.3%; while under UV light irradiation after 60 minutes the 

Figure 4 a) XRD spectra from pure TiO2 and TiO2/PPy nanoparticles obtained with different surfactants in 
batch and semi-batch polymerizations, b) Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of SDS-SB sample. 

a) b) 

Table 1 Values of band gap from UV/Vis-NIR analysis, % of PPy in the different materials, Voltage of 
cathodic and anodic peaks from cyclic voltammetry and conductivities (C) of materials TiO2/PPy. 
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corresponding percentages were: SDS-B 64%, CTAB-SB 67%, CTAB-B 69%, TiO2 71%, AOT-SB 
88.2%, AOT-B 95%, and SDS-SB 96.5%.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Although samples were washed several times with methanol, some surfactant molecules remained 
strongly attached to TiO2/PPy materials. It is clear that better results were observed with anionic (SDS 
and AOT) than with cationic surfactant (CTAB). This behavior can be ascribed to electrostatic 
interactions between methylene blue, which is a cationic dye, and the surfactant molecules. When 
using CTAB as surfactant, methylene blue molecules are repelled thus diminishing the 
photodegradation rate.  
 
Conclusions 
 
Nanoparticles of TiO2/PPy were successfully synthesized in the presence of different surfactants by 
batch and semi-batch polymerization processes. The as-synthesized nanoparticles showed photoactivity 
under visible light. The surfactant type and polymerization mode strongly affected the nanoparticles 
morphology, polymer conductivity, and the photocatalytic performance. It was observed that the best 
photocatalytic activity in methylene blue degradation was that using TiO2/PPy nanoparticles 
synthesized in presence of SDS as surfactant and in SB polymerization mode, only 1 minute of 
photodegradation was needed to achieve more than 99% of photodegradation when compared to TiO2 
(Degussa P25) which achieved only 35% of photodegradation under visible light irradiation. 
Synthesized materials could be used in photodegradation of some other organic dyes as reactive red 
120 under visible light irradiation, which is cheaper than UV light and not dangerous. 
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Figure 5 Kinetics of methylene blue photodegradation under visible light (a) and UV light (b) irradiation at 
different reaction times. 
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Abstract 

The influence of synthesis conditions on the morphological characteristics of magnesium hydroxide particles (MDH) 
obtained by microwave-assisted technique was evaluated varying different reactions parameters. Experimental results 
showed that among others, the temperature, precipitant agent employed and the order of reactant addition were the 
most relevant parameters that caused important variations on morphology and crystal array of the particles. Thermo-
gravimetric analyses (DTGA) indicated that variations in thermal stability of the MDH particles were more dependent 
on their crystalline size rather than their particle size and morphology as it was hypothesized. These findings in the 
thermal behavior could have important implications for the flame retardant performance of MDH particles in different 
polymers matrices. 
 
Introduction 

MDH is commonly used as flame-retardant filler in composite materials due to its ability to undergo 
endothermic dehydration under fire conditions, ease of synthesis and low cost [1]. Nowadays, many 
methods have been used to prepare different shapes/morphologies of MDH. In particular, microwave-
assisted synthesis technique attracts more interest because it is considered a fast, eco-friendly and easy 
operating method [2]. With respect to the different morphologies that can be obtained, Ding et al. [3] and 
Wang et al. [4] reported that the structure of MDH particles can be well controlled by choosing different 
reaction conditions. It is necessary to emphasize that, it has been hypothesized that changes in morphology 
of MDH nanoparticles could produce variations on their thermal properties that in turn, could have 
repercussions on the flame retardant property of polymers [5]. In this work, MDH particles were prepared 
by microwave-assisted synthesis and the influence of different reactions parameters on their morphology 
and thermal stability was evaluated. 
 
Experimental 

Synthesis of magnesium hydroxide. 
The experiments for MDH synthesis were conducted through a Taguchi experimental design, using an 
orthogonal array (TOA) L27(37) (27 experiments, 7 factors at 3 levels each) (Figure 1), in a multimodal 
microwave CEM model Mars 6 at 600W and 20 minutes of irradiation. After that, the product was cooled at 
room temperature for 15 minutes. Then the suspension obtained was centrifuged at 20,000 rpm for 15 min 
and the precipitate was washed with water and methanol three times each, and dried at 70ºC (Figure 2).  
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Figure 1. TOA experimental design with the different factors and levels used for this work. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2. MDH synthesis process depending on the addition method. Reaction temperatures and chemical 
reagents were used according to the TOA experimental design. 

 
Morphological and thermal characterization of MDH particles. 
The morphology of the synthesized MDH was observed with a Transmission Electron Microscope (JEOL 
JSM-7401F) and the particle size was obtained by direct measurement using an ImageJ software. The X-ray 
crystallographic patterns were obtained with a XRD SIEMENS, from 2 to 80 in 2ɵ scale, at 25mA and 35Kv. 
The crystal size was calculated from the Debye–Scherrer equation. The derivative thermal gravimetric 
analysis (DTGA) was carried out with a TA instruments TGA Q500 at a scan rate of 10°C/min from 30°C to 
800°C. 

 
Results 

Variance analysis of TOA and its effect on particle morphology. 
The analysis of variance demonstrated that the main factors that influence on particles morphology were 
the addition method (Fexp= 66), OH-/Mg+2 molar ratio (Fexp=63.38) and reaction temperature (Fexp=52.75). 
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Effect of OH-/Mg+2 molar ratio and addition method on particle morphology. 
Figures 3 and 4 show that a variation in the molar ratio (OH-/Mg+2) from 2:1 to 5:1, reduced the particle 
size from 129.3 to 47.5nm. On the other hand, when the molar ratio was 10:1, agglomeration of particles 
took place and the agglomerates presented a size of 109.1nm. This effect was associated to the pH 
generated by the OH- ions in the reaction system. When OH- concentration increases, residual electric 
charges could be generated onto the particles, producing strong attractions between them [6], and 
resulting in large particles agglomerates. 
 

 
 

Figure 3. OH-/Mg+2 molar ratio effect on MDH particles morphology synthesized at 140ºC. a): molar 
ratio 2:1; b): molar ratio 5:1; c): molar ratio 10:1. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Effect of the addition method on MDH particles morphology synthesized at 140ºC. a): OH- 
incorporated to Mg+2 source; b): Mg+2 source incorporated to OH- , c): simultaneous addition. 

 
Effect of reaction temperature. 
Figure 5 shows that particle size increased with the increase in reaction temperature, giving also better 
defined morphologies. This effect could be attributed to an increase in the system energy, which allows a 
higher mobility of the ions and increases the number of collisions [7].  
 

 
 

Figure 5. Effect of the temperature on MDH nanoparticles morphologies; a) particle size= not 
determined, crystal size on plane 101= 5.42nm; b) particle size on plane 101= 92.53nm, crystal size on 

plane 101= 10.25nm and c) particle size=129.34nm, crystal size on plane 101=14.77nm. 

a) b) c) 

a) b) c) 

a) R1-40ºC b) R2-80ºC c) R3-140ºC 
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Effect of morphology on MDH thermal stability. 
The thermal analysis evidenced a tendency of thermal stability to decrease as average particle size 
decrease. This decrement in thermal stability is associated to the vibrational degrees of freedom of the 
surface atoms and to a higher molar surface energy generated by an increase in the aspect ratio of smaller 
particles [5]. This behavior was in accordance to the results reported by Zixiang et al. [8], where 
mathematical models applied to CaCO3 nanoparticles exhibited the same behavior. 
For particles with the same morphology presenting different crystal size, the derivative thermal analysis 
(DTGA) showed that particles with larger crystals were degraded in shorter intervals of time than 
particles with smaller crystal size (Figures 6 and 7). These results suggest that the particles contained big 
crystals could enhance the flame retardant performance of MDH, due to a higher endothermic degradation 
could generate faster cooling of the material and a thermal insolating due to fast formation of the oxide 
layer. 

 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 

 
Figure 6. Comparison of DTGA analyses for MDH nanoparticles; A) particles synthesized from  

MgSO4+KOH at 40ºC, OH-/Mg+2 5:1,  B) MgSO4+KOH at 140ºC, OH-/Mg+2 5:1, C) MgSO4+NaOH at 
140ºC, OH-/Mg+2 2:1, D) Mg(NO3)2+KOH at 140ºC, OH-/Mg+2 10:1. 

Parameter A vs B C vs D 
Particle A B C D 

Area under curve 21.97 22.21 21.59 23.92 
Degradation time (min) 11:42 11:30 10:54 10:42 

Cristal size (101) 14.57nm 18.31nm 14.77nm 22.56nm 
Particle size 31.73 47.54nm 129.34nm 117.53 
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Figure 7. Comparison of DTGA analyses for MDH nanoparticles; E) particles synthesized from 

Mg(NO3)2+NaOH at 80ºC, OH-/Mg+2 5:1, F) Mg(NO3)2+NaOH at 140ºC, OH-/Mg+2 5:1. 
 

Conclusions 
Most influential parameters on particle size and morphology of MDH during microwave assisted synthesis 
are the molar ratio, method of addition and reaction temperature. These variables not only changed the size 
and morphology of the particle, but also the crystals size, generating significant changes in the thermal 
behavior of MDH, which in turn could have significant effects on the performance of the flame retardancy 
of this compound. 
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Abstract 
In this work, was evaluated the effect caused by compatibilizer, such as maleic anhydride grafted polyethylene (PE-
g-MA), on the mechanical properties and the flame retardancy in nanocomposites HDPE / MH modified with silane 
coupling agent type. We studied the mechanism by which the use of PE-g-MA as a compatibilizer improves the 
properties of flame retardancy based materials HDPE / MH. TGA-IR showed that when using PE-g-MA in 
nanocomposites, the properties of flame retardancy are modified, due to the generation of volatile compounds in the 
thermal decomposition. Nanocompites was evaluated by cone calorimetric, IR, TGA-IR and STEM. 
 
Introduction 
Polyolefins, have a serious limitation when flame resistance is of importance in a given 
application. To offset this limitation, flame retardants are added into the PE composition. Some 
efficient halogen-free flame retardants are the hydrated metallic hydroxides, such as magnesium 
and aluminum hydroxides [1–4]. These metallic hydroxides reduce the flammability of polyolefin 
compositions, though high hydroxide content has to be used in order to attain acceptable flame 
retardancy. This high filler content has a negative effect on several mechanical properties, turning 
the PE into a brittle and fragile composition with very poor tensile properties. This negative effect 
is mainly due to the lack of interactions and/or compatibility between the polymer matrix and the 
filler particles. One way to promote these interactions and/or compatibility is through the addition 
of a coupling agent, such as a silane or a titanate [5–7]. In this respect, the organic silanes of the 
R-Si-(OR)3 type have shown to be very effective for the surface modification of the magnesium 
and aluminum hydroxides, generating -Si-O- metal bonds, which force the inter-actions between 
the polymer matrix and the metallic hydroxide particles [8]. However, care must be taken in order 
to find the adequate reaction conditions, when adding a coupling agent, in order to promote the 
formation of the strong covalent -Si-O- Metal bonds. The reaction between the R-Si- (OR)3 silane 
with magnesium hydroxide (MH). The ethoxide groups from the silane react with the MH, 
producing ethanol via a condensation reaction, plus Mg-O-S- bonds. The R groups in the silane 
are the ones responsible for the inter-action and/or compatibility towards the polymer matrix [9]. 
Several methods have been used for the surface modification of metallic hydroxides, one of which 
is due to Chen et al. [10, 11] who carried out the MH modification with silanes and titanates, in a 
high speed powder mixer. They state that the coupling agent is adsorbed on the hydroxide surface, 
though they do not show any evidence of Si-O-Si bonds. Recently Wan [12] described a patent 
about a particle surface modification method using ultrasound, which permits the modification in 
a short period of time. Zhang [13] reported the surface modification of magnesium hydroxide 
using ultrasound. Kong et al. [14] carried out the surface modification of MH with 5 wt% of a 
silane, in xylene, at 140° C for 6 h, using dibutyl tin dilaurate as catalyst. Thereafter, they found 
that PE composites with 50 wt% of modified MH attained a V-0 classification in the UL-94 flame 
retardancy standard. But they also found, however, that when using less than 5 wt% of silane 
during the surface modification reaction, resulted in LLDPE composites that attained a V-2 
classification. While studying EVA with nano-sized MH composites, Jiao et al. [15] found that 
fatty acid modified MH nanocomposites produced an increase in mechanical properties as 
compared to unmodified MH composites. Bahattab et al. [16] found that crosslinked LDPE/EVA 
composites with surface modified MH produced superior tensile properties. Recently, it was 
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reported [17] that the silane modified MH nanoparticles markedly improved the mechanical 
properties of epoxi resin, as compared to the same epoxi resin with an unmodified MH. In general, 
surface modified metallic hydroxides have shown to produce good mechanical properties such as, 
tensile strength and elongation, as well as impact resistance. From the above, it can be concluded 
that the studies on the MH silane modification methods have provided ample information on the 
matter, but most of these have not been related to the effect on the mechanical properties and 
flame resistance of the resulting polymer composites. Therefore, the purpose of this work is to 
study the effect of different MH surface modification methods on the mechanical properties and 
flame resistance of HDPE/MH nanocomposites. 
             
Experimental 
Materials used were: magnesium hydroxide (MH), with nominal particle size of 15 nm, from  
Nanostructured and Amorphous Materials Inc, USA; Triethoxy Vinyl Silane (TVS), dibutyl tin 
dilaurate and boric acid, from Aldrich, USA; and the Xylene solvent from CTR Scientific, Mexico. 
The high density polyethylene used was from Dow Chemical, USA, with MFI of 0.7 g/10 min, 
density of 0.954 g cm23, and fusion temperature (Tm) of 127° C. 
 
Surface modification of flame retardant  
500 g of MH plus 5 wt% with respect to the MH, of a 2:1 TVS:Boric Acid mix were added into a 
high speed powder mixer. The mixing was started and kept at 1700 rpms, at 30° C, for 30 min. 
The product (modified MH) was designated as MHMTVS. Another mix, was prepared in the same 
way, but adding only 3.33 wt% of TVS, without boric acid. This product was designated as 
MHMTVS (S/B). All modified MH samples were powdered and dried under vacuum, at 60° C, 
for 12 h. Unmodified magnesium hydroxide was used as reference and is designated as MH. 
 
Preparation of HDPE/MH Nanocomposites  
Each nanocomposite simple was prepared as follows: HDPE was mixed with unmodified and 
modified MH in a Brabender internal mixer, using roller type rotors, at 190° C and 60 rpm, for 10 
min. In all cases the unmodified or modified MH concentration was 55 wt%. The resulting 
nanocomposites were grounded and then compression molded to obtain 150 X 150 X 3 mm3 
laminates from which test specimens were taken. 
 
 Results and Discussion 
Surface Modification of Magnesium Hydroxide (MH) 
Figure 1, shows the IR spectra of the method modified MH. Either including (MHMTVS) or not 
(MHMTVS (S/B)) the boric acid, in both cases the spectrograms show the characteristic peaks of 
MH, at 1,421 and 1,487 cm-1, due to the Mg-O bonds and at 3,443 and 3,693 cm-1, due to the O-
H bonds of the MH [13, 18, 19]. In addition, the signal of TVS, at 1,045 cm-1, due to the Si-O 
bonds and at 2,900–3,000 cm21 due to the C-H of the ethoxy groups. When boric acid was included 
(MHMTVS), a signal at 1,268 cm-1, and due to the acid O-H groups was observed. Deconvolution 
of the MHMTVS compound IR spectrum between 2,000 and 1,500 cm-1, in Fig. 1A, permits a 
much clearer view of the vinyl group signal at 1,627 cm-1, which was overlapped with the MH 
signal. This corroborates the presence of the vinyl group in the modified MH. 
 
Flammability Tests 
In Table 1, the results of the materials were evaluated by the UL-94 standard horizontal and vertical 
position is summarized. It can be seen that all properties of the nanocomposites obtained flame 
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retardancy by the use of MH or MHMTVS, as a flame retardant and derive a classification in the 
UL94 HB test horizontally, is that all materials are self-extinguishing when flame is applied for 30 
seconds, which burns the material, but dies without spread. For HDPE / MH and HDPE / 
MHMTVS compounds when evaluated horizontally, 125 mm test specimens are marked with a 
length of 25 to 100 mm length to measure its rate of burning, but in this case as already mentioned 
materials swell for a certain time without reaching the mark 25 mm, is a measure of the speed with 
which the flame is extinguished in the material.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                     
                      

 
 

 
 
Quantitative Analysis for Hydrocarbons released from materials. 
In Figure 2, profile shown aliphatic hydrocarbon obtained by simultaneous TGA-IR analysis, 
compounds based on HDPE / MH to different concentrations of PE-g-MA. Can be seen that 
increasing the temperature of the materials by TGA analysis, they tend to generate volatile 
substances, which can be analyzed by IR-TGA equipment, in this case the compounds are 
identified as hydrocarbons and concentration profile (absorbance) is plotted with respect to 
temperature. Is observed, the generation of hydrocarbons at the same temperature (489 ° C), but it 
was found that as the content of PE-g-MA is increased materials tend to generate fewer 
hydrocarbons. 
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Figure 1. (A) IR spectra of MH and (B) Deconvoluted IR spectra of MHMTVS. 

Table 1. Classification of HDPE/MH, HDPE/MHMTVS compounds by UL-94 standard. 
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Cone Calorimetry Analysis  
As we see in Figure 3, HDPE is a flammable material which takes a time of 39 seconds, when 
persistent flame arise in the material due to the radiation of the cone, is the time of ignition (Tign) 
and it can be inferred, in less time that reaches a maximum of 1140 KW/m2, heat release rate 
(PHHR), these values are lower than the present HDPE, so the PE-g-MA tends to have higher 
flame resistance than HDPE. 

 
     
Nanocomposite Structure 
In Figure 4, the micrographs of the compounds based on HDPE / MH with 5%, 10% and 20% of 
PE-g-MA are presented, with a fixed MH unmodified 55% by weight concentration. One can infer 
that the particles have a morphology MH disc as in all cases, with thicknesses below 100nm with 
5% by weight of PE-g-MA, analyzing micrograph agglomerated particles that are distributed and 
little, leaving no MH polyethylene domains (designated spaces in the micrograph) are observed. 
Figure 4B, the particles are more distributed, the difference of the dispersion and / or distribution 
of the particles is due to the increased content of PE-g-MA and 10 wt%. Figure 4C, shows a greater 
distribution of the particles of MH in the HDPE matrix and agglomerates of smaller size than in 
the previous cases, is due to 20% of PE-g-MA. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Conclusions 
Use of a compatibilizing agent such as PE-g-MA improves the mechanical and the flame 
retardancy of the compounds based on HDPE / HDPE MH / LDH properties. It was found that as 
the amount PE-g-MA is increased, compounds improve its properties to the flame retardancy 
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Figure 2. Release of hydrocarbons. 
 

 

Figure 3. Heat release rate (HRR) 
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Figure 4. STEM micrographs 
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because the amount of volatile hydrocarbons generated in the thermal decomposition of material 
is decreased. Also with increasing PE-g-MA polymer greater compatibility is observed with the 
flame retardant, increasing the continuity of phases, causing a good distribution of particles and 
resulting in an improvement in the mechanical properties of the materials.  
Identification by TGA-IR, of volatile compounds generated in the thermal decomposition of 
materials generation suggests aliphatic hydrocarbons, esters and CO2 when thermally decomposed 
in a range of 400 ° C to 600 ° C. Use of a compatibilizing agent such as PE-g-MA, improved 
mechanical and flame retardancy of the compounds based on HDPE / HDPE MH / LDH properties, 
because the amount of volatile hydrocarbons generated in the thermal decomposition of the 
material is decreased. 
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PARTICLE SIZE EFFECT OF NANO-CACO3 ON THERMAL AND 
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Abstract 
Thermal and mechanical properties of a PP matrix reinforced with three different particle sizes of calcium 
carbonate (CaCO3) were evaluated. Compounding was carry out in a single extruder. Nanoparticles were 
obtained using two mechanical attrition technics and an ultrasonic treatment: the eggshell was ground in a 
blender, the second grinding was made in ball mill and finally the particles were subjected to an ultrasonic 
treatment. The particle size diminished in every step resulting in three distinct sizes. The optimal PP-
CaCO3 formulation according to particle size was investigated. 
 
1. Introduction 
Nanomaterials production by ultrasonic technology represent an important alternative for development of 
nanotechnology, by reducing material size new properties can be industrially exploded [1]. Nanoparticle 
is a material between 1 and 100 nm in at least one dimension, at this size a nanoparticle possesses a large 
number of surface atoms [2]. Ultrasound emit sound waves up to 20 KHz in liquids, this waves are 
capable of produce physical phenomena and give suitable conditions to carry out chemical reactions [3]. 
Ultrasound technology uses involve medical applications [4], biochemical uses, organic compound 
synthesis, polymerization o just for mixing substances in laboratories [5]. 
Sonochemistry is the application of ultrasonic frequencies, in order to produce cavitation in liquids, 
liquid-liquid and liquid-solid systems and can take place reactions of high energy. This occurs due to the 
passage of ultrasound through a liquid medium cause mechanical vibration and in turn, also an acoustic 
flow in the medium. Under normal conditions a liquid contain dissolved gas, usually air, the gas will form 
bubbles that grow, reach a maximum size and finally collapse. This phenomenon of growth and collapse 
of the bubbles is called acoustic cavitation. The bubbles generated by cavitation generated several 
physical effects such as: shock waves, microjets, turbulence and shear forces [6]. 
Eggshell are meanly compose of calcium carbonate (87 – 97 % weight)[7], CaCO3 has medical and 
cosmetics applications and it is used in food industry, has  been used as reinforcement in polymer 
industry, improving mechanical properties [8-10]. Eggshell was modified with NaOH and then mixing 
con polyethylene conferring elasticity to the polymer and showing an enhanced on impact properties [11]. 
This investigation used a mechanical method and a sonochemical effect to obtain calcium carbonate 
nanoparticles from eggshell.  
2. Experimental 
2.1 Materials 
Eggshells were collected from household waste and washed. Acetone were analytic grade purchase from 
Analytyka. N,N-Dimethylformamide (DMF) was used to keep the particles suspended during ultrasonic 
process. Polypropylene PROFAX 6331 was provided by INDELPRO. 
2.2 Size reduction 
Eggshells were grinded using a blender, the powder was soaked in acetone for 2 h in order to separate the 
CaCO3 from organic compounds. A second size reduction of CaCO3 particles was performed in a SPEX 
8000M high energy ball mill during 1 h in the presence of distillated water. Finally the particles were 
suspended in DMF and subjected in an ultrasonic Cleaner bath AS10299B, whit a 42 KHz frequency for 
5 h for further size reduction[12] 
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2.3 Composite preparation 
Composites were prepared in a Brabender Intellitorque mixer with roller blades, using a speed of 100 
rpm, a mix temperature of 190 °C for 10 minutes. 
2.4 Characterization 
CaCO3 samples were analyzed in a X ray Bruker Advance D8 (40kV y 40 mA) diffractometer  with Cu-
kα radiation (0.15406 nm). The Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) was carry out in 
Spectrum 100 Perkin Elmer, the samples were analyzed in KBr pills. The particles were observed using a 
field emission gun transmission electron microscope (JEM 2200FS, JEOL Ltd). 
Thermo-mechanical properties were investigated in a Dynamic Mechanic Analyzer (DMA 2980, TA 
Instruments) with a cooling rate of 3 °C/min, whit a 1 Hz frequency, from -50 to 170 °C.  The 
crystallization behavior and melting characteristics of the composites were studied by differential 
scanning calorimetry (DSC) using a Spectrum 100 Perkin Elmer with a cooling rate of 10 °C/min. In the 
first heating and cooling scans the samples were heated from 10 to 250 °C, and then cooling from 250 to 
10 °C, in order to eliminated the thermal history. The analysis was carry out from -30 to 180 °C.  
3. Results  
3.1 Crystalline structure and composition of CaCO3  
The results of DRX analysis shows that the crystalline structure of CaCO3 from eggshell is of calcite kind, 
whose characteristic diffraction peak appear at 2θ = 29.4, it also shows a diminish in the intensity of these 
peak, suggesting a particle size reduction. 
The FT-IR spectra shows no differences in both samples, meaning that the ultrasonic irradiation does not 
affect the particle composition, the transmission band at 3312 cm-1 can be attributed to OH stretching 
vibration from residual water. Both spectra shows a weak band at 1801 cm-1 corresponding a carbon-
oxygen characteristic carbonates bond (C-O), the well-defined bands at 1473 and 715 cm-1  are 
characteristic of C-O stretching and bending, respectively. The strong band at 878 cm- 1 match with a 
OCO out of plane of vibration mode. The band at 2516 cm-1 is associated to HCO3. 
 
 

 
Figure 1. XRD patterns of eggshell a) milling in blender, b) size reduction by ultrasound. Both patterns 
are associated to the crystallography card JCPPDS No. 47-1743. 
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Figure 2. FT-IR spectra of eggshell: S1-sample after sonication, STA-mill sample 

  

Figure 3. Storage moduli of PP and composites 
 

3.2 Composites thermal behavior 
Fig. 3 shows the storage modulus of PP and composites, the composite filled whit 6% of CaCO3 has the 
highest storage moduli, this means that this content of filler (6%) is immobilizing the PP chain and 
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increasing the stiffness, by the other hand, the decreasing in the storage moduli in the other three 
composites could indicated an increased in the elasticity and an enhanced on tensile properties. Despite 
the increased on the storage moduli in 6% composite, Tg remain under the Tg value for PP (Table 1), and 
all composites show this behavior. The damping factor for 4, 6 and 10% composites are the lowest 
comparing whit PP and 20% composite, according to Maries and col.[13] the lowest the damping factor 
the better the interfacial interaction, then, this composites could have higher values on mechanical 
properties. 
 

Figure 4. Tan Delta of PP and Composites 
 
Table 1. Melt temperature (Tm), Glass transition temperature (Tg) and Heat of fusion (ΔQ) for PP and 
composites, from DSC analysis. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
DSC results provide information about the crystallinity of composites, changes on enthalpies or heat of 
fusion (ΔQ) can provide useful indicators on crystallinity changes, an increased in enthalpy leads an 
increased in crystallinity, and so does melt temperature (Tm), a higher Tm higher crystallinity, this is due 
to contribution of movement impediment that fillers does to the polymer chains. Table 1 shows no 
significant variations in Tm, therefore the crystallinity in PP does not change because of the CaCO3 
presence. However the heats of fusion decreased 9 degrees for 4 and 20 % composites and 6 degrees for 6 
and 10 % composites. Further analysis must be done in order to know if mechanical properties can be 
affected by the eggshell milled in blender. 
 
4. Conclusions 
It seems that the composite filled whit 6% of CaCO3 from eggshell could have the best mechanical 
behavior, since this material showed the lowest value in damping factor and the highest storage moduli.  

Muestra Tg (°C) Tm (°C) ΔQ (J/g) 
BCO 19.1 160.80 61.78 
CaCO3-PP 4% 18.8 164.90 52.56 
CaCO3-PP 6% 18.2 160.56 55.59 
CaCO3-PP 10% 17.3 163.06 55.38 
CaCO3-PP 20% 16.8 161.40 52.07 
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Abstract 
 
SEBS (styrene-ethylene-butylene-styrene) block copolymer and montmorillonite nanoclay composites were 
prepared through a melt mixing technique at different SEBS/nanoclay mass ratios for asphalt modification.   Asphalt 
binder blends with 3%, 4% and 6% of SEBS/nanoclay modifier were obtained by means of a high shear mixer.  
There were performed conventional physical tests to the final mixes and it was also evaluated their rheological 
behavior as well as their thermal storage stability.  The modifier effect on the asphalt binder was shown as an 
enhancement on these properties, which can be related to a better field performance of the asphalt. 
 
Introduction 
 
Almost the worldwide production of asphalt is destined for road pavement construction.  Concrete asphalt 
is basically composed by two constituents: an asphalt binder and an aggregate of mineral particles.  The 
function of the asphalt is to bend the mineral aggregate while protecting it from water and other harmful 
agents, thus the properties and nature of this binder are closely related to the pavement performance.  
Initially pure conventional asphalt was good enough for this purpose, but more recently as the traffic load 
increased and the environmental factors worsened, road pavements prepared just with pure asphalt 
became useless more rapidly than before.   Consequently there were conducted some studies with the aim 
of finding elements to modify the asphalt behavior in order to promote its durability, to improve its 
performance in a wider interval of weather conditions and to give it better mechanical resistance[1].  
Polymers were extensively used as modifiers because they are capable of transferring their properties to 
the asphalt, for example it was observed a greater rutting, fatigue and cracking resistance on the polymer-
modified binders, as well as an important reduction of its thermal susceptibility. Although this kind of 
polymer-modification of asphalts was considered as a great innovation on road pavement technology, it 
also revealed an important restriction: compatibility between the asphalt and its polymeric modifier must 
be entirely guaranteed in order to minimize the risk of phase separation during its period of high 
temperature storage.  Recent researches on this area has shown that mineral clays of nanometric scale can 
be used as fillers to improve both mechanical and physical properties of polymers; furthermore when they 
are used as part of the modification agents of an asphalt binder, the modified asphalt mixture seemed to 
improve significantly its high temperature storage stability[2]. 
SBS elastomer (styrene-butadiene-styrene) has been the most broadly used polymer for asphalt 
modification because of its nature and properties.  SBS is part of a family of polymers referred as 
thermoplastic elastomers (TPE), which combine both the elastic behavior of rubbers and the 
processability characteristics of common thermoplastics.  TPE’s such as SBS are generally used as 
asphalt modifiers because of its rigid domains of styrene and its soft matrix of butadiene that 
simultaneously impart mechanical resistance and elastic behavior to the asphalt which are important for 
avoiding permanent deformations on pavement roads.  Unfortunately, the typical double bond of 
unsaturated compounds such as butadiene is a very reactive site.  Double bonds usually promote 
degradation reactions when exposed to oxidant agents or UV rays[3], therefore, asphalts modified with 
SBS are prone to suffer the effects of aging and degradation processes because they are mandatorily 
subjected to those and other environmental conditions when used in roads construction.  Hence, in this 
work it is proposed the saturated SEBS copolymer (styrene-ethylene-butylene-styrene) instead of SBS to 
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be used as asphalt modifier combined with commercial montmorillonite nanoclay.  Both SEBS and 
montmorillonite nanoclay have proved to be efficient asphalt modifiers, either separately or combined 
with other elements.   For example there are studies in which the effects of SEBS modification on the 
conventional properties and rheological characteristics of pure bitumen were investigated.  In those 
studies it was concluded that polymer modification improves some properties of the base bitumen such as 
penetration, softening point and temperature susceptibility [4].  On the other hand, it has also been 
investigated the effect of organically modified montmorillonite in asphalt binders modified by SBS and it 
was observed that the modified binders showed an enhancement of rheological parameters and physical 
properties as well[2].  However, there is no record of any study in which SEBS and montmorillonite were 
both combined together in the same modification process, so this is one of the major contributions of this 
work. 
In this study there were prepared composites formed by SEBS and montmorillonite clay at two mass 
ratios: 100/10 and 100/30 (SEBS to clay), which were used to modify asphalt by mixing it with 3%, 4% 
and 6% mass content of the composites. Some tests were performed to describe the physical and 
rheological properties of the modified asphalt blends, and then they were compared to the original 
bitumen and the asphalt modified just by SEBS. 
 
Experimental 
Materials 
Asphalt binder graded as AC-20 was supplied by PEMEX, Refinería Madero.  It was also used SEBS 
copolymer provided by Dynasol Elastomers; this thermoplastic elastomer, which has a linear structure 
and a total styrene content of 33%.  Organically modified montmorillonite nanoclay named Cloisite 15A 
(C15A) was obtained from Southern Clay Products, Inc.  
Ten different samples were obtained and evaluated in this study: pure asphalt (BCO), asphalt modified by 
3% of SEBS (300), asphalt modified by 3% of 100/10 composite (310), and asphalt modified by 3% of 
100/30 composite (330).   The same formulations were made for 4% and 6% modified asphalts: 4% of 
SEBS (400), 4% of 100/10 nanocomposite (410), 4% of 100/30 composite (430), 6% of SEBS (600), 6% 
of 100/10 composite (610), and 6% of 100/30 composite (630-n). 

 
Preparation of SEBS/C15A composites 
SEBS/C15A composites (100/10 and 100/30 SEBS to C15A ratios) were produced by means of a 
Brabender mixing machine (Intelli-Torque Plasti-Corder) operated at 190°C/235°C and 150 rpm during 
30 minutes. 

 
Preparation of modified asphalt bends 
All modified asphalts were prepared using a high shear mixer IKA-WERKE, RW16 basic model.  
Asphalt was heated and then it was poured into a 500 mL iron can that was placed into a heating system 
where it was preheated during 1 hr. The melting process was performed at 180°C, and it was used a 
shearing speed of 1200 rpm for a period of 30 minutes to accomplish the complete distribution of the 
modifier into the asphalt.  

 
Methods 
X-ray diffraction 
The potential nanoclay exfoliation in the rubber matrix was estimated from the intensity of the d001 peak 
in the X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD).  The XRD patterns were obtained using an Xpert MPD Philips 
X-ray diffractometer with a cupper radiation source of 1.54 Å.  The angular region 2θ of 5°-110° was 
explored at a sweep speed of 0.05°/s and an angular resolution of 0.05°. 
 
Rotational viscosity 
Viscosity is a measure of the internal friction of a fluid that causes it some resistance to flow freely.  
Rotational viscosity, also known as Brookfield viscosity (from the viscosimeter’s brand), determines the 
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torque level needed for maintaining a particular rotation speed of a spindle which is submerged into the 
fluid.  The viscosity test was performed by means of a Brookfield viscosimeter model DV II +Pro, under 
the ASTM D4402 at 135°C.   
 
Softening point 
The softening point test (often known as ring and ball test) aims to determine the temperature at which a 
material changes from a solid or very viscous state, to a softer or more fluid one.  According to ASTM 
D36 the method is based on the determination of the temperature needed for a steel ball to produce a 
deformation, under standard conditions on the asphalt sample due to the ball mass as well as the 
temperature of the system. 
 
Storage stability test 
The storage stability test finds out whether the elements of the modified asphalt blend are properly 
compatible or not and gives a reasonable idea of the modification efficiency.  The test requires the asphalt 
to be poured into an aluminum tube that is then exposed to extreme temperature conditions (heating in an 
oven at 163°C for 48 hrs. immediately followed by cooling in a freezer at     °C for at least 4 hrs.) [2].  
After these operations, pieces of sample have to be taken from the top and bottom sections of the tube to 
be subjected to the softening point test; the closer the values of the softening temperatures, the better the 
storage stability of the asphalt binder. 
 
Rheology 
From the relationship between the applied stress and the obtained deformation of the material, it can be 
determined the complex modulus (G*) that shows the viscoelastic properties of the material and gives a 
global idea of how resistant it is.  It was also estimated the parameter           that was used to 
calculate a particular temperature value stipulated by the Strategic Highway Research Program (SHRP), 
often named as TSHRP, which is closely related to rutting resistance of asphalts.  The test was conducted by 
means of an Anton Paar Dynamic Shear Rheometer (DSR), Model MSR300, using a parallel plate 
geometry of 25 mm in diameter and setting a 1 mm gap.  The technique was performed under the 
oscillating mode fixing a deformation value of 10% at which the linear viscoelastic range was 
encountered.  The analysis comprised a frequency sweep test varying between 0.01 rad/s and 250 rad/s 
within a temperature interval ranging from 52°C to 100°C for asphalt modified by just SEBS and from 
52°C to 118°C for asphalt modified by SEBS/C15A composites. 
 
 
Results and Discussion 
X-ray diffraction 
The preparation process of the composites was performed using two different temperatures (190°C and 
235°C); the rest of the variables involved in the mixing process were fixed as constants.  From those two 
temperatures it was selected as definitive the lower one, not only because of an energy saving issue, but 
also because of the X-ray diffraction results.  Montmorillonite clay has characteristic peaks appearing 
approximately at 7° and 25° which can be seen on X-ray diffractograms available in scientific literature[2].  
The diffraction pattern shown in Figure 1 corresponds to the crystallographic structure of C15A contained 
in the studied composites.  It can be observed that the peak corresponding to the composite prepared at 
235°C is more intense than that of the one obtained at 190°C.  This indicates that the crystallographic 
pattern of the 190°C sample has almost completely collapsed, while the structure of the 235°C composite 
is less affected.  Consequently, the nanoclay in the 190°C composite has been partially exfoliated, leading 
to the formation of a nanocomposite which is highly desirable because of the special properties that can 
be conferred to the asphalt when it is modified by a nanomaterial.   
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 Figure 1. X RayDiffractograms for 100/10 nanocomposite prepared at 190°C and 235°C 

 
 
Rotational Viscosity 
Asphalt mixes showed an increment in viscosity as a result of modification.  It is expected that clay 
incorporation induce a slightly decrease of the sample’s viscosity regarding the modification done just by 
SEBS[4] but in this study the nanocomposites cause the major increase of the material viscosity as shown 
in Figure 2.  This is not a rare event, because some researchers[2,3,4,5,6] have encountered that their best 
preparations of modified asphalt have greater viscosity than asphalt modified just by SEBS in the same 
proportion.  When 4% and 6% of modifier are used, the higher viscosity is reached when the 
nanocomposite proportion is 100/10 SEBS to C15A.  The magnitude of this growth is even higher than 
the one gotten by the modification with 100/30 nanocomposite; this shows that nanoclay content must be 
kept low in order to achieve good final characteristics. The results also reveal that it is not convenient to 
use the higher percentage of nanocomposite (except for 6% X00-n) because using 3% and 4% of 
nanocomposite implies approximately the same level of viscosity enhancement. The dramatic 
improvement on viscosity of nanomcomposite-modified asphalts is an evidence of the very special 
features offered by nanocomposites when used as additives and modifiers. 
 
Softening point 
The softening point raised in all modification processes; an increase in the softening point is favorable 
since asphalt binders with higher values may be less susceptible to permanent deformation[5].  The 
softening point behave quite similar to viscosity; actually these two properties are closely related because 
it is reasonable to find out that asphalts with high softening point are also more viscous than those having 
low softening point. As it can be seen in Figure 3, the difference between the blends prepared just with 
SEBS and those with nanocomposites was more significant at low content (3% and 4%) than at high 
content (6%), which contributes to confirm that it may be more convenient to perform modification of 
asphalt by adding just few amounts of nanocomposite. 
 
High temperature storage stability 
As it is illustrated in Table 1, the softening point of the top and bottom sections of the phase separation 
tube was determined and compared.  The maximum difference in softening point is clearly correspondent 
to those asphalt binders modified by just polymer; as many researching groups have concluded, 
incorporating nanoclay into the mixture causes narrowing of the difference between the characteristics of 
the tube’s top and bottom regions[2,5].  Once again, the test proves to be more efficient for samples 
prepared with low nanocomposite content, but even at 6% of modifier, the difference value enters within 
the storage-stable blends range. 
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Table 1. Effect of SEBS/C15A nanocomposite content on high temperature storage stability of modified 

asphalt 
 

Modifier 
content (%) Sample Softening point (°C) Difference 

(°C) Top Bottom 

3 
300 101.5 68.5 33 

310-n 71 70 1 
330-n 83 82 1 

4 
400 114 68.75 45.25 

410-n 78 77 1 
430-n 76 76.5 -0.5 

6 
600 79 61 18 

610-n 88 85 3 
630-n 78 76.5 1.5 

 
Rheology 
The relationship between frequency and complex modulus for the asphalt mixtures is shown in Figure 4, 
which presents the G* master curves for 3%, 4% and 6% of modifier content, respectively.  It was 
observed higher values of G* for all the modified asphalts in comparison with the original asphalt binder.  
The modification seems to be more significant at low nanocomposite content, provided that for 4% and 
6% the values of G* are similar among the samples containing nanocomposite as modifier and those 
modified just by SEBS, although it is clear that in all cases, the best values of G* correspond to 
nanocomposite-modified asphalts.  As former researchers conclude[2], the effect of G* rising in this work 
is also more noticeable at low frequencies, which are equivalent to high temperatures.   This behavior is 
desirable because G* provides a measure of the total resistance to deformation when the asphalt binder is 
subjected to shear loading and reflects its total stiffness. Consequently, the nanocomposite-modified 
asphalts seem to be more resistant to rutting.  It is also important to point that at 4% and 6% of modifier, 
varying SEBS/C15A ratio from 100/10 to 100/30 is not really causing substantial changes on G*, which 
confirms what other researchers state about keeping the nanoclay content low in order to generate huge 
changes on the nanomaterial final properties. 
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Figure 3. Effect of SEBS/C15A 
nanocomposite content on the softening 
temperature of modified asphalt blends. 

Figure 2. Effect of SEBS/C15A 
nanocomposite content on the viscosity of 

modified asphalt blends measured at 135°C. 
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In Table 2 there are presented the values of TSHRP that was calculated by plotting the parameter    
       with respect to temperature,  and then it was found out the temperature at which the 
parameter equals to 1 KPa.  TSHRP and softening point describe the binder resistance to 
permanent deformations at high temperature in the following way: the higher these temperatures, 
the better the asphalt high temperature properties.  It can be appreciated in Table 2 that all 
modified asphalts have a greater value of TSHRP than that of pure asphalt, but among the modified 
asphalts, those incorporating nanocomposites achieve better temperatures than those modified just by 
polymer.  This suggests that interaction between nanoclay platelets is efficient enough to affect the 
thermal and mechanical properties of the asphalt. 
 
Conclusions 
Partially exfoliated SEBS/C15A nanocomposites were obtained by means of a melt mixing process; this 
dispersion pattern was confirmed via X-ray diffraction.   The incorporation of nanocomposites as 
modifying elements of asphalts lead to an improvement of the physical and rheological properties of the 
original binder, when compared with pure asphalt and versus SEBS-modified asphalt.  The viscosity and 
softening point of these modified binders increased; it indicates an enhancement of the stiffening effect 
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Figure 4. Master curves of complex modulus G* for pure and modified asphalts at 3% (a), 4% (b) and 
6% (c) of modifier content, as function of frequency at a reference temperature of 52°C. 
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and the high temperature properties of the asphalt.  Nanocomposite-modified asphalts proved to be more 
storage-stable than their corresponding samples modified just by polymer.  In terms of rheological 
characteristics, the samples in which nanocomposites were present achieved the best values of complex 
modulus G*, which means that asphalts modified in that way will be more rutting-resistant.  The 
nanocomposite-modified asphalts also got the best TSHRP values, consequently it was confirmed that this 
kind of modification enhances considerably the binder’s resistance to permanent deformations at high 
temperatures.  The overall results analysis guides to conclude that the effect of nanocomposite 
modification is more remarkable when little amounts of nanoclay are used as modifying agent, so the 
most convenient SEBS/C15A ratio is the one set as 100/10 since using 100/30 may not be so worthy in 
terms of the properties improvement magnitude.  The results of this work are a clear evidence of the 
enormous changes that a material can undertake when it is subjected to a modification process including 
nanomaterials. 

 
Table 2.. Effect of SEBS/C15A nanocomposite content on the high temperature properties of asphalt. 

 
Modifier 

content (%) Sample TSHRP, °C 

0 BCO 80.3 

3 
300 94.6 

310-n 100.7 
330-n 113.9 

4 
400 102.7 

410-n 107.7 
430-n 107.9 

6 
600 104.8 

610-n 119.0 
630-n 113.2 
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Abstract 
 

Polymer nanocomposites of high density polyethylene (HDPE) and carbon nanotubes (CNT) or 
carbon black (CB) were prepared by melt extrusion. Carbon nanoparticles were added in contents 
of 1, 5, 10, 15 and 20 % w/w to the resin. A morphological and electrical study was conducted on 
polymer nanocomposites. Thermal transitions as a function of nanoparticle content were evaluated 
by DSC showning high nucleation activity for PE/CNT nanocomposites than PE/CB ones. WAXD 
analysis has shown a structural change for PE/CNT samples meanwhile for PE/CB this is not 
detected. Electrical conductivity of PE/CB is higher than PE/CNT nanocomposites for all contents 
of nanoparticles, values obtained are in the range of electrical conductors. 
 
Introduction 

 
The use of carbon nanoparticles as a reinforcement in polymer matrices has taken increased 
interest, mainly due to the amazing chemical, mechanical, electrical and thermal properties that 
these nanoparticles possess [1-3]. The possibility of electrical and thermal conduction in a polymer 
matrix with very low amounts of the nanoparticles, brings opportunity for high demanding 
applications such as electrical conductors and heat exchangers [4-6]. In this study, the effect of 
geometry and content of carbon nanoparticles on electrical conductivity, thermal transitions, 
morphology and dispersion was investigated. For this purpose, polymer nanocomposites of high 
density polyethylene (HDPE) and carbon nanotubes (CNT) or carbon black (CB) were prepared 
by melt extrusion. 
 
Experimental 

Materials 
High density polyethylene (HDPE) with a MFI = 0.35 g/10 min, pipe grade was used as polymer 
matrix. Industrial grade CNT with an average O.D. = 40 nm, length 5 – 20 micron, purity ≥ 
90wt% and SSA ≥ 300 m2/g were purchased to AlphaNano Technology Co., Ltd., China. Carbon 
Black, BP-2000 with an average particle size = 15 nm, SSA ≥ 1500 m2/g, purity ≥ 95% was 
acquired from Cabot, USA. Carbon nanoparticles were used without further purification. 
 
Methodology 
A twin screw extruder L/D: 40:1 Thermo Scientific 24-MC, was employed to process all the 
samples, with a plain temperature profile of 220 °C and 300 rpm. Firstly, a masterbatch of 20% 
wt/wt for each powder was prepared as follow: resin chips and powder, were feeded to the 
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extruder with the assistance of gravimetric feeders for each one at a rate of 5 and 1 kg/h 
respectively. Secondly, a proper amount of masterbatch was diluted with pure HDPE to obtain 
nanocomposites with 0, 1, 5, 10, 15 and 20% wt/wt of carbon nanoparticles.  
 
Characterization 
Thermal analysis were carry out in a DSC TA Instruments model Q2000 at a heating/cooling rate 
of 10 °C/min with a flow of N2 of 50 ml/min. Four points electrical resistance measurements were 
recorded with a Keithley SourceMeter 2400, silver paint was used to cover both sides of the 
samples, 5 specimens were tested and the average value was reported. XRD patterns were 
collected in a Siemens D5000 X-ray diffractometer with a voltage of 20kV and current intensity of 
25 mA were used, within the range of 5 - 40 ° of the 2θ angle. Electron microscopy experiments 
were done in a JEOL model JSM7401F with a voltage of 15kV, samples of nanocomposites were 
cryogenically fractured and coated with Au-Pd. 
 
Results and Discussion 
 
Thermal transitions for polymer nanocomposites with different contents of CNT or CB were 
evaluated by means of differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), The results obtained are 
presented in Table 1. The melting temperatures (Tm) for nanocomposites with CNT or CB (full 
symbols) exhibit a tendency to diminish, this behavior is more evident for higher contents of 
nanoparticles. The crystallization temperatures (Tc) for nanocomposites (empty symbols) with 
CNT shown a slight increase, which could be associated with the nucleation ability of these 
nanoparticles [3], meanwhile CB nanoparticles tends to diminish the crystallization temperature 
for nanocomposites, this behavior could be related with the amorphous nature of these 
nanoparticles (Figure 1a). On the other hand, the melting enthalpy (ΔHm) for all nanocomposites 
decreases as the content of carbon nanoparticles increases, the above could be explained in terms 
of the hindrance of the crystalline phase development by the presence of nanoparticles.   
   
 Table 1. Thermal transitions for polymer nanocomposites with different contents of CNT or CB. 

Sample Tm, 
(°C) 

Tc, 
(°C) 

ΔHm, 
(J/g) 

 Sample Tm, 
(°C) 

Tc, 
(°C) 

ΔHm, 
(J/g) 

PE-CNT - 0% 131.85 116.51 229.28  PE-CB - 0% 131.85 116.51 229.28 
PE-CNT - 1% 132.13 117.96 221.43  PE-CB - 1% 131.61 117.04 224.15 
PE-CNT - 5% 130.04 119.03 222.65  PE-CB - 5% 130.96 116.12 209.77 
PE-CNT - 10% 130.72 119.26 209.13  PE-CB - 10% 130.56 116.13 187.39 
PE-CNT - 15% 130.91 118.73 190.73  PE-CB - 15% 129.06 116.33 175.29 
PE-CNT - 20% 129.73 119.31 181.70  PE-CB - 20% 128.59 114.86 148.74 

 
Electrical properties for polymer nanocomposites with different contents of CNT or CB are 
illustrated in Figure 1b. Electrical conductivity for nanocomposites with 1 and 5% wt/wt of both 
carbon nanoparticles are beyond of the limit of the apparatus (2 MOhm) and were no reported. 
With the addition of 10% wt/wt of CNT the electrical conductivity of the nanocomposites reach 
a value of 2.03 x 10-4 S/cm, which means 14 orders of magnitude higher than plain PE resin 
(1.00 x 10-18 S/cm). For nanocomposites with 15 and 20% wt/wt the values obtained are 6.00 x 
10-3 and 1.82 x 10-1 S/cm respectively. Surprisingly, nanocomposites with CB nanoparticles 
shown higher values of electrical conductivity at the same weight content, the values are 6.29 x 
10-3 and 3.03 x 10-1 and 1.56 x 100 S/cm for contents of 10, 15 and 20% respectively. The better 
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response in electrical conductivity for CB nanoparticles would be associated with the size 
reduction and dispersion of entangled nanoparticles, besides of the higher surface area compared 
to the one of CNT. The electrical conductivity values for nanocomposites are in the range of 
electrical conductors and suggest potential use in electronic/electric applications. 
 

 
 
Figure 1. a)Thermal transitions and b)electrical properties for polymer nanocomposites with 
different contents of CNT or CB. 
 
The crystalline structure of polymer nanocomposites with different contents of CNT or CB is 
shown in Figure 2. The addition of CNT does not modify the XRD pattern of polyethylene which 
exhibit a well defined crystal structure, only a slight decrease in intensity is observed for the 
planes located at 21.5 and 24° in the 2θ as the content of CNT increase, meanwhile the plane 
located in 26° which is related to the presence of CNT, increase in intensity as the content 
increases too. For nanocomposites with CB only the two well defined planes for polyethylene are 
observed, and the corresponding plane associated with carbon particles is not observed, the 
above would be related with the amorphous nature of this kind of nanoparticle. A possible 
explanation is that planar structure of CB could be very well exfoliated and covered for a coating 
of polymer; this issue will be studied in deep in the future. 
 

 
 

Figure 2. XRD patterns for polymer nanocomposites with different contents of CNT or CB. 
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Microscope images of cryofractured surfaces for polymer nanocomposites with 10% wt/wt of 
CNT and CB are shown in Figure 3. Polymer nanocomposites with CNT (left image) show a 
very well distribution of nanoparticles without agglomeration, besides it is possible to observe 
isolated carbon nanotubes embedded in the polymer matrix. For nanocomposites with CB (right 
image) is not evident the observation of aggregates or isolated carbon nanoparticles. It can be 
observed the formation of web like structure on the surface, which can be related with a higher 
level of compatibility and associated with the well dispersed and covered nanoparticles as 
discussed in the above section, besides this web like structure could be responsible for the higher 
electrical response observed for CB nanocomposites. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Microscope images of cryofractured surfaces for polymer nanocomposites with 10% 
wt/wt of CNT (left) and CB (right). 
 
 
Conclusions 
  
 

Electrical conductivity in polymer nanocomposites show a great increase with addition of both 
kind of nanoparticles, being more evident for CB than CNT; values of electrical conductivity are 
in the range of conductors. Thermal transitions of nanocomposites show a slight decrease in 
melting temperature, meanwhile crystallization temperature exhibits a slight increase with CNT 
and no apparent change with CB. Addition of CNT did not modify the crystalline structure of 
HDPE, only a small peak located around 26° in 2θ due the presence of CNT which increases as 
contents rises, for CB this peak is absent due the amorphous nature of this nanoparticle. Electron 
microscopy images have shown a high level of dispersion of nanoparticles even at high contents of 
10% wt/wt. The aspect ratio of CB modifies the electrical behavior of nanocomposite in higher 
extent than CNT. Due the planar geometry of this nanoparticle the mechanical properties are 
increased up to 60% (not shown in this work) at a loading of 15%, besides the crystalline structure 
of nanocomposite did not shown an apparent change, this behavior suggest a better compatibility 
of CB with polymer matrix and the possible use in polymeric heat exchangers.  
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Abstract 
Polymer nanocomposites of high density polyethylene (HDPE) and multiple wall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) or 
carbon black (CB) were prepared by melt extrusion. Carbon nanoparticles were added in contents of 1, 5, 10, 15 and 20 
% w/w with the resin. Thermal properties were evaluated by means of DSC, TGA and rheological properties by MFI 
and mechanical properties with a universal testing machine. Thermal transitions were enhanced and thermal 
decomposition temperature extended for nanocomposites with respect to non loaded HDPE. Viscosity and elastic 
moduli were also enhanced for nanocomposites. 
 
Introduction 

Carbon nanoparticles have excellent electrical, thermal properties, among them MWCNTs have excellent 
mechanical properties. These make them ideal and attractive reinforcing element to manufacture the next 
generation materials. They also motivated the researchers to use CNTs in composite materials for several 
applications. Outstanding properties of MWCNTs have led to their increasing use as fillers for a large 
variety of polymers [1]. This carbon nanoparticles tend to aggregate into bundles and hence they are difficult 
to be dispersed homogeneously in polymer matrices, due the polymer-MWCNTs interfacial adhesion is 
weak, preventing an efficient load transfer from the polymer matrix to MWCNTs. As a result of poor 
dispersion and inefficient load transfer, the mechanical properties of polymer-MWCNTs composites are 
often not as good as expected [2]. Moreover, other carbonaceous material is Carbon black (CB), a form of 
nearly pure, elemental carbon. It differs in molecular structure from the more common forms of elemental 
carbon, graphite and diamond, and therefore also differs in physical properties. Carbon black is softer than 
either graphite or diamond and is intensely black in color. Carbon black has many applications in plastics. It 
is used as a pigment, thermal an electrical conductive filler material, particulate reinforcement, and 
ultraviolet light (UV) absorber. In this paper, we investigate the effect of carbon nanoparticles (MWCNTs 
and CB) on properties of the HDPE/ carbon  nanoparticles composites using different content of nano-fillers. 
 
 
Experimental 
Materials. High density polyethylene (HDPE) with a MFI = 0.35 g/10 min, pipe grade, was used as 
polymer matrix. Industrial grade Multiple Wall Carbon Nanotubes (MWCNTs) with an average O.D. = 40 
nm, length 5 – 20 micron, purity ≥ 90wt% and SSA ≥ 300 m2/g were purchased from AlphaNano 
Technology Co., Ltd., China. Carbon Black (CB), BP-2000 with an average particle size = 15 nm, SSA ≥ 
1500 m2/g, purity ≥ 95% were acquired from Cabot, USA. Carbon nanoparticles were used without further 
purification 
Methodology. A twin screw extruder L/D: 40:1 Thermo Scientific 40-MC, was employed to 
process all the samples, with a plain temperature profile of 220 °C and 300 rpm. First, a 
masterbatch of 20% w/w of each powder was prepared as follows: resin chips and powder were 
feed to the extruder by separate with the assistance of gravimetric feeders at a rate of 5 and 1 kg/h 
respectively. A proper amount of masterbatch were diluted with pure HDPE to obtain 
nanocomposites with 0, 1, 5, 10, 15 and 20% w/w of carbon nanoparticles (CN). 
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 Table 1. Reaction conditions of butadiene polymerizations 

 

Samples HDPE 
content  
(%) 

MWCNTs or 
CB content 
(%) 

   
1 99 1.0 
2 95 5.0 
3 90 10.0 
4 85 15.0 
5 80 20.0 

      
 
 
Results 
The mechanical properties of nanocomposites are shows in the figure 1. The elastic modulus of the 
nanocomposite prepared with CB increase more than nanocomposites prepared with MWCNTs (Figure 
1a), which is considered as a representative increment due the better dispersion. In elongation at break 
behavior (Figure 1b), nanocomposites with MWCNTs showed an increase, comparing with materials 
containing CB, as corroborated with the elastic modulus behavior. The tensile strength for nanocomposites 
with MWCNTs and CB decrease due to high nanoparticle content and low interfacial adhesion between 
nanoparticule and polymer (Figure 1c).Table 2. Results of butadiene polymerizations.  
 
Thermal properties of HDPE/CN composites obtained by DSC are shown in figures 2. Tm decrease with 
the CN content (figure 2a) and TC increase for the HDPE/MWCNTs nanocomposites but Tc decrease for 
the HDPE/CB composites (figure 2b). The crystallinity temperature increase for nanocomposites with 
MWCNTs and decrease for nanocomposites with CB (figure 2c). This behavior can be attributed to the 
MWCNTs surface, which is more homogeneous and more adequate for deposition of polymer chains, 
enhancing crystallinity and can act as nucleated agent. 
Temperature of weight loss of nanocomposites obtained by TGA are shown in figure 3. It is clear to 
observe that such temperature increases with level of carbon nanoparticles content, indicating an effect of 
thermal stability. The nanocomposites that presented better thermal stability are those with CB (figure 3b). 
This behavior can attributed to major dispersion particles in the polymer matrix. 
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Figure 1. Mechanical properties of HDPE/CN 
nanocomposites. a) Elastic modulus; b) 
elongation at break; c) tensile strength. 

Figure 2. Thermal properties of HDPE/CN 
nanocomposites. a) Tm; b) Tc; c) 
crystallinity. 
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Figure 3. Temperature of Weight loss by TGA. 
 
 

SEM images show the effect in the structure for the nanocomposites. The MWCNTs-10% have an 
heterogeneous morphology (figure 4a) while the nanocomposites with CB have homogenous morphology 
(figure 4b). 

(a)                                            (b) 
 

 
 

Figure 4. SEM images of nanocomposites: Nanocomposites with MWCNTs-10% (a) and nanocomposites 
with CB-10% (b).   

 
. 

 
Conclusions 
Carbon nanometric structures enhance rigidity of HDPE . MWCNTs can behave as nucleating agent for 
HDPE. HDPE crystallinity is reduced by carbon black, even more than MWCNTs. HDPE thermal stability 
is enhanced significantly by carbon structures. Carbon black has a higher dispersion in HDPE, compared 
with MWCNTs. 
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Abstract 
 
Preparation of metal nanoparticles, as gold or silver, is an important sector of scientific research due to their 
wide range of applications in different industrial areas. Several synthetic strategies have been employed in 
order to control size and morphology, however chemical reduction of metal salts is the most common 
procedure; reducing agents and energy sources are required, in the process, polymeric solutions are used as 
capping agents or stabilizers. In recent years polymeric solutions have been explored as reducing agents in 
chemical reduction for the synthesis. This strategy is an excellent option to obtain hybrid composites, 
polymer/metal nanoparticles. In this research, the synthesis of metal nanoparticles using polymeric solutions 
as reducing agents of metal salts is explored. AunPs and AgnPs were successfully obtained by an eco-friendly 
one-pot synthesis; chemical reduction was driven by sunlight exposure as unique energy source and with no 
additional reducing agents or stabilizers. This approach makes possible the preparation in situ of a 
nanocomposite conformed by metal nanoparticles embedded into polymer matrix which can be electrospun to 
obtain nanofibers with potential biomedical applications. 
 
Introduction 

The field of nanotechnology has become a major thrust in scientific research since it has adapted to 
various sectors of science and technology. The use of nanoparticles in the biomedical area is one of 
the most important fields of nanotechnology because many applications are possible using 
nanoparticles with low toxicity and biocompatibility. 
Metallic colloid solutions have been empirical synthetized since 5th or 4th centuries B.C. by the 
Egyptian and Chinese civilizations, who used them for medical purposes. Nowadays gold and silver 
nanoparticles can be useful for medical devices, catalysis, chemical sensing or in construction of 
devices based on their electronic, magnetic and optical properties [1].  
The preparation of noble metal nanoparticles, as gold and silver, has been extensively studied in 
order to found techniques friendlier with the environment [2].There are several procedures for 
preparation of gold and silver nanoparticles, nevertheless chemical reduction of metal salts is still 
the most common method, this technique made possible the size and morphology control by using 
stabilizers and different salt concentrations. 
It is well know that the preparation of metal nanoparticles embedded into polymeric solution is a 
good strategy because the polymer acts as a surface capping agent and it is also excellent host 
material for nanoparticles. Nowadays there are a number of reports on preparation of silver 
nanoparticles in polymer solutions with or without using a reducing agent, and several polymers 
such as Polyacrylamide (PAM), Chitosan (CTS), Polyacrylic acid (PAA), Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), 
Polyacrylonitrile (PAN), polyethyleneoxide (PEO) and Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) had been 
studied in this respect. In the case of the in situ preparation of nanoparticles in a polymeric matrix 
and using the polymer itself as the reducing agent, the chemical nature of the polymer is very 
important for this objective, since this methodology is a good option for a one-pot preparation of 
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hybrid nanocomposites in an eco-friendly mechanism; in the green synthetic strategy of nanoscale 
materials, the usage of nontoxic chemicals, environmental friendly solvents, renewable materials 
and reduction of the use of chemicals in general have attracted considerable attention due to their 
advantage in reducing the environmental risks [3].  
In this research, we study the influence of the chemical nature of the polymer in the reduction of 
metallic salts using a natural polymer, Chitosan (CTS), and a synthetic polymer, Polyvinyl alcohol 
(PVA) since both polymers can act as reducing agents due to they possess hydroxyl and amino 
groups in their structure. They also can act as capping agents and finally the polymer is the matrix 
for the composite material obtained. 
Furthermore the chemical nature of Chitosan and PVA along with their non-toxic character makes 
these biopolymers quite interesting to build up hybrid materials based on metallic nPs and organic 
polymers using a green approach by a photo-induced synthesis procedure besides these composite 
polymeric solutions are suitable for their use in the electrospinning process to obtain nanofibers 
with potential biomedical and pharmacological applications.  

 
Experimental 

Materials 
Chitosan with degree of deacetylation >75% and Polyvinyl alcohol with>90%hydrolysis degree, 
were used in solution as reducing agents and stabilizers, by the other hand chloroauric acid 
(HAuCl4•3H2O) with molecular weight of 393.83 g/mol and silver nitrate (AgNO3) with molecular 
weight of 20.913 g/mol where used as metallic precursors. All reagents where obtained from Sigma 
Aldrich® and used without further purification. 
 
 Synthesis of gold and silver nanoparticles 
CTS and PVA powders were dissolved in acetic acid (1wt%) solution and distilled water 
respectively, to obtain solutions with concentrations of 2wt%for CTS and 8wt% for PVA. CTS 
solutions were stirred for 12 h at room temperature and the PVA solutions were dissolved at 90°C 
for 4 h. Metal precursor was added separately in different concentrations (0.001, 0.005, 0.01 and 
0.05wt% respect to the dry weight of the corresponding polymer), and no additional reducing agents 
or stabilizers were used; chemical reduction was driven by sunlight exposure as unique energy 
source.  
The UV-vis spectra of all solutions were obtained by a Genesys 10S spectrophotometer. The 
scanning wave was in the 200-600 nm range. 
Thin film composites were obtained by the solvent evaporation method, while nanofibers 
composites by the electrospinning technique in an electrospinning unit NaBond Technologies 
(experimental conditions: rate of spinning 0.5 mL/h, at 40°C and 15 kV). The electrospun 
nanofibers were collected on aluminum foil at a distance of 15 cm from the syringe needle. 
 
Results and Discussion 

Homogenous solutions were exposed directly to sunlight at different periods of time: e.i.30 minutes 
for PVA-AgNO3 and PVA-HAuCl4 solutions; 120 min for CTS- AgNO3 andCTS-HAuCl4 solutions. 
After this period of time the initial solutions turn from transparent to colored solutions as shown in 
Figure 1.    
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Nanoscale noble metals display different optical properties than heir bulk counterparts. These 
properties depend on composition, size, shape and surrounding medium of the particles. Superficial 
Plasmon Band (SPB) of gold (AunPs) and silver nanoparticles (AgnPs) comes in the visible region 
and in the UV-vis spectra is possible the localization of these SPB at 534 nm corresponding to 
AunPs (Figure 2a) and in 420 nm corresponding to AgnPs (Figure 2b). 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The SPB can be used to monitor shape, size and aggregation of the nanoparticles in order to build 
reaction kinetic graphics (Figure 3); all the solutions show similar behavior. The surface plasmon 
band is sensitive to interparticle distance due to the overlaping of dipole resonance from the 
neighboring nanoparticles. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

b) 

Figure1.a) PVA-AgnPs, b) PVA-AunPs, c) CTS-AgnPs and d) CTS-AunPs solutions after sunlight 
exposition, nanoparticles concentration: 0.05, 0.01, 0.005 y 0.001 wt% (right to left). 

  

c) 
a) d) 

c) 

Figure 2.UV-vis spectra after sunlight exposition a) PVA-AgnPs and b) CTS-AunPs different concentrations of metal 
precursor. 

b) a) 

b) 

Figure 3. Reaction kinetic a) PVA (8 wt%)-AunPs 0.005% and b) CTS (2 wt%)-AgnPs 0.01%. 

a) 
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To know the effect of the polymeric solution on the chemical reduction process, the polymer 
concentration was varied, keeping the metal precursors concentration constant (Figure 4 and 5). 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Due to the nature of PVA-nPs and CTS-nPs composite solutions, they can be electrospun to obtain 
nanofibers, therefore PVA solutions were processed in electrospinning unit. The resulting 
nanofibers have diameters around 120 nm and no defects were present along the fibers (Figure 6). 

Figure 4.UV-vis spectra after 2 hours sunlight exposure a) CTS-AunPs and b) PVA-AgnPs (precursor 
metal concentration 4.5% w/v) different concentrations of polymeric solutions.  

Figure 5.UV-vis spectra after 30 min of sunlight exposure a) PVA-AunPs and b) PVA-AgnPs (precursor 
metal concentration 0.01% w/v) different concentrations of polymeric solutions.  

a) b) 

b) a) 
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Conclusion 

AunPs and AgnPs were successfully synthetized by an eco-friendly one-pot synthesis using 
two different polymeric solutions; PVA and CTS, where additional reducing agents or stabilizers 
were not needed. In this experiment, both polymeric solutions assume the role of reducing agents 
due to the presence of -NH2 and –OH groups. Also, polymeric solutions act composite matrix and 
support and they could be processed not only to obtaining films but also nanofibers by the 
electrospinning process. The resulting nanofibers are defect-free with ideal quality desirable for  
biomedical applications.  
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Figure 6. SEM images of nanofibers a) PVA 8%, b) PVA /AgnPs and c) PVA/AunPs.  
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Abstract: Oxo-degradable PE film was prepared with a thin deposit of silver nanoparticles layer through in 
situ reaction of nanoparticles on the extruded PE film. Prior to synthesis the film surface was modified by 
corona discharge. The adhesion of the nanoparticles was performed by polyol, replacing the application 
temperature in the reaction by sound energy. The surface analysis was performed using STEM, UV-vis and 
DRX; The nanoparticles showed a size of 41 nm, spherical morphology and changes in the surface tension. 
The best antimicrobial properties against E. coli bacteria, found within the different reactions performed are 
present in oxo-degradable film. 
 
Introduction. 
 

Contamination food occurs in postprocessing and in packaging. It occurs by 
microorganisms. Silver have good antimicrobial properties, it has been used in medicaments and 
coatings(1). Silver coating is regarded as an important standard treatment of medical devices(2). 
Silver nanoparticles properties are well studied by high surface area provides by its small size 
combined with its antimicrobial effect. 

The mechanism of the antibacterial effect of silver is related to the silver ions (Ag+). The 
positively charged silver ions attracted bacteria cells. Silver ions penetrate the cell membrane, 
acting on DNA preventing bacteria reproduction. The silver ions also interact with the thiol groups 
of proteins, which induces the inactivation of bacterial proteins(3). Microorganisms with resistance 
to the antimicrobial activity of silver are rare(4).  

Oxo-degradable films increased because provide us a good choice for today's environmental 
pollution´s problems. Polymeric compounds with oxodegradable particles help plastics decompose 
in several steps by chemical additives (oxodegradable agents) that automatically start degradation. 
First degradation initiated by UV light reducing the molecular weight due to the breaking of the 
polymer chains leaving as oligomers which can be biodegraded with time by microorganisms 
action(5). 

The objetive of this work is: development of an antimicrobial coating on a oxo-degradable 
PE film which could be used for food wraps using silver nanoparticles as antimicrobial agent. The 
silver nanoparticles were synthesized by polyol method in presence of the ultrasonic waves effect to 
the reaction initiation and propagation. 
 
Experimental. 
 
Materials. 

The silver nanoparticles ere synthesized using silver nitrate (AgNO3) like; ethyleneglycol 
(EG) anhydride; polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) like stabilizer agent whit a MW of 10 000 g/mol; the 
reducing agent was ammonia hydroxide NH3 at 24 %, deionizer water and nitrogen (N2). 
 To obtain the oxo-degradable film we used polyethylene (PE) 20020 like a matrix, the load 
was a oxo-degradable agent MBO-E11 at two concentrations: 0.9 and 1.8% wt. 
 
Procedure. 

The PE was premixed with the oxo-degradable load. The oxo-degradable film was 
processed by extrusion under the next temperature profile: Zone 1: 160 °C; Zone 2: 175 °C; Zone 3: 
190 °C; Zone 4: 190 °C. The concentrations were 0.9 and 1.8 % wt. Previously to the silver 
nanoparticles synthesis a corona treatment discharge was performed on the PE films premixes with 
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the oxo-degradable load. The silver nanoparticles were synthesized on the PE film by polyol 
method, using ultrasound during the reaction. Table 1 shows the conditions of reactions for the 
samples. 
 
Table 1. Conditions of reaction. 
 

Sample Corona 
Treatment (cm) 

Temperature 
(°C) 

PVP (mL) 
at 300 mL 

NH3OH: 
AgNO3 

Oxo-degradable 
Load(%) 

B-B 1 25 ------ ------ ------ 

B-1.8 1 25 ------ ------ 1.8 

RF-03 1 0 ------ 2:1 0.9 

RF-04 1 25 ------ 2:1 0.9 

BF-05 1  0 25 2:1 1.8 
 
Results and Discussion. 

Fig. 1 presents a UV-vis spectra of the RF-05 sample whit a peak at 450 nm, indicating the 
presence of spherical silver nanoparticles(6,7), the results are representative for all samples. The high 
wavelength peak width reflects the high particle size distribution, and the low wavelength peak 
reflects the low concentration of silver nanoparticles. This result agrees well with the findings from 
the STEM images of the nano-sized silver particles 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Graphics UV-vis representative simple RF-05. 
 

     
 

Figura 2. Micrographs and particle size distribution of samples: a) RF-03 y b) RF-04. 
 

a b 
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The three-dimensional structure of each film was investigated using SEM. The micrographs 
for samples RF-03 and RF-04 are presented in Fig. 2 (magnification 50x). For the silver 
nanoparticles the histograms shows a average particle size of 41.13 nm for the RF-03 sample and 
58.39 nm for the RF-04 sample. Lows temperatures origins smaller particle size. The reaction 
conditions provide a spherical geometry to the silver nanoparticles. Like in the UV-vis spectrum we 
can see spherical particles and high particle size distribution. Also we can see too the agglomerates 
presence with size of 100 nm(8). 

Sample RF-03 diffractogram, it´s show in fig. 3, the peaks 21.72 and 23.79 are 
characteristic peaks from PE. The peaks from silver nanoparticles cristallinity are: 38.35, 44.56, 
65.02, 78.06 and 82.34, this peaks represent the face centered cubic phase. This shows the presence 
of silver nanoparticles on the surface of PE film samples(9,10). 
 

 
 

Figura 3. Diffractogram of sample RF-03 in oxo-degradable PE films. 
 
Table 2. γ1 , γLD and γLP values from water 
and DMF. 
 
 H2O DMF 

 
72.2 37.3 

 
22 32.4 

 
50.2 4.9 

 
 

Table 3. Contact angle with H2O and DMF. 
 

Sample Water (°) DMF (°) 

B-B 81.6 56.8 

B-1.8 78.8 56 

RF-05  51.8 41.6 
B-1.8  
(degraded) 43.4 30.2 

 
Young's equation provides information about the film wetability. It depends from the 

system interfacial tensions. The contact angle depends on the changes on the polymer surface, to 
obtain the polar and dispersion components of surface energy of the films are solved equations (1) 
and (2). 

 
 

 
Where: 

 Adhesion work 
θ= Contact angle at equilibrium. 

= Surface free energy components in the solid and liquid. 
 = Surface dispersion components for solid and liquid. 

Ec.1 

Ec.2 
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Values  and  were calculated by measuring the contact angle with water and 
dimethylformamide (DMF) on the film. The values are already reported at Table 2. The contact 
angles measured are presented at table 3. 

Table 3 shows that both the contact angles of water and the DMF decreases as the film has a 
treatment or degrades, suggesting an decrease in polarity to this films by the decreasing molecular 
weight and corona treatment. 

In table 4 we see that the total surface energy increases as the affinity of the phases. While 
 not vary much between samples, as it degrades and / or is present in the silver nanoparticles, 
 increases becoming increasingly important this component suggesting an increase in the 

polarity on the film surface. 
 

 Table 4. Polar energy calculations and dispersion of samples. 
 

Sample Water (°) DMF (°)     
Total surface 

energy 
 

B-B 81.6 56.8 11.18 14.22 25.4 

B-1.8 78.8 56 13.25 13.64 26.89 
RF-05 
(degraded) 51.8 41.6 35.99 11.52 47.51 

B-1.8 (degraded) 43.4 30.2 40.98 13.10 54.08 

 
 
Table 5. Antimicrobial results. 
 

Sample Inhibition % 

100 % oxo 99.98 

Blanco oxo-1.8 99.978 

Blanco oxo-0.9 98.498 

RF-02 96.438 

RF-03 95.138 

RF-04 95.728 

RF-05 97.968 

RF-06 93.988 

RF-07 92.088 

 
Later elemental analysis test was conducted. It found that the oxo-degradable film have Fe 

in the formulation, which provides antimicrobial properties to the film. Reports(15) show that silver 
has an hydrophobic effect and don´t inhibit the growth of bacteria. Microorganisms also tend to 
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evolve to survive and Gramm negative bacteria (such E. Coli) tend to have more hydrophobic sites 
which adhere to the silver nanoparticles(11). According to Van Oss(12-14), hydrophobic interactions 
are stronger than non-covalent interactions of long range, often the only force aid on the 
hydrophobic attraction forces are the acid-base forces. 

Oxo-degradable bactericidal studies are conducted with E. Coli. Table 5 presents the results 
of tests. The better antibacterial efficiency were films without silver nanoparticles presence 
 
Conclusion. 

The reaction conditions are effective to obtain silver nanoparticles with 40 nm size. The 
PVP use its useful to keep control about the reaction. But the uses of silver nanoparticles don´t help 
to increase the antimicrobial properties on the films. 
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Abstract 

 
Polymer nanocomposites of polypropylene (PP) and copper nanoparticles (nCu) were prepared by 
melt extrusion. The copper nanoparticles were added in contents of 0, 1, 3 and 5 % w/w within the 
resin. A morphological, mechanical and dielectric study was conducted on polymer 
nanocomposites. Thermal properties were evaluated by means of DSC and mechanical properties 
with a universal testing machine. Thermal transitions were decreased with respect to as received 
PP. Elongation and elastic moduli were also enhanced for nanocomposites for samples with low 
copper content. Dielectric constant showed an increase of 100 units as well. 
 
Introduction 

 
Polymer nanocomposites have taken increased interest in both academia and industry, mainly due 
to the enhanced properties like chemical, mechanical, electrical and thermal, that these materials 
possess [1-3]. Copper nanoparticles offer the possibility of electrical and thermal conduction when 
is mixed with a polymer matrix [4], and open a field of application in electrically conductive 
composites and polymeric heat exchangers [5]. In this study, the effect of size and content of 
copper nanoparticles on electrical properties, thermal transitions, morphology and dispersion was 
investigated. For this purpose, polymer nanocomposites of polypropylene (PP) and copper 
nanoparticles with different sizes were prepared by melt extrusion. 
 
 
Experimental 

 
Materials 
Polypropylene (PP) with a MFI = 35 g/10 min, injection molding grade was used as polymer 
matrix. Copper nanoparticles (nCu-25) with an average particle size = 25 nm, purity ≥ 99.8 wt% 
were purchased to SkySpring Nanomaterials, Inc. USA. Copper nanoparticles (nCu-50) with an 
average particle size = 50 nm, purity ≥ 99.5 wt% were purchased to Nanostructured & Amorphous 
Materials, Inc. USA. Paraffin wax was used to coating nCu nanoparticles. 
 
Methodology 
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Copper nanoparticles were coated with paraffin wax in order to avoid oxidation, for this purpose a 
controlled atmosphere glove box with N2 purge was used. 
 
A twin-screw extruder Thermo Scientific Prism TSE 24-MC with L/D: 40:1, was employed to 
process all the samples with a plain temperature profile of 200 °C and 300 rpm. A masterbatch of 
5% wt/wt for each nCu nanoparticles was prepared as follow: PP resin and coated nCu 
nanoparticles were feed to the extruder with the assistance of volumetric feeder at a rate of 3 kg/h. 
After that, a proper amount of masterbatch was diluted with pure PP resin to obtain 
nanocomposites with 0, 1, 3, 5% wt/wt of each copper nanoparticles. 
 
Characterization 
Thermal analysis was carried out in a DSC TA Instruments model Q2000 at a heating/cooling rate 
of 10 °C/min with a flow of N2 of 50 ml/min. XRD patterns were obtained in a Siemens D5000 
X-ray diffractometer with a voltage of 20kV and current intensity of 25 mA were used, within the 
range of 5 - 40 ° of the 2θ angle. A scanning electron microscope JEOL model JSM7401F with a 
voltage of 15kV, was used to observe the cryogenically fractured nanocomposites, samples were 
coated with Au-Pd prior the experiment. Dielectric measurements were recorded with a LCR 
meter TEGAM model 3550 at a frequency of 1 kHz, silver paint was used to cover both sides of 
the samples, 5 specimens were tested and the average value was reported. Mechanical properties 
were evaluated in a universal testing machine Instron model 4220, following the procedure 
described in ASTM D368 standard, with a deformation rate of 50 mm/min. 
 
Results and Discussion 
 
Thermal transitions and crystallinity percent for polymer nanocomposites with both kinds of 
copper nanoparticles are presented in Table 1 and Figure 1. The melting and crystallization 
temperature and crystallinity for polymer nanocomposites with nCu-25 exhibit a tendency to 
decrease as the content of the nanoparticles increase, the same trend is observed for 
nanocomposites with nCu-50. The most evident change is observed for nanocomposites with 5% 
of both copper nanoparticles, for example the crystallinity diminish 13% and 18% for nCu-25 
and nCu-50 respectively. It is well known, that the addition of additives such as copper 
nanoparticles enhance the crystallization rate and nucleation activity for a variety of polymers, 
nevertheless in our case we observe an apposite behavior. This behavior may obey to the 
impingement of crystalline growth by the occurrence of copper nanoparticles covered by a layer 
of paraffin wax. 
 
Table 1. Thermal transitions and crystallinity percentage for polymer nanocomposites with both 
kind of copper nanoparticles. 

Sample Tm, 
(°C) 

Tc, 
(°C) 

Crysta
llinity 
(%) 

 Sample Tm, 
(°C) 

Tc, 
(°C) 

Crysta
llinity 
(%) 

PP/nCu-25 0% 148.46 119.54 53  PP/nCu-50 0% 148.46 119.54 53 
PP/nCu-25 1% 147.59 117.62 46  PP/nCu-50 1% 146.64 115.31 41 
PP/nCu-25 3% 147.6 118.16 46  PP/nCu-50 3% 146.39 116.15 43 
PP/nCu-25 5% 146.42 105.40 40  PP/nCu-50 5% 146.15 99.60 35 
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Figure 1. Thermal transitions and crystallinity for polymer nanocomposites with both kind of 
copper nanoparticles. 
 
The crystalline structure for polymer nanocomposites with both types of copper nanoparticles is 
shown in Figure 2. Neat polypropylene exhibit a well defined α-phase crystalline structure, with 
the addition of low contents 1 or 3% of nCu-25 or nCu-50 this structure is preserved. The 
addition of 5% of nCu-25 promotes the reduction in intensity of the plane (041) located at 21.5 ° 
in 2θ. On the other hand nCu-50 causes the disappearance of plane (111) located at 20 ° in 2θ 
given place to the appearance of a β-phase. These changes in crystalline structure were discussed 
in the above section and would affect the final properties of the nanocomposites. 
 
 

      
 
Figure 2. Crystalline structure for polymer nanocomposites with both kind of copper 
nanoparticles. 
 
 
Mechanical and dielectric properties for polymer nanocomposites with both types of copper 
nanoparticles are shown in Figure 3. The increase in tensile strength for nanocomposites with 1 
and 3% of nCu-25 are 12 and 19% respectively, meanwhile for nanocomposites with nCu-50 the 
increase at same content is only 3 and 10% respectively. The addition of 5% of both types of 
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nanoparticles does not enhance the mechanical response. On the other hand, elongation percent 
has shown a slight increase for lower contents of nanoparticles, and fall down abruptly for higher 
contents. The dielectric constant for nanocomposites with nCu-25 is increased by about 100 units 
for all contents, nevertheless for nanocomposites with nCu-50 only the 1 and 3% show an 
increase in dielectric constant, the higher content exhibit a small increase of 9 units. The ability 
of copper nanoparticles for enhancement of the mechanical and dielectric properties is size 
dependent and shown a better response for small sizes, i.e. 25 nm.   
 

    
 
Figure 3. Mechanical and dielectric properties for polymer nanocomposites with both kind of 
copper nanoparticles. 
 
Electron microscope images of cryofractured nanocomposites with 5% wt/wt of copper 
nanoparticles are shown in Figure 4. In these images, it is possible to observe that both types of 
copper nanoparticles tend to form agglomerates and that such agglomerates are well distributed 
in the whole polymer matrix. The poor dispersion of copper nanoparticles could be related with 
the treatment to avoid oxidation, which prevents the dispersion during the melt mixing 
procedure.  
 
 

       
 
Figure 4. Electron microscope images of cryofractured nanocomposites with 5% wt/wt of nCu-1 
(left) and nCu-2 (right).  
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Conclusions 
  

Thermal transitions and crystallinity of PP/nCu show a slight decrease as content of nCu increase 
for both sizes of nanoparticles. XRD patterns exhibit a well defined α-phase and no apparent 
change at low contents of nCu, nevertheless the nanocomposites with 5% of nCu-50nm promote 
the formation of β-phase. Mechanical properties are enhanced with 1 and 3% of nCu, 
nanocomposites with 5% exhibit at small increase respect of PP without nCu, this would be due 
the agglomeration of nanoparticles as shown in SEM images. nCu-25nm nanoparticles promote an 
increase of dielectric properties of PP at all contents, nevertheless nCu-50nm only does for 1 and 
3%. The occurrence of agglomerates in nanocomposites with high content of nanoparticles has a 
negative impact on the micro-structure of the nanocomposite as revealed by the thermal, 
mechanical and dielectric properties. 
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Abstract 

In the present work, we have carried out the synthesis and characterization of nanocomposites based on high-density 
polyethylene (HDPE) with carbon nanotubes and/or copper nanoparticles by Polymerization Filling Technique, 
using as precatalyst a zirconocene aluminohydride supported on modified silica with MAO. The effect of the 
inclusion of nanoparticles on catalytic activity of the heterogeneous system, crystallization behavior, thermal 
stability, crystalline structure and electrical conductivity of the final product (PE nanocomposites) was evaluated. It 
was concluded in this study, that the presence of nanoparticles in the reaction medium led to more stable active 
species than in the polymerizations without fillers synthesized under similar conditions; furthermore, the 
nanocomposites that were prepared at a low zirconocene concentration showed better physicochemical properties 
than those obtained at high catalyst concentrations. 

Introduction 

Nowadays, the development of new hybrid materials based on polyolefin matrices is a promising research 
field for various industrial applications or as academic support to understand thermodynamically and 
kinetically the processes that occur during their synthesis, providing the opportunity to generate many 
future projects involving non-polar matrices such as polyethylene, polypropylene, among others.1 In this 
work is studied the Polymerization Filling Technique (PFT) of ethylene in presence of CNT and/or Cu 
nanoparticles, using aluminohydride bis(n-butylcyclopentadienyl) zirconocene [n-BuCp2ZrH(μ-
H)2AlH2] supported in modified silica with methylaluminoxane (MAO) as the pre-catalyst, this system 
has not been tested previously in the production of HDPE nanocomposites with these type of 
nanoparticles. 

Experimental 

All procedures were performed in vacuum-argon atmosphere (Schlenk technique). Toluene, diethyl ether 
and iso-octane were reagent grade, all distilled with appropriate drying agents. MAO (10% toluene) and 
LiAlH4 (1M, Et2O) from Sigma-Aldrich were used as purchased. Carboxyl groups-functionalized multi-
walled carbon nanotubes 0.53%  (MWNT-COOH) with outer diameter of 50 to 80 nm, length 10 m 
and purity > 95% by weight were from AlphaNano Technology Co., Ltd. Cu nanoparticles with average 
diameter < 10 nm were synthesized in CIQA's Advanced Materials Department. 
 Molecular weights were measured in a Gel Permeation Chromatograph Alliance GPCV 2000 
(Waters), using 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene as mobile phase at 140°C. The GPC was calibrated using 
polystyrene standards with molecular weights ranging 580 to 3,500,000. 
 Residual aluminum content and Cu were measured in a SpectrAA-250 Plus equipped with an Al or 
Cu Hollow Cathode Lamp from Varian. 
 Thermal properties were measured in a DSC of TA Instruments 2920 in a temperature range of 
0─160 ° C. And in a TGA of TA Instruments model Q500 under N2 atmosphere from ambient 
temperature to 600°C and under O2 atmosphere from 600-800°C. Both, DSC and TGA analysis were 
performed at a heating rate of 10°C/min. 
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 The crystal structure of nanocomposites was investigated by X-ray Diffraction Spectra (XRD, 
Siemens), CuKα (25 mA, 35 kV) at ambient temperature in the interval 10° ≤ 2θ ≤ 100°. 
 The morphology and dispersion of the nanocomposites were analyzed with a Scanning Electron 
Microscopy JEOL JSM-7401F. 
 The electrical properties (Cv, S/cm) of the less conductive synthesized materials (resistance > 200 
MΩ) were determined with an equipment that contains three amplifiers: Lock-In (Stanford Research 
Systems) model SR850, TEGAM, Inc. high voltage model 2340 and a converter designed in CIQA. And 
the more conductive materials (resistance < 200 MΩ) were measured on a Keithley apparatus Model 
2400. 
 Thermal treatment of the nanoparticles. The MWCNT-COOH and Cu nanoparticles were dried in 
a Linder-Blue muffle at 100 °C by seven days and 24 h, respectively to avoid the premature deactivation 
of the catalyst. 
 Polymerization reaction. The preparation of the complex (n-BuCp)2ZrH3AlH2 and treatment of the 
support (silica) are described in detail in a previous report.2 The in situ polymerizations of semicontinuous 
operation were carried out at 500 rpm in iso-octane (2,2,4-trimethylpentane), with PC2H4(42 psi) and 
constant T (70 ° C) on a 600 mL Parr 5100 reactor, provided with stirring, digital temperature controller, a 
mass flow controller 0─200 mL/min (AALBORG). CNTs and/or Cu nanoparticles were previously 
dispersed in iso-octane for one hour in ultrasonic bath Branson model 3510 and subsequently mixed in 
the reactor with 5 mL (5.6x10-3 mol) of scavenger (MMAO-7 13 wt% Al in ISOPAR-E, AkzoNobel). The 
pre-catalyst of zirconocene was activated with MAO in a flask, and subsequently introduced with a 
syringe with lock into the reactor (pre-cured), holding the ethylene pressure to 42 psi. The polymerization 
is ended by removing ethylene gas from the reaction mixture and adding slowly 20 mL of acidified 
MeOH (10 vol% HCl). Subsequently, the formed polymer (with or without nanoparticles) is precipitated 
in 600 mL of MeOH, rinsed with MeOH and finally dried in a vacuum oven at 60 °C for 24 h. 

Results and Discussion 

In Table 1 are presented the results and conditions of the ethylene polymerization in the presence of 
nanoparticles, which were carried out at two catalyst concentration levels (~40 and 17 mg) corresponding 
to a molar concentration of 2.98x10-5 and 1.26 x10-5, respectively. The above conditions were pre-
established with the aim of produce nanocomposites with high and low content of nanoparticles to study 
their interaction with the polymeric matrix of HDPE. Also we synthesized two neat HDPE, without 
nanoparticles, in order to compare their characteristics and properties with the nanocomposites prepared 
under identical conditions. 
Table 1. Polymerization of ethylene using (n-BuCp)2ZrH3AlH2/SiO2/MAO in absence or presence of CNT 
and/or Cu nanoparticles at Al/Zr (mol/mol) ratio of 1000a 
     Atomic Absorption  CNT (%) CNT (%) 

Exp. Zr  
(10-6 mol) Activityb Mw (Da) Ð Al 

(mg/gsample.) 
Cu 

(mg/gsample) 
Theoricalc by TGAd 

PE1 6.0 1235.8 14 782 2.2 12.45    
PE2 2.5 1058.2 24 697 2.7 22.09    
NT1 6.2 723.1 19 143 2.5 5.46  18.4 14.7 
NT2 2.4 1783.4 31 055 2.5 2.57  19.0 17.0 
NTCu1 6.3 415.7 ND ND 16.09 0.38 31.2 28.1 
NTCu2 2.2 905.4 ND ND 13.31 1.20 41.7 34.8 
Cu1 6.0 772.2 23 222 2.3 12.72 0.45   
Cu2 2.6 1625.6 31 639 2.3 10.36 4.23   
aConditions: iso-octane (200 mL), 5 mL of scavenger (MMAO-7), 500 rpm, 42 psi C2H4, T of 70 ºC, 1h. bKgPE (mol Zr)-1 h-1. 
c% of incorporation of CNT in HDPE (calculated gravimetrically). d% of CNT obtained by TGA. "ND, undetermined" 

 Aluminum content reported in column six (Table 1) corresponds to co-catalyst or scavenger residuals 
used in the polymerization reaction. It has been reported3 that alumina residual present in HDPE 
nanocomposites is inert for the nucleation process and polymer crystallization, therefore, any change 
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observed in the thermal behavior could be attributed to the incorporation of the nanoparticles into the 
materials. 
 In Figure 1a the results of catalytic activity of the system employed in our work, molecular weight 
(Mw) and index of molar mass dispersity (Ð) for HDPE (pure) and with nanofillers are compared, where 
we can see how a slight variation due to the presence of CNT and/or Cu nanoparticles is able to disturb 
considerably during the course of the polymerization. Unfortunately, was not possible to determine the 
molecular weight for the experiments NTCu1 and NTCu2, since both samples were nearly insoluble 
under typical conditions of analysis by GPC (1,2,4-triclobenceno at 140 ºC) and the experimental data 
would not be representative or trustworthy. On the other hand, Figure 1b shows the chromatograms for 
the nanocomposites and HDPE pure prepared with the catalyst in heterogeneous phase (n-
BuCp2ZrH3AlH2/SiO2/MAO), where can be observed values of Ð commonly seen for olefin 
polymerization with supported metallocene catalyst (range of 2─5)4. Nevertheless, if we examined in 
detail the experiments PE2, NT1 and NT2 we can distinguish a broadening of MWD towards higher 
molecular weights (shoulder develops). As is well known, occasionally the supported systems generate 
"leaching" or desorption of catalytic system in the medium of reaction, promoting the formation of 
polymer both in heterogeneous as homogeneous phase,5 which could explain the slight shoulder in the 
profile of PE2 that is displayed in Figure 1b. Whereas, the behavior for the NT1 and NT2 in the GPC 
plots is attributed to the desorption of the zirconocene followed by in situ support of the catalytic system 
on the surface of the CNT, leading to a production of polymer on silica modified with MAO as well as 
CNT-supported metallocene catalysis, forming different active centers because of that. 

(a) (b) (c) 

   
Figure 1. Polyethylenes obtained without and with nanoparticles, using (n-BuCp)2ZrH3AlH2/SiO2/MAO  
(a) Comparison of activity, Mw and Ð. (b) Molecular weight distribution. (c) Kinetics profiles. 

 Also, is visible in the Figure 1a that when the concentration of the zirconocene is increased in the 
samples PE1 and PE2 of 1.26x10-5 mol (17 mg) to 2.98x10-5 mol (40 mg) the molecular weight decreases 
from 24,697 Da (PE2) to 14,782 Da (PE1) even though the polymerization reaction of PE1 shown a 
higher activity in comparison to PE2 synthesized under similar conditions (Table 1). This drop of Mw 
could be caused by chain transfer reactions; to the aluminium from the co-catalyst (MAO) mainly. 
Moreover, it has also been reported6 that the catalytic activity is low or reduced when the quantity of 
catalyst goes increases because is most likely to happen a bimolecular deactivation as a consequence of 
the proximity that exists between the active centers and the probability for occur this phenomenon is 
bigger in a small or confined space by the presence of the nanoparticles themselves. The text previously 
mentioned supports the reduction in activity around 41─48%, observed when we are comparing the 
corresponding pairs of experiments (see Table 1) in the presence of CNT and/or Cu nanoparticles. In 
addition, the activity of Cu1 is a little higher than NT1 where the possible explanation are: i) the smaller 
size of Cu nanoparticles that leaves less hindered the active sites and the coordination of the monomer is 
favoured and ii) probably when forces and energies of shear are applied in the ultrasonic bath, the 
agglomerates of Cu nanoparticles are broken, releasing metallic copper and the layer of copper oxides is 
somewhat diluted, affecting at lesser extent the catalyst activity. 
 Figure 1c shows the polymerization rate profiles (kinetic behavior) of the experiments indicated in 
the Table 1. The shape of these curves refers to the instantaneous polymerization rate determined from the 
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consumption of monomer as a function of the time; it is noteworthy that the profiles will change 
according to the conditions of each reaction. In polymerizations of gaseous monomers such as ethylene, 
the slope of the curve shown in the first minutes of reaction is related to the initial rate, after this point the 
rate continues to climb until a maximum value is reached. Generally in the systems based on 
aluminohydride zirconocene or classical metallocenes can be observed a steady-state period represented 
by a constant rate (propagation stage). Subsequently the rate dropped more gradual, evidencing the 
catalyst decay, which has been pointed out as the termination stage. 
 The results of the kinetic behavior of PE1 and PE2 (polymerizations without nanoparticles) are 
shown in Figure 1c, on these profiles we can watch that initial rate of these polymerizations (22.74 and 
17.35 mL/min, respectively) are inferior with regard to their corresponding nanocomposites. Taking into 
account the above facts, we assumed that the presence of the nanoparticles in the medium of reaction 
increases the rate not only in the first minutes of polymerization; these contribute besides to keeping a 
high rate until the reaction is terminated 60 minutes after catalyst injection. In particular, the experiments 
marked as Cu1 and NT2 showed a consumption of monomer almost constant and high during the time of 
reaction, this fact suggest that under these conditions are present more stable active sites; in contrast to the 
behavior for NTCu1 and NTCu2, where their profiles show low rates of initiation and polymerization. It 
should also be noted that only the NT1 nanocomposite exhibits a continuous increase on its 
polymerization rate, reaching the decay step after have elapsed ~42 minutes of reaction, where a slow 
catalyst deactivation begins. In this regard it is worth noting that Cu1 and Cu2 (in situ polymerization 
with Cu nanoparticles) were the samples with the highest ethylene consumption, where even the 
consumption of monomer in Cu2 exceeded the capacity of the mass flow meter (0─200 mL/min), so it 
was not possible to obtain the kinetic curve. As mentioned above, the variations of the kinetics behaviors 
are characteristic of each reaction conditions, wherein the concentration, size and type of nanoparticle 
affect significantly, perhaps because these may interact with the ion-pair of the catalytic system.  
 In Figure 2a,b are displayed the exothermic (Tc) and endothermic (Tm) transitions ("peaks"), 
respectively, for HDPE without nanoparticles as with CNT and/or Cu, in some cases is observed a slight 
increase in the peak melting temperature (Tmp) when the nanoparticles are incorporated, this is a positive 
sign that are melting crystals thermodynamically more stable. Which is directly related to the time it takes 
for the nucleation of the polymeric chains over the surface of the CNT, according to experimental data 
reported by Trujillo, et al.7 It must be mentioned that to date there are only a few reports in the literature 
about this type of investigations that involve a metallocene catalyst and CNT or Cu nanoparticles. 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

    
Figure 2. Samples of HDPE without and with nanoparticles obtained using the (n-BuCp)2ZrH3AlH2/SiO2/MAO 
complex (a) Peak crystallization temperature (Tcp). (b) Peak melting temperature (Tmp). (c, d) Weight loss percent 
as a function of the temperature for the different experiments carried out in this work. 

 The effect of the incorporation of CNT and/or Cu nanoparticles in the matrix of HDPE was 
analyzed by TGA (Figure 2c,d) to measure the degradation of the polymers prepared via in situ 
polymerizations using two different concentrations of the zirconocene aluminohydride system, in 
the Figure 2c is clear how independently of CNT concentration in NT1 and NT2 (14.71 and 17.02%, 
respectively), the thermal stability of the final product is enhanced, but when Cu nanoparticles were 
introduced in the polymeric matrix (Figure 2d) the stability is improved only when we were able to 
achieve more weight content of Cu nanoparticles in the matrix (Cu2) varying the zirconocene 
concentration in the synthesis of the nanocomposite. The TGA decomposition curves of the samples of 
the Figure 2d for the nanocomposites of HDPE/CNT/Cu seems like it undergo a premature mass loss 
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starting at 125 °C and up shortly before 300 °C; however, this multi-step decomposition process 
observed in the experiments NTCu1 and NTCu2 could be attributed to loss of other constituents as 
coordinated water or compounds of low molecular weight (eg., solvent). The Table 2 resumes the 
parameters of characterization of HDPE and their nanocomposites studied by TGA and DSC, the values 
listed indicate that with just modifying the catalyst concentration is possible to get an improvement up to 
87 °C in TONSET by the incorporation of a nanofiller (NT2), without decreasing the crystallinity of the 
material, where on the contrary, it seems that under this reaction condition the CNT play an essential role 
acting as a nucleating agent; which also is confirmed by the shift in Tcp of 116.68 to 119.83 °C. The shift 
towards higher values in the Tcp of Cu nanocomposites in comparison to neat HDPE, as described above, 
is a sign that the nanofiller acts as effective nucleating agent, this is more evident in the Cu2 sample; thus,  
when the concentration of Cu nanoparticles is too low in the matrix (Cu1), the crystallinity is reduced 
~3%, the main reason of this observation can be due to that the polymeric chains with lower molecular 
weight (PE1) crystallize faster than the chains of higher molecular weight (Cu1) at the same rate (°C/min 
set in the measurements by DSC) as a consequence of a restriction in the motion-disentanglement of the 
polymer chains. On the other hand, the crystallinity for NT1 decreases 8% (see Table 2) in comparison 
with PE1 this could be due to that when a high loading of CNT is present in the nanocomposite, the 
mobility and diffusion of the polymeric chains is limited by effects of molecular confinement, because the 
polymer is not able to be organized building crystals with large thickness due to the reduced space by the 
presence both CNT and residual alumina and hence, the crystallinity is lower.3, 8 

Table 2. Information from TGA/DSC of HDPE without and with CNT and/or Cu 

Exp. Tonset (°C)a Tmax (°C)b Tcp (°C) Tmp (°C) ΔHm (J/g) χcm (%)c 

PE1 408.56 434.34 115.71 132.08 240.9 83.10 
PE2 368.88 457.58 116.68 131.89 170.9 58.95 
NT1 446.32 469.20 118.06 133.08 195.8 75.06 
NT2 455.92 473.43 119.83 134.48 171.3 77.13 
NTCu1 ─ 466.03 118.68 129.14 80.72 31.32 
NTCu2 ─ 425.65 117.80 127.52 5.807 2.69 
Cu1 410.48 437.51 118.36 131.64 227.9 79.76 
Cu2 427.76 449.61 117.50 133.19 225.9 81.04 
aDecomposition temperature at 5% weight loss (TGA). bTemperature at which the decomposition rate is maximum (peak in 
the DTG plot of derivative weight against temperature). cNormalized considering the fraction of CNT and/or Cu 
nanoparticles and ΔHm° of 289. 9 J/g.9 "─, undefined" 

 The X-ray diffractograms of pure HDPE and its composites filled with CNT and/or Cu 
nanoparticles corroborated that the thermal behavior of the materials are not attributable to 
changes in the crystalline structure, since unit cell parameters of these, remain intact and the 
characteristic peaks for HDPE with orthorhombic crystals appears ~21.76 y 24.15° in 2 scale that 
belongs to the planes (110) and (200), respectively.10 Whereas, from 25─50° in 2 the following planes 
are identified: (002) related to the presence of MWNT; (100) peak assigned to the presence of Fe impurity 
due to ferrocene used as a carbon source to produce the CNT; peaks like (112) and (006) due to 
amorphous carbon and impurities caused by the presence of different crystalline species,11 observing in 
our samples that the intensity of the (002) plane close to 25º in 2θ is related to the amount of CNT that we 
reached to incorporate by in situ polymerization. During the course of our investigations we discovered 
that if we tried to compare the diffraction pattern of the nanocomposites HDPE/Cu (Cu1 and Cu2) with 
the representative peaks of the Cu obtained from a database that has clearly visible peaks corresponding 
to the reflections from the (111), (200) and (220) planes of the unit cell face-centered cubic (FCC) 
structure at the angles of 43.3, 50.4 and 74.1° in 2θ, respectively, the presence of Cu nanoparticles in the 
composite can be confirmed with certainty only through (220)FCC plane plotting the desired area in our 
diffractograms (40─70º), because between 40─50° in 2 may be that the peaks are overlapped with the 
amorphous carbon and impurities resulting from the synthesis process of CNT or the alumina present in 
the materials that according to Tian, et al.12 exhibits its peaks in the range of 35─70° in 2θ. 
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 Figure 3 shows the SEM images of all materials synthesized in the absence or presence of 
nanoparticles (CNT and/or Cu). In the micrographs we can see that PE1 and PE2 (Figures 3a,b) exhibit a 
morphology in layers and flake-like shape with a slightly smooth surface. Meanwhile, micrographs 
corresponding to the synthesis of NT1 and NT2 (Figure 3c,d), it can be appreciated that although the 
particles used in this work (MWNT-COOH) were considered in a range of 50─80 nm according to the 
supplier. Figure 3d shows a CNT with a wide diameter ~89.80 nm. This may be due to more than one 
CNT has been wrapped by polymer layer; however, it could be also a variation in the original material. 
The micrographs 3c,d also can distinguish how CNT are interconnected, to form a network structure in 
the polymeric matrix. Besides, according to the images of NT2 (Figure 3d), the growth of the polymeric 
chains occurred onto the surface of each CNT, serving as a dispersion mechanism, avoiding the 
agglomerates or bundles of nanotubes during in situ polymerization. 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

    
(e) (f) (g) (h) 

    
Figure 3. SEM images of (a) PE1. (b) PE2. (c) NT1. (d) NT2. (e) NTCu1. (f) NTCu2. (g) Cu1. (h) Cu2. 

 In Figures 3e─3h are shown the micrographs obtained by SEM for the HDPE synthesized in 
the presence of CNT and/or Cu nanoparticles, using two levels of catalyst concentration (40 
and 17 mg). If we compare the Figure 3c with 3e where have been incorporated 18.42 y 31.19% 
of CNT, respectively is evident that when there are a higher content of nanofiller in the 
polymeric matrix, the distance between the CNT becomes shorter. In Figures 3e,f the Cu 
nanoparticles are indicated with a red arrow, which look agglomerated. Unfortunately, was not 
possible to get a higher magnifications in these micrographs. It is necessary to clarify that in the 
Figures 3g,h; the tiny spherical particles observed could be attributed to Cu dispersed in HDPE; 
however, their localization and distribution in the polymeric matrix cannot be confirmed because 
the volume fraction of Cu nanoparticles are much lower, but different morphology of layers can 
be observed in micrographs of Figures 3a,b (HDPE without nanoparticles). 
 One of the improved physical properties in the PE matrices with the addition of 
nanoparticles like CNT or Cu may be electrical conductivity. Thus, the common HDPE is an 
insulating material without the presence of nanofillers or conductive particles, but it can modify its value 
of volumetric conductivity (Cv, S/cm) through networks interconnected when a fraction of an appropriate 
filler is reached to create a conductive path, which would be proportional to the content of the material 
used as nanofiller (CNT and/or Cu) and to the way that they are distributed in the polymer domain. The 
descending order of the Cv measured for the materials synthesized in this work is as follows: NTCu2 > 
NTCu1 > NT1 > NT2 > PE2 > Cu1 > PE1 > Cu2, and correspond to 1.36, 1.11, 2.83x10-1, 6.27x10-2, 
2.07x10-7, 3.91x10-9, 1.71x10-9 y 1.70x10-9 S/cm, respectively. The fact that the polyethylenes without 
nanoparticles exhibit dissipative characteristics instead of insulating has been attributed to the residual 
amount of alumina present in the polymeric matrix (HDPE). 
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Conclusions 

Polymerization of ethylene with zirconocene aluminohydride complex in the presence of CNT and/or Cu 
nanoparticles obtained by PFT technique is a promising process for the production of masterbatch 
nanocomposites based of HDPE useful with commercial polyethylenes, to improve or modify its thermal 
and electrical properties. Moreover, it is noteworthy that this study is one of the few where it has carried 
out the addition of Cu nanoparticles in polyolefin matrices, which could have different applications. 
Respect to crystallization and melting of HDPE nanocomposites, the DSC results suggest that both CNT 
and Cu nanoparticles act as nucleating agent, as long as they decrease the density of the polymer 
molecular entanglements, forbidding the diffusion of the polymer chains that form crystals. XRD studies 
revealed that the crystalline structure of HDPE matrix with orthorhombic unit cell remains unchanged 
regardless of the amount of nanoparticles incorporated by in situ polymerizations. Finally, according to 
the results of CV measurements, the NTCu1 and NTCu2 nanocomposites showed modulable electrical 
properties, based on the nanoparticles content. 
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Abstract 
 

Polymers have very low thermal conductivity, because of this cycle time process become longer and materials can 
suffer some degradation. This makes necessary to obtain polymers with higher thermal conductivity. In this sense, the 
addition of particles with high thermal conductivity has become very useful. So in this study, particles of different 
nature, but all with high thermal conductivities, were modify by cold plasma treatment, and HDPE nanocomposites 
were obtained. Treated particles and nanocomposites were characterized by different techniques as TEM, TGA, XPS, 
MDSC, among others. Results showed nanocomposites with higher thermal conductivities, in some cases even 3 times 
higher than pure resin. Characterization results were associated to nanocomposite final thermal conductivity.   
 
Introduction 

 
Thermal conductivity characterizes de ability of a material to conduct heat. Polymers have very 

low thermal conductivity (e.g. high density polyethylene HDPE has a conductivity of 0.35 W/m·K, so cycle 
time during its processing become longer (1), this means more cost and polymer is exposed to higher 
temperatures for longer, so having polymers with higher thermal conductivity will help to reduce this cycle 
time. Also, there are various components in electronic devices, where heat dissipation becomes critical not 
only to maintain the life span of the device, but also to its performance and reliability (2; 3). Polymers 
reinforced with organic or inorganic fillers with high thermal conductivity are becoming more and more 
common to increase polymers thermal conductivity (4). One of the most important factors that can affect 
the final thermal conductivity of the composite is heat resistance at the interphase (5). Modifying the 
particle surface could improve polymer-particle interactions (6). Plasma is a versatile and clean technique 
for this purpose. When a polymerizable gas is used, a nanometric film layer is deposited on the particle 
surface. In this study, the surface of boron nitride nanoparticles, carbon nanofibers and silver nanoparticles 
was modified by plasma with polyethylene, and the thermal conductivity of final composite was 
determined. 
 
Experimental 
 
Materials 
A high density polyethylene (HDPE) was used with melt flow index of 5g/10 min, density of 0.9665 
g/cm3 and melting point of 130°C. Boron nitride was supplied by Lower Friction with hexagonal shape 
and particle size of 70 nm. Carbon nanofibers were supplied by Pyrograf Products with a diameter 
average of 150 nm. Silver nanoparticles with flake shape were used with particle size between 20-80 nm. 
 
Plasma treatment 
A copper wire was rolled on a round flask with flat bottom to act as inductive electrode. One wire side 
was connected to a radio frequency generator, which had attached an energy controller. One system 
entrance was connected to a vacuum pump, while the other one to a valve that control ethylene gas flux. 
Details are reported elsewhere (7) (8). 
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Vacuum was applied during 30 min until a pressure of 4.3 x 10-2mbar was reached. Thereafter ethylene 
flux was started for 5 min until system pressure was of 7.9 x 10-2 mbar. Treatment was for 20 min with 60 
W, constant ethylene flux and continue stirring. 
 
Composites preparation 
First, nanoparticles and HDPE were handily mixed; this mixture was then fed into an internal mixer, and 
processed during 15 min, at 60 rpm. Concentrations are shown on Table I. 
 

Table I. Composites 
 

Particle Symbol of composite Concentration (%vol) 
Boron nitride H/BN 3 
Modified BN H/BN-Et 3 

Carbon nanofiber H/CNF 3 
Modified CNF H/CNF-Et 3 

Silver H/Ag 3 
Modified Ag H/Ag-Et 3 

H is used to indicate the HDPE and Et to indicate the plasma treated particles 
 
Characterization techniques 
Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FE-SEM) was used to obtain composites micrographs, 
with a voltage of 15 kV, working distance 6-11 mm and image magnification of 50 000X. SEM (Scaning 
Electron Microscopy) was used to study magnetite morphology, with a voltage of 15 kV and working 
distance of 8 mm. TEM studies were done with Transmission Electron Microscope of FEI, TITAN 
model. 
X ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were done with SIEMENS diffractometer, model D-5000, in a 2 
interval of 10 to 70, intensity of 25 mA and voltage of 35 kV. Thermal conductivity was based on E1952-
06 standard.  

 
Results and Discussion 
 
Treated Nanoparticles 
 
Table II shows the difference by TEM micrographs between treated and untreated particles. It was 
possible to observe the polyethylene film deposited on the surface of the different nanoparticles (Ag, 
NFC, BN), with a nanometric thickness. On the TEM micrographs of the treated nanoparticles (Table II) 
nanoparticle phase shows diffraction pattern related to crystalline phase of these materials, while in the 
deposited layer it cannot be observed any diffraction pattern due to it is an amorphous layer. 
 
Nanocomposites 

In order to study the morphology, SEM micrographs were obtained of the different nanocomposites 
(Table III). In the composites with the nanoparticles before treatment there is no good compatibility, so in 
this case voids are seen at the interphase. Instead of that, in the SEM micrographs of the composites with 
treated nanoparticles, it can be seen that there is good wettability of the particle with HDPE, this means 
that plasma treatment on particles surface promotes nanoparticles/HDPE compatibility. 
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Table II. TEM micrographs of Ag, NFC and BN, before treatment and with amorphous polyethylene film and its 
fast Fourier transform (FFT) diffraction pattern. 

 
Particle Untreated Treated 

 
 
 

Ag 

  
 
 
 

NFC 

  
 
 
 

BN 

  
 
          

  

Thermal Conductivity 

Composites thermal conductivity was determinate by modulated differential scanning calorimetry MDSC 
(Table IV). In all cases it can be seen that after treatment, the property is increased. In the case of boron 
nitride it was found that before treatment the composite even lowered polymer thermal conductivity; this 
could be attributed to voids between particle and polymer, which promotes phonon dispersion (9).  

In the cases of the composites with treated particles were higher thermal conductivity was determinated, it 
was seen good wettability and no voids were seen at the interphase. This structure could promote the 
formation of phonon mean free paths that allow heat flux through the interphase (as phonons and 
electrons). When the interphase doesn’t favors heat flux, then dispersion process is promoted and there is 
thermal energy lose (10). 

H/NFC-Et is the composite with highest thermal conductivity, and with the lowest nanoparticle 
content, this could be attributed to the length of carbon nanotubes, which is in the range of 
microns. This characteristic favors the formation of a thermal conductivity network between the 
particles, where heat conduction can be more effective. 
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Table III. SEM micrographs of nanocomposites with untreated and treated nanoparticles. 
     

Particle Untreated Treated 
 
 
 

Ag 

  
 
 
 

NFC 

  
 
 
 

BN 

  
 

Table IV. Nanocomposites thermal conductivity. 
 

Sample EM concentration 
(%vol) 

Thermal Conductivity  
(W/m·K) 

Increase (%) 

HDPE 0 0.35 0 
H/Ag 3 0.46 30 

H/Ag-Et 3 0.55 57 
H/NFC 1 0.37 5 

H/NFC-Et 1 0.67 91 
H/BN 3 0.31 -12 

H/BN-Et 3 0.42 18 
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Conclusions 
 
Plasma treatment is a process that let the deposit of a polyethylene thin (3nm) film on particles surface. 
By TEM technique was possible to identify the deposited film. Composites micrographs showed better 
compatibility between polymer and nanoparticles when treated nanoparticles were used; this was 
attributed to interaction between ethylene groups in the deposited film and the polymer. 
Composites thermal conductivity was increased with modified nanoparticles because voids between 
particles and polymer were eliminated, plus phonon mean free paths were increased (removing phonons 
and/or electrons losing for dispersion). 
Using nanoparticles with different characteristics allowed to obtain composites with specific 
characteristics. In the case of H/BN-ET the composite does not conduct electricity; H/NFC-Et is a 
composite lighter than the other ones and with higher thermal conductivity; H/Ag-Et is thermal and 
electrical conductor. 
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Abstract 

Popularity of wood-plastic composites is growing in many eco-applications (e.g., construction) because recycled 
thermoplastics, and low-density-natural fillers/reinforcements, which are renewable resources, less abrasive, and 
biodegradable, are used for producing them. Besides that, they can substitute medium density fiberboards (MDFs). 
This work reports on the preparation of pinewood residues/recycled HDPE plaques to evaluate their performance 
under flexion, extraction of nails and screws, and moisture absorption, to assess the possibility to substitute MDFs. 
The effect of the filler particle size was evaluated, and scanning electron microscopy was conducted to examine the 
state of the filler-matrix interphase. 
 
Introdu ction 

During the last years, reinforcing thermoplastic matrices with cellulosic fibers has become an 
attractive topic for the environment, and natural fibers have several advantages among which we 
can mention their low cost, low density, acceptable properties of specific resistance and their 
biodegradability [1, 2]. Among other things, composites with wood and plastics are known as 
wood-polymer composites (WPC), and have had significant growth in their production as they 
have many applications [3], for example can be used as profiles for windows, doors or panels in 
the automotive industry. Because wood-plastic products usually have an approximate 50% content 
of wood, they have a promising potential to replace a variety of wood-made products [4-6], being 
possible of using them as a replacement for medium density fiberboards (MDFs) [7], which have 
problems with moisture absorption, causing them to swell and crumble. In this paper the 
preparation of pinewood/recycled HDPE plates is described. To evaluate the possibility of MDFs 
replacement, evaluation of the composites performance under bending, removal of nails and 
screws, and moisture absorption is also described. The effect of the filler’s particles size was 
evaluated, and scanning electron microscopy was used to examine the state of the interphase of the 
composite materials. 
 
Experimental 

 
Raw materials: Pine residues (from Maderas Bajce, Merida, Mexico) were used as dispersed 
phase. They were ground, and 3 particles sizes were used (4 mm particles, 30 mesh particles, and 
flour-like particles retained on the plate collector of a W.S. Tyler RO-TAP sieve shaker). They are 
referred to as M4mm, R30 and TF, respectively. Recycled HDPE (from Recuperadora de Plásticos 
Hernández, Merida, Mexico) was used as polymer matrix. Polybond 3009 (MAPE) was used as 
coupling agent, and Struktol TPW 113 as processing aid. 
 
Control materials: MDFs panels with 15 and 25 mm in thicknesses were purchased from MASISA 
(Merida, Mexico). 
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WPCs preparation: HDPE, wood and additives were premixed and dried (105 °C, for 24 hours) 
prior to extrusion. Three different composites (different wood particle size for each) based on 40% 
by weight (wt.%) of wood, and 60 wt.% of plastic were prepared. The wt.% content of MAPE and 
Struktol with respect to wt.% of wood were 5 and 3, respectively. The extrusion was performed 
with a conical twin-screw extruder (Brabender EPL-V5501 using a extrusion die 2 mm in inner 
diameter fitted to the extruder. During extrusion the screw speed was 50 rpm and the barrel and 
die temperatures were set at 140 °C. 
 
Samples for mechanical characterization: Test samples of the composite materials were produced 
by compression molding with a thickness of 15 (bending, moisture absorption) and 25 (removal of 
nail and screws) mm, according to ASTM D 1037. Bending test, nail and screw extraction: the 
plates were cut into 410 x76 x 15 mm for bending which were tested at a speed of 7.2 mm/min; for 
nail extraction samples were 76 x 152 x 25 mm (the test was performed using a nail 2.8 mm in 
diameter with a length of 50.8 mm, at a extraction speed of 6 mm/min); and for screw extraction 
samples were 76 x 102 x 25 mm, using extraction speed of 15 mm/min. 
 
Moisture absorption: The test was performed following ASTM D 1037 standard. 
 
Results and Discussion 
 
The results of the mechanical characterization are presented in Figure 1. 
 

                              
                                               Figure 1. Flexural stress vs. deflection. 
 
Composites exhibited better resistance compared to the MDF; the flexural strength of the 
composites was higher in all cases, the MDFs are more rigid at their deformation is therefore 
lower compared to the composite materials. The WPC-TF exhibited better flexural strength 
because particles’ smaller sizes provide larger interphase area per unit volume, which improves 
resistance to bending, and deformation rate decreases compared to the other two WPC 
formulations (M4mm and R30), which had similar behavior. Chaharmahali et al. [7] developed 
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panels from scrap of MDFs and chipboard exhibiting similar behavior to that observed in this 
research. 
 
Figure 2 shows the comparison of the flexural modules of the different tested materials, showing 
that the MDFs are more rigid. 
 

                        
                              Figure 2. Flexural Modulus of WPCs and MDFs. 
 
Nail and screw extraction force are presented in Figures 3(a) and (b), respectively. 
 

             
            Figure 3. Comparison of nail (a) and screw (b) extraction force for WPCs and MDFs. 
 
Nails and screws are common mechanisms used for assemblies in wooden buildings; and 
knowing the resistance to remove them is important. So, it can be seen in Figure 3(a), a poor 
resistance to nail extraction for the WPCs compared with that for the MDF. We think that 
happens because, contrasting with what occurs form MDFs, the WPCs have no anchor or fixed 
points, thus making nails sliding out the WPCs easier. The opposite happens regarding screw 
extraction, WPCs are more dense than MDFs, hence the pullout strength is higher, being that the 
best result was obtained for the WPC with the smaller wood particle size. 
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Figure 4 shows the results of moisture absorption at 2 and 24 hours after being submerged in 
water. 
 

                              
                                        Figure 4. Water absorption after 2 and 24 hours. 
 
Water intake results show that the MDFs are highly hydrophilic, at 2 hours absorbed 72%, and at 
24 hours the absorption was 86.83%; while WPCs have absorption % lower than 1% after 24 
hours, this because the highly hydrophobic matrix contributes to generate a barrier that prevents 
access of moisture, so it can be assumed that the WPCs have much better fiber-matrix 
interphases than that of the MDFs where this practically do not exists. This was evidenced 
through the SEM analyses performed on the materials (Fig. 5). For the three tested WPCs it was 
observed a strong bond between the polar wood and nonpolar HDPE matrix due to the use of a 
coupling agent. As reported in other studies [8, 9], the wood particles are encapsulated by the 
HDPE, which contributed to a better resistance to water absorption and improved mechanical 
properties in the WPCs. 
 

                                                   
                                Figure 5. SEM micrograph of the fracture surface of the WPC. 
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Conclusions 
The results have demonstrated the possibility of producing WPC panels with thicknesses of 15 
and 25 mm that showed best resistance to bending than MDFs. The WPC with the smallest wood 
particle size have better resistance. For the WPC is recommended to use screws because they 
showed to have better extraction resistance. The moisture absorption for the WPCs was much 
lower than that for the MDFs. 
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Abstract 

During outdoor applications the surface of wood-polymer composites is affected. Although the observed damage is 
superficial, it fosters occurrence of different types of degradation. This work deals with the preparation of polymer 
composites with recycled HDPE and pinewood residues (40 % by weight), with and without UV stabilizers (UVS). 
One of them had different weight % of a 50/50 blend of a pair of UVS (i.e., 0.5, 1 and 1.5) to assess the effect on the 
composites’ mechanical performance after exposure to UV-light accelerated weathering. After that, mechanical 
properties were evaluated; and FTIR spectroscopy and SEM analyses were conducted. 
 
Introdu ction 

Wood-plastic composites (WPCs) are promoted as low-maintenance, high-durability products [1]. 
However, after exterior use for larger periods, questions arise regarding durability, which are 
based on documented evidence of polymer degradation [2], wood decay [3], and susceptibility to 
mold, which negatively affect the aesthetic qualities of the product. Environmental, biological, 
chemical, mechanical, photo(light)-induced, and/or thermal modes of degradation all contribute to 
the degradation of WPCs. Outdoor use, exposes WPCs to degradation modes that can act 
synergistically. Accelerated weathering is a technique used to compare performance by subjecting 
samples to cycles that are repeatable and reproducible. WPCs exposed to weathering may 
experience color change, which affects their aesthetic appeal, as well as mechanical property loss, 
which limits their performance. Although photodegradation of both polymers and wood has been 
extensively examined, the understanding of WPCs weathering should continue to comprehend 
fully the changes that occur. Photostabilizers are often used to protect WPCs against the attack of 
weather. They are compounds that protect polymers and combat UV degradation. A relatively new 
class of materials, hindered amine light stabilizers (HALS), has been extensively examined for 
polyolefin protection [4, 5].  
 
Experimental 

 
Materials: Pinewood residues (from Maderas Bajce, Merida, Mexico), screened in a Tyler nest of 
sieves (W.S. Tyler RO-TAP, model RX-29). Residues retained on mesh 40 were used (particle 
size > 0.43 mm). Injection grade recycled HDPE with a MFI = 4.56 g/10 min from Recuperadora 
de Plásticos Hernández (Merida, Mexico) was used as polymer matrix. The as-received flake-
shaped material was ground with a Brabender granulating machine (model TI 880804) fitted with 
a screen plate drilled with holes of 1 mm in diameter. Maleic anhydride grafted-high density 
polyethylene (Polybond 3009) supplied by Brenntag México, S.A de C.V. was used as coupling 
agent (CA). A blend of modified fatty acid esters (Struktol TPW 113, from Struktol Company of 
America) was used as processing aid (PA). Both CA and PA were ground using the instrument 
previously described. Different wt% of a 50/50 blend of a pair of UV stabilizers (UVS) was used 
(i.e., 0.5, 1 and 1.5). They are a 62 and a 65 HALS, respectively (from GRUPO ALBE, S.A. DE 
C.V., Jalisco, Mexico). 
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WPCs Preparation: HDPE, pinewood and additives were premixed using a horizontal mixer with a 
helical agitator (Intertécnica Co., model ML-5), and dried in a convection oven (Fisher Scientific) 
at 105ºC for 24 hours before extrusion. A pinewood-HDPE formulation with 40 wt.% content of 
wood was prepared. Details of it are shown in Table 1. Compounding was carried out in a conical 
twin-screw extruder (Brabender EPl-V5501) using a 4 cm long extrusion die of 2 mm in internal 
diameter fitted to the extruder to obtain rods of approximately 3 mm in diameter that were pelleted 
(Brabender, type 12-72-000). During extrusion, the screw speed was 50 rpm and the barrel and die 
temperatures were set at 180ºC. 
 
Table 1. Formulation of tested WPCs based on pinewood residues, recycled HDPE, and UVS. 

Material Wood (wt.%) HDPE (wt.%) CA (wt.%)* PA (wt.%)* UVS (wt.%)* 

WPC0.0 40 60 5 3 0 
WPC0.5 40 60 5 3 0.5 
WPC1.0 40 60 5 3 1.0 
WPC1.5 40 60 5 3 1.5 

Notes: *wt.% with respect to wood content. UVS is a 50/50 blend of 62 and 65 HALS, 
respectively 
 
Preparation of Flexural Test Specimens: Pellets were hot-pressed using a Carver automatic 
hydraulic press (model 3819) at 140ºC for 5 minutes using a compression force of about 26,690 N 
(6,000 lbf) to obtain 3 mm thickness flat plaques, from which compression molded samples were 
cut. The test specimens’ dimensions are the specified in ASTM D 790 standard test method (i.e., 
3.2 x 12.7 x 127 mm). 
 
Accelerated Weathering Tests: Experiments were performed using a QUV-Accelerated 
Weathering Tester. Samples were exposed to 24 hours of UV light irradiation cycles at 60ºC with 
UVB-313 type fluorescent lamps, using ASTM D 4329 and ASTM G 154 methods as reference. 
Prior to their exposure, samples (10 replicates per material) were conditioned according to ASTM 
D 618 standard (105ºC, for 24 hours). Samples were subjected to weathering cycles for 0, 384, 
576 y 1000 hours, and will be referred to throughout the text as 0AW, 384AW, 576AW and 
1000AW, respectively. The experiments were performed on samples with and without UVS. 
 
Mechanical Characterization: Flexural tests were carried out using an Instron 5500R (1125) 
universal tester machine according to ASTM D 790 method. The three-point loading system was 
used, employing a crosshead speed of 10 mm min-1 and a 500 kg load cell. In each case 10 
specimens were tested to obtain the flexural strength. All samples were conditioned at 23 ±2ºC 
and 50 ±5% relative humidity during at least 40 hrs, before testing according to ASTM D 618. The 
tests were performed on specimens with and without UVS. 
 
FTIR spectroscopy: Experiments were conducted on a Nicolet Protégé 460 spectrophotometer to 
identify the evolution of the functional groups present at the surface of the samples as a result of 
exposing them to weathering. A photo-acoustic detector was used for the experiments. Scans were 
run at a resolution of 8 cm-1. For each sample 100 scans were recorded from 4000 to 400 cm-1. 
The peak intensities were normalized using the peak at 2912 cm-1 that corresponds to alkane CH 
stretching vibrations of the methylene groups. This peak was chosen as reference because it 
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changed the least due to weathering. Three replicate specimens were analyzed for each type of 
material exposed to 0AW, 384AW, 576AW and 1000AW. Samples were analyzed on the exposed 
side of all specimens with and without UVS. 
 
SEM: Morphological analysis was performed on the samples surfaces. WPCs specimens were cut 
into small sections using a razor blade, and then mounted onto stubs and gold–coated employing a 
sputter coater (Denton Vacuum Desk II). The samples were examined with a JEOL JSM-6360 LV 
electron microscope at a working distance of approximately 10 mm and a voltage of 10 kV. The 
analysis was performed on samples 0AW, 384AW, 576AW and 1000AW, with and without UVS. 
 
Results and Discussion 
 
Mechanical Characterization: The results of the flexural strength evaluation are presented in 
Table 2. 
 
Table 2. Effect of weathering cycles and content of UVS on the flexural strength. 

 
MATERIALS 

Flexural strength (MPa) 
WEATHERING CYCLES 
0AW 384AW 576AW 1000AW 

WPC0.0 14.52 13.87 12.48 11.87 
WPC0.5 14.47 14.04 13.52 12.91 
WPC1.0 14.24 14.41 13.49 13.20 
WPC1.5 14.47 14.56 13.48 13.33 

The flexural strength decreased as AW was increased. It can be clearly observed however, that 
the WPC without UVS, exposed to the largest period of AW (1000 hours) was mostly affected. 
The diminishment of the flexural strength with increasing the exposure time to AW is attributed 
to the damage that the UV irradiation caused on the materials surface (appearance of cracks) 
which originated from chain scissions in the HDPE. Therefore, this occurred to a different 
extent, depending on the formulation of the material, which affects the surface appearance and 
the state of the interphase. 
 
FTIR spectroscopy: Figure 1 shows the shape and location of the carbonyl and hydroxyl bands 
for WPCs samples after various exposure times to accelerated weathering. For simplicity only 
selected spectra are presented (specimens WPC1.5, weathered and 0AW). The main absorption 
peaks, characteristic of HDPE are observed at 2919 and 2850 cm -1. However, special interest 
was focused on the carbonyl region and hydroxyl region, which are indicators of WPCs 
oxidation (damage caused because of UV irradiation). In the carbonyl region (1750-1700 cm-1) a 
sharp peak formed at 1715 cm-1 and a shoulder peak at 1735 cm-1, corresponding to carboxylic 
acid and ester groups respectively, can be observed. The increase in the carbonyl group 
concentration due to weathering is known to be proportional to the number of chain scissions 
that occur in the polyethylene matrix. Then, these results indicate that chain scission increased as 
the exposure time to accelerated weathering also increased. Similar results have been reported 
previously by Stark et al. [6]. On the other hand, the hydroxyl region (3080-3500 cm-1) assigned 
to the presence of wood components clearly shows a decrement in its concentration upon 
exposing the samples to accelerated weathering, meaning that wood was lost in all composites. 
The carbonyl region is observed better in Fig. 2. For materials with UVS, the carbonyl increase 
is observed in materials exposed to 0AW in the region 1750-1700 cm-1 as the content of UVS is 
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increased (i.e., the bands corresponding to ester and ketone groups, containing the UVS, are 
increased). It was observed that as the weathering time was increasing the peak between 1750 
cm-1 and 1700 cm-1 was decreasing as more UVS is added. This is attributed to the UVS 
functional groups that are reacting with free radicals present in the material and those that could 
be produced because of the weathering. Summarizing, accelerated weathering seems to have 
affected materials WPC1.0 and WPC1.5 to a lesser extent. Firstly, those materials presented the 
highest increase on the intensity of bands corresponding to carbonyl groups, contrasting with the 
observed for materials WPC0.0 and WPC0.5. Thus, it could be inferred that in the latter pair of 
materials occurred a highest number of chain scissions in the HDPE matrix. As a result, the 
interphase was damaged to a greatest extent. Additionally, even in the most extreme case (i.e., 
1000 hours of AW), laminar separation from the HDPE on the materials WPC1.0 and WPC1.5 
was inferior than that occurred on the other two materials. This indicates that the UVS are 
protecting the HDPE, preventing damage of the wood particles/polymer matrix interphase. 

                  
 
 
 
 
SEM: Micrographs corresponding to Figs. 3 and 4 show the surface of the materials examined. It 
can be observed that for the non-weathered materials the samples’ surface is relatively smooth, 
and that the polymer matrix apparently encapsulated well the wood particles. When the materials 
were exposed to 384 hours of AW, cracks and holes appeared on those with 0% of UVS, 
whereas the materials with 0.5% of UVS were affected to a lesser extent. In contrast, the 
materials with 1.0 and 1.5 % of UVS practically did not show damaged on their surfaces. Upon 
exposure to 576 hours of AW, specimens without UVS showed larger cracks exposing wood 
particles to the environment. The contrary happened on specimens with higher contents of UVS 
(i.e., the cracks on their surfaces were smaller). Exposure to 1000 hours of AW caused laminar 
separation of the HDPE, exposing and detaching in this way particles of the composites’ disperse 
phase. Materials WPC0.5, exposed to 1000 hours of AW did not show considerable damage that 
could lead to detachment of wood particles from the materials’ surface. Materials with content of 
UVS of 1.0 and 1.5 % presented surface damage to a lesser extent. 
 

Figure 1. FTIR spectra for 
specimens WPC1.5, weathered and 
0AW. 

Figure 2. FTIR spectra showing the 
carbonyl region for all WPCs, 
weathered and 0AW. 
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Conclusions 
The flexural strength decreased as AW was increased. WPCs without UVS, exposed to the 
largest period of AW were mostly affected. Increasing the exposure time to AW caused 
appearance of cracks on the materials surface, originated from chain scissions in the HDPE. 
Accelerated weathering affected materials WPC1.0 and WPC1.5 to a lesser extent. They 
presented the highest increase on the intensity of FTIR bands corresponding to carbonyl groups, 
contrasting with the observed for materials WPC0.0 and WPC0.5 for which occurred a highest 
number of chain scissions in the HDPE matrix, damaging the interphase to a greatest extent. For 
the most extreme case (i.e., 1000 hours of AW), laminar separation from the HDPE on the 
materials WPC1.0 and WPC1.5 was inferior, indicating that the UVS are preventing damage of 
the wood particles/polymer matrix interphase. 
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corresponding to WPCs0.0 and 
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Figure 4. SEM micrographs 
corresponding to WPCs1.0 and 
WPCs1.5, weathered and 0AW. 
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Abstract 
The characterization of the mechanical behavior of reinforced orthophthalic polyester matrix-orthogonal sisal fiber 

fabric laminated composites has been performed. The influence of the volume fraction and the configuration of the 

reinforcement on the mechanical properties of the materials have been studied using optical microscopy, vibration 

analysis and tensile testing. The material obtained has volume fractions of fiber, resin and voids of 21.9%, 77.1% and 

0.9% respectively with an elastic modulus of 2.5 GPa. Based on the results found the quality of the manufacturing 

process was determined and discusses the implications of the material behavior in the development of applications. 

 

Introduction 

The use of natural fibers has been largely studied to develop polymer matrix composite used in 

automotive components [1], in order to being more friendly with the environment, replacing or 

complementing the glass fiber in order to obtain a more competitive composite [2], avoiding the 

problems refereed to the final disposal or decreasing the energy amount and cost to obtain it.  

 

The natural fibers are renewable resource, having lower price, but their mechanical properties are 

also lower than synthetic fibers. Although, there are some good performance natural fibers that has 

been used in the past in industrial appliances like Henequen or Sisal fiber. Now a day, it has been 

extendedly studied [3, 4]. This fiber is obtained from the foils of the Henequen agave, having large 

cellulose fraction that allow a higher properties compared with others vegetable fibers [5], and 

recently a high damping coefficient has been founded, allowing the material to damp vibration 

produced by external forces [6].  Some properties of sisal fiber is show in table 1.    

Sisal fiber 

Property Value 

Diameter 170 m  (+/-5 μm) 
Density 1.49 g/cm3 

Elastic Moduli 12 GPa 

Tensile Strength 560 MPa 

                                                 Table 1. Sisal fiber properties [7]. 

 

This work is focused in the mechanical characterization of polyester matrix-sisal wave fiber 

laminate composites, being produced by infusion process. Determining the composite properties, 

it will determine the feasibility use in high performance in structural parts or components.  

 

Experimental 

3.1  Material manufacture  

Orthophthalic polyester resin cured with 4% mass MEKP (Peroxide Methyl Ethyl Ketone) 

catalyzer and orthogonal plain wave 1x1 Yucatan sisal fiber has been used to obtain a 4 layer 

30x30 cm laminate using a resin infusion process over an aluminum mold to dissipate heat and get 
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an slower polymerization reaction in order to improve the mechanical compliance and avoid over 

cured cracks. The four layers were placed and cover with peel ply and a distribution mesh to 

improve the resin flux, avoiding the adherence between the composite and the resin distribution 

elements. 800 gr of polyester resin has been prepared and infused using a central point disposable 

inlet port as show in figure 1. When the resin had fill the whole part, the inlet port has been closed 

applying the vacuum until gel time has been reached, being the part released from the mold after 

20 hour cure time. From the laminated obtained Figure 2, samples for mechanical test, modal 

analysis and optic microscopy has been obtained using a diamond cutting dish.  

 

  
Figure 1. Sisal FRP laminate Infusion process  Figure 2. Sisal fibers on polyester matrix 

 

3.2 Optical Microscopy  

Microscopy samples were prepared in a non-permanent fixture. The observation Surface was cut 

along one of the principal directions of the composite in order to observe the fibers in the 

transversal direction using a Carl Zeiss Axio Observer D1M optical microscope, scanning the 

surface sample to do a fiber count win 50x objective. Using AxioVisio software, fiber number, 

size and area were determinate to calculate volume fiber fraction and porosity.   

 

3.3   Modal Analysis 

In order to determinate the composite dynamic properties, 30x30 cm plate have been used. 25 

points net has been drawing over the sample surface. These point were used to hit the composite 

with an impact instrumented harmer an then its behavior has been registered using a digital laser 

Dooper vibrometer PDV-100. The experiment has been done by suspend the sample with 4 wires 

attached to a frame structure in order to avoid external noise and register only the material 

response in the center of the plate when each point was hit. The data registered in the harmer 

sensor and the vibrometer have been archived and processed using VibSoft-desk-3 software. By 

adjusting the response signal of the vibrometer and the harmer the frequency and amplitude of the 

vibration waves generate by the material due the impact. The analysis of the signals has been done 

using a Matlab program to obtain the data mean and give the representative vibration mode 

graphic for the sisal-polyester plate. 

 

3.4 Tensile test   

Tensile samples have been cut from the sisal-polyester plates according to ASTM-D3039-08 

standard [8] having dimensions of 25x200x8 mm due the span limitation of the test machine. The 

specimens have been tested after four weeks from their manufacture to assure the cure process 
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finish. The tensile test was carryout in universal test servo hydraulic machine Instron model 8874 

with 25 kN load cell. The effective test area was of 150mm long, using sanding paper to avoid the 

specimen slip in the clamps. Six specimens has been tested with 2 mm/mm deformation rate, 

registering the load-displacement curve to obtain stress-strain graph and then evaluate yield stress, 

stress at break and elastic moduli 

 

Results and Discussion 

4.1 Microscopy 

In figure 3, a part of the surface scanning of one of the specimens is showed. The sisal fiber is 

composed by small fibers, and it confirms that the manufacture process fill completely the space 

between the fibers with resin, improved the material quality compared with other manufacture 

process like wet preg.    

 

Using the equations (1) and (2) table 2 data, the volumetric fiber and resin fractions have been 

calculated.   

                                                         Ec. (1)                                     Ec. (2) 

 

Fiber volumetric fraction result in 23.3% and the resin fraction 76.7%, mainly produced by the 

fiber cloth used, having larges spaces between strands. It’s possible to improve the fiber fraction 
using a closer wave or unidirectional fibers laminates. 

 

Sisal-polyester composite laminate 

 Fiber Resin 

Density (g/cm3) 1.49 1.16 

Weight (%) 0.28 0.72  

Table 2. Fiber and matrix density and weight 

fraction for the samples. 

Figure 3.Micrography of fibers in sisal-

polyester composite (50X). 

 

From the microscope analysis, it’s possible to determinate the fiber, resin and porous area 
occupied by each one. Due the fact that:                                    

And also:                                                   
The mean area for each composite component has been obtained troughs the analysis of the scan 

surface micrograph and show in table 3. Using equation 4 the volumetric fractions the values in 

the table were obtained and compared with those of the first method, follow in both case the 

same tendency, but the last one give lower fraction for the fiber due the presence of porous (near  

1%). Also the first method doesn’t take in account the existence of parts with low content of 
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resin in the borders of the sample that can be discriminate by the second method. Finally, the 

microscope characterization led to know that the infusion process give a material with good 

quality, kipping low porous content and in general a goof resin distribution excluding the borders 

of the plate. The fiber has been covered properly and the porous content was lower than others 

process used previously. 

 

 Mean area      Volumetric fraction 

Fiber 561064.75 0.2192 

Resin 1975998.65 0.7719 

Porous 22936.6 0.0090 

Table 3. Volumetric fractions obtained from the microscope analysis. Total area 2560000     

 

4.2 Modal Analysis  

From the vibration data, after post processing, a mean frequency vs amplitude vibration graph is 

obtained (Figure 4), where the highest peaks represent the natural frequencies of the sisal-

polyester plate. As show in the graph, the natural frequencies are 170.43; 374.38, 866.11 and 

1181.82 Hz for a frequencies range from 0 to 1500 Hz, being the damping coefficients in these 

frequencies: 0.0162; 0.0185; 0.0074 y 0.0008 respectively. 

 

 

Figure 4. Response function vs amplitude graph 

at until 4000Hz for the composite specimen. 

 

Figure 5. Load extension curves for sisal-

polyester composite laminate samples. 

 

The experiment over the sisal-polyester plate, denote that the first natural frequency occurred at 

170.43 Hz. In this frequency, the higher amplitude occurs, and then the maximum induced 

stresses are produced. Then, it’s necessary to keep the system far from the natural frequency to 

avoid the premature fail of the material.  The result are similar to those obtained in previous 

works [3], exiting a small difference that ca be attributed to the specimen support, being in the 

reference supported by bubble wrap rather than suspended in a frame. From the results of both 

works the good performance of the composite to damping vibrations caused by external events 

can be confirm.  

 

4.3 Tensile Test 

Graph 5 shows the load-extension curves from the tensile test for all the specimens. The 

behaviors presented in all cases are not linear, and it’s consistent along the set of samples. Non 
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lineal behavior is related with the polymeric origin of the fibers and matrix as expected in this 

kind of composites. The consistency of the moduli behavior can be assumed as result of the 

material homogeneity produced by the manufacture process. 

 

From graphic, the mean elastic modulus is 2.6 GPa calculated in the first third of the curves. The 

yield stress calculated by the intersection of a 0.02% deformation parallel line is 21.7 MPa, near 

the half of the break stress of 41.36 MPa whit deformations of 0.037 mm/mm. The high matrix 

volume fraction yields lower properties, but it can be increased if fiber volumetric fraction is 

increases by the use of closer wave in the cloth. 
 

Conclusions 

The volume fractions show that the material has a high percentage of matrix, prevailing the resin 

properties. This is caused by a low compaction of the process but mainly by a too open wave 

fabric leading a fiber configuration with large space where the matrix concentration has been 

increased. In the other hand, the low porous concentration indicates that the process has a good 

air control, being inside the acceptable range according with standard. This is important because 

less porous, less fracture nucleation points, and then, the improvement in the quality over the 

results with standard manufacture methods can be concluded.  

 

Vibration test shows better damping properties comparing with common glass fiber-polyester 

plates like mentioned in reference [8], leading a better behavior in order to damping vibration. In 

order to corroborate this result it’s necessary to design a better fixture to execute the test. 
 

The mean stress at break of 41 MPa and mean elastic modulus of are lower comparing with some 

composite material used in aerospace application, having a good challenge to improve the 

material performance changing the sisal fiber configuration and adding others components that 

help to reach the goal of a structural material based in natural fibers. 
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Abstract 
Water absorption and mechanodynamic properties are presented in this work for composites based on 
thermoplastic starch (TPS), wherein the concentration of agave fiber (0-15 wt %) and poly(lactic acid) 
(PLA, 0-30 wt %) is varied. Glycerol (G) is used as plasticizer of corn starch (S) as polymer matrix 
(70/30 w/w, S/G). Higroscopicity of plasticized TPS decreases as PLA and fiber content increases. 
Mechanodynamic results show that storage moduli and relaxation temperature depend on fiber and 
PLA content. 
 
Introduction  
Starch (S) is a biopolymer which occurs abundantly; it is economical and it can be used to 
produce plastic materials1. Starch has a melting temperature (Tm) around 240°C2–4 and it is 
mainly composed of two molecules, amylose and amylopectin which have very different 
physical and chemical properties. Unfortunately, materials based on starch have low 
mechanical properties because of its hydrophilic character;5,6 to overcome such problem, 
polymer mixtures, plasticizers and compatibilizers in different proportions, or reinforcing 
agents (i.e. natural or synthetic fibers1–3 have been used). By adding a plasticizer (water, 
glycerol, sorbitol, sugars, or amino acids) to the starch, thermoplastic starch (TPS) can be 
prepared; in that way, there is a decrease in the glass transition temperature (Tg) and its 
molding becomes feasible under the action of temperature and pressure7,8. Glycerol (G) is the 
plasticizer most commonly used in proportions ranging from 20 to 50 % by weight of starch 
(S/G, % w/w). Among the advantages of natural fibers as reinforcing material, the following 
may be considered: mechanical properties improvement of the thermoplastic matrix, 
minimization of environmental pollution6,9 and lower production costs; however, the fibers 
have some limitations because processing temperatures are restricted to ≤200°C, and they 
have poor resistance to microorganisms6,9.  
 
Dufresne et al. in an early report on starch/fiber composites showed that films made of 
potato starch  mixed with cellulose nanofibers presented thermomechanical properties 
improvement, with a decrease in moisture sensitivity and maintaining biodegradability; they 
also found that by increasing glycerol content the equilibrium moisture increased, and 
increasing fiber content the equilibrium water content decreased.10  
It has also been reported that by mixing a biodegradable polymer such as the poly(lactic 
acid) (PLA) with TPS, a polymer blend with  an increase in Young’s modulus and ultimate 
strength with respect to TPS, is formed11,12. 
 
Although there are several studies on the effect of PLA or fiber over moisture absorption and 
mechanical properties, there are no reports on the effect of the simultaneous addition of both 
materials to the TPS.  In this work, the effects of PLA and/or agave fiber addition on 
moisture absorption and mechanodynamic properties of TPS are reported.  
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Experimental 
Materials. The materials used in this work were: corn starch (IMSA) with 10% humidity, 
Glycerol QP (Reagents Golden Bell), agave bagasse tequilana Weber blue var., PLA (Ingeo 
Biopolymer 3521D Industries Leben) and Magnesium Nitrate (Fermont.). To obtain TPS, 
starch was dried for 24 h at 60 °C; then it was manually mixed with glycerol (30 % w/w). 
The TPS was then mixed with different amounts of PLA and fiber (Table 1), in a co-rotating 
twin screw extruder (Leistritz Micro 27 equipment GL / GG 32D) and pelletized after 
extrusion.  The pellets of the different composites were molded by thermal compression in a 
Schwabenthan Polystat 200T compression equipment at 180 °C and 200 bar.  
 

Table 1.Formulation of TPS Composites.  

S, g G, g TPS*, g PLA, g A. 
Fiber, g 

PLA % in 
polymer blend 

A. Fiber % in 
composite 

70 30 100 0 0 0 0 
63 27 90 10 0 10 0 
56 24 80 20 0 20 0 
49 21 70 30 0 30 0 
70 30 100 0 11.11 0 10 
63 27 90 10 11.11 10 10 
56 24 80 20 11.11 20 10 
49 21 70 30 11.11 30 10 
70 30 100 0 17.65 0 15 
63 27 90 10 17.65 10 15 
56 24 80 20 17.65 20 15 
49 21 70 30 17.65 30 15 

* TPS represents the addition of S and G. 
 
Equilibrium Moisture. First, composites were dried at 60° C for 24 h; then the material was 
weighed and placed at 25 °C in a closed chamber maintained at a relative humidity of 53% 
(saturated solution of magnesium nitrate). The composites weight was recorded at different 
times until a constant weight was reached.  
Mechanodynamic tests. Mechanodynamic tests were carried out following ASTM D5023-01, 
using a thermomechanical analyzer (TA Q800 DMA) and the following conditions: 
Temperature range: -85 °C to 150 °C, heating rate: 2 °C/min in three-point bending mode 
and frequency of 1 Hz. Before a test, composite samples were dried in an oven at 60 °C for 
30 days. 
 
Results 
Figure 1 shows typical moisture absorption curves for the studied composites. Such figure 
indicates that the rate of moisture absorption decreases as the fiber content increases, and 
that equilibrium is reached in approximately two weeks. The reduction in the equilibrium 
moisture content as the fiber amount increases, can be seen in Figure 2 for all formulations; 
that can be explained by the lower hydrophilic character of the fiber compared to the TPS. It 
has been reported that composites of bagasse fibers and TPS showed a decrease in moisture 
equilibrium as fiber content increased13. Because PLA is a material less hydrophilic than 
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TPS, independently of fiber content, an increase in PLA concentration causes a decrease in 
the moisture absorption capacity of the composite (Figure 2). 
 
Figure 3 shows the storage modulus as a function of temperature for the composite 
containing 20% of PLA. The composites containing fiber maintain the modulus plateau 
about 10 °C more than the polymer blend without fiber; this indicates that the fiber acts as a 
reinforcing material due to fiber rigidity and hydrogen bonding between TPS and fiber. 
Similar storage modulus behavior was obtained for the other composites.  
 
The storage modulus at 25 0C of the studied composites is shown in Figure 4. This figure 
indicates that higher storage moduli are obtained with the inclusion of fiber and/or PLA and 
such increase is larger as more PLA and/or fiber are added. Such reinforcement effect is due 
to the PLA and fiber rigidity and that they can interact with TPS by hydrogen bonding. 
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Figure 1. Moisture absorption of composites vs. time for composites containing 30 wt 
% PLA. 
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Figure 2. Equilibrium moisture for TPS composites. 
 

Figure 5 shows the dissipation factor (tan  versus temperature for the composite containing 
20% of PLA. This figure shows that peaks appear in three regions; one around -55 C (Tg of 
glycerol), another one at 60 °C, which is attributed to Tg of PLA and a third one at 115 °C 
that corresponds to the TPS.  
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Figure 3. Storage modulus as a function of temperature for composites containing 

20% of PLA. 
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Figure 4. Storage modulus of the composites at 25 0C. 
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Figure 5. Tan  Vs temperature for composites containing 20% PLA; 

 

Table 2 indicates that increasing PLA content lowers the Tg of the composite; that can be 
explained by the lower Tg value of PLA compared to that of the starch (Tg = 220 °C)4. In 
table 2, it can also be noticed  that for constant PLA content, there is an increase in Tg as 
fiber content increases; the Tg displacement can be attributed to the decrease of starch chains 
mobility and the interaction of fibers and TPS.14 
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Table 2. Tg of the composites. 
Polymer Blend                  Tg °C 
Wt % PLA             0%  A. Fiber 10% A. Fiber 15% A. Fiber 
10  120 124 132 
20  115 120 130 
30 111 114 127 

 
Conclusions  
For the studied composites, PLA and agave fibers contribute to a decrease in water 
absorption, and an increase in storage modulus. Glass transition temperature increases with 
increasing agave fiber content, and decreases with PLA content. 
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GRAPHITIC STRUCTURES EFFECT ON THE THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY OF HDPE COMPOUNDS 
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C.P 25294, Saltillo, Coahuila, México. 

Abstrac.- The high thermal conductivity graphite having thermally conductive compounds can develop. Work 
in this part of the method of melt-mixing is employed to disperse the graphite (a 3 to 5 wt%) in high density 
polyethylene (HDPE). Additionally graphite pretreated with ultrasound for observing gas phase fraction 
distribution in commercial graphite agglomerates present before being added to the HDPE matrix was 
performed. The characterization of the HDPE / Graphite systems was by the technique of differential 
scanning calorimetry mode modulated (MDSC), optical microscopy (POM), ray diffraction -X (WAXD and 
cryogenic fracture SEM and light scattering (DLS). The thermal conductivity of the polymeric compounds 
from graphite shows increased using a 3% by weight of graphite at 185C. However, pretreatment with 
ultrasound graphite particles shows improved particle size distribution before being incorporated into the 
polymer melt to improve the thermal conductivity of the final composite. 

Introduction. 
Polymeric materials are limited in certain applications due to their inherent low thermal 
conductivity, low thermal stability and high electrical resistivity as a result of a low concentration 
of free conduction electrons so they are considered as non-conductive or insulating materials. For 
this reason, they are not suitable for applications where its use requires good heat dissipation and 
transport. There are processes that require high temperatures for the manufacture of conductive 
adhesives or the reduction of cycle times in large parts1, so the utility of conducting polymers arise 
from a low resistivity of about 1x104 Ω/cm and a thermal conductivity value of at least 1 W/m•K 2. 
Despite this, the polymers remain attractive because they can support large loads at the 
macroscopic level (> 20% vol), besides being inexpensive materials and easy to process 3. Such 
drawbacks have led to the development of conductive polymers, wherein the combination of 
conductive plastic materials improves the thermal conductivity and their multifunctionality 
commercially. This is achieved by including graphitic structures4, carbon black5 or metallic 
particles6,7 in low amounts (<3% vol) and nanometer size, which has been of great scientific 
interest. Graphene is the basic structure of the graphite materials as the OD fullerene, carbon 
nanotube or several stacked sheets 1D 3D graphite. Graphene is formed from a layer and even a 
few layers (2-10 layers) to form several stacked layers (graphite)8,9. Since the discovery of 
graphene by A. Geim and K. Novoselov in 2010 to preserve the outstanding thermal properties 
(5300W/m•K)10–15, electrical3 and mechanical16. This ideal is to reduce to a single layer structure. 
Its chemical properties such as surface area, mesoporous surface and geometry allow it to be 
chemically modified through processes of pre-oxidation and oxidation17–19, which makes it a 
potential candidate for use in the development of polymeric materials based on graphene. However, 
incorporation into polymer matrices is still being studied today however, the problem of dispersion 
is the inability to incorporate graphene sheets in polymer matrices without problem. 

 
Methodology 
The graphite was mixed with the HDPE used a Brabender Plasticorder model k07-176/A, at 175 to 
185 °C, 60 rpm and a mixing time of 15 min using concentrations of 3 and 5% wt. Additionally the 
synthesis of graphite oxide (GO) is performed by performing a pre-oxidación17 followed by an 
oxidation process using Hummers18 method, using as precursor graphite with particle size of <75μ. 
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GO particles were used to be incorporated into the HDPE matrix (at concentrations of 0.25, 0.5, 
0.75 1.0% wt). 

Characterization. 
Techniques were used as Differential Scanning Calorimetry Modulated (MDSC) (TA Instruments) 
mode to measure the thermal conductivity of the compounds developed, analysis of dispersion and 
distribution of the particles in the polymer matrix for Optical Microscopy (MOP) using a Olympus 
BX-60 microscope using polarized light and scanning electron microscopy (TEM) in a scanning 
microscope JOEL JMS-741F field (Field Emission scanning electron microscope) using secondary 
electron detector SEI and a working distance between the lens sample target and 6.0 mm. The 
technique of spectroscopy, Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) was performed on a Nicolet 550 
device, the chemical and structural information of the synthesized GO was obtained by the Raman 
spectroscopy technique, the distance between GO sheets once joined HDPE matrix was determined 
by diffraction (XRD) X-ray equipment using a SIEMENS model D-5000 with Cu Ka radiation with 
a Ni filter at 25 mA current and an accelerating voltage of 35 kV, Thermo gravimetric Analysis 
(TGA) was used to evaluate the thermal behavior of GO prepared from graphite powder. 

Results. 
From the micrograph obtained (Fig 1), one can observe that the particles have a flaked or flakes 
with a size that is on the order of microns. 

 
Figure 1. SEM micrograph of graphite powder a 10 000 magnifications with average particle size of the order of microns. 

The results for light scattering (DLS) to the graphite particles without sonication are shown in the 
graph of Figure 2a, the analysis indicates that one has a particle size distribution in the range of 6μm 
to 2.87nm, recording a greater amount of particles with sizes of approximately 1.5μm. For particles 
previously treated with ultrasound for a period of 30min, the results by DLS (Fig 2b) show that the 
particle size is reduced from 6μm to 1.3μm in addition to a greater amount of particles having sizes 
of approximately present with 800nm. By increasing the time of ultrasound graphite particles 1h, 
the analysis result (Fig 2c) shows a bimodal distribution in the particle size, whose maximum is 
located at 1 µm and well quantified 700nm reaching sizes of up 4.5nm. 

For compounds obtained from melt mixing a statistical analysis from optical micrographs, which 
takes into account an amount of approximately 1624 items per micrograph, at a total area per 
micrograph was performed 70599.56µm2. 
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Figure 2, a). Graph of particle size distribution of graphite by Light Scattering without ultrasound treatment, b). Graph of particle size 
distribution by light scattering with ultrasound treatment for 30 min, c). Graph of particle size distribution by light scattering with 
ultrasonic treatment for 1 hr. 

For these same systems can he observed qualitatively from the photomicrographs of Figure 3, a 
better particle distribution for HDPE /graphite system with a concentration of 3% wt at 175 °C 
which is attributed to that for melt blending cutting forces generated between the polymer and the 
particles helped improve the distribution and/or dispersion of particles in HDPE matrix with a size 
between 10 µm and 480 nm. 

                     

Figure 3. Micrographs obtained by light microscopy for HDPE/Graphite systems with 3 wt% a) at 175, b) at 185C. 

For HDPE/graphite system with 5% wt at 175 °C a 20 µm and 480 nm was obtained, obtained a 
minority of particles with sizes above 20 µm, qualitatively micrographs you can see only those 
particles which could not be dispersed in the matrix, that is the larger, which may affect the value of 
the thermal conductivity of the final compound (Fig 4). 
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Figure 4. Micrographs obtained by light microscopy for HDPE / Graphite systems with 5% wt a) at 175 ° C b) at 185C. 

Micrographs of the samples of HDPE/graphite compounds with 3 to 5% wt of graphite and 185 to 
175°C in Figure 5, can be seen taken kind of graphite flakes in the mixture, noting that most 
micrographs a possible separation of the sheets forming the graphite occurs. In the images, only I 
could see fragmented parts of the particles with certain porosity, possibly the result of cutting forces 
generated during melt mixing, this can be attributed in part to the porosity of the particles prevents 
the chains HDPE freely penetrate between the sheets, making it difficult to increase the separation 
thereof by causing the polymer is at most around limiting particles that can carry out the 
intercalation of the compound and in turn to obtain a better dispersion of particulate HDPE matrix. 

                    

                    
Figure 5.  Micrographs obtained by scanning electron microscopy for HDPE / graphite system a) 3% wt at 175 ° C, b) 3% wt at 185 ° C, 
c) 5% wt at 175, d) 5% wt at 185. 

In the diffractogram (Fig 6) shows that the graphite has a peak at 2θ = 27.7 ° which corresponds to 
approximately interlaminar spacing of the plane (002)20. While for the pure PE two signals are 
observed at 2θ = 21.49° and 2θ = 23.89° which correspond to the planes (110) and (200), the signals 
that are recorded in all compound21. In the case of compounds HDPE/graphite to % wt at 175 and 

d) 

a) b) 

b) 

c) 

a) 
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185°C  in Figure 8 shows that the intensity in the (002) plane which corresponds to PE shifts 
slightly to lower angles, This is attributed to the presence of graphite affects the crystalline structure 
of HDPE an increased graphitic sheets between the system being 3 wt% at 185°C (3.39Å) showing 
the greater spacing between the blades is shown. This is attributed to that at a higher temperature, 
the mechanical stresses generated during melt blending is best transmitted in the system, causing 
the polymer chains to penetrate between the layers of graphite causing interlaminar distance 
between particles increases. Graphite showed a broader signal (002) indicating that the crystal size 
is smaller in graphite22. 

 
Figure 6. Diffraction patterns for the graphite powder and composite HDPE HDPE / graphite X-ray untreated graphite ultrasound; a) 3% 
wt at 175°C b) 3% wt at 185°C c) 5 wt% at 175°C and d) 5% wt at 185°C. The values in the signals from the graphite powder 

From an analysis of Differential Scanning Calorimetry modulated mode, in which the heat capacity 
were obtained, the thermal conductivity (k) was calculated in units of W/(m•K) of the polymeric 
compounds . In the graph of Figure 7, shows that the pure HDPE records a value of thermal 
conductivity of 0.357 W/(m•K), which value was taken as a reference to see if a change occurs with 
respect to HDPE systems / graphite (a 3 to 5% wt). The graph shows for the composite processed at 
185°C (blue line) the value of the thermal conductivity was increased to 0.597 W/(m•K) using 5% 
wt of graphite, this indicates that the handle a higher temperature during mixing, allows the 
viscosity of the system decreases and the shear stresses are transmitted better helping the polymer is 
sandwiched between the sheets of graphite contributing to these distributed and dispersed 
throughout the polymer matrix, as a result obtains a higher thermal conductivity of the compound. 
Based on these results the HDPE / Graphite analyzed system (3% wt and 185°C), by subjecting 
graphite to a previous treatment with ultrasound for 1h and 30 min before being added to the molten 
polymer. The results show that increasing the time of ultrasound in graphite (purple line) the 
thermal conductivity with the system increases slightly to 0.693 W/(m•K) HDPE which used a time 
of 30min ultrasound system, which has a thermal conductivity value of 0.664 W/(m•K) (green line). 
From these results emerged that the handle 185°C temperature during melt mixing, causes HDPE 
molecules begin their molecular movement at a temperature between 125 and 130°C1, temperature 
at which the polymer chains acquire more fluid, this causes the polymer chains are intercalated 
between the blades generating frictional graphite, helping to increase the interlaminar space, thereby 
improving the distribution and/or dispersion along the polymer matrix, increasing the thermal 
conductivity of the compound. In addition to that, the use of ultrasound long times graphite particles 
before being incorporated into the molten polymer allows a size distribution of smaller particle 
sizes, due to this the particles can generate a conductive network throughout the matrix23, increasing 
the thermal conductivity of the final composite. 
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Figure 7. Analysis thermogram of thermal conductivity (MDSC) of HDPE / Graphite systems (3 and 5% wt of graphite and 185 to 
175°C) with and without pretreatment gas phase to ultrasound for 30 min and graphite 1h. 

Conclusions. 
DLS results conducted by the graphite particles before being incorporated into the polymer melt 
show a reduction in size with increasing time of ultrasound. The micrographs of HDPE/graphite 
composites, show qualitatively that the graphite particles with untreated ultrasound, are distributed 
throughout the HDPE matrix, obtaining an increase in the thermal conductivity of the final 
compound. Statistical analysis from optical micrographs made to the HDPE / graphite composites 
developed with graphite pretreated with ultrasonic gas phase suggests that increasing time 
ultrasound particle size is reduced, which causes changes in the order of the graphite structure and 
thus a better distribution and/or dispersion of the particles in the HDPE matrix, reflected in an 
increase in the resulting thermal conductivity. With previous studies is possible to select the mixing 
conditions and the concentration of graphite which better dispersion and / or distribution is obtained 
for the particles to generate a conductive network throughout the HDPE matrix and obtain a 
thermally conductive compound. 
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Abstract 
 
A comparative study between films made of polyethylene/cellulose trilayer material and polylactic acid/cellulose 
bilayer material was done in this work. Both materials were studied using a peeling test to evaluate and compare the 
mechanical properties and the required force to separate the layers. Bilayer material polylactic acid/cellulose was 
manufactured by rolling. The rolling process was designed with variations of pressure, temperature and speed for 
this new polylactic acid/cellulose material previously prepared. Furthermore, an analysis by scanning electron 
microscopy was performed to determine the morphological, bonding and geometrical characteristics of bilayer 
materials studied. 
 
Introduction 

 
The consumption of non-biodegradable plastics can hardly be recycled and has increased over the 
past years. Thus, the accumulation of conventional plastics has become a potential risk to 
contamination the environment. Biodegradable plastics, which are derived from renewable sources 
like polylactic acid (PLA), are being investigated to prevent this situation [1][2]. The aim of this 
work was to prepare and characterize a bilayer film of cellulose/PLA, as a probable solution to 
decrease the use of non-renewable materials. 
 
 
Experimental 

 
Materials. Polylactic acid (PLA) 2003D was purchased from Natureworks. The previous 
characterization of this polymer show a molecular weight (Mw) of 225 670 g/mol with a 
polydispersity index of 1.77, the determination of these values were made by Gel Permeation 
Chromatogrphy (GPC). The melting temperature (Tm) and the glass transition temperature (Tg) 
were determined with Modulated Differential Scanning Calorimetry (MDSC) and the values were 
61 °C and 154.05 °C, respectively. The decomposition temperature was 366.4 °C and was 
determined by Thermogravimetric Analysis. The Young’s modulus was 901 ± 123 MPa with an 
ultimate deformation of 158%, these values were determined by the ASTM D-1708 Standard test 
method for tensile properties of plastics by use of microtensile specimens. 
 
Scanning Electronic Microscopy. A cross section of the layers were characterized with scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM) using Jeol JSM-7600F. Specimens were sputtered with gold. 

 
Peel resistance test. The bonded materials were tested in order to determine the resistance of the 
adhesive. The test conditions were used as the ASTM D-1876-95 Standard test method for peel 
resistance of adhesives (T-peel test). The strain rate was 254 mm/min, the room temperature was 
23 °C and the relative moisture was 50%. The figure 1 shows the dimensions of the specimens. 
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For the PLA/paper the width of the specimens was 19.06 ± 0.58 mm.   
 

 
 

Figure 1. Specimens for T-peel test. 

 
 
Results and Discussion 
 
SEM micrograph of the film polyethylene/paper shows two well-defined layers, one that 
corresponds to the cellulose layer of paper and the other one to the plastic film of polyethylene 
(Figure 2). By the same technique the cross section of the polyethylene film (Figure 3) was seen, 
which is composed by two layers one is polyethylene and the other one the adhesive that is the 
copolymer ethylene-vinyl acetate. The adhesive layer is used to bond polyethylene and the paper 
surface. 
 
 

     
Figure 2. SEM of reference material. Figure 3. SEM of the plastic film of polyethylene. 

 
 
The adhesive strength between the flexible layers (Polyethylene/paper), was performed in a peel 
test, where it was observed three different failures, which are shown below (figure 4). 
 
In the first case (figure 4a) it can be seen a substrate failure of the polyethylene. At the start of 
test, the polyethylene film removed the paper pigments. By the middle of the specimen, the 

Load 

Load 

(Not bonded) 
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adhesion was so strong that the polyethylene layer remained bonded to the paper layer until it 
broke in a diagonal way. The frequency of this type of failure was 10% and the recorded peel 
strength was 3.33 ±0.22 N/cm. 
 
The second case (figure 4b) showed a substrate failure of the paper layer. In the beginning of the 
test, it was observed that the polyethylene layer removed paper pigments, in the second stage of 
the test the cellulose fibers were detached until the paper was broke. The frequency of this type 
of failure was 70% and the recorded peel strength was 2.11 ±0.26 N/cm. 
 
In the third case (figure 4c) it was observed an intermediate failure, in the first stage the paper 
substrate failed and subsequently the adhesive failed, because all the polyethylene layer was 
separated from the paper layer. The adhesive was not strong enough to retain the paper pigments 
in the final zone. The frequency of this type of failure was 20% and the recorded peel strength 
was 3.93 ±0.16 N/cm. 
 
 

        
(a) Substrate failure: 

PE 
(b) Substrate failure: 

paper 
(c) Intermediate failure: 

Paper-Ahesive 
Figure 4. Adhesion failure types in the reference material 

 
A biodegradable polymer, polylactic acid (PLA), was used to replace the polyethylene film. A 
PLA film was obtained through the process of film extrusion, the thickness of the film was 
0.33±0.025 mm and the width was 19.06±0.58 mm. 
 

 
Figure 5. PLA film obtained. 

 
In order to obtain a bonded material (PLA/paper) these two materials were adhered through a 
thermal laminate process with constant pressure. The variation of bondig temperature was 
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analyzed and once the PLA-paper bilayer material was joined, a peel test was done with the 
purpose of measure the adherence between the layers of the new bilayer material. The effect of 
rising the adhesion temperature resulted in a curve, where it can be seen that the peel strength 
growth with the temperature until it reached a peak and then sharply decreased (Figure 6). 
 

 
Figure 6a. First peel strength due to the increment of the adhesion temperature. 

 
Figure 6b. Second peel strength due to the increment of the adhesion temperature. 

 
 

The maximum adhesive strength registered between the flexible layers (PLA/paper), was 1.55 
N/cm, and it was observed a failure due to the paper substrate.  
 
Conclusions 
  

The SEM micrographs showed that the polyethylene film bonded with paper is composed of three 
layers.  The mean thickness of the paper layer is 109.25 ± 1.32 μm and the polyethylene film 
(EVA-PE) is 19.32 ± 1.01 μm, where the PE has a thickness of 9.41 ± 0.72 μm and the adhesive 
(EVA) is 10.04 ± 0.36 μm. The most frequent adhesive failure was when the paper substrate fails 
with a peel strength of 2.11 ±0.26 N/cm. 
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A successful adhesion between the paper and the biodegradable PLA film was attached, through a 
laminate process under conditions of pressure and temperature. The peel test of the bilayer 
material PLA-paper, showed that the rising bonding temperature increased its adhesion, until a 
maximun point, where after the peak the peel strength decreases due to a film shrinkage causing 
folds in the paper layer.  
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Abstract 

 
In this work, polymer blends based on recycled polystyrene (PS) and styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR) are produced 

by twin-screw extrusion over a wide range of SBR concentration (0-62% wt.). In particular, a solution treatment of 

SBR particles is proposed to improve compatibility and mechanical properties of the recycled PS/SBR blends. From 

the compounds produced, a complete morphological, physical (density and hardness) and mechanical (tension and 

impact) characterization is performed to determine the level of interaction between both polymers. The results 

indicate that the proposed treatment can substantially improve the quality of the blends. 

 

Keywords: polystyrene, styrene-butadiene rubber, recycling, extrusion. 

 

Introduction 

 

Today, several polymers are still unfortunately discarded (landfill or incinerated) after their use 

due to difficulty in recycling them or to find economical applications. Since most of them do not 

decompose under standard conditions, this causes some environmental problems because of 

accumulation [1]. Two good examples are expanded polystyrene (PS) from packaging and 

styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR) mainly encountered in waste tires. PS is actually a good candidate 

for recycling, but the main drawback is low density leading to high transport costs; i.e. high 

amount of space [2]. For SBR, the crosslinked structure giving rubber its elasticity and stability 

substantially decreases its recyclability in other applications. The best recycling way would be to 

devulcanize the rubber (at least partially), but the process is energy intensive and produces wastes. 

It is also expensive to run [1]. It is thus interesting to find other alternatives being faster and 

cheaper to perform at industrial scale. One way to recycle both polymers would be to blend them 

and produced a thermoplastic elastomer (TPE). These resins have both the characteristics of 

thermoplastic processing, while having the mechanical properties of a vulcanized material [3]. 

 

In the literature, a limited number of articles have been published on TPE made from PS and SBR, 

but most of them used virgin polystyrene [1, 4-5]. Nevertheless, some of them used recycled PS 

[6-7]. These works clearly showed that poor miscibility between both materials led to very low 

mechanical properties. To improve on these results, additives were added while blending [4-5], 

or chemical rubber modifications were proposed [1]. So, the objective of this study is to propose 

methods to improve the compatibility between both recycled materials (expanded PS and SBR) 

using two different processes. First, optimization of the blending step is performed based on a 

similar work done on recycled ethylene-propylene-diene monomer (EPDM)/polypropylene (PP) 

blends [8]. In this case, introduction of the SBR particles in the first zone of a twin-screw extruder 

will apply some thermo-mechanical energy to partially devulcanize the surface of the particles 

leading to more chain mobility and possible entanglement with the matrix molecules. The second 

method is to perform a solution treatment of the SBR particles before going to the extrusion step 

[9]. In this case, the idea is to swell SBR particles with a solvent to force the diffusion of dissolve 

PS molecules to penetrate the crosslinked structure. 
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Experimental 

 

The polystyrene used was recycled expanded polystyrene from packaging applications with an 

average molecular weight of 217 kg/mole, a density of 90 kg/m³ and melt flow index of 20 g/10 min 

(200°C and 5 kg) and supplied by Ameublement Tanguay (Canada). The material was grounded to 

reduce particle size below 5 mm. The SBR rubber powder was provided by Royal Mat (Canada) 

and sieved to keep only particles below 710 microns (fine powder). For the solution treatment, 

toluene (ACS reagent grade from Anachemia) was selected after previous trials in terms of SBR 

swelling potential and PS solubility. 

 

Extrusion was done on a co-rotating 27 mm twin-screw extruder from Leistritz USA (ZSE-27). This 

extruder as a L/D ratio of 40 with 10 heating zones and coupled with a circular die (3 mm diameter). 

As described in a previous study [8], the SBR powder was fed to the first zone (main feeder) of the 

extruder, while polystyrene was added trough a side-stuffer in zone 4. The screw speed was fixed at 

100 RPM and the temperature profile was increased from 160 to 175°C from the main feed to the 

die exit.  

 

The extruded compounds were then cooled in a water bath and pelletized. Finally, the compounds 

were injection molded in a laboratory machine Nissei PS60E9ASE (Japan). The injection 

temperature profile in the screw was set between 190°C and 200°C with a mold temperature of 

30°C. The mold dimensions were selected to produce directly the geometries needed for all the 

characterization.  

 

For the solution treatment step, the recycled polystyrene was first dissolved in toluene under mixing 

(mechanical stirrer) at a concentration of 10% w/v and 25ºC. Then, the SBR powder was added to 

get a solid concentration of 20% w/v. Mixing was left overnight to get maximum swelling and PS 

penetration into SBR particles. The solution was filter in a Buchner with a coffee paper filter. 

Finally, the filtered solid was dried in an oven at 60°C before use. 

 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to study the morphology of the blends in terms of 

particle dispersion and adhesion. Each sample was fractured in liquid nitrogen and the exposed 

surfaces were coated with a gold/palladium alloy. Then, a JEOL model JSM-840A scanning electron 

microscope was used to take micrographs at a voltage of 15 kV. Density measurements were 

performed using a nitrogen gas pycnometer model Ultrapyc 1200e from Quantachrome Instruments 

(USA) For each sample, the test was repeated 5 times and the averages are given with standard 

deviations of less than 1%. Hardness was measured according to the shore D scale (thermoplastics) 

with a model 307L durometer. The reported values are the average of twenty-five measurements. 

Tensile tests were performed on an Instron model 5565 universal testing machine with a 500 N load 

cell. Type V dog bone samples were used as described in ASTM D638. Testing was done at 1 

mm/min and room temperature. At least five specimens were used to report the average with 

standard deviation for Young’s modulus, tensile stress at break, and tensile elongation at break. 

Charpy impact strength was obtained with a pendulum weight of 242 g (1.22 J) on a Tinius Olsen 

testing machine model Impact 104. The arm length was 279 mm leading to an impact speed of 3.3 

m/s. Rectangular samples (60 x 10.15 x 3 mm³) were notched by an automatic sample notcher model 

ASN (Dynisco, USA) at least 24 hours before testing (ASTM D6110). All the tests were performed 

at room temperature and the results are the average of at least ten measurements. 
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Results and Discussion 

 

Figure 1 presented typical SEM micrographs of two selected compounds. First, from the picture 

at 250X, is possible to observe the contact between SBR particles and the PS matrix. Also, no void 

or defect can be seen. The images on the left (mechanical treatment) seem to indicate that good 

contact between the SBR particles and the PS matrix was obtained, but while producing the 

samples via cryogenic fracture, poor adhesion led to some detachment between both phases and 

crazing in PS occurred. On the other hand, the images on the right (solution treatment) show that 

good contact and good adhesion was obtained via the solution treatment since a blurred interphase 

seems to have been created between both phases. 

 

      
Figure 1: SEM micrographs at different magnifications for 23% SBR produced by a mechanical 

treatment (left ones) and 24% SBR produced by a solution treatment (right ones). 

 

Figure 2 presents the density of the compound as a function of SBR content. As expected, density 

increases with SBR content since the density of SBR is higher than the density of compact PS 

(1060±8 kg/m³). There is a slight difference between both treatments because the density of the 

neat SBR particles (1252±11 kg/m³) is higher than SBR particles after the solution treatment 

(1229±11 kg/m³). This might be related to some materials (additives and low molecular weight 

compounds) that were extracted during the solution treatment and/or swelling of the rubber which 

increased in volume and was filled with a lower density material; i.e. PS. Finally, Figure 2 shows 

that hardness decreases with increasing SBR content. As expected, the addition of more elastomer 

particles in the hard PS matrix will decrease the hardness of the resulting blends. Again, the results 

show that the solution treatment gives harder materials, probably because of hard PS molecules 

that were introduced inside the SBR particles, thus increasing the hardness of the dispersed phase. 
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Figure 2: Density (left) and hardness (right) as a function of SBR content. 
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Tensile results as a function of SBR content are presented in Fig. 3. It can be seen that adding an 

elastomer phase (SBR) decreases both rigidity (modulus) and strength (stress) since SBR is an 

elastomer compared to the rigid PS matrix. In all cases, the solution treatment increased 

substantially the values compared to simple mechanical blending alone. This indicates that better 

stress transfer at the PS-SBR interface can be associated to the presence of PS molecules acting as 

mechanical anchoring points between both phases and improving compatibility. Without the 

solution step, the crosslink rubber particles have limited compatibility with the matrix as reported 

by Higazy et al [4]. In general, the values of Young's modulus are 20% higher when the solution 

treatment was applied. Similar trends for tensile stress a break are observed. On the other hand, a 

complex behavior was observed for the tensile elongation at break. The results obtained seem to 

indicate a possible maximum at low SBR concentrations (not tested due to time limitations). This 

can be explained by increasing elasticity of the material at low SBR content resulting from the 

replacement of brittle PS by more elastic SBR. But as SBR content increases, there is probably not 

enough matrix to get good dispersion and since the matrix is very brittle, elongation at break 

decreases. Nevertheless, more work would be needed to fully understand this behavior. 
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Figure 3: Young's modulus (left), tensile stress at break (middle), and tensile strain at break (right) 

as a function of SBR content. 

 

Figure 4 shows that Charpy impact strength increases with the introduction of an elastomer phase 

(SBR) in the brittle PS matrix. In this case, it can be seen that higher impact strength was obtained 

without the preliminary solution treatment. This again can be related to stress transfer between the 

phases. The solution treatment produces more rigid compounds (see Figure 2) being more brittle. 

The presence of PS in the rubber particles reduced their ability to absorb the impact energy leading 

to less resilient compounds compared to the ones produced by the mechanical treatment. 
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                                         Figure 4: Impact strength as a function of SBR content. 
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Conclusions 

 

In this study, the effect of recycled styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR) concentration (0-62% wt.) on 

the properties of recycled polystyrene (PS) was studied. In particular, two different treatments 

were used to produce the compounds by twin-screw extrusion and injection molding. First, the 

SBR particles were directly fed in the first zone of the extruder, while PS was introduced in the 

fourth zone via a side stuffer. Second, the SBR particles were first treated in a PS/toluene solution 

to introduced PS molecules inside the crosslink rubber structure to improve compatibility when 

mixed with a PS matrix. In this case, the same blending procedure was applied to produce the 

compounds as for untreated SBR particles. For each SBR concentration, a complete 

morphological, physical (density and hardness) and mechanical (tension and impact) 

characterization was done. From the results obtained, the following conclusions can be made: 

 

- Young’s modulus, tensile stress at break, and hardness decreased with increasing rubber content, 

while impact strength and density increased with SBR addition. This is related to the introduction 

of an elastomer phase in a rigid matrix. 

- Although good contact can be seen in SEM micrographs (no defect or void), good adhesion and 

compatibility was only obtained for SBR particles treated in solution. This can be inferred from 

the differences observed in terms of mechanical and physical properties. 

- From the results obtained, a wide range of properties can be produced by careful selection of the 

blend composition (SBR/PS), as well as the dispersed phase surface treatment. 
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Abstract 
 

Ionic liquid-crystalline copolymers were synthesized through a partial quaternization of P4VP with a highly 
anisotropic azomesogen (CN12,6). The thermal stability was determined by TGA and was above 250°C. The 
thermotropic behavior was evaluated by DSC, POM and XRD. DSC and POM results were not conclusive; however 
XRD showed that these copolymers develop a smectic type mesophase. On the other hand, optical properties were 
induced with a 460nm excitation laser beam, using a 633nm laser beam as a probe. Despite of the low light-induced 
birefringence, it was possible to register a regular surface relief grating with an average depth of 100nm. 
 
Introdu ction 

 
Solid materials can exhibit liquid-crystalline properties by the effect of changes in temperature or 
temperature/concentration. The first case corresponds to thermotropic liquid crystals, which have 
attracted great attention due to their numerous technological applications in optics and 
optoelectronics. The other kind of liquid crystals is named lyotropic, and they are mainly applied 
in biotechnological and biomedical areas. Molecules showing both behaviors have attracted the 
attention of scientists because, combined with nanoscale particles, allow new potential 
applications in different fields (optics, optoelectronics, biomedical, and others). Ionic liquid 
crystals are amphiphilic molecules that can develop both lyotropic and thermotropic liquid crystal 
order. Pyridine and Poly(vinilpyridine) (PVP) quaternized with mesogenic groups are good 
examples of thermotropic/lyotropic liquid crystals. PVP is capable to electrostatically interact in 
quaternized or protonated forms with charged surfaces, and also is able to undergo hydrogen 
bonding with polar species [1-5]. PVP modified with azobenzene groups (mesogens) can show 
liquid crystal properties and photo-induced alignment. The combination of these two properties in 
one material is interesting for many applications such as photomechanical actuators, optical data 
storage, and holographic recording. Recently, poly(4-vinylpyridine) (P4VP) substituted with 
azobenzene groups have been irradiated to obtain surface relief gratings (SRG). In most cases, 
P4VP-azobenzene are complexes formed through hydrogen bonding interactions, and in few cases 
they are covalently linked P4VP- azobenzene materials, having ionic pyridinium groups [6-8]. In 
this work we present and discuss results on the liquid-crystalline properties and light-induction of 
SRGs of partially quaternizated P4VP with azobenzene groups. These copolymers are potential 
materials for holographic data recording. 
 
Experimental 
 

All reagents were purchased from Aldrich Co. and/or J. T. Baker and used as received unless 
otherwise specified. THF was dried over a sodium/benzophenone complex. The azomesogen and 
P4VP were synthesized according to reported procedures [9-10]. P4VP was synthesized by free-
radical polymerization (azobisisobutyronitrile as initiator) to further partially quaternized with 
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azocompound in concentrations of 30 and 50wt% of azomesogen (CN12,6). The thermal stability 
of copolymers was determined in vacuum dried samples using a TGA 951 thermal analyzer from 
DuPont Instruments. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) traces were obtained in a MDSC 
2920 from TA Instruments. The structure of the mesophases was determined from X-ray 
diffraction analysis obtained with an SWAXS from Anton Paar equipped with a sample holder 
unit, an image plate detector, and a temperature control unit. Each sample was sealed in a 
Lindeman glass capillary. X-ray patterns were captured at different temperatures upon cooling 
from the isotropization temperature. Thin films (300-450 nm) were prepared by spin-coating as 
follows: 90 µL of a polymer solution (40 mg/mL in chloroform) was deposited onto a clean glass 
substrate at a spinning rate of 500-2000 rpm. Films were irradiated with an interference pattern 
employing a Lloyd arrangement to record a SRG. A 460 nm laser beam was split into two equal 
intensity beams but with a different polarization state (right/ left circularly polarized light). The 
irradiation time for all samples was 60 seconds. SRGs were analyzed by polarized optical 
microscopy (POM) with an Olympus BX53 microscope. 
 
Results and Discussion 
 
Thermal Stability 
 
The thermal stability of copolymers was analyzed by TGA in the temperature range of 30 to 800. 
Results were compared with that of pure P4VP (figure 1a). In both polymers a first weight loss 
before 100 °C was observed. This weight loss was be attributed to traces of moisture because of 
the high hydrophilic character of pyridynium groups [8]. More relevant is the lower thermal 
stability of copolymers as compared to the pure P4VP. Despite the important decrease in thermal 
stability, degradation occurred at a still relatively high temperature (around 250 °C) to perform 
the thermotropic characterization. 
 

 
                                      (a) 

 
 
                                (b) 

 
Figure 1. (a) TGA curves for pure P4VP and the copolymers PCN-30 and PCN-50, recorded at a 
rate of 10 °C min-1 under N2 atmosphere. (b) DSC traces (80 to 125°C interval) corresponding to 
the second heating (10°C/min) of PCN-50 and PCN-30.  
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Thermotropic behavior 
 
Thermal transitions of copolymers were determined by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). 
The azomesogen (CN12,6) here employed was reported [12] as a liquid crystal azocompound 
with an isotropic-smectic A (SmA) phase transition at 151°C (labeled as Mes12 in the published 
manuscript). We used a previously synthesized low molecular weight P4VP (22,000 g/mol 
determined by solution viscosimetry in ethanol at 25°C [10] showing a glass transition 
temperature (Tg) around 130°C. Normally, a high molecular weight P4VP is amorphous and 
shows a Tg around 140°C [8]. The P4VP partially functionalized with azomesogens shows a 
transition around 95°C, which can be attributed to a Tg (figure 1), taking into account that the 
azomesogen can act as a plasticizer [8]. Contrary to what was expected for a P4VP modified 
with liquid-crystalline precursors (CN12,6), no other transitions were perceived in the DSC 
traces. To determine if copolymers exhibit liquid crystalline order, they were analyzed by X-ray 
diffraction (XRD) analysis. This characterization revealed that copolymers showed lamellar 
order typical of smectic type phases. At low angles, diffraction patterns showed a sharp Bragg 
peak associated to the lamellar spacing, whereas at wide angles they displayed a single broad 
diffraction peak, indicating non-order within the smectic layers. To determine if molecules are 
parallel or tilted with respect to the normal of the smectic plane, the lamellar spacing (d001) was 
compared to the theoretical length of the molecule (L) in its most extended conformation 
(calculated by modeling software from SPARTAN 2010) [9]. Calculated d001/L ratios seem 
indicate a double layer stacking with molecules tilted with respect to the smectic plane (SmC), 
however, there exist a possibility that mesogens are parallel to the normal to the smectic plane 
(SmA) but interdigitated from one chain to the other as proposed in a previous work [9]. Results 
are presented in table 1. 
 
Table 1. Structural parameters calculated from the XRD spectra obtained at different 
temperatures. 

Copolymer L (Å)  d (Å)  d/L  
PCN-30 45.655  66.07  1.45  
PCN-50 45.655  69.44  1.52  

 
Surface relief gratings 
 
Holography data storage is one of the most important applications of this kind of materials. To 
test if these polymers are candidates for this application several SRGs were recorded by using an 
arrangement of two laser beams (λ = 460 nm and circularly polarized) as described in a previous 
work [13]. In both copolymers, it was possible to record SRGs, as shown in POM images of 
figure 2. These stripe-like images show a more regular grating for PCN-30 than for PCN-50. The 
high concentration of mesogens in PCN-50 is favorable to the formation of aggregates that may 
affect the optical response. PCN-30 may be a good candidate for holography data storage. 
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                                     (a)                                     (b) 
 
Figure 2. POM images of surface relief gratings of (a) PCN 30, and (b) PCN-50. 
 
Conclusions 
 
Ionic copolymers were synthesized through the quaternization reaction of P4VP with 
azomesogens at 30 and 50wt%. These materials presented good thermal stability and displayed a 
liquid crystalline behavior of the smectic A type, as demonstrated by X-ray diffraction. Finally, 
PCN-30 developed good quality SRGs with minimum of aggregates. Results showed that these 
materials are promising for holography data storages. 
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Abstract 
Conducting polyaniline (PANI) nanostructures were obtained by heterophase polymerization of aniline monomer 
using sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) as surfactant in presence of the short-chain alcohols: ethanol, propanol, 
butanol, pentanol, and hexanol as co-surfactants, and ammonium persulfate (APS) as oxidizing agent. Were 
obtained when polymerizing without alcohol and in presence of ethanol, while very big agglomerates were 
obtained in presence of propanol and butanol; using pentanol as co-surfactant well defined and spherical 
nanoparticles were obtained, the presence of hexanol through polymerization gives both spherical agglomerated 
and needle-like nanostructures. Conductivities were in the range of 0.81 to 1.1 S/m with the higher value for that 
synthesized in presence of pentanol.  
 
Introduction 

PANI is attracting by its chemical and physical properties, like: high electrical conductivity, 
environmental stability, stable redox activity, and ease preparation, as well as low cost [1-5], 
which allow some applications in areas as: electrostatic dissipation, fuel cells, batteries, anion 
exchanger, biochemistry, inhibition of steel corrosion, sensors, anticorrosion coatings, etc. [6]. 
PANI can be synthesized by oxidizing aniline either electrochemically or chemically. The latter 
is of particular importance because this is the most practical route for the production of 
conducting polymers on large scale [7]. 
 
Experimental 

In a typical reaction 17.3 mmol of SDS were dissolved in 150 g of water. Then, 21 mmol of 
alcohol was added to the solution, for each of the different reactions and homogenized. After that, 
21 mmol of aniline were added. The mixture was bubbled with argon through 20 minutes. 21 
mmol of APS was added to start polymerization. Reaction proceeded throughout 6 h. At the onset 
of polymerization a brown color was observed and a dark green solid precipitated was formed at 
the end of polymerizations. The reaction mixture was poured into an excess of methanol to 
precipitate the PANI nanoparticles and to remove impurities. The resulting materials were 
analyzed using UV/Vis spectroscopy. For the morphology and particle size determination and 
distribution, a 1:1,000 water dilution of the latex without purification was used. A drop of the 
diluted latex was poured onto a copper grid coated with Formvar™ resin and carbon film, and 
then, it was allowed to dry overnight at room temperature. The samples were analyzed by 
scanning electron microscopy in SEM (at 2 or 1 kV of acceleration voltage with secondary 
electron detector) and STEM (a 30 kV of acceleration voltage with a bright field transmitted 
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electron detector) modes using a Field Emission High Resolution SEM (JEOL, JSM 7800F). The 
electrical conductivities of samples were determined by the four-probe method (SP4 probe head 
Lucas/Signatone with 0.04 inches of spacing between tips) coupled to a Keithley (2400 
SourceMeter) instrument. 
 
Results and Discussion 
Figure 1 shows the scanning electron micrographs in STEM mode of PANI synthesized without 
alcohol (1a) and with ethanol (1c), and the corresponding SEM image (1b) and (1d). It can be 
observed that well defined fibrillar nanostructures were obtained in these two cases. However, 
nanostructures with ethanol tend to deform fibrillar morphology as a result of interaction of 
ethanol tail with aniline monomer through polymerization. In Figure 1, very large fibers (approx. 5 
μm in large) and between 60 and 90 nm of width are observed for aniline polymerization without 
alcohol, while 50 and 85 nm of width were observed for polymerization in presence of ethanol. 
Also, some agglomerates were formed in presence of ethanol, losing some of the fibrillar 
morphology.  
 

  
Figure 1 Scanning electron micrographs in STEM 

mode (a) and (c) of PANI synthesized without alcohol 
and with ethanol, respectively; and the corresponding 

SEM image (b) and (d). 

Figure 2 Scanning electron micrographs in STEM 
mode (a) and (c) of PANI synthesized with propanol 
and with butanol, respectively; and the corresponding 

SEM image (b) and (d). 

  
Figure 3 Scanning electron micrographs in STEM 

mode (a) and (c) of PANI synthesized with pentanol and 
with hexanol, respectively; and the corresponding SEM 

image (b) and (d). 

Figure 4 Particle size distribution of spherical 
nanoparticles of PANI obtained polymerizing in 

presence of pentanol as co-surfactant. 
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PANI morphologies were strongly affected by increasing the alcohol tail. Figure 2 shows the 
scanning electron micrographs in STEM mode (2a) and (2c) of PANI synthesized in presence 
of propanol and butanol, respectively; and the corresponding SEM image (2b) and (2d). It can 
be seen that fibrillar structures were not present with very big PANI agglomerates in both 
cases. By increasing the alcohol chain length used through aniline polymerization from 
butanol to pentanol and hexanol, new defined structures were obtained, as can be observed in 
Figure 3. For example by using pentanol as co-surfactant, small agglomerates consisting of 
well-defined spherical nanoparticles were observed. 
The number- and weight-average particle diameters (Dn, and Dw) and polydispersity index in 
sizes (PDI) of the PANI nanoparticles synthesized using pentanol as co-surfactant were 
calculated using the following equations: 

𝐷𝑛 = �𝑛𝑖𝐷𝑖 /�𝑛𝑖                                                         (1) 
𝐷𝑤 = �𝑛𝑖 𝐷𝑖

4/�𝑛𝑖𝐷𝑖
3                                                   (2) 

PDI = 𝐷𝑤/𝐷𝑛                                                               (3) 
where ni is the number of particles with diameter Di. 
Changing to hexanol as co-surfactant, needle-like structures were obtained, as can be observed 
in Figure 3c, with diameters between 25 and 40 nm and 4 μm in length. Also spherical 
nanoparticles near to 50 nm of diameters were formed. 
The calculated values of Dn and Dw were 56 nm and 61 nm, thus giving a PDI of 1.1, which 
imply that narrow and monomodal particle size distribution can be synthesized by using 
pentanol, as can be seen in Figure 4. 
Figure 5 shows the FTIR spectra of PANI nanoparticles obtained without and with different 
alcohols. It can be seen the characteristic peaks of the PANI base, which are at 1572, 1496, 
1448, 1299, 1128, 1040, 823, 758 and 697 cm-1. The band at 1448 cm-1 is related to mixed C–
C stretching, and C–H and C–N bending vibrations observed in the spectra of the aromatic 
oligomers. Peaks at 1572 and 1128 cm-1 can be ascribed to C=C stretching of quinoid rings 
(Q), peak at 823 cm-1 is due to C–H aromatic out of plane bending of 1,4-ring. Signal at 1299 
cm-1 is characteristic of C–N stretching in the Q/cis-benzenoid (Bc)/Q, Q/benzenoid ring 
(B)/B, and B/B/Q of PANI. Peak at 1496 cm-1 is due to PANI base, as is consistent with 
quinone and benzene ring stretching deformations. 
As shown in Table 1, conductivity of PANI increased about 15% when using ethanol and 30% 
using pentanol as co-surfactants, respectively compared to PANI synthesized without any 
alcohol. This behavior can be explained as a function of doping degree. In all cases, initial pH 
values are near to 3.2 and decreases at the end of polymerizations to values between 2.1 for 
that obtained without alcohol and 2.8 for that synthesized in presence of propanol and hexanol. 
These results suggest that acids are produced through polymerizations. Thus, acids derived 
from reactions between alcohols and APS can be doping PANI, increasing its conductivity. 
Figure 6 shows the UV/Vis spectra of PANI obtained in the different polymerizations. The 
absorption spectra of PANI show bands around 300 nm and 540 nm corresponding to π- π* 
transition within the benzenoid moieties and due to the formation of a doping level owing to 
the ‘exciton’ transition, caused by inter-band charge transfer from benzenoid to quinoid 
moieties, respectively. The maximum absorbance of the first peak for PANI synthesized 
without alcohol is centered at 440 nm, whereas in the presence of alcohols, the maximum 
absorbance is shifted to 405 nm, except for PANI obtained in presence of pentanol, which was 
near to 440 nm. 
In order to demonstrate the effect of pentanol on electrical properties of PANI, reactions were 
carried out varying pentanol concentration, and the UV/Vis spectra are shown in Figure 7. It 
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can be observed that intensity of band corresponding to π- π* transitions increases with 
pentanol amount, thus more conductive PANI can be formed, which is in agree with 
conductivity values: 0.9, 1.1 and 1.9 S/m for molar ratios of pentanol/aniline of 0.5, 1.0 and 
1.5, respectively. This behavior was also observed for propanol with PANI conductivities of 
0.83, 0.90 and 0.92 S/m for the same molar ratio of alcohol/aniline. For the other alcohols 
used, conductivities were not strongly affected by the alcohol concentration. 
 

 

 
Table 1 Conductivity values of synthesized PANI and 

pH of latexes. 
Figure 5 Infrared spectra of PANI obtained in the 

different syntheses. 

  
Figure 6 UV/Vis spectra of final PANI obtained in 

presence of different alcohols. 
Figure 7 UV/Vis spectra of final PANI obtained at 

different pentanol to aniline molar ratios. 
A proposed mechanism of PANI nanostructures obtained in our work is shown in Figure 8. 
When SDS is dissolved in water, globular micelles are present, because we are using a 
concentration of 115 mM of SDS (the critical micellar concentration of SDS is 8 mM), and 
when alcohols were added, alcohol molecules are placed between the polar heads of SDS 
molecules. The main function of alcohol was to increase particle stability throughout 
polymerization. Then, when no alcohol was used, micelles are not spherical at all, and upon 
polymerization particle coagulation was verified (Figure 8, part a), polymerizing in both: 
inside the micelles and at the micelle-water interface forming fibers, consisting of diameters 
among 60 and 90 nm (Figure 1b). For polymerizations in presence of ethanol, particles are 
more stable and fibers diameters decreased to values between 55 and 85 nm (Figure 1d); by 
increasing the alcohol chain length, to propanol and butanol, fiber structure are not present any 
more, and particles consist of very big agglomerated globular structures, and when pentanol 
was used particles are so stable that only globular structures are formed (Figure 8, part b). For 
alcohol chain length as long as hexanol, particles become unstable again due to high 
separation of polar heads of SDS molecules, resulting in particle coagulation but not as 
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unstable as polymerization without alcohol, thus both needle-like and globular structures were 
observed. 

 
Figure 8 Proposed mechanisms for the different nanostructures of PANI obtained changing the alcohol type. 

 
Conclusions 
Conductivity and morphology of PANI were tuned by polymerizing in the presence of 
different short chain alcohols. Fibrillar nanostructures were observed without alcohol and in 
presence of ethanol, respectively. In the presence of propanol and butanol, very large PANI 
agglomerates were obtained, and by increasing the alcohol chain length to pentanol, structures 
consisting of well-defined spherical nanoparticles between 56 and 61 nm were formed with 
monomodal and narrow PSD, while the presence of hexanol resulted in needle-like structures. 
The higher conductivity of PANI was that synthesized using pentanol (1.9 S/m for a molar 
ratio of pentanol to aniline of 1.5), which was ascribed to formation of acids and aldehydes 
derived from reactions between alcohol and APS thus doping PANI, increasing its 
conductivity. 
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Abstract 
The functionalization of graphene oxide (GO) with a series of conjugated copolymers of phenyleneethynylene 
type (PPE) bearing different electron-donating and withdrawing groups was obtained by microwave-assisted 
esterification or amidation reactions with the GO. Copolymers and the GO-PPEs nanocomposites were 
characterized by UV-Vis, fluorescence and Raman XPS spectroscopies. Effective interaction of the co-
polymers with the GO is evidenced by a strong quenching of the fluorescence quantum yield (φ), which 
suggests an energy transfer process from polymer to GO. The presence of GO in the copolymers allows for 
band gap reduction of the active layer as determined by UV-Vis spectroscopy, which is a requisite for 
development of solar cells devices. 
 

Introduction. 

PPE copolymers and G/GO have received an enormous amount of attention in the literature because 
of their important photovoltaic properties [1] and unique electronic and optical properties, 
respectively [2, 3]. The key parameters of organic photovoltaic devices are fast and efficient charge 
separation and transport to the electrodes due to the crucial importance of the interpenetrating 
donor-acceptor phase. Generally, the active layer of organic photovoltaics is composed of a bulk 
heterojunction formed by a polymer (electron donor) and an electron acceptor such as a fullerene, a 
carbon nanotube or graphene. There are many reports where G or GO were used as an electron 
acceptor for solar cells applications. Typically, two bonding schemes are used to explain G/GO 
interactions with the polymers. The first consists of π-π interactions between the pi bonds of the G 
with those of the polymer backbone. The second relies on covalent linkage[4] of the functionalized 
polymers to the GO surface using, for example, esterification, amidation, click, or nitrene 
chemistry, radical addition, etc. Although there are many reports describing these functionalization 
methods, the esterification reaction provides a facile way of attaching a polymer molecule to GO. 
Previously, microwave irradiation (MWI) was used as a suitable and rapid heating method for 
preparing exfoliated graphite from many graphite intercalation compounds [5-7]. Recently, MWI 
was used for GO exfoliation and reduction [8, 9], including the heating of its suspensions in 
aqueous or organic media [10]. The advantage of MW-assist is in lower reaction times (from 6 days 
by traditional reactions to 90 minutes by MW-assist) and the complete activation of the GO surface 
for esterification and amidation reactions with polymers.  
 
Experimental 

GO powder was prepared from purified natural graphite powder using a modified Hummers´- 
method [11]. The derivatives of the PPE-conjugated copolymers were previously synthesized by a 
Sonogashira [12] cross-coupling reaction. The typical procedure for the functionalization of GO 
with the copolymers, (Fig 1), using MW-assist is as follows: 1 weight ratio of GO was suspended in 
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DMF in a microwave vial. The suspension was then subjected to ultrasound bath for 30 min and a 
sonicated solution of the copolymer (4 weight ratio) in dichlorobenzene (DCB) was added and 
stirred for 15 min. A second solution containing dicyclohexylcarbodiimide DCC (4 weight ratio), 4-
(dimethylamino)pyridinium toluene-4-sulfonate DPTS (1.5 eq. with respect to DCC) and 4-
pyrrolidinopyridine (4PPy) (0.5 eq. with respect to DCC) in DMF was later added to the first 
mixture. The final reaction mixture was then re-dispersed in chloroform by ultrasound for 15 min 
and irradiated at 4.75 GHz and a constant power of 300 W, while stirring at 600 rpm for 90 min at 
150 ° C. The mixture was centrifuged and the precipitate washed with toluene, ethanol and 
chloroform at least twice to eliminate the catalyst and unreacted copolymers, filtrated, and dried 
under reduced pressure. All experiments were carried out at an ambient pressure of 84.5 kPa. 
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Fig.1 General pathway to functionalize graphene oxide with conjugated polymers via microwave 
 

 

Results and Discussion.  

GO was successfully modified by MW-assisted functionalization with poly(phenylethynylene)s by 
esterification and amidation to form new GO-PPE nanocomposites (NCs). 

 
Vibrational properties. Raman spectra of the copolymers are shown in Fig.2. Spectra in the left 
are for excitation at 785 nm to avoid the strong fluorescence of these materials in the visible region. 
The bands around 2200 cm-1 are associated with the C≡C stretching and provide evidence of the 𝜋𝜋-
electron delocalization along the conjugated backbone, MJ is the most conjugated of the materials 
due to the electron donor character of the 2,5-bis(dodecanoxy) chains and shows a slightly higher 
intensity for this band. Notice that the band at 1590 cm-1 associated with the vibrational modes of 
the double bonds of the phenyls is not affected by the type of electron donor- or acceptor-aryl.  
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Fig. 2 Raman spectra of: the conjugated copolymers (left) and the GO-PPE’ NCS (right). 
 

The Raman spectra of GO and the NCs are shown on the right side of Fig. 2. The peaks at about 
2200 cm-1 for the NCs associated with the -C≡C- stretching band support the functionalization of 
the GO. The two main GO bands, the D band (∼1345 cm-1, breathing mode of A1g) and G band (the 
in-plane bond-stretching motion of pairs of C sp2 atoms, E2g mode), practically coexist with the 
shifts observed for the copolymers. The relatives intensities of the D and G peaks, as expressed by 
the ID/IG ratio, which is an indication of the ratio of the sp3/sp2 carbons[13], is a measure of the 
relative disorder in the GO structure. The data show that functionalizing GO with the copolymers 
clearly affects the structural nature of the GO.   
 
Optical properties. Copolymers were characterized by absorption and fluorescence spectroscopy 
with results presented in the Table 1. Each copolymer exhibits two distinct absorption bands with a 
maximum at around 350-400 nm, which is attributed to π-π* transitions of the aromatic ring 
(HOMO-1/LUMO electronic transition) and at 418 nm (MJ), 386 nm (LC) and 385 nm (EV) which 
are attributed to the π-π* transitions of the copolymer conjugated backbone (HOMO/LUMO 
electronic transition). Upon excitation of the copolymers in solution, all of the exhibit an excitonic 
band with a well-structured vibronic band having a typical shoulder at the lower energy side of λabs -
which may be considered as evidence of a higher molecular order of the polymeric chains in the 
excited state and that the excited-state geometry of the copolymers is more planar compared to that 
in the ground state.  

Table 1. Optical properties of the polymers and corresponding composites. 
 
    Compound λabs [nm] λem [nm] 𝝓𝝓𝒓𝒓 t[ns] 

 GO-MJ 
MJ 

454 
418 

470  
465  

0.014  
0.47 

0.39 
0.72 

GO-LC 
LC 

368 
386 

421 
429 

0.041 
0.31 

0.70 
0.45 

GO-EV 
EV 

310 
385 

476 
476  

0.050 
0.63 

0.79 
1.18 
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Fig. 3 Absorbance and fluorescence spectra of GO, MJ and GO-MJ; note the two orders of 
magnitude difference in the fluorescence spectra. 

 
The quantum yield (Table 1) is in the same range as for other PPEs[14]. After functionalization 
with GO, the NCs show the absorption features of the polymer superimposed on a strongly inclined 
baseline due to light dispersion by the GO. On the contrary, the emission spectra of the NCs are the 
same as those of the copolymers, at all excitation wavelengths, but show a two-order decrease in the 
quantum yield (and in general of the lifetimes, τ) suggesting photoinduced electron transference 
(Table 1). This result is promising in view of the possible application of these composites in solar 
cells. Fig. 3 shows the UV-Vis and fluorescence spectra of MJ and its composite in DMF as 
example for the optical properties of the copolymers and GO-PPEs materials.  
 
 

Conclusions 

GO was successfully modified by MW-assisted functionalization with poly(phenylethynylene)s by 
esterification and amidation to form new GO-PPE nanocomposites (NCs). The functionalizations 
were confirmed by Raman, UV-Vis and fluorescence spectroscopies. The addition of the 
copolymers significantly improved the solvent dispersibility of the GO-PPE NCs, which themselves 
showed fluorescence quenching, likely indicating a photoinduced electron transfer process.   
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Abstract 
The development of polymer electrolytes (PE) has recently reached its highest point, mainly by 
its application in ion lithium batteries (LB). This paper presents the synthesis of two polymers 
with different degree of functionalization derivatives of poly(ethyleneglycol)methacrylate. The 
synthesis of materials was carried out via radical polymerization. Polymers were characterized by 
NMR, FT-IR, TGA and DSC. The formation of PE is also showed A polymer fully 
functionalization with 1,3-propanesultone (5a) showed a Tg -49°C, compared to a polymer 
without functionalize which showed a Tg -52°C. A polymer with 80% of functionalization (5b) 
showed a Tg -44°C. Decomposition temperatures decreased according to the degree of 
functionalization. 
 
Introduction 
Research and application of polymer electrolytes (PE) is a subject of academic and industrial 
interest. The main application of PE is in the automotive industry, electric and hybrid cars, mobile 
devices and in the emergency energy supply. It was demonstrated that modified 
poly(oxyethylene) (PEO) electrolytes, operating at 40 to 80°C, allowed the harnessing of the 
electrochemical ion lithium batteries with maximum energy per unit weight [1]. Many PEs have 
been studied but they did not shown enough conductivity for a commercial application. 
Meanwhile, Cardoso et al. [2] have shown that the zwitterionic groups are able to interact with 
different types of inorganic salts in a 1:1 molar ratio, i.e.  𝐿𝑖𝐶𝑙𝑂4, lithium triflate (𝐶𝐹3𝐿𝑖𝑂3𝑆) and 
𝐿𝑖𝐶𝑙𝑂4, without compromising the phase separation.  
The aim of this work is to illustrate the synthesis of three polymer electrolytes which contain into 
their structure derivatives of poly(ethylene glycol)methacrylate (PEGMA), their functionalization 
with zwitterionic groups and their formulation as polymer electrolytes. Finally, their 
physicochemical characterization and thermal properties are also shown. 
 
Experimental 
PEGMA, 4,4′-azobis(4-cyanovaleric acid) (ACVA), 1,3-propanesultone (PS), 1-butyl-1-methyl 
pyrrolidinium-bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide, (𝑃𝑌𝑅11𝑇𝐹𝑆𝐼), lithium-ion salt (𝐿𝑖𝑃𝐹6) were 
obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and were used as received, except the monomer which was purified 
by vacuum distillation. 
The thermal polymerization of Poly(ethylene glycol)methacrylate (PEGMA) was conducted up to 
almost total monomer conversion, at a temperature of 70° C for 16 h, using a vacuum oven (50 
mm Hg). The polymer was washed with acetone and dried in vacuum for 24 hours.  
A synthetic pathway of three stages is carried out for precursor monomers (see Figure 1). The first 
one was a substitution reaction with thionyl choride in (𝐶𝐻𝐶𝑙3)  for 3 h at 0 ºC to obtain (1). After 
that, a second substitution reaction with dimethylaminethanol in THF under nitrogen atmosphere, 
using trimethylamine as catalyst for 3h at room temperature yielded (2). Later, a quaternization 
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reaction was obtained using 1,3-propanesultone in DMF at 100 °C for 20 h to get the 4 product. 
To obtain the functionalized polymers (3 and 5a), 2 and 4 were polymerized by radical 
polymerization using ACVA as initiator. Finally, aminated polymer (3) was quaternized with 1,3-
propanesultone in [monomer]/[PS]=1:1.1 ratio to get 5b. All the intermediated products were 
purified and characterized by AE, NMR, FTIR, NMR, confirmed the structure proposed. The 
preparation of polymer electrolytes was made from three types of polymer electrolytes, their 
formulation with a lithium salt as a binary system with molar ratio of  [polymer]/[ 𝐿𝑖𝑃𝐹6] = 1:1 
and one ternary system adding an ionic liquid with a molar ratio of [polymer]/[ 𝐿𝑖𝑃𝐹6]/[IL] = 1:1:1. 
5a, the lithium salt and the IL were dissolved separately in dioxane. They were then mixed with 
stirring until a homogeneous solution was obtained. They poured into a container of teflon and left 
to slowly evaporate the solvent and dried in an oven at 50 ° C for 24 h. It was kept in a desiccator 
until further use. 
    

          
Figure 1. Synthetic pathway to get the zwitterionic polymers where 5a is fully and 5b is partially 
functionalized polymers (80%). a) CHCl3, SOCl2, 0 °C, 3h; b) THF, N2, DMAE, (Et)3N, rt; c) 
thermal polymerization 60 °C, 60 mmHg; d) and f) 1,3- propanesultone, DMF, 100°C, 20h; e) bulk 
polymerization N2, 70 °C, 60 mmHg, ACVA. 
 
Physicochemical and thermal characterization. Physicochemical and thermal characterization. 
Elemental analysis was used to verify the chemical structure of the polymers. The FTIR spectra 
were collected in a Perkin Elmer 1500 unit with 2 cm-1 resolution and sample was dispersed and 
measured in dry KBr discs. Thermogravimetric analysis was performed with a PYRIS Perkin 
Elmer with a nitrogen flow of 50 mL/min in the range of 30 ° C to 800 ° C. Differential Scanning 
Calorimetry was carried out in a stream of nitrogen (50 cm3/min) in a MDSC-2920 manufactured 
by TA Instruments (Newcastle, Delaware, USA), with a heating rate of 10 ° C/min with amplitude 
of ± 1.06 ° C and a period of 40 seconds in the range of -50 to 200 ° C with a flow of 50 mL/min 
under nitrogen atmosphere. The glass transition temperature (Tg), was obtained from the second 
scan; the samples were previously heated at 100° C for 120 minutes to remove the residual water 
in the sample.  
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Results and Discussion 
In Figure 2 is shown the FTIR spectra from 5a and 5b. At 1735 cm-1 is associated with C=O stretch 
vibration for ester groups. A strong band at 1070-1150 cm-1 region consists overlapping of two 
functional groups C-O-C  stretch and S=O  stretch symmetric and other band for S=O at 1345 
cm-1 for stretch asymmetric vibration. A strong band at 3490 cm-1 (-OH  str) showed that the 
polymers are hydroscopic.  
 

          
Figure 2.  Infrared spectroscopy spectra of 5a: fully functionalized polymer and 5b: partially 
functionalized. 
 
In Figures 3A y 3B are shown the 1H-NMR and 13C-NMR spectra, respectively, from zwitterionic 
monomer 4, according to the assignation of the monomers confirmed the structure proposed. 
 

            
Figure 3. NMR spectrum from compound 4. A) 1H-NMR and B) 13C-NMR. 

 
Elemental analysis results confirmed the structure of the polymers as is shown in Table I, where 
5a polymer is the fully functionalized and 5b is only functionalized 82% with sulfobetaine groups. 
The %𝑆experimental/%𝑆theoretical and %𝑁experimental/%𝑁theoretical proportions confirms this 
result. 
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Table I. Elemental Analysis for PMPS8 5a and 5b polymers 

PMPS8 %C %H %N %O %S %Chemical modification 

Theorist 51.1 8.4 2.38 32.7 5.46               100 

 Experimental 5a   48.3 8.71 2.28 ** **                 98 

Experimental 5b 50.7 8.34 2.22 ** 4.65                 82 
 

Thermal properties. Figures 4A and 4B show the thermal behavior for pPEGM, 5a, 5b and their 
binary and ternary systems. The glass temperatures (Tg) for all the studied systems are shown in 
Figure 4A. All binaries systems (polymer/) display an increases in their Tg. In contrast, for all 
ternaries systems (polymer/𝐿𝑖𝑃𝐹6/ 𝑃𝑌𝑅11𝑇𝐹𝑆𝐼). Decomposition temperatures at 10% (𝑇𝑑10%) 
were 220 ºC, 230 ºC and 270 ºC for pPEGM, 5a and 5b, respectively (figure 4B). All binaries 
systems (polymer/𝐿𝑖𝑃𝐹6) display a decrease in their𝑇𝑑10%. In contrast, for all ternaries systems 
(polymer/𝐿𝑖𝑃𝐹6/ 𝑃𝑌𝑅11𝑇𝐹𝑆𝐼), Td10% show an intermediate temperature as is exhibited in Figure 
4B. 
 

 
Figure 4. Thermal behavior: A) Tg from DSC and B) Td10% from TGA for PEGM, 5a: fully 
functionalized polymer and 5b: partially functionalized. 
 
Taking into consideration the thermal properties in these kinds of zwitterionic polymers and the 
number of ethoxy groups in the lateral chains, it is possible to predict the Tg of a series homologue 
with sulfobetaine groups and different number of carbon atoms in their structure, according to 
results published in this work and by Cardoso and coworkers [2-4]. In Figures 5 is displayed the 
structure of zwitterionic polymer (Figure 5A) and the Tg as a function of carbon atoms in the 
polymers structure (Figure 5B). 
 
The possible interaction among ion lithium (Li+) and the different groups in the polymer structure 
is displayed in Figure 6 for pPEGMA and 5a polymer. The different positions where ion lithium 
interacted in ethoxy groups in pPEGMA as is shown is Figure 5A, and these groups increased in 
functionalized polymer  because of sulfobetaine groups. That could be the reason that  5a dissolve 
a high amount of lithium salts. 
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Figure 5. A) Zwitterionic polymer structure with different number of ethoxy groups. B) Tg as a 
function of number of carbon atoms of structure A. Data obtained from [2-4]. 
 
 

           
Figure 6. Possible interaction among ion lithium and groups in the polymer structure of A) 
pPEGMA and B) 5a polymer 

 
 
Conclusions 
 
This work show that it is possible to predict the Tg of a series homologue with sulfobetaine groups 
and different number of carbon atoms in the structure of zwitterionic Poly(ethylene 
glycol)methacrylate . The polar properties of sulphobetaine groups help to dissociate lithium salt, 
and their ethoxy groups interact with ions lithium. 
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Abstract 
 

Polymer electrolytes (PE) play a very important role in the development of lithium ion batteries (LB). This paper 
presents morphological evaluation and ionic conduction properties of three polymer electrolytes derived from 
polyethyleneglycolmethacrylate (PEGMA) and its blends with 𝐿𝑖𝑃𝐹6 (binary system) and ionic liquid (ternary 
system). The materials are amorphous and they did not shown phase separation among their components by WAXS. 
Conductivity properties were carried out by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy in the range of 25-100°C, whose 
values in binary system is 10-5-10-4 S/cm and the ternary blends 10-4-10-3 S/cm, showing its feasibility to be used as 
PE in LB.  
 
Introduction 
 

Renewable energy and sustainable energy are one of the great challenges of today's society due to 
the limitation of fossil fuels [1]. The energy obtained by these means is not fully available, due to 
variants undergoing natural, such as: the wind speed on wind turbines, solar radiation on 
photovoltaic sources, among others. Energy storage has a vital role in the effort to combine the 
provision of sustainable energy services technical standard. To meet this requirement, batteries, 
which are rechargeable secondary cells, acting in accordance with a reversible principle. Lithium 
ion batteries are the most promising because they possess an intrinsic discharging voltage with a 
relatively light weight. This type of batteries contains flammable organic electrolytes, so it is put 
at risk the security of the system during its operation. For this reason has been proposed to replace 
this type of electrolyte for non-flammable polymer electrolytes.  In lithium ion batteries is required 
a polymer with selective conductivity, i.e., exclusively cationic. That is, a polymer electrolyte with 
a large cationic conductivity and no anionic conductivity would be ideal. One approach to design 
single ion conductive systems is with polyelectrolyte, which anionic groups are covalently bound 
to the polymer backbones [2]. For example, poly(ethylene oxide) is a host polymer, its ethoxy 
groups interact with ions lithium, given solvation capabilities. However, it is important to consider 
the low relative permittivity of the host, ion association leading to the formation of long-lived ion 
pairs occur. Also, PEO is semi-crystalline, so it has been proposed several alternatives to avoid the 
crystallization phenomenon. By the above, this study proposes to improve mechanical properties 
and avoid ion association pairs using poly(ethyleneglycol) methacrylate functionalized with 
sulfobetaine pendants. The polar properties of sulfobetaine groups help to dissociate lithum salt 
[3]. The conductivity of polymer electrolytes derived from 
poly(poly(ethyleneglycol)methacrylate) (pPEGM) and its sulfobetaine derivative (PMPS8) (Figure 
1) and formulated with an ionic liquid and LiPF6 are determined . 
 
Experimental 

Preparation of the samples. The polymer electrolytes were prepared according to Cardoso et al. [3] 
It was made two types of polymer electrolytes: binary system with molar ratio of 
[Polymer]/[LiPF6]=1:1 and one ternary system adding an ionic liquid (1-butyl-1-
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methylpyrrolidinium-bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide, PYR11TFSI) with a molar ratio of 
[Polymer]/[𝐿𝑖𝑃𝐹6]/[𝑃𝑌𝑅11𝑇𝐹𝑆𝐼] = 1:1:1. The binary and ternary systems were prepared by 
separately dissolving polymer, 𝑃𝑌𝑅11𝑇𝐹𝑆𝐼 and 𝐿𝑖𝑃𝐹6 in 1-4,dioxane and then, mixed with stirring 
until a homogeneous solution was obtained. They were poured into a teflon container and left to 
slowly evaporate the solvent and dried in an oven at 50 ° C for 24 h. It was kept in a desiccator 
until further use. 

                            
Figure 1. Structures of A) PEGMA and B) PMPS8 

 
Physicochemical and electrochemical characterization of polymer electrolytes: After the synthesis 
and purification of samples, they were put to dry overnight in a vacuum oven at 50 ºC and stored 
in a desiccator hermetic vacuum, using drierite as a desiccating agent, for its further use. 
Impedance measurements were made with two electrodes (of parallel plates) electrochemical 
device placed in a box of gloves with atmosphere of argon. The cell temperature was controlled 
within a range of temperatures of 25-100 ° C. The impedance spectra were performed over a range 
of frequencies of 1.0 MHz to 0.1 Hz with amplitude of potential AC of 50 mV in a 
Potentiostat/Galvanostat BioLogic VMP3-Multi attached to a PC with a Software (FRA) 
frequency response Analyzer. Patterns of diffraction of X rays for samples were obtained from an 
advanced X-ray diffractometer (Bruker D-8 with geometry Bragg-Brentano), using radiation 
CuKα, through the accomplishment of sweeps at 1°/ min from 2θ from 2 to 70 ° 
 
 Results and Discussion 
  
Morphology of the samples  
 

 
    
Figure 2. X-ray Diffraction patterns: A) PEGMA B) PMPS8 80% functionalized and their 
mixtures with lithium salt and ionic liquid: C) film of  PMPS8 /𝐿𝑖𝑃𝐹6/ 𝑃𝑌𝑅11𝑇𝐹𝑆𝐼. 
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X-ray Diffraction patterns (figure 2 A y B) show a characteristic amorphous phase of the 
pPEGMA and PMPS8, but in binary system pPEGMA/ 𝐿𝑖𝑃𝐹6, there are separation phases. 
Meanwhile the systems PMPS8/ 𝐿𝑖𝑃𝐹6, there is a good solubility of lithium salt. This proves that 
the presence of sulfobetaine groups help to dissociate lithium salt. When the IL is added in 
PMPS8, the salt is completely solubilized, due IL has good solvent properties. 
 
 
Determination of ionic conductivity by EIS 
 
The samples were analyzed by Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS). The ionic 
conductivity value was obtained according to following equation: 

𝜎 =  
𝑙

𝑅𝑏𝐴
 

Where A is the area of the electrodes, 𝑙 is the length of the current passage between them and 𝑅𝑏 
represents the resistance of Polymers electrolytes.  
 

 
 

Figure 3. A) Cole-Cole diagrams of the pPEGMA three-temperature 25 ºC, 50 ºC and 100 ºC;  
B) Arrhenius plots: for pPEGMA, pPEGMA/ 𝐿𝑖𝑃𝐹6, and pPEGMA/ 𝐿𝑖𝑃𝐹6/PYR11TFSI; C) 

Equivalent circuit representing the polymer electrolyte. 
 
In this work was to carry out a preliminary study of the conductivity as a function of the 
temperature (25 to 100 oC) of the polymer without functionalize (pPEGMA), the binary system 
pPEGMA/𝐿𝑖𝑃𝐹6 and the ternary system pPEGMA/𝐿𝑖𝑃𝐹6/ 𝑃𝑌𝑅11𝑇𝐹𝑆𝐼 (Figure 3). Table 1 shows 
that the presence of salt in the binary system (pPEGMA/𝐿𝑖𝑃𝐹6) the conductivity value increase 
two orders of magnitude, 10-8 at 10-6 Scm-1 with respect to the pPEGM, because the ion lithium 
transport is carried out, through the interaction of the ethoxy groups. Salt concentration in molar 
ratio (EO/Li = 5) indicates 5 ethoxy groups available for ion lithium. It is important to mention 
that the intrinsic conductivity of the pPEGMA is greater than the polymers that are reported by 
other authors [4] this is due to the synthesis method used in this work. The presence of the 
𝑃𝑌𝑅11𝑇𝐹𝑆𝐼 improvement the transport properties, reaching a conductivity value of 10-4 Scm-1 at 
25 oC (Table1) but is important to note that there is still phase separation (figure 2A). 
 
In binary systems, PMPS8/𝐿𝑖𝑃𝐹6 (Table 2) the conductivity increased three orders of magnitude 
(10-5 Scm-1) at room temperature compared to unfunctionalized. In ternary system, only PMPS8 
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partially functionalized, 80% (Table 2) reaches a value 10-4 Scm-1 at 25 oC and 10-3 at 50 o C, 
which is more higher than the values reported for other composite polymer electrolyte. This 
latter is temperature value at which batteries usually operate [5].  
 

 
  
Table 1 and 2. Conductivity and glass temperature values for pPEGMA and PMPS8 systems at 
25 and 50 ºC. 
 
The temperature dependence of the ionic conductivity (figure 4) was well-described by the 
following Vogel-Tamman-Fulcher (VTF) equation in the temperature range of 25 - 100 oC:  
 

𝜎𝑇1 2⁄ = 𝜎 ∞𝑒𝑥𝑝 [
−𝐸𝑎

𝑅(𝑇 − 𝑇0)
] 

 
Where 𝜎∞ is the fitting parameter, 𝐸𝑎 is the activation energy, R the gas constant, and 𝑇𝑜 is often 
related to the glass transition temperature (𝑇𝑔). The VTF expression implies that the main 
mechanism of ion conduction can be related to the free volume theory. 
 
 

 
Figure 4. Arrhenius plots for: A) PMPS8-80, PMPS-8-80/𝐿𝑖𝑃𝐹6  and PMPS8-80/ 𝐿𝑖𝑃𝐹6 
/PYR11TFSI; B) PMPS8, PMPS8/ 𝐿𝑖𝑃𝐹6  and PMPS8/ 𝐿𝑖𝑃𝐹6 /PYR11TFSI. 
 

Sample  / Scm-1

25 C
 / Scm-1

50 C
Tg

pPEGMA 7.54 x 10 -8 2.76 x 10 -7 -48

pPEGMA / LiPF6 2.69 x 10 -6 1.57 x 10 -5 -32

pPEGMA / LiPF6 
/PYR11TFSI

1.91 x 10 -4 7.04 x 10 -4 -52

Polymer
Electrolyte

 / Scm-1

25 C
 / Scm-1

50 C
Tg

PMPBS8 2.29 x 10 -5 7.96 x 10 -5 -44

PMPBS8/LiPF6 2.26 x 10 -5 1.52 x 10 -4 -42

PMPBS8/LiPF6 
/PYR11TFSI

4.07 x 10 -4 1.55 x 10 -3 -49

Table 1 Table 2 
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Conclusions 
 
It was presented morphology and electrochemistry properties for three different polymers and 
their mixture with lithium salt and ionic liquid. To make measurements of ionic conductivity a 
film from a solution of polymer and 𝐿𝑖𝑃𝐹6 was generated in the ratio of 1:1 in mol in 1-4 
dioxane. Measurements were performed with a strict control of moisture ( <0.2%) in the range of 
25-100 °C. The intrinsic conductivity of the pPEGMA is greater than the polymers that are 
reported by other authors, this is due to the synthesis method used in this work. Systems 
PMPS8/ 𝐿𝑖𝑃𝐹6 show amorphous phase, their proving that the presence of sulfobetaine groups 
help to dissociate lithium salt, also their conductivity increased three orders of magnitude (10-5 

Scm-1) at room temperature compared to binary unfunctionalized system. In ternary systems, the 
presence of ionic liquid improve the conductivity in all cases, whose values are 10-4 Scm-1 at 
room temperature, but only PMPS8 partially functionalized (80%) reaching values to 10-3 Sm-1 at 
50 oC, due to structure allows more free movement of ionic liquid.  
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Abstract 
Au nanoparticles (AuNPs) of 7.5±1.4nm were synthesized by reduction of the hydrogen tetrachloroaurate (III) 
hydrate with boron hydride in the presence of commercial aminopropyl silica particles (size 40-63 μm). The content 
of gold of the AuNPs on the Si surface particles was determined by atomic absorption spectroscopy, while their 
morphology was studied by SEM, TEM and EFM. The Si/AuNPs were used as catalysts in the oxidation of styrene 
to form the corresponding epoxide by using peroxide as oxidant. It was found that both the yield and selectivity of 
the products formed during the oxidation were very sensitive to the experimental conditions; for instance, if the 
reaction was carried out under vacuum, the styrene consumption was of 50%. In contrast, if the reaction was achieved 
under air, this was of around 90%, while the selectivity to generate the epoxide group was of 62 %. 
 
Introduction 
In the epoxidation of styrene, the selectivity to epoxide it is an important fact as byproducts are obtained 
from oxidation. An oxidant agent is needed for reaction, the most common ones at industrial level  being 
peracids as peracetic acid1, hydroperoxides as t-butil hydroperoxide (TBHP)2,3 or etylbencene 
hidroperoxide4; H2O2

5 and molecular oxygen6. A catalyst that promotes the conversion of olefin into 
epoxide group is also necessary, some useful catalysts are metal complexes as molybdenum7–9, titanium10, 
magnesium1, ruthenium11, cobalt12, organometallic compounds or coordination complexes with salen13, 
porfirins11, Schiff8 bases, metallic oxides3 ligands, zeolites12 and gold nanoparticles2,6,14–17.  
Gold catalytic activity in organic compounds oxidations has been studied in recent decades, particularly 
gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) with 1-42 nm in size present an interesting catalytic activity in aerobic 
oxidations and are able to activate oxygen molecules in their surface. Selective epoxidation of terminal 
olefins is important in synthetic industrial processes to obtain precursors from other reactions as valuable 
epoxides. Haruta et al. discovered the activity of supported AuNPs (AuTiO2) as catalyst in propylene oxide 
OP synthesis and with H2/O2 as oxidant. These authors also compared the results with Pt, Pd and Ag NPs 
and they concluded that AuNps are more selective.18 After that the interest in AuNPs heterogeneous 
catalysis increased, many works for different preparation methods have been published: homogeneous 
deposition precipitation, impregnation, post-synthesis and post-modification. The nature of the support, 
synthesis method and AuNPs size are important factors in catalytical activity.19 The most common oxidant 
used in the selective epoxidation of styrene assisted by AuNPs is TBHP. In this work we report the 
selectivity of AuNPs prepared in situ on commercial aminopropyl silica particles in the catalysis of the 
epoxydation of styrene. 
 
Experimental 
Synthesis of supported gold nanoparticles.100 mg of functionalized silica were dispersed in 10 mL of 
ethanol with an ultrasonic bath for 5 min. The corresponding milligrams of gold(III) chloride (HAuCl4) to 
prepare 3,5 and 7% p/p Au charge were dissolved in 1mL of ethanol, and slowly added into the dispersion 
of silica under vigorous stirring, the dispersion turned into pale yellow. It was kept under stirring for 1 h 
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and then 1mL of a freshly prepared solution of NaBH4 (concentration adjusted at a relationship of 4:1 mol 
/mol with HAuCl4) in ultrapure water was slowly added. The color turned into dark purple. It was kept 
under stirring for 3 h and finally the silica with AuNP`s was washed three times with ethanol and dried 
under vacuum. 
Epoxydation reaction with supported AuNP’s catalyst.  
2.5 mmol of styrene (0.29 mL), 10 mg of AuSiO2(CH2)3NH2 and 3.75 mmol of TBHP (0.625 mL), were 
reacted in a flask under reflux, heated at 85 oC with an oil bath and provided with a CaCl2 tramp for 3 h 
(figure 1). 

AuSiO2(CH2)3NH2
TBHP

O

+

 
Figure 1. Styrene epoxydation with AuNPs as catalyst and TBHP as oxidant agent. 

Characterization. 1H (300 MHz) spectra were obtained at room temperature with a Jeol Eclipse 
spectrometer using CDCl3 as solvent and internal reference. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
studies have been carried out in a FEI-TITAN-300 kV field emission gun microscope, which has a 
symmetrical condenser-objective lens S-TWIN type (with a spherical aberration Cs = 1.25 mm). Images 
were acquired in a CCD camera. The nanoparticles were deposited by casting a dilution of the reactions 
suspension on copper grids. AFM morphological characterization was performed on a Nanoscope III 
DimensionTM 3100 from Digital Instruments with a Pt-coated Si tip (20 nm nominal radius) in tapping and 
Electrical Force Mode (EFM) at a scanning rate (256 lines) of 0.2 Hz. For EFM studies, a voltage of 12V 
was applied to the tip and the separation distance was 100 nm. 
 
Results and Discussion. 
The AuNP’s supported on commercial 3-aminopropyl silica were obtained in two loadings: 3.6 ± 0.3% p/p 
and 6.9 ± 0.5% p/p Au, as determined by atomic absorption. A change in color from white to purple as 
compared with SiO2(CH2)3NH2 was observed by optical microscopy. Morphological and structural NP’s 
caracterization was accomplished by TEM. The AuNPs with 3.6% p/p of loading are spherical with an 
average size of 7.6 ± 1.4 nm (figure 2) while the higher loading presents polyhedral particles with 15.1 ± 
4.6 nm. AuSiO2(CH2)3NH2 with 3.6% p/p Au has the most appropriate morphology and size distribution 
for catalysis and the results with those particles (hereafter called just AuNPs) will be considered for the 
following.  
 

.  
Figure 2. TEM from supported AuNPs on AuSiO2(CH2)3NH2 with different loadings. Left: 3.6 wt% Au, 

right: 7,6 ± 1,4 nm. 
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The distribution of the gold nanoparticles on the silica was investigated by electrical force microscopy 
(EFM). In figure 3, the EFM images (right images) of AuNPs and of silica (bottom) reveal the presence of 
the gold nanoparticles as conductive regions. By comparing those images with the topographic ones (left 
images), it can be observed that the particles are on the surface as expected. 
 

Figure 3. AFM Tapping images (left images) and EFM (right images) of AuNPs (top) and 
silica (bottom).  

Catalytic Studies. The AuNPs were tested in the epoxydation of styrene using TBHP as oxidant agent. Two 
reaction blanks (figure 4) were first performed and the chemical structure of the products was determined 
by RMN 1H. In the reaction 1 carried out in inert atmosphere (table 1), styrene conversion was 75% and 
phenylformate (H(CO)OPh) and others (scheme a, figure 4) were obtained as byproducts. In the reaction 2, 
table 1, the second blank experiment, gave 69% of styrene conversion and 21.4%  of styrene oxide (SO) 
selectivity. 1-phenylethane-1,2-diol, benzaldehyde, 2-2-hydroxy-1-phenylethanone (HPE), and others 
(scheme b, figure 4) were obtained as by-products. Only TBHP has no selectivity to SO, instead the bi-
alcohol is in mayor proportion due the humidity present in the system. 

OH

OH

H

O O

OH
O

+ + +TBHP

O O
O

+TBHP
N2

(a)

(b)
O2  

Figure 4. Products of the oxidation of styrene with TBHP. 
 

When AuNPs were used as catalysts and in inert atmosphere (reaction 3, table 2) the SO selectivity 
increased comparing with the blank. Reaction 4, performed in O2 atmosphere, presents also an increase in 
SO selectivity and styrene conversion percent. Reaction 5 that was accomplished in an aerobic system, 
gives the highest yield of 57,9% and selectivity of 64.6%. Comparing with reaction 3 and 4, it can be 
inferred the participation of water or molecular oxygen as a possible proton acceptor in the epoxidation 
mechanism. 
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The AuNPs catalyst has been used 2 more times in reaction 5, filtered and washed several times with 
chloroform, and then dried under vacuum, after that it was used again (reactions 6 and 7). It can be noted 
that the St conversion and SO selectivity, even if lower, is still quite good indicating a good re-usability of 
the catalyst.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
 

Table 1. Styrene epoxidation reaction with TBHPa. 

 % Yield % Selectivity  

 Au % 
Mol 

St % 
Conversion SO SO Benzaldehyde Bi-alcohol HPE Others TOF 

(h-1)d 
1 - 75.1 16.1 13.8 - - - 86.2 - 
2 - 69.1 9.52 21.4 5.19 39.8 9.32 24.2 - 
3 0.0704 51.9 31.1 59.9 - 20.0 - 20.0 147 
4 0.0704 91.1 26.3 28.9 9.89 35.3 19.6 6.27 124 
5 0.0704 89.6 57.9 64.6 0.76 18.6 8.53 7.34 274 
6b 0.0704 97.4 53.2 52.4 5.86 17.7 15.7 8.23 252 
7c 0.0704 85.2 44.8 52.6 1.48 11.7 22.4 12.2 212 
a 3.75 mmol TBHP, 80 oC, 3 h. b 2o reuse. c 3o reuse d TOF= SO mol/Au mol per h. 

 
In table 2, we finally compare the catalytic performance of AuNPs with literature works which 
also used supported AuNPs for styrene epoxidation, using TBHP as oxidant, and temperatures 
from 80 to 85 oC for all cases.  It can be observed that the NP’s size, the support’s nature and NP’s 
preparation method have an influence in the catalyst activity. This work has the highest TOF (the 
number of revolutions of the catalytic cycle per unit). Also it can be deduced that the combination 
between nanoparticle size, Au wt% and preparation method are directly related with the NP’s size 
and catalytic activity in the present reaction. 
 

Table 2. Comparison from AuNPs based catalyst styrene epoxidation.a 
Catalyst Preparation 

methodb 
Au wt% AuNPs 

Diameter 
(nm) 

St % 
Conv. 

SO % 
Sel.  

TOFc 
(h-1) 

Ref. 

Au/MgO HDP 7.5 7.9±0.3 62.6 54.3 29.8 3 
Au/Al2O3 HDP 6.4 4.1±2.3 44.0 28.0 11.4 20 
Au/PMO-SBA-15 Postsíntesis 2.0 1.8 94.8 75 58.4 21 
Au/LDH HDP 5.5 5.8±1.5 61 53 47.8 17 
Au/TiO2 HDP 6.0 2.8±0.8 61 53 34.4 22 
Au/HPA IM 0.5 1.4±0.6 100 92 114 2 
Au/SiO2 HDP 4.0 6.4 98.5 82.8 66.9 17 
AuSiO2(CH2)3N
H2 

HDP 3.6 7.6 ± 1,4 89.6 64.6 274 This 

work 

a The reactions were run using TBHP and 80-85oC. b HDP: homogenous deposition-precipitation, IM: 
impregnation. c TOF: St mol/Au mol per h. 
 

Conclusions  
Gold nanoparticles supported on 3-aminopropyl functionalized silica synthesized by direct reduction of the 
gold salt in presence of the silica support and with two different charge percentage, 3.6 and 6.9 wt%, giving 
a diameter of 7.6 and 15.1nm respectively. 3.6 wt% AuNPs have an average diameter less than 10 nm, and 
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also have a narrow size distribution and spherical morphology observed by TEM. Agglomeration of gold 
nanopartículas is also observed, however an uniform distribution over SiO2(CH2)3NH2 was determinated 
by EFM, likely due to the presence of aminopropyl groups which are electron donors and can work as 
stabilizers of gold nanoparticles. In catalytic studies, styrene oxide was obtained from styrene with TBHP 
as oxidant agent and AuSiO2(CH2)3NH2 (3.6 Au wt%), the styrene oxidation occur with a conversion of 
90%, styrene oxide is obtain with 58% of selectivity and final yield of  64%, and a TOF=274h-1. The catalyst 
is very active still after three uses even if a decrease in selectively is observed after each reuse. The reaction 
is accomplished more efficiently in aerobic atmosphere comparing with inert atmosphere (N2) and oxidant 
atmosphere (O2), which are water free. This results suggests that water or molecular oxygen participate in 
the epoxidation reaction. 
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ABSTRACT	  
Plasma	   polymerization	   is	   a	   method	   to	   produce	   nanoparticles	   with	   different	  
monomers,	   at	   low	   or	   atmospheric	   pressure.	   Polymers	   produced	   by	   plasma	  
polymerization	   are	   not	   chemically	   regular	   as	   conventional	   polymers;	   they	   are	  
complex	  polymers	  rich	  in	  functional	  groups,	  some	  of	  these	  groups	  may	  not	  be	  present	  
in	  the	  original	  monomer,	  and	  the	  concentration	  of	  these	  groups	  on	  the	  surface	  can	  be	  
tuned	  by	  changing	  plasma	  polymerization	  variables.	  

In	   this	   work,	   we	   report	   the	   synthesis	   of	   several	   polymeric	   nanoparticles	   using	  
monomers	   as	   ethylenglicol,	   hexametildisilixane,	   pyrrole,	   and	   pyrrole	   doped	   in	   situ	  
with	  iodine.	  The	  nanoparticles	  were	  studied	  by	  FTIR	  in	  ATR	  mode,	  SEM	  and	  TEM,	  and	  
average	  size	  was	  determined,	  potential	  uses	  are	  also	  discussed.	  

INTRODUCTION.	  	  
Today,	   nanoparticles	   are	   used	   in	   different	   fields	   of	   science	   and	   technology,	   can	   be	  
used	   in	   controlled	   drug	   delivery,	   electronics,	   nonlinear	   optics,	   cancerous	   tumors	  
control	  as	  well	  as	  cell	  markers	  in	  RMI	  contrast.	  There	  are	  different	  ways	  to	  synthesize	  
nanoparticles,	  using	  traditional	  chemical	  techniques	  like	  sol-‐gel,	  electrochemical,	  etc.	  
Sometimes,	   generating	   metal	   precursor	   nanoparticles	   is	   the	   star	   step	   and	   than	  
polymer	  grows,	  the	  result	  is	  a	  core-‐shell	  type	  structure.	  One	  way	  of	  synthesizing	  solid	  
nanoparticles	  and	  polymer	  core-‐shell	  structure	  is	  through	  the	  plasma	  polymerization	  
technique	   under	   vacuum	   or	   atmospheric	   pressure	   [1,2].	   In	   this	   work,	   plasma	  
polymerization	   under	   vacuum	   and	   atmospheric	   pressure	   of	   nanoparticles	   from	  
different	  monomers	  is	  studied.	  	  
	  
EXPERIMENTAL	  
For	   the	   nanoparticles	   synthesis	   two	   types	   of	   plasma,	   vacuum	   and	   atmospheric	  
pressure	  reactors	  are	  used.	  The	  scheme	  of	  the	  reactor	  used	  is	  shown	  in	  Fig.	  1.	  Fig.	  1(a)	  
shows	   the	   reactor	   operating	   under	   vacuum	   and	   in	   Fig	   (b)	   the	   reactor	   operating	   at	  
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atmospheric	  pressure.	  A	  detailed	  description	  of	   this	  operation	  can	  be	   found	   in	  [1,2].	  
The	  monomers	  used	  were:	  In	  a	  vacuum	  reactor	  polyethylene	  glycol,	  PEG,	  Polypyrrole,	  
PPy,	   and	   a	   copolymer	   of	   Polypyrrole	   and	   polyethylene	   glycol,	   PEG-‐PPy,	   these	  
materials	   have	   applications	   in	   the	   reconnection	   of	   the	   spinal	   cord	   of	   rats.	   In	   the	  
atmospheric	  pressure	  reactor	  polyhexamethyldisiloxane,	  PHDMS-‐ATM,	   the	  PPy-‐ATM	  
and	  a	  core-‐shell	  PPy-‐ATM.	  The	  conditions	  of	  synthesis	  for	  these	  materials	  are	  shown	  
in	  Table	  1.	  	  
	  

	  
Fig.1	  Plasma	  reactors,	  (a)	  to	  vaccum,	  (b)	  atmospheric	  pressure.	  

	  
Table	  1.	  Experimental	  conditions	  to	  synthesis	  of	  several	  nanoparticles.	  

Polymer	   Reactor	   Pressure	  
(Torr)	  

Power	  (W)	   Synthesis	  
time	  (min)	  

Distance	  
between	  

electrodes	  (mm)	  

PEG	   Vaccum	   2x10-‐2	   100	   30	   50	  
PPY	   Vaccum	   2x10-‐2	   120	   30	   50	  

PPy-‐PEG	   Vaccum	   2x10-‐2	   100	   30	   50	  
PPy-‐ATM	   Atmospheric	  

pressure	  
760	   20	   60	   7	  

PHDMS-‐ATM	   Aotmospheric	  
pressure	  

760	   20	   60	   7	  

PPy-‐ATM-‐CS	   Atmospheric	  
pressure	  

760	   18	   60	   7	  

	  
RESULTS.	  
PEG-‐Nanoparticles	  	  
In	  Fig.	  2	  shows	  PEG	  nanoparticles	  synthesized	   in	   the	  plasma	  reactor	  under	  vacuum,	  
dispersed	  spherical	  particles	  are	  on	  the	  surface,	  it	  also	  shows	  the	  size	  distribution,	  the	  
average	  particle	  size	  was	  70nm	  with	  a	  standard	  deviation	  of	  31nm.	  Finally	   it	   shows	  
the	   infrared	  spectrum	   in	  absorption	  mode.	  The absorption band at 3437 cm-1 is due to 
the O–H stretching band, 2932 cm-1 is due to the aliphatic group C–H in mode stretching, 
1366 is due to C-H bending vibrations, and also the combination of O–C–H and C–O–H 
deformation bands. The vibration in the plane of C–H and O–H groups appears in 1166  
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cm-1 can be observed. In the region 571 cm-1, the C–O and C–C groups vibration modes are 
present.	  

	  
Fig.	  2	  PEG	  nanoparticles	  synthesized	  under	  vaccum.	  

	  
PPy-‐Nanoparticles	  	  
Fig.	  3,	  shows	  PPy	  solid	  clusters	  of	  nanoparticles,	  particles	  are	  of	  different	  sizes.	  It	  also	  
shows	   the	   size	   distribution	   in	   the	   range	   from	   70nm	   to	   140nm	  with	   an	   average	   of	  
95nm	   and	   a	   standard	   deviation	   of	   18nm	   and	   the	   infrared	   spectrum	   in	   absorption	  
mode.	  It	  has	  broad	  and	  complex	  bands	  characteristic	  of	  plasma	  polymers.	  At	  3353cm-‐1	  
the	   vibration	   of	   the	   amine	   groups	   is	   shown,	   while	   in	   2951cm-‐1	   the	   vibration	   of	  
aliphatic	  carbons	  is	  present.	  The	  peak	  in	  2188cm-‐1	  is	  an	  indication	  of	  rupture	  of	  some	  
pyrrole	  rings.	  	  

	  
Fig.	  3	  PPy	  nanoparticles	  synthesized	  in	  vaccum.	  

	  
Copolymer	  of	  PPy-‐PEG.	  
In	  order	  to	  increase	  the	  PPy	  biocompatibility,	  the	  polypyrrole	  and	  polyethylene	  glycol	  
copolymerization	   is	   performed	   by	   plasma	   polymerization	   in	   vacuum.	   In	   Fig.	   4	  
nanoparticles	   of	   this	   copolymerization	   are	   shown.	   The	   histogram	   of	   distribution	  
shows	  a	  particle	  distribution	  ranging	  from	  70	  to	  220	  nm	  with	  two	  modes	  at	  70nm	  and	  
146nm.	   It	   also	   shows	   the	   IR	   spectra,	   compared	   with	   previous	   spectra	   the	  
disappearance	   of	   the	   aliphatic	   carbons	   peak	   in	   2951cm-‐1	   can	   be	   appreciate	   and	   the	  
peak	   at	   3136cm-‐1	   is	   a	   combination	   of	   vibration	   of	   the	   -‐OH	   and	   -‐NH2,	   including	   a	  
shoulder	  near	  to	  3400cm-‐1	  .	  	  
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Fig	  4.	  PPy-‐PEG	  Copolymer.	  

	  
PHDMS	  nanoparticles.	  
In	  Fig	  5.	   	   a	  TEM	  micrograph	  of	  nanoparticles	  of	  poly-‐hexamethyldisiloxane,	  PHDMS,	  
synthesized	  by	  atmospheric	  pressure	  plasma	  is	  displayed.	  Spherical	  particles	  formed	  
as	   a	   bunch	   of	   grapes	   are	   appreciated.	   They	   have	   a	   diameter	   distribution	   not	   very	  
disperse,	  it	  is	  on	  a	  range	  of	  40	  to	  70nm,	  with	  an	  average	  size	  of	  52nm	  and	  a	  standard	  
deviation	  of	  7nm.	  Figure	  also	  shows	  the	  FT-‐IR	  spectrum	  of	  the	  PHDMS	  nanoparticles	  
in	   absorption	   mode.	   In	   3347cm-‐1	   vibration	   of	   Si-‐CH3	   group	   is	   appreciated.	   The	  
vibration	  of	  the	  aliphatic	  carbons	  are	  centered	  at	  2964	  cm-‐1,	  CH2	  and	  CH3.	  The	  group	  
associated	  with	  the	  symmetric deformation vibration of Si-‐CH3	  has	  its	  peak	  at	  1263cm-‐1.	  
The	  most	   intense	  peak	   in	   the	   spectrum,	  which	   corresponds	   to	   silicon	  oxide,	   SiOx,	   is	  
centered	  on	  the	  1063	  cm-‐1.	  The	  peak	  at	  791	  cm-‐1	  is	  assigned	  to	  the	  vibration	  of	  the	  CH3	  
bond.	   This	   material	   was	   also	   synthesized	   in	   a	   vacuum	   plasma	   reactor	   [3]	   and	   IR	  
spectra	  show	  that	  there	  is	  no	  difference	  in	  the	  material.	  	  

	  
Fig.	  5	  PHDMS	  nanoparticles	  synthesized	  to	  atmospheric	  pressure.	  	  
	  
PPy	  nanoparticles	  at	  atmosoheric	  pressure.	  
Nanoparticles	  of	  Pyrrole	  synthesized	  at	  atmospheric	  pressure,	  are	  shown	  in	  Fig.	  6,	  a	  
TEM	  micrograph	  of	  these	  nanoparticles	   is	  shown	  with	  an	  average	  size	  of	  (230	  ±	  40)	  
nm.	  These	  particles	  have	  a	  core-‐shell	  structure	  as	  can	  be	  seen,	  a	  detailed	  discussion	  of	  
their	   synthesis	   and	   their	   characterization	   is	   shown	   in	   the	   ref	   [2].	   IR	   shows	   broad	  
bands	   and	   complex	   characteristics	   of	   the	  materials	   synthesized	   by	   plasma.	   At	   3329	  
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cm-‐1	   a	   strong	   vibration	   is	   associated	   with	   aromatic	   amines	   of	   pyrrole,	   during	   the	  
polymerization	   tertiary,	   secondary	   and	   primary	   amines	   can	   be	   originate.	   At	   2956	  	  	  	  
cm-‐1	   the	   vibration	   of	   the	   aliphatic	   carbons	   of	   pyrrole	   is	   reported.	   The	   absorption	  
found	  at	  2191	  cm-‐1	  corresponds	  to	  the	  vibration	  of	  the	  C≡N	  bond.	  At	  1633	  cm-‐1	  is	  the	  
C	  =	  C	  and	  at	  1456	  cm-‐1	  the	  C-‐C	  bond.	  	  

	  
Fig.	  6	  nanoparticles	  PPy	  core-‐shell	  type.	  

	  
Conclusions.	  
Polymer	   nanoparticles	   can	   be	   synthesized	   from	   various	   monomers	   by	   the	   plasma	  
polymerization	  technique	  under	  vacuum	  and	  atmospheric	  pressure.	  FTIR	  shows	  that	  
polymers	   generated	   by	   vacuum	   or	   atmospheric	   pressure	   have	   the	   same	   functional	  
groups	  that	  the	  bulk	  plasma	  polymers.	  These	  materials	  have	  shown	  a	  good	  response	  
when	  interacting	  with	  biological	  systems,	  since	  they	  allow	  the	  cell	  anchor	  growth	  and	  
differentiation	  while	  maintaining	  viable	  and	  functional.	  Nanoparticles	  PPY-‐ATM-‐CS	  is	  
hollow	  and	  may	  be	  employed	  in	  controlled	  drug	  delivery.	  
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Abstract 
In this investigation, nanostructured ZnO as well as novel graphene/ZnO nanocomposites were developed and 

characterized. Nanostructured ZnO was prepared by an aqueous co-precipitation method assisted by a polysaccharide. 

The synthesis were carried out using three different ZnO:Polysaccharide ratios (1:0.5, 1:1, 1:3). Three different 

morphologies and sizes were obtained: nanoflowers, nanoalmonds and nanocrosses. XRD results showed that the 

materials present hexagonal wurtzite structure, with a crystallite size between 12 and 40 nm. The hybrid 

graphene/ZnO nanomaterials were prepared at three different concentrations of ZnO. The formation of hybrid 

nanomaterial was confirmed by XRD and SEM.  

 

Introduction 

Because of its diverse advantages such as its interesting characteristics, low price, to the 

numerous practical applications, ZnO has received exceptional attention among numerous 

semiconducting oxide materials. ZnO is a functional material exhibiting near ultra violet 

emission, transparent conductivity, semiconducting, magnetic, and piezoelectric properties [1]. 

Zinc oxide materials and differently shaped ZnO nanocrystals have attracted considerable 

attention due to their unique properties that strongly depend on their size and morphologies [2]. 

ZnO occurs naturally in the Earth’s crust, and it exists in two main crystalline forms: wurtzite 

and zinc-blende. The wurtzite structure is the most common and stable form [3]. Therefore, 

numerous strategies have been attempted to design and fabricate ZnO nanostructures endowed 

with the suitability to fulfill each purpose for particular applications. Several methods for the 

fabrication of ZnO nanostructures have been reported, including hydrothermal synthesis [4,5], 

vapor–liquid–solid (VLS), vapor–solid (VS) [6] processes, metal–organic chemical vapor 

deposition (MOCVD) [7], chemical vapor deposition [8], solution-liquid-solid growth inorganic 

solvents [9], and template based methods [10–13]. Most reported synthesis techniques are 

complicated, time and energy consuming, and not environmentally friendly. In particular, when 

organometallic precursors are used, complex procedures, high temperatures and sophisticated 

equipment to control the growth process are involved.  

 

On the other hand, as a new carbonaceous material, graphene has attracted tremendous attention 

in the past years, due to its unique electronic properties, excellent mobility of charge carriers 

(200,000 cm2 V−1 s−1), and extremely high theoretical specific surface area (∼2600 m2 g−1) 

[14]. It was reported that these features can be employed to improve electronic, optoelectronic, 

electrocatalytic and photocatalytic performance of semiconductor materials [15] as ZnO. Some 

investigations in graphene/ZnO were also attempted [16-18]. 
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Furthermore, graphene is an important building block in nanotechnology, so that hybrid strategy 

of graphene with ZnO has provided us with the opportunities for enhancing the intrinsic 

properties of ZnO in diverse manners. Synergistic effects in photocatalytic,[19-21] 

electrochemical, [22-24] and optical properties[25-27] have been successfully demonstrated in 

ZnO−graphene hybrid nanostructures. Because most of the multifunctional properties of ZnO are 

critically influenced by the behavior of its electrons, understanding the behavior of electrons in 

the ZnO-graphene hybrid system is of great significance to expand the opportunities in relevant 

applications. 

 

A simple, inexpensive and green synthesis process is required. Here, we report a novel synthesis 

route for the preparation of ZnO nanostructures and ZnO−graphene hybrid nanostructures. The 

growth of shape-controlled ZnO nanostructures in large scale is achieved using a zinc nitrate 

aqueous solution by adjusting composition, concentration of the polysaccharide and growth 

temperature. 

 

Experimental 

Synthesis of ZnO NPs. First, a certain amount of zinc nitrate hexahydrate (Sigma Aldrich, 98%) 

and polysaccharide gum (purified in the lab) were dissolved in deionized water at room 

temperature under constant stirring for 3 h. Then, a certain amount of NaOH was added to the 

solution under constant stirring in order to raise the pH up to 10-12. After stirring for a few hours, 

the precipitate was recovered by centrifugation and washing cycles, and the solid was dried at 

room temperature.  

Preparation of Graphene Dispersion. The raw materials are graphite, polysaccharide gum and 

deionized water. The mixture is processed with a high energy homogenizer (ultraturrax). 

Turbulent flow helps to delaminate sheets of graphite structure and the polysaccharide gum helps 

to prevent aggregation or agglomeration of the sheets. 

Synthesis of Graphene@ZnO. Graphene nanosheets were used to load ZnO NPs for the production 

of G@ZnO hybrids via a simple route at room temperature. Briefly, the obtained ZnO powder was 

added to graphene colloidal suspension in 3 different ZnO concentrations (0.001 M, 0.0001 M, 

and 0.0005 M) with an identical proportion of polysaccharide gum. The suspension was 

vigorously stirred for 2 h, sonicated for 10 min and subsequently heated at 80° C to obtain the 

hybridized ZnO/graphene after evaporation the water. 

Characterization. X-ray diffraction (XRD) data were obtained on a Panalytical  Empyrean Power 

X-ray Diffraction (40 kV) with Cu−Kα radiation. The morphologies and structures of the samples 

were investigated by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) Nova Nano 200 FEI and the thermal 

analyses were with the equipment SDT Q600 from TA Instruments. 

 

Results and Discussion 

ZnO NP Results 

ZnO nanoparticles produced by the method of precipitation assisted by a natural polysaccharide 

gum were analyzed by SEM. Figure 1 shows micrographs of the different morphologies 

obtained. In Figure 1 A) it can be observed that with a 1:1 ratio of zinc nitrate:natural 

polysaccharide gum, the morphology of nano-flower o nano-star is obtained, but if the 

concentration of polysaccharide gum is reduced as in the case of B) the size is increased and the 

morphology is modified to almond shape; when an excess of polysaccharide gum is added as in 

C) 0.5 micron size particles are obtained and a morphology of nano-cross is obtained. 
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Figure 1.- SEM Micrographs of ZnO nanoparticles obtained at different Zinc 

Precursor:Polysaccharide gum ratios: A)1:1; B) 1:0.5; and C) 1:3. 

 

Graphene@ZnO Results 

X-ray Diffraction 

In figure 2 a diffractogram of the nanocomposite graphene@ZnO is shown; the main signals of 

hexagonal ZnO were evident, and these can be seen from 30°-38°; the wide signals from 0-30° 

were attributed to graphene natural structure.  

 
Figure 2.- X-ray diffractogram of Graphene@ZnO nanocomposite.  

 

SEM and EDS Results. 

A SEM micrograph of the hybrid material Graphene@ZnO is shown in figure 3; in A) a cluster 

is observed, however when analyzed at higher magnifications (B) it is possible to distinguish that 

the cluster is composed of smaller ZnO nanoflowers. Moreover the smoother areas are also 

distinguished, this layer is graphene. 

 
Figure 3.- Graphene@ZnO SEM micrograph: A) Cluster B) ZnO nanoflowers coating a 

Graphene layer. 

ZN: PS 1:1 ZN: PS 1:0.5 ZnO: PS 1:3 
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In the elemental analysis by EDS, it was found that as predicted, the smooth area is mainly 

graphene (figure 4, left) but ZnO is also present;  and the rough area is ZnO nanoparticles (figure 

4,right), but carbon is also detected. 

 
Figure 4.- Left.- Spectrum Analysis 1 “Smooth Area”, Right.- Spectrum Analysis 2 “Rough 

Area”. 

 

TGA-DTA Results. 

Three graphene-ZnO composite samples in different concentrations of the latter (0.001 M, 

0.0001 M, 0.0005 M) were analyzed, and a similar behavior could be observed for the different 

samples due to the low concentration of ZnO nanoparticles in graphene, which is described 

below. The first mass loss is 5%, around 100 °C, which can be assigned to water molecules 

trapped within the structure of the graphene or in the samples. The rapid mass loss of about 40% 

occurring around 300 °C can be attributed to the pyrolysis of the groups containing oxygen in 

unstable forms of CO and CO2. This differs from graphene oxide found in the literature [28-31]), 

this displacement of approximately 50 °C and it is attributed to the presence of the ZnO 

nanoparticles in graphene (figure 5). At the end of this characterization the remanent is about 20 

% ash, the average amount of product testing with graphene. 

 

 
Figure 5.- TGA-DTA curves for Graphene@ZnO nanocomposite: A) ZnO concentration 0.001 

M, B) ZnO concentration 0.0005 M, C) ZnO concentration 0.001 M. 
 

Conclusions 

It is possible to produce high quality ZnO nanoparticles by a co-precipitation method assisted by a 

natural polysaccharide gum. The concentration of this polysaccharide affects the morphology of 

the ZnO nanoparticles. It is possible to produce a composite of graphene@ZnO by the same 

method. 
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Abstract 
 

Keywords: Polysulfone, Fouling, morphology, membranes.  
Reverse osmosis membranes are widely used for seawater desalination, due to good performance 
and low cost. However, membrane fouling and concentration polarization are common problems. 
Introduction of ionic groups enhance the performance of the membranes with reduction or delay of 
the boundary layer formation. Modified commercial polysulfones Udel and Radel with sulfonic 
groups to the main chain varying the ratio of sulfonation were prepared and characterized by FTIR 
and TGA. Asymmetric membranes from Udel and Radel were formed by the phase inversion 
method using solutions of N-methylpirrolidinone (NMP). Morphology of the obtained membranes 
with different degrees of sulfonation was assessed by SEM. The membranes will be tested for 
their ability to salts reject and resistance to polarization. 
 
Introduction 

 
Steady growth of the population and economic development is one of the biggest problems 
increasing the demand of drinking water for human consumption. The oceans water is an 
alternative to solve scarcity of freshwater1. Today, membrane based separation processes are the 
most used technologies for desalination, in particular reverse osmosis (RO). However, a common 
problem that presents in this kind of membranes is fouling, reducing long time operation, due to 
flux decline and increased energy consumption and cost operation2. Introduction of sulfonic acid 
groups (SO3H) in the main chain of polymers such as polysulfones could help to eliminate or 
reduce the problem. The sulfonation is a way used to increase the hydrophilicity of a polymer, 
enhance flux and water permeability in RO membranes. In this study the introduction of sulfonic 
groups in the backbone chain of commercial polysulfones (Udel and Radel) was tested to enhance 
antifouling properties of the membranes using thrimethylsilyl chlorosulfonic acid (CSTMS). The 
sulfonated polysulfones were used to fabricate asymmetric membranes by linearized cloud point 
curves. Through a phase inversion process porous membranes of both polysulfones, Udel and 
Radel were prepared based on the ternary phase diagrams.  
 
Experimental 
Materials: commercial Polysulfones Udel, Radel were provided by Amoco. They were dried at 
100°C under vacuum (30mmHg) for 24 h before sulfonation. Both are soluble in 1, 2- 
dichloromethane (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.8% anhydrous) and 1,1,2,2, Tetrachloroethane (Aldrich, 
97%). Trimethylsilyl chlorosulfonate ((CH3)3SiSO3Cl, Aldrich 99 %), 2-Isopropanol (JT Baker, 
99.8%), Acetone (JT Baker, 99.7%), Absolute Ethylic Alcohol (Fermont, 99.9%), 1-Methyl-2-
pirrolidone anhydrous (NMP), Sigma-Aldrich, 99.5%). N,N-Dimethylformamide (Sigma-
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Aldrich, 99.8%), Sodium Hydroxide (JT Baker.99.3%), phenolphtaleine (RICCA, Chemical 
company). 
 
Polysulfones Sulfonation 
Sulfonated polysulfones with various sulfonation levels were prepared via direct electrophilic 
substitution as reported previously by Lufrano et al, 1999. Udel and Radel samples were treated 
with trimethylsilyl chlorosufonate to produce a silyl sulfonate polysulfone. The amount of 
product formed was controlled by varying the mole ratio between sulfonating agent/polymer 
repeat units and the reaction time 48 h, figure 1. After this time the sulfonated polymer was 
added dropwise to isopropanol to obtain the product. The product was dried in an oven for at 
least 48 h at 110`C to remove all solvent.   
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Figure 1. Synthesis of the reaction of polysulfones a) Udel, b) Radel. M+ could be Na+ or H+   
 
Sulfonation Degree 
Sulfonation degree was determined by titration of 0.5 g of sulfonated polymer dissolved in 10 ml 
of N-N Dimethylformamide, and neutralized with NaOH 0.01 M solution using phenolphthalein 
as indicator. The NaOH consumption value was registered to calculate polymer sulfonation 
degree by the following equation: 
 
 𝑆𝐷 =  

𝑊𝑀(𝑁𝑎𝑂𝐻 𝑀)(𝑁𝑎𝑂𝐻 𝑣𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑚)

𝑤𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑋 1000=(81(𝑁𝑎𝑂𝐻𝑀)(𝑁𝑎𝑂𝐻𝑣𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑝𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
))

                                                                 (1) 

 
Where WM the molecular weight in g of  polyphenylsulfones repeating unit, 
𝑁𝑎𝑂𝐻𝑣𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛the NaOH solution volume used to neutralize in ml, 𝑤𝑠𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 , the sample mass 
in g and 81 the molecular weight of -SO3H group. 
 
Membrane Preparation 
Asymmetric membranes from sulfonated and non-sulfonated polysulfones were prepared in 
NMP solutions 20% (w/v). The polymeric solution was poured and casted on a glass support 
after a time period, the support is immersed in a coagulating bath of non-solvent for 24h to 
conduct the solvent/non-solvent exchange. To release the membrane from the glass support, the 
membrane was soaked on deionized water. After that the membrane is immersed into deionized 
water for a day, dried at 50°C for two hours and keep in plastic bag before used.  
  
Phase diagrams from Linearized Cloud Point 
The phase diagrams for sulfonated and non-sulfonated Udel and Radel were determined 
experimentally through of cloud point method by titration-precipitation method. The relation of 
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non-solvent/polymer and solvent/polymer for both polysulfones in the ternary diagrams 
representing the binodal for phase separation were developed to determine the concentrations for 
membrane formation.  

 
Results and Discussion 
The ternary phase diagrams Udel/NMP/NS, UdelSu/NMP/NS, Radel/NMP/NS, 
RadelSu/NMP/NS with different sulfonation degrees show solution-precipitation binodal curves 
according to the sulfonation degree; there is a tendency to move towards the right of the binodal 
curves with an increase in sulfonation of the polysulfones. This is due to the affinity of the OH 
groups to absorb water in the sulfonated materials used to prepare the asymmetric membranes 
(Figure 2) 
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Figure 2.  Schematic representation of the phase diagrams and the determination of the bimodal 
curve obtained by cloud point measurements. 
 
FTIR ANALYSIS 
FTIR spectra were performed on Udel, Radel and UdelSU, RadelSU polymers to confirm 
changes in the chemical structures of the polysulfones. As shown in the figure 3. the presence of 
two absorption peaks at 1024 cm-1 and 1081 cm-1 for UdelSU and two absorption peaks at 1024 
cm-1 and 1088 cm-1 in RadelSU, were assigned to the symmetric and asymmetric stretching 
vibrations of O=S=O groups, respectively. These bands were in close agreement with the results 
reported in the literature 5,6(figure 3). 
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Figure 3. FTIR spectra of a) Udel sulfonated and un-sulfonated b) Radel sulfonated and non-
sulfonated, both at different sulfonation degrees. 
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TGA ANALYSIS 
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Figure 4. TGA thermograms of Udel and Radel without sulfonation and sulfonated. 
 
TGA analysis shows that the degradation temperature for sulfonic groups starts at 270°C for both 
polysulfones, with an onset of decomposition temperature for the main backbone chain in 465 °C 
and percentage of residual mass of ~ 42, 34 and 25 % respectively for Udel. In Radel 
polysulfone, the degradation temperature was 270°C for sulfonic groups and 510°C for the main 
backbone. The percentage of residual mass was ~ 54, 50 and 45 %, in sulfonated membranes 
respectively. 
 
MORPHOLGY AND STRUCTURE 
Asymmetric membranes formation from sulfonated and non-sulfonated polysulfones was 
perform by immersion and precipitation using additives and low temperatures to control the 
precipitation rate. This combination tends to slow down demixing by diffusion avoiding 
macrovoids formation due to instantaneous demixing and facilitates the formation of sponge-like 
structures. SEM images of membranes cast from non sulfonated and sulfonated materials are 
shown as follow in figure 5. 
 
Udel (un-sulfonated) 

    
Udel sulfonated  

    
 

 

Cross-section 
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Radel non-sulfonated 

    
Radel sulfonated 

    
Figure 5. Membranes morphology for non-sulfonated and sulfonated polysulfones. Top face and 
crossection  with and without sulfonation degree to, a) Udel and b) Radel.  

 
 

Conclusions  
Different sulfonation degrees for Udel and Radel were achieved as expected by controlling the 
molar ratios of sulfonation agent used. FTIR characterization tests show the presence of sulfonic 
acid groups, TGA degradation temperatures of sulfonic acid groups in the polysulfones at 270°C 
are obtained. Through the use of ternary phase diagram developed by the cloud point method the 
preparation of asymmetric membranes was successfully carried out obtaining ultrafiltration 
membranes that will be used as support for reverse osmosis membranes preparation. 
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Abstract 
 

Membranes were prepared from an 88% hydrolyzed polyvinyl alcohol (PVA-88) and fully hydrolyzed (PVA-99) 
using sulfosuccinic acid (SSA) as crosslinking agent. Also poly(acrylic acid) (PAAc) membranes were prepared using 
4,4'-diaminobiphenyl 2,2' disulphonic acid (BDSA) as crosslinking agent. Membranes were crosslinked at different 
temperatures and with different amounts of crosslinker SSA (5% and 10% mol) or 5% mol BDSA respectively. Effect 
of crosslinking on swelling degree in methanol, soybean oil and water of these membranes and their ion exchange 
capacity (IEC) was studied. They were also characterized through infrared spectroscopy. It was observed for all 
membranes that acidity increased and swelling degree decreased with crosslinking temperature and SSA content.  
PAAc-BDSA has IEC values and swelling degree greater than PVA-SSA membranes because BDSA bears two 
sulfonic acid groups. 
 
Introduction 
 
There has been an increasing interest in polymer catalytically active membranes in biodiesel 
obtention. A catalytically active membrane combines reaction and separation in a single step, 
and the catalyst is immobilised in a polymeric matrix [1]. Catalysts that have been embedded in a 
polymeric matrix are poly (styrene sulfonic acid), sulfated zirconia (Zr(SO4)2), sulfossucinic 
acid (SSA), hydrotalcite, usually, in a hydrophilic polymer matrix like polyethersulfone (PES), 
polyacrilonitrile (PAN) and polyvinyl alcohol (PVA). One of the advantages of these membranes 
is the combination of the selectivity of the polymer matrix to hydrophilic solvents such as 
methanol, water and glycerol, while the incorporated catalysts catalyses esterification and 
transesterification reactions in biodiesel production [2, 3]. Poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) membranes 
have been tested in biodiesel production [3,4] because of their high hydrophilicity, good thermal 
properties and good chemical resistance [5]. The most active catalytic membrane (PVA-SSA40) 
has archived almost 90% equilibrium conversion after 2 h [6]. 
According to Huang et al.,1989, materials for dense membranes, including water-soluble 
polymers, should be chosen on the basis of maintaining a proper hydrophilic/ hydrophobic 
balance criterion for a given separation system. In order to adjust and control the 
hydrophilic/hydrophobic balance properties of a membrane, several techniques have been tried, 
such as polymer crosslinking [7]. Sulfossucinic acid [4], succinic acid [9], fumaric acid [5], 
maleic acid [8] and glutaraldehyde (GA) can be used as the membrane crosslinking agents for 
biodiesel.  
A high crosslinking can enhance thermal stability of the membrane [5], but it can also cause the 
membrane to be less hydrophilic and more brittle [10]. In biodiesel production, increased 
crosslinking can reduce the degree of membrane swelling in oil and methanol, thereby reducing 
the biodiesel yield because oil and methanol are prohibited from diffusion into the membrane in 
the catalytic reaction [4].  
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In the present study membranes were prepared from two different grades of poly (vinyl alcohol) 
PVA-88, 88% mol hydrolisis, and PVA-99, 99% mol hydrolysis, using SSA as crosslinking 
agent. In the same fashion poly (acrylic acid) (PAAc) membranes were prepared using 4,4’-
diamino sulfonic acid, BDSA, as crosslinking agent at different crosslinking temperatures and 
two different amounts of crosslinking agent. The effect of cross-linking on swelling degree of 
these polymers and their ion exchange capacity (IEC) of their membranes was studied. The 
membranes were also characterized through infrared spectroscopy 
 
Experimental 
 

Membrane preparation of PVA 
Aqueous 4.5 wt. % PVA-99 (molecular weight of 89,000–98,000) or PVA-88 (molecular weight 
of 85,000-124,000) solutions were prepared by dissolving a pre-weighed amount of PVA in water 
at 90°C, using a magnetic stirrer during 6 h. The PVA solutions were mixed with SSA (70 wt. % 
solution in water) at 5 and 10 mol %) and then the mixtures were stirred at room temperature for 
17 h. Next the solution was sonicated for 4.5 h. After that, the homogeneous solutions were 
poured and cast onto a metallic ring with a teflon base. The cast membranes were allowed to dry at 
60°C during 24 h. In order to complete the esterification reaction the dried membranes were 
heated at 80, 100, 120 y 130°C, during 1 h, under vacuum. The acronym PVA-SSA-99-x% or 
PVA-SSA-88-x% means a membrane with x% crosslinking degree. 
 
Membrane preparation of PAAc 
The solution of PAAc ( Mv= 450,000) at 3.5 wt. % in 8 vol % aqueous triethylamine was prepared 
using a magnetic stirrer during 2 h. The PAAc solutions were mixed with 5 mol/mol % PAAc and 
BDSA (Acros) which was previously purified by recrystallization. The solution was vigorously 
stirred at room temperature for 17 h. In the next step the solution was sonicated for 3 h. The 
solution was cast in a polystyrene petri dish and dried with a protocol of temperatures as follows: 
25°C for 2 h, 15°C for 1 h, 30°C for 17 h and 45°C for 6 h. The cast membranes were allowed to 
dry at 60°C during 24 h. In order to complete the amidation reaction the dried membranes were 
heated at 150, 170, 180 y 190°C, during 4 h, under vacuum. The acronym PAAcBDSA-x% means 
a membrane with x% crosslinking. All membranes have a thickness of between 60 and 130µm. 
 
Analyses and calculations 
Infrared spectroscopy 
The FT-IR spectra of the PVA-SSA and PAAc-BDSA membranes were recorded in a Nicolet 
8700 FTIR instrument (Thermo Scientific) in the range of 4000–400 cm−1. 
 
Swelling degree and weight loss  
The swelling degree of the polymers was measured by immersing the samples in the pure solvent 
(methanol, soybean oil or water), at 60 °C and left until equilibrium was reached. The samples 
were weighed at different time intervals until constant weight was reached. This was attained 
usually after an immersion time of about 5 days. Once the swelling ended, the surface of the 
polymeric samples was dried with a teflon cloth and the weight gain was measured. Then the 
swollen polymer samples were allowed to dry at 60°C during 24 h and weighted. The swelling 
degree (Q), and weight loss (WL) were calculated by:  

; 100sh h s sh

sh s

m m m mQ WL x
m m
− −

= =
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where mh is the mass of swollen sample, ms is the mass of the dry sample without swelling and 
msh is the mass of the dry sample after swelling. 
 
Ion exchange capacity (IEC) 
The amount of sulfonic acid groups in all membranes were measured by classic ion exchange 
capacity, IEC, acid-base titration. An amount of 0.1 g of each sample was immersed in 5 ml of 
water at 60°C for 24 h, after in 5 ml 1M HCl solution at 60°C for 24 h, finally in 5 ml of 1M NaCl 
solution a room temperature for 24 h and subsequently titrated with 0.01N NaOH. The IEC value 
(mmol/g) of the membrane was calculated by  

( / ) NaOH NaOH

s

M VIEC mmol g
W

=
 

where VNaOH is the volume of NaOH consumed in the titration and Ws is the dry weight of the 
membrane sample and MNaOH is the molarity of NaOH solution. 
 
Results and Discussion 
 
FT-IR spectra 
Figure 1 shows The FT-IR spectra for PVA-SSA-99 membranes with 10 mol % SSA treated for 
1 h at several reaction temperatures. When the temperature reaction increased, several changes in 
spectra occur. First, the intensity of the carbonyl band, -COO-, in the ester group appeared at 
1726 cm-1 increased and it displaces to the right as the temperature increase from 80°C to 
130°C. The increase in the characteristic peak of the ester group means that there is a reaction 
between the carboxylic acid in the SSA and the hydroxyl group in the PVA. Also, the absorption 
bands at 1043 and 1240 cm−1 indicate the presence of sulfonic acid group by the introduction of 
SSA. Furthermore, the intensity of the O-H group band that appears at 3300 cm-1 is decreased 
and is displaced to the right as the temperature increases. 
In a similar way Figure 1b shows the FT-IR spectra of the PVA-SSA-88 membranes with 10 mol 
% SSA for 1 h at several reaction temperatures. It was reported that the absorption band of ester 
(–COO–) appeared at 1735 cm−1 (Rhim et al., 1998). The intensity of the –COO– in the ester 
bond increase as temperature increases from 80°C to 130°C, hence the crosslinking reaction 
occurs mainly between the hydroxyl group and the carboxylic group. The absorption bands at 
1043 and 1240 cm−1 indicate the presence of sulfonic acid group by the introduction of SSA. 
Figure 1c shows the FT-IR spectra of PAAc-BDSA membranes with 5 mol % BDSA for 4 h at 
several reaction temperatures (150, 170, 180 and 190°C). The characteristic peaks of BDSA are 
located at 3300 cm-1 of N-H group and 1620-1560 cm-1 for the primary amine, while those of 
PAAc appeared at around ~3000 cm-1 for OH of carboxylic acid group, 1716cm-1 and 1270-
1160cm-1 characteristic of peaks of C=O. The absorption bands at 1025cm−1 indicate the 
presence of the sulfonic acid group due to the introduction of BDSA. FT-IRs spectra clearly 
shows the presence of BDSA and PAAc in all PAAc-BDSA membranes, however there was no 
clear evidence that amidation has been carried out. When detailed analysis of the range 
absorptions of 1800 to 1500cm-1 for all crosslinking membranes was applied (because in this 
area is located amide band) we found by the spectrum deconvolution in this area for 
PAAcBDSA-5%-150°C the presence of three peaks in 1568, 1622 and 1723cm-1 attributed to 
the NH2 groups of primary amine to the carbonyl group (-C=O) of the amide and carboxylic 
acid, respectively. Indicating that there was carried out the amidation reaction.  
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Figure 1. FT-IRs spectra of crosslinked PVA-SSA and PAAc-BDSA membranes at several reaction temperatures. a) 
PVA-SSA-99; b) PVA-SSA-88 and c) PAAc-BDSA 

Swelling degree and weight loss 
Figure 2 shows swelling degree the PVASSA-99 and PVASSA-88 membranes in oil (Fig. 2a), 
methanol (Fig. 2b) and pure water (Fig. 2c). The swelling degree decrease as the crosslinking 
temperature and SSA content increases. These results indicate that a higher degree of 
crosslinking in the PVA-SSA membranes might lead to more rigid and compact polymer 
structure. In the case of the membranes PVASSA-99 the swelling degree in pure oil increases as 
crosslinking temperature and SSA concentration increases, due to fact that the membranes are 
more hydrophilic. 
Swelling degree in water, methanol and oil in PAAc-BDSA membrane increases in both 
directions from 170°C when the crosslinking temperature increases. PAAc-BDSA-5%-150°C 
have the highest value of swelling degree: this is probably due to the fact that the polymeric 
matrix contains more hydrophilic functional groups (-SO3H). 
One way of qualitatively measure the degree of crosslinking of the polymer, is to determine the 
percentage of soluble material (percentage weight loss) which indicates the amount of 
crosslinked polymer. The weight loss in PVASSA-99 and PVASSA-88 decreases when the 
crosslinking temperature increases but the crosslinking degree increases when SSA content 
increases at temperatures above 100°C. The weight lost by PVASSA-99 membranes was 
between 20 and 13% and for PVASSA-88 between 33 and 10%. The weight loss in PAAcBDSA 
increase as crosslinking temperature increases. 
 
Ion exchange capacity (IEC) 
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The IEC values of the PVA-SSA membranes are plotted as a function of crosslinking 
temperatures in Fig. 3a. The PVA-SSA membranes prepared in this study possess IEC values in 
the range of 0.1-0.6 mmol/g. The IEC values (80, 100, 120 and 130°C) of the crosslinked 
membranes, increase with SSA amount and crosslinking temperature. This behaviour is ascribed 
to an increase of sulfonic acid groups anchoring that also increased the esterification reaction on 
PVA-SSA membranes. However, when the temperature treatment increases from 120 to 130°C 
the IEC value decreases. This behavior is ascribed to a more compact polymer structure and 
could become a mass transfer limitation for its use as catalytic membranes.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Swelling degree of all polymer membranes. a) PVA-SSA-99 and PVA-SSA-88 in oil; b) PVA-SSA-99 and 
PVA-SSA-88 in methanol and PVA-SSA-99; PVA-SSA-88 in water and PAAc-BDSA in water, methanol and oil. 

The PAAc-BDSA membranes prepared in this study possess IEC values in the range of 0.3-0.95 
mmol/g as shown in Figure 3b. PAAc-BDSA-5%-150°C has a higher IEC value. This is 
attributed to the fact that the membrane treated at relatively low temperature has higher 
amidation reaction, which could present a larger number of cation-exchange sites, due to the 
number of sulfonic acid groups introduced. However the stability of these membranes is not as 
good as that of PVA-SSA membranes yet, since they are too soft to handle. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Figure 3. IEC values in crosslinked membranes dependence on crosslinked agent amount and crosslinking 
temperature. a) PVA-SSA-99 and PVA-SSA-88 and b) PAAc-BDSA 
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Conclusions 
In the FTIR spectra of PVA-SSA-99, PVA-88 and PAAc-BDSA were found bands that indicated 
the presence of SO3H groups available. The esterification reaction was successfully carried out 
between the carboxylic acid in the SSA and the hydroxyl group in the PVA, and the amidation 
reaction were carried out between amine group in BDSA and carboxylic acid in the PAAc the 
latter was low. 
The increased hydrophilicity of the polymer (PVA-SSA-99, and PVA-SSA-88 and PAAc-
BDSA) increases the swelling degree of the membrane.  
PAAc-BDSA membranes have higher weight loss than those prepared from PVA. This result 
may indicate that the amount of polymer crosslinking is low or they are not able to form covalent 
amide bonds with PAAc.  
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Abstract

In this work it is showed the results obtained by using Dip-Coater to develop a sol-gel membrane or
film mixed with pH indicators, which will be used as recognition component. The pH concentration in the
sample was determinate and quantified by the use of absorbance. It is clearly explained the process
development step by step to prepare a membrane as well as the parameters to be controlled for the preparation
and membrane thickness.

Introduction

The sol-gel technique was developed as an alternative technology for the preparation of
glasses and ceramics at low temperatures. It is an easy, inexpensive and highly flexible method to
manufacture, study and work. The possibility of starting from molecular precursors and elementary
building blocks allows structures at the molecular level, and create new materials with increased
performance; Focused for area of integrated optics.

The process depending of its parameters and stages manufacture. It is applied in coatings, new
ceramic fibers, ceramic powders with properties (optical, piezoelectric, etc.), new glass and
materials HOIM (Organic-Inorganic Hybrid Materials). The latest studies has been about
biomaterials, preparation of optical materials, sensors and fabricated thin films [1-9].

In this project present control parameters for production of a sol-gel film and his deposition process
on a plastic optical fiber (optrode) for pH detection. The pH is important for his applications in the
area of health, food industry, growth of bacteria, treatment of water, agriculture, pharmaceutical and
cosmetic industry, petrochemical, metallurgy, etc.

In this work were showed diverse experiments for creating optrodes. It was split into two stages;
first to obtain proper consistency of sol-gel mixture and second to produce a film thin by Dip-
Coater device.

Experimental

The objective of sol-gel process is the control of surfaces and interfaces of materials. This technique
was used for encapsulates the indicators which react with the pH. The reagents used to create the
sol-gel, they were Tetra ethyl ortho silicate (TEOS), ethanol and water, at a ratio of 40: 40: 1. There
are several factors affect the rate of chemical reaction, especially temperature, humidity, mole ratios
between reactants, agitation and solvent. To prevent the sol-gel solution to solidify. The quantity of
moles, agitation and temperature were controlled. The figure 1 showed some results of the final
process of the sol-gel technique.
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a)                  b)
Figure 1. Results sol-gel technique, a) spherical silica powder, using hydroxide and b) silica glass,

using nitric acid.

Thin films can be deposited through a variety of techniques; this can be classified according to
phase of the medium with the solute, some they are related to deposition techniques in solid form, a
liquid or gas medium. In this case was using the dip coater, it has an accurately in the controlled of
immersion and extraction for any substrate in a liquid (solvent) [10, 11]. A detailed description can
be found in the Nima Dip-Coating Manual DC-mono, see figure 2.

Figure 2. Nima Dip-Coating DC-mono device.

With the help of Dip-Coater different films were obtained, which showed various layers, due to the
actions or forces acting on them, for example, gravity, viscosity, temperature, capillary force,
evaporation of the solvent, speed immersion and submersion of the film, etc. To have better control
were performed several tests, to determine the best results and apply the same conditions, to achieve
repeatability of film. The deposition system of films by a Dip-Coater is show in figure 3.
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Figure 3. Performing a film with Dip-Coater.

In Figure 4, there are several samples with different film preparation parameters and appreciate as
were formed different layers. Due to factors involved in its preparation. Observing that end layer
has uniform surface and this increases.

Figure 4. Sol-gel films, there observed a progress of left to right.

To obtain best results, we designed a dome for the control of environment, since the sol-gel solution
was kept outside and viscosity was increased rapidly, see figure 5. In this dome is put ethanol at
70°C to saturate the environment and delay the gelling process.

Figure 5. Workspace for preparation of films.

To optimize resources. The deposition proofs were performed in glasses and once was obtained the
appropriate methodology, this is applied to the fibers, due a similar deposition was observed on
both substrates, see figure 6.
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a) b)
Figure 6. Sol-gel film, a) deposited in fiber b) deposited on glass.

Results and Discussion

Once obtained the control of preparation optrodo, were performed characteristics curves of
optrodes, for measuring the pH concentration found in the samples. The measurement system
provides a relationship between the amount of light passing through the optrodo and pH unit.

To ensure that the results were repetitive and efficient, were used microscopy techniques such as
FTIR, to check or assist that indicators are confined within the sol-gel film and OSA, to determine
the light source should be used for best results in the measurement of pH.

With the help of optical microscope, it can clearly see the structure of the films deposited on glass
and plastic fibers. In Figure 7 were appreciated the different layers that formed in the early films.

Figure 7. Layers of a film deposited on a glass

The methodology obtain with the development of the experiments and analysis of the
manufacturing process of the sol-gel, the control viscosity were obtained, by using a speed of 1.5
for magnetic stirrer to 55°C. The manufacture of films with the Dip-Coater, by using a depth of
submergence and elevation about one centimeter, a speed of elevation and Submersion of 5
mm/min, dwell time at the bottom and top of 60sec and number of submersions, remained at 40
cycles. Thus increasing the area where the film presented a uniform structure.
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The characteristic curve of pH detector is showed in figure 8, there is observe that the behavior of
pH concentration vs voltage is linear and growing in a range of 3 to 9 pH units.

Figure 8. Characteristic curve for pH detector.

Conclusion

In this work focuses on the manufacturing process and deposition of sol-gel films on fiber,
due it is important to determine concentration of pH in sample. The molecular structures of optrodes
were analyzed qualitatively by using spectroscopic techniques. This to obtain repeatability in
experiments, since the results of the characteristic curve, presented a good linearization to
determine pH units.
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Abstract 

In the present work the synthesis and characterization of a novel polyimide [PI BTD-MIMA] derived from 
bicyclo[2.2.2]oct-7-ene-2,3,5,6 tetracarboxylic dianhydride [BTD] and the diamine 4,4'-methylenebis(2-isopropyl-6-
methyl aniline) [MIMA] is reported. The as obtained polyimide was blended with polybenzimidazole [PBI] at three 
different concentrations (50/50, 75/25 87.5/12.5wt%). The effect of PBI concentration on microstructure was 
evaluated. The pure gas permeability and ideal selectivity to He, O2, N2, CH4 and CO2, was determined. Analysis of 
the microstructure of membranes confirms a variation in d-spacing with PBI concentration in the blend. It was found 
that the high permeability of the PI BTD-MIMA increase at low PBI concentrations and decreases towards the value 
of PBI as the concentration of PBI increases in the blend. 
 
Introduction 

Membrane technology for gas separation is an alternative to traditional processes such as 
cryogenic distillation or pressure swing adsorption in the petrochemical industry [1]. The 
advantageous properties of polymeric membranes such as ease of processing and robustness may 
help to increase the market of gases separation by membrane technology. 
Polyimides (PI) have attracted considerable attention over the last two decades for preparing gas 
separation membranes. Their high gas selectivity for gas pairs such as CO2/CH4 and O2/N2 
among others and their high chemical resistance, thermal stability and mechanical strength, have 
made PI promising materials for various gas separation applications [2]. On the other hand, there 
are interesting advantages offered by blending technology into the area of polymeric gas 
separation membranes. One of these advantages is to combine the properties of two different 
polymers such as the high permeability of one and the high selectivity factor of another one. 
In this study, dense flat membranes were cast by employing the solution blending technique using 
a polyimide synthetized in our laboratory (PI BTD-MIMA) and a commercial polymer (PBI). PI 
BTD-MIMA is a polyimide with high gas permeability and selectivity, high thermal stability, 
while polibenzimidazole (PBI) is a high performance polymer possessing high glass transition 
temperature, outstanding thermal stability and chemical resistance but low permeability and high 
selectivity for several gas pairs [3]. The gas transport characteristics of blends at different 
concentration of PI BTD-MIMA/polybenzimidazole (PBI) membranes are evaluated. The effects 
of composition, microstructure and gas separation performance of membranes are also 
investigated. 
 
Experimental 

Materials  
Bicyclo[2.2.2]oct-7ene-2,3,5,6-tetracarboxilic dianhydride (BTD), nitrobenzene, pyridine, benzoic 
acid and 1-methyl-2-pirrolidone (NMP) were purchased from Aldrich chemical Co. and were used 
as received. Polibenzimidazole (PBI) was purchased from PBI Performance products Inc. and was 
dissolved in NMP and poured into ethanol with stirring. 4,4'-methylenebis(2-isopropyl-6-
methylaniline) (MIMA) was supplied by 3B Scientific co. and was purified by recrystallization 
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from hexane. 
Synthesis of polyimide PI BTD-MIMA 
A one-step method was applied for preparation of the PI BTD-MIMA. In a 50 mL three-necked 
round-bottomed flask equipped with a nitrogen gas flow and a mechanical stirrer, 2 mmol (620.96 
mg) diamine MIMA and 5 mL of nitrobenzene were added. After the diamine was completely 
dissolved, 2 mmol (496.38 mg) dianhydride BTD and 5 mL of nitrobenzene was added to the 
stirred solution and the mixture was heated and kept at 80ºC during 1 h. Then, pyridine (4 mmol) 
was added and the solution was heated slowly to 120ºC. Afterward, benzoic acid (4.0 mmol) was 
added, and the mixture was stirred at 150 ºC for 3 h. Finally, the temperature was increased and 
kept to 200ºC for 24 h. The solution was poured into ethanol. The obtained polymer was washed 
thoroughly with ethanol and dried in a vacuum oven at 200 ºC overnight. 
Preparation of dense flat membranes 
Polymer solutions (4 wt.% polymer/96 v% NMP) with various compositions of 50/50, 75/25, 
87.5/12.5 wt.% were prepared from PI BTD-MIMA and PBI according to the following steps. 
Firstly, PBI in the desired quantity was dissolved in NMP at 150 ºC using a magnetic stirrer for 24 
h. Subsequently, the PI BTD-MIMA was added and stirring was continued for 24 h. The polymer 
solution was filtered using a 0.45 μm filter and poured onto an aluminum plate. The plate was 
heated at 100ºC and an inverted glass funnel was placed over the solution to minimize the 
evaporation rate of the solvent. The solution was allowed to evaporate for 24 h. The film was then 
removed and dried in a vacuum oven at 260 ºC for 24 h. 
Characterization 
Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) measurements were performed on all polymers and polymer 
blends in a Nicolet 8700 FT-IR (Thermo Scientific Co.). Thermo gravimetric analysis (TGA) data 
for polymers and blends were performed on a TGA-7 (Perkin Elmer Co.) at a heating rate of 
10ºC/min between 50 and 800ºC under N2 atmosphere. Glass transition temperature (Tg) was 
determined on a DSC-7 (Perkin Elmer) in the second run. 
Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) analysis of the polyimide PI BTD-MIMA was performed 
on a HP Agilent 1100 HPLC system using a Zorbax column and PS standar 103 to 106 Daltons. 
Wide angle X-ray diffraction (XDR) measurements were performed on polymeric films using a 
SIEMENS 5000 X-ray diffractometer between 4 and 60º 2θ. 
Permeation measurements of dense films  
The gas permeation properties of membranes were determined by following the changes in 
pressure by the constant-volume method as reported elsewhere [4] at 35ºC and 2 atm upstream 
pressure for He, O2, N2, CH4 and CO2. 
 
Results and Discussion 
Synthesis of polyimide PI BTD-MIMA 
Polyimide PI BTD-MIMA was synthetized by the one step polycondensation reaction [5] as 
shown in the                                           Figure 1. The IR spectrum shows the characteristic bands 
at 1776 cm-1 (imide C=O asymmetrical stretching), 1702 cm-1 (imide C=O symmetrical 
stretching), and 1370 cm-1 (imide CNC axial), confirming the complete imidization. 
The solubility of polyimide PI BTD-MIMA was studied in different solvents at room 
temperature. The polyimide was soluble in aprotic polar solvents and even in chlorinated 
solvents such 1,2 dichloroethane (DCE) and 1,1,2,2- tetrachloroethane (TCE). 
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                                          Figure 1. Synthesis of polyimide PI BTD-MIMA 
 
Characterization of membranes from PI BTD-MIMA/PBI 
In the IR spectrum obtained for the dense membranes (Figure 2a) the characteristic bands for 
polyimides and polybenzimidazole can be observed. It is also seen that for the blends there is not 
a shift in the carbonyls bands (1702 and 1776 cm-1) for polyimide or in the NH band (3281 cm-
1) for PBI, the shift was expected as characteristic of hydrogen bonding that correspond to 
miscible blends. Wide angle X-ray diffraction (XDR) patterns of polyimide PI BTD-MIMA, PBI 
and their blends are shown in the Figure 2b. The resulting pattern indicates that all polymers and 
their blends are amorphous. The XRD pattern for PI BTD-MIMA shows a broad peak centered at 
13° while PBI has a halo with a 2θ maximum at 23°. The diffraction pattern of blends shows an 
amorphous halo with a 2θ maximum at 13° and a small shoulder at around 22° that increases 
with PBI concentration. 

                           
Figure 2. (a) FTIR spectrum and (b) Wide-angle X-ray scattering patterns of PI BTD-MIMA, 
PBI and blends 
 
The thermal properties of pure polymers and blends were evaluated by DSC and TGA. DSC 
curves in                Figure 3a exhibit high glass transition temperature (Tg) for polyimide PI 
BTD-MIMA (306 °C) and PBI (362 °C). The Tg’s of the blends are between the Tg’s of the pure 
polymers for the blend 75/25 wt% while it is not clear for 50/50 wt%. The thermal stabilities of 
the polymers were evaluated by TGA measurement (               Figure 3b) in nitrogen atmosphere. 

BTD MIMA 

PI BTD-MIMA 

(b) (a) 
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All polymers were stable up to 375°C. PBI has the lowest weight loss (20 %). This can be 
attributed to the high content of aromatic rings in the molecular chain. PBI, also has the lowest 
onset thermal degradation (377°C). PI BTD-MIMA, has the highest onset of degradation 
temperature (455°C) but the residual material at the end of TGA measurement is about 15 %. For 
the blends, the onset temperature decreases (449 448382 °C) with the increase on PBI 
content, while the residual increases (203258 %) as the presences of PBI that has an initial 
mass loss between 377 and 520 °C. The second mass loss is at 575 to 800 °C. 

                           
               Figure 3. (a) DSC and (b) TGA thermograms for PI BTD-MIMA, PBI and blends 
 
Gas transport properties 
Gas permeability coefficients, P, at 2 atm and 35 °C are presented in Table 1. The polyimide and 
the blend with a low concentration of PBI (12.5 wt%) have the general trend that gas 
permeability coefficients follow the order PCO2 > PHe > PO2 > PCH4 > PN2. As the 
concentration of PBI increase in the membrane it is observed that the PCO2 is drastically 
diminished, showing a sharp decrease indicating an order related to gas kinetic diameter (PHe > 
PCO2 > PO2 > PCH4 > PN2). It is also seen that separation factors for gas pairs CO2/CH4, 
O2/N2 and CO2/N2 are not improved by blending. 

 
Table 1. Permeability coefficients of PI BTD-MIMA, PBI and their blend membranes with 
severals compositions 

Membrane constituents 
Permeability (Barrer) Ideal Selectivity 

He O2 N2 CH4 CO2 αO2/
N2 

αCO2/
CH4 

αCO2/
N2 

PI BTD-MIMA 161.7 38.07 9.03 11.11 196.7 4.22 17.70 21.79 
BTD-MIMA/PBI (87.5/12.5) 141.1 38.80 10.08 13.64 207.7 3.85 15.23 20.60 
BTD-MIMA/PBI (75/25) 59.81 11.15 2.86 3.38 55.85 3.90 16.50 19.51 
BTD-MIMA/PBI (50/50) 12.79 0.39 0.30 0.36 0.90 1.28 2.52 2.97 
PBIa 0.6 0.015 0.004 0.002 0.16 3.13 88.89 33.33 
a From ref. [6] 

 
Apparent gas diffusion, D, and solubility coefficients, S, are given in Table 2 for membranes 
with several PI BTD-MIMA/PBI compositions at 2 atm upstream pressure and 35 °C. The 
apparent solubility for PI BTD-MIMA follows the order SCO2> SO2> SN2> SCH4 where the 
CO2 is the most soluble gas in the polymer even when the PBI is introduced to the system. In the 
case of the apparent gas diffusion, O2 has the largest diffusion coefficient. For O2 and CO2, the 

(b) (a) 
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diffusion coefficient increases at low PBI concentration and decreases as the PBI increase in the 
blend. 
 
Table 2. Apparent Gas Diffusion and Solubility Coefficients of polymer blend membranes with 
various compositions 

Membrane constituents 
Diffusion coefficient (10-8 
cm2/s)  

Solubility coefficient 10-2 
cm3(STP)/cm3cm Hg 

O2 N2 CH4 CO2  O2 N2 CH4 CO2 

PI BTD-MIMA 45.04 14.25 32.09 7.32  0.85 0.63 0.35 26.87 
BTD-MIMA/PBI (87.5/12.5) 54.67 --- 3.20 11.05  0.72 --- 4.27 18.81 
BTD-MIMA/PBI (75/25) 42.53 0.24 0.57 2.72  0.26 11.89 5.93 20.51 
BTD-MIMA/PBI (50/50) 0.23 0.03 0.02 0.06  1.71 10.38 21.92 15.22 
PBIa 0.03 0.009 0.003 0.085  0.50 0.53 0.60 1.88 
a From ref. [6] 

 
Conclusions 
 A novel polyimide PI BTD-MIMA was successfully synthetized in our laboratory. Thermal 
analysis show that it has high thermal resistance (Tonset = 445ºC) and Tg = 306ºC. The blends 
of PI BTD-MIMA with PBI were characterized and their permeability coefficient was 
determined. The results show that PI BTD-MIMA has a high permeability coefficient for all 
gases evaluated. The ideal selectivity for the gas pairs CO2/N2 and CO2/CH4 were the largest 
found of all the membranes evaluated. It was found that with low concentration of PBI (12.5 
wt%) the permeability coefficient for all the gases increase while the ideal selectivity decrease, 
following the usual trade off.  
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Abstract

In this work is presented the result of the conditions for grow a thin film with a sol-gel method and with the aid of
a dip-coater. The conditions are like preparation of sol-gel, temperature, atmosphere, cycles of immersion, drying
of the film, etc., of which here show only the principal variables that is relatively easy to controlled in the section
of methodology. Finally, in the section of results we perform the final thin film and the first studies.

Introduction

In the literature there are different techniques for growing films for example sputtering, pulsed
laser deposition, and more. When compared with others techniques, the sol-gel presents some
advantages such as possibility of depositing in complex-shaped substrates as well as it requires
considerably less equipment and is potentially less expensive [1,2].

This  technique is  useful for example to make a WO3 and W-Ti-O thin-film gas sensors [3],
preparation, characterization and gas-sensing property of thin-film of ZnO [4].
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Dip coating by sol-gel process is versatile and low-cost techniques strategies to prepare thin
films of particles. In general form, the sol-gel coating consists in dip a substrate in a fluid gel:
solvent  evaporation  and  gravitational  draining,  more  condensation  reactions,  result  in  the
deposition of a solid film [5]. 

Methodology

For this  work,  many different  experiments are  performed for creating a thin film over glass
substrate. The project was divided into two stages, the first stage is the sol-gel mixture, different
tests are made to modify parameters of the mixture. The second stage of the film is made with
the dip-coater device.

The chemicals used in the sol-gel were Tetraethyl Orthosilicate (TEOS), Ethanol and Water, at a
ratio of 4:4:1 respectively. The rates were obtained from a previous work [japs2006].  The next
step was to determine the ideal viscosity for the mixture. As we know, there are different factors
that  affect  the  chemical  reaction,  for  example  temperature,  humidity,  mole  ratios  between
reactants, and others. In order to determine the viscosity of the mixture, it was left to evaporate at
room temperature. After that, we started to make a film and we observed the behavior of the
mixture with the substrate.

a) b)

Figure 1. a)Mixture after 24 hours of environmental evaporation. b)Film obtain with the previous mixture
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With the help of a dip-coater, which was encapsulated in a glass chamber, the immersion of the
substrate was controlled over the mixture. Due the evaporation of the mix, it was necessary to
control it; we saturated the chamber environment with ethanol at 70 ºC. 

The next step was to determine the appropriate speed for the dip-coater. The dip coater is like the
one in figure 2. With this variable, we tried with low speed, but in the literature we find that it is
better to use fast speed [2]. The fastest speed the dip coater could offer was 61.14 mm/min, so it
was the fastest speed to work with and it was also the best.  

Figure 2. Dip coater mono.

The next step is to determine the appropriate number of cycles of immersion of the substrate in
the  mixture.  We started  with  15  and  30  cycles,  but  the  thickness  was  not  appropriate.  We
obtained an acceptable homogeneous film at 100 cycles. With the 100 cycles as a starting point,
the next step was to create a thicker film.  This was obtained when we increased the number of
cycles to 150 and 200 cycles.

Once we had the film, the next challenge was the drying process. We found out that the films
needed to remain almost three days in the chamber to be completely dried. With this time, it is
possible to obtain a film that will not break when exposed in environmental conditions, without
having to give any heat treatment.
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Results

In the figure 3 we show the evolution of the film when we increase the number of cycles.  In
each case we keep the same mixture and speed. 

a) b)
c)

Figure 3. Evolution of the film. a) 30 cycles b) 100 cycles  c) 200 cycles

Once we had the film, we took photos of the film with an optical microscope and we found the
existence of a little pore. The reason for the existence of the pores is due to the fact that the
solvent needed to find a way to leave the film.

Once the speed was determined, the next step was to start increasing the number of cycles, such
as is shown in figure 3 with more cycles. The film is more homogeneous and presents less pores
or fractures, but when we increasing the cycles, the time in the chamber increases too.  

Conclusions

In this work we focused on the manufacturing process and deposition of sol-gel film on glass
substrate.  The  films  were  analyzed  using  optical  microscopy. We determined  the  minimum
parameters necessary to manufacture good thin films with other components like nanoparticles,
coordinate compounds, among others using the sol-gel method.
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Abstract 
Polymerizations of styrene in Pickering emulsions stabilized by CTAB-SiO2 aggregates were investigated. 15 wt% of 
styrene was polymerized at 78ºC using ammonium persulfate (APS) as initiator at 3 different concentrations (0.5, 1 
and 2 wt% relative to styrene). Styrene conversions higher than 95% were obtained and an auto-acceleration of the 
reaction occurred at approximately 60% of conversion in all experiments. Nucleation occurred throughout the reaction 
for the 1 and 2 wt% APS contents. No coagulation was observed nevertheless, a glass effect prevented the total 
conversion of styrene. Particles of about 150-200 nm were obtained, being of smaller size the higher the APS content. 
 
Introduction 

Pickering emulsions are surfactant-free dispersed systems, stabilized by solid particles anchored at 
the water-oil interface, differing from conventional emulsions due to their very high stability 
against coalescence [1, 2].  
During radical polymerization, in conventional emulsions, the micelar, homogeneous and 
coagulative nucleation is proposed as possible mechanisms along the reaction [3]. Nevertheless, 
when functionalized nanoparticles or hydrophobic modified nanoparticles with very low 
concentration of surfactant are used, as a route for synthesizing organic-inorganic nanocomposite 
particles, the mechanisms of micelar nucleation can be excluded. Therefore, the most probable 
nucleation mechanisms involved in Pickering emulsions are homogeneous nucleation and 
coagulation. The ultimate would be the predominant mechanism involved in the preparation of 
submicron polymer particles [4]. Although there are many works dealing with the synthesis of 
organic-inorganic particles by surfactant-free emulsion polymerization, the proposed mechanisms 
are only described schematically.  
In this work we investigated the mechanism of polymer particles nucleation, the effect of silica 
nanoparticles on the radical absorption and the coagulative of the aggregate to form the nascent 
nanocomposite particles. 
 
Experimental 
Preparation of the CTAB-SiO2 aggregates. 
The Cetyltrimethylammonium Bromide (CTAB) and SiO2 colloidal (Bendzil 830 CC, 30 wt% 
SiO2), aggregates were obtained by mixing 0.29g of CTAB, 75g a SiO2 Colloidal solution and 
0.13g of NaCl in a volumetric flask completed with distilled water until 250 mL were mixed 
together to form a solution. The solution was placed under magnetic agitation during 12 h and 
the sonicated using an ultrasonic bath (Branson 5510) for 10 minutes, before preparing the 
emulsions. 
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Emulsion Pickering styrene polymerization 
A typical preparation procedure is detailed as follows: distilled water, CTAB-SiO2 solution and 
styrene (Sigma Aldrich 99% purity), were prepared with the recipe depicted in table 1, followed 
by emulsification by an homogenizer Ultra-Turrax T18 (IKA®-Werke Works Inc., Wilmington, 
NC, USA) at 20,000 rpm during 10 min at 25 °C. 
Batch polymerization were carried at 78 °C in a 500 mL reactor equipped with jacket, under 
continuous stirring at 250 rpm using ammonium persulfate (APS, Baker 99% purity) as initiator 
at 0.5 wt%, 1 wt% and 2 wt% relative to styrene. 
Latex samples, were short stopped by a small amount of hydroquinone (Sigma Aldrich 99% 
purity), and taken during the polymerization for the kinetic study. Finally, kinetics measurements 
were performed using a Raman spectrophotometer (λ Solutions) and by gravimetry. In this last 
procedure, the final latex product was dried and weighed for determine the conversion. 
Conversion was also determined by Raman spectroscopy, using the formula, X = 1- (It / I0) ; here 
It represents the intensity ratio between the peak at 1630 cm-1 and the peak at 620 cm-1 al time t 
and I0 the intensity ratio at time t=0 [4] 
 
Table1. Recipe for synthesis of latex in Pickering emulsion. 

Ingredients Quantity (g) 
Water 187.724 
Styrene 42.441 
CTAB-SiO2 solution 55.113 

 
Results and Discussion 
Applying the models of conventional emulsion polymerization to styrene polymerization in 
emulsions stabilized by SiO2-CTAB aggregates, the reaction rate is given by the eq (1): 

                                    
where x is the conversion, t the time (min), kp is the constant polymerization (L mol-1 min-1), Mp 
the monomer concentration within the particles (mol L-1), n the average number of radicals, NT 
the total number of particles (L-1), V the volume of the reactor (L), MT the moles of monomer 
charged (mol) and Nav the Avogadro number (mol-1). 
The total number of particles can be obtained from a mass balance as shown in eq (2): 

                                              
Where Mm is the molar mass of the monomer (g mol-1), ρp the polymer density (g cm-3) and Dp 
the particle diameter (nm). 
Analyzing eq (1) it is possible to know all the variables except n. If we calculate the derivative of 
the experimental conversion, eq (1) can be rewritten as eq (3) and thus the average radicals 
number ne can be estimated as followed [6]: 

                                             
Figure 1 shows the values and derivative conversion against time obtained for the three different 
concentrations of initiator used. It can be observed that for all experiments, there was a rapid 
conversion of styrene from about 60% due to an auto-acceleration of the reaction. This 
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phenomena, known as gel or Trommsdorff effect [3], was accentuated with the initiator 
concentration. This effect can also be depicted by the presence of a maximum on each derivative 
curve of conversion plotted at the bottom of the figure.  
Figure 2 shows the evolution of the particle size for each reaction. At 1 and 2wt% of APS, the 
particle size remains approximately constant. Nevertheless, in all experiments, the particle size 
decreased as the initiator concentration increased. At 0.5 wt% APS, the particle size grew up 
throughout the reaction, indicating that a constant number of particles was achieved or the 
particles were coalescing. 
Figure 3 shows the evolution of the number of NT particles obtained with Eq. (3) by knowing the 
conversion (Fig. 1) and the particle size (Fig. 2). At 1 and 2wt% APS, the number of particles 
increased, as the reaction was progressing, indicating that the mechanism of nucleation occurred 
throughout the reaction. 
However, at 0.5 wt% APS the number of particles remained constant at ca. 20% of conversion. It 
is noteworthy that there is no coagulation, since NT did not decrease. Therefore, it can be 
emphasized that under these conditions coagulation did not occur. 

                               
Figure 1. Conversion time versus time for a 15wt% styrene emulsions and various concentrations of initiator 
(red: 0.5% APS; blue: 1% APS; brown: 3% APS). The bell-shaped curves show the derivative of conversion. 

                                 
Figure 2. Particle diameter versus the reaction time (red: 0.5% APS; blue: 1% APS; brown: 3% APS) 
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Analyzing figures 2 and 3, it can be mentioned that the nucleation process changed when the 
initiator concentration was above 0.5% APS. This indicates that if small particles of about 150 
nm were to be synthesized therefore, higher concentrations of initiator would be required. 

                                
Figure 3. Particle density versus styrene conversion (red: 0.5% APS; blue: 1% APS; brown: 3% APS) 
 
Finally, applying eq. (3), the average number of radicals estimated (ne) is presented in Figure 4. 
One can see that at low conversions the average numbers of radicals estimated are not reliable, 
since Eq. (3) is undetermined when NT approaches zero. Consequently ne goes to infinity, which 
is physically impossible. 
Analyzing figure 4, it can be observed that the average number of radicals is approximately three 
for all experiments. This number is higher than the one obtained in a classical system 0-1, i.e., in 
which there is zero or one radical within the particles, where the termination is supposed to occur 
instantaneously when another radical enters the particle, leading to n = 0.5. This indicates that 
within the particles, prepared in these experiments, coexists more than one radical per particle. 
Figure 4, also corroborates that the gel effect occurred at ca. 60% conversion in all experiments, 
showing an increase in number of radicals within the particles, getting values between 7 and 14. 

                                
 
Figure 4. Number average radicals estimated (nest) as a function of conversion (red: 0.5% APS; blue: 1% 
APS; brown: 3% APS) 
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It can also be noticed that there is a decrease in the number of radicals within the particles 
between 90 and 95% of conversion. Actually, in order to generate ne, kp was assumed constant, 
and it is likely that the decrease of ne is not related to the radicals but due to the appearance of 
the glass effect, showing that the temperature of the system is getting close to the glass transition 
temperature of the mixture and kp is responsible of this effect. The glass transition temperature 
(Tg) of polystyrene is about 100°C [3]. Therefore, to achieve high conversions, the reaction 
should be operated above this threshold. In this work, all reactions were investigated at 80°C and 
explain the reason why any reaction achieved 100% of conversion. 

 
 

Conclusions 
 By using Pickering emulsion polymerization route it was possible to synthesize with high 
conversion higher than 95%, styrene particles of about 150-250 nm and even smaller when 2 
wt% APS was used. It has been observed that a gel effect occurred at approximately 60 % 
conversion independently of the concentration of initiator. In the experiment containing 1wt% 
APS the nucleation process stopped at about 20% conversion and consequently larger particles 
were obtained. In this study, coagulation did not occur indicating that Pickering emulsions offer 
high stability. The emulsified system used for styrene polymerization does not belong to the 
typical system 0-1 as reported in traditional emulsion polymerization. Nevertheless, it was 
observed a glass effect between 90 and 95% conversion, we attribute to this effect the reason for 
the reactions not reaching 100% of conversion. 
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Abstract 
 

Seeded suspension copolymerization was used to synthesize core-shell beads. A two stage copolymerization technique 
was used. The seed particles for polystyrene or polystyrene-divinylbenzene (Sty-DVB) were synthesized first in an 
aqueous medium using poly(vinyl alcohol) as suspension agent and 2,2-Azobisisobutyronitrile, AIBN, as initiator. 
These beads were swollen in a 4-vinylpyridine-DVB-AIBN and polymerized in aqueous phase to produce 4VP-DVB 
shell. Different conditions to enlarge core size were tested. The aim of this work was the synthesis of resins with a 
improved mechanical resistance to a post-functionalization, which is performed to increase the sorption capability of 
the beads with high selectivity and fast adsorption kinetics to eliminate Cr+6 
 
Introduction 

Ion-exchange resins are suitable for metal-ion complexation because of their hydrophobicity and 
high selectivity.[1,2] They are characterized by a permanent porous structure even when they are 
dried, and they swell less than gel-type resins.[3] The synthesis of a polymer for these 
applications, therefore, requires specific functionalization to improve the sorption capabilities of 
the resin. Synthetic ion exchangers have become widely used in both industry and academia for 
separation operations of inorganic and organic ions. Among the most popular precursor 
copolymers for obtaining ion exchangers with different functionalities and morphologies are 
styrene (St)–divinylbenzene (DVB) copolymers. [4] Functional copolymers, linear and 
crosslinked, bearing primary amine groups are of great interest because of their high reactivity, 
which allows the incorporation of numerous additional moieties.3 It is well known that polymers 
based on vinyl pyridine (VP) can form polymer–metal complexes. [5-7]. However, ion exchangers 
with primary amine groups are difficult to obtain by chemical reactions with St–DVB copolymers 
Ortiz-Palacios et al.[4,8] synthesized macroporous resins with specific surface areas produced by 
suspension polymerization with 4VP and DVB as comonomers and various proportions of 
porogens (e.g., toluene and hexane) In this study, three ion-exchange resins based on 4-
vinylpyridine and divinylbenzene functionalized with N-oxide groups were obtained. The 
chromium ions with HCl was observed to increase after the protonation of the N-oxide groups. 
However, the resins obtained were too sensitive to functionalization and lost their spherical form, 
besides particle size obtained was too small to be used in other applications, such as electro-
deionization columns. In this work core-shell beads were synthetized in order to increase 
mechanical resistance and bead size.  
 
 
Experimental 

 DVB (crosslinking agent; Aldrich), a 55% isomeric mixture, by vacuum distillation.. The 
purification of 4VP included a 5% NaOH washing stage to eliminate the red color and a second 
stage with distilled water. Poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA; Aldrich; 80–87% hydrolyzed) had a 
molecular weight of 8500–12,400 was used as suspension agent and 2,2-Azobisisobutyronitrile 
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(Aldrich) as initiator.  
The ST or ST–DVB copolymer beads were obtained by suspension polymerization. A four-
necked, 0.50-L reaction vessel equipped with a thermostat, a stirrer, a water condenser, and a 
nitrogen inlet was used. The continuous phase (deionized water and a 2 wt % PVA solution) was 
placed in a reactor vessel, under stirring, at 70°C. At this temperature, the organic phase 
(monomers and intiator) was added. The mixture was heated to 80°C. The beads were then 
isolated for filtration. The particles were washed with a methanol– water mixture to eliminate the 
residual monomer and PVA. The mixture was washed several times until turbidity disappeared. 
The material was filtered and dried in a vacuum oven at 50°C for 24 h.  
The core beads were swollen with a mixture of initiator and 4VP-DVB (1/0.1 %mol) dissolved in 
methanol (50 wt%) for several hours and subsequently dispersed in an 2% wt PVA aqueous 
solution and polymerized during 12 hr at 180 rpm. Polymer core-shell beads were washed and 
dried as it was explained before. 
FTIR- ATR spectra were collected on a 1500 Perkin Elmer apparatus with 1 cm-1 resolution and 
30 scans . Thermogravimetric measurements were performed with a PIRYS Perkin Elmer under a 
50 cm3/min nitrogen flow within the range of 30 °C to 800°C. Differential scanning calorimetry 
was carried out under a nitrogen flow (50 cm3/min) by a MDSC2920 Modulated Differential 
Scanning Calorimeter manufactured by TA Instruments (Newcastle, Delaware, USA). Modulated 
DSC scans were carried out at a heating rate of 10 °C/min with amplitude of ± 0.769°C and a 
period of 30 seconds within the range of 15 to 200°C under 50 mL/min of nitrogen. Tg was 
obtained from the second or third scan 
Results and Discussion 
In order to increase core size different condition were tested. It is well known that hydrodynamic 
conditions play an important role in monomer droplets rupture. In this way, monomer volume, 
impeller kind and agitation velocity was varied. Monomer droplet size was analyzed by optical 
microscopy to determine polymerization conditions. Low agitation velocity (150 rpm) and half-
moon impeller form gave the best results. The monomer droplet size obtained range from 0.003-
0.009 mm.[sniqba14] 
Different polymerizations conditions were tested to obtain core size above 0.5 mm (see Table 1). 
PST beads are easily swollen, however, they tend to stick. To overcome this problem a double 
volume of 4VP-DVB mixture must be used. In order to increase structural rigidity DVB was 
added. Two different relations were tested. It was found that when a 10% of DVB is used, the 
size of beads is reduced in contrast to ST homopolymer beads, however, bead size distribution is 
narrower. Besides, yield is diminished and beads time swelling is too slow. It is attributed to a 
fast and excessive chain cross-link that avoids monomer diffusion through beads. If DVB 
contents is decreased better results are obtained. Larger bead size and narrow particle size 
distribution are achieved. Figure 1 shows a photograph for these materials. Also typical resins 
obtained by 4VP-DVB copolymerization are shown. As it can be seen particle size for the resins 
synthetized in this work are larger in all cases. Unfortunately shell thickness could not be 
measured.  
 
Table 1. Formulation employed to synthetize core beads 

Experiment ST  
%wt 

DVB 
%wt 

Average core 
size (mm) 

Swollen 
time (hr) 

ST 100 0 0.40 8 
ST-DVB1 90 10 0.08 182 
ST-DVB2 97 3 0.80 24 
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                        Core                     Core-  Shell 
 

 

 

 
 

  
 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Photographs of suspension polymerized beads a) ST b)ST/DVB (10%) c) ST/DVB 
(3%) d) core-shell resins e) 4VP-DVB resins. 
 
In Figure 2 it is shown the TGA  thermograms  for the resins, after and before shell 
polymerization. Core-shell resins had decomposition temperatures of 10% loss weight (Td10%) 
lightly higher than the core material in all the cases. Notice that for ST core loss weight at high 
temperatures is higher than ST/DVB core. 
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Figure 2. TGA thermograms for polymerized  beads a) ST core and core-shell b) ST/DVB core 
and core-shell  
 
In Figure 3 the DSC thermograms of the resins are shown. The styrene beads had the lower glass 
temperature (Tg), 83°C, and the core-shell resins with a copolymer of 4VP-DVB had a Tg of 121 
°C. In all the cases, the samples exhibited only one Tg. In Table 2 it is summarized the results or 
their thermal properties. 

 

 
Figure 3. DSC thermograms for polymerized beads. 
 
Table 2. Glass temperatura (Tg,), Decomposition temperature at 10 % loss weight (Td10%), 
Temperature of decomposition maximum (Tp) and residual water (% H2O) 

Sample Tg (°C) Td10% (°C) Tp (°C) %H2O 
ST core 100 345 411 2 
ST- DVB core 101 332 398 3 
ST-DVB shell 101 331 394 3 
ST-DVB shell 121 341 402 4 
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Conclusions 
Seeded suspension copolymerization was used succesfully to synthesize core-shell beads with 
large spherical size (up to 1 mm). A two stage copolymerization technique was used. Resins 
obtained by this method are larger than those obtained from direct 4VP-DVB copolymerization. 
ST/DVB core gave narrower particle size distribution. The effect of crosslinker contents for core 
beads is reflected in swelling time employed before shell copolymerization. Thermal properties 
show better resistance and adequate formation of shell structure. The beads reported here are 
potentially useful as Ion-exchange functionalized resins. 
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Abstract 
 

Macroporous resins have been shown to be highly efficient in elimination of toxic metals, such as 
chromium VI, due to their high surface area. This paper presents the synthesis and characterization 
of a macroporous resin of P4VP-DVB (60:40 and 75:25 ratio) by suspension technique using 
toluene and toluene-dodecane as agent porogens and its functionalization with 1,3-propanesultone. 
It was obtained resins ampholytes and their characterization was performed by FTIR, TGA, DSC 
and SEM. It was studied its efficiency to eliminate to the Cr (VI) in solutions of 4-100 ppm, 
showing that sulfobetaine groups are efficient in the elimination of the oxymetal.  
 
Introduction 

 
The pollution of water bodies due to the indiscriminate elimination of heavy metals has been a 
concern for a long time [1].. Heavy metals are inorganic contaminants of greatest physiological 
interest, due to its toxicity to aquatic life, human beings and environment [2]. As an environmental 
threat, heavy metals are becoming environmental contaminants priority (Fu and Wang, 2011). 
Industries which work with heavy metals like chrome, causing a large amount of contaminated 
water from sales both of hexavalent chromium, Cr (VI), as well as trivalent chromium, Cr (III) this 
last is not a toxic pollutant, however, found that the chrome Cr (VI) is highly soluble in water and 
100 times more toxic and harmful than Cr (III).  
Due to the toxicity of the Cr (VI), has been implemented several techniques for the removal of this 
material from industrial waste water such as ion exchange, precipitation with pearls of iron and the 
most widely used in different countries, includes reduction of chromium to the trivalent form and 
its subsequent precipitation with alkalis.  
The use of ion exchange materials are feasible alternatives that allows the separation or 
purification of metal ions and due to they can be regenerated and thus be used again in the process 
[4-6]. The aim this work is developed new ion exchange resins to be used in the elimination of Cr 
(VI) derived of 4-vinyl pyridine (4VP) and divinylbenzene (DVB) using organic solvents as agent 
porogens. 
 
Experimental 
 
Synthesis of resins 
Materials: poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA), 4-vinylpyridine (4VP), divinylbenzene (DVB) (55%), 1,5-
difenilcarbazidaheptane, and toluene were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co, and 
azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) were used as received, except the monomers which were purified 
by vacuum distillation: 4VP (Tb= 35-37 °C) and DVB (Tb= 55-56 °C)  
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General Procedure. The reactor with the deionized water and the porogens were warmed up to 
80 °C with at a stirring speed chosen. 4VP and DVB were added as is presented in Table 1. 20 
mg of AIBN dissolved in toluene was added and stirring speed is adjusted and the reaction was 
carried out at 70 °C for 20 hours. The resins obtained were rinsed with deionized water 
repeatedly until washes were transparent. The resins were dried in a vacuum oven at 60 °C for 3 
days 
 
                       Table 1. Experimental condition for the precursor resins 

Resin 4VP/DVB 
molar ratio 

Poly(vinyl alcohol) 
         (g) 

Porogen Agent 
      (ml) 

Stirring 
speed 

R4 60/40        2.0 80:80  
heptane:toluene 

150 
 

R6 75/25       17.3 80:80  250 
 
Functionalization of resins.. In a round flask, which contained a coolant and a bar magnet, was 
added deionized water and the resin and 1, 3-propanesultone in 1:1 molar ratio. The reaction 
mixture is kept with constant magnetic stirring and temperature of 60° C for 72 h. Later the 
system was cooled to room temperature and it was purified by some washes of acetone that 
allowed removing the excess of 1,3-propanesultone. The sulfobetaine resin (RS) was dried in a 
vacuum oven at 60 °C for 24 h. 
Characterization. FTIR spectra were collected in a Perkin Elmer 1500 unit with 2 cm-1 
resolution and sample was dispersed and measured in dry KBr discs. Thermogravimetric analysis 
was performed with a PYRIS Perkin Elmer with a nitrogen flow of 50 mL/min in the range of 30 
°C to 800 °C. Differential Scanning Calorimetry was carried out in a stream of nitrogen (50 
cm3/min) in a MDSC-2920 manufactured by TA Instruments (Newcastle, Delaware, USA), with 
a heating rate of 10 ° C/min with amplitude of ± 1.06 ° C and a period of 40 seconds in the 
range of 25 to 200 ° C with a flow of 50 mL/min under nitrogen atmosphere. The glass transition 
temperature (Tg), was obtained from the second scan; the samples were previously heated at 
100° C for 120 minutes to remove the residual water in the sample. 

 
Results and Discussion 
 
In Figure 1 is shown the spectra of the precursor and functionalized resins with the sulfobetaine 
groups. The precursor resin displayed at 3050 cm-1 associated a C-H aromatic signal and 1600 
cm-1 and 1500 cm-1 for C=C; two weak bands in 780 cm-1 and at 810 cm-1for δ C-H out of 
plane for mono- and di-substituted. On the other hand, in the case of the functionalized 
additional two strong bands appeared at 1070 cm-1 is for S=O  stretch symmetric and other 
band for S=O at 1345 cm-1 for stretch asymmetric vibration. A strong band at 3490 cm-1 (-OH  
str) showed that the resins are hydroscopic. 
Figure 2A showed the thermograms obtained by TGA for synthesized materials. Precursor 
polymer suffered a loss of 3 ± 1 % of water and about 8 % for functionalized resins. Initial 
decomposition temperature was lower for functionalized resins than precursor resins. The 
precursor resins presented two stages: the first started around 300 °C and ended at 350 and the 
second stage started at 350 °C and ended at 600 °C. Both of them describe the decomposition of 
the aromatic structures. In the case of the sulfonated resins exhibit a second stage that involved 
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the decomposition of the sulfonated pendant groups and started at 220 °C and ended at 300 °C. 
This result is in close agreement with Tsai [7].  
DSC analysis was carried out for all the samples glass temperatures (Tg) was only obtained for 
R4 resin at 156 °C. The other samples did not show any thermal transition in the range studied as 
is seen in Figure 2B.  

 

 
Figure 1. FTIR spectra for precursor resins (R4- R6) and sulfobetaine resins (R4SB - R6SB) 
 

 
A 

 
B 

Figure 2. Thermograms obtained by TGA for precursor resins (R4 and R6) and sulfobetaine  
resins (R4SB resins (R4SB and R6SB) 
 

 
R4 

 
R6 

 
R4SB 

 
R6SB 

                       Figure 3. SEM images for precursor and functionalized resins. 
 
Figure 3 exhibits the SEM images for precursor resins R4(A), R6 (B) which had mainly spherical 
shape with a diameter of 250-300 µm. When the resins were functionalized, the shape of the 
resins was destructed as is shown for R4SB (C) and R6SB (D). 
Evaluation pf Cr (VI). To evaluate the capacity of ion exchange resin experiments were carried 
out in batch, in order to study the ionic exchange of Cr (VI). For this, it was necessary to prepare 

156 °C 
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K2CrO7 solutions at different concentrations. The chromium was determined by the colorimetric 
method of diphenylcarbazide. This method is based on a reaction of oxide reduction where the 
Cr (VI) reacts with 1, 5-diphenylcarbazide in an acid medium to give Cr (III) and 1,5-
diphenylcarbazone which displayed a violet color that is read with the spectrophotometer at 540 
nm. The calibration curve to evaluate the Cr (VI) was obtained according to Mexican standards 
[8] (see Figure 4). In order to know the maximum capacity of polymer adsorption proceeded to 
perform the Langmuir isotherm, according to the plot  vs , where 𝐶 , is the chromium 
adsorbed mass (mg Cr/g resin) and, 𝐶 , is the chromium concentration in the liquid phase (ppm 
Cr). 𝐾, is the equilibrium constant for adsorption and, 𝑏 chromium adsorption maximum 
capacity. 

𝟏
𝑪𝑺
= 𝟏

𝒃𝑲
𝟏
𝑪𝒎
+ 𝟏

𝒃. 
 
The results are presented in Figure 5 and the capacity to absorb Cr(VI) is summarized in Table 2.  
 

 
                                 Figure 4. Calibration curve to evaluate the Cr (VI) 
 

 
A 

 
B 

 
C 

Figure 5. In order to know the maximum capacity of polymer adsorption proceeded to  perform 
the Langmuir, isotherm. A) resin no functionalized, B) and C) functionalized. 
 
              Table 2. Determination of the maximum capacity of resin adsorption 

Resin slope Y 
intercept 

R2 𝑲   
[L/mg Cr(VI)] 

                    𝒃  
[mg Cr(VI)/g resin] 

R4 1.002 0.134 0.982 0.134       7.46 
R4SB 0.095 0.0307 0.987 0.323      32.6 
R6 SB 0.0577 0.1368 0.998 2.37       7.31 

y = 3.22E-04x + 3.28E-03 
R² = 0.999 
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Column method. Additionally, continuous experiments were also performed; feed stream 
consisted in 80 ppm of a K2Cr2O7 solution (pH 6.0) dosed by means of a peristaltic pump with a 
flow rate equal to 1.88 ± 0.07 g min-1. The results in figure 6 show the Cr (VI) adsorption rate of 
the functionalized resin R4SB.The chromium rate of adsorption decreases rapidly during the first 
ten minutes, then becomes almost constant and, it goes asymptotic to zero. The sorption 
capability of the R4SB resin is shown in Figure 7. During the first ten minutes, the sorption 
capability increases steeply with time until saturation for times longer than 120 minutes. 
 

 
Figure 6. Cr(VI) adsorption rate in the 
fixed-bed column for the R4SB resin 
(pH=6.0, at RT). 

 
Figure 7. Adsorption time and adsorbed 
amount Cr (VI) with resin R4SB fixed-bed 
column (pH=6.0, at RT). 

 
Conclusions 
 
Two different precursor resins were obtained from 4-vinylpyridine and DVB with 
toluene/heptane as porogens. They were functionalized with 1,3-propanesultone. The 
morphology of precursor resin had an almost spherical shape but the functionalization destroyed 
it. Using the adsorption isotherm results, they showed that sulfobetaine groups are efficient in the 
elimination of Cr (VI). 
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Abstract 
 

In this work, a route for synthesizing polymeric capsules containing hydrophobic core is presented. The capsules were 
made using in-situ polymerization. With this technique it is possible to obtain capsules with thermally stable shells. 
Different variables were studied as: the pre-polymer addition rate, the shell polymer composition, the core-shell ratio, 
the number of layers forming the capsule wall and the electrolyte used. The capsules morphology was followed by 
optic and electronic microscopy, and their thermal stability was determined by TGA. Finally, some optimized 
prototypes were obtained and their performance in coatings was studied for different applications as anti-corrosion or 
energy saving materials; some examples are given. 
 
Introduction 

 
Microencapsulation is an interesting technology, because it has a wide range of applications in 
architectural, industrial and marine coatings, usually this technology is used as an additive in a 
coating, and it can impart different type of properties such as: thermal isolation, self-healing, anti-
corrosion, anti-fouling, intumescence, insect repellency, controlled release of volatile materials, 
etc., depending on the composition of the core shell microcapsule. In this paper microcapsules that 
can be use in architectural and industrial coatings were made using in situ-polymerization, the 
focus was to obtain capsules with thermally stable shells. From all the different 
microencapsulation techniques tested: simple coacervation, complex coacervation, interfacial 
polymerization and in situ polymerization, it was this last technique the one that gave the best 
results in thermal resistance for the microcapsules shell. 
It is possible to prepare microcapsules via in situ polymerization using as materials for the shell 
resorcinol-formaldehyde, [1] urea-formaldehyde [2] and melamine formaldehyde, [3] the choice of 
the shell materials will depend on the characteristics of the substance to encapsulate (core). It is 
almost impossible to affirm beforehand, which is the best shell for a given core, experimentation is 
required to find the best conditions to optimize a process every time that the core is changed. In 
this paper it will be presented the experimental variables that affect microcapsules thermal 
stability and morphology. Some possible applications for the developed prototypes will be 
mentioned. 
 
Experimental 

 
The microcapsules shell was made using a homemade pre-polymer melamine-formaldehyde, 
prepared with Aldrich melamine (99%) and industrial grade formaldehyde solution (36%). 
Different hydrophobic cores were used, such as fatty alcohols and a blend containing anticorrosion 
materials. To stabilize the emulsion a series of commercial polyelectrolytes (hydrophobic and poly 
acid) and homemade hydrophobic and hydrophilic copolymers were used; in all cases also a 
commercial surfactant NP (EO) was added. The experimental variables explored in the synthesis 
were: the shell polymer composition, pre-polymer addition rate, the core-shell ratio, the number of 
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layers forming the capsule wall and the electrolyte used. Microcapsules morphology was followed 
by optic microscopy (OM) and SEM and their thermal resistance by TGA. 
 
Results and Discussion 
 
Shell polymer composition. 
Melamine can accept from 3 to 6 formaldehyde molecules to form a methylol melamine 
compound under basic conditions. It was observed that when a melamine formaldehyde ratio 1:5 
is used, precipitation of the pre-polymer takes place, and then lower ratios should be used. 
 
Effect of pre-polymer addition rate. 
To have a better control of the capsule wall conformation and the morphology it is necessary to 
control the pre-polymer addition rate, in this work rates from 0.5 to 3 mL/min were tested, in 
Figure 1, the microcapsules obtained with the lowest and highest rates are shown. Higher 
addition rates give as a result microcapsules with a better shell conformation; therefore a better 
thermal resistance, as it is shown in the TGA results in Figure 1. 
 

                      0.5 mL/min                       3 mL/min 

  

                
Figure 1. Different pre-polymer addition rates, morphology and thermal stability. 
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Effect of core shell ratio and number of layers forming the microcapsule wall. 
Another variable that affect the shell formation and its thermal stability is the core-shell ratio and 
the number of layers added to form the microcapsule wall. In Figure 2, microcapsules obtained 
using core-shell ratios of 1:0.5 and 1:0.75, added in one step (1 layer) and in two steps (2 layers), 
respectively, are shown. There is not any advantage in making the process in two steps, even the 
TGA and OM results suggest that a better thermal stability is obtained for the capsules made in a 
one step process. 
 

         1 layer, core-shell ratio 1:0.5         1 layer, core-shell ratio 1:0.75 

  
    2 layers, core-shell ratio 1:(0.25+0.25)    2 layers, core-shell ratio 1:(0.50+0.25) 

  
 

                
Figure 2. Core-shell ratio and number of layers forming the capsule wall. 
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Effect of poly electrolyte type. 
The microcapsules morphology is very sensitive to the type of poly electrolyte used, see Figure 
3, the best result in terms of thermal stability, agglomeration and polidispersity was obtained 
with the hydrophobic copolymer made at CIP, followed by the ones synthesized with the 
commercial hydrophobic copolymer. The microcapsules synthesized with the hydrophilic 
copolymer and the poly acid had very weak walls. 
 

             CIP hydrophobic copolymer    Commercial hydrophobic copolymer 

  
Figure 3. Effect of poly electrolyte on microcapsules morphology and thermal resistance. 

 
The fatty alcohol core microcapsules have been used for energy saving coatings application in 
wallboards, [4] to get an insulator effect of these materials they must be used in high 
concentrations and in a thick coating. It must be mentioned that the release mechanism of the 
core in the microcapsules synthesized is mechanical; this means that it is necessary to apply a 
mechanical stress to break the microcapsules wall. 
 
The results previously shown correspond to the encapsulation of a fatty alcohol; but also a blend 
containing anticorrosion materials was encapsulated using the same in situ polymerization 
process, the results obtained for this last type of microcapsules is shown in Figure 4. These 
microcapsules presented also a good thermal stability, as shown in the TGA profile, Figure 5. 
Prototypes of these microcapsules were added to a solvent and to a water based industrial 
coating, they were very stable in both systems, they did not break during the airless application 
on metal, but their anti-corrosion performance was not very good, because after the coating 
exposure in a salt spray chamber there was no difference detected between the let downs 
containing microcapsules, compared to the standard with no microcapsules inside. 
 

                 
Figure 4. Morphology of microcapsules with anti-corrosion core. 
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Figure 5. Thermal profiles of microcapsules with anti-corrosion core. 

 
Conclusions 
 
It was shown the effect that the pre-polymer addition rate, the shell polymer composition, the 
core-shell ratio, the number of layers forming the capsule wall and the electrolyte used; have on 
the morphology and thermal stability of microcapsules. 
It was shown that in situ polymerization can be used to encapsulate a hydrophobic core, 
preferably using a hydrophobic poly electrolyte. 
It was shown that the process used for preparing these microcapsules could be extended to 
encapsulate other type of hydrophobic materials, but always it will be necessary to play with the 
variables discussed in this paper. 
A brief discussion on two potential applications of these materials was made, one is for saving 
energy applications and the other, that must be still improved, is for anti-corrosion applications. 
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Abstract 
In a first step, cis-1,4-poly(butadiene) (cis-1,4-PB) was synthetized through a ternary catalytic system (neodymium 
versatate/diisobutylaluminum hydride/ethylaluminum sesquicloride) and styrene as solvent. Different molar ratios of 
Al/Nd and Cl/Nd were evaluated to establish the optimal reaction conditions to produce high cis-1,4-PB with an small 
polystyrene content. Cis-1,4 microstructure was higher than 94% for all cases, meanwhile the polystyrene content in the 
rubber was approximately 10%, both percentages were calculated by nuclear magnetic resonance. In a second step, the 
styrene in the resulting solutions (rubber + styrene) was polymerized by the free radical polymerization technique to 
produce high impact polystyrene by the "in situ bulk" polymerization, adding an organic peroxide as initiator and 
pellets of polystyrene in some samples. The obtained results are discussed in terms of morphology and mechanical 
properties.   
 
Introduction 

The reinforcing of thermoplastic materials using a rubber as the toughening agent is one of the most used 
techniques in the industry for improve mechanical properties in frail plastics [1]. An example of these 
materials is the high-impact polystyrene (HIPS), which present a broad field of applications due to its 
combination of high stiffness with a good toughness [2]. HIPS is a heterogeneous material composed for a 
continuous phase of polystyrene (PS) homopolymer and a dispersed rubber phase. According to the literature 
reports, the toughness is related with the particle diameter (Dp) and the morphology of the rubber phase, 
which can be modified by the rubber type employed [3].  
The precursor, commonly used, in the synthesis of HIPS is the poly(butadiene) (PB) or copolymers styrene-
co-butadiene (SBR) [4]. PB can be obtained through the coordination polymerization using Neodymium-
based Ziegler-Natta catalysts [5], resulting in PB with high cis-1,4 units (~98%).  
The catalyst systems are classified in binary and ternary [6], where the latter is conformed by a catalysts type 
carboxylate (NdOCOR), a co-catalysts (AlR3) and a halogenated compound (Al2Et3Cl3). The polymerization 
of 1,3-butadiene using a catalyst based ternary neodymium consists in four stages: i) activation of the 
catalyst system (the catalyst is activated by means of alkylation and halogenation, producing different active 
species); ii) initiation (the active species are coordinated by bidentate mode with the 1,3 butadiene, which via 
a bond change is inserted at coordination complex); iii) propagation and iv) termination [7].  
There are several factors related to the catalyst system that affect the final microstructure of PB, these factors 
are: the Al/Nd and Cl/Nd ratios, time and aging temperature, order of addition and the nature of the solvent 
used [8]. 
In this work it is reported the selective polymerizations of 1,3-butadiene using the neodymium 
versatate/diisobutylaluminum hydride/ethylaluminum sesquicloride as catalyst system and styrene as 
solvent. After that, the resulting products (PB + styrene) were polymerized by a free radical process to 
produce different grades of HIPS. 
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Experimental 
Catalyst system. The synthesis recipes are shown in Table I. All reactants were previously purified and the 
aging process (Nd activation) was prepared at 25°C with continuous stirring. 
Synthesis and characterization of cis-1,4-PB. In a 1L stainless reactor, provided of a duplex turbine 
stirring system, the butadiene monomer and the styrene were added. When the temperature fixed 60°C the 
catalyst system (previously aged) was incorporated and the polymerization was followed for 3.5 hours. The 
PB microstructure was determined by 1H and 13C NMR techniques, the molecular weight distribution 
(MWD) was determined by size exclusion chromatography (SEC), finally, the glass transition temperature 
(Tg) was calculated by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). Two PB samples with a high cis-1,4 
content and different molecular weights were selected to produce the HIPS type materials. 
 

 Table 1. Catalyst systems conditions  
 PB Addition Order Aging time 

(min) 
 Molar ratio 

Al/Nd Cl/Nd 
PB1 DIBAH/ NdV/EASC 9 30 0.625 
PB2 EASC/ NdV/DIBAH 3 30 0.625 
PB3 DIBAH/ NdV/EASC 3 30 0.625 
PB4 EASC/NdV/ IBAH 9 30 0.625 
PB5 DIBAH/NdV/EASC 3 20 0.625 
PB6 EASC/NdV/DIBAH 3 20 0.625 
PB7 DIBAH/NdV/EASC 3 30 0.445 
PB8 EASC/NdV/DIBAH 3 30 0.445 

 
Synthesis and characterization of HIPS. Adding benzoyl peroxide (BPO) to the obtained rubber/styrene 
solution, the styrene monomer was polymerized under free radical polymerization conditions [9]. A small 
amount of polystyrene homopolymer was added in some reactions at the beginning of the heating as 
modifiers of the morphology. Resulting materials were characterized in function of the gel content (GC), 
grafting degree (GD), impact strength (IS), Young´s modulus (E’), melt flow index (MFI) and morphology. 
 
Results 
Synthesis of cis-1,4-PB 
Table 2 shows the characterization results corresponding to the several PB synthesized following the 
different catalyst systems reported.   
 

Table 2. Characterization of PB synthesized from different catalyst system conditions 
Recipe Conversion 

(%) 
Microestructure Molecular Weigth Tg  

(°C) Cis 
(%) 

PS 
(%) 

Mn 
(g/mol) 

Mw 
(g/mol) 

 Đ 

PB1 94 94 9 38,000 166,000 4.3 -103 
PB2 73 94 11 27,000 230,000 8.4 -104 
PB3 88 94 9 40,000 194,000 4.7 -102 
PB4 91 96 10 37,000 150,000 4.2 -104 
PB5 84 96 9 88,000 360,000 4.0 -104 
PB6 81 96 14 86,000 480,000 5.6 -105 
PB7 80 96 9 53,000 240,000 4.5 -103 
PB8 81 96 10 63,000 240,000 3.9 -101 
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The highest content of cis-1,4 units (96%) was calculate by the PB4-PB8. There is an interaction of the 
styrene aromatic ring and the vinyl bond with the coordination site, and this fact provokes a slightly 
decrease in the butadiene conversion and also a small amount of styrene randomly polymerized in the PB 
chains. The polystyrene content in the PB chains was around 9-10% for the DIBAH/NdV3/EASC addition 
order, while for the EASC/NdV3/DIBAH addition order it was calculated around 14%. The order of 
addition EASC/NdV3/DIBAH resulted in the formation of a heterogeneous system with a low catalytic 
activity promoting a decrease in the conversion values (see Figure 1), also observing an increase in the PS 
content. The conversion below 90% for all reactions was attributed to the fact of using styrene as the 
solvent, justified because aromatic solvents compete with the monomer by the coordination reactions 
inhibiting in a certain way the polymerization and decreasing the catalyst activity [10]. 
 

 
Figure 1. Conversion evolution by using different order of addition DIBAH/NdV3/EASC (PB3) and 

EASC/NdV3/DIBAH (PB2) catalyst systems 
 
For the PB synthesized with the molar ratios Al/Nd=30 and Cl/Nd=0.625 (PB1-PB4), a high conversion 
was obtained, due mainly to the high ratios of Al and Cl utilized, which originates an increment of active 
species. Contrarily, the lower molar ratios such as Al/ Nd=20 (PB5 and PB6) and Cl/Nd=0.445 (PB7 and 
PB8) originated a slightly decrement on conversion evaluation (See Figure 2). 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Effect of (a) Al/Nd ratio on the conversion for PB3 and PB5, and (b) Cl/Nd ratio on the 
conversion for PB3 and PB7 

a) b) 
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The molecular weight distributions (MWD) was influenced by the Al/Nd ratio, according to Friebe et al, 
the co-catalysts acts as alkylating agent and at certain concentrations acts as chain transfer agent. At 
highest Al concentrations more alkylated species are produced, increasing the number of polymeric chains 
and decreasing the molecular weight (such in PB1-PB4). Low Al/Nd ratios results in high molecular 
weights. According to Quirk [11], the Cl/Nd ratio affects the nature of the active sites. It has been reported 
the presence of two active sites, from the beginning of the reaction. One site has a short life-time, and its 
growth occurs on the surface of the catalyst particles. The other site has a slower chain propagation of 
“quasi-living” manner. Evidence for the formation of these two active sites is shown in the Figure 3, where 
a bimodal SEC plot can be observed for the PB7, meanwhile PB1 presents a monomodal plot. 
According to the literature reports, the higher stereo-regularity promotes a displacement of the Tg toward 
lower temperatures (~ 105 °C) [12]. The Tg of several PB obtained is influenced by the content of cis-1,4 
units and also by the polystyrene content, it was found at -104 ° C, approximately. 

 
Figure 3. Molecular weight distributions for PB1 and PB7 

 
Synthesis of HIPS 
In all cases, small values in GC and GD were observed, this behavior can be attributed to the poor ability 
of these PB to generate grafts (due to the high content of the cis-1,4 structure) and thus diminishes the 
possibility to be crosslinked. A slight decrease of molecular weights on HIPS synthesized with a 5 wt-% of 
polystyrene at the beginning of the polymerization was observed (HIPS 2 and HIPS 4) and it is justified 
because the utilized polystyrene was of low molecular weight (Mn = 66,000 g/mol), which is considerably 
less than that generated in the PS matrix. 
Figure 4 shows the micrographs of HIPS 1 and HIPS 3 synthesized in absence of initial polystyrene and 
they show core-shell and lamellar type morphologies. The increase in the particle diameter of HIPS 1 in 
relation with HIPS 3 is due to the decrease in the viscosities ratio of the phases (ηSt-PS/ηSt-PB), which 
strongly depends on the molecular weight of the corresponding PB [3]. Thus, if the molecular weight of the 
PB increases the ηSt-PS/ηSt-PB diminishes and the average particle diameter increases. 
The micrographs corresponding to the reinforced HIPS 2 and HIPS 4 (containing 5 % of polystyrene from 
the beginning of the reaction) are shown in Figure 5. Morphologies core-shell and labyrinth type are 
observed. The change in the morphology of these HIPS samples in comparison with those showed in 
Figure 4 was associated to the inclusion of polystyrene from the start of the polymerization, decreasing the 
viscosity ratio and increasing in the particle diameter. 
Respect to the mechanical properties, for all cases it was observed that as the particle size increases the 
impact strength also increased. Moreover, the Young's modulus (E) is greater in cases where polystyrene is 
added initially (HIPS 2 and HIPS4), this fact was attributed to a good dispersion of small particles. The 
MFI was higher for HIPS 2 and HIPS 4, due also to the initial addition of polystyrene. 
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Figure 4. (a) HIPS 1 (PB Mw=138,000 g/mol): GD=69.1; GC=10.5 (%); IS=17 (J/m); E=654.3 (MPa); 
MFI=10.68 (g/10min). (b) HIPS 3 (PB Mw=250,000 g/mol): GD=72.85; GC=11.8 (%;) IS=20 (J/mol); 

E=588.3 (MPa); MFI=6.74 (g/10min). 
 

 
Figure 5. (a) HIPS 2 (PB Mw=138,000 g/mol): GD=64.8; GC=11.4 (%); IS=11 (J/m); E=764.5 (MPa); 
MFI=20.33 (g/10min). (b) HIPS 4 (PB Mw=250,000 g/mol): GD=81.8; GC=12.3 (%;) IS=38 (J/mol); 

E=625.2 (MPa); MFI=21.17 (g/10min). 
Conclusions 
PB with a high content of cis-1,4 units (96%) was successfully synthesized from 1,3-butadiene in the 
presence of styrene as solvent using the ternary catalyst system DIBAH/NdV3/EASC. PB samples with 
different characteristics were obtained by varying the preparation conditions of the catalyst system. It was 
possible to produce HIPS through the "in situ bulk polymerization" method, starting from homogeneous 
HIPS and heterogeneous solutions, using high cis PB of low and high molecular weights with a 
concentration by weight of 7 %, and adding 5% by weight of polystyrene homopolymer in two cases. 
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Abstract 
1,3-butadiene was selectively polymerized in presence of styrene as solvent using a ternary catalyst system constituted 
by: neodymium versatate/diisobutylaluminium hydride/ethylaluminium sesquichloride (NdV/DIBAH/EASC). Different 
molar ratios Al/Nd and Cl/Nd were studied, as well as the styrene concentration, the aging time of the catalyst system 
and the addition order of the reactants. High butadiene conversions were achieved resulting in polybutadienes with a 
high content of the cis-1,4 isomer (> 95%, calculated by NMR). Styrene polymerized in low proportion reaching a 
maximum of 15 %-wt in the obtained rubbers (polybutadiene-co-polystyrene). After that, an appropriate amount of 
acrylonitrile was added to the reaction medium (rubber/styrene) and the polymerization reactions were carried out by an 
in situ bulk free radicals process to produce poly(acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene) (ABS) resins which were properly 
characterized. 
 
Introduction 

Styrenic resins reinforced with rubbers such as the poly(acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene) (ABS) have been 
widely used in several applications due to their excellent mechanical properties, high thermal stability, high 
chemical resistance and good processability [1,2]. The ABS is constituted of an elastomeric phase, generally 
a grafted and cross-linked polybutadiene (PB) dispersed in a poly(styrene-co-acrylonitrile) (SAN) matrix. 
The presence of grafted SAN segments in the PB chains allows a better interaction with the SAN matrix, 
which produces an ABS with high impact properties [3]. In recent years the in situ polymerization of high 
impact styrenic resins by a single stage process (In Situ bulk) has taken great interest [4]. The "In Situ Bulk" 
process consists essentially in the selective polymerization of butadiene (Bt), using styrene (St) as solvent. 
This selective polymerization can be carried out using a Neodymium-based Ziegler-Natta ternary catalyst 
[1], leading to a high-cis-PB/St solution as resulting product. Subsequently, acrylonitrile monomer (AN) can 
be incorporated into the high-cis-PB/St solution and through a free radical polymerization of both monomers 
the ABS is obtained. There are some factors related to the catalyst system that can affect the characteristics 
of the final PB, these parameters are: a) the Al/Nd and Cl/Nd molar ratios, b) the addition order, c) the type 
of solvent, d) the temperature, e) the aging time of the catalyst system, among others [1,5-6]. The PB 
microstructure affects directly to the ABS impact properties. 
In this work it is reported the selective polymerizations of 1,3-butadiene using the neodymium 
versatate/diisobutylaluminum hydride/ethylaluminum sesquicloride as catalyst system and styrene as 
solvent. After that, acrylonitrile was added to the resulting reaction product (PB/St) and the new solution was 
polymerized by a free radical process to produce different grades of ABS type resins. 
 
 
Experimental 
Catalyst System. The synthesis strategies (addition order, aging time and molar ratios) are shown in Table 
1. The reactants used were previously purified and all the catalyst systems were prepared at 25°C with a 
continuous stirring. 
Synthesis and Characterization of cis-1,4-PB. The monomer of St was added into a Parr stainless steel 
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reactor of 1L of capacity provided of an agitator turbine type. Then, the temperature was increased to 50°C 
and the 1,3-butadiene was added, when the temperature reached the 60°C, the catalytic system was 
incorporated and the polymerization was carried out during 3.5 hours. Resulting PB were characterized; 
microstructure was evaluated by 1H and 13C NMR, the molecular weight distribution was determined by 
size exclusion chromatography (SEC) and the glass transition temperature (Tg) was determined by DSC. 

 
 Table 1. Reaction conditions of butadiene polymerizations 

 

Recipe [Al] mol*10-4 [Nd] mol*10-4 [Cl] mol*10-4 [St] g Addition order 
R1 60 2 1.25 272.7 St+Bt+Al+Nd+Cl 
R2 40 2 1.25 272.7 St+Bt+Al+Nd+Cl 
R3 40 2 1.25 181.8 St+Bt+Al+Nd+Cl 
R4 40 2 1.25 181.8 St+Bt+CSA 
R5 40 2 0.95 181.8 St+Bt+Al+Nd+Cl 
R6 40 2 1.25 181.8 St+Al+Nd+Cl+Bt 

     CSA=catalyst system aged 
 
ABS synthesis by the “In Situ Bulk” process. To describe the reaction to produce the ABS type resins 
the St/PB solution R6 (Table 1) was selected. In the solution St/PB the monomer of AN was added in a 
St/AN azeotropic ratio of 3.4/1 and resulting in a new solution of St/AN/PB with St=71.3, AN=20.7 and 
PB=8 wt-%. Some additives were incorporated, such as the free radical initiation system consisted of 
Luperox 256 at 0.022 wt-% and 0.11 wt-% of ter-dodecanediol (TDD) used as chain transfer agent (CTA). 
Additionally, 5 pphr of mineral oil were added. The polymerization of St and AN was carried out at a 
stirring speed of 60 rpm and a temperature of 90 °C. When the conversion fraction reached a 0.25 value (at 
this conversion values the morphology was already established) 0.1 wt-% of tert-butyl perbenzoate (TBPB) 
as radical initiator was added and mixed by 4 min. This reaction mass was transferred to glass tubes to 
continue the polymerization by 15 h at 150 °C. The final ABS was characterized in function of gel content 
(GC), grafting degree (GD), impact strength (IS), Young´s modulus (E’), melt flow index (MFI) and 
morphology. 
 
Results 
Synthesis of cis-1,4-PB. The co-catalyst (Al) and the halide (Cl) concentrations, as well as the order of 
addition and the aging time affect the reaction kinetics, the microstructure and the molecular weight 
distribution.  

Table 2. Results of butadiene polymerizations 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To establish the effect of the Al/Nd ratio R1 (Al/Nd=30) and R2 (Al/Nd=20) were compared. Figure 1 
shows an increase in the conversion at the initial stages of the polymerization, which is expected, however, 
after one hour of reaction, the behavior changes, the polymerization rate for the system with higher amount 
of alkyl aluminum (R1) tends to be lower gradually until the end of the reaction. This behavior indicates 
the presence of active species with lower catalytic activity, which might be formed for about 60 minutes of 

Recipe 
Conversion  

(%)  
cis-1,4 

(%) 
Mn 

(g/mol) 
Mw 

(g/mol)  Đ 
R1 66.38 96.15 38000 217000 5.7 
R2 83.26 95.82 60000 250000 4.1 
R3 88.53 96.45 18000 141000 6.5 
R4 76.82 96.29 116000 357000 3.0 
R5 83.93 96.22 58000 192000 3.3 
R6 92.44 96.40 173000 496000 2.8 
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reaction. The active species are generated throughout the reaction depending on the alkylation degree and 
chlorination reached. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Conversion evolution as a function of polymerization time for R1 and R2 
 
Figure 2a shows the comparison between R3 and R5 with Nd/Cl ratios of 1.6 and 2.1, respectively. In R5 a 
lower monomer conversion is observed, an this is explained due to a reduction in the number of active sites 
as a consequence of a lower Nd/Cl ratio (insufficient chlorination) [7]. Therefore, the higher Nd/Cl ratio 
(R3) provokes a higher conversion. Figure 2b shows the effect of aging the catalyst system (R4), in this 
reaction the catalyst system was aged for 9 minutes at 30 °C and conversion results are compared with 
those of reaction R3. A lower conversion observed in R4 suggests that it was not achieved an effective 
activation due to the formation of several active and non-active species (mono, di, and tri-alkylates) [7]. 
Therefore, the catalytic activity was lower which results in a higher molecular weight (see Table 2) due to a 
greater amount of butadiene molecules available per each active neodymium atom. The microstructure was 
not affected by the aging time. 
 

 
Figure 2. Conversion evolution as a function of polymerization time for a) R3 and R5, b) R3 and R4 

Two different addition orders were studied (see Table 1). The addition order used in R6 
(St+Al+Nd+Cl+Bt), resulted in a PB with the highest conversion (92.44%) and the highest molecular 
weight (Mn=173000 g/mol), besides the cis-1,4 units content remained around 96% and a low 
incorporation of St units is observed. The low incorporation of styrene suggests that the initial active 
species did not interact with the St monomer in absence of Bt coordinated.  

(a) (b) 
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At higher styrene volumes employed the conversion decreased and the molecular weight increased. These 
results are justified by the coordination competence of the active sites between the aromatic hydrocarbon 
and the monomer [8]. According to literature reports this occurs with nucleophilic solvents, the solvent is 
coordinated with the active site presenting a decrease in the catalytic activity [9-10]. Thus, a higher solvent 
amount (St), promotes an increase in the coordination competence. 
 
ABS synthesis by the “In Situ Bulk” process. The values of some properties such as impact resistance 
(IR), tensile strength (RT), Young's modulus (E) and melt flow index (MFI) of the produced ABS are 
shown in Table 3. In this heterogeneous systems, it is well known that an increase in the concentration of 
initiator, [I], promotes a decrease in the reaction time, size of disperse rubber phase as well as a decrease in 
the molecular weight of SAN chains [11], expected results for here presented ABS were obtained (Mw of 
ABS1=136000 and Mw of ABS2=98000 g/mol) in this study. Rubber from experiment R6 was used as 
precursor of both ABS type reins.   

 
Table 3. Morphological and mechanical properties of synthesized ABS 

 
 

 
 
 
 
Furthermore, a drastic increase in the MFI of ABS2 compared with ABS1 was observed, this fact can be 
attributed to a decrease in the Mw or also to the fact that the ABS1 did not properly  reach the 
establishment of the morphology, i.e. the elastomeric phase is the continuous phase (crosslinked) having 
greater difficulty to flow. In this sense, ABS1 and ABS2 were evaluated by DMA (see Figure 3). Both 
materials present a signal in Tan δ, corresponding to the Tg of the cis-1,4-PB at a temperature of -74 °C; 
however, a second relaxation is observed at 36 ºC for ABS1 and 28 ºC for ABS2 and this is associated with 
SAN grafted in the elastomeric phase [12]. The shift of the second relaxation (Tβ) in the ABS2 is due to 
the higher grafting degree (GD) as is observed in Table 3 data. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3. Tan delta versus temperature for ABS1 and ABS2 
 
TEM images corresponding to the morphologies obtained in ABS1 and ABS2 are shown in Figures 4a and 
4b, respectively. It can be observed that for ABS1 the morphology is not defined, i.e. a co-continuous 
phase transition is observed. However, Figure 4b shows a morphology well established with a Dp=3.7 µm 

ABS 
[I] 

(wt-%) 
GD Dp 

(µm) 
Φ IR 

(J/m) 
RT 

(MPa) 
E (MPa) MFI 

(g/10 min) 
1 0.022 320 - - 36 5.7 2081 15 
2 0.066 365 3.7 0.38 23 9.5 1855 45 
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and Φ=0.38. For ABS 1 is observed a type of co-continuous phase, which causes a low MFI value. The 
higher values of impact strength for ABS1 are due to a co-continuous phase of PB. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4. TEM images corresponding to morphologies of: a) ABS1, b) ABS2. 
 
Conclusions 
Several polybutadienes were obtained in the presence of styrene as solvent by modifying the Al/Nd ratio, 
the Cl/Nd ratio, varying the aging time, the ratio of solvent and finally changing the order of addition of the 
components. A lower percentage of styrene in polybutadiene was founded when the addition order of 
components is changed. The use of the catalyst system NdV/DIBAH/EASC resulted in a high cis-PB 
(96%). Using the cis-PB to produce ABS a morphology salami type was obtained; however, the impact 
resistance presented a low value. 
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Abstract 
 

1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate ([BMIM+][BF4
-]) was used as a solvent during the methyl 

methacrylate (MMA) polymerization, at 120 and 130°C, employing two multifunctional cyclic peroxides as initiators, 
the pinacolone diperoxide (PDP) and the diethyl ketone triperoxide (DEKTP), and results were compared with those 
obtained in DMF as a solvent under the same reaction conditions. The polymerization rate was approximately four 
times faster in [BMIM+][BF4

-] than in DMF, and this is supported by the higher decomposition rate constants (kd) 
calculated for both initiators in pure ionic liquid in comparison with the DMF. The average molecular weights were 
nearly three times higher in the presence of the ionic liquid, and this is due to transfer reactions in the presence of 
DMF. 
 
Introduction 
 

Organic solvents are mostly employed in solution polymerizations due to their affinity with 
monomers/polymers, notwithstanding the environmental concerns of this fact. The study of alternative less 
harmful solvents to be used in solution polymerizations has gained attention in the last years, for example 
the use of water, supercritical carbon dioxide or ionic liquids (ILs). Last mentioned solvents have been 
explored in different chemical processes such as organic synthesis, catalysis and in extraction practices [1]. 
In radical polymerization reactions, the presence of ILs as the solvents has been scarcely studied due to 
several factors like their more elevated costs in comparison with typical organic solvents. However, 
reported results evidenced some advantages such as increments in polymerization rates and molecular 
weights where both behaviors are related with the increase in the kp/kt (propagation and termination rate 
constants) ratio due the presence of the ILs as the reaction medium [2]. In this sense, Benton and Brazel 
employed 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate [BMIM+][PF6

-] as a solvent during the MMA 
polymerization initiated with AIBN, and they reported a polymerization rate five times faster and an 
average molecular weight around four times higher in the presence of the ionic liquid than the 
corresponding results in benzene [3]. 
An increase in the kp values has been also reported in radical polymerizations when ILs are used as solvents 
instead of bulk polymerizations. For example, Harrison et al. reported a kp value 2.5 times higher in relation 
with the bulk reaction for the MMA polymerization initiated with AIBN in the presence of [BMIM+][PF6

-] 
[4,5]. Schmidt-Naake et al. studied several ILs during the MMA and GMA polymerizations using AIBN or 
BPO as the initiator and they reported higher kp values (around 4 times higher for MMA and 2 times for 
GMA) when ILs were used in comparison with the corresponding bulk polymerizations. The ILs studied 
were the [BMIM+][PF6

-], [BMIM+][BF4
-], [EMIM+][EtSO4

-] and [EMIM+][HexSO4
-] [6]. In this kind of 

systems, the increase on the overall polymerization rates is explained by the diminution of the propagation 
activation energy (Eap) due to the presence of the ILs. The bulk polymerization requires an Eap = 22.4 kJ 
mol-1, while it decreases to 18.1 kJ mol-1 in the presence of 80% v/v of the [BMIM+][PF6

-] or 
[BMIM+][BF4

-] [7].  
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Cyclic multifunctional initiators have not been reported in solution polymerizations carried out in ionic 
liquids, thus, in this study it is reported the use of the cyclic initiators pinacolone diperoxide (PDP) and 
diethyl ketone triperoxide (DEKTP) during MMA polymerizations using [BMIM+][BF4

-] as a solvent and 
results are compared with those obtained when DMF is used as the reaction medium. 
 
Experimental 
 

[BMIM+][BF4-] was used as received, whereas DMF and MMA were distilled before use. All reactants 
were acquired from Aldrich.  
PDP and DEKTP were synthesized according to methods reported in the literature [8, 9]. PDP synthesis 
involves the reaction between 3,3-dimethyl-2-butanone and hydrogen peroxide (30% v/v) in sulfuric acid 
(70% v/v) at -15 to -20°C. DEKTP was obtained by the reaction between 3-pentanone and hydrogen 
peroxide at the same reaction conditions mentioned for PDP. The purity of the peroxides was confirmed by 
nuclear magnetic resonance analysis.| 
Regarding the polymerization reactions, a stock solution of PDP (or DEKTP) in MMA was prepared 
followed by the addition of [BMIM+][BF4-] or DMF 0.01 M of the initiator in the monomer-solvent (20-80 
% v/v) mixture was the concentration established. The prepared solution was distributed in glass ampoules 
to be thoroughly degassed by three freeze-pump-thaw cycles and then sealed with a flame torch. The 
ampoules were immersed in a thermostatic oil bath stabilized at the selected temperature and they were 
withdrawn after predetermined times. The polymeric products were dissolved in THF, precipitated adding 
drop-wise over methanol, filtered and dried under vacuum at room temperature until constant weight. 
Monomer conversion was determined by gravimetric procedures and the molecular weights were 
determined by size exclusion chromatography in a Hewlett-Packard instrument (HPLC series 1100) 
equipped with a refractive index detector and using poly(methyl methacrylate) standards to build up the 
calibration curve. 
 
Results and Discussion 
Solution polymerization reactions of MMA employing PDP and DEKTP as initiators were carried out in 
[BMIM+][BF4

-] and DMF, at 120 and 130°C. Figure 1 shows the monomer conversion evolution as a 
function of the reaction time for polymerizations carried out in both studied solvents at two different 
temperatures. Figures 1a and 1b correspond to results with PDP and DEKTP, respectively. 
 

  
  

Figure 1. Monomer conversion evolution as a function of reaction time for MMA polymerizations in 
[BMIM+][BF4

-] and DMF, at 120 and 130°C, initiated with a) PDP, and b) DEKTP 
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For both initiators, and independently the temperature employed, the polymerization rate was 
approximately four times higher in [BMIM+][BF4

-] than in DMF. The increase in monomer conversion 
rate in [BMIM+][BF4

-] was attributed, in part, to the high viscosity of the IL relative to DMF. The high 
solution viscosity limited the diffusion rates of large polymer chains within the solution. This inability to 
manoeuvre limited the termination step, increasing the ratio of propagation rate to termination rate. 
On the other hand, when [BMIM+][BF4

-] is used as the solvent, a maximum value of conversion of 75% is 
reached, in 30 min for PDP and 60 min for DEKTP, and then this value remains without changes through 
the polymerization. Moreover, in the case of PDP and using the ionic liquid a conversion close to 75% 
was observed in only 15 minutes meanwhile with DMF it was necessary 60 minutes to reach a similar 
conversion value. 
This maximum conversion value reached with IL was explained by the presence of bimolecular 
termination reactions as a consequence by one hand, of the high viscosity of the reaction medium in the 
presence of the IL and on the other hand, to an increase in the termination reaction as a consequence of a 
high concentration of radicals. This last statement is sustained by the higher decomposition rate constants 
(kd) reported for both initiators in pure ionic liquid in comparison with the DMF [10], shown in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. kd values for PDP and DEKTP, in [BMIM+][BF4

-] and DMF, at 120 and 130°C 
Temperture 

[°C] 
kd,PDP x 104 

[s-1]  
[BMIM+][BF4

-] 

kd,PDP x 104 

[s-1] 
DMF 

kd,DEKTP x 104  

[s-1]  
[BMIM+][BF4

-] 

kd, DEKTP x 104  

[s-1] 
DMF 

120 3.05 0.54 1.66 0.15 
130 8.94 1.44 3.11 0.42 

 
Also, the differences in kd values reported in Table 1 can be explained, taking as an example the case of 
the system DEKTP/DMF, due to a higher solvation of the initial initiator molecular state (at room 
temperature) conducting to its stabilization and requiring a higher energetic barrier in order to generate 
the intermediate bi-radical (transition state). On the contrary, in the case of DEKTP/[BMIM+][BF4

-], the 

transition state is mostly solvated as a consequence of a rapid orientation of the solvent molecules, 
stabilizing the transition state (due to higher interactions initiators-solvent), that causes a reduction in the 
activation enthalpy (ΔH#) and consequently, the products formation is favored. This explanation is 
supported by the reaction coordinate diagram (Figure 2) where a lower activation energy (Ea) value for 
[BMIM+][BF4

-] (22.2 kcal mol-1) can be observed when it is compared with DMF (34.4 kcal mol-1). 
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Figure 2. Scheme of energy as a function of reaction coordinate for DEKTP initiator in a) DMF and b) 

[BMIM+][BF4
-] 
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Figure 3 shows the effect of initiator, solvent and temperature for the corresponding polymerizations on 
the average molecular weight (Mw). The temperature effect on the average molecular weight for both 
solvents (independently of the initiator) shows an expected behavior for a classical radical 
polymerization, where an increase in the reaction temperature yields a reduction of molecular weights.  
 
In turn, the kinetic chain length (Equation [1]) increases, accounting for the higher PMMA molecular 
weight found in reactions using [BMIM+][BF4

-].The kinetic chain length, υ, is proportional to the 
propagation rate constant, kp, and monomer concentration [M], as follows: 
 

  
     

           
 
 

   Eq. [1] 

 
where f is the initiator efficiency, kd is the rate constant for initiator decomposition, kt is the rate constant 
for termination and [I] is the initiator concentration. The kinetic chain length is, in turn, directly related to 
the degree of polymerization (depending upon the mode of termination- in this case predominantly 
disproportionation). For the reactions in [BMIM+][BF4

-] and DMF, [M] and [I] were held constant, hence 
meaning that the difference in kinetic chain length was due to a change in a rate constant, initiator 
efficiency or a decreased radical chain transfer to the solvent. Our results seemed to be consistent with the 
situation of a probable decrease in the initiator efficiency as well as a decrease in transfer reaction. 
 
On the other hand, comparing both initiators in [BMIM+][BF4

-] higher molecular weights (around two 
times higher) were produced with PDP than with DEKTP. This can be justified considering the Ea of 
DEKTP (22.2 kcal mol-1) once the initiator has decomposed, which is lower than that for PDP (28.3 kcal 
mol-1), making it more susceptible the cleavage of the O-O bonds. This situation together with a lower 
value of H#, yields a higher radical concentration, higher Rp (as it was previously demonstrated) and 
lower Mw. 
On the contrary, in the case of DMF as a solvent, higher molecular weights were produced with DEKTP 
than with PDP which can also be justified with the Ea values calculated in this solvent (32.6 kcal mol-1 for 
PDP and 34.4 kcal mol-1 for DEKTP). 
 

 
Figure 3. Molecular weight evolution as a function of reaction time for MMA polymerizations in 

[BMIM+][BF4
-] and DMF, at 120 and 130 °C, initiated with a) PDP, and b) DEKTP 
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Conclusions 
 

The MMA polymerization initiated with PDP and DEKTP using [BMIM+][BF4
-] as a solvent presented a 

polymerization rate around 4 times faster in comparison with the use of DMF, attributed to a considerable 
difference on their decomposition rate constants values calculated in both solvents. 
The temperature, the type of initiator and the solvent used during the polymerization process affect the 
molecular weights of resulting samples. Higher molecular weights were obtained in the presence of IL in 
comparison with DMF attributed to a decrease in initiator efficiency and/or decrease in transfer reactions, 
and with PDP in comparison with DEKTP which was explained in terms of the Ea values. 
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Abstract 
 
Molecular mechanics is a part of molecular modeling, since it involves the use of Newtonian 
mechanics/classical mechanics to describe the physical basis behind the models. Molecular models 
typically describe atoms (nuclei and electrons together) as point loads with an associated mass. The 
interactions between neighboring atoms are described by interactions type harmonic oscillator, 
"springs", which (representing chemical bonds) and forces of van der Waals. In this research the 
models AMBER and MM+ were used in order to calculate the structural properties (DG, QSAR, 
length and angle of bond, FTIR and electrostatic potential) for the absorption of benzophenone and 
a subsequent implementation in the electricity sector. 
 
Introduction 
 
Computational chemistry is a branch of chemistry that uses computer simulation to assist in solving 
chemical problems. It uses methods of theoretical chemistry, incorporated into efficient computer 
programs, to calculate the structures and properties of molecules and solids. While computational 
results normally complement the information obtained by chemical experiments, it can in some 
cases predict hitherto unobserved chemical phenomena. It is widely used in the design of new drugs 
and materials. Examples of such properties are structure (i.e. the expected positions of the 
constituent atoms), absolute and relative (interaction) energies, electronic charge distributions, 
dipoles and higher multipole moments, vibrational frequencies, reactivity or other spectroscopic 
quantities, and cross sections for collision with other particles.  
 
The methods employed cover both static and dynamic situations. In all cases the computer time and 
other resources (such as memory and disk space) increase rapidly with the size of the system being 
studied. That system can be a single molecule, a group of molecules, or a solid. Computational 
chemistry methods range from highly accurate to very approximate; highly accurate methods are 
typically feasible only for small system. In many cases, large molecular systems can be modeled 
successfully while avoiding quantum mechanical calculations entirely. Molecular mechanics 
simulations, for example, use a single classical expression for the energy of a compound, for 
instance the harmonic oscillator. All constants appearing in the equations must be obtained 
beforehand from experimental data or ab initio calculations [1]. 
 
The use of natural fiber for the reinforcement of the composites has received increasing attention 
both by the academic sector and the industry. Natural fibers have many significant advantages over 
synthetic fibers. Currently, many types of natural fibers have been investigated for use in plastics 
including flax, hemp, jute straw, wood, rice husk, wheat, barley, oats, rye, cane (sugar and 
bamboo), grass, reeds, kenaf, ramie, oil palm empty fruit bunch, sisal, coir, water, hyacinth, 
pennywort, kapok, paper mulberry, raphia, banana fiber, pineapple leaf fiber and papyrus [2].  
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Composites can be tailored to have the desired properties by incorporating particulate fillers into a 
polymer matrix to suit different applications. For economic and environmental reasons, there is an 
increasing use of polymer composites filled with lignocellulosic materials such as wood flour, rice 
husk, wheat husk, jute, and sisal [3]. Wheat gluten is a complex protein that has been investigated 
for its potential use in food and non-food applications such as food coatings, paints, adhesives, 
paper coatings, and cardboard or other biopackaging materials. Among these, plastic films are of 
especial interest because they are so widely used. Because wheat gluten is a low-cost, renewable, 
and biodegradable resource, using it to make films offers an environmentally friendly alternative to 
petroleum-based products. However, wheat-gluten-based materials are also quite brittle and suffer 
from high water sensitivity [4-5]. 
 
Experimental 
 
The optimizing process of structures used in this work was started using the AM1 method, because 
it generates a lower-energy structure even when the initial structure is far away from the minimum 
structure. The Polak-Ribiere algorithm was used for mapping the energy barriers of the 
conformational transitions. For each structure, were made 5715 iterations, a level convergence of 
0.001kcal/mol/Å and a line search of 0.1 were carried out. The infrared spectrum is commonly 
obtained by passing infrared electromagnetic radiation through a sample that possesses a permanent 
or induced dipole moment and determining what fraction of the incident radiation is absorbed at a 
particular energy. After obtaining a free energy of Gibbs or optimization geometry using AM1 
methods, we can plot two-dimensional contour diagrams of the electrostatic potential surrounding a 
molecule, the total electronic density, the spin density, one or more molecular orbitals, and the 
electron densities of individual orbitals. HyperChem software displays the electrostatic potential as 
a contour plot when you select the appropriate option in the Contour Plot dialog box. Choose the 
values for the starting contour and the contour increment so that you can observe the minimum 
(typically about –0.5 for polar organic molecules) and so that the zero potential line appears [6]. 
 
Results and Discussion  
 
Table 1 shows the DG and log P results, in where in all cases the DG was negative value, indicated 
the spontaneous nature of the adsorption process of benzophenone. Other property was calculated, 
log P- in both cases determined that the materials tend to be more negative which found that tend to 
absorb water (polar solvents) because of its hydrophilic character characteristic of cellulose [7-8]. 

 
Table 1 Properties calculated for wheat husk/PE/benzophenone using mechanics molecular. 

Propertie AMBER AMBER MM+ MM+ 
DG (kcal/mol) -24.89 -93.8 -23.17 -89.6 
Log P -19.09 -17.0 -19.09 -17.0 

 
FTIR results with AMBER method can be observed in table 2, where the characteristic peaks 
appear at, 4140 cm-1 was assigned at NH2 (wheat husk), at 2398 cm-1 attributed at C-O-H (wheat 
husk) and finally was observed at 870 cm-1 the bonds: NH, CH and CO in the composite. Table 3 
shows the MM+ results, in where can be appreciated the exits of changes in the wave numbers 
by means at type of method using in the simulation. 
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The electrostatic potential of rice husk (figure 1a and 2a) with benzophenone (figure 1b and 2a) 
using AMBER and MM+ methods show that the negative regions (red) are mainly localized on the 
C=O bond. Also, a negative electrostatic potential region is observed around the OH groups 
(oxygen atom). Finally, the neutral potential was observed in the different rings of composite.  
 

 
Figure 1 Electrostatic potential of rice husk and rice husk/PE/benzophenone using AMBER and 

MM+ method, respectively. 
 
Conclusions  
 
The composites are often associated with agglomeration as a result of insufficient dispersion, 
caused by the tendency of fillers to also form hydrogen bonds with each other during processing. 
Moreover, the polar hydroxyl groups on the surface of the lignocellulosic materials have difficulty 
in forming a well-bonded interface with a nonpolar matrix, as the hydrogen bonds tend to prevent 
the wetting of the filler surfaces. 
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Abstract 
 
 In this research, rice husk was analyzed. The analysis techniques used were, FTIR to study this 
effect and an option to justify the obtained results is using theoretical calculations by means of the 
computational chemistry tools. Using QSAR properties, we can obtain an estimate of the activity of 
a chemical from its molecular structure only. The molecular electrostatic potential (MESP) was 
calculated using AMBER and MM+ models. These methods give information about the proper 
region by which compounds have intermolecular interactions between their units. 
 
Introduction  
 
In recent years concern for environmental protection has increased, leading man in the search for 
solutions through manufacture of materials that are not harmful to it, as in the case of composite 
materials, which can be made from polymers, whose usage has increased due to the advantages of 
its properties. One of these is the polyethylene, belongs to the family of thermoplastics, has the 
characteristic of heat from its solid state to the viscous liquid, once cooled goes back to a solid state, 
without it being degraded, which is due to their linear macromolecules (branching) is not chained 
transversely when its temperature is raised [1].  
 
Moreover, the benzophenone is an aromatic ketone. Its properties are located within an important 
class of organic UV filters and are widely used in sunscreen products because presents the ability to 
absorb radiation in the UV and UVB ranges, and dissipates it as heat. It can be used in the 
manufacture of insecticides, agricultural chemicals, drugs, and other antihistamines. According to 
studies conducted, it was found that benzophenone influences the photodegradation of 
polyethylene, constituting the consumption of free radicals by Norrish I reaction, leading to the 
formation of double bonds, which promotes the formation of double bonds in the material [2-3].  
 
Organic fibers can be used as reinforcing materials, example of it is rice husk, it has a percentage of 
organic matter ranging from 75 to 90%, among which include cellulose, lignin, between others. 
Likewise, it is formed of silica, alkali and trace elements. The contents of each component vary 
with the type of rice, soil chemistry and the geographical location. By combining polyethylene and 
rice husk is possible to create materials that offer greater flexibility and increased strength and 
hardness [4]. Electrostatics plays an integral part in the study of structure and function of proteins at 
physiological conditions. Theoretical considerations of the electrostatics in proteins are usually 
based on solutions to the Poisson-Boltzmann (PB). 
 
All these theoretical descriptions will involve a certain type of charge assignment to the atoms of 
the protein. Since the result of the PB calculation will inevitably depend on the particular choice 
made for the charges, it might be of interest to study the influence and variation resulting from 
different charge assignments.  
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Of particular interest will be the comparison between a set of classic charges, ie from force fields 
commonly employed in the simulation of biomolecules, and charges derived from ab-inito 
calculations performed at a certain level of Quantum Mechanical (QM) theory [5]. 
 
Experimental 
 
The optimizing process of structures used in this work was started using the AM1 method, because 
it generates a lower-energy structure even when the initial structure is far away from the minimum 
structure. The Polak-Ribiere algorithm was used for mapping the energy barriers of the 
conformational transitions. For each structure, 5715 iterations, a level convergence of 
0.001kcal/mol/Å and a line search of 0.1 were carried out. The infrared spectrum is commonly 
obtained by passing infrared electromagnetic radiation through a sample that possesses a permanent 
or induced dipole moment and determining what fraction of the incident radiation is absorbed at a 
particular energy.  
 
The energy of each peak in an absorption spectrum corresponds to the frequency of the vibration of 
a molecule part, thus allowing qualitative identification of certain bond types in the sample. After 
obtaining a free energy of Gibbs or optimization geometry using AM1 methods, we can plot two-
dimensional contour diagrams of the electrostatic potential surrounding a molecule, the total 
electronic density, the spin density, one or more molecular orbitals, and the electron densities of 
individual orbitals. HyperChem software displays the electrostatic potential as a contour plot when 
you select the appropriate option in the Contour Plot dialog box. Choose the values for the starting 
contour and the contour increment so that you can observe the minimum (typically about –0.5 for 
polar organic molecules) and so that the zero potential line appears [6]. 
 
Results and Discussion  
 
Negative values of ΔG indicated the spontaneous nature of the adsorption process of 
benzoph1enone (see table 1). Negative values of ΔG indicated the spontaneous nature of the 
adsorption process of benzophenone [7]. One can see that the properties change with the addition of 
benzophenone, for example the Log P values in both cases determined that the materials tend to be 
more negative which found that tend to absorb water (polar solvents) because of its hydrophilic 
character characteristic of cellulose [7-8]. 

 
Table 1 Properties of Rice husk using AMBER method 

Property 
    

Rice husk Rice 
husk/benzophenone 

Rice husk Rice 
husk/benzophenone 

DG (kcal/mol) -243.67 -658 -315.56 -712 
Log P -22.24 -16.39 -22.24 -16.39 

 
The FTIR bands of rice husk/benzophenone where the characteristic peaks associated with 
absorption process are calculated, in where the shifts in the peaks of rice husk attributed to the 
absorption of benzophenone, so the existence of one or more aromatic rings in a structure is 
normally readily determined from the CH and C=C–C ring related vibrations. The characteristic 
infrared absorption frequencies of carbonyl group in cyclic ketones are normally strong in intensity 
and found in the region 1543–1572 cm−1. The interaction of carbonyl group with other groups 
present in the system did not produce such a drastic and characteristic change in the frequency of 
C=O stretch as did by interaction of NH stretch.  
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The carbon–oxygen double bond is formed by pπ–pπ between carbon and oxygen. Because of the 
different electronegativities of carbon and oxygen atoms, the bonding electrons are not equally 
distributed between the two atoms. The position of the C=O stretching vibration is very sensitive to 
various factors such as the physical state, electronic effects by substituents, ring strains. Normally 
carbonyl group vibrations occur in the region 1728 and 1618 cm−1 respectively. The electrostatic 
potential of rice husk (figure 1a and 2a) with benzophenone (figure 1b and 2b) using AMBER and 
MM+ methods show that the negative (red) regions are mainly localized on the C=O bond. Also, a 
negative electrostatic potential region is observed around the OH groups (oxygen atom).  
 

 
Figure 1 Electrostatic potential of rice husk and rice husk/PE/benzophenone using AMBER and 

MM+ method 
 
Conclusions  
 
The rice husks on an individual basis and such as benzophenone absorption systems were analyzed 
to determine the applications of lignocellulosic materials. It was determined that the negative value 
of the ΔG verifies that the absorption process is carried out in a way spontaneous.  
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Abstract 
In this DFT study we will calculate optimization geometry to figure out both equilibriums distance and energy of the 
interaction among the groups      as part of the polymeric chitosan molecule (adsorbent) and the ˉ    as part of an 
azoic red 2 colorant molecule (adsorbate), when they are in acid conditions. Then we infer either physisorption or 
chemisorption among these molecules using also the Gauss law of electrostatics. In addition, the reaction path of the 
ground state system is obtained, where we recognize the distance on which the adsorbent strength begins influence 
over the adsorbate 
 
Introduction 

The colorants, especially synthetic origin that are present in wastewater, are responsible for many 
harmful effects to the environment, flora and aquatic fauna. Among the most important effects are 
the reduction of dissolved oxygen, eutrophication, the formation of recalcitrant and toxic 
compounds to cells and obstructing the passage of light to the water bodies and aesthetic 
impairment [1,2]. Red 2 is an azo colorant that may cause intolerance in people who are affected 
by salicylates. Moreover, it is a histamine liberator, and may intensify symptoms of asthma. It is 
also involved in cases of hyperactivity in children when used in combination with benzoates. 
Many countries like the United States have limited their use [3] because it creates problems 
requiring medical treatment. When azo-type colorants also called Reagent, are dumped into the 
water bodies produce amines as consequence of the rupture of azo bond, which cause many effects 
in some human organs such as the brain , liver, kidney , central nervous and reproductive systems 
[4,5]. Figure 1 shows the chemical structure of red 2 or amaranth red E-123 (trisodium 2-hydroxy-
1-(4-sulfonato-1-naphthylazo)naphthalene-3-6-disulfonate, molecular weight 604.5 g/mol, and 
formula                  [1]. 

                                                         
 
Figure 1 Chemical structure of Red 2 or amaranth red. 
 
Effluent discharges of colorant have triggered a great concern for human health and marine life 
[6]. By this reason, it has been tremendous growth in both the set-up of equipment, corrective 
facilities, and the development of alternative technologies that respect the environment. Many of 
these technologies are based on the retention of a contaminant in a solid medium that makes it 
easy to handle and / or the possible recovery of the material, such as adsorption [7] . 
Chitosan can be obtained from the partial deacetylation of chitin. At present the chitosan product 
applications lies primarily in: nutraceuticals, food protectors generally, formulations for cosmetics, 
medical applications, agricultural uses, feed, flocculation, textiles, pulp and paper. Additionally, 
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application to water purification has being looked for. 
Chitosan repeating units are observed in Figure 2 a) and b). The two molecules are -(1-4)-2-
acetamide-2-deoxy-D-glucopyranose (Figure 2a) with a molecular weight of 162.17,          
formula, composition: C 44.44%, H 7.46 %, N 8.64, O 39.46%; and -(1-4)-2-amino-2-deoxy-D-
glucopyranose (Figure 2b) with a molecular weight of 205.21,          formula, composition: C 
46.82%, H 7.37%, N 6.83 and O 38.98%. The valence is somewhat free to these molecules, so that 
when joined (Figure 2c) the chitosan molecule stays with a molecular weight of 377.37, the 
formula            composition is: C 47.74%, H 6.68%, N 7.42, O 38.16%. Also the chitosan 
molecule has exceeded valence which allows them to join colorants and metals as an example. 

a)    b)  

c)  
 
Figure 2. Chemical structure of chitosan repeating units. a) -(1-4)-2-acetamide-2-deoxy-D-
glucopyranose b) -(1-4)-2-amino-2-deoxy-D-glucopyranose. c) A molecular unit chitosan 
Our aim is to apply DFT to the interaction between chitosan and Red 2, right in their reaction sites 
   

  y ˉ   respectively to infer the type of existing adsorption. 
 
Methodology 

The DFT method is based on the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems, which allow us to write the total 
energy of the system in terms of the charge density; however, the practical applications of this are 
only possible by means of the Kohn-Sham equations, which map the many-body problem to a 
problem of independent particles, where all the information of the quantum system of interacting 
electrons is included in the term of correlation and exchange. Thus the exchange-correlation 
functional contains all electron quantum interactions. As a first approximation the exchange-
correlation functional approaches making use of a homogeneous electron gas, this is known as the 
local density approximation (LDA). The next level is the generalized gradient approximation 
(GGA), which considers density variations through the derivatives of this amount.  
The calculations in this case are accomplished using DM    computer program proposed by 
Delley [8]. DM    was used to non-periodic structures with a generalized gradient approximation 
(GGA) to calculate the exchange-correlation potential and local potential gradient-corrected 
PW91. In this case, using the DFT method DM    with a set of DND numerical radial basis 
functions to calculate the intermolecular interaction between the reaction sites of chitosan and 
azoic colorants [8,9]. Non-restricted orbital spin were used, such program achieve simulations 
with boundary conditions and pseudopotentials to solve Kohn-Sham equations 
 
Results and Discussion 
A geometry optimization is independently carried out for each molecule, then these molecules 
are aggregated into the same system until an initial approach of 1.912 Å among sulfur and 
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nitrogen, with the geometry observed in Figure 5 corresponding to the Input. Initially, in the 
ˉ    molecule, both the sulfur atom and the three oxygen atoms are in the same plane, the bond 
length of SO is 1.46Å, and OSO angles are 120° ± 0.4°; while the molecule      has a 
pyramidal shape with the three hydrogen atoms in the same plane at an angle of 37.2 ° ± 0.1°, the 
angle HNH is 105.55 ° ± 0.15 °, and the size of NH bond is 1.027Å. 

a) b)  
 
Figure 5. a) Input: Distance 1.912 Å among ˉ    sulfur oxide and      ammonia ions in plane 
and pyramid geometry, respectively. b) Output: After the geometry optimization, growth of one 
OS bond and one NH bond is observed. 
 
The geometry observed in Figure 5 corresponding to Output exhibits repulsion and insertion 
after the geometry optimization, the distance between sulfur and nitrogen increased to 3,093 Å, 
an increment of 62%. Also, an increment of 83% of the SO bond to 2.667Å and 94% of the NH 
bond to 1.989Å. The other two SO bonds in the ˉ    molecule, now in a pyramid shape, have a 
length of 1.48Å, and the sulfur atom making SOO angles of 26.413°, 28.776° and 30.955° with 
the plane in which the three oxygen atoms are located, while the OSO angles are 117.923°, 
100.302° and 91.536°. The molecule      has pyramid shape with three hydrogens in a plane 
making NHH angles of 27.836°, 36.047 ° and 26.863°, while HNH angles are 107.848°, 88.026° 
and 92.444° respectively. The size of the NH bonds are 1.032Å, 1.031Å and 1.989Å. 
A geometry optimization of 29 steps was applied, in which a distance of 0.6816 Å between    
and ˉO ions for an equilibrium energy of -654.471 kcal/mol or -28.33998 eV, and for an 
equilibrium distance of 3.093 Å between nucleus N of      and nucleus S of ˉ    was obtained. 
A natural elongation of the bonds corresponding to the ions of each molecule is seen.    
symmetry is applied. The energy of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) is 6681 eV. 
Orbital number is 50-HOMO and 51-LUMO, with orbital occupation: 25 A (1) alpha and 25 A 
(1) beta, for a total number of electrons 50. 
Assuming a nuclear N-S equilibrium separation R = 3.093Å for        molecule, the      and 
ˉ    ions possess spherically symmetric charge distributions, which up to that point no overlap 
has occurred, even if an elongation of the corresponding bonds to ions of each molecule is 
appreciated, where the spacing among such    and ˉO ions is about 0.6816 Å. This value is 
obtained by measuring the distances of the bonds: ˉO to   ,    to N, and N to ˉO of a triangle 
of sides 0.987Å, 1.989Å and 1.446Å respectively, with ˉO  N angle 43.676 °. We applied law 
of sines to get the closest distance between    and ˉO ions. 
Taking into account the above assumptions, the Gauss law of electrostatics allows evaluation of 
potential binding energy of Coulomb of the ions with unit charge, from the expression: 

   
 

    
 
  

 
. Then,    

     
   

     
 (             )

 
 

           
                    

              Which corresponds to 25.4% deviation of that value calculated with DFT. 
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Slightly varying the starting position of the interacting molecules, the following results are 
obtained: E = 651.640 kcal/mol = -28.25723 eV. The spacing between cores is 3.586Å. The 
geometry optimization was carried out in 21 steps. The separation between the    and ˉO ions is 
0.6726 Å. Then Gauss law of electrostatics provides the potential energy V = -21.41 eV. The 
deviation from the energy calculated by simulation is 24.2%. 
Considering the deviation as the error about 25%, then it is not reliable; however, we note that 
Gauss law is applied only to the    and ˉO ions, while DFT has been applied to molecular      
and ˉ    ions, so it is expected a greater potential energy. For the latter case, a connectivity 
calculation with 0.6 to 1.0 Å tolerance for the size of the bond (strictly to 0985 Å, which is where 
the minimum r> 0 of the potential path shown) the resulting products are:       and S  ; as 
shown in Figure 7a. 

a)  a)   

b)    c)  
 
Figure 7. a) Chitosan-colorant (red 2) reaction products       and S   given a connectivity 
0.6 - 1.0 Å. b) Product   NOHS   given a connectivity 0.6 - 1.51 Å. c) Product   NOHS   
mostly linked of this reaction due to a connectivity between 0.6 to 1.91 Å. 
 
However, since the size of SO bond, originally (before geometry optimization) is 1.46a, when 
making a connectivity calculation with a tolerance of 0.6 to 1.507 Å for the size of the bond, we 
see an oxygen of ˉ    molecular ion is inserted into a bond NH ammonia molecule without 
breaking molecules, therefore one   NOHS  molecule is obtained as shown in Figure 7b. That 
is, the entire colorant molecule is adsorbed to the chitosan molecule without altering the 
distances at which they grew as much a SO 3.093Å bond of the colorant as a NH 1.989 Å bond 
of chitosan molecules after a geometry optimization, evidently the NH bond becomes NO 1.446 
Å and OH 0.987 Å bonds with a NOH angle 108.2°, i.e. no oxygen is inserted between the NH 
bond in order to make a NOH linear molecule. Note that 1.5 Å is still part of the potential well. 
So by making a connectivity calculation with a tolerance of 0.6 to 1.91 Å for the bond size a 
molecule with the greatest number of bonds is obtained, as shown in Figure 7c. Since only after 
optimization an NH bond 1.989 Å was obtained, this is not the actual molecule formed when the 
colorant molecule is added to chitosan. 
The graph of the reaction path corresponds to the potential energy curve shown in Figure 8a. In 
this graph two minima occurred when moving ˉ    along the y-axis from infinity to an NH bond 
in the      molecule corresponding to cross the x-axis from positive values to negative values as 
observed Figure 8b. 
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a)  b)  
 
Figure 8. a) Potential energy curve of the      and ˉ    molecular interaction. b) Y-axis along 
which molecules move. 
 
The minimum in r positive side corresponds to a equilibrium distance    = -0.74Å, equilibrum 
energye   = -650.4 kcal/mol = -28.2eV, and potential binding energy V = 151 kcal / mol. The 
other minimum, on the negative side of r corresponds to    = -0.62Å,    = -594.28 kcal/mol  = -
25.77eV and V=99.05 kcal/mol. The energy tends to infinity for r <-2 Å is evidently due to an 
interaction of one or more other atoms of the molecules, which are oxygen and nitrogen, as their 
nuclei are approaching directly in this orientation (see Figure 8b ). 
 
Conclusions 
Analysis of the reaction sites with DFT shows a double potential well, which are two possible 
adsorption equilibria. In one of them, we observe a connectivity (or insertion) near to the size of 
the bond 1.5Å larger than the original system      + ˉ    to which corresponds colorant 
adsorption in chitosan; that is, the colorant achieve to break ammonia molecule to be inserted 
into an NH bond of the same. We evaluated this directly with DFT and Gauss's law of 
electrostatics, we obtained an error of about 25%. This comparison indicates that this is a 
physisorption. It is known that the Langmuir adsorption isotherms are usually best applied to 
chemisorption, however Bet or Kelvin adsorption isotherms work best for physisorption on 
microporous surfaces. In this paper a preliminary estimate of the pore diameter about 4 Å was 
found. It is preliminary as this is an interaction of one ion with another different ion.  
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Abstract 
 

The rheological study of perforating fluids has been an issue of great interest because of their wide application in the 
petroleum industry such drilling, enhanced oil recovery, well completions, well workover and intervention. 
Characterization and prediction of the behavior of such fluid systems at the extreme conditions used in petroleum 
extraction is of paramount importance to optimize and prepare such systems for each type of well. In this study, a 
perforating fluid based on guar gum and sand was prepared and characterized using rheometric techniques at different 
temperatures. Master curves in oscillation and continuous flow were prepared from rheometric data. Results indicate 
that this complex fluid follows time-superposition principles in a reduced concentration range. 
 
 
Introduction 

 
Hydraulic fracturing is a stimulation treatment performed to restore or enhance the productivity of 
a well, especially on oil and gas wells in low-permeability reservoirs [1]. The treatment goal 
consists on create a highly conductive flow path between the reservoir and the wellbore by causing 
a vertical fracture to open. Perforation fluids are pumped at high pressure and rate into the 
reservoir interval to be treated. Fracturing fluids consists on a fluid base, and a small amount of a 
polymer designed to reduce friction pressure and improve the results of the stimulation. In order to 
keep the fracture opened, a proppant, such as grains of sand of a particular size, is added with the 
treatment fluid when the operation is complete [2].  
Despite of the extensive use of this fracturing fluids, there is slight comprehension of their 
rheological behavior, mainly due to their complex nature and the particularities of the well to 
stimulate. In order to be able to modify their rheological properties for accomplish a better 
function and results of their use, first it is necessary to make a general characterization of their 
response under different flow situations. 
In the present work, a common perforating fluid based on guar gum and sand were prepared and 
characterized in oscillation and flow tests at different temperatures. 
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Experimental 
 
i) Perforating fluid preparation. The fluid base was set of a mixture of water, guar gum and 
reticular solution, and then it was mixted in a concentration of 1lbm sand/gal.  
 
ii) Rheometric characterization. A strain sweep was made to identify the linear viscoelasticity 
interval. As well, a temperature ramp from 25°C to 80°C was performed in order to determine 
the fluid stability through temperature changes. Based on the previous tests result’s, oscillation 
flow curves were obtained at 25°C, 35°C, 45°C and 55°C.  
 
iii) Data manipulate. A master oscillation flow curve was constructed by taking account time 
temperature superposition principles.  

 
Results and Discussion 
 
Figure 1 shows the storage and loss modulus as a temperature function. Storage modulus G’ 
decreases with an increase in temperature and loss modulus G’’ follows the opposite fashion. As 
it was expected, the viscous behavior becomes predominant as the temperature growths. From 
this test, it is concluded that the fluid has a satisfactory stability between 20°C and 80°C.  
 

 
Figure 1. Storage and loss modulus vs temperature. Angular frequency = 5 rad/s and 3% strain. 
 
According to the results on Fig. 1, temperatures selected to carry out oscillation flow curves were 
25°C, 35°C, 45°C and 55°C. From these four curves, the master curve in Fig. 2 was constructed, 
obtaining the fluid viscoelastic behavior in an observation window from 100 to 10000 rad/s. 
It is clear that the system elastic modulus is dominant over the loss modulus. This shows solid 
like behavior. 
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Figure 2. Master curve. Reference curve at 25°C and 3% strain. 
 
 
Conclusions 
 
A based water perforation fluid was characterized by rheometric techniques. Experimental 
rheometric data results at 25°C, 35°C, 45°C and 55°C were used to generate a master curve in 
oscillation flow; which, will be later modeled with a constitutive model for gel like behavior in a 
further work. 
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Abstract 
 

Abstract: Previously synthesized polymeric structures, of the type water-soluble hydrophobically modified 
polyacrylamides with low amounts and N-alkylacrylamides. They have been synthesized using two initiators derived 
from hydrophobic 4'4-azobis (4-cyanopentanoic acid) (ACVA), one of which contains linear chains of 12 and 16 
carbon atoms. The synthesis was carried out via free radical in emulsion polymerization. Of such syntheses are 
polyacrylamides with hydrophobic groups both within the chain and to the ends of the water-soluble chain. Such 
structures have been called as "combined associative polymers", which have been studied and compared with 
multisticker associative polymers (with hydrophobic groups distributed along the chain) which were prepared with 
hexadecyilacrylamide and dodecylacryalmide; and the (with hydrophobic groups on the chain ends) telechelic 
associative polymers prepared with the hydrophobically modified initiators. The viscoelastic properties of these three 
different associative polymers were investigated using steady-state experiments. The effect of the location and 
concentration of the groups in the viscosity of these associative polymers in solution was analyzed. All curves show 
three regimes depending on the concentration of two regimes in the semi-dilute range, the first unentangled, where the 
viscosity increases moderately and second entangled regime where the viscosity varies according to the power law. 
 
Introdu ction 

 
The hydrophobically modified polyacrylamides are widely used for their thickening power in 
aqueous media. Because of their outstanding rheological properties, these polymers have many 
industrial applications such as stabilizers, flocculants and absorbers in tertiary oil recovery, paint 
formulations, cosmetics, food, paper, drag reduction, controllers in drug delivery, biological / 
medical agents and and superabsorbents.[1] Solutions of polyacrylamides tend to behave as 
pseudoplastic fluids in viscometric flows.[2] Unfortunately, conventional water-soluble polymers 
often suffer from a loss of efficiency in many industrial applications, which can involve drastic 
conditions such as: mechanical degradation of high molecular weight polymers under high shear 
rates [3]. Some of these disadvantages can be avoided using water-soluble polymers 
hydrophobically modified, also known as associative polymers.[4]. Associative polymers contain 
segments that have a tendency to associate in selective solvents. The segments may be randomly 
distributed along the chain (multistiker) or in the end (telechelic), Jimenez et al. [5] presented a 
new class of polymer with hydrophobic parts on the chain ends as well as along the 
macromolecular chain, called combined.  
The association of such polymers in solutions has been studied extensively, which come from the 
hydrophobic interactions. These may be adjusted according to desired effects also depend on many 
parameters such as polymer concentration, the type and number of hydrophobic units, the location 
of the hydrophobic parts, molecular weight, temperature, influence of additives, the applied shear 
stress, etc. These associative polymers form clusters in aqueous solution according to the location 
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of the hydrophobic groups. If the polymers contain more than one associating block, these blocks 
may assemble either into the same core forming loops or into different cores forming bridges 
between the multiplets. The simplest case is that of telechelic polymers that contain associating 
blocks situated at the ends of the chains. The multiplets can derive from both intra and 
intermolecular interactions and their respective contribution is a function of the polymer 
concentration. REF 
In this work, we describe a detailed study of the rheological properties in aqueous solutions of 
three different structures of hydrophobically modified polyacrylamides (telechelic, multisticker 
and combined) prepared by emulsion polymerization using two different hydrophobic groups 
linear,  of 12 and 16 carbon atoms. 
  
Experimental 

 
Polymerizations 
Batch inverse emulsion copolymerization were carried out at 80°C, using a thermostated water 
bath, in a 500 ml glass reactor equipped with thermometer and mechanical stirrer. Emulsion 
polymerizations continuous phase (51 wt%) was prepared dissolving in toluene the hydrophobic 
comonomer and surfactant (4.5% wt relative to monomer feed). Dispersed phase, 49 wt%, was 
prepared dissolving AM in water and added to organic phase. Total monomer concentration was 
varied, 1.5 or 4 wt%. Molar monomer relation was maintained as in solution polymerizations. 
Stirrer was adjusted at 600 rpm. After homogenization, once reached temperature reaction, the 
mixture was purged with nitrogen, at least 20 minutes before adding initiator, which had been 
previously dissolved in the continuous phase, 0.002 mol/L of toluene or acetonitrile, and heated to 
the temperature reaction. The reactions was carried out for 1 h. 
The sample code of the copolymers refers to the hydrophilic monomers, hydrophobic monomers 
and the length of the hydrophobic initiator. For example, PAM-co-DAM/12 stands for a 
poly(acrylamide-co-dodecylacrylamide) using a linear initiator hydrophobically modified with a 
12 carbons chain (C12). The characteristics of the samples investigated are given in Table 1. The 
chemical structure of the synthesized polymers is presented in the Fig. 1, are shown structures 
with hydrophobic groups, as modifications of hydrocarbon chains of 12 carbon atoms, for the 
other group of polymer chains 16C. 
                                                            Table 1. Polymer Characteristics 

Type Polymer [H](%mol) Mv (g/mol) 

Homopolymer PAM  500000 

Multistiker PAM-co-DAM 0.80 530000 

 PAM-co-HDAM 0.85 670000 

Telechelic PAM/12  590000 

 PAM/16  ND 

Combined PAM-co-DAM/12 0.85 530000 

 PAM-co-HDAM/16 0.82 ND 
 

 
Results and Discussion 
 
Steady Shear Flow Measurements. Figure 1 shows steady-shear viscosities of homopolymer PAM at 

various concentrations in water as a function of the shear stress. It is apparent that the viscosity 

increases with an increase of homopolymer concentration. All curves exhibit behavior predominantly 

Newtonian.  
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In the Figures 2 and 3 below a some polymer concentration ,the solution behaves as a Newtonian fluid, 

which means the associations of copolymer are mainly intramolecular. This is due to the chain  

contraction resulting from intramolecular associations. However, the flow curves exhibit non-Linear 

rheology behavior above a concentration of 1 wt %. These curves are distinctly separated into two parts, 

a high viscosity zone at low stress and a low viscosity zone at high shear rate. 

 

                                               
                                 Figure 1. Variation of the viscosity as a function the shear rate for various                                                        

Concentrations of PAM 

 

                                                  
 

                               Figure2. Variation of the viscosity as a function the shear rate for various 

                                                              Concentrations of PAM-co-HDAM 

Telechelic polymers do not show the a shear thikening behavior like is reported for this type of 

structure, see figure 3. 

In the case of  combined polymers have a shear thikening behavior very strong even at low 

concentrations, see Figure 4. 
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                              Figure 3. Variation of the viscosity as a function the shear rate for various 

                                                                      Concentrations of PAM/16 

                                              
                      Figure 4. Variation of the viscosity as a function the shear rate for various Concentrations of 

                                                                                     PAM-co-HDAM/16 
 

Conclusions 
 
By this method of synthesis are obtained high molecular weight polymers. The 
incorporation of hydrophobic comonomers is high compared with other synthesis. These 
polymeric materials exhibiting high viscosities according to their molecular weight and 
concentration of hydrophobic groups. Regarding the location of hydrophobic groups 
results are consistent with those reported before. 
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Abstract 

Thermal degradation and thermo-oxidation of ethylene-norbornene copolymers with cyclic structure contents of 30, 38 and 55 
mol %, were studied. The kinetic parameters, thermodegradation order (n), activation energy (Ea), and pre-exponential factor (A) 
were determined using non-isothermal thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and derivative thermogravimetric analysis (DTG). 
Flynn - Wall - Ozawa (FWO), Kissinger-Akahira- Sunose (KAS) and Friedman isoconversional methods were employed. The 
thermodegradation order was calculated using the Kissinger and Friedman methodologies, and was close to 1 for the copolymers 
tested. The Ea increased from 230 kJmol-1 to 260 kJmol-1, when the content of cyclic units was diminished from 55 to 30 mol %. 
DTG curves of the thermal degradation in nitrogen atmosphere shows a one step reaction, in contrast to the behavior of the 
thermo-oxidation. The presence of several peaks in thermo-oxidation evidenced a complex reaction mechanism, where more than 
one reaction or step occurred. 

Key words: cyclic olefin copolymers, degradation kinetics, activation energy (Ea), pre exponential factor (A), reaction order (n). 

1. Introduction  
The cyclic olefin copolymers (COC) are synthesized using ethylene and norbornene monomers. The result is a 
material with cyclic units in the structural chain, which have transparency and low moisture absorption that make it 
interesting for packaging applications, so it is important to know its degradation behavior. Degradation of polymers 
can be characterized through its kinetic parameters and its reaction mechanism. The kinetic parameters are activation 
energy (Ea), pre-exponential factor (A) and reaction order (n). The techniques commonly used to study the kinetic 
parameters of a decomposition reaction are thermogravimetry (TGA) and differential thermogravimetry (DTGA). All 
the methods are based in the general equation for reactions in solid state. 

                                                                          (1) 

Where is the decomposition rate [min-1], k(T) is the rate constant,  is the weight loss fraction and  is a 
decomposition rate function. Using the Arrhenius equation to express k(T). The equation 2 is obtained. Where A is the 
pre-exponential factor [min-1],  is the apparent activation energy [Jmol-1],  is the absolute temperature [K] and  is 
the ideal gas constant [8.314 JK-1mol-1][1, 2]. 

                                                                     (2) 

Separating the variables, rearranging and integrating expression 2, result in equation 3, where  is the integral 
form of , β is the heating rate, and T0 is the temperature at the beginning of the non – isothermal experiment. The 
right side of the equation 3 is a series of infinite gamma functions, which cannot be exactly calculated, so different 
approximations have been used to express it [1, 3]. 

                                                      (3) 

Some of the approximations used in the current research report are described in table 1 
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Table 1. Methods to calculate kinetic degradation parameters using DTG data. 

Method Mathematical expression Considerations 
Flynn – Wall – Ozawa (FWO)             (4) Using Doyle approximation for the 

right side of (3)[4]. 
 

Coats - Redfern                             (5) Asymptotic approximation to the 
equation (3). Require the knowledge 
of the degradation reaction mechanism 
[1]. 
 

Kissinger – Akahira – Sunose 
(KAS) 

                                   (6) Using the Coats – Redfern 
approximation and considering 

[3] 
 

Friedman                                    (7) Using the differential logarithmic 
expression (7)[3, 5]. 
 

Pseudo First Order                             (8) Differential logarithmic  
expression in which Ea is related to the 
weight loss rate[4].  

 

The described tools have been employed to determine degradation kinetic parameters of different polymers in 
nitrogen and oxygen atmospheres. The aim of the present work is to determine the kinetic parameters of the 
decomposition reaction of ethylene – norbornene copolymers, using TGA and DTG in nitrogen atmosphere and to 
contrast qualitatively the degradation behavior observed both in nitrogen atmosphere and in oxygen atmosphere. 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Materials 
Ethylene  Norbornene copolymers were purchased from TOPAS Advanced Polymers GmbH with 55%mol (COC55), 
38%mol (COC38) and 30%mol (COC30) of cyclic units in the main chain and glass transition temperatures of 140 
°C, 80 °C and 65 °C respectively, were employed. 

2.2. Poly cyclic olefins Characterization  
The cyclic structure content of the copolymers was determined by 13C NMR that was carried out on a Jeol 300 MHz 
JNM - ECO 300 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance apparatus, using CDCl3 as solvent. A differential scanning calorimeter 
(DSC) TA Instruments Q200, was employed to determine the glass transition temperature. A heating rate of 10 
°Cmin-1 was used to heat the 9.0 x 10-3 g samples from 0 to 300 °C. 

2.3. Thermogravimetric Analysis 
The TGA and DTG and DTG analysis were performed in a TA Instruments TGA Q500. The 6.0 x 10-3 g samples 
were heated from 30 °C to 600°C at heating rates of β= 5, 7 10 and 15 °Cmin-1 using nitrogen and oxygen as 
atmospheres and flows of 50 mLmin-1 in each case. Tests were performed in duplicate to ensure repeatability. The 
kinetic parameters were calculated using as a base the DTG data and the methods FWO, KAS, Friedman, Coats - 
Redfern and Pseudo first order. In oxygen atmosphere, the DTG curves exhibited more than one peak, because of that 
data deconvolution was made using Origin 8.1 © and Peak fit 4.12 © software. 
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3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Thermal and structure characterization Ethylene – Norbornene Copolymers 
The Tg of copolymers studied are shown in figure 1. As can be seen, Tg increase with the increment of cyclic units 
portion in the copolymer. This could be explained by the rigidity that cyclic units confer to the polymeric chain [6]. 
Shin and co-workers as well as Richie et al.[7], found similar tendency in Tg of ethylene – norbornene copolymers of 
the different compositions. 

 

Figure 1. DSC of the Copolymers Ethylene Norbornene studied. 

Figure 2 presents 13C NMR spectra of the copolymers COC30, COC38 and COC55. Signal between 28 and 32 ppm 
correspond to C5 and C6 and overlap with those of the ethylene units. Signals that appear from 32 to 34 ppm are 
related to C7, while those between 40 and 42 ppm can be associated with C1 and C4. Finally, signals above 45 are 
assigned to C2 and C3 and give us more information about molecular microstructure. Signal between 46 and 47 ppm 
proportion of cyclic units decrease. Also, signals around 48 ppm increase when there are sequences of two or three 
cyclic units joined to ethylene sequences [4, 7, 8]. The ratio between the integrals of C1 and C4 signals and the signals 
related to the ethylene, make it possible to determine that the content of cyclic units in COC30, COC38 and COC55, 
were 29.1%mol, 37.6%mol and 54.8% mol respectively. 

 

Figure 2. 13C MNR of the Copolymers Ethylene Norbornene studied 

3.2. Kinetic Parameters 
The reaction orders obtained from the Kissinger and Friedman methods are presented in Table 2. It can be seen, 
considering the different heating rates, that all the copolymers tested, have n values close to one. As a consequence, 
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the dependent conversion function, g(α), can be taken as –ln(1- α)[1]. The above was considered when analyzing the 
degradation reaction of the polymeric materials studied and to calculate the kinetic parameters Ea and A. 

Table 2.  Reaction orders of the COC30 COC38 y COC55 calculated using the Friedman and Kissinger methods. 

Copolymer β (°C/min) Kissinger Friedman 

COC30 

5 1.09 0.89 
7 1.05 0.99 
10 0.99 0.92 
15 - - 

COC38 

5 1.07 0.95 
7 0.98 0.99 
10 0.94 0.84 
15 1.00 0.95 

COC55 

5 0.98 1.09 
7 0.96 0.96 
10 0.93 0.95 
15 1.01 0.90 

 

Table 3 presents the Ea and A obtained from the processed DTG data through FWO, KAS, Friedman, Coats Redfern 
and Pseudo First Order methods (4 – 8). It can be noticed that the Ea increases with the decreases of norbornene 
content. The explanation of this behavior could be the effect of the tertiary carbons in the polymer structure, which 
are found in greater amount in copolymers with higher concentrations of norbornene. The hydrogens of tertiary 
carbons are more easily abstracted. 

Another issue is related to the obtained values of Ea of the studied copolymers. It was found that by using the 
different methods, values of the same order  of magnitude were achieved, however those obtained  from 
isoconversional methodologies (FWO, KAS and Friedman) are almost half  of those calculated by Coats Redfern and 
Pseudo first order. This phenomenon was observed for the PP and EPDM degradation and was associated with a large 
weight loss with high temperatures and a high degree of chain scission[9].It is important to notice that all correlation 
coefficients are above 0.97 so the mathematical models employed fit the studied behavior and the reported results are 
reliable. 

Table 3. Ea  and  LnA of the decomposition of COC30, COC38 and COC55, calculated by FWO, Friedman, KAS, 
Coats - Redfern (CR) and Pseudo First Order (PFO) methods. For FWO, KAS and Friedman, average values are 
presented and for CR and PFO the heating rate was 5 °Cmin-1 

Method COC30 COC 38 COC 55 
Ea(kJ/mol) LnA (min-1) R2 Ea (kJ/mol) LnA (min-1) R2 Ea (kJ/mol) LnA (min-1) R2 

FWO 260.9 41.0 >0.98 247.6 39.1 >0.98 233.3 36.8 >0.99 
Friedman 257.1 43.1 >0.90 249.1 44.7 >0.97 233.3 41.8 >0.97 
KAS 262.7 41.2 >0.98 249.3 39.4 >0.98 231.6 36.8 >0.99 
CR 490.8 81.2 >0.99 486.7 81.2 >0.99 438.6 73.3 >0.99 
PFO 521.5 84.4 >0.99 490.3 80.1 >0.99 455.8 74.5 >0.99 
 

3.3. Thermoxidation of Cyclic Olefin copolymers  
Figure 3 depicts the weight loss rate versus the temperature during the decomposition of the COC55. In panel a, is 
displayed the behavior of the reaction in nitrogen atmosphere, while in panel b, is observed the degradative behavior 
in oxygen. The single peak curve in Figure 3a for the thermal degradation would correspond with a single step 
reaction while the multi peak curve of Figure 3b, evidenced a very complex degradation process with more than one 
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reaction occurring simultaneously. It can be seen that Peak 3 represents the predominant reaction that probably occurs 
during almost all the process and simultaneously with the rest of reactions taking place. With this premise, 
deconvolution of curve data was performed, the data pairs corresponding to the Peak 3 were used to apply 
isoconversional analysis methods and get Ea of 110 kJmol-1 and LnA of 19 min-1. 

 

(a)                                                                                  (b) 

Figure 3. DTG curves of COC55. (a) Nitrogen atmosphere. (b) Oxygen atmosphere 

Conclusions 
As expected the Tg of the studied copolymers increased with the increment of norbornene in the main chain. 
The reaction order of the degradation for the COC studied resins under nitrogen atmosphere is approximately of first 
order. 
The tested copolymers in nitrogen atmosphere exhibit thermal stability above 400 °C. The thermal stability order is 
COC30>COC38>COC55. It can be concluded that the presence of the tertiary carbons in the structure determine the 
thermal stability. The higher the concentration of this tertiary carbons, the lower the thermal stability. 
The Ea for the thermal degradation of the copolymers tested are higher for those with lower content of norbornene. 
Their values calculated by isoconversional methods are between 230 kJmol-1 and 260 kJmol-1. 
The thermal degradation for the studied COC resins occurs in a single step reaction while the thermal oxidation 
presented a DTG multi peak curves that evidence a complex behavior with more than one reaction occurring 
simultaneously. Peak 3 of these curves represents the predominant reaction with Ea around 110 kJmol-1. 
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Abstract 
 

The thermal decomposition reactions of pinacolone diperoxide (PDP) and diethyl ketone triperoxide (DEKTP), in the 
temperature range of 110-140°C with an initiator concentration of 0.01 M were studied in pure methyl methacrylate 
(MMA). Furthermore, when PDP and/or DEKTP were used as initiators for the bulk polymerization of MMA, high 
molecular weights c.a. 400,000 to 1,200,000 g mol-1 and conversions up to 99% were obtained, in relatively short 
polymerization time c.a. 30-60 min, depending on the initiator and the reaction temperature. Depending on the 
temperature used, the initiators can behave as multi-functional or classic radical initiators. 
 
Introduction 
 

Cyclic organic peroxides have gained great importance over the years due to their unusual reactivity. This 
can be explained by the relatively low energy of the O-O bond, ~45 kcal mol-1, that makes them 
thermodynamically unstable compounds that can easily decompose by the homolytic cleavage of the 
peroxide bond, generating an intermediate bi-radical that in turn, can act as an initiator in the 
polymerization of vinyl monomers. This kind of initiators can give rise to higher polymerization rates and 
generate polymeric chains with higher molecular weights in comparison with the typically used noncyclic 
mono-functional peroxides. 
There are numerous studies in the literature where it is evidenced that the thermal decomposition of this 
kind of peroxides is strongly affected not only by the respective ring substituents but also by the used 
solvent [1,2]. These studies reveled kinetic and thermodynamic data, mainly focused on the thermal 
decomposition, specially of PDP and DEKTP (Figure 1), in solution of different organic solvents [1-7] and 
mixtures of organic solvent-monomer (at a volume ratio of 50/50). Moreover, Barreto et al. reported the 
DEKTP thermal decomposition at 130°C in solutions 0.1 M and 1 M of MMA in ethylbenzene [7]. 
According to all these studies, and for the particular case of DEKTP, it has been demonstrated that it is 
thermally decomposed in solution by the homolytic cleavage of one of the O-O bonds, generating an 
intermediate bi-radical which can be, in later stages of the decomposition process, decomposed by different 
pathways [7]. 

 
Figure 1. Structures of the cyclic peroxides PDP and DEKTP 

 
However, reports related with the thermal decomposition and kinetic behavior of these cyclic multi-
functional peroxides in the presence of a vinyl monomer as the solvent, are very limited. 
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On the other hand, both cyclic peroxides have been used for the bulk styrene (St) and MMA 
polymerizations yielding products at higher polymerization rates with elevated molecular weights [7,8]. 
In this study the decomposition of PDP and DEKTP in MMA is reported and their performances during 
MMA polymerization are evaluated and compared. 
 
Experimental 
 

Initiators Synthesis  
PDP was prepared according to methods previously described in the literature [2]. The synthesis involves 
the reaction between 3,3-dimethyl-2-butanone and hydrogen peroxide (30% v/v) in sulfuric acid (70% v/v) 
at -15 to -20°C. DEKTP was also obtained according to methods reported in the literature [9]. Its synthesis 
involves the reaction between 3-pentanone and hydrogen peroxide (30 v/v) in sulfuric acid (70% v/v) at -15 
to -20°C. The purity of the peroxides was confirmed by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) analysis. 
Thermal decomposition of the initiators (PDP or DEKTP) in MMA 
A stock solution of PDP or DEKTP 0.01 M in MMA was prepared with naphthalene (0.01% w/v) as an 
internal standard. The solution was transferred to pyrex glass ampoules to be thoroughly degassed under 
vacuum at -196°C (with liquid nitrogen) and then sealed with a flame torch. The ampoules were immersed 
in a thermostatic silicone oil bath stabilized at the selected temperature and they were withdrawn after 
predetermined times. The reaction was stopped by cooling the ampules at 0°C. After that, the polymeric 
products were dissolved in THF and precipitated drop-wise over methanol (volume ratio 1:10). The 
polymer was decanted and the supernatant was analyzed by gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-
MS) using the internal standard method.  
The pseudo-first order rate constant values (kd) were calculated from the slope of the line obtained by a 
least mean square analysis of the experimental data by plotting the values of Ln[PDP or DEKTP] 
concentration versus reaction time. The activation parameters were calculated using the Eyring equation 
(Equation 1): 

  (
  

 
)   

  

  
 
  

 
   (

 

   
)       Eq. 1 

 
where ∆H is the activation enthalpy, ∆S is the activation entropy, T is the temperature in K at which each 
constant (kd) was determined, R is the general gas constant (1.9872 cal mol-1 K-1), NA is Avogadro’s number 
(6.023 x 1023 mol-1) and h is the Planck’s constant (1.5835 x 10-34 cal s-1). 
Bulk polymerization of MMA initiated with PDP or DEKTP 
Polymerization experiments were carried out in ampoules following the same degasification and reaction 
procedures previously detailed. The polymeric products were isolated by precipitation and dried under 
vacuum at room temperature until constant weight. Monomer conversion was determined gravimetrically 
and molecular weights were determined by size exclusion chromatography (SEC). 
Analytical techniques 
The PDP and DEKTP quantification in the solutions was carried out by GC-MS analysis in a BPX70 
capillary column (70% cyanopropyl polysilphenylene-siloxane, 30 m, 0.25 mm I.D., 0.25 µm film 
thickness), installed in a Thermo Quest Trace 2000 GC model gas chromatograph with helium as the 
carried gas (1 mL min-1) and injection port at 150°C in splitless mode. The detection was carried out with 
Finnigan Polaris Ion trap MS with transfer line at 210°C and ion source at 200°C.  
The molecular weights of the polymer samples were determined by SEC at 40°C using a Hewlett-Packard 
instrument (HPLC series 1100) equipped with a refractive index detector. A series of three PLGel columns 
with porosities of 103, 105, and 106 Å was used. Calibration was carried out with poly(methyl methacrylate) 
(PMMA) standards and THF (HPLC grade) was used as the eluent at a flow rate of 1 mL min-1. 
The PDP and DEKTP were characterized by 1H and 13C NMR using a JEOL Eclipse-300 MHz 
spectrometer. CDCl3 was used as a solvent and the analysis were performed at room temperature. 
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Results and Discussion 
 
Thermal decomposition of PDP and DEKTP. The kinetic studies of the thermal decomposition of PDP 
and DEKTP in MMA were carried out at 0.01 M, in the temperature range of 110 to 140°C (Table 1). The 
thermal decomposition reaction of PDP at the four different temperatures follows a pseudo firs-order 
kinetic law up to at least 54% of the cyclic diperoxide conversion, meanwhile in the case of DEKTP it 
follows a pseudo-first-order kinetic law up to at least 52% of the triperoxide conversion. 
The temperature effect on the kd values (Table 1) can be represented by the Arrhenius equation in 
which the exhibited errors correspond to the standard deviations obtained through the kinetic 
data treatment with the least mean squares method (Equation 2 and 3 for PDP and DEKTP, 
respectively). 

 n kd ( 27.53 2.68 -(28 550 1066.69 )         Eq. 2 
 n kd (25.13 3.56 )-(26 741 1414.61 )         Eq. 3 

 
Table 1.Values corresponding to the thermal decomposition of PDP and DEKTP in MMA (0.01 M) at 

different temperatures 
T  

(°C) 
kd X 105  

(s-1) 
t1/2 

a  
(min) 

PDP  
conv. (%) 

r b T  
(°C) 

kd X 105  

(s-1) 
t1/2

  

(min) 
DEKTP  

conv. (%) 
r 

110 5.28 218.75 54 0.9949 110 4.50 256.6 55 0.9980 
120 9.98 115.73 59 0.9953 120 9.87 117.0 52 0.9940 
130 30.8 37.50 66 0.9983 130 33.48 34.5 70 0.9924 
140 86.6 15.32 87 0.9972 140 50.64 22.7 72 0.9713 

a Half-life time 
b Linear correlation coefficient of the corresponding kinetics plots 

 
The corresponding activation parameters, ΔH#=27.701.07 kcal mol-1 and ΔS#=-4.452.68 cal mol-1 K-1 
in the case of PDP and, ΔH#=25.961.41 kcal mol-1 and ΔS#=-9.143.55 cal mol-1 K-1 for DEKTP, were 
obtained from the Eyring equation. 
Comparing the reactivity of PDP and DEKTP in MMA, it can be observed that the kd,PDP is higher than 
the kd,DEKTP for all the evaluated temperatures. In order to explain this behavior, the different values of 
energy (i.e. variations in activation energies, activation enthalpies and entropies) were not considered due 
to their similar values (within the experimental error). However, the molecular arrangement of the 
initiators in the space has to be taken into account. 
While both molecules are symmetrical and have a molecular arrangement in the space of the boat-chair 
type (most stable conformation), the conformational degrees of freedom of each molecule vary depending 
on the size of their substituents (see Figure 2). In the case of PDP, a substituted molecule with two tert-
butyl (bulky groups), makes the molecule to restrict its conformational degrees of freedom (there is not 
twisting in the molecule and the possibility of only one conformer, according to studies by Molecular 
Dynamic). Thus, when PDP and MMA interact, it is difficult the rearrangement in the transition state due 
to the restriction in the mobility of PDP, which quickly leads to the scission of the O-O bonds, increasing 
the kd values. 
On the contrary, DEKTP molecule, a hexa-substituted molecule with ethyl groups, has greater 
conformational degrees of freedom (possibility of 350 conformers). Thus when DEKTP and MMA 
interact there is not difficulty to reach the transition state due to the greater degree of rotational and 
translational degree of freedom of DEKTP, whereby the DEKTP molecule is more stable and the scission 
of O-O bonds is less favored, justifying in this way the lowest kd values. 
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Figure 2. Molecular boat-seat type arrangement in the space for PDP and DEKTP 
 
MMA polymerization using PDP or DEKTP as initiators. Bulk polymerizations of MMA in the 
presence of PDP or DEKTP were carried out and the evolution of conversion and molecular weight as a 
function of time (Figures 3a and 3b, respectively) was evaluated. The peroxide concentration was in all 
cases 0.01 M and the temperature range was 110 to 130°C. 
 
                                          a)              b) 

 
Figure 3. MMA bulk polymerization initiated with PDP or DEKTP at 110-130°C, a) conversion 

evolution, and b) molecular weight behavior as a function of reaction time 
 
In both cases, the polymerization rate increases with temperature as expected, as a result of a higher 
radical concentration due to the faster initiators decomposition (Figure 3a). However, in the case of PDP, 
and at higher temperatures c.a. 130°C, the polymerization rate is higher than in the case of DEKTP which 
in principle can be attributed to the higher kd of PDP. On the other hand, and as expected for a radical 
polymerization process, an increase in conversion results in a decrease in the molecular weights of the 
obtained materials (Figure 3b). However, at each evaluated temperature and especially at 120°C for PDP 
and 130°C for DEKTP, it can be observed an increase in molecular weight as polymerization reaction 
proceeds. On the contrary, at temperature of 130°C, in the case of PDP as the initiator, the molecular 
weight remains without changes throughout the polymerization. 
The gradual increase in molecular weight during the polymerization can be justified considering the 
presence of O-O active sites once the initiators decomposed to form the initial intermediate bi-radical. So 
that, the initial growth can occur by addition of monomer molecules to the intermediate bi-radical and 
then the undecomposed O-O bonds within the polymer chains, re-initiate, propagate and terminate 
yielding polymers with high molecular weight. Meanwhile for the case of PDP at 130°C, the behavior is 
similar to that of a classical radical initiator. 
Taking into account the above results, it was postulated a sequential scission mechanism for the O-O 
active sites of PDP during the MMA polymerization at 110-120 °C, meanwhile at 130°C a sequential-
concerted decomposition mechanism could be postulated. In the case of DEKTP a sequential 
decomposition mechanism can be observed at the temperature range of 110-130°C. 
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On the other hand, the polymerization rates (Rp) were determined at low monomer conversions (less than 
15%) for both initiators under the same experimental conditions described above (Table 2) and in 
accordance with the previous results obtained for the respective kd’s, based on the conformational 
possibilities as well as the stability of the transition state, and the possibility of different decomposition 
mechanism with temperature, Rp for PDP evidences a higher increase with temperature and is higher than 
Rp for DEKTP, confirming all the above described. 
 

Table 2. Polymerization rate values (Rp) calculated for MMA polymerizations initiated by PDP or 
DEKTP 

Temperature 
(°C) 

Rp x 10-4 

(mol L-1 s-1) (PDP) 
Rp x 10-4 

(mol L-1 s-1) (DEKTP) 
130 78.886 33.706 
120 25.108 21.613 
110 11.156 11.226 

 
Conclusions 
 

The differences in reactivity of PDP and DEKTP during MMA polymerization were interpreted taking into 
account their molecular arrangements in the space. On the other hand, PDP and DEKTP were effective 
initiators in the bulk polymerization of MMA, where the use of DEKTP as the initiator at 130°C allows 
MMA conversions ca. 99% in shorter periods of time (45 min) and a molecular weight increment behavior 
during the polymerization, due to a sequential decomposition mechanism at this temperature. 
When PDP was used as the initiator, higher conversion values with lower molecular weights were obtained 
in comparison with DEKTP, and at temperatures above 120°C, its behavior is the typical of a classical 
radical initiator. 
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Abstract 

In this review are presented the advances in the research related to the development of novel spiroorthocarbonates and the study 
of their performance to reduce or eliminate the shrinkage produced in the polymerization of epoxy and acrylic monomers 

Key words: shrinkage, spiroorthocarbonate, epoxy polymers, acrylic polymer 

1. Introduction  
 

Shrinkage that occurs during the process of polymerization is often neglected. However, for certain applications that require 
dimensional stability is crucial to eliminate it or reduce it. The change in the bonding distance by passing from Van der Waals 
distance in the monomer (3.4 Å), to covalent distance in the polymer (1.54 Å), originates the shrinkage during the polymerization. 
Depending on the type of process of polymerization, the level of shrinkage could be as high as 50 % as in the case of 
polycondensation reactions, or as low as 3-5 % as in the case of ring-opening polymerizations. There has been reported  several 
approaches to solve this problem, for instance, to use fillers in order to reduce physically the level of shrinkage, however, by 
doing so, a lot of stress is produced in the polymeric matrix, originating microvoids and microcrackings. Other method is to use 
prepolymers. As these species are partially polymerized, the level of shrinkage is reduced. The last approach is to use expanding 
monomers. These compounds polymerize with volume expansion. Spiro orthoesters (SOE) and spiro orthocarbonates (SOC) are 
the more studied expanding monomers. SOCs are double cyclic acetals that polymerize under acidic catalysis but are stable under 
basic conditions. When these compounds polymerize by double ring opening polymerization poly (ether carbonates) are 
produced. 

 

Figure 1. Cationic ring opening polymerization of a SOC 

When added as additives to a formulation of epoxy or acrylic monomers, the flexibility of the produced  poly (ether carbonates), 
reduces the shrinkage stress in the polymeric matrix.  
 
Our research group has been engaged in the development of novel SOCs, as the performance of these monomers exceeds that of 
the SOEs. In this paper we report our advances in this area 
 
2. Experimental 

In these studies were used epoxy monomers like the 3,4-epoxycyclohexylmethyl, 3´, 4´, epoxycyclohexancarboxylate (EP), and 
diglycidil ether of bisphenol A (DGEBA) as well as the oxetane monomer: bis[1-ethyl (3-oxetanyl)]methyl ether (OXT-221). The 
cationic photinitiator (decyloxy phenyl)phenyl iodonium hexafluoro antimonate (DPPI) was used in all cases at 1 mol %. In the 
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case of the dental formulations were used the following dimethacrylate monomers: glycerolate of bisphenol A dimethacrylate 
(Bis-GMA), triethyleneglycol dimethacryalte (TEGDMA) and urethane dimethacrylate (UDMA). As radical photoinitiator was 
used the bis (2,4,6-trimethyl benzoyl) phenyl phosphine oxide  (BAPO) at 1 mol % concentration; DPPI was also used at 1 mol 
%. In all cases the monomers were photopolymerized either with UV light as in the case of epoxy monomers or with visible light 
for the dental formulations. 

 

Figure 2. Chemical structure of all monomers and photonitiators used in this study 

3. Results 

3.1. Functionalized SOCs 

The structures of prepared functionalized spiroorthocarbonates I and II  are shown in Figure 3.  In these compounds our aim was 
to functionalize the spiroorthocarbonates with the same type of functional group of the base monomer, in order to get copolymers 
and in this way to enhance the performance of the SOC. For instance in the case of SOC I, this monomer was prepared through a 
series of reactions to introduce an epoxycyclo aliphatic group to the SOC, while in the case of monomer II, oxetane groups were 
attached to the SOC moiety. There were prepared formulations of EP with varying concentrations of monomer I (0-10 % w/w). It 
was found that at 10 % concentration of I there was an increase in the conversion of epoxy groups (70 %) in comparison with the 
blank sample (55 %) [1]. This effect is due to the flexibilizing effect that impart the poly (ether carbonates) generated in the 
polymerization of I, allowing higher mobility of the reacting cationic species. However, this flexibilizing effect brings as a 
consequence, a lower Tg temperature of the produced polymer in comparison with the blank sample. At the concentration of 10 
% w/w not only was eliminated the shrinkage in the polymer, but volume expansion of 1.16 % in the resulting polymer was 
observed. 

 

Figure 3. Chemical structures of functionalized SOCs 

The presence of monomer II in a photocurable formulation 1:1 with OXT-221, enhanced the rate of photopolymerization of the 
oxetane monomer, achieving higher conversion that in the case of pristine OXT-221. This was due to the delay in the gelation of 
the high Tg of the formed network, by the presence of the poly (ether carbonates) produced in the polymerization of  II. When a 
mixture 1:1 of monomer II and OXT 221 was essayed, it was observed zero shrinkage in the produced polymer [2]. 

3.2. SOCs that polymerize by ring opening and by the activated monomer mechanism 

Other interesting spiroorthocarbonate monomers were prepared by a transesterification reaction of tetraethyl orthocarbonate with 
glycerol [3]. It was obtained a mixture 55:45 of compounds III and IV respectively, which could not be resolved and was used as 
such. In the case of the photopolymerization of EP with increasing concentration of a mixture 55:45 of III and IV as antishrinkage 
additives, it was found that the flexibility of the produced poly (ether carbonates), delayed the gelation of the polyethers generated 
in the cationic polymerization of EP, promoting an increase in the conversion of the epoxy groups, passing from 40 % for the 
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blank sample without SOCs, to 75% when 20 mol % of the SOCs were added to the formulation. The presence of the hydroxyl 
groups in the SOCs resulted in an increase in the photopolymerization rate of EP, due to the involvement of the activated 
monomer mechanism. Additionally, it was observed that the elastic modulus increased due to crosslinking reaction induced by the 
bifunctionality of monomers III and IV. Shrinkage was reduced 88 % in comparison with a control sample. 

 

Figure 4. Chemical structures of hydroxy SOCs 

Monohydroxy SOCs V and VI were also prepared by isolating the intermediate hemi spiroorthocarbonates of the reaction 
between glycerol and tetraethyl orthocarbonate  and reacting them with 1,3-propanediol [4]. In the case of the polymerization of 
EP with increasing concentrations of a mixture of V and VI, it was found that the shrinkage was reduced 40 % in comparison 
with a control sample. Regarding the elastic modulus, it was observed the opposite effect than in the case of formulations with III 
and IV, as it was found a decrease in the modulus as a result of the chain transfer reactions provoked by the presence of only one 
hydroxyl groups. 

3.3. Bulky SOCs 

It was of interest to study the effect of introducing bulky groups to the SOCs. It was prepared a cyclododecane functionalized 
SOC [5]. Though the synthesis of this compound  involved four stages, it was found that by introducing this bulky groups to the 
polyether carbonates formed in the ring opening polymerization of the SOC , not only was eliminated the shrinkage but a level of 
expansion of  5 % was obtained when the SOC VII was added at 8 mol % to the monomer EP. It was found that this concentration 
was the limit of solubility in the base monomer. It was also observed a shift in the Tg passing from 141 °C for the control sample 
without the SOC to 114 °C when VII was added at 8 mol %.  

 

Figure 5. Chemical structure of a bulky SOC 

3.4. Tetrafuntional SOCs 

Once that SOCs V and VI were prepared, they were useful as a building block to prepare multifunctional SOCs. The 
tetrafunctional SOCs  VIII and IX were prepared by reacting SOCs V and VI with carbon tetrabromide in basic medium [6]  . 

 

Figure 6. Chemical structures of tetrafunctional SOCs 

By using this monomers VIII and IX, in the photopolymerization of the EP monomer, in concentration as low as 5 mol %, it was 
observed an expansion level of 0.26 %, that increased to 2.16 % when the concentration of the mixture of VIII and IX was 7 mol 
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%. As the concentration level required of VIII and IX, to eliminate the shrinkage in polymers of EP, was relatively low, the 
viscoelastic properties of the formulated polymer were fairly preserved in comparison with a control sample without SOCs. This 
effect can also be explained by the crosslinking induced by the tetrafunctional SOCs. 

 

3.5. SOCs with photosensibilizing  fluorene groups 

Due to the fact that the cationic photoinitiator DPPI used to polymerize the SOC by ring opening, only undergo photolysis with 
UV light, it was thought that by introducing photosensitizers groups like fluorene, in the SOC, these groups could photosensitize 
the photolysis of DPPI, using visible light. The monomer IX was prepared by a transesterification reaction of 9H-fluorene-9, 9- 
dimethanol with tetraethyl orthocarbonate [7]. When this monomer was added at 10 mol % to a formulation with DGEBA, it was 
observed volume expansion of 0.19 %. Due to the presence of aromatic rings in DGEBA, it was not possible to photopolymerize 
it with visible light, but indeed, it was observed photopolymerization with visible light, changing the monomer to EP, which is an 
epoxycycloaliphatic monomer. In this monomer was also eliminated the shrinkage by using 10 mol % of SOC X. 

 

Figure 7. Chemical structure of fluorene SOC X 

 

3.6. Reducing the shrinkage in dental resins 

One of the main problems in polymeric dental restorative materials is the shrinkage that occurs during the polymerization of the 
dimethacrylate monomer used in this application. Shrinkage results in debonding between the tooth and the dental resin, 
originating microchannels. These bring as a consequence, secondary caries in the already restored tooth. We prepared monomers 
XI, XII with the aim of anchoring the SOC moiety in the acrylic network by the reaction of the allylic groups with the acrylic 
macroradicals [8]. These monomers were added as mixture 45:55 respectively, to a dental formulation with BIS-
GMA:TEGDMA:UDMA 50:30:20  respectively, using DPPI as cationic photoinitiator at 1 mol % and BAPO also at 1 mol %. 
Here both, radical polymerization of the dimethacrylate groups as well as the cationic polymerization of the SOCs proceeded 
simultaneously. 

 

Figure 8. Chemical structures of  SOCs for dental resins 

It was found that by adding increasing concentrations of the mixture XI and XII, the conversion of the dimethacrylate groups was 
enhanced, achieving 65 % conversion when 20 mol % of the mixture of SOCs was added to the dental formulation, in comparison 
with  50 % for the control sample without SOCs. The shrinkage was reduced 52 % when 20 mol % of XI and XII was added to 
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the dental formulation. Additionally, it was found an improvement in the mechanical properties of the obtained polymer due to 
the increase in the crosslink density originated by the ring opening polymerization of the SOCs. 

Another approach to reduce the shrinkage of the acrylic network in the dental resin was to anchor the SOC moiety by means of 
thiol groups. These groups can react with the dimethacrylate monomers by means of the thiol-ene mechanism. Monomer XIII was 
prepared by transesterification reaction of 1-thioglycerol with tetraethyl orthocarbonate [9]. Here, it was also found an augment in 
conversion by adding increasing concentrations of monomer XIII, achieving 60 % conversion of the dimethacrylate groups with 
30 mol % of XIII, against 45 % conversion of the control sample. The mechanical properties of the resulting materials were also 
improved by the further crosslinking attained by the cationic ring opening polymerization of the SOC. Shrinkage was reduced 60 
% by using 30 mol % of XIII in the dental formulation. 

4. Conclusions 

Different types of SOCs were prepared with the aim to reduce or eliminate the shrinkage in the photopolymerization of epoxy and 
dimethacrylate monomers. Several approaches like attaching functional groups to the SOC moieties in order to enhance their 
performance when added to epoxy or oxetane monomers, or to increase the bulkiness, or photosensitivity of this monomers, were 
essayed with excellent results.  Also, were evaluated SOCS functionalyzed  with allylic  or thiol groups in order to attach the SOC 
moiety  to the acrylic network in dental resins, resulting in a decrease of the shrinkage and an improvement in the mechanical 
properties of the resulting materials. 
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 Abstract 
 

 
In this work the adsorption capacity of the degradation product was evaluated polyethylene terephthalate (PET), deposited 
on metal spheres of a diameter of 2-4 mm using the technique of liquid-phase deposition. The oligomer was obtained by 
the degradation of PET with triethylene, the pHpcz determined and was characterized by FTIR and GPC. The coated 
spheres were characterized by SEM and swelling studies. Ion adsorption Pb (II) was analyzed at different experimental 
conditions (metal concentration, pH, time). The Pb2 + ion adsorption reached a plateau at pH 6 at a concentration of Pb 
(II) 700 mg / L.  

 

 
Introduction 

 
 
The availability of good quality drinking water is vital to human life; however, the nature of today's consumer 
society has led to an exorbitant increase of pollutants emitted to the environment, among which you can find 
the heavy metals from a variety of activities such as mining, oil combustion, industrial processes, etc. Which 
are adsorbed on the floor incorporated into rivers and lakes water quality deteriorated.  
One of the techniques used for the removal of these metals in water is adsorption which depends on 
temperature, pH and removal capacity of the adsorbent material. This technique has the advantage of easy 
operation, it is highly effective at very low concentrations of metal and does not generate sludge. In recent 
decades have been used polymers with functional groups capable of interacting with these metal ions present 
in water by ion competition. One material that can be used are low molecular weight polyesters which are 
obtained as partial degradation products of poly ethylene terephthalate (PET), which is a material used 
extensively in the manufacture of packaging and textiles.  
Given the above, this research is intended to use a degradation product of PET to coat the surface of cellular 
materials and assessing the ability of removal to the Pb (II) ion present in water.  

 
 

 

 
Experimental 

 
Degradation: In a 3-necked flask 250 mL 32 g of triethylene glycol and PET, 0.05 stannous chloride and 
zinc stearate was added. Was stirred for 3.5 h at a temperature of 195 ° C. Subsequently washed with water 
at 70 ° C to remove residues of glycols and put on the stove for 24 h at 90 ° C. After drying, the product was 
characterized by infrared (FTIR) and gel permeation chromatography (GPC). Will finally determine the point 
of zero charge to the material. 
 
Coating: First spheres coated previously weighed pickled and degreased. The oligomer is heated around 90 
° C and once the temperature reached was added ethanol at 70 ° C approximately 15 mL to disperse the 
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oligomer, when the solution is dispersed enough spheres were introduced for 5 minutes and then extracted 
to carry them to dry for 24 hours at 90 ° C. 
 
Adsorption tests: Were carried out using a mass of 0.05 g oligomer added to flasks with 100 mL solution of 
Pb(NO3)2 with concentrations (  10 -1000 mg/L).  After, the flask was kept under stirring at 120 rpm, pH 
6 ( I present best pH adsorption capacities) for 2 h.  The temperature was controlled at 25 ° C using a 
thermometer 250 ° C. The product was filtered and taken to analysis by Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy 
and its adsorption capacity calculated from the equation: 

 
Q = Maximum adsorption capacity (mg / g). 
Co = Concentración inicial (mg / L). 
Ce = Cocentración equilibrium (mg / L). 
V = Volume of solution (L). 
M = Masadel adsorbent (g). 
 

 
Results and discussion 
 
In Figure 1 the oligomer was observed FTIR, where bands are shown characteristics of a polyester resin 
(Table 1), with the exception of the band at 3400 cm-1 corresponding to the OH groups it does not appear 
in the spectrum of PET without degrading, this signal increases because the OH groups from the TEG 
become part of the backbone of the oligomer in place of ethylene glycol so that the chain end groups contain 
more especially OH. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 

Table 1. Major Signs of the FTIR 
spectrum of the oligomer. 

Figure 1. FT-IR spectrum of PET oligomer. 
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In the SEM images shown in Figure 2 the outer surface of the uncoated and coated areas were seen, shows 
that the polymer is deposited correctly, could also check the presence of the oligomer on the surface of the 
sphere forming a coating according to the EDS analysis shown in Tables 2 and 3, making possible its foray 
into the area of removal of metals from aqueous solutions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
With regard to GPC analysis oligomer conducted to observe the effect on the molecular mass distribution. 
Figure 3 and Table 4 indicate the results of the molecular mass of the product is 884, indicating that the 
polymer chain degradation starting PET short chains breaking containing 5 repeating units, also you can 
see the poly dispersity equal to 2.26 attributable to the different sizes of chain that are the product of 
degradation. 
 

Figure 2. SEM micrograph of sphere a) uncoated and b) covered. 

Table 2. EDS analysis sphere uncoated a 

b 
Table 3. EDS analysis sphere coated 
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Figure 3. GPC analysis of PET oligomers. 
 
 
Moreover, in Figure 4 the determination pHPZC oligomer was observed, which has a net surface charge in a 
solution at pH 7.0, which leads us to assume that values above pH pHPZC oligomer surface acquires a net 
negative charge and a net positive charge at below pHPZC values. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
From the experimental data obtained in the curve of maximum capacity for Pb 2+ shown in Figure 5, a 
maximum capacity of 309.32 mg / g at an initial concentration of 700 mg / L was obtained. From these data 

  
Tiempo 
(min) 

8.18 

Mn 390 
Mw 884 
Mp 916 
PD 2.26 

Figura 3. Analisis GPC de oligómeros de PET. 

Figure 4. The pHpzc determination to the oligomer solution (initial pH value; final pH value). 

pHpzc 7.0 

Table 4. GPC Parameters. 
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were analyzed by the Langmuir model and Freundlich isotherms. The adsorption isotherm was best 
described by assuming a monolayer adsorption Freundlich where the value increases to reach that 
corresponding to the saturation monolayer formation. 
 

 
 
 
Conclusions 
  
As a result of degradation by glycolysis of PET, low molecular weight oligomers are obtained and as many 
OH terminations according to the infrared spectrum and GPC. Was achieved by coating the metal spheres 
the technique of liquid phase deposition as shown in the images obtained by SEM. According to the model 
Freundlich, the physical adsorption is multilayered and has reached its maximum capacity of 309 mg / g 
for Pb2+. 
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Figure 5. Maximum capacity curve of Pb2+ oligomer, pH 6 contact time of 2 h at 150 rpm. 
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Abstract 
 
This work aims to report a thermoplastic composite based on a matrix of poly-ε-caprolactone (PCL) (Mn 29.5 
kDa), which was enzymatically synthesized using immobilized Candida antarctica lipase B (CALB) in a 
nontoxic compressed fluid media and chitosan (Ch) (degree of acetylation of 6.80% and Mv of 121.2 kDa), 
which was produced by mixing in an extruder. The product is moldable, reusable and biodegradable and it is 
useful to remove heavy metal contaminants as copper in wastewater treatment. The PCL:Ch ratio under study 
in this work  were 1:1 and 5:1. The removal capacities of copper metal of the materials are presented. 
 
 
Introduction 
 
In the last decades of the past century the development, management and application of 
biodegradable materials has been a paradigm. The efforts have been directed toward synthesis of 
biodegradable polymers with certain characteristics to be applied specific areas.1  
 
Among these research areas, those focused to solve environmental problems have had particular 
interest, for instance, the depuration of polluted waters. In this regard, for the past 20 years the 
depuration methods have been based on various techniques such as application of chemical 
flocculants for removal metals, systems using ion exchange with resins and activated carbon 
absorbers.2,3  
 
Ch is a polysaccharide found in the cell wall of some fungi but it is mainly produced by N-
deacetylation of chitin as the second most abundant biopolymer in nature after cellulose. Ch has 
chemical versatility due to changes in its structure which can acquire different properties4. Currently 
one of the applications of chitosan in variety of physical forms including fibers, films, membranes, 
gels nanoparticles and microspheres is in the treatment of polluted water. 5 Its flocculant capacity is 
comparable to traditional chemicals employed for wastewater treatment. Ch has many advantages 
such its high efficiency in the reduction of organic matter, soluble solids (SS) and metal ions6. This 
pollution by metals is mainly associated with water discharges from industrial processes that end in 
the Lerma River. These metals alter aquatic systems which remain trapped and accumulated by 
sedimentation. The latter constitutes a serious problem for biological systems,  for example in 
humans is a cause of gastrointestinal problems and dermatitis. The presence of metals in the 
microorganisms produces inhibition of the metabolic activity3.  The biological process to attain 
chitin from crustacean wastes has been patented and it proved enhanced characteristics of both 
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chitin and derived resulting polymers, among them, increased crystallinities and low 
depolymerization besides of green and non-toxic biotechnology.7  
 
On the other hand, PCL is among biodegradable polymers with exceptional biocompatibility and 
wide commercial use PCL has a degradation time of 2 to 4 years, depending on the molecular 
weight, its degradation in the body to 6-hydroxyl caproic acid is to be converted to acetyl-CoA and 
incorporated into the Krebs cycle. PCL can be combined with other polymers to the desired new 
properties and management, an example is the application as a drug carrier, since we must mention 
that may be degraded by other microorganisms by hydrolytic degradation, but can be modified by 
copolymerization with lactones or glycolic / lactide to modify their degradative capacity8. PCL is a 
semi-crystalline hydrophobic homopolymer, the crystallinity tends to decrease with increasing 
molecular weight. In this regard, enzyme catalyzed synthesis is pointed to produce higher 
crystallinity polymers than conventional organometallic catalyst in addition to free non-toxic 
processes, which is worth to study in the present work. A novel process based on the use of low-
boiling point and green fluorocarbons has been conducted to attain relatively high molecular weight 
semi crystalline PCL by enzymatic means.9 

 
The aim of this work was to prepare and characterize a mixture of thermoplastic matrix of PCL with 
incorporated Ch, which retains its functionality in order to be applied in wastewater treatment for 
the removal of copper. 
 
 
Experimental 
 
Ch was obtained by heterogeneous N-deacetylation of chitin extracted by lactic acid 
fermentation from shrimp wastes7,10. The molecular weight of the Ch was determined by intrinsic 
viscosity using as solvent acetic acid (2%) and sodium acetate (0.2M) with equation Mark 
Houwink-Sakurada.11 
 
PCL was synthesized by enzymatic polymerization of caprolactone at 2.5 MPa and 65 ° C for 24 h. 
Polymer was solubilized in chloroform, filtered and precipitated with methanol9, 12. The molecular 
weight of PCL was determined by gel permeation chromatography (GPC) in HPLC with flow of 10 
ml/min in a Shodex GPC KF-800 column using chloroform as mobile phase at 35 ° C, using 
polystyrenes as standards.9 
 
Ch and PCL were previously dried in an oven at 30 °C to ensure they were free of moisture for 24 
h. The formulations were prepared in order to obtain blends with ratios Ch:PCL of 1 to 1 and 1 to 5. 
Ch were mixed with the PCL and afterwards were extruded in an extruder Model LE-075.13 
 
The adsorption of copper ion was carried out in a continuous system with a hydraulic residence time 
of 2 h for each mixture with a concentration of 70 mg/L and the analysis was carried out by atomic 
absorption using an Atomic Adsorption Spectrometer model SpectrAA 220 FS Varian. 14 
 
Results and Discussion 
 
The PCL was obtained following a reported enzymatic reaction with some changes that was 
subsequently purified and corroborated with FTIR analysis. The molecular weight was determined 
by GPC/SEC) to obtain a Mn (Molecular number) 29.5 kDa upon polystyrene standards (Figure 1).  
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Figure 1. Infrared spectrum of PCL enzymatically synthesized 

 
Chitin obtained by biological method was deacetylated by a termoalkaline reaction for a period of 
3.5 hours, thereafter Ch was attained and assigned by FTIR analysis subsequently 1H NMR studies 
gave a DA% of 6.80% and its Mv (Molecular Viscosity) determined by intrinsic viscosity an Mv 
was 121.2 kDa (Figure 2). 

 
Figure 2. Infrared spectrum of C h 

 
The mixture of PCL and Ch was 5 to 1 and 1 to 1, respectively. The hydraulic retention time (HRT) 
evaluated was of 2 h, feedind with a solution containing copper concentration of 70 mg / L at pH 6: 
this concentration was selected because this concentrations are commonly found in the Lerma River 
of Toluca in the State of Mexico as a contaminant. Copper was presented in various sections of the 
river in a range of 60-80 mg Cu2+ / L and these concentrations are harmful to humans causing 
vomiting, nausea and diarrhea inclusive liver and kidney damages leading to death15.The copper 
adsorbed was monitored by FT IR analyses (Figures 3 and 4). 
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 Figure 3. IR spectrum of PCL-Ch  (5: 1) (black line) and the PCL-Ch after contact with copper in solution (blue line) 
 

 
Figure 4. IR spectrum of PCL –Ch (1: 1)  (blue line) and the PCL –Ch after contact with copper in solution (black line). 
 
According to FTIR spectra for the samples, it can be observed a diminish in transmittance with 
interaction of groups of Ch located at 1655, 1620 and 1556 cm-1 and the hydroxyl group at 3280 cm-

1, this might be due to the ionic interaction between the hydroxyl group and encourage the copper 
ion.  
 
In Table 1 is shown the adsorption capacity of the mixtures evaluated at different ratios. The 
mixture ratio of 5: 1 displayed an absorption value of 1.77, whereas with the mixture ratio of 1:1 the 
adsorption capacity improved 9.1 fold-times; achieving adsorption efficiency of 54%. Similar 
results were reported by Wan et al. (2013); those authors reached an adsorption capacity of 18 mg 
Cu2+/ g adsorbent in a batch system. On the other hand, Popuri et al. (2009) reported in a continuous 
system an adsorption capacity of  87.9 mg Cu2+/ g adsorbent, the adsorption capacity was 5.5 times 
higher than the value achieved in the present work. Perhaps, it might have been due to the 
characteristics of the material, ie the ratio of the materials, since ah observed that PCL has no 
adsorption capacity so to be in more and to be a hydrophobic material causes a decrease in the 
adsorption as a barrier in areas of contact with chitosan, a fact that makes no mention Popuri is the 
adsorption performance of the material under the conditions of the study and the amount of support. 
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Table 1. Adsorption capacity of the composites at 2 h of HRT 
 

PCL-Ch ratio 
Adsorption Capacity 

mg Cu2+/ g adsorbent Adsorption 
(%) mg Cu2+/ g Adsorbent*min 

5:1 1.77 7.60 0.015 
1:1 16.12 54.27 0.13 

 
According to the results it can be said that the best value for adsorption capacity is the mixed ratio 
1: 1. Compared to previous work by Popuri et al in 2009, our results are below their continuous 
system (87.9 mg Cu2 + / g adsorbent), however, our results with the 1: 1 (PCL:Ch) ratio are similar 
to the results from the batch system process reported by  Wan et al (2013) (18 mg Cu2 + / g 
adsorbent).  
 
Conclusions 
  
This study showed that under our conditions the best value for copper removal is the PCL-chitosan 
(1:1) ratio, with an adsorption capacity of 16,123 mg Cu2 + / g adsorbent at pH 6 with a HRT of 2 h. 
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Abstract 
 

Heavy metals occur naturally in the earth's crust. These can become contaminants if its distribution in the environment 
is altered by human activities. One of them is copper  that has wide and diverse uses. Waste treatment an disposal in 
many industries that use copper as raw material have not handled properly, representing a major source of pollution. 
In this work, chitosan, a biopolymer, esteemed as a good  adsorbent for metal ions such as copper, has been used in 
the form of cryogel beads in order  to study the metal sorption behavior  in a continuous up-flow process using a 
packed column at different bed heights. Columns of 3 cm and 6 cm height bed of cryogel beads made of chitosan (Q) 
crosslinked with ethylene glycol diglycidyl ether (EGDE), were used. A inlet flowrate of 2 mL/min of a solution with 
an initial concentration of 20 mg 𝐂𝐮𝟐+/L,  pH  5.0 and temperature of 25 °C.  Results showed that at a bed height of 3 
cm, saturation point was reached at 870 minutes, whereas for the 6 cm column bed was 1302 minutes. Sorption rate 
decreases by 6 cm column compared with the column 3 cm bed. So that, the bed height is an important factor on  
dynamic sorption for the material studied. 
 
Introduction 
 

Public health and ecosystems equilibrium depends on water quality, which restricts the supply of 
water and potential distribution for different uses. Water is associated with the transmission of 
diseases affecting human health, either directly or through contamination of food intake, so its 
quality is absolutely related to the population life quality [1]. Mexico currently faces serious 
problems of availability, waste and water pollution. Instituto Nacional de Estadistica, Geografía e 
Informatica (INEGI) [2] and  Secretaría de Medio Ambiente y Recursos Naturales (SEMARNAT) 
[3] have reported that the most polluted and overexploited water resources are concentrated in the 
most populated areas of the country, where the lack of water is increasing daily, causing an 
inadequate quality of  it  for a variety of applications including human consumption [4]. An 
important trouble in water pollution are high concentrations of heavy metals because of human 
activities, wich modifies natural conditions of water bodies. Copper has wide and diverse 
applications since it is used in the transportation industry, electronics, construction, agriculture, 
energy, health and new technologies. However, these process  discharge large waste quantities 
without an adequate treatment causing several damages to the biota in rivers, lakes or ponds and  
bioaccumulation in the trophic chain. Many of these industries using copper as raw material were 
not properly handling the disposal of waste and its treatment, representing a major source of 
pollution because many of them dump them into rivers, lakes or ponds, or because confining their 
waste improperly presented a later infiltration into aquifers. It has been reported that chitosan has a 
high potential for the removal of metal ions, dyes, proteins and humic acid, among others. So that, 
currently it's been important to look for a solution for copper uptake from wastewaters and 
investigation reports have showed that chitosan has a high potential for the removal of metal ions, 
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dyes, proteins and humic acid, among others. This polymer is biodegradable, biocompatible and 
non-toxic because it does not produce immune response, besides its polycationic nature 
characteristic that allows using it in various applications.  Chitosan is characterized by a high 
number of free amino groups, which are highly reactive for chelating metal cations at a pH close 
to neutrality. Studies have been carried out in sorption of  𝐂𝐮𝟐+ ions, and other metals with 
chitosan have achieved acceptable results. The aim of this study was to evaluate the operating 
characteristics and dynamic sorption behavior in  a fixed bed column packed with cryogel chitosan 
crosslinked with ethylene glycol diglycidyl ether (QE), for the removal capacity of 𝐂𝐮𝟐+ ions in 
aqueous solution at different bed height.   
 
Experimental 
 

QE cryogel synthesis was performed using industrial grade Chitosan from America Alimentos Co. 
with  a 65% of deacetylation. It was dissolved in a 3% acetic acid solution (Fermont brand), and 
then was crosslinked with 1% ethylene glycol diglycidyl ether (EGDE) solution (TCI brand) at  a 
reaction time of 6 hours to achieve mechanical stability.  QE cryogel beads were obtained dripping 
the aqueous gel solution in a liquid nitrogen bath, and then freeze-drying at -57 °C and a pressure 
of 0.018 mbar in a Heto Drywinner device. Lyophilization time was 24 hours [5, 6]. Removing 
impurities and unreacted reagents after the crosslinking reaction was an important step in order to 
avoid potential interferences with the chitosan functional groups responsible for adsorption 
process [6]. Beads were washed at first time with 1.5% acetic acid solution during 30 minutes, 
after that several washings were performed with deionized (DI), 30 ºC and 150 rpm constant 
shaking every 20 minutes until the wash water reached the pH of the initial deionized water. 
Cryogel beads obtained after swelling process were 2.696 mm diameter approximately. 
Continuous sorption was performed in an up-flow column packed QE cryogel beads, consisted of 
a glass column of 3 cm inside diameter and a 16 cm height [7.8]. The effect of hieght bed was 
studied using 3 and 6 cm. A solution of initial concentration  of 20 mg 𝐂𝐮𝟐+/L, and pH of 5.0 was 
pumping at 2 mL/min flowrate at 25 ºC. In order to ensure the formation of a complete 
breakthrough curve, experiments was running for 16 h and 26 h respectively for each column. 
Samples collected at column out were analyzed by an Perkin Elmer 100 AAnalyst spectrometer to 
determine  𝐂𝐮𝟐+ concentrations. 
 
 
Results and Discussion 
 
Breakthrough curves were plotted by Origin 8.1, and  data were fitted to Thomas and Adams-
Bohart mathematical models. Figure 1 shows the effluent sample respect to the influent initial 
concentration ratio (C/Co) versus experiment running time, which each sample was collected. 
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Figure 1. Breakthrough curves at 3 cm and 6 cm column height 
 
The breakthrough curves of the two columns is seen that the start of the sorption is at a very 
rapid speed because the slopes of the rupture curves between 0 and 150 minutes is steep 
suggesting that the material of the cryogel QE of sipping rapidly reaching the breaking point 
(C/Co) = 0.20 [9] for column 3 cm at 84 minutes to 6 cm column at 36 minutes. Following 150 
minutes shows that this rate of sorption is considerably decreased to zero in (C/Co) = 0.38, 
remaining unchanged at this point for a time of 70 minutes. After 220 minutes begin to sorb 
sorbent material but at a lower speed relative to the beginning of the process and gradually,  
except that for the column 3 cm to 6 cm is the sorption speed is higher.  Saturation point (C/Co)  
= 0.9 [10, 11] is obtained 870 minutes for the column 3 cm and 6 cm column of 1302 minutes is 
because the greater the amount of QE cryogel. See Table 1.  
During the sorption process from 0 to 150 minutes there is a saturation of the 𝐂𝐮𝟐+ ions on  the 
surface of the cryogel QE at this point is reached at a ratio of (C/Co) = 0.38, the sorption rate 
becomes zero at this point, for  𝐂𝐮𝟐+ ions begin to migrate from the surface into the cryogel, 
which occurs between 150 to 220 minutes. Thereafter, when the inside of the sphere was already 
saturated, sip starts again on its surface but fewer and less speed [12].  
 

 
 Table 1.Breakpoints and saturation of the columns of 3 cm and 6 cm QE cryogel bed. 
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Column experiments with mathematical models of Thomas and Adams-Bohart were analyzed. 
Table 2 shows the values obtained from both columns. It is observed that in the Thomas model 
rate constant (Kth) decreases with increasing bed height of cryogel QE, this shows that sorption 
behavior is controlled by the mass transport resistance [12]. The Adams-Bohart model is used to 
describe the initial part of the curve in the column break. Its validity is limited in the range of 
C<0.5Co [12]. It is also observed in this model the kinetic constant of Adams-Bohart (Kab) 
decreases with increasing bed height of cryogel QE, confirming what the model says Thomas. 
The amount of 𝐂𝐮𝟐+ adsorbed (qo) on the column 3 cm of bed is less compared with that of 6 
cm of bed according to the model QE Thomas, this is because there is a greater mass of sorbent 
in column 6 cm in 3 cm. The Adams-Bohart model, there is little variation in the amount of         
𝐂𝐮𝟐+ adsorbed (No), in the initial part of the breakthrough curves, indicating that the behavior in 
this part of the curve is very similar. 
The correlation factor R2 Thomas model show that the model represents the behavior of the 
sorption process in the columns. In contrast, in the Adams-Bohart model, although the 
correlation factor R2 indicates that this model can adequately represent the behavior in the first 
part of the breakthrough curve. However it is recommended to find another model that can better 
simulate the behavior in this area of the breakthrough curve. 
The breaking point for both columns is very similar. However the point of saturation is reached 
faster on the columns, 3 cm bed of QE regarding 6cm QE bed because in the latter more material 
is used so it takes longer to reach this point. 
 

 
Table 2. Models of Thomas and Adams-Bohart 3 cm column 6 cm bed and QE. 
 
Conclusions 
 

Curves shown in this resistance breaking takes place at 150 minutes, time in which the sorbent 
material is saturated in its surface, so it can not sorb more until the sorbate is sucked inside the 
material, so that the surface is free and begins to sorb more, which occurs at 220 minutes, but with 
a different sorption speed between the two columns. 
After this time the behavior is different, achieving faster sorption column 3 cm to 6 cm of the bed, 
according to the setting data to the kinetic model. 
Mathematical models of Thomas and Adams-Bohart show that the sorption process is controlled 
by the mass transport resistance of  𝐂𝐮𝟐+ ions in the cryogel QE beads. Show that the rate of 
sorption decreases with increasing bed height column.  
So we can conclude that the bed height of the material if it influences the sorption process of  
𝐂𝐮𝟐+  ions. 
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Abstract 
 

The design of biomaterials with the ability to recognize anions is a potential area of investigation 
due to the indispensable role that anions play in nature; chitosan (CT) is a biopolymer capable of 
binding different type of ions and has the ability to form thin films, while recently the ability of 
anion recognition by pyrrolyl quinine (PQ) compounds has been demonstrated. Therefore, this 
work proposes to test the anion adsorption capacity of chitosan/pirrolyl-quinone composite in the 
form of thin films so that the addition of pyrrolil quinone to chitosan could strengthen its ability to 
recognize or absorb anions. The anions tested in this work are nitrite and fluoride. 
 
Introduction 

 
Detection of anions is of great importance because of the impact they have in biological systems, 
food and pharmaceutical industries among others [1]. Examples are nitrate and nitrite (NO2- and 
NO3-) anions which are widely used in food industry, especially in meat products; at high 
concentrations these anions are highly toxic so that the monitoring of these ions is transcendental 
[2]. Another example is fluoride (F-), this anion has been detected in drinking water and high 
concentrations intake can be harmful to human health, leading to a condition called dental or 
skeletal fluorosis [3]. In this context, pyrrole compounds as a group are the most widely studied 
class of anion receptors, however the use of pyrrolyl quinone (PQ) compounds as anionic 
recognizers has been recently reported, so that their synthesis and anion selectivity (specifically by 
fluorine) is brand new [4]. On the other hand, there are reports showing that CT is an effective bio-
absorbent of NO2- and NO3- ions, and also has the ability to remove fluoride excess in drinking 
water [2]. Therefore, it is expected that the combination of these two components (CT and PQ) 
allows obtaining an excellent composite material for the elimination and easy detection of 
different anions.  
 
 
Experimental 

 
Synthesis of 2-dipyrrolyl-2,5-dimethyl-p-benzoquinone (PQ). 
2,5-dimethyl1-1,4-benzoquinone (0.1 g, 0.73 mmol) and SiO2 (1.3 g) were added into a solution 
of dipyrromethane (0.129 g, 0.74 mmol) dissolved in CH2Cl2 (2 ml), following by solvent 
removal. The reaction was kept at room temperature for 17 h. The residue was purified by flash 
column chromatography (Hex : EtOAc 9 : 1) to give compound 2 (PQ) as a purple solid. 
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                                 Figure 1. Schematic illustration of Synthesis of PQ. 
 
Film preparation 
Chitosan (CS) medium molecular weight (Mw= 150,000 g/gmol) and 82 % of degree of 
deacetylation (DD) reported by the supplier, was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Acetic acid 
from J.T. Baker was used as received. 1 wt % of chitosan was dissolved into a 0.4 M aqueous 
acetic acid solution with subsequent stirring during 24 hours to promote dissolution to obtain ure 
CT films. Subsequently, PQ (Figure 1) was added to the acid solution of CT at a concentration of 
1.5% (w/v) to be mechanically stirred for 30 minutes, the mixture was further homogenized in an 
ultrasonic bath during 30 more minutes to subsequently be transferred to Petri dishes and dried at 
60°C in an oven to evaporate the solvent. Finally the films were cut into small squares for better 
handling adsorption tests. 
Absorption experiments:  

Adsorption experiments were performed by triplicate at 30° 40° and 50°C in a water bath.  
UV visible spectra (UV-Vis) were performed in a Jenway 6505 spectrophotometer, using a 
quartz cell for the study of solutions. In all experiments, deionized water was used.  
Anion solutions used were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and Merck brand.  
Adsorption tests of the CT/PQ combination was carried out by introducing a sample of the thin 
film composite into vials containing the anion solution at different concentrations. The vials were 
introduced to a water bath with recirculation during 1 hour at 30 ± 2°C for nitrite solutions and at 
30 ± 2°C, 40 ± 2°C and 50 ± 2°C for fluoride solutions. After contact time, each solution was 
analyzed by UV-Vis. The study of fluoride anions was determined by the SPANDS 
spectrophotometric method. 
 
Results and Discussion 
The analysis of the incorporation of PQ to CT was carried out by infrared spectra (IR) in order to 
evaluate a possible synergistic effect on the anion recognition capability. IR spectra show no 
apparent changes in the typical bands of CT shown in Figure 2, suggesting that there is no 
chemical interaction between both components.  
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                               Figure 2: IR spectra obtained for: a) pure CT b) CT / 1.5% PQ . 
Subsequently, the adsorption capacity of CT/PQ composite films was tested for fluoride and 
nitrite ions. The amount of anion adsorbed by the composite films (qe) was calculated by mass 
balance according to equation (1). 
 
 
 
Where C0 and Ce are the initial and final concentrations (mg/L) of the anion in the solution 
respectively; V is the volume of the anion solution (L) and W is the sample weight (g).  
Table 1 details the initial (C0) and final (Ce) concentrations, the difference between them (C0-
Ce) and the qe obtained for nitrite adsorption.  
 

Table 1 Parameters used to obtain qe  for CT /1.5% PQ composite at 30°C. 
C0 mg/L  Ce mg/L (C0-Ce) mg/L    qe mg/g 
189.5 179 10.5 6.84 
289.5 278 11.5 7.64 
389.4 378 11.4 6.96 
489.3 478 11.3 6.37 
589.3 578 11.3 7.09 
689.2 678 11.2 6.46 
789.2 778 11.2 6.55 
889.2 878 11.2 7.05 

 
Results indicate that in this concentration range the adsorbent material reaches saturation. At 
higher concentration of the anion solution, the capacity of the adsorbent reaches equilibrium 
adsorption; therefore the values of the adsorbed amount (qe) remains between 6 and 7 mg/g, 
these results indicate that CT/PQ composite films removed between 10 and 11 mg/L of nitrite 
anions from the solution. Regarding pure CT films, they showed less adsorption capacity for 
nitrite anions compared with CTS/PQ composite. 
The adsorption analysis of fluoride anions was carried out by the colorimetric method called 
SPANDS by the reaction between the fluoride anion and coloring zirconyl-SPANDS complex.  
The results for fluorine experiments allowed us to obtain an adsorption isotherm, which 
describes the adsorption equilibrium and is a simple physical interpretation of the relationship 
between the adsorbed substance (sorbate) and the adsorbent phase once equilibrium has been 

 CeCo
W
Vqe 

 
                         
(1) 
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reached. In 1918 Irving Langmuir described this isotherm using a simplified model of a solid 
surface given by Equation 2: 
 

maxmax
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bqq
C e

e
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Where qe is the amount of anion adsorbed solution (mg/g); Ce is the concentration at 
equilibrium of the anion solution (mg/L); qmax the maximum adsorption capacity (mg/g); b 
coefficient related to the strength of adsorption. 
The experimental data obtained for fluoride adsorption using CT and CT/PQ films could be fitted 
to Equation 2, showing a Type I Langmuir isotherm (Figure 3). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                         Figure 3.  Adsorption isotherm of fluoride films CT/1.5% PQ at 30°C. 
 
From Figure 3, it can be observed that the adsorption capacity at 30°C of CT was improved with 
the addition of PQ. It is noted that the qe for pure CT films increases from 0.2 to 2 mg/g as the 
concentration of F- increases, in the same way the values of qe for CT/PQ films gradually 
increase from 0.77 to 3.8 mg/g according to the increase of the anion concentration. The values 
of the anion absorbed amount (qe) are higher for CT/PT films compared with CT films; these 
results are expected since the PQ compound showed high affinity for F- anions [4], and with the 
increase of the anion concentration, the film showed higher capacity and adsorption affinity. It is 
suggested that the adsorption process is performed through the binding sites (functional groups 
of the polymer OH, NH2 and recognition sites of PQ) on the surface of the films, and is 
considered a monolayer adsorption. 
The adsorption process is a thermodynamic equilibrium between the adsorbed solute and the 
solute in solution and for this reason it is temperature dependent. Temperature affects the balance 
because the interaction between the surface and molecules in solution are temperature dependent, 
therefore, the study of the temperature effect was performed at 30°C, 40°C and 50°C. The 
Langmuir isotherm comparing the three temperatures is shown in Figure 4. 

(2) 
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                   Figure 4. Fluorine adsorption isotherm for CT/PQ films at 30°C, 40°C and 50°C. 
 
It can be clearly observed that the three isotherms shown in Figure 4 reach a saturation point, 
showing the greater amount of absorbed anion (qe = 24.7) at 40°C. It is clear that the adsorption 
equilibrium is favored by the increment on the temperature from 30°C to 40°C, being the latter 
the optimum temperature for the adsorption of fluoride anions by CT/PQ films. 
The adsorption process at 40°C indicates a strong bond between the adsorbent and the adsorbate, 
while an increase in temperature to 50°C may register one or more of the following three 
scenarios: 
(1) The bonding between the components is weaker. 
(2) The process of adsorption and desorption is faster. 
(3) The components of the CT/PQ composite may change in structure due to the increase in 
temperature. 

 
Conclusions 
 The combination of CT with PQ proved to be effective for the adsorption of NO2 and F- ions, 
this methodology is very attractive because it is environmentally friendly, economic and easy to 
use. 
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Abstract 
 

The development of new materials for microorganism immobilization is very important in some areas as wastewater 
treatment. In this work polyurethane (PU) foams were modified polymerizing pyrrole (Py) and aniline (ANI) onto its 
surface by chemical oxidization in order to obtain PU/PPy, PU/PANI, and PU/(PPy-co-PANI) composites, used to 
immobilize microorganisms for municipal wastewater treatment in batch mode and continuous flow in two sequential 
(anaerobic/aerobic) packed bed reactors (PBR) at two hydraulic retention time (HRT). Composites were characterized 
by Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), and were tested in 
chemical oxygen demand (COD) removal during treatment. Batch wastewater treatment after 8 days showed higher 
COD removal efficiency (78%) on PU/(PPy-co-PANI) foam. Also, it was observed higher COD removal from the 
sequential PBR for 36 h HRT. 
 
Introduction 

Over the last century, continued population growth and industrialization have resulted in the 
pollution of various ecosystems on which human life relies on. In the case of ocean and river 
quality, such pollution is primarily caused by discharge of inadequately treated industrial and 
municipal wastewater. On initial discharge, these wastewaters can contain high levels of 
organic/inorganic pollutants which can be easily biodegradable, but whose impact load on the 
ecosystems, either in Total Suspended Solids (TSS), Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD), or 
Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD), may be in the tens of thousands mg/L [17, 19]. In the 
treatment of wastewater, biological process appears to be a promising technology; therefore, in 
recent years, considerable attention has been paid towards the development of reactors for 
anaerobic treatment of wastes leading to the conversion of organic molecules into biogas [10].  
One way to improve anaerobic processes is microorganism immobilization onto solid supports. 
This technique is a powerful tool, which has very important industrial and research applications. 
Immobilization of any biosystem will depend on the type of bioactive material to be immobilized. 
The attachment of the active agent to a polymer matrix depends on the physical relationship 
between support and ligand. However, in biosystems immobilization, factors that influence the 
choice of the method to be used are generally empirical [9]. Particularly, it has been used a lot of 
synthetic materials as poly(vinyl alcohol) [7, 8], poly(methyl methacrylate) [13], polypropylene 
[15], polystyrene [6], PU [4, 18] and modified PU [5, 12]. Polyurethanes (PU) are one of the most 
versatile materials in the world today. It has been found to be applicable in the biochemical and 
biotechnological fields as a perfect support for enzyme immobilization [11, 16]. 
In this work, composites of PU/PPy, PU/PANI and PU/(PPy-co-PANI) were obtained by chemical 
oxidation. Composites were used for microorganism immobilization and tested in wastewater 
treatment. Composites were compared against the COD removal during a municipal wastewater 
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treatment in anaerobic batch reactors and in continuous flow in two sequential (anaerobic/aerobic) 
packed bed reactors. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that composites of PU with 
semiconducting PPy and PANI are used for microorganism immobilization in wastewater 
treatment. 
 
Experimental 
Materials 
Py (>98%), ANI (>99%) and ammonium persulfate (APS, >98%) were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich and used as received. Polyurethane foam (PU) was purchased from a local market in 
Saltillo, Mexico. Distilled water was used in all polymerizations. Sulfuric acid (96-98%) and 
potassium dichromate (96-98%) were purchased from Analytyka (Saltillo, Mexico); mercuric 
sulfate (>98%) and silver sulfate (>98%), from Jalmek-Científica, and potassium biphtalate (> 
99.95%) from Fermont (Monterrey, Mexico), these reagents were used for COD determinations. 
 
Polymerizations 
Polymerizations of Py and PANI onto PU foam surface was made as follows: 5 g of PU were cut 
in pieces of approximately 1 ccm, and immersed in distilled water containing Py or ANI 
(copolymerizations of Py with ANI a molar ratio of these monomers was used) previously 
dissolved. Entrapped air bubbles were extracted from PU foams and allowed to saturate under 
magnetic stirring. APS was added, as the oxidizing agent, to reaction mixture to start 
polymerization. Coated PU foams were washed several times with distilled water to remove 
unreacted chemicals and dried in an oven at 60 °C until constant weight.  
 
Microorganism immobilization onto composites 
Municipal wastewater used in this study was obtained from the “Bosque Urbano Ejército 
Mexicano” from Saltillo, Coah., Mexico. Batch glass reactors with capacity of 500 ml marked as 
PU, PU/PPy, PU/PANI and PU/(PPy-co-PANI) were used, to which the composites were added, 
20% of degranulated anaerobic sludge (v/v) and 40% (v/v) of wastewater as substrate. The 
systems were in batch mode for a month at 37°C under anaerobic conditions for biofilm 
formation. After this, the supernatant was removed along with the excess of sludge. 
 
Batch anaerobic wastewater treatment 
Kinetic experiments of COD removal were made at 37ºC using the reactors containing 
composites with immobilized microorganisms (biofilm) with three replicates for each treatment, 
under anaerobic conditions, containing 40% (v/v) of municipal wastewater as substrate. Samples 
were taken of the aqueous phase each 48 h throughout 15 days to determine COD. 
 
Continuous flow wastewater treatment in PBR 
Pilot plant consisted of two sequential PBR of 5.8 L of working volume each, and packed with 
20% wt/v of PU/(PPy-co-PANI) composite. The first reactor consisted of an anaerobic up-flow 
process, the output of this reactor was connected to other up-flow aerobic reactor (this last 
reactor was connected to an air pump at the bottom for the injection of air). Each reactor was 
conditioned with their respective sludge (anaerobic, aerobic) for biofilm attachment on the 
composite (7 days). At the end of this time, the sludges and wastewater were carefully taken out 
of each reactor, keeping the composite inside the reactors with their respective biofilms. 
Domestic wastewater was treated, using the system as a sequential PBR, for 15 days. Afterwards, 
sample of final effluent for the HRT was collected and analyzed. 
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Characterization 
Composites of PU foam, PU/PPy, PU/PANI and PU/(PPy-co-PANI) were analyzed by FTIR-
ATR spectroscopy (Agilent Tech., Cary 630) to determine chemical compositions and by 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (FEI, Quanta-3D FEG) to know surface morphology of 
composites.  Determinations of COD removal during anaerobic wastewater treatment were 
measured as soluble in accordance with Standard Methods (1995) and NMX-AA-030-SCFI-
2001.   To establish the amount of biomass attached on the support, assessments were made as 
described by Di Trapani et al [3] obtaining the biomass weight per gram of support. 

 
Results and Discussion 
SEM images (×33), of different composites synthesized in this work, show that PU foam 
consisted of homogeneous surface of well-defined porous with average diameter of 500 m. 
Sample of PU/PPy shows occluded pores with PPy; sample of PU/PANI shows less occluded 
pores than PU/PPy, whereas PU/(PPy-co-PANI) sample shows pores very slightly occluded 
pores, thus copolymer of PPy and PANI was deposited only on the surface of PU.  However, 
when copolymer of PPy and PANI was deposited onto PU surface, very small spherical 
nanoparticles were formed with diameters between 80 and 150 nm (×10,000). This is a result of 
PPy which tends to form spherical morphology and a complex interaction of conducting 
polymers with PU foam surface (Fig. 1, 2). 
 
The FTIR spectra of different materials synthesized and that of uncoated PU foam show: PU 
foam shows the characteristic signal of TDI; peak at 1715 cm-1 and at 1636 cm-1 correspond to 
C=O stretching in urethane, signal at 1600 cm-1 is due to C=C of aromatic ring, signal at 1228 
cm-1 is ascribed to CO, peak at 1080 cm-1 can be ascribed to COC [2], which demonstrates 
that a TDI was used in the PU synthesis. The most important signals of PANI can be seen in 
Figure 3 (PU/PANI and PU/(PPy-co-PANI)). 
 
 

 
Figure 1. SEM images of PU foam and 
different composites synthesized at a 
magnification of 33 times. 
 

 

 
Figure 2. SEM images of PU foam and 
different composites synthesized at a 
magnification of 10,000 times (a), (b) 
and (c), and 20,000 times (d). 
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Figure 3. FTIR spectra of different composites of PU with PPy and PANI. 
 
Percentage of efficiency in COD removal for PU foam, PU/PPy, PU/PANI and PU/(PPy-co-
PANI) were 69%, 52%, 73% and 78%, respectively in a period of 8 days.  The amount of 
biomass per gram of support were determined only for PU/(PPy-co-PANI) and for pure PU as 
described in the methodology section. The results are shown in Table 1. 
 
Table 1: Amount of immobilized biomass in PU and PU/(PPy-co-PANI) supports in anaerobic 
and aerobic conditions. 
Sample g of biomass/g of support  Sample g of biomass/g of support 

PU, anaerobic 0.65 
 PU/(PPy-co-PANI), 

anaerobic 0.79 

PU, aerobic 0.69 
 PU/(PPy-co-PANI), 

aerobic 0.84 
 
COD removal efficiency increased with the COD in the influent (Table 2). It can be observed 
also, that when COD of the influent is very low (Run C/24 h in Table 2), COD removal 
efficiency decreased until 75%. On the other hand, by increasing the HRT to 36 h, higher 
efficiency was obtained (94%). It can also be observed that COD removal is mainly verified in 
the anaerobic section of PBR sequential system 
 
Table 2: COD concentrations of influent and at the outlet of each reactor, and their respective 
removal efficiency. 

Run/HRT Influent,  
mg/L 

Anaerobic reactor,  
mg/L % Aerobic reactor,  

mg/L % Overall, 
% 

Run A/24 h 676 281 58 93 28 86 
Run B/24 h 366 219 40 73 40 80 
Run C/24 h 289 99 66 72 9 75 
Run D/36 h 642 90 86 38 8 94 
 
Conclusions 
Combined mechanical properties of PU with biocompatibility of PPy and PANI, resulted in a 
material that was used for microorganism immobilization and applied in a domestic wastewater 
treatment, being PU/(PPy-co-PANI) the composite with the best COD removal of 78% (11% 
higher than pure PU) in batch mode, which was ascribed to the well coating of PU structures (not 
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so occluded pores) and smaller globular morphologies with enhanced superficial area, thus more 
microorganism were immobilized.  Best COD removal efficiency on PBR sequential system was 
achieved at 36 h HRT (94%), due to more immobilized microorganisms on the foams, making it 
a good option for treating municipal wastewaters. 
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Abstract 
 

In this paper the synthesis of a chitosan-based bioadsorbent is presented, their characterization was completed by 
FTIR spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy and surface area measurement; furthermore determination of the 
water content and adsorption kinetic at three temperatures were studied. Prior to the kinetic study, optimum conditions 
were determined: ratio of hydrogel mass-dye concentration also pH of adsorption. It was concluded that the 
bioadsorbent is capable of removing Red 2 dye from aqueous solutions at an acidic pH, and can be used for 
environmental remediation. 
 
Introduction 

 
Water pollution is caused by many chemical products, some of them are dyes [2], which are discharged into 
the atmosphere by industries that require to produce higher volumes for the sustenance of daily life, e.g.: 
pulp industry, paper, textile, food, wine, oil, metallurgy, tanning, metal finishing, pharmaceutical industry, 
etc. [1].  
 
Effluents with high concentrations of azo dyes in water bodies has triggered a significant negative effect on 
human health, and a serious hazard for aquatic living organisms furthermore during the decomposition of 
dyes may occur amines, which are toxic compounds even more harmful than the dye itself. An application 
that is currently gaining importance has been the use of hydrogels as polishing treatment of wastewater by 
removing contaminants that have not removed on conventional treatments [3].   
 
Hydrogels as being relatively new materials, still under investigation and characterization, lack of a precise 
definition of hydrogel, but it can be described as a polymeric material shaped three-dimensional cross-
linked network of natural or synthetic origin, which swells in contact with the water giving rise to a soft, 
resilient material and that retains a significant fraction thereof in their structure without dissolving [4]. So 
that they have become very important due to their applications in the fields of biomedicine, optics, 
agriculture, engineering, food, agroforestry, environmental, and even more in recent years in the removal of 
synthetic dyes type azo which are generally toxic and carcinogenic, one such example is the dye Red 2.  
 
Experimental 

 
Experiments were carried out using the following reagents: commercial dye Red 2 was supplied by 
Sensient Co.; polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) USP grade high viscosity was purchased from Golden Bell; 
ethyleneglycol diglycidylether (EGDE) was acquired from Tokyo Chemical Industry Co. and used without 
further purification; chitosan (Q) was supplied by Alimentos America; all other utilized reagents were 
analytical-reagent grade.	  Distilled water was used to prepare all solutions. 
 
Chitosan was dissolved in 0.4 M acetic acid and PVA in deionized (DI) water to obtain solutions at 3.1 
wt% and 10.17, respectively. Subsequently both solutions were mixed, and then the resulting mixture was 
dropped into a 0.1 M NaOH solution and formed hydrogel beads (Q-PVA). Q-PVA beads in DI water at 
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basic pH; nitrogen atmosphere and chemical cross-linking reagent EGDE were mixed and shaken for 6 h at 
70 oC in a water bath. Finally	  cross-linked Q-EGDE-PVA beads were washed with DI water until the wash 
water pH was equal to the DI water.  
 
Hydrogel wetness content was determined by drying them to constant weight in an oven at 40 °C. 
Functional groups identification of Q and PVA was made by a spectrometer 640-IR Varian FTIR using 16 
scans with a 4 cm-1 resolution and a 4000-500 cm-1 range. FTIR spectra have been recorded using ground 
and dried samples. Morphology of Q-EGDE-PVA beads was observed by scanning electron microscope 
JEOL JSM-6610LV using acceleration voltage of 10 KV and backscattered electrons. Samples were 
previously lyophilized (17 h, -50 °C and 1.5 mbar). Surface area and pore volume on beads previously 
freeze-drying have been measured operating a Brand Bel Model Sorp Max device and using nitrogen gas at 
100 °C for 3 h. The isotherm adsorption/desorption was adjusted to BET method. 
 
Experiments for determining dye concentration-hydrogel mass were carried out on several 15 mL capacity 
vials, which contained dye solutions of 100, 200 and 300 mg/L at pH 2 and 40 to 80 mg Q-PVA-EGDE 
hydrogel. All solutions were taken into contact to two different masses in triplicate under the following 
experimental conditions: 10 mL of dye solution were added to the hydrogel mass in corresponding vials, 
and were stirred using an orbital thermo-shaker at 30 ° C and 150 rpm during 72 h. Once the contact time 
was completed, solutions were decanted and pH of supernatants was measured. Dye concentration was 
quantified by UV-vis spectrophotometry. 
 
R2 dye 200 mg/L solutions were prepared and adjusted at pH to 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 respectively, each of the 
solutions were put contacted in triplicate using an orbital shaker in vials with 40 mg of the hydrogel; under 
the following experimental conditions: 10 mL of dye solution, 30 °C and 150 rpm for 72 h. At end of 
contact time proceeded in a manner analogous to that described above. 
 
Kinetic studies have been performed after preliminary of pH optimum testing using those conditions and 
three temperatures, 30, 40 and 50 °C in order to determine the best percentage of R2 dye removal; 
therefore, from a concentration of 200 mg/L of dye solution R2 was adjusted to pH 3 and vials were 
prepared with 40 mg of Q-EGDE-PVA beads by triplicate which were put in contact to 10 ml of solution 
and stirring speed was 200 rpm in an orbital shaker for 72 h at 18 different sampling times. Results are 
presented in Figure 4. 
 
Results and Discussion 
 
Percentage of water retained in the areas analyzed was 97.8%, so that Q-EGDE-PVA hydrogel can be 
classified as a high-swelling hydrogel. This high water content allows high permeability and good surface 
properties for the adsorption of the Red 2 dye. 
 
Figure 1 shows the FTIR spectrogram of synthesized material and chemically cross-linked Q-EGDE-
PVA. It is observed that the characteristic bands of chitosan are kept at 3460 and 3417 cm-1 belonging a 
stretching vibration of a primary and deformation amine belonging to the group NH2 to 1593 cm-1 and 
1026 cm-1, band corresponding to the characteristic bond of COC polysaccharides such as is observed at 
the chitosan.  
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Figure 1. FTIR spectra of Q-EGDE-PVA beads. 
 
Micrographs in Figure 2 show morphology of Q-EGDE-PVA beads, were taken by SEM at a 
magnification of 500X and 33X, both with an accelerating voltage of 10KV using backscattered electron; 
where is evident the material porosity, all pore have different diameters and some cracks (Figure 2b) on 
the bead surface were formed possibly either the freeze drying process previously carried out during the 
preparation of the sample or by vacuum which they were subjected in the SEM at the time of taking the 
micrographs. 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Micrograph of hydrogel Q-PVA EGDE amplified, a) at 500X and b) at 33X. 
 
The surface area of the hydrogel Q-EDGE-PVA was determined by fitting the curve of isotherm 
adsorption-desorption obtained as measurement result by BET method, thereby obtaining a value of 65.85 
m2/g of total surface area. 
 
Results for determining dye concentration-hydrogel mass are presented in Table 1, which highlights the 
best adsorption conditions for Red 2 dye.  
 

Table 1 Percentage removal at different concentrations of the dye Red 2 using different amounts of 
hydrogel. 

 
Hydrogel mass 

(mg) 
Percentage of removal at different concentrations of dye Red 2 
100 mg/L 200 mg/L 300 mg/L 

40 99.95 69.11 42.71 
80 99.92 99.75 90.89 
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In Figure 3 shows results of the study of the behavior of the adsorption phenomenon of beads Q-EGDE-
PVA varying the pH of the solutions containing Red 2 during a contact time of 72 hours, 150 rpm and 30 
°C. The greater amount of dye adsorbed per gram of adsorbent material is in the range of pH 2 - 3, due to 
the high concentration of H+ the active sites of the adsorbent were protonated so that the dye were 
negatively charged in aqueous media was attracted to the material being attached to it. 
 

 
Figure 3 Effect of pH on the percentage of removal of dye R2 at 200 mg/L and 40 mg hydrogel. 

 
Adsorption kinetics experimental data are presented in Figure 4, it is observed that the equilibrium was 
reached at 28 hours and kinetics behavior very similar for the three temperatures, which indicates that 
there are not an important dependence of temperature. 
 

 
Figure 4. Percent dye removal R2 with respect to time at 30, 40 and 50 ° C  

 
Conclusions 
 
It is possible to perform the synthesis of hydrogel beads chitosan-based polyvinyl alcohol cross-linked 
with EGDE capable of adsorbing Red 2 dye at a pH between 2 and 3. The high percentage of water 
retained by the hydrogel synthesized favors the adsorptive capacity of Red 2. Using FTIR analysis it is 
possible to observe the major functional groups of each polymers. Characterization by SEM allowed 
knowing that hydrogel Q-EGDE-PVA is a porous material. Surface area was 65.85 m2/g. Adsorption tests 
showed that the best conditions to quantify the percentage of removal of dye were 200 mg/L of solution 
R2 at pH of 3 and 40 mg hydrogel. According to the results obtained the greatest percentage removal was 
66.23%, achieving it at 30 ° C and 28 h. 
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Abstract 

Fluorine is a part of a lot of minerals, and through geochemical processes the salts containing fluoride are solubilized 
in aquifers, affecting the quality of drinking water and pose a risk to public health because its prolonged intake affects 
mainly the bone tissues, as well as increased susceptibility to kidney diseases and cancer, causes affectation in brain 
development and reduction IQ in school-aged children [1-3]. In Mexico more than five million people are chronically 
exposed to high concentrations of fluoride through water for human use and consumption. Whereby the present work, 
consisted in the synthesis of cryogels from chitosan cross-linked with ethylene glycol diglycidyl ether (QE) and their 
modification by carboxylation (QEC) and by impregnation with iron (QEH); and subsequent study of its capacity for 
removal of fluoride by conducting experiments in batch systems and assessing in turn the effect on the sorption 
capacity, the variation of the pH. Obtaining, the best sorption capacities of fluoride ions at pH 4; 17.52 mg F/g cryogel 
for QE, 12.51 mg F/g cryogel for QEC and 20.34 mg F/g cryogel for QEH. 
 
Introduction 

The fluorine content of the earth's crust is about 0.3 g/kg and is found in the form of fluorides in 
various minerals, and through geochemical processes the salts containing fluoride are solubilized 
in aquifers; therefore, most of the fluoride in drinking water is naturally occurring. In Mexico, 
there are regions where by the geological characteristics, the aquifers contain dissolved fluorine, 
affecting the quality of drinking water and assuming a risk to public. [1-5].  
Although fluorine is too reactive to have some natural biological function, is incorporated into 
biologically active compounds; and if its intake is prolonged trough water consumption, mainly 
affects bone tissues (bones and teeth), as well as the brain and spinal cord, has been shown that the 
accumulation of fluorides in the hippocampus of the brain causes degeneration of the neurons and 
decreased aerobic metabolism; as well as alteration of the metabolism of free radicals in the liver, 
kidney and heart [4-8]. 
The fluoride ions can be removed from water by using a suitable material to trap or retain such 
ions, ie by using a sorbent material; for which have been developed many synthetic resins. 
However, use of resins based on natural polymers is one interesting alternative because they are 
not toxic and their use can lower the cost of these treatments, as well as improve them [9-11]. One 
One of these natural polymers is chitosan, since due to the presence of amino and hydroxyl groups 
in its structure, is able to interact with various ions. However, has a limited swelling in water 
which limits the accessibility to their groups; so to improve its effectiveness have been developed 
chemical and physical modifications, such as the preparation of cryogels; which provide a better 
structure due to the formation of macropores and microchannels, and by adding a crosslinking 
agent is possible to obtain a material more stable and resistant to interaction with aqueous 
solutions, providing better contact surface, which may contribute to increased efficiency in the 
adsorption process. Whereby the present work proposes the synthesis of chitosan's cryogels 
crosslinked with ethylene glycol diglycidyl ether, as well as modified by carboxylation and by 
impregnation with iron of these cryogels, in order to determine their performance as sorbents of 
fluorine ions present in water. 
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Experimental 
In this paper were synthesized three cryogels, using for this, Industrial chitosan (American Food) 
with a deacetylation percentage of 67%; ethylene glycol diglycidyl ether (TCI),            
(Sigma-Aldrich),         (Meyer), ethanol (Meyer) and glacial acetic acid (Fermont). For the 
kinetic study NaF (Meyer) was used for preparing the solutions.  
The QE cryogels's spheres were synthesized using the methodology described by [12], later in 
order to enhance the sorption capacity of these cryogels two modifications were made; which 
consisted of carboxylation of QE cryogels and the addition of Fe (III) to QE cryogels. 
The carboxylation was performed by contacting the QE cryogels with a solution 0.5 M of 
       , with constant stirring and maintaining a pH of 8, later was washed until a neutral pH; 
to finally obtain the QEC cryogels [13].  
The conditioning with iron was made with a 0.1 M solution of      , which was in contact with 
QE cryogels with constant stirring, for subsequent washing with ethanol, thus obtaining the QEH 
cryogels [14 and 15]. 
Finally were carried out comparative kinetics adsorption between the QE, QEC and QEH 
cryogels, the tests consisted on placing 0.1 g wet weight of spheres of each of the cryogels in 
contact with 10 mL of a solution of 10 mg/L fluorine, adjusting the pH of said solution to the 
following values: 4, 5, 6 and 7, at a temperature of 303.15 °K and evaluating different time 
intervals. 
 
Results and Discussion 
The results of the kinetic studies performed are shown below in figure 1. As can be seen in A), 
using a pH 7 none of the material reaches the sorption equilibrium; this behavior may be due to 
an interference of the OH ions from the fluorine solution. 
 

                
                                                           Figure 1. Kinetics studies 
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On the other hand in B), C) and D), it can be seen that the removal values are increasing during 
the first minutes of the experiment and then begin to stabilize until equilibrium is reached. The 
equilibrium time was taken as the time after which there was no significant change in the amount 
of fluorine captured by the materials; so it was determined that in general the equilibrium time 
for all cryogels is 480 min, since after this time the data show no significant changes.  
 
                                                    Table 1. Summary of sorption capacity 

Cryogel 
pH 6 pH 5 pH 4 

qe (mg F/g cryogel) qe (mg F/g cryogel) qe (mg F/g cryogel) 
QE 10.2 8.0 17.5 

QEC 3.0 4.3 12.5 
QEH 11.3 10.1 20.4 

 
As shown in Table 1, the highest sorption capacities are shown by the QEH cryogel for the three 
pH, followed by QE cryogel. It can also be seen that lowering the working pH until 4, the 
sorption capacities are increased significantly in all cryogels, particularly for the QEC cryogel, 
that increases about four times its sorption when compared to the capacity presented in the pH 6. 
This behavior can be attributed to protonation of the cryogels interacting with the acidic medium 
of the fluoride solutions, and in accordance with that reported by [7 and 15-18]; possible 
interactions between the fluoride ion and cryogels may be as shown in Figures 2, 3 and 4. 
 

             
 
                   Figure 1. QE Cryogel                                                Figure 2. QEC Cryogel 
 
Commonly in media with low acidity, the fluorine ions tend to interact with the hydroxyl or 
carboxyl groups present in the polymeric matrix, however, as shown in Figures 1 and 2, the 
amino groups present in the cryogels may be protonated in the acidic mediums, allowing that the 
fluoride ions can interact more easily with these groups, through the possible formation of 
hydrogen bonds, and by increasing the number of functional groups available for the removal of 
fluoride ions. 
By other hand in Figure 3, it can be seen that the possible mechanism referred to by the authors 
aforementioned, is via the formation of complexes between the iron in the cryogel and the 
fluorine ions, as well as by electrostatic interactions or through interactions acid-base of Lewis, 
between iron and the fluorine ions. In this case it is possible that being in an acidic medium, the 
iron present in the QEH cryogel, present a greater affinity for fluoride ions. 
 

                                            
                                                               Figure 3. QEH Cryogel 
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As show the data in Table 1, the most appropriate pH for sorption of fluorine ions, is the pH 4, so 
below is presented the fit of the experimental data obtained from the three cryogels at this pH, 
for kinetic models of Lagergren and Ho through a nonlinear regression using the program Origin 
8.1, a summary of the parameters obtained is showing in Table 2. 
 
                                                     Table 2. Summary of kinetic models 

Cryogel Lagergren model Ho model 
R2 K1 (min-1) qe (mg g-1) R2 K2 (mg-1min-1) qe (mg g-1) 

QE 0.99 -0.11 16.95 0.98 9.16X10-3 17.83 
QEC 0.95 -0.06 11.34 0.98 6.77 X10-3 12.14 
QEH 0.96 -0.10 19.36 0.99 7.62 X10-3 20.47 

 
While it can be assumed that the Lagergren model presents a slightly better fit for the QE 
cryogel, graphically the Ho model represents better the behavior of the experimental data of the 
three cryogels; this model suggests that in the sorption may be involved a chemical sorption and 
that sorption speed depends on the adsorption capacity in balance and not on the concentration of 
the adsorbate [19]. 
The sorption capacities obtained from the three synthesized materials, in the pH 4, 5 and 6 are 
competitive when compared with that reported by other authors as [6-8, 15-18 and 20-25]. Being 
the sorption capacities obtained at pH 4 of the three cryogels higher than the data previously 
reported by these authors; however it is also observed that the working pH chosen as optimal in 
these works range from pH 6 to 7; and when comparing the sorption capacities obtained at pH 6 
in this work, it is observed that the QE and QEH cryogels have higher values than those of the 
other works, making them competitive and suitable materials to be used in the removal fluorine, 
being QEH cryogel the best suited of the three materials synthesized because it is the one with 
the higher sorption capacities.  
 
Conclusions 

The synthesized cryogels are suitable materials to be used as sorbents of fluoride ions. Being the 
QEH cryogel the most suitable of the three synthesized cryogels because this is the one with the 
highest sorption capacity. It was also observed that the optimum pH for removal of fluorides using 
these materials is pH 4. 
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Abstract 
 

The project aims to develop an effective material with the ability to remove water pollutants, specifically anionic dyes. 
Aqueous solutions of Red 2 dye were put in contact with chitosan-cellulose hydrogels cross-linked with ethylene 
glycol diglycidyl ether under different conditions. Then their adsorptive capacities were compared using different 
kinetic models to identify the mechanisms of the phenomenon and evaluate if the hydrogels removal capacity and 
speed are significant and justifies their use in a practical implementation of this technology.  
 
 
Introduction 

 
Water pollution of rivers and lakes is due mainly to substances that are used with increasing frequency. For 
example, the use of some household products (detergents), agriculture (pesticides, herbicides and 
fertilizers) and effluents from industries (dyes, heavy metals) in wastewater from population centers.  
  
The dyes, especially those of synthetic origin that are present in wastewater, are responsible for many 
harmful effects to the environment, flora and aquatic fauna. Among the most important effects are: the 
reduction of dissolved oxygen, the formation of recalcitrant and toxic compounds to cells, obstructing the 
passage of light to the water bodies and aesthetic impairment [1]. Red No. 2 is an azo dye that may cause 
intolerance in people who are affected by salicylates. Moreover, it is a histamine liberator, and may 
intensify symptoms of asthma. It is also involved in cases of hyperactivity in children when used in 
combination with benzoates. A connection has been established between the consumption of  Red No. 2 
and tumor production by experiments in rats, but is not yet proven in humans. For these reasons, many 
countries like the United States have restricted its use [4].  
  
Chitosan is an abundant and inexpensive polymer with desirable characteristics to be a good adsorbent of 
dyes, such as high adsorption capacity, easy access, low cost, mechanical stability, environmentally 
friendly and high selectivity to remove a wide range of dyes without requiring complicated modifications 
[2]. The chitosan-cellulose hydrogel maintains these properties along with a good surface area and 
mechanical resistance while having a size which allows it to be used in continuous flow systems.  
 
The removal of dyes by adsorption is a good alternative because of its efficiency and hydrogels are 
becoming increasingly important in the removal of contaminants so the aim of this study is to evaluate the 
adsorption capacity of chitosan-cellulose hydrogel beads in Red No. 2 dye aqueous solutions by using 
kinetic models. 
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Experimental 
 
The experiments were performed using chitosan from America Alimentos with a desacetilation rate of 
67%, microgranular cellulose from Sigma-Aldrich and commercial Red No. 2 dye. 
 
Synthesis 

 
The hydrogel synthesis was based on the method described by Li and Bai [3] with some modifications to 
use food grade chitosan instead of reagent grade. Chitosan was dissolved in acetic acid solution with 
moderate stirring. After 4 hours of stirring cellulose was added and allowed to homogenize by stirring at 
medium speed with a mechanical propeller stirrer.  
 
The mixture was dripped into a solution of NaOH to form the spheres, which were under constant agitation 
at room temperature for 12 hours. The beads were removed from the NaOH solution and washed with 
distilled water in a beaker to be agitated at a moderate rate using a magnetic stirrer plate until they were at 
the pH of distilled water. The beads were left at low temperature with distilled water until crosslinking. 
 
 Crosslinking  
 
Distilled water was adjusted to pH = 12 and was placed in a round bottom flask together with the beads in a 
certain proportion. The flask was left in a thermostatic bath to a temperature of 70 ° C, then was added 
ethylene glycol diglycidyl ether using a micropipette. The crosslinking reaction was carried out for 6 hours 
under a nitrogen atmosphere, and then allowed to cool to room temperature. Beads were removed from the 
solution and they were washed with distilled water until they were at the pH of distilled water. 
 
 Preliminary tests  
 
Red No.2 solutions adjusted to 100, 200 and 300 ppm were prepared at different pHs, (2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7), 
approximately 50 mg of the hydrogel were placed in vials and 10ml of the Red No. 2 solution were added 
were added 2 and stirred at 150 RPM at 30 ° C for 72 hours.  
 
 Kinetics  
 
From the results of the preliminary tests it was determined that the kinetic would take place by using a 
solution of Red No. 2 with an initial concentration of 200 ppm and 30 mg of the hydrogel at 200 RPM, 
starting to determine concentration at 0.25 hours with varied intervals until 72 hours. 
 
 
Results and Discussion 
 
In the test performed by varying the pH of the solution with dye was found that less than in pH of 3 or 
inferior the removal of  dye increased compared to the removal obtained at higher pHs so it was decided 
to conduct the kinetic experiments initiating at a value of pH 3 (Fig. 1): 
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Fig.1. Graph of initial pH of the solution versus q obtained after 72 hours.  
 
Upon completion of the kinetics experiments it was determined that the temperature increased slightly the 
removal of dye from the aqueous solution within the temperature range studied, although the temperature 
is seen to have little to no effect on the time taken to reach equilibrium, which was reached at 72 hours 
approximately with qe values of 1005, 1048 and 1080 mg/g for the 30, 40 and 50°C temperatures 
respectively (Fig. 2): 

 
 

 
Fig.2. Graph comparing the three kinetic studies performed at different temperatures. 
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The data obtained from the kinetics were fitted 
to the models of Ho-McKay and Elovich 
yielding high adjusted correlation coefficients 
(Table 1), especially for the Elovich Model, the 
tight fitting can also be appreciated in the graph 
(Fig. 3): 
 

 
 
Fig. 3: Graphs of the fittings: a), b) and c) fittings to Ho-McKay model at 30, 40 and 50 ° C temperatures 

respectively, d), e) and f) fittings for Elovich model at 30, 40 and 50 ° C temperatures respectively. 
 
 
Conclusions 
  
The chitosan-cellulose hydrogel cross-linked with ethylene glycol diglycidyl ether has a good capacity for 
dye adsorption at acid pH but this capability significantly decreases as the pH approaches neutrality, it is 
presumed this is because the primary mechanism of adsorption of dye is due to the electrostatic attraction 
that occurs between the amino group protonated in acidic media with the dye dissociated in the solution 
that possesses a negative charge as it loses its sodium positive ions.  
 
By performing the kinetic to three different temperatures and slight increase of dye removal in higher 
temperature was found in the range of temperatures studied, however, the temperature has little to no 
effect on the time it takes to reach equilibrium.  
 
The data fitted with a high correlation coefficient to the models of Ho-McKay and Elovich being 
especially good for the latter which may indicate the presence of chemisorption, details about the specific 
mechanisms of adsorption of hydrogel require more experiments to determine the mediums that lead to 
removal of dye out of the solutions. 

 30°C 40°C 50°C 
Ho-McKay 0.9430 0.9663 0.9736 
Elovich 0.9765 0.9810 0.9912 

Table 1: Adjusted correlation coefficients of the 
fittings. 
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Abstract 
 

A new generation of extractant impregnated resin has been elaborated by encapsulation of extractants in biopolymer 
capsules. The extractant forms the core of the spherical particle, while the biopolymer entraps the extractant in a shell. 
The immobilization can reduce the loss of extractant, and it makes possible the use of the system in simple fixed bed 
columns. Cyanex 302 (bis(2,4,4-trimethylpentyl)monothiophosphinic acid) was immobilized into alginate capsules 
prepared by ionotropic gelation in CaCl2 solutions. The influence of a series of parameters on microcapsule 
preparation was investigated. Selected materials were tested for Pd(II) recovery from HCl solutions through 
equilibrium and kinetic sorption studies. 
 
Introduction 

Regardless of the application (environmental purpose or resource valorization), metal ions may be 
recovered from aqueous solutions through different techniques such as precipitation, membrane 
processes, electrodeposition, liquid-liquid extraction or ion-exchange/chelating resins.1 The choice 
of the process is controlled by the characteristics of the effluents, the value of the metal, its 
concentration, the regulations concerning its discharge into the environment etc. Solvent 
extraction is frequently used because of its high selectivity for target metals.2 The extractant can 
be used directly dissolved in the organic phase (liquid-liquid extraction) o impregnated on a 
polymeric support such as membranes (SLM, supported liquid membrane) or resins.3 Recently, 
several processes have been described for the encapsulation of extractants by incorporation a 
porous polymer matrix.4-5 These materials allow the extraction, the separation and the selective 
recovery of valuable metals with several advantages or benefits compared to conventional liquid-
liquid extraction: stability of the extractant, easier operating conditions, limitation of extractant 
loss (due to mechanical or chemical effects) and prevention of the formation of ternary phases. 
The present work focuses on the encapsulation of Cyanex 302 (bis(2,2,4-
trimethylpentyl)monothiophosphinic acid) in calcium alginate gel. The composite beads are 
prepared by ionotropic gelation of sodium alginate drops (which contain the extractant) into a 
CaCl2 solutions. In this case, the encapsulation process consists in the embedment of extractant 
drops into a thin polymer layer that serves as a confinement barrier (which can be only crossed 
through by specific species which have appropriate affinity): the confinement barrier allows 
reducing the use of solvents, decreasing the possible loss of extractant and making easier the phase 
separation process. In a first step, the intrinsic parameters that control the formation of alginate gel 
beads (without extractant) have been investigated: type of alginate (viscosity), biopolymer 
concentration, concentration of the gelling agent (CaCl2 concentration). The morphological and 
mechanical characteristics of the gel beads have been analyzed in order to select experimental 
conditions for the encapsulation of Cyanex 302. Different lots of composite beads (microcapsules) 
have been prepared (varying the proportions of extractant and alginate) and tested for Pd(II) 
recovery from HCl solutions. 
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Experimental 

 
Three different samples of alginate were supplied by Sigma Aldrich; these three samples were 
characterized by their viscosity (measured at 40 °C, from 1 % w/w alginate/aqueous solutions): 
LVA (low viscosity alginate: 4.07 ± 0.05 cps), MVA (medium viscosity alginate: 4.93 ± 0.09 cps) 
and HVA (high viscosity alginate: 77.12 ± 0.25 cps). The extractant, Cyanex 302 (bis(2,2,4-
trimethylpentyl)monothiophosphinic acid), was obtained from CYTEC (Canada). 
Synthesis of alginate beads and microcapsules. Alginate gels beads and microcapsules were 
produced with an encapsulator (Büchi B-390) (Switzerland); this equipment allows the production 
of reproducible and standardized lots of beads and capsules making profit of the possibility to play 
simultaneously on the pressure (in the vessel containing the biopolymer), vibration frequency (at 
the level of the injector or nozzle), and the electrostatic charge of the beads (preventing their 
agglomeration). For the production of alginate gel beads, the vibration frequency was set to 300 
Hz, the electrode potential was adjusted to 2,500 V, the pressure to 75-100 mbar, and the inner 
diameter of the nozzle was 750 µm. Different concentrations of alginate have been tested 
depending on their respective viscosity: for LVA alginate concentration was set to 1, 2, 3 and 4 % 
(w/w), for MVA alginate concentration was fixed to 1, 2 and 3 % (w/w) while for HVA the high 
viscosity of the biopolymer did not allow using higher concentration than 1 % (w/w). Three 
different concentrations of gelling agent (i.e., CaCl2) have been carried out: 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0 M. 
For the synthesis of microcapsules the experimental procedure changed: two concentric nozzles 
(300/500 µm; i.e., diameter of the internal nozzle (extractant flow), and external nozzle 
(biopolymer solution), respectively). The vibration frequency was 350 Hz, the electrode potential 
was fixed to 2,500 V and the pressure was adjusted to 350 mbar. In this case only HVA was used 
at the concentration of 0.5 % with a flow rate of 15 mL min-1. The extractant (i.e., Cyanex 302) 
was diluted in kerosene (1:1, v/v) and pumped with different flow rates: 1 mL min-1 (MC1), 1.5 
mL min-1 (MC2), and 2 mL min-1 (MC3); the microcapsules were stabilized by ionotropic gelation 
using a 0.5 M CaCl2 solution. The gel beads and the microcapsules were maintained in the 
ionotropic gelation solution for 24 h, before being rinsed with water. The stocks of beads and 
microcapsules were stored in 0.1 M CaCl2 solution. Optical microscopy (160 X) was used for 
characterizing the macroscopic properties of the materials. 
Study of extraction performance. The impact of HCl concentration on the efficiency of Pd(II) 
extraction was performed by contact for 48 hours of 40 mg of sorbent (MC1, m, g) with a 10 mL 
volume (V) of a 50 mg Pd L-1 solution (C0) prepared from different HCl solutions (C(HCl): 0.01, 
0.1, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 M). Palladium residual concentration was determined by flame atomic 
absorption spectrometry (AAS) and the sorption capacity was determined by the mass balance 
equation. Systematically the sorbent dosage (SD, m/V) was set to 4 g L-1. Agitation speed was 150 
rpm and all the experiments were performed at 20 ±1 °C. 
Sorption isotherms were obtained by contact of the microcapsules (MC1) with Pd(II) solutions 
prepared from 0.5 M HCl solutions varying metal concentration from 10 to 250 mg Pd L-1 (SD: 4 
g L-1). Sorption isotherms were modeled with the Langmuir equation using non-linear regression 
facilities of Mathcad software (Version Plus 6.0, Mathsoft, Inc.). 
Uptake kinetics were studied varying the sorbent dosage (SD: 4 and 10 g L-1) by contact of the 
microcapsules (MC1) with 100 mL of a 50 mg Pd L-1 solution (prepared in 0.5 M HCl solution); 
samples (0.5 mL) were collected at fixed contact times, filtrated and analyzed for residual metal 
concentration.  
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Results and Discussion 
 
Preparation of alginate gel beads. Prior to the manufacturing of microcapsules the influence of 
experimental parameters such as alginate concentration (depending on the viscosity and the type 
of sodium alginate: LVA, MVA, HVA) and CaCl2 concentration was studied through a series of 
experiments with the objective of optimizing the morphology and the mechanical resistance of 
the encapsulating material. Table 1 reports the main conclusions of this preliminary study. With 
LVA sample, the increase in the concentration of alginate leads to the formation of beads that are 
more spherical and more homogeneous in size. The best alginate beads (with LVA) were 
obtained at alginate concentrations of 3 and 4 % with average diameters in the range 1.22-1.88 
mm. With MVA sample it was more difficult obtaining spherical particles: actually they have an 
ovoid form (and even drop form with 1 % alginate concentration). When the concentration of the 
biopolymer increases the raise of the viscosity leads to the formation of very heterogeneous 
particles (both in size and form), especially with 3 % alginate concentration (where the beads 
tended to agglomerate). In the case of HVA sample (high viscosity alginate) the concentration 
was set to 1 % giving very spherical particles with appropriate mechanical properties (shown by 
good resistance to strong agitation). This alginate was selected for further experiments. 
Figure 1 shows the results obtained with varying the concentration of CaCl2 in the ionotropic 
gelation media (using 1 % HVA solution). When increasing CACl2 concentration the 
heterogeneity in size of the beads tends to decrease and concentrations of 0.5 M and 1 M seem 
the more appropriate for the ionotropic gelation of alginate solutions.  
 
Table 1. Microphotographs of alginate gel beads for LVA (low viscosity), MVA (medium 
viscosity) and HVA (high viscosity) samples (0.1 M CACl2; nozzle: 750 µm; alginate flow rate: 
20-25 mL min-1). 

Alginate Alginate concentration (%) 
1  2  3  4  

LVA 

    
MVA 

   

 

HVA 

 

   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Effect of CaCl2 concentration on the ionotropic gelation of alginate (HVA, 1 % w/w): 
a) 0.1 M; b) 0.5 M and c) 1.0 M (nozzle: 750 mm, alginate flow rate: 20-25 mL min-1).  
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Preparation of alginate-Cyanex 302 microcapsules. Preliminary studies have shown that with 
alginate concentrations higher than 0.5 % (w/w) the microcaspules were heterogeneous both in 
size and morphology. On the basis of these preliminary observations and the results of the 
previous section, microcapsules were prepared using HVA at the concentration of 0.5 % (w/w); 
the ionotropic gelation being performed in 0.5 M CaCl2 solutions. Figure 2 shows 3 lots of 
microcapsules prepared with different flow rates of extractant (MC1, MC2, MC3). Under these 
conditions the MCs are generally mononuclear, spherical and homogeneous in size: the size of 
the capsule varies in the range 0.69-0.74 mm while the extractant nucleus varies in the range 
0.32-0.58 mm (depending on the flow rate of the extractant). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Microcapsules of Cyanex 302 prepared with HVA (0.5 % w/w and 0.5 M CaCl2 as the 
ionotropic gelation solution; size of concentric nozzles: 300/500 m; alginate flow rate: 15 mL 
min-1; Cyanex 302 flow rate: a) MC1: 1.5, b) MC2: 2.0, c) MC3: 3.0 mL min-1). 
 
The mechanical stability of the MCs was investigated by contact of 0.1 g of MCs with 10 mL of 
HCl solutions (concentrations: 0.01, 0.5 and 5 M) for three days. While MC2 and MC3 materials 
were almost completely disrupted and destroyed after 1 day of agitation (regardless of HCl 
concentration), MC1 beads remained mechanically stable over the 3 days of agitation (with the 
exception of the experiment performed with 5 M HCl solutions, where the destruction of the 
MCs was observed at the third day of agitation). MC1 material was selected for further 
experiments on Pd(II) sorption.  
Influence of HCl concentration on Pd(II) recovery. The extraction efficiency remained in the 
range 50-90 % and progressively decreased with increasing HCl concentration. For HCl 
concentration higher than 6 M the MC1 material was not stable and tended to disrupt. 
Pd(II) sorption isotherms. Figure 3 (A) shows Pd(II) sorption isotherms using MC1 for 0.5 M 
HCl solutions. The solid line represents the modeling of the sorption isotherm with the Langmuir 
equation: this equation fits well experimental data. The isotherm is quasi irreversible: the initial 
slope of q vs Ceq is very steep followed by a progressive increase up to reach a saturation plateau. 

  
Figure 3. (A) Pd(II) sorption isotherm (B)  Pd(II) uptake kinetics (C0: 50 mg Pd L-1). MC1 
material; SD: 4 g L-1; C(HCl): 0.5 M; T: 20 °C.  
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The maximum sorption capacity is close to 12 mg Pd g-1 MC1 while the affinity coefficient is 
found to be close to 0.108 L mg-1. Taking into account the humidity of the MC1 particles (i.e., 
92.6 %) the maximum sorption capacity reaches 143 mg Pd g-1 MC1dry. This value is higher than 
the levels reached using similar materials with an immobilization of the extractant in the matrix 
of the polymer: 77 mg Pd g-1.5  
Pd(II) uptake kinetics. Figure 3 (B) shows the kinetic profiles for the recovery of Pd(II) from 0.5 
M HCl solutions using MC1.The solid line show the modeling of intraparticle diffusion using the 
model described by Zhu and Sengupta.6 Regardless of the experimental conditions (sorbent 
dosage), the model of resistance to intraparticle diffusion fits well experimental profiles. For the 
highest SD (i.e., 10 g L-1) more than 90 % of the sorption occurred within the first 500 min while 
the full equilibrium required about 24 h of contact: the second phase in the sorption process was 
much slower. On the opposite hand, for the lowest SD (i.e., 4 g L-1) the uptake kinetics was quite 
slow: two days of contact were necessary to reach the equilibrium. The coefficients of 
intraparticle diffusion were calculated, giving values of 5.63x10-12 and 7.76x10-11 m2 min-1 for 
SD: 4 and 10 g L-1, respectively. These values should be taken as indicative but can be used to 
compare with alternative systems. In the case of Pd(II) extraction (from HNO3 solutions) using 
Cyanex 302 encapsulated in alginate (matrix immobilization) 50 h were necessary for reaching 
the equilibrium,5 while for Cyphos IL 101 immobilized in microcapsules of alginate the 
equilibrium time was close to 72 h.4 
 
Conclusions 
 Cyanex 302 can be efficiently encaspulated in alginate gel providing the type of alginate is 
appropriately selected: an alginate of high viscisoty (HVA) reveals efficient (at the concentration 
of 0.5 % w/w) for immobilizaing the extractant. Mononuclear particles can be obtained; 
however, the amount of extractant immobilized is to be appropriately selected for maintaining 
the mechanical stability of the encapsulated material: MC1 seems to be a good compromise 
(corresponding to the lowest extractant loading among the values tested in the present work). 
The maximum sorption capacity reaches 12 mg Pd g-1 (143 mg Pd g-1, refering to sorbent dry 
weight). The sorbent dosage influences the time required for reaching the equilibrium: about 24 
h for SD: 10 g L-1, and about 48 h at the lowest SD (i.e., 4 g L-1).  These materials can be 
considered a promising alternative to conventional systems for the recovery of valuable or toxic 
metal ions from HCl solutions. Future work will focus on the improvement of physico-chemical 
stability of the composite materials and the enhancement of diffusion properties. 
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Abstract 
 

Chitosan-PVA beads modified by cross-linking were synthesized and characterized using FTIR 
analysis. Hydrogel beads were used for batch experiments in order to obtain the maximum 
fluoride ion adsorption capacity varying contact time, pH and temperature. The thermodynamic 
parameters were calculated from equilibrium data, negative values obtained for Gibbs free energy 
and enthalpy suggest that the process is exothermic and spontaneous. In case of calculated 
entropy, a negative value is an indicative of the adsorption process. Besides, Gibbs free energy 
values increased with an increase in temperature, which indicates that the reaction slows down 
with a rise in temperature. 
 
Introduction 
 

In recent years the world has greatly increased concern about the presence of fluoride ions in 
drinking water due to natural and anthropogenic activities. In the northern of Mexico there are 
communities that use groundwater sources to supply water for human use and consumption 
without being given a treatment of drinking water, which leads to a significant health risk [1]. 
Previous studies show that these water sources contain high concentrations of fluorides when 
ingested by people cause dental and skeletal fluorosis mainly. NOM-127-SSA1-1994 marks as 
maximum permissible limit (MPL) 1.5 mg/L of fluoride in drinking water [2]. In recent years, the 
use of natural polymers as adsorbents has been an effective method to provide new polymeric 
materials. Chitosan is obtained from chitin and is known as an excellent biosorbent, which has 
been applied to the study of the adsorption of pollutants. Therefore, in this paper the feasibility of 
removing fluoride ions from aqueous solutions by beads of hydrogel based on chitosan (Q) and 
polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) cross-linked with ethylene glycol diglycidyl ether (EGDE) was 
examined. 
 
Experimental 

 
2.1. Reagents  
For synthesis and adsorption experiments was used deionized (DI) water. Chitosan (Q) with 68% 
deacetylation degree was supplied by Alimentos America; poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) USP grade 
high viscosity purchased from Golden Bell; ethyleneglycol diglycidyl ether (EGDE) 100% purity 
was purchased from Tokyo Chemical Industry Co. and used without further purification; TISAB 
Solution II (prepared in the laboratory with NaOH, NaCl and glacial acetic acid 100% were of 
analytical grade used without further purification). NaF 99% purity was obtained from Meyer. 
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2.2. Synthesis 
 
The synthesis of Q-PVA beads cross-linked with EGDE (Q-EGDE-PVA) was made following the 
methodology proposed by Garcia-Rivas et al. [3] with some modifications. Initially solutions of Q 
in 0.4 M acetic acid at 3.1 %wt and PVA in DI water at 10%wt were prepared. Then these 
solutions were mixed and were added dropwise to a solution of NaOH 1 M to generate Q-PVA 
beads, once the drip process was completed the beads were left under constant stirring for 2 h, at 
the end of this time beads were washed until wash water pH was equal to the pH of the DI water. 
Finally, the crosslinking reaction was carried out using EGDE on a round bottom flask at 70 °C, 
125 rpm, in inert atmosphere of N2 for 6 h. After the reaction, Q-EGDE-PVA beads were cooled 
to 15 °C and washed with DI water until the solution pH became the same as that of the fresh DI 
water. The beads were then stored in DI water for further use. 
2.3. FTIR spectroscopy 
Q-EGDE-PVA beads were characterized by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) to 
identify functional groups. Varian 640 ATR spectrometer was used. The spectrum was obtained 
with 16 scans at a resolution of 4 cm-1 using a frequency range of 4000 to 550 cm-1. 
2.4. Adsorption experiments 
Adsorption experiments were carried out by the batch method in triplicate. To determine optimum 
pH on adsorption of fluorides about 0.5 g of beads was added into 10 mL of 10 mg/L sodium 
fluoride solution with desired pH value (range 2 to 8). The mixture was shaken in an orbital shaker 
(Heidolph model UNIMAX 1010-Inkubator 1000) at 200 rpm and 30 oC. Once obtained optimum 
pH, adsorption kinetics was carried out at contact times of 5, 10, 15, 30, 45 and 60 min and 2, 4, 8, 
16, 24, 48 and 72 h. The kinetic study were performed with an initial concentration of 10 mg/L 
sodium fluoride solution, 10 mL solution, 0.5 g beads, 200 rpm and fixed temperature (30, 40 and 
50 oC). pH was adjusted only at the beginning of the experiment. Subsequently adsorption 
capacity was determined for each contact time (qt) by qt = V(Co-Ct)/m, where Co is the initial 
concentration, Ct is the concentration at time t, V is the volume of the solution m is the mass of 
adsorbent. The experimental data were fitted using OriginPro 8.1 software to kinetic models of 
pseudo-first order  and pseudo-second order , 
where k1 and k2 are the sorption rate constants, qt is the adsorption capacity at time t and qe 
represents the adsorption capacity at equilibrium. 
 
2.5 Thermodynamic parameters 
 
The thermodynamic parameters were obtained by  where qe is 
concentration of the adsorbate at equilibrium on the surface of the adsorbent and Ce is the 
concentration in the solution at equilibrium [5]. 
 
Results and Discussion 
 
3.1. FTIR Analysis 
 
In Figure 1, spectra of Q-EGDE-PVA beads before and after adsorption of fluoride ions are 
shown. The major bands of Q-EGDE-PVA beads are: 3350 cm-1 (stretching vibrations of -OH 
and -NH2 groups), 2850 cm-1 (-CH stretching vibrations in –CH and -CH2), 1652cm-1 (-NH2 
bending vibration), 1379 cm-1 (-CH bending vibrations in -CHOH-), 1067 and 1028 cm-1 (-CO 
stretching vibration in -COH). Hydrogen bonding in amines is weaker than that of hydroxyl 
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groups, so -NH2 stretching bands are not as broad or intense as -OH stretching bands. A slight 
broadening of -NH2 stretching band in Q-EGDE-PVA beads adsorbed with fluoride ions can be 
taken as indicative of a hydrogen bond between protonated amine (NH3

+) and fluoride ion [6]. 
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Figure 1. FTIR spectra. 

 
3.2 Effect of pH 
The effect of varying pH on fluoride ions adsorption capacity using Q-EGDE-PVA beads can be seen in Figure 2, 
which clearly shows that at pH 3 the greatest capacity adsorption is obtained. 

 
Figure 2. Effect of pH. 
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3.3. Adsorption kinetics 
 
The adsorption kinetics obtained is shown in Figure 3. The data correspond to average 
adsorption capacity (qt prom) calculated based on dry mass of the beads used. As seen, maximum 
adsorption occurs at 30 °C and in the three tested temperatures equilibrium is reached after 120 
min of contact. 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Effect of contact time on adsorption capacity. 
 
The values of parameters obtained in each of the two models, as well as the correlation 
coefficients obtained are shown in Table 1. Values show that pseudo-second order kinetics 
model fits well with the experimental data. 

 
Table 1. Kinetic parameters. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.4. Thermodynamic parameters 
 
Standard changes of energy, enthalpy and entropy are shown in Table 2. Negative values of ΔG° 
indicate that adsorption of fluoride ions in Q-EGDE-PVA beads is spontaneous. Negative value 
of ΔH° suggests that the process is exothermic, so an decrease of temperature encourages 
fluoride ion adsorption. The values of the enthalpy of adsorption process can be used to 
distinguish between physical and chemical adsorption, chemical adsorption to the range of 
values of the enthalpy is 83 to 830 kJmol-1, while for the physical adsorption range is from 8 to 
25 kJ mol-1. On the basis of the above distinction, it is concluded that adsorption of the fluoride 
ions is a physical process [5]. 
 

Temperature 
(°C) 

Pseudo-primer order Pseudo-segundo order 
k1 

(min-1) 
qe 

(mg g-1) R2
 

k2 
(min-1) 

qe 
(mg g-1) R2 

30 0.3085 4.5 0.986 0.1595 4.7 0.998 
40 0.4103 3.9 0.976 0.2520 4.0 0.992 
50 0.4069 2.9 0.984 0.3932 2.9 0.993 
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Table 2. Thermodynamic parameters. 

ΔG° (J mol-1) ΔH° 
(kJ mol-1) 

ΔS° 
(J mol-1 K-1) 30°C 40°C 50°C 

-2227 -609 -166 -33.6 -104 
 

 
 
Conclusions 
  
The Q-EGDE-PVA beads are a good material for fluoride ions removal. The values of the 
thermodynamic parameters confirm spontaneity of the process and exothermic nature of the 
adsorpion of fluoride ions, which is advantageous because at lower temperatures the beads 
remove more ions. The adsorption kinetics follows pseudo-second order. Due to precursors 
homopolymers from Q-EGDE-PVA beads, this adsorbent has characteristics of being a 
biodegradable, non-toxic and low cost, contributing these properties to place it as a good 
biosorbent of fluoride ions. 
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Abstract 
 

A series of bifunctional vinyl-terminated surfmer having EO blocks were synthesized. These compounds were 
successfully synthesized by the condensation of poly (ethylene oxide) (PEO) with different molecular weights from 
200 to 8000 g/mol ω-methyleted with 3-isopropenyl-α, α-dimethylbenzyl isocyanate. The chemical structure of the 
prepared compounds was confirmed using elemental analysis, FTIR and NMR spectra. The complete consumption of 
3-isopropenyl-α, α-dimethylbenzyl isocyanate was monitored by isocyanate peaks using FTIR, and the structure of the 
surfmer was confirmed by NMR. The critical micelle concentration (CMC) of the surfmers was carried out by density, 
and the measurements confirm that the obtained surfmers are potential candidate for emulsion polymerization.  
 
Introduction 
Free-radical graft copolymerization of styrene (St) and acrylonitrile (AN) in the presence of polyether 
polyols has been used to prepare polymer polyols in industry, which are important raw material of 
performance flexible polyurethane foams [1,2]The graft copolymerization modification can improve the 
load-bearing characteristic and the cell opening behavior of polyurethane foams. In the industry, the 
polyurethanes are formed through the reaction between isocyanate compounds and a graft polyol (polymer 
polyol). This graft polyol is a copolymer of poly (styrene-acrylonitrile) dissolved in a polyol carrier. This 
copolymer is prepared through the random polymerization of this co-monomers in the presence of a 
polymerizable surfactant which is used as a surfactant and this stabilizes the polymeric particles (dispersed 
phase) in a polyol carries (continuous phase) [3, 4] (Scheme 1). 
 
The interest in polymeric surfactants for heterogeneous polymerization has increased in recent years. In 
emulsion polymerization, surfactant plays an important role in the process, since they control the 
nucleation process as well as the stabilization of the polymer particle during the polymerization and 
storage of the latexes. Polymeric emulsifiers and stabilizers are promising alternatives to the traditional 
low molecular weights surfactants. Traditional surfactants are not reactive in the polymerization process 
and thus are not covalently linked onto the particle surface resulting in negative effects on the properties 
of emulsion latexes, mainly caused by desorption of the surfactant from the polymer particles surface [5,6]. 
In fact, it has been reported that the migration of the surfactant through the polymer particles surface can 
modify adhesion, water sensitivity and the optical properties [7-9].  
 
To avoid these problems, the use of polymerizable surfactants, referred as surfmers. Polymeric surfactants 
have only a limited possibility to migrate because of their much lower diffusion rate. If copolymerizable 
surfactants are used there is no migration possible. The surfmers remain covalently liked to the polymer, 
preventing migration during storage and film formation. The surfmers can copolymerize with the vinyl 
monomers to produce strong sterically stabilized latexes monomers via aqueous emulsion polymerization. 
The areas of improvements using surfmers are: mechanical stability of the latex, very high solids contents, 
water resistance, adhesivity and control of surface charge density and application in films, which indicates 
a decrease of surfactant migration [10]. 
 
The first vinyl monomer syntheses, which also function as emulsifying agent, were reported in 1958 [11] 
however the term “surfmer” is recently used and is defined as the compound able to polymerize and 
contains in the same molecule an hydrophilic moiety which can act as a surfactant.   
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Scheme1.Schematic representation of the synthesis of St-AN stabilized latex using a surfmer as a reactive 
stabilizer. 
 

One of the main applications of the surfmers, and more popular, are in emulsion polymerization or related 
processes, with the peculiarity that surfmer molecule, at the end of the process, are covalent connected and 
partly buried into the particles obtained and generate improvements in the quality of the latexes due to 
prevents the migration during storage and film formation, moreover and improves resistance to freezing 
and to shearing [12-14]. 
 

There were a significant number of studies on the polymerization of surfmers [15, 16]. These molecules 
combines the physical behavior of a traditional surfactant and the reactivity of monomers, in order to 
produce particles latex with high colloidal stability, allowing the preparation of high solid latexes, control 
on the particle size and distribution, surface charge density and surface functionality. 
 

The most extensively studied macromonomers are based on EO blocks functionalized with styryl, 
mathacryloyl, thiol, maleate, vinyl, and ρ-vinylphenylalkyl reactive groups. The main reason to use EO 
refers to the good solubility in water as well as various alcohols. We now report the synthesis of 
bifunctional vinyl-terminated surfmer having EO blocks. These compounds were successfully synthesized 
by the condensation of poly (ethylene oxide) (PEO) with different molecular weights from 200 to 8000 
g/mol ω-methyleted with 3-isopropenyl-α, α-dimethylbenzyl isocyanate. 
 
 Experimental 
 
 Chemicals 

The samples of the ω-methylated poli(ethylene oxide) (PEO) of different molecular weights (200, 600, 
1500, 4000 and 8000 g mol-1) were provided by POLIOLES S.A. de C.V. Ethylene glycol monoethyl ether,  
3-isopropenyl-α, α-dimethylbenzyl isocyanate (TMI), zinc chloride (ZnCl2) were purchased form Aldrich. 
The THF was distilled over sodium. 
 
  Analysis 
The structure of the surfmers was confirmed by NMR (500 MHz) spectrophotometer Bruker ADVANCED 
III using chloroform-d as solvent and tetramethylsilane as internal reference. Chemical shifts were 
expressed in parts per million. FTIR spectra were taken in a Nicolet Magna 550 Infrared spectrophotometer 
equipped with an optical interferometer of potassium bromide. The critical micelle concentration (CMC) of 
the surfmers was carried out by density using an AMVn Automated Microviscometer equipped with an 
Anton Paar DMA 5000 oscillating U-tube densitometer at 25°C. 
 
Synthesis of the vinyl terminated-PEO surfmer (VT-PEO) 
The designs of the surfmer were based on a nonionic surfactant and select the poly (ethylene oxide) as the 
group which can interact with the water in the emulsion polymerization.  The reactions of the different ω-
methylated-PEO with 3-isopropenyl-α, α-dimethylbenzyl isocyanate (Scheme 2) provide a new type of 
surfmers based on PEO. The synthesis of different surfmers  carried out using PEO with 200, 600, 1500, 
4000 and 8000 g/mol in reaction with 3-isopropenyl-α, α-dimethyl benzyl isocyanate in a molar ratio 1:1.2 
respectively in THF as solvent and ZnCl2 in catalytic amounts at 70 °C. The reaction mixture was refluxed 
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for 24 h. The reaction was performed in a 250 ml 3-neck flask fitted with a condenser and an addition 
funnel. The system was flamed with vacuum (1 mmHg) and filled with nitrogen (Ultra High Purity grade). 
Then, 10 g (6.66 mmol) of PEO (1500 g mol-1) and 60 ml of dry THF were added under constant stirring.  
Once the PEO was completely dissolved, 1.61g (8.0 mmol) of 3-isopropenyl-α, α-dimethylbenzyl 
isocyanate in 25 ml of dry THF was added through a dropping funnel. A catalytic amount of ZnCl2 was 
added, and the reaction mixture was allowed to react for 24 h under inert atmosphere at reflux. The 
complete consumption of 3-isopropenyl-α, α-dimethylbenzyl isocyanate was monitored by isocyanate 
peaks using FTIR. The product was concentrated by evaporation. The same procedure was implemented 
with all others PEO. 
 
Spectroscopic Properties. 
3a Viscous liquid 98% yield. 1H-RMN (500 Mhz, CDCl3) δ(ppm): 7.94 (s, 1H, NH), 7.3 (m, 4H, CH Ar-
H), 5.3 (s, 1H, CH2=C), 5.0 (s, 1H, CH2=C), 3.6 (s, 4H, 2CH2-O), 2.10 (s, 3H, CH3-C), 1.62 (s, 6H, 2CH3). 
13C-RMN (125.686 Mhz, CDCl3) δ: 153.5, 146, 142.5, 140.5, 127, 123, 121, 112, 70, 62.5, 61, 54.5, 28.5, 
21.  
FT-IR (pellet KBr, cm-1): 2874, 1724, 1458, 1351, 1252,953. 
 
3b Viscous liquid 97% yield. 1H-RMN (500 Mhz, CDCl3) δ: 7.94 (s, 1H, NH), 7.3 (m, 4H, CH Ar-H), 5.3 
(s, 1H, CH2=C), 5.0 (s, 1H, CH2=C), 3.6 (s, 20H, 2CH2-O), 2.10 (s, 3H, CH3-C), 1.62 (s, 6H, 2CH3). 
13C-RMN (125.686 Mhz, CDCl3) δ: 153.5, 146, 142.5, 140.5, 127, 123, 121, 112, 70, 62.5, 61, 54.5, 28.5, 
21.  
FT-IR (pellet KBr, cm-1): 2874, 1724, 1458, 1351, 1252,953. 
 
3c Viscous liquid 98% yield. 1H-RMN (500 Mhz, CDCl3) δ: 7.94 (s, 1H, NH), 7.3 (m, 4H, CH Ar-H), 5.3 
(s, 1H, CH2=C), 5.0 (s, 1H, CH2=C), 3.6 (s, 56H, 2CH2-O), 2.10 (s, 3H, CH3-C), 1.62 (s, 6H, 2CH3). 
13C-RMN (125.686 Mhz, CDCl3) δ: 153.5, 146, 142.5, 140.5, 127, 123, 121, 112, 70, 62.5, 61, 54.5, 28.5, 
21.  
FT-IR (pellet KBr, cm-1): 2874, 1724, 1458, 1351, 1252,953. 
 
3d solid white 95% yield. 1H-RMN (500 Mhz, CDCl3) δ: 7.94 (s, 1H, NH), 7.3 (m, 4H, CH Ar-H), 5.3 (s, 
1H, CH2=C), 5.0 (s, 1H, CH2=C), 3.6 (s, 136H, 2CH2-O), 2.10 (s, 3H, CH3-C), 1.62 (s, 6H, 2CH3). 
13C-RMN (125.686 Mhz, CDCl3) δ: 153.5, 146, 142.5, 140.5, 127, 123, 121, 112, 70, 62.5, 61, 54.5, 28.5, 
21.  
FT-IR (pellet KBr, cm-1): 2874, 1724, 1458, 1351, 1252,953. 
 
3e Solid white 95% yield. 1H-NMR (500 Mhz, CDCl3) δ: 7.94 (s, 1H, NH), 7.3 (m, 4H, CH Ar-H), 5.3 (s, 
1H, CH2=C), 5.0 (s, 1H, CH2=C), 3.6 (s, 364H, 2CH2-O), 2.10 (s, 3H, CH3-C), 1.62 (s, 6H, 2CH3). 
13C-RMN (125.686 Mhz, CDCl3) δ: 153.5, 146, 142.5, 140.5, 127, 123, 121, 112, 70, 62.5, 61, 54.5, 28.5, 
21.  
FT-IR (pellet KBr, cm-1): 2874, 1724, 1458, 1351, 1252,953. 
 
3f Solid white 96% yield. 1H-RMN (500 Mhz, CDCl3) δ: 7.94 (s, 1H, NH), 7.3 (m, 4H, CH Ar-H), 5.3 (s, 
1H, CH2=C), 5.0 (s, 1H, CH2=C), 3.6 (s, 728H, 2CH2-O), 2.10 (s, 3H, CH3-C), 1.62 (s, 6H, 2CH3). 
13C-RMN (125.686 Mhz, CDCl3) δ: 153.5, 146, 142.5, 140.5, 127, 123, 121, 112, 70, 62.5, 61, 54.5, 28.5, 
21.  
FT-IR (pellet KBr, cm-1): 2874, 1724, 1458, 1351, 1252,953. 
 
 Results and Discussion 

In the present study six series of surfmers with different content of EO were synthetized according to the 
Scheme 2. Methyl groups where chosen in the EO reactant in order to prevent a possible dimerization 
product in the surfmer. These compounds include in their structure a vinyl group that is necessary for 
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further copolymerization reaction. The synthesis was achieved using two different catalysts: zinc chloride 
and zinc acetate. However, zinc chloride is preferred in the surfmer preparation due to their highest 
activity.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Scheme 2. Synthesis of the surfmers  

 
The surfmer  formation was demonstrated by FTIR, this analysis shows the disappearance of the band at 
2256 cm-1 attributed to the stretching of the isocyanate group in the starting material and the appearance of 
the band at 1724 cm-1 corresponding to the stretching of the C=O of the urethane group (Figure 1). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. FT-IR spectrum of 3d Surfmer 
 
Further characterization was achieved by 1H NMR spectroscopy (surfmer 3d) where is observed a strong 
resonance at 3.6 ppm characteristic for the two methylene group in the of EO block (-CH2-CH2O-) n, the 
aromatic protons are observed at 7.3 ppm and the resonance detected in the range between 5.0 and 5.3 
ppm are assigned to the vinyl protons. The signal at 2.1 ppm is a characteristic peak of the methyl protons 
(-CH3). The proton in the urethane group (-NHCOO-) appears at 7.94 ppm. A diffusion order spectroscopy 
(DOSY) NMR experiments were carried out to confirm the presence of the surfmers. The DOSY RMN 
experiments provide two dimensional maps in which the signals are separated according to their chemical 
shift in one dimension and by its diffusion coefficients in the other. At the 2D-DOSY RMN spectrum, 
present one diffusion coefficient, shows that all chemical functionalities presents in the RMN spectra are 
covalent linked in a single surfmer molecule.  
 
An important data in the emulsion polymerization is the critical micelle concentration (CMC); this value 
in these new surfmer molecules was determined by density (ρ) according to ASTM-D4052 [17]. The CMC 
values are present in the Table 1. The value of the CMC itself is largely governed by the hydrophobic part, 
i.e., the length of the benzylic sequence: the longer that sequence, the smaller the CMC. The hydrophilic 
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part, also gives the same effect, consider for instance the comparison of the CMC values of 3a and 3f 
surfmers with the 0.60 and 1.24 wt. % respectively, the length of the hydrophilic poly (ethylene oxide) 
increased moderately the CMC.  

VT-PEO surfmers  CMC 
wt. % 

3a  0.60 

3c  0.85 

3d  0.92 

3e  1.04 

3f  1.24 

 
Conclusions 

The synthesis of the surfmers was achieved by the reaction of different ω-methylated-PEO with 3-
isopropenyl-α, α-dimethylbenzyl isocyanate using a molar ratio of 1.0: 1.2 respectively were ZnCl2 works 
better, due to their highest activity. The new synthesis of vinyl terminated-PEO surfmers (VT-PEO) 
described in this paper was synthesized from various molecular weights of PEO (hydrophilic part) and 
(hydrophobic part), yield above 95% in all cases, calculated by gravimetry and finally their characterization 
by FT-IR and NMR confirmed their synthesis. The CMC analysis showed that the VT-PEO surfmers can 
be potential candidates for emulsion polymerization reactions. 
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Abstract 
 

The main objective of this study is to know the behavior of four plastics, after being degraded in a plasma reactor, 
Low Density Polyethylene (LDPE), Polypropylene (PP), Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) and polylactic acid (PLA), 
they were treated at different conditions: time (1.5h, 2.5h), power (150w, 200w and 250w) and system pressure (0.7 
mbar, 0.8 mbar and 1 mbar). Mass losses were compared and only the samples that had the highest degradation of 
each polymer were analyzed with techniques such as Thermo Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) and Infrared Spectroscopy 
(IR).  
 
Introduction 

 
The fraction of plastics solid wastes in the cities is increasing continuously in recent years. Plastics 
usually account for about 7% in weight of the total municipal solid waste and much more by 
volume. [1] Most of plastics aren’t biodegradables so its natural decomposition takes too long and 
all the waste and high environmental pollution is a serious problem today. 
 
In order to minimize the times of plastics degradation exist many process for example the 
traditional pyrolysis of polyethylene and polypropylene has been studied by Faravella et al.[2] 
Plasma pyrolysis is a new technology that has unique advantages.[1] Characterization of pyrolysis 
performance of waste plastics to generate energy or products of high added value  
Plasma technology to degrade or decompose plastics  is commonly used because the treatments 
take only a few minutes, and the chemical treatments are consistent and reproducible and no 
special chemicals or waste removal procedures are needed since gaseous by products can be 
collected at the exit of the plasma chamber.[3] 
 
Polypropylene (PP) has become one of the most popular thermoplastic and present faster growth 
than other polymers, since has very good properties and low cost. In the other hand, 
polyethylenterephthalat (PET) it is one of the most widely used plastic in the industry of 
packaging of liquids. Polylactic acid (PLA) is a biodegradable polymer produced by condensation 
polymerization,  the lactic acid used to produce PLA is extracted from renewable sources such as 
corn, sugar or rice, furthermore bags of low density polyethylene (LDPE) are used in grocery 
stores to transport the merchandise and LDPE is generally used for its low cost.[4] 
The aim of this study was to degrade the described polymer in a radiofrequency (RF) plasma 
reactor and analyze the polymers before and after the plasma treatment in order to evaluate the 
effect of the plasma treatment on the chemical structure of the polymers.  
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Experimental 

  
The system used in this work is shown in Figure 1, it is a cylindrical glass reactor with aluminum 
caps, the reactor it is connected to a vacuum pump, this pump creates the low pressure in the 
system to remove any contaminants in the environment of reaction. A generator of radio frequency 
it is also connected to the glass reactor and generates the plasma inside the reactor. In this study air 
from the environment was used to perform the degradation of the polymers. The polymers were 
degraded at different time and pressure of air.  
 

 
 
Figure 1. System of plastics degradation (right to left), generator of radio frequency, reactor, 
condenser, pressure sensor, and vacuum pump. 
 
Four films of each polymer were degraded in each experiment, the area of these films was of  4 
cm2. The films were deposited on top of microscope glass slides.  We experimented with different 
plasma conditions. Pressure: 0.7 mbar, 0.8 mbar and 1 mbar; time of degradation: 1.5 and 2.5 
hours and plasma input power of 200 watts (W). 
 
In order to evaluate the degradation of each plastic, samples were weighted before and after 
plasma treatment and the percentage of weight loss was calculated for each plastic in every 
treatment using the Equation 1. 
 
                                                 

       

  
                                             Equation 1. 

 
Equation 1. Calculus of weight loss for each plastic, where wo was the initial weight and wf was 
the final weight.  
 
Technical characterization used was: Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and 
thermogravimetric analysis. 
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Results and Discussion 
 
Table 1. Shows the percentage of weight loss under different conditions of the different plastic 
degraded. It is appreciated that the plastics that degrade more easily are PP and PLA, in contrast 
LDPE and PET because of their stable chemical structure stable, are more difficult to degrade 
under the action of air plasma. It was decided to take a general percentage of all plastics and the 
results of this average are presented at the end of the Table. It is also important to highlight that 
polymers treated at 2.5 hours in general degraded more that the polymers treated at 1.5 hours, so 
the time of exposure of the plastics played an important role in the degradation of the polymers. 
The effect of the pressure on the level of the degradation was not straight forward, since the 
polymers did not showed a specific behavior of degradation as a function of pressure.  
 
Table 1. Degradation of different plastics under different plasma conditions.  
 

 
200 Watts 

 
1.5 hrs 2.5hrs 

 
  0.7mbar    0.8mbar 1mbar    0.7mbar    0.8mbar     1mbar 

PET 13.41 8.60 8.97 34.46 29.23 12.39 
PP 79.50 84.64 96.22 81.30 73.84 98.86 
LDPE 13.39 16.39 18.52 21.59 11.34 17.02 
PLA 35.40 27.24 32.69 95.66 92.77 54.80 
Total 35.40 34.2 39.10 58.20 51.80 45.70 
 
Figure 2 and Figure 3 shows the FTIR spectra of LDPE and PP respectively. FTIR analysis of 
the LDPE in Figure 2 shows some differences between the virgin and plasma degraded polymer. 
For instance, the peaks located between 2800 and 2920 cm−1 are smaller in LDPE treated under 
plasma, these peaks correspond to the presence of CH2 and CH3 groups, indicating that many of 
these groups disappeared due to the degradation of the polymers in presence on the plasma. On 
the other side, the band located at 1050 cm-1 represents CH2 groups that are related to the 
crystallinity of this polymer and was also affected (was increased) during the plasma degradation 
process.  
 
In relation to the FTIR analysis of PP (in Figure 3) we can observe some important differences 
between the virgin and the plasma treated PP, to start with, the degraded PP present a curve 
located between 3500-3400 cm-1 and it represent the O-H formation, since oxygen is presented 
during the plasma degradation of this polymer, another region of the plasma treated PP, shows a 
decrease of the bands located between 2800 and 2920 cm−1  are attributable to symmetric and 
asymmetric stretching vibrations of CH2 and CH3

[8], it is well known that during degradation, PP 
experience chain scissions mainly in the tertiary carbon on the chain, and that is the reason why, 
the peaks located between 2800 and 2920 cm−1  showed a decrease of their intensity. In virgin PP  
two intense peaks located at 1460 and 1378 cm-1, the first peak is caused by CH3 asymmetrical 
deformation vibrations of CH2, while the peak located at 1378 cm-1 is due to the symmetric 
deformation vibrations[8] of CH3. It is appreciated in the FTIR spectrum of PP plasma degraded 
that these two peaks (located at 1460 and 1378 cm-1) merge in just one peak located at            
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1460 cm-1, this results provokes the deformation of the polymer. In general can be pointed out 
that there are important chemical differences between the FTIR spectra of virgin and plasma 
degraded polymers, as is appreciated in Figures 2 and 3.  
  

 
 
          Figure 2. Spectrum of FTIR of  LDPE               Figure 3. Spectrum of  FTIR of  PP 
                   virgin and degraded.                                          untreated and degraded. 
 
Figures 4 and Figure 5 shows TGA thermograms of PLA and PET untreated and plasma 
degraded. It is appreciated in both cases that the polymers exposed to plasma presented lower 
thermal stability that virgin polymers, the plasma treatment breaks the polymer chains, leaving 
macromolecules with lower molecular weight and with presence of certain chemical groups that 
are more susceptible to experience degradation when heated. As is appreciated plasma treated 
PET and PLA experiment weight loss at lower temperatures than virgin polymers.  
 

  
              Figure 4.  TGA  curves of PLA                             Figure 5. TGA curves of  PET 
                 plasma degraded and virgin                                degraded by plasma  and virgin 
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Conclusions  
 
Percent weight loss is a function of certain variables of the plasma system, like for example, the 
time of residence, but the major factor is the chemical structure of each plastic. For instance, in 
this study; PP and PLA experienced higher degradation that LDPE and PET.  
 
The results also showed that plasma is an efficient technique to carry out polymer degradation, and 
also is a technique that is friendly with the environment.   
 
Degradation or pyrolysis of plastics by plasma is another alternative to recycling because with 
plasma it is possible to produce syngas as a product of the pyrolysis, which can be converted into 
energy or fuel or other products of high value and the implementation of this technology at 
industrial scale could generate great benefits.  
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Abstract 
 

This work reports, the metathesis depolymerization of chicozapote (Manilkara zapota), which is a mixture of cis-1,4 
(20%), trans-1,4 (73%) and 3,4 (7%) polyisoprenes; it also contains calcium oxalate monohydrate and a resinous 
fraction. The reactions were performed using 2nd generation Grubbs and Hoveyda-Grubbs catalysts, with olefins: 
dimethyl maleate, diethyl maleate and methyl methacrylate, as chain transfer agents, in toluene at 45ºC. There were 
obtained well defined diester o methyl ester telechelic oligomers with average molecular weight Mn from 1729 to 
3990 g/mol, determined by GPC. 
 
Introduction 
 

The chicozapote (Manilkara zapota) is a source of natural chewing gum. It is obtained from the 
area of the Yucatan peninsula, comprising Guatemala, Honduras and the southeasternmost tip of 
Mexico. The latex, also called “crude chicle” is obtained by tapping the bark of the tree. And then 
is boiled in an open vessel with constant stirring to reduce the water content to below 40%. The 
concentrated latex is then poured into molds to form, on cooling, blocks of about 20 to 25 pounds 
each [1], this is called the "gum base". The latex containing both, cis- and trans-polyisoprenes, at 
ratios of either 1:1, 1:4 or 3:7 in the commercial chicle resin, and 1:1 in the single tree [2]. It also 
contained calcium oxalate monohydrate and a resinous fraction [3]. 
 
Olefin metathesis is a very versatile approach to obtain value added chemical intermediates from 
renewable raw materials. In this context, the metathesis degradation of polyalkenamers and their 
cross-metathesis (CM) with linear olefins as chain transfer agents (CTAs) to produce cyclic 
oligomers and end-functionalized polymers (telechelics) has been studied for over 30 years [4-5]. 
The installation of structural elements within complex natural products and the CM of electron 
deficient substrates, such as acrylic acid and its esters can now be accomplished using active and 
functional group tolerant metathesis catalysts [6]. 
 
In the present study, we investigated the natural chicle (NC) metathesis degradation, in the 
presence of high functionalized olefins: dimethyl maleate (DMM), diethyl maleate (DEM), methyl 
methacrylate (MMA) as chain transfer agents (CTAs); using 2nd generation Grubbs (G2) and 
Hoveyda Grubbs (H-G2) catalysts, to achieve the synthesis of low-molecular-weight telechelic 
oligomers in a well-controlled manner. These products represent valuable starting materials for the 
synthesis of detergents. 
 
Experimental 
 

Reagents 
Natural chicle gum base (NC) from Chetumal Mexico, was tapped from chicozapote tree 
(Manilkara zapota). (Mn =1.4•104; PDI =2.5). It was determined by 1H NMR, that NC is a 
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mixture of cis-1,4 (20%), trans-1,4 (73%) and 3,4 (7%) polyisoprenes (Fig. 2) [7]. 
 
Dimethyl maleate (DMM), diethyl maleate (DEM), methyl methacrylate (MMA), toluene 
anhydrous, methanol; benzylidene [1,3-bis(2,4,6-trimethylphenyl)-2-imidazolidinylidene] dichloro 
(tricyclohexylphosphine) ruthenium (Grubbs catalyst 2nd generation) (G2) and (1,3-Bis-(2,4,6-
trimethylphenyl)-2-imidazolidinylidene)dichloro(o-isopropoxyphenylmethylene)ruthenium 
(Hoveyda-Grubbs catalyst 2nd Generation) (HG2) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used 
as received. Other solvents were of reagent grade and used without further purification (Schem. 1). 
 

 
Scheme 1. Reagents used for the metathesis reactions. 

 
Purification of natural chicle (NC) 
In order to evaluate the reactivity of these catalysts, the metathesis degradation was performed 
using natural chicle gum base (NC) as received and purified. 
NC was precipitated into methanol and then dried under vacuum before use (NCP). 
Inorganic constituents and carbohydrates were separated from the chicle hydrocarbons and resins 
by dissolving NC in toluene and precipitated into methanol, and then dried under vacuum before 
use. The purified NCT was analyzed by 1H NMR (CDCl3) according to literature (Fig. 2) [7]. 
 
cis-1,4-PI δ (ppm): 5.12; 2.03; 1.7. trans-1,4-PI δ (ppm): 5.12; 2.00; 1.60. 3,4-PI δ (ppm):4.69; 1.9 
and 1.6. Corresponding to (m, mH, CH=C(CH3)CH2), (m, 4 mH,CH2CH2C(CH3)=CHCH2CH2), 
(s, 3 mH, CH=C(CH3)CH2), respectively. 
 
Characterization 
FTIR spectra were recorded at room temperature on a Nicolet 5700 spectrophotometer with a 
diamond tip as a dispersing agent. 1H and 13C NMR spectra were recorded on a Varian Inova Unit 
300 (300 and 75MHz, respectively) spectrometer. CDCl3 was used as solvent. Chemical shifts are 
reported in ppm downfield from tetramethylsilane (TMS, δ=0.00ppm). 
 
Average molecular weight (Mn) and molecular weight distributions (PDI) were determined by gel 
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permeation chromatography (GPC). The GPC analysis was performed at 35ºC in THF (0.3ml/min) 
using a Waters ALLIANCE 2695 Separation Module equipped with 2 columns: Waters Styragel 
HR 4E (Mw 5•102 to 1•105) and Styragel HR 5E (Mw 2•103 a 4•106). Narrow molecular weight 
linear polystyrene standards (ranging from 3.70•102 to 4.290•106) were used to calibrate the GPC. 
 
Degradation procedure 
All the experiments were performed under nitrogen atmosphere in a glass vial. The reaction vial 
temperature was controlled using a thermostat and an oil bath. Metathesis degradation of NC 
(0.5g) was performed using DMM, DEM and MMA as CTAs, with the molar ratio 
[C=C]/[CTA]=1:1. The catalysts Grubbs 2nd generation (G2) or Hoveyda-Grubbs 2nd Generation 
(H-G2); were added in molar ratio [C=C]/catalyst=250. The degradation was performed in bulk; 
the solvent (toluene) was added only with the catalyst. The metathesis reaction products were 
stabilized by adding N-phenyl-1 naphthylamine to the solution and then were precipitated using an 
excess of methanol. The products were dried under vacuum at room temperature and characterized 
by FT-IR, 1H, 13C-NMR and GPC. 
 
Results and Discussion 
Table 1 reports the degradation of the NC in the presence of DMM, DEM and MMA as CTAs, 
using catalysts G2 and H-G2. The initial molecular weight of natural chicle was Mn =1.4•104; 
PDI =2.5. The yields of the products were in the range of 90–99%. 
 

Table 1. NC metathesis degradation in bulk, with DMM, DEM and MMA as CTAs, using catalysts G2 and H-G2. 
(NC/CTA=1:1; [C=C]/catalyst= 250; temperature=45ºC; time=24h, toluene as solvent). 

Entry Rubber Catalyst CTA Mn 
(theor.)a 

Mn 
(GPC)b 

PDI 
(GPC)b 

 NCT - - - 14557 2.49 

1 NCT G2 DMM 212 2243 1.65 

2 NCP G2 DMM 212 2500 1.43 

3 NC G2 DMM 212 2656 1.41 

4 NC H-G2 DMM 212 3414 1.52 

5 NCP G2 DEM 240 2468 1.41 

6 NC G2 DEM 240 3990 1.79 

7 NCP H-G2 DEM 240 2259 1.32 

8 NC H-G2 DEM 240 3153 1.40 

9 NCT G2 MMA 168 1729 1.05 

10 NCP G2 MMA 168 1980 1.03 

11 NC G2 MMA 168 2035 1.13 

12 NC H-G2 MMA 168 1866 1.03 

NC: Natural chicle without purification. NCT: Natural chicle dissolved in toluene and precipitated into methanol 
before use. NCP: Natural chicle precipitated into methanol before use. 
G2: 2nd generation Grubbs catalyst. H-G2: 2nd generation Hoveyda-Grubbs catalyst. 
a: Theoretical MW based on complete NC and CTA conversion. 
b: Determined by GPC with THF as the eluent. Values reported relative to polystyrene standards. 
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Figure 1 depicts the NC and the telechelic oligomers (TNC) characterized by FT-IR (Table 1, 
entries 2, 5 and 10). All the IR spectra of the degraded TNC products show the strong peak 
centered at υ= 1741 cm-1 which indicates the presence of the carbonyl group (C=O). 
 

 
Figure 1. FT-IR spectra of the CN and the products of degradation via cross-metathesis with DMM, DEM and 

MMA. 
 

 
Figure 2. 1H NMR spectra of the CNT and the telechelic oligoisoprenes using DMM, DEM and MMA as CTAs. 
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1H NMR spectra (Fig. 2) of the NC and the products (Table 1; entries 2, 5 and 10) after 24h show 
that the signals of the ethylene, methyl and methylene protons of the cis and trans polyisoprene 
units have not changed from those detected for NC. When DMM was used as CTA, new signals 
were observed at δ=5.84-5.67 (H) and 3.79 ppm (CH3-OCO). For DEM, the new peaks appeared 
at δ=5.84-5.67 (H); 4.29-4.22 (CH2); 1.337-1.253 ppm (methyl in CH2-CH3-OCO). Finally, 
when using MMA, the spectrum show new peaks at δ=4.70-4.67 (C=CH2) and 3.73 ppm (CH3-
OCO). These observations confirmed the formation of diester or methyl ester terminated 
isoprene oligomers. 
 
Conclusions 
Degradation of NC via cross-metathesis with high functionalized olefins DMM, DEM and 
MMA, using 2nd generation Grubbs and Hoveyda-Grubbs catalysts, can be performed in bulk 
conditions, avoiding large amounts of organic solvent. Reactions proceeded to give diester or 
methyl ester telechelics with masses in the range of 1729 to 3990 g/mol determined by GPC. The 
yields of the oligomers were good and ranged between 90 and 99%. The obtained products can 
significantly contribute to a sustainable supply for detergents. 
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